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Could this be the ultimate database? 
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For mixing business with pleasure 
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Answer to your educational prayers? 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT 

If you read Amiga Format every month, why not 
make sure of your copy by getting it delivered 
straight to your door? See Page 174 for details! 

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 

Take advantage of our Mail Order bargains. See the 
Special Offers details on Page 198 of this issue! 

The Old Barn, Somerton, 
Somerset TA11 7PY » 0458 74011 



Monkey Island 74 
Swash some buckle and tickle some rib! 
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We cannot offer advice on a 

personal basis, either by telephone or 

post. We cannot accept liability for any 

mistakes or misprints. No part of this 

magazine may be reproduced in any 

form without our permission. 

Quote of the month: There are dreams, 
there is reality, and between them lie the 
doors of perception" 

Member of the Audit Bureau of 

Circulations. Registered Circulation 

81 ,234July - Dec 1990 
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HOW IT WORKS... 3D GAMES_33 
The experts give away their secrets 

THE REAL THING...123 
The biggest ever guide anywhere to 3D graphics 

THE FIRST STEPS.213 
By popular demand... a special for beginners 

REVIEWS 
IMAGINE. 124 
Sit back and gasp: the best 3D ever? 

3D PROFESSIONAL.129 
Latest release of a package with much potential 

DRAW 4D...  133 
If you want 3D for DTP look here 

VORTEX AT ONCE.155 
Bring your work home with a PC emulator 

THEEMULATOR 2.....  160 
OK, boyz... make like a BBC Micro! 

SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL 4.... 164 
Outdoing the big boys on the database scene 

PANDAAL DAATASCAN.169 
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Gadgetry for the techie at heart 

MOUSE ROUND-UP.172 
Ravishing replacement rodent resume 
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PD UPDATE......181 
So good they have to give it away... 
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Send us most of your money NOW! 

SPECIAL OFFERS.198 
Now send us the rest... 

WORKBENCH.....201 
Solving your tricky personal problems! 

FORMAT GOLD 
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Metal Masters.88 
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3D CONSTRUCTION KIT - I never knew there 
was so much in it! The secrets of the Fresscape 3D 
games creating system are put in your hands by 
Incentive and Domark. Play with the elements of 
your own 3D world. 

ATOMINO - Whiz for Atoms! Psygnosis’ new 
puzzle game will give you many a happy hour con¬ 
structing molecules. Watch the co-valent bondage! 

DRIVE IFF - Make your favourite IFF file into a race-track. 
This very amusing little game allows you to design your 
own courses and tweak how they play. 

PIC OF THE MONTH - Self-portrait of one Mr Rubberface 
in fabulous panchromatic monochrome. 

HACKTRICK.60HZ - It's a bit unusual, but it works! 
Simply boot up your Amiga into 60Hz mode and you can 
play games just that important bit faster 

BALANCE OF POWER 1990 - This is a classic, 
it’s still selling at £24.99 a copy and we’re giving it 
to you for just the price of a blank disk. 

You are the leader of one of the two 
Superpowers, the Soviet Union or the United States 
of America, in the cold war days of the 1990s. 
Your task is to increase your political power and 
influence in the world by subtle military and eco¬ 
nomic action, all the while avoiding confrontation 
with the opposing superpower. 

If you push your luck too far, you could end 
up at Defcon 1: all-out nuclear war. There are no 
prizes for destroying the world: all you have to look 
forward to then is about 30 seconds of intense 
pleasue before you become part of the biggest 
microwave meal in history. 

The complete guide to how to play starts on 
Page 25. Read it carefully: then get those arms 
shipments out to whoever needs them most... 

Look forward to hours of^ 
fun with this excellent 

Atnminn playable puzzle game 
ftlvl ■ ■■■ ■ demo from Psygnosis 

COVER 

DISK 

DrivelFF - Make your own fun 
with a race game where you create the courses 

Hacktrick.60Hz - Play any game 10% faster! 

Your chance to explore for yourself the 
world of 3D, with 
Domark's useable 
demo of Incentive's 
Freescape game 
creation system 
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The many faces 

of madness ..! 
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COMPLETE £24.99 GAME! 
“Superb stuff that can 

make weekends disappear.11 AF Issue 19 

Full game guide on page 25 





NEWS 

Indy Jones is back! Eh??? 
US Gold have announced the 

game of the fourth Indiana 

Jones film — even though 

Lhere to no fourth film! The 

new Indy romp la being 

worked on by Uiiaafilm and 

the plot for the game has 

been approved by George 

Lucas and Steven Spielberg, 

so quality is assured. 

Sheer joy for flight sim fans 
Voltmace's Delta 3A h a smart-looking analogue 
stick designed to be held comfortably m the hand 
and ideal for the armchair flight-simmer who 

doesn't wish for the 
extra degree of real¬ 
ism afforded by a 

yoke, Vaitmace 
0462 894410, 

\ 

CD ROM CONFERENCE 
CDTV and the technology of 

which it is but an offshoot 

will play a major 

part at the UK's 

lirst big CD-ROM 

conference, CD- 

ROM Europe 9l* 

which js to be held at the 

No vote l in Hammersmith, 

London from the 2lsi-23rd May. Other 

topics covered include the Philips CD1 system, 

ready for a mass market launch next year, along with many 

seminars on standards and methods, Agestream 0733 60535 

CDTV launches 
Amiga CD ROM drive imminent 

The Commodore CDTV is now a reality. Due to go 

on safe in the shops mid-May it is practically 

assured of being available in high-street chains in 

the next couple of weeks, 

Commodore's combination of Amiga and CD 

player, which promises to bring a new standard of 

friendliness and depth to home entertainment, was 

officially launched to the press and distributors on 

April 30th Initially its distribution will be carefully controlled, selling through major 

retail outlets rather than through computer suppliers. The price is confirmed to be the 

lower £599 which Commodore had been hoping to achieve. 

Whether or not the CDTV sells depends partly on the success of the software, so 

Commodore are keen to promote the sale of the Amiga add-on CD drive which will 

allow A50G owners to play CDTV discs. Amiga Format has seen photographs of the 

prototype drive and, though production versions have not yet appeared in this coun¬ 

try, its arrival is now a matter of weeks. 

Will CDTV software be as good as we all hope? Read all about it first in next 

month's Amiga Format, where a special feature will look at all the software that is 

ready for launch with the machine. 

Romantic word processing? 
The new word processing program from Digita* 

WordwoTth promises nor only to bring a flavour of 

the romantic poets but also a touch of class borrowed 

from the sturdy friendliness of Macintosh software. 

Wordsworth boasts the smart look of Workbench 2* 

even on a Kicks tart 1.3 Amiga, and has clearly had a 

great deal of thought put in to make it as useable as 

possible. It will flow text round graphics as well as 

operating at a good speed, and k also features custom 

fonts named after such poetic greats as Keats, Byron 

and Shelley. All you’ll be left to do is write about daffodils and die at an early age. 

Expect us to be waxing lyrical on its 

merits next month. Digica 0395 270273, 

VAT increase hits game prices 
The rise in VAT from 15% to 17.5% 
will put an average of 60p on the rec¬ 
ommended retail price of a game. 
None of the prices quoted in this issue 
account for the new VAT rate, but new 
prices will be peculiar sums; £30,74 
instead of £29.99. for instance. As far 
as we know no software houses intend 
to absorb the increase, though your 
local retailer may well do so. 

Deuteros, Hunter, R-Type 9 survive demise of Activision 
After many recent tribula¬ 
tions, Activision UK has 
been bought out by The 
Disc Company in France. 
This brings the very good 
news that excellent recent 
games such as Deuteros 
(Format Gold in Issue 21) 
and Hunter (86% in Issue 
20) will now definitely be 
released and will appear in 
the shops very soon. It also 
ensures the survival of the 
games currently under 
development at Activision, 
Including arcade classic fol¬ 
low-up R-Type 2. 
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HAM-E 
24-bit graphics far Hie rest of us 

HAM-E ts a new mode in 
Amigo graphics that will give 
you access to the wonders of 
24-bit colour at a low price. 
Although not 'true colour' in 
the technical sense, it will 
allow the display of over 
200,000 colours on the screen 
and. what's more, can be run 
without porblems as compote 
ble with any software 

The system, developed by 
Black Belt m America and sold 
excWvety through Checkmate 
in the UK involves a hardware 
add-on that is almost uniquely 
compatible with almost any 
hardware and software, 

ft provides a 256-colour display 
mode from a 24-bit palette, as 

well as a fancy new version of HAM that allows a 262,000<olour dis¬ 
play It also includes software such as a painl package and an image 
processing system of which we have excellent reports and is available 
in a highly sophisticated anti-aliased version for a little extra 

Prices? £299 for rhe standard model £399 for the advanced. A 
mere trifle compared with 24-bit. Expect extensive coverage soon. 
Checkmate 071 923 0658. 

Amiga 24-bit colour images of this 

quality form a board costing C30O? 

HYPERBOOK PRICE LOWER 
Ttw price of Gold Disk s 

excellent Hyper book 

multimedia application 

generator, reviewed in 

Issue 21. is in fact a good 

deal lower than we said it 

was then at £69 95 rather 

than £ 100, The error 

arose m a straight dollar- 

to-pound translation and 

we do apologise Don t let that 

complicated description confuse 

you. either; Hyperbook is a very 

simple way of creating presenta¬ 

tions and computerised books 

and is available from HB 

Marketing (0753 636000). 

Precision (O&f 330 7I66| and 

Silica |08t 309 1111/ 

Hyper-book: high-value multimedia 

creator, and friendly with rt. 

Computer health worries? 
tk'r fri j lot e4 letters from people voicing 

stifKcTTt* jN<u: the «afetv of computer 

KW». *o mx thought von might benefit 

from Ro&P* t health and ufcn rthtbtuori u 

the S'EC iktrmtngh»flri on June i&th-20th 

.Wore detail* from ItaSfW 021 200 2i*t 

Geographic: cause for concern 
Reports in our sister magazine New Computer Excess 'svea r\a: 
Geographic, responsible for the DooMo Door rot^efinder ceassc 
trading under highly suspicious circumstances They can nc coger be con¬ 
tacted at their address or phone number, the route planning software 7^* 
sold to unwitting customers has proved woefully inadequate and they sc tar 
appear to be shirking their legal obligation to provide refunds. 

Anyone who has bought Door-to-Door and is seeking a refuse 
contact Bradford Trading Standards Office on 0532 536111 Amiga 
has introduced a policy of not mentioning products in its news pages -■‘-ess 
we know the pedigree of the product or company concerned. 

Europe's biggest music lair nearly always 
heralds ttw launch of this year s new prod* 
nets and is a good indicator of the way things 
will be moving over (he next year or so. 

This year’s 'big thing’ looks like being 
MIDI songs. Being on the ball, Amiga Formal 
looked at these back In December but what 
we didn't know then was there would be a 
veritable tidal wave of American and German 
companies who are now plumbing this mar¬ 
ket. This will be further enhanced by the new 
General MIDI Mode standard {see below/ 

Dr Ts are marketing a catalogue of over 
300 Tran Tracks' songs; Passport, one of the 
first to gel Into this, have a huge fiat of MIDI 
Records': Bars and Pipes has its own 
MusicWare collection of over 250 titles: and 
the German software house Geerdes have 
over 900 (Hies in their brochure available in 
this country through Newtronlc, Roland UK 
also have their own library of songs and there 
were new European companies with stands 
dedicated purely to selling song files. 

The next level was shown on the 
Passport stand with CD ROM disks with MIDI 
data on (hem plus audio data. You get a 
sequenced MIDI backing with acoustic instru¬ 
ments, piano vocals etc, played back through 
the normal CD audio aet-up. Time to tune up 
that A500 and start singing along with your 
own Karaoke machine? 

One of the disadvantages at present of midi 
files is that they will be set up for one synth 
and you may have another. This can lead (0 

amusing and frustrating results: the bass line 
(urns into a kazoo, the drum kit Is played on a 
full orchestra. With General MIDI Mode this 
will no longer happen. It seems lhal most 
manufacturers have agreed on a formula for 

all ROM voices that puts them ail in the same 
order. The standard agreed on closely resem¬ 
bles the Roland set-up on (he 0-110 and MT 
32 sound modules: already Roland are push¬ 
ing another extension of this concept 

( General Sound ] so that sound variations 
can be standardised as well. 

As you might expect, Roland have prod¬ 
ucts that meet this new standard and were 
demonstrating I he new Sound Canvas lone 
module with 315 sounds and 9 drum kits. At 
£485 it Isn't cheap but it is designed with the 
home computer music freak in mind. 

Three new Amiga Sequencing packages were 
shown. First was the final arrival of 
Steinberg s Pro 24 tor the Amiga. 

Version 1.1 will be available as you read 
this with 24-track recording, score display* 
grid end drum editing, graphic control of MIDI 
functions, copious overdub and cycle facili¬ 
ties, flexible quantize, mixdown screen and 
lots more. It will run on the A50D but 1 Mb Is 
recommended and rt will also run on the 
A3000 SMPTE and provision for MIDI export 

channels are also features of this new ver¬ 
sion, A review is Imminent. 

Bars and Pipes Professional was having 
its first showing anywhere. As well as sticking 
to the highly colourful display and graphic 
concept of the original there are many new 
up-market features. The main page Is more 
flexible with movable windows, it will edit and 
print in standard music notation, has a mix- 
down window, enhanced quantize functions, 
song construction, lots of new tools, video 
cue sheet, multiple MIDI port drivers and 
event list editing. II Is aimed at the more fluent 
musician but at the same time has ait the 
music generating and cross-linking properties 
of the original version. No price is fixed yet. 

We have seen many versions of Dr Ts 
KCS (Keyboard Controlled Sequencer! over 
the past five years and the latest (and perhaps 
last) 3.5 is really a combination of all their 
sequencing software. Now called Omega, rt 
combines 48 track recording and song 
sequencing with a quick sc ore piint-out. mix- 
down pages, enhanced graphic editing - like 
that seen on Tiger Cub - and It Is multi-task¬ 
ing and Interactive with other Dr T software. 
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EVERY CINEMATIC ADVENTURE NEEDS 

BLOOD AND GUTS - CENTURION'S THE 

FIRST TO REQUIRE BRAINS AS WELL 

Up until now, so-called "cinematic adventures" have offered little more than a fair bit of action, 

a few pretty pictures, a couple of fairly convincing sound effects and a strategic challenge that wouldn't 

stretch the intellect of a gnat 

Now, from a new generation of games from "Defender of the Crown" designer, Kellyn Beck, 

comes "Centurion: Defender of Rome", the first movie game that allies stunning graphics with really 

challenging game play. 

In Centurion, you must choose from an infinite number of ways to conquer the known world. 

Fight, bribe and seduce your way to the top: on the battlefield, in the gladiator's arena, on the chariot 

racetrack, even in Cleopatra's boudoir. 

Centurion: Defender of Rome, for all cinema game fans with more between 

their ears than just their eyes. 

IBM/ PC and AMIGA £24.99 

If you on'i find "Centurion" at your favourite store, ciW our Direct Sales Line: 07S3-4944Z 

Electronic Arts I 1/49 Station Road Langley, Berks SL3 8YN Tel: (0753) 49442 Fax: (0753) 46672 



NEWS SPECIAL REPORT 

3D ‘virtual reality’ coin-ops will reach 

an arcade near you soon... 

Virtually 
a reality! 

Virtual Reality became a reality 
this month when W Industries 
unveiled their Virtuality arcade 
system. Virtuality is the first 
production' virtual reality system 

m the world; 
Weighing in at £20,000 a 

piece, these machines are now a 
viable and affordable option for 
arcade operators; so coinnop fans 
the world over will very soon be 
experiencing the whole range of 
“virtual' experiences. 

Virtual Reality allows users to 
actually enter a computer gener¬ 
ated three-dimensional world. The 
headset contains stereo LCD 
lenses and quadrophonic speak 
ers, so as the head is moved, the 
computer system calculates what 
is visible to the user in that direc¬ 
tion and angle, then updates the 
headset's display, giving total 360 
degree vision. 

The concept of Virtual Reality 
is not new and during the last ten 
years many “custom' systems 
have been built. Virtuality marks 
an important step forward, how¬ 
ever, as rt makes the technology 
available to the public via arcades. 
Virtuality will be a coinoperated 
system ready for anyone to try for 
the price of some spare change. 

At the heart of the machine is 
that proven technical winner the 
A2000, albeit considerably modi¬ 
fied. Using the same Visette' 
headset as the arcade machine 
and a Spaceglove', Virtuality will 
also be used as a walk-around sys¬ 
tem, allowing users to touch and 
manipulate objects as well as view 
them. W industries also hope to 
launch a Force Feedback glove, 
which replicates the sensation of 
the p ressure app lied whe n an 
object is touched or lifted. 

In researching our feature on 
3D games {starting on Page 33) it 
became apparent that many of the 
leading 3D game programmers 
are interested in working with vir¬ 
tual reality systems. Very soon, 
they wifi be able to... and then 
we ll see how good 3D can be! 

is one of 

the first games to be 

developed for the 

Virtuality system and 

uses it to the full. 

The game concerns 
opposing fleets of star 

fighters trapped 

within each other's 

force fields. The guns 

are targe tied with the 

helmet and are not 

slaved to the front of 

the simulated craft. 

This encourages play¬ 

ers to fully explore 

the 360 degree world 

created around them, 

as enemy fighters 

have to be followed 

around with the head, 

not the ship. 

The Virtual fly system comprises a huge arcade chair and a Visette. The Visette is a large helmet which con¬ 
tains LCD lenses and quadrophonic speakers and is clamped to the head. The helmet's relative position is 
sensed remotely while cables coming out of the back pass ail the display and sound information from the 
machine to the helmet. The guts of the machine are hidden in the seal of the chair. 

As the system stood on its launch day, it was both impressive and persuasive. The games were initially 
disorientating and the graphic display initially appeared blurred. The blur is simply because your eyes need 
a few seconds to adjust to LCD tenses a few inches in front of the eyes. Most folk also spend a few 
moments lolling their heads just looking around at the total 3D. 

The 3D Is solid and convincing and the VT0L Harrier game uses the system's attributes to the full, forc¬ 
ing players to look ail around the sky for incoming enemies. There is a slight graphic lag in update if the 

head is jerked quickly from side to side, but there are already plans to 
improve crispness and speed by a 

i ^ v factor of four. 
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UNLEASH THE POWER OF YOUR AMIGA" 
JUST ADD TO YOUR AMIGA FOR 

• B5000-25 Faster than the CBM A3000-25 • 
9 500-1000% Faster than your Amiga 9 

9 Massive 4-32Mb of superfast memory 9 

9 WO% Software compatibiiity • • Piug-in up to a 50 MHz Maths Co-Pro • • B5000 has advanced 32-bit Paged-Mode design 9 

9 32-bit Kickstart — five/ten times faster • • Three models — A5000-16/B5000-25/B5000-40 9 

• THE MACHINES • 
A5000-16 1667 MHz Asynchronous MCS0Q2CnC 2*3 MIPS (8 MIPS peak] 
BS000 2S; 2SJOO MHz Asynchronous MC68Q30RP 5*6 MIPS ft? MIPS pea*i 
05000-46 4000 MHz Asynchronous MC66Q30RP 8 9 MIPS flfl MIPS pea*) 

FPU 12-5 MHi-50 MHz Asynchronous MC68SS1RC or MC68B62RC 
A500CM6 RAM 4 Megabytes of 32 bn RAM 256 * 4 50ns DRAM* 
05000-25 HAM 16 Megabytes Of 32-bit RAM 1024 % 4 80rcs DRAMS 
05006-40 RAM 32 Megabytes of 32-tni RAM 1024 x 4 &0ns ORAMs 
SHADOW ROM: Move your Krckstart into 32 bit SUPER-FAST-RAM 
SOFTWARE 68000 Fallback mode tor 100% Software compab&riity 
HARDWARE 100% Compatible with Amiga 500/2000 and add-on cards 
INTERFACE 1: Plugs mro $8000 processor socket inside your Amiga 
INTERFACE 2: A/B2000 Coprocessor (Zorrolll card Ifor 65000-40 only| 

A5000-16 
(Price includes IMb RAM) 

B 5000-2 5 
(Price includes IMb RA M) 

B5000-40 
iPrice includes 4Mb RAM) 

(Ait prices iriciusire of VAT) 

Solid State Leisure Limited 

BO Finiddm Road, IhthlinSQD^OuGh, Nqrthants NN9 STZ. TClCphOnC: 109331 65Q677 li lTIQnal: + 44 93 3 650677 



STRATEGYJEtEAUTJL 

AMIGA ACTION 
The tanks have been superbly 
animated, with great attention to detail' 
This has to be a must for everyone! 

setting book has now 
turned 
into the no. 1 best 
selling game 

Team Yankee is the definitive action simulation of modem tank warfare. 
Team Yankee.... the critics'choice" 
Team Yankee is designed to test your leadership and tactical skills to the 
quick. 

STRATEGY PLUS 
This is a game and a hall! 
The use of four screens in 
one is simply brilliant - at 
times it's almost like / 
playing on four A 
computers at once! 
I quickly found 
myself hooked on a 
genre of game 
which previously 
held no interest. 

AMIGA FORMAT 
Team Yankee presents a game, 
in a sims clothing, which when 
dealing with tanks has to be the 
perfect approach1 

ACE 
The blend of thought and 
reflexes required to play Team 
Yankee is exactly right! 

ST FORMAT 
Hunting the Red Bear has never 
been so much fun) 
You won’t be able to tear yourself 
away from Team Yankee! 

Heralded the American computer 
role-playing game of the year! 
Based on 
Megatraveller by 
Game Designers 
Workshop, the 
world's most 
popular science- 
fiction gaming 
system. 

Twenty-eight planets and 
satellites to explore in eight 
systems filled with exciting 
puzzles, dangerous subjects and 
interesting characters to 
encounter. 

"Megatraveller 1 is one of the best 
science-fiction role-playing 
games ever ior the computer’ 

The most sophisticated 
character generation 
system ever devised: 
five military classes, 
more than seventy 
talents and 

abilities. Allows 
player to control 

character development 
through five services: Army, Navy, 

Marines, Merchants and Scouts, 

“Megatraveller 1, a game that 
truly warrants the highest level of 
praise, the attention to 
detail makes it 
exceptional" __ 

(Quotes taLer, 
Dragon magazine US 

Quest Busters magazine US5 
,s 

Amiga end ST m^ptemenlatiara 
by STeVeN Gtem 

TAKES SCIENCE FICTION ROLE-PLAYING LIGHT YEARS FORWARD 

EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4 THE STANNETTS* LAINDQN NORTH TRADE CENTRE. 
BASILDON ESSEX SSI5 6DJ TEL 0268 541212 



NEXT MONTH 

Two top-notch games: 
our most special issue ever! 
The July issue will be a totally new concept in Amiga magazines: two Coverdisks 

and not just one but TWO utterly wonderful complete full-price classic games! 

Two disks, two cracking games - it's the greatest Amiga magazine offer! 

Once again, weVe bowed to pressure from you, our read¬ 
ers, to give you tire best deal in magazines anywhere. 
After the two-disk issue at Christmas we had such an 

overwhelming response asking us to do it again, we had to agree. 
And weVe striven to get you the very best possible for the sec- 

ond Coverdisk - we're giving you not one, but two full-price 
top-class games. First interphase, the highly-rated 3D exploration 
game. Now Balance of Power, widely accepted to be one of the 
major classics of all time. And next? Well, there's Archipelagos; 
widely accepted as one of the best 3D games ever produced. And 
we have another complete cracker of a game on the other disk. 

What does it cost? Only an extra £!. For a blank disk that's not 
a bad deal, but when you get a game worth £25 as well, you're 
laughing. The only trouble is this will be the last time we can give 
you a complete game: so get it while it's hot! 

NEXT ISSUE'S GAME 
ARCHIPELAGOS 

Archipelagos is one of the 
most intriguing 3D games 
ever released. In a world of 
islands scattered about an 
enormous ocean, you must 
prevent a sickness in the form 
of contorted trees creeping 
across the land and ultimately 
destroy the awesome obelisks 

of power left behind by an alien race. If s a huge game, featuring 
10,000 progressively more difficult levels packed with action. 

PLUS: THE BIGGEST 
SURPRISE OF ALL! 

Yes, the big surprise is that Issue 24 will contain not one but 
TWO excellent games. Archipelagos you know about: but 
what's the other? Well, the deal will be agreed In literally two 
hours' time: but this page has to go to the printers in ten min¬ 
utes! Rest assured that this will make the double-disk Issue 24 
of Amiga Format the best value in magazines ever. Just wait! 

Issue 24, July 1991 
on sole 13th June £3.95 

ARCHIPELAGOS COMPLETE GAME 
Formal Gold, ST/Amiga Format May 1909 

Whether you just dip In and 
have a bash or spend many 
an hour wrapped up In Its 
complexities, you'll find this 
one of the most entertaining 
games you've played. It was 
released in May 1909 and 
STAmige Format (as your 
favourite magazine was 
then) gave it a great 84%, 

'Where the thrill really 
lies is In the gameplay' said 
Mark Highflm, now editor of 

ST Format, In his review. 
"It s a strategy very much In 
the mould of Firebird's 
Sentinel. When the clock 
starts and you face a ninety- 
second countdown in 
search of the obelisk, the 
game gets realty exciting. 

‘Almost 10,000 levels 
have been wildly designed 
to ensure even the seasoned gamesplayer comes back for more. You 
learn your own ways of tackling problems: M’s this gameplay which makes 
Archipelagos a very original concept and worthy of a Format Gold." 

ENTER THE CDTV 
As the COTV prepares for launch, we take a close look at the hardware 
and the software. Is it the next big thing in home entertainment? Will every 
household have one by 1993? is the CD-based software as good as we 
expect It to be? All these questions answered, and more! 

With the release of the CD-ROM add-on drive for the Amiga imminent, 
you need to know whether It will be worth buying one to gain access (o 
the world of CDTV software. Our complete guide to the first CDTV titles 
will tell you. Don't miss it! 

SUBSCRIBE 
AND GET IT FREE! 

There's one way you can gel both 
this exciting two-disk, two-game 
issue without paying more than the 
usual price, and that's to subscribe 
lo Amiga Format for the next year. 
Think about it: twelve issues of 
Amiga Format delivered straight to 
your door, a free special extra sub¬ 
scriber's bonus of a game or some 
serious software, plus the two dou¬ 
ble-disk issues of Amiga Format al 
no extra cost! You know It makes 
sense See Page 174 NOW! 

BE SAFE: RESERVE 
YOUR COPY! 

Amiga Format always sells out. Wherever 
you live, you may already have been through 
the awful experience of trekking round all the 
newsagents In town without being able to 
find a copy. We just can't keep up with 
demand: we are. after all, far and away 
Britain s biggest-selling Amiga magazine. 

And of course the double-disk, double¬ 
game Issue 24 is bound to sell like hot cakes. 
The best way to make sure you get your 
sticky mitts on this exciting issues is to cul 
out or photcopy the coupon on the right fill 
It in, take It down to your newsagent and 
make sure he saves you a copy. Don't forget! 

I Dear Newsagent, 

| Please reserve_copy copies of this issue of Amiga Format: 

| Amiga Format Issue 24, July 1991 - on sale 13th June 

Name 

Address. 

I To the Newsagent Armga Formal ts pubfe$neo and dfcstnburad Dy Future Publishing 
® and is available from your wholesaler Sena these coupons tot entry in a free ' 
^^rize draw to Kate Hodges. Future Pubfstwig. 30 Monmouth Street. BATH BAt 2BW. 
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IAMJGA and ATARI ST Shocking Prices 
16»T AMIGA 

.30 CONSTRUCTION KIT 25 W 
» POOL 7 0 
MS ATTACH SUB . 17 49 
AtO Tam* KALER |1 MEG) 22 *9 
AO* D DUNG E ON MAS TE ft AS5 VOL 1 .7.46 
ADA D DUNGE ON UASTF R A&S VOLE 7*9 
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIMULATOR 16,69 
A£ AM A CORF'S 1? S9 
JUMffljCAN ICE HOCKEY . 
AMNIOS  13.99 
AMOS (GAMES CREATOfil ...... 30 49 
ANT ME A05 ICFTD DATA OIS*[l MEG1 10 99 
ARCWPELAGG5 ....*» 
ARMOUR GEDDON ..... .17*9 
ATOMpNO ... 17.49 

1SMT AMIGA 
FWTSOf FURY (DYNAMITE DUX NltUA 
WARRIORS SMlNOei DIR E DRAGON 2) 19 99 
FI AMES OF FREEDOM iMlDWWTER ?| 21 99 
FUGMt OF THS INTRUDER ».*9 
Plight simulator 3 29a9 
POOLS ERRAND . 7.49 
FUN SCHOOL a |2S8) (B'Bj Ofl ra*) 13 *9 
FUN SCHOOL 3 • 15 W 
GAUNTLETS ?99 
GETTYSBURG [ARfiHDi’S DRIVEl 19.» 
GETTYSBURG |SSI) 7.99 
GFA BASIC Y3.0 COMPILE R 29 49 
GFA BASIC V3 0 INTERPRETER 36 66 
GHENGhArHANN 20 99 
GODS 15*9 
GOLD OF THE A/TECS (C/S DRIVE) 
GOLD RUSH (SIERRA) 
GOLDEN AXI IB 99 
GRAND F'ftfll CIRCUIT 6 99 
OHAVirv 6 96 
Greg norman s golf .... 1 e 99 

MBIT AMIGA $T 

PCAWERMONGER DATA DISK 1 lO'SII u 99 1199 
POWERWQflKS fMAXlPl AN PIUS 
SPREADSHEET KIND WORDS 2 
A INFOP ILE DATABASE) 96 99 
PREDATOR? 16 99 1699 
PRESIDENT ELECT iSSiJ 5 99 
PRINCE OF PE RSI A 16 99 16 09 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 17,99 17 99 
PROPHECY ■ VIKING CHILD 10 99 
PROTEXT WORD PROCESSOR V* 6* 99 64 99 
PUBLISHERS CHOICE DTP M MEGI 59 99 
PURPLE SATURN DAY 5 99 
QUEST FOR GLORY [1 MEG) (SIERRA) 25*5 2549 
OUEST FOR GLOHY 2 [I MEG) 25 *0 25 49 
QUE5TRQW 2 iSSli 6*5 149 
fl-TYPE 4 99 
railroad tycoon 2199 2199 
RAJNfiOW ISLAND 16*9 13 49 
RICH CANCEROUS 7 49 7*9 
RICK DANGEROUS 2 16 99 t«9S 
ROADWAR EUflOPA (SSI) 6 49 
R00CCOP 16*9 
ROBOCOP 2 IDS DRIVE; 15 96 f5 99 
ROCKEFRANGER 6M 5» 
ROGUE TROOPER >4 99 
RORKES DRIFT 15 99 75 99 
RUBICON 16 99 *6 99 
STUN RUNNER 1*99 t*9» 
S£*STALK£fl rttfXOU- 10 99 6 99 
SECRET Of MONKEY ISLAND 16 99 *6 99 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST (05 QftivE 7 « 9 99 
SHADOW WARRIORS ift*9 13 49 
SHADOWGATC 199 
SHERMAN M* 15 99 
SIERRA TRIPLE PACK iCOLONELS 
BEQUEST CONQUESTS OF CAME LOT 
CODE NAME ICEMAN) l» MEG » *9 
SHE NT SERVICE i SUB SW i ft 99 6 99 
SILKWORM 7 99 7 99 
SIM CITY . It 99 11.99 
SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR TO *9 
SKULL ANDCROSS&ONE5 .....17*4 i7 *g 
SKYCKASE 5 99 
SSYFOX 4 99 
SORCERER (BUOOEF l 9*5 
SORCERER (INFOCOMI 9 0S 
SPACE HARRIER 2 6 99 
SPACfc QUEST 3 fSIERRA* rt>flU . 25 15 19 9B 

BALANCE OF POWER 
r*.. ' * 
BALLYHOO (INFOCOMi __ 7 96 
•AHMlWLit_____„* 
BARDS TALE 2 . 

I BARDS TALE 3  .17.49 
BATTLE COMMAND (DS drive l ifi.49 
BATTLE of BRITAIN rOS DRIVE) 19«B 
BATTLE SQUADRON **© 

iBATTLESCAPESiBOROCMNOlARMAO*. 2C*9 
battlestobu .ie.« 
BEAST 2 (WITH T SHIRTi 1*96 
BEST SELLERS (5M CITY t POPULOUS) IB 99 
BETRAYAL . - 
B6 YONO ZORK {HPOCOM) 
BILLY THE KiO ... .. 
BLACK CAULDRON . 
BLOODWYCH . 
BLOODWYCH DATA DISK 
BLUE MAX .... 
BRAT 
BRIDGE PL AY FR 2160 GALACTIC* 
BUCK ROGERS fSSI) . 
CADAVER .. 
CAPTIVE 
CARRIER COMMAND 
CENTURION DEFENDER QF POME 
CHAMPION OF THE RAJ . 
CHAMPIONS OF KfiYNN M M£Gl 
CHAMPIONS OF KHYNN rSSh 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 
CHAOS STRIKES Eack |t MEG) 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK EDITOR 
CHASE H Q 2 | SCI | [DS DRIVE i 
CHIPS CHALLENGE 

GUNSHIP 
HARDDRIVIN .. 
HARD DRlViW t ID'S DRIVE [ 
HARPOON 
hf rogue st lGremun, 
hkl STREET BLUES 
HITCH HfKERttGUlOE (BUDGET) 
HQLLVWQQO COL LECTION i D Si 
HOLLYWQOO HUWK IMFOOOM) 
HOME ACCOUNTS iCHGiTA. 
MOUND OF SHADOW 
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
HUNTER 
NYBfllS 
IMMORTAL (1 MEG) ftt-S DRIVE) 

fiffW cosTs £ 14.99 extra but 
liliH saves you up to £120 

Annuaf subscription To XS NRG is just ft4.99 for 

Special Reserve members only, The pnce includes 
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for 
Amiga, ST and PC users. Each issue ts packed with 
reviews of new games (and some ot the best older 
ones) and utilities There's more about the NRG si reel 
gang plus cheal modes, bulletin board and club letters 
You get more from the club with XS NRG 
6 sets ot £20 money-ott coupons, redeemable 
against Hems bought from Special Reserve. 
6 demonstration disks of pre-release or latest titles. 
That's 1@ reasons to buy XS NRG ,*,, heres two more: 

OR we ll give you X$ NRG PLUS... all for £29.99, 
XS NRG * disks + coupons + Populous + Sim City B Enter XS NRG and pay £14.99 

Qt enter XS NRG PLUS al £29.93, 
These otters apply To UK only Special 
Reserve membership ts not included 

1699 
1999 
7*9 

1695 
699 

1399 
7.99 

10 *g 
16.99 , 16.99 

.19.99 
19.99 . 
S6 49 16*9 

.1599 1599 
.7.99 7 99 

. f 7 49 . 
16*9. 16 *9 
19 99 

CONQUESTS OF CAMEiOT (i MEG; 
I CORE DOUBLE PACK (TORVAK 
THE WARfliOR 6 CAR VUP> ...... 1699 

iCORPORATlON 14 99 
CORPORATION MISSION EMSK 10 99 
CORRUPTION (M.'SCftQUS) 5.99 
CRACKDOWN 
CRIME OOESNT PAY . 16 99 
CRIME WAVE   16 99 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 19 99 
CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND (1 MEG) 1999 
CUTTHROATS IINFOCOMI . .9.99 
CYMHCON3 16.99 
DAMOCLES 8 99 
DAMOCLES MISSION GlSK 1. .4.99 
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 2.. . 0 99 
l)A$ HOOT ftHE BOAT SUB SIM) ifl.49 
DEADLINE (BUDGET) , 949 
DEATH TRAP .11.94 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 0 99 
DEJAVU  7 99 
DIJA VU 2       7 99 

i DELUXE MUSIC CONST* SET .45 99 
DELUXE NUNT .. 
DELUXE PAINT 3 4999 
DEUGNIAK 1999 
DEUTEROS 16 99 
DtSNlY ANIMATION STUDIO ..59 99 
DRAGON WARS 17 49 
DRAGON S LAIR < t MEG 28 99 
DRAGONS LAIR (OSD«VE) 
DRAGONS LAIR 2 IDS DRIVE) 27 99 
DRAkkhEN 1199 
DUNGEON MASTER ... 
DUNGEON MASTER (l MEG) iQ 99 
dunGEon master editor B » 
DYT4ASTYWARS 
E MOTION . 6*9 
EAST VS WEST 
ECO PHANTOMS 1699 
cure . 4*9 
E L VIA A MISTRESS OF THE DARK 

I FI VIR A MISTRESS OF DARK (1 MEG 1 20 *9 
ENCHANTER fBUDGET|.9 49 
6P*C  16.99 
E SCAPE FROM SINGE S CASTLE 26 99 
E SWAT rQS DRIVE) .16.» 
european super league ib m. 
CYEOFHORIUS.3 9B 
E.YE Of 1HE BEHOLDER (S£<) 11 MEG) 19.99 
F15SUUKE EAGLE . 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2   2199 
FIG FALCON  12.94, 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK f . 11 99 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 2 11 49 
..OF11 OR ... 9^ 
FISSIEALIH FFGHTER ..^999 
F24 flf TALlATQfl 10*9 
FAS 1 BREAK (BASKETBALL! 5 99 
FERRARI FORMULA 1 9 *9 
FEUDAL LOWS 16*9 
FIRE AND BFLWSTONE 16 99 

I Ft&Ht nescnoLLS'- & 99 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS flUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE Of MP PER GAME EOR TELEPHONED ORDERS 

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) 

Name 

Address 

THUNDERSTRfeE 
nuesoF lore 
TQKl 
TOURNAMENT OgUF 

rOWEHCFaABEL 
TOYOTA CtiCAG’ *A^Y 
TRIAD VOL 2 KNACX Baal.. TETI 
TRIAD YQ, 1 5PEED6ALL 9LOOO 
MONEY ROCKE’ RANGER 

Postcode -- Tel, ---—- 
_ t IF IBM STATE 
Computer ——- 0iSK SIZ£ 

Payawe io Special Reserve 
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 

Existing members please 
enter your Membership No. L___ , , „ , 

Special Reserve £6 UK. £8 EEC £10 World 

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE [£ 

AMFORM 11 

Credit card issue expiry date_ 
CHEQUE ^PQ VISA ACC ESS MASTERCARD SWITCH 
Delete where appbc^e 

We only supply members but you can 
order at the same time as joining 

fete-tv# 

£6.00 membership includes: 
NRG colour magazine, with News. Reviews & 
Graphics and featuring the adventures of the Neu 
Real Gamers Cybeipunk street gang NRG is sent to 
all members bi-monthly and includes the Speoal 
Reserve top ten charts, a release schedule of 

forthcoming games and a full catalogue of club otters. 
?*Qay Safes hot-lines 9am to 8pm weekdays 9am 
to 5pm Sat. 10am to 5pm Sun. 0279 600204 
Engu/r/es hot-tines, dedicated to after-sales service 
9am io 5pm weekdays 0279 600205 
Fast cfespafch of stock items. Over 40.000 games in 
slock, Games sent individually wrapped 
Written recerpf of order, and we issue refunds on 
request in the event of any delay. 
Best Prices and Best Service, that's why over 
50,000 people have joined Special Reserve 

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP /)/) 
UK £6 EEC £8 WORLD £10 JLU.l/l/ 

IMPERI'UM ... 
INDIANAPOLIS BOO 
INFESTATION ... 

17*9 ^7.49 
1699 . 

1 4 *9 
INFIDEL UNFQQDMi 13 99 
INTERFHA56, .3.99 
IT CAME FROM JHt DESERT M MEG] 
IVAN ST EWARTS OFF ROAD RACER 
J NICKLAUSGOLI 
.f NICKLAUSVOtl COURSES 
J NICKl.AU® VOL? INT COURSES 
JAMES POND 
JET (SUBL<XilCl 

10.99 .. 
16 99 ..16.99 
17*9 .17.49 
1(1*9 
10*9 
1699 1699 
i*99 

JET * JAPAN DISK iSUBLOGiC ■ .7.99 
JUDGE OAEDD 
K SPRE'AO 7 9 (SPREADSHEE Ti 
KHAlAAN 
KICK OFf 

..14.49 
*2 99 
1* 99 
6 99 6 99 

13*9 13.49 K»CK OFF I ID-S DRIVE 
KICK OFF 2 F INAL WHISTLE (Dti) 
KICK Of* 7 GIANTS OF EUROP1 (0-S) 
KICK OFf*RETUfWl TOEU»Ofli;DS, 
KICK OFF ? WINNING TACTICSIDySI 
KID GLOVES 

10*9 1C.*9 
799 799 
799 799 
6 99 6 49 

it 99 
KILLING aOuD IDS DFW€} 
KILLING QAMf SHOW 

19*9 16 99 
9 99 17 4-9 

KIND WQftDS ? 0 rW PROCESSOR, _ 
KINGS OUE ST 4 n MEGi [SIERRA) 
KINGS Quest * ,si€RRai «dsi 
KNIGHTS bf LEGEND 

1999 
.25*9 . 
.25 49 
, 1 ■ *9 i£ 49 

K1XT . ... 5 99 
LANCELOT fLCvEL 4| ... 1599 
L ASF « SQUAD 7 49 . 
LEATHER GOOfE SSES (SuDGET) 
L1 AT Hi i< : .( JDDtSSES | iNFOCOM i 
LEGEND OF THE BWQRD 
IE ISURE SUIT LARPv 1 ? A 3 11 MEG) 
lemmings 
LIFE AND DEATH . 

,949 
,1699 .. 
L _ 4.99 
;3t*9 at*B 
.16 99. 1&J69 
, 15.99 15 69 

LINE OF FiRF ID'S DRIVE l .16 99 15 99 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY .. 16*9 IE 49 
LOOM 
LOOM (DYS DRIVE} 
LOTUS ESPRI l JURSO CH%£RGE 
LURKING HORROR (INFOCOMi 

.19.69 . 
19.99 

15 69 ... 15 99 
5 99 

Ml TANK PLATOON 
MEAN STREETS (QvS DRIVE) 
MEGATRAV ELLER 1 
MENACE 

1999 1999 
16 99 16 99 
19*6,* 19*9 
5 *9 - S 49 
5 69 .0 99 mercenary 

MERCHANT COLONY 16 99 14 99 
METAL MASTERS 
MIC HOP ROSE SOCCER 
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 
MIDWINTER 

15 99 ,tM4 
9 49 ^9 *9 

16.*9 .—*6 *9 
’9 69 

MIG & FULCRUM 72 49 22 49 
MONSTER PACK i (SHADOW OF THE 
BEAST INFESTATION N)TRO[ (D S) 
MONTY PYTHONS FLYING CIRCUS L 
MURDER (OS DRIVE 1 

17.45 17*9 
14 49 14 49 
16 69 1**9 

MYSTICAL i ds drive 1 669 669 
NARC(DS DRIVEl 1* 49 
NAM 1965 75 19 49 19*9 
NAVY SEALS 16*9 :fi*9 
NEBULUS 2 1699 i«K 
NEVERMIND 6*9 6*9 
NIGEL MANSELL 5 GRAND PHI* 
NIGMt SHIFT 
NORTH AND SOUTH :DS DRIVEi 

79* 791 
16 99 1« » 

1099 

oeirus _ft m 
O&TUSrtWJH T SHIRTi 
OPERATION HARRIER fOS DRIVE-, 
OPERATION STEALTH (DSdrive. 

?i.» 
■E» 

1699 t(H 
OVERRUN (1 MEGhSSi; 
PAINTWORKS iART PACKAGE 

1999 

PANG 
RANZA KICK SO if .MG 
PAWN (M■SCROLLS: 
PGA GOLF TOUR 
PHOTON PAINT 

ifi *9 T 3 99 
1699 1699 
699 699 

1699 
6*9 

PIRATES 
pi am '-*ii i budge t 

•6f* '6* 
9 49 % *9 

PLATTER MANAGER 
POUCE QUEST 7(1 MEG) ]SA£RflA* 
PQICE QUEST ? - SHEWU| (GSl 
POOL OF ftAOiAMCe «1 m£G< 
POPULOUS PROMISE0 LANDS 
power up chase w d ruflftCAN * 
ALTERED BEAST RAJNOOW SlANDS, 
POPEHORFT 
POMCHOHM 

1349 1)6 
24 

S« 
■5» tun 
t4» )4 

1919 49 
lit ill 
1*9 



ch gives you more for your money with no obligation to buy. 

► ^ X 

<>Vj/ 
iWj 

#1 
Atari Lynx * muffi-pteyvr lead 

+ Caitfomta Games cartridge 
+ mams power pack (os&entiaii 
* FREE Special Reserve membership 

119.99 

Gameboy + Tetris + batteries CQ flQ 
ft * stereo headphones + two player lead 

► FREE Special Reserve membership 
jj + FREE Shock ware Gameboy bolsters 

ALLEYWAY 16.40 QtX i6 4S 
muxmm ims radar mission ig» 

j 0URAI FIGHTER DELUXE 16 99 REVENGE OF GATOR 16 49 
CHESSMASTER Tfiftft SIDE POCKET *6 99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 1649 SOLAR STRIKER 1649 
DOCTOR I4ARIO T6 99 5P1DERMAN 16 49 
GARGOYLES QUEST i t 49 SUPER MARIO LAND 16*9 
GOLF . 1649 TENNIS .. 16 49 

j KING OF THE ZOO 16 49 WIZARDS & WARRIORS 16 49 
KW1RK 16 49 SHOCKWARE GAMEBOV 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP 16 99 HOLSTERS AND BELT 7 99 

3D BARRAGE 
T2Q DEGREES 
APB........... 
BASKE TBRAWL 
BLOCK OUT 
Blue lightning 
CHEQUERED FLAG 
CHIPS CHALLENGE 
ELECTRO COP 
GATES OF ZENDECON 
GAUNTLET 1 
GRID RUNNER 
KLAX 
LYNX CASINO 
MSPACMAN 
NFL SUPER BOWL 
PACLAND 
PAPERBOY 

27 4© 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 

..27.49 

..ZT99 
27 49 
2 [ 99 
2199 
21 99 
27 49 

.27 4® 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
2749 
27 49 

PINBALL SHUFFLE 
rampage 
HOAD BLASTERS 
ROBO SQUASH 
fiVfiAR 

STUN RUNNER 
SCRAPYARD DOG . 
SHANGHAI 
SLIME WORLD 
TOURNAMENT 
CY^RBALL 
TURBO SUB 
VINDICATORS 
WARBIRDS 
WORLD CUP SOCCER 
XENEPHOBE 
XYBOTS 
ZALOR MERCENARY 

27 49 
27 49 
27.49 
23 99 
27 49 n 

27 49 I 
27 49 " 
27 49 
2349 

27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 
27 49 

I Sega Megadrive 

v FREE Special Reserve membership 

At TtRBURNER 2 -n-. 27 9& MICKEY MOUSE 3199 
ALEX KIDD W THE MQONWAIKEFI 27 99 
ENCHANTED CASTLE 24 4ft MYSTIC DEFENDER 27 99 
ARNOLD PAL MF R PGA GOLF TOUR 31 99 
TOURNAMENT GOLF ... .2799 phantasy STAR 2 46 ftft 
ARROW FLASH 2799 POPULOUS 31 9ft 
BATTLE SQUADRON 31,99 RAM60 3 . 24 4ft 
BuDQftAN 4ft REVENGE OF SHtNO&l 2? 99 
COLUMNS 24.4 ft SHADOW DANCER ,27.9ft 
CRACK DOWN . .27.0ft SPACE HARRIER2. .27 99 
CY0ERBALL .. 27 0ft STRIDE* , .35.99 
DICK TRACY . - 31 99 SUPER KANG ON ... .27 99 
DYNAMITE DUKE 77 ftft SUPER LEAGUE BASEBALL - ...27 99 
6 SWAT ... 27 » SUPER MONACO GRAND PRlX 27 99 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS .2 7 9ft SUPER REAL BASKETBALL 27 99 
GAIN GROUND 27 9ft super thunoe hblade .27 99 
GHOST BUSTERS 27 ftft SWORD OF SOOAN 31 9ft 
GHOULS N GHOSTS 3$ 99 SWORD OF VEHMILJJON 36 9ft 
GOLDEN AXE 27 ftft THUNOERFORCE 2 27 9ft 
MfRZOGZWEt 27 99 tRUXTON 27.9ft 
tSHifKT m m TWIN HAWK 2799 
JB DOUGLAS BOXING 27 99 WORLD CUP ITALIA &C 24 49 
JAM! S POND 3t 5& ZANY GOLF . 3199 
JO i <N MADOE NS 1 U.Sl FOQt B*, L 31 W ZOOM 24 49 
(AST BATTLE ??oa 

POWER flASS CONVERTER 
m s-t a i Runs Master SvsUKH Games)... 28 49 
U UU TUR0O«FA£T FrREjJOYPAD .14 99 

SEGA MEGAOR VS ARCADE POWER STICK 34 99 
CHAMP EXPLORER JOYSTICK. 1999 

•••• Sega Game Gear. 
Phone 0279 600204 for availability and price. 

59p each or 
21.99 for 50 

INEVITABLY. SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT VET BE RELEASED. 
Inter-Merftales Ltd. Rag. OlHce: 2 South Block. The Mattings, 
Sawbridgewonh, Hena CM21 9PG VAT tag. no. 424 8533 51 

50 Sony 3.5" DS/DD disks + labels ...21.99 
3.5” SONY DS/DD DISK+ LABEL .59p each 
PLASIC STORAGE BOX, HOLDS TEN 3 5" DISKS .1 50 
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER .2,99 
DISK BOX 3.5" (100 CAP) DIVIDERS LOCKABLE .9.99 
DISK BOX 3 5" <80 CAP) OIVIDERS LOCKABLE .8.49 
DISK BOX 3.5" (40 CAP) DIVIDERS LOCKABLE .6.99 

Free Catalogue 

0279 600204 
i AMIGA A500 COMPUTER SCREEN GEMS 
I + TV MODULATOR, MOUSE, BACK TO THE 
I FUTURE 2, DAYS OF THUNDER, BEAST 2 

DELUXE PAINT 2 S NIGHTBREED .349.99 

I PHILIPS 8833 MK2 MONITOR 
COLOUR STEREO WITH AMIGA LEAD  269.99 

' AMIGA A501 512K RAM UPGRADE 
I TO 1 MEG. GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK.44 99 

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS AMIGA 
1 512K RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK .34.99 
IZYDEC AMIGA 5I2K 
[RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK... .34.99 

AMIGA A590 20 MEG HARD DRIVE 
I (AUTOBOOT WITH KICKSTART, SOCKETS 
I FOR 2 MEG OF RAM. SCSI INTERFACE) „ .269.99 

j CUM AN A EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
CAX354 3 5' 880K FOR A500 OR A2000 .79.99 

ROCTEC SLIM DISK DRIVE 
EXTERNAL AMIGA DISK DRIVE RF332C .59.99 

DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAH PVC) .3.99 
DUST COVER FOR PHILIPS 8833 MONITOR 5.99 

Back row left to right 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO GREEN ...13.49 
QUICKJOY JET FIGHTER JOYSTICK 13 99 
OUICKSHOT111A TURBO 2 JOYSTICK .899 
QUICKSHOT130F PYTHON JOYSTICK 9 9S 
TURBO BLASTER JOYSTICK. 9 99 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO RED 13 49 

Front row left to right 
TURBO (RAPID FIRE) JOYPAD 14 991 
ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA 1S 99 | 
OUICKSHOT127 STAHFIGHTER REMOTE 
CONTROLLER + TWO INFA-RED JOYPADS 29 99 I 
QUICKSHOT138F MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK 13 99 | 

Other items not shown 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 BLACK .10,99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 MEAN GREEN .10.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 RED WHITE .9 99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 WHITE .10.99 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA COMBAT .12 99 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA CLEAR .13.49 
CONTRIVER C820A ATARI ST MOUSE .29 99 
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA ATARI ST JOYSTICK 
ADAPTOR i FOR KICK OFF 2 ETC) .7.991 
MOUSE MAT ..3.991 
NAKSHA MOUSE. BRACKET AND MAT 
FOR AMIGA OR ST.24.99 I 
POPULOUS FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM) .7.991 

CITIZEN SWIFT9 COLOUR PRINTER 
FRICTION & TRACTOR. 213 CPS/36 NLQ. 
COLOUR. 24 MONTHS WARRANTY.199.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT COLOUR PRINTER RIBBON ...14.99 
PRINTER LEAD AMIGA OR ST .9.99 

OLYMPUS 14" OPTIK LEAD GLASS 
ANTI-RADIATION 8 REFLECTION FILTER.74 99 I 

POWERWORKS SUITE 
KINO WORDS 2 W P, 
MAXIPLAN PLUS 
SPREADSHEET AND 
INFOFILE DATABASE 
WITH MAIL MERGE 

KIND WORDS 2 
WORD PROCESSOR 
WITH SPELL-CHECKER. 
THESAURUS 
8 SUPERFONTS 19.99 

36.491 



TDK are proud to exhibit their tested and purchase, the more prizes you can collect, 

certified 100% error-free floppy disk. And with blank video cassettes, pre-recorded 

collector’s 
in another special TDK 

‘Collector’s’ promotion. 

Last year’s promotion item. 
and satellite equipment up 

for grabs, the sky really is 

the limit. 

turned discerning floppy 

disk purchasers, into avid 

TDK collectors. 

This year’s should prove 

even more rewarding. 

Because we’re putting 

prize point tokens on an even wdder range of 

V/in and W floppy disks. 

Needless to say, the more disks you 

(Not that you're limited 

to the number of prizes 

you can claim.) 

For details, see vour 

nearest promotional pack 

of TDK floppy 

disks. (YouTJ find several 

‘prize points’ on the enclosed leaflet 

So start collecting. ^TDK. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KATH LONGFORD. TDK LK LTD. TDK HOUSE. 5-7 QUEEN SWAY. RfDHILi. SURREY Mt IT* Tfc. U S ft 



COVERDISK ON THE 
DISK 

ATOMINO PI 5 

30 CONSTRUCTION 
KIT PI 9 

I uuiN « nuAtfif your own 3D 
tame* a^iout too much matricula- 
txm? Try thn d*fm of the forthcom- 
rtg program from Domark which lets 

you design your own games to taste. 

PIC OF THE MONTH 
PI 9 

Stack*and'white? What sort of com¬ 
puter artist doesn't use the fantastic 
colour abilities of the Amiga? The 
sort with some imagination and a lit¬ 
tle extra hardware - the many faces 
of John Goulding. 

OR I V ElFF PI 8 
3D driving games are all very welt 
but you do get bored of racing 
around the same courses. This one 
from Jonathan Harris is different - it 
lets you design your own courses. 

HACKTRICK 60HZ PI 9 
if you have a game which you would 
really like to run just that little bit 
faster then why not try this program 
from Mark Sami tt puts your Amiga 
into 60Hz mode and lets you boot 
your program as normal. 

GETTING STARTED 

To play either Atomino or the 30 
Construction Kif demos, all you have to 
do is insert the Coverdisk and turn 
your machine on. A question will 
appear - which one do you want? Press 
Y then Return for Atomrno, or N then 
Return for the 3D Construction Kit. 

To use the other programs, you 
will have to start up the machine with 
your Workbench disk. Then it's usually 
a matter of pointing and clicking with 
the mouse (except for DmelFF more 
details on P17). 

Problems 
Tiirn to Page 18 NOW 
and learn how to use 

your Coverdisk 

UP TO 

£800 
UP FOR GRABS!!! 

Think you've got what it takes to write 

for the Amiga Format Coverdisk? Prove 

what you can do and earn yourself 

some cash in the process* We re after 

Workbench hacks, demos, utilities, 

games ... You could earn up to £800! 

Turn to PI8 for details. 

Two great demos of the latest entertainment soft¬ 

ware, a cute little driving game and a handy utility. 

MAFF EVANS gives the inside story on Atomino and 

PAT MCDONALD tells you the technical bits. 

ATOMINO 
PSVGNOSIS PAL NTSC 

Forget about all those Open 
University courses and weekly, 
builUip-in-parts magazine lessons 
« now absolutey anyone can be a 
nuclear scientist thanks to 
Psygnosis and their molecule-bust¬ 
ing release Atommo. 

To start this physics phreak- 
out. simply power-up your Amiga, 
insert the Coverdisk, then press Y 
and hit Return when you are asked 
if you want to play Afomino. A nice 
picture of Albert Einstein will load, 
shortly followed by the game 
itself. To start the game, press fire 
on your joystick and select GAME 
from the menu that appears. 

The concept of the game is 
simple. You have to place atomic 
particles on a grid and achieve the 
correct valence bonding to create 
stable molecular structures. It's all 
right, you can pick yourself up off 

the floor now! HI explain in more 
basic language... 

To the right of the playing 
area is a test tube, into which 
coloured atoms fall* The cursor 
shows how many spare electrons 
the current atom has. You have to 
place the atom on the screen so 
that the spare electrons revolving 
round it fuse to the ones revolving 
around the neighbouring atoms. 

Once you have created a 
closed pattern that has no spare 
electrons, it is deemed to be a 
complete molecule and is removed 
from the grid. If you play too 
slowfy, then the test tube wi fil 
up, ending your game. 

As well as placing a new atom 
in a blank space, you can also 
swap it with one already in play: 
then using the one you replaced 
elsewhere on the board. 

BOX OF BITS 

BLUE 
_J J 1 Electron • RED 

2 Electrons 

GREEN 
3 Electrons 

YELLOW 
4 Electrons 

FIXED 
ATOM 
Can’t be replaced 
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COVERDISK 

ATOMINO I DRIVE IFF 
PSYGNOSIS PAL NTSC § JONATHAN HARRIS PAL NTSC 

THE SCIENCE LAB 
Molecule Under 

Conitmctlon: Loose elec¬ 
tron* revolve around the 

parent atoms. 

Test Tube: Hold* 
■toms to be played. 

If it filts up, itfs 

Cursor: Display* the 

number of spare 
electrons on the 

current atom. 

Atom Currently in play. 

The requirements for completing a 
stage depend on the type of level 
level One simply requires you to 
complete two molecules, while on 
levels Two, Four and Six you 
must build a molecule that fills a 
predefined shape. Levels Three 
and Five just require you to try and 
clear the screen, but with the 

added complication of riveted 
atoms which can't be replaced 
with others. 

One point that you should 
note is that level Five is the one 
of the finished game's higher and 
far more trickier stages - SO try 
not to be too disheartened if you 
don't complete id 

If you want a racing game that you can change, try out DrfvefFF* It 
use* a smaller than normal screen to get the best speed possible ~ 
in fact It gets uncontrollable at top speed! 

This Is a good pseudo-3D racing game with a few different bits to add 
variety. In most racing games, you can only go one way around the same 
standard circuits. Mostly it's a case of racing against the clock, and with¬ 
out a lot of extras they soon get tedious. 

This is different In that you can design your own courses with a 
paint program - it will load any IFF picture as a course, and let you race 
over It. It's best to stick with pictures that have eight colours or less, 
though: any extra colours are lost 

To run It (If you have more than 512K of memory) simply switch on 
your machine, insert the Workbench disk and wait until the drive light 
has gone out - you will be left with a screen containing the Workbench 
disk icon and probably a RAM disk icon. Insert the Coverdisk, and dou¬ 
ble-click on Its icon. Doubfe-clIck on the DrivelFF drawer, and finally dou¬ 
ble-click on the DrivelFF icon itself. 

512K users have to use a different approach. Switch your machine 
on and Insert the Coverdisk, Keep the Ctrl key (often called the Control 
key) held down and keep (he D key pressed al (he same time* Once you 
see the word 'Break' appear type In this line (don't forget to press the 
Return key at the end): 

DrivelFF/DriveIFF 

PROMISED YOU A MOLECULE 
Here is a typical example of a 

simple molecule's construction. 

f. Starting a new molecule 
on a blank grid, * green, 
three-electron atom is first 

to appear. Just plonk it 
down anywhere on the 
screen for now - if needed 

it can be moved later. 

3, Two more green* extend 
the chain down further and 

a red tie* off a green bond 

to form another branch oft 

to the side. There are three 

electron* still left to bond! 

2. Next come two blue* in 
■ row. Put them down next 

to the green to tie off two 
of the bond*, but the chain 

continue* with the mingle, 

spare electron, so the level 

still isn’t over! 

4. A red seals one of the 

spare green electron* and 

the remaining red electron 

and a blue ties the whole 

thing up. Voile! One com¬ 
pleted molecule! 

Once the program has loaded, it takes a couple of minutes to set itself 
up. II displays a message to this effect, and the timer on the left of the 
screen has to count up three times before the game can be played. 

You will end up with a view looking north - don’t be confused if It 
doesn’t look much like a race track, because DrivelFF doesn’t automati¬ 
cally load a track. Take a look al the map in the mid left of the screen. On 
this Is a flashing cursor which Indicates your position. 

To load a track, use the mouse to click on the disk icon. This will 
bring up a box - click on show devices', and then on DF0\ The contents 
of the Coverdisk will be displayed - click on Ihe directory marked 
DrivelFF, and then on Road. The course will be displayed as a normal 
screen - wait a few seconds and click with the right mouse button to 
return to the driving screen. 

To race around, simply move the joystick. Push forward to acceler¬ 
ate, pull back to brake {braking extremely hard will make you go into 
reverse) and push left and right to turn. 

If you find yourself flying off the edge of the screen to the north or 
south, suddenly the display will took like a random display of squares. 
Don't worry - you are now driving across the Internal memory of your 
computer! Take a note of which way the compass is pointing, and turn 
around lo head back to the track. 

THE ICONS 
Disk - used to 

load different 

screen* a* 

track*. 

Home - If you get 

lost, press this to 

return lo the mid¬ 
dle of the track. 

Drive - get back 
to the driving 

screen by click' 

ing on this icon. 

stop Watch - 

press to time a 

race over a par¬ 
ticular track. 

Attributes - this 

||| I lets you alter the 

elevation |how 
high you bounce) 

and the inertia (how slow you 

go) over each colour used on 
the track. 

Compass - this 

tells you in which 

direction you’re 
pointing in rela¬ 

tion to the screen. 

Exit - enables 

CyiTL you to get out of 
Cnl I IS Driv&IFF (only 

work* if you are 

running it from Workbench!. 
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COVERDISK 

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 
OOMARK PAL NTSC 

WORKING FUNCTIONS 

HIGHLIGHT - Select 
an object anil it will 
be outlined. 

EXCLUDE - Select ROTATE - Turns the 

viewpoint clockwise 
or antic lock wise 

STEP - Switch 
between rough and 

ultra fine movement. 

MOVEMENT - You can 

move using just the mouse. 

Includes U turn. 

an object first, end 
LOCK ARROWS - 
View an object from 

six different sides. 

rCURSOR ICON - 

Turn the cursor 

on and Off. 

The idea of the Freescape system 
is a totally 3D world. You can walk 
about, discover objects and (hope* 
fully) complete the game. The con* 
cept has proved to be so popular 
that Domark are soon to release 
the 3D Construction Kit to let peo¬ 
ple make their own games with 
the system. 

To start the demo, simply turn 
on your machine and insert the 
Coverdisk. When the machine 
asks you it you want to play 
Atom/no, press N and then the 
return key. 

Once the demo has started, 
just concentrate on getting use to 
Freescape. It's a good idea to 
press the Test' icon. This 
removes the editing features and 
leaves just a few icons to move 
around the landscape, which is a 
simple building surrounded on all 
sides by low walls. 

You can either use a joystick 
to move, (turn left/right or walk for¬ 
wards/backwards) or the mouse to 
click on the icons. Pressing the 

fire button fires at the object your 
pointing at - the mouse button is 
more flexible, because you can 
aim around the screen. 

Try walking up to the building 
in the demo. You can walk through 
the door or go up the steps to the 
roof. If you walk through the door 
you will appear in a different area, 
that is you are inside the building. 
Walk up to the washbasin in front 

of you and dick on the down 
arrow beside the eye icon. This 
alters your viewpoint so that you 
can iook directly down. Try press¬ 
ing the up button to turn the view¬ 
point upwards. 

Once you've played around a 
bit, go back out through the door 
and move around the building. On 
the opposite side to the door you 
will notice a door in the wall that 

The editing buttons allow you to 

twist, shrink and expand any 
object block in any dimension. 

Try clicking on the different but¬ 

tons with the mouse to alter the 
selected object. 

By pressing the Test button or 

selecting it from a menu, the 

editing features vanish and 
you*re left with just the game 

itself. Move the mouse to the 

top of the screen and press FI 
to go back to the editor. 

surrounds the building. If you 
move closer, a set of coloured 
cubes appears in the doorway. By 
shooting these you will unblock 
the doorway. 

Down to Earth 

Now you've got some idea of how 
Freescape works, move the 
mouse pointer to the top of the 
screen and press FI (that's next to 
the Esc key) to return to the editor 
proper. You can start playing 
around with the menus straight 
away (just move the mouse to the 
top of the screen and they drop 
down automatically) but it's proba¬ 
bly best to understand the front 
panel first. 

Freescape works by building 
up a landscape from different 
sized and shaped objects. This 
demo allows you to edit the 
objects built into it, but you cannot 
create new ones. 

Try clicking on the ‘Edit 
Object' icon. This will bring up a 
list of the objects that you can 
change - you can scroll up and 
down the list with the arrows at 
the left. Click on Building, and a 
seperate screen comes up to 
change the building. 

If you look at the bottom of 
the screen, you will see a new set 
of icons - generally opposite 
pointing arrows with different 
labels. With these you can move 
the building, shrink or expand it in 
any of the three dimensions (X. Y 
or Z). To finish your alterations, 
dick on MOK": you'll find this at the 
bottom right of the screen. 

HACKTRICK 60HZ 
MARK SARUL PAL ONLV 

Often when using programs you notice a black area at the bottom of the 
screen. This is because the programmers have stuck lo Ihe NTSC stan¬ 
dard which displays fewer horizontal lines lhan a PAL system. 

This program is very good because it causes the whole machine to 
reset in the alternative mode. After the machine has changed, just boot 
up with your program disk as normat. The display is stretched to fit the 
whole screen, and the machine speeds up slightly 

To run the program, simply turn on your machine and insert the 
Workbench disk. After Workbench has loaded (the drive light goes out 
and you are left with a screen with the Workbench disk icon on it) insert 
the Coverdisk. Double-click on the Coverdisk icon, and then double-click 
on the NTSC icon. It mighi be an idea to remove the Coverdisk, other¬ 

wise the machine will start it 
up. Press the left mouse but¬ 
ton again to reset your 
machine in NTSC (some¬ 
times called 60Hz). 

Owners of older 
machines will find that the 
program simply does not 
work. The reason for this is 
that older Amigas cannot 
switch like this, but the pro¬ 
gram won’t do any harm to 
them by attempting to run it, 
though It will work on the 
majority of machines. 

PIC OF THE MONTH 
JOHN GOULDING RA1_NTSC 

This month's winner uses a popular technique. First he digitises his 
face using Vidi Amiga, and then he distorts the images with Deluxe 
Paint. Hard to believe that all six faces are his own! Think that you 

can do better? Then send your entry to; Pic of the Month, Amiga 

Form*U 30 Monmouth St, Rath RA1 2BW. 

Just click on the icon, take out the 

disk when you get this screen and 
press the left mouse button to restart 
in NTSC stretched) screen mode. 
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COVERDISK 

Using Your 
Coverdislc 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with the disk - end you're sure the disk is in full working order - then you may 
need a little help. We cannot normally give out advice over the telephone - but If you are completely 

stuck, Pat McDonald may be able to deal with any problems you may encounter Please understand, giv¬ 

ing Ibis tort of advice Is time-consuming and we are very busy people, so only Call if you really have to 

and do be considerate If we can t talk to you fust then. If the problem is particularly complex II Is better to 
send It to us in written detail. It will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 

2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy not the original. Instructions 

for copying the disk are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

BACKING UP YOUR DISK 
Ifs worthwhile using a copy of the Coverdisk - indeed any disk - and keeping the original safe. This may sound 
like a complicated task suitable for techno-buffs only, but it is surprisingly simple, provided you follow these 
instructions carefully: 

Firit turn on your 
machine and load !he 
Workbench (one of 
the diski everyone 
gets with their Amiga) 
Qixe the Workbench 
screen appears and 
the dove light goes 
out. remove your 

Workbench drsk and insert the Coverdisk Once the drive 
light has gone out your screen should look frke the above 

After the computer 
has read pan of the 

Coverdisk, it will again 
display a requester 

box asking for the des¬ 
tination disk to be put 

into dfO Put in the disk 
that you want the 

Coverdisk copied to 
This procedure of swapping disks will continue until all the 

disk has been dupiicatedon to the other disk 

DISK NOT WORKING? 
We duplicate over 100.000 disks 
every month. Out of all ihose. obvi¬ 
ously a lew will be faulty. If Ihe disk or 
any of the programs will nol load or 
fun properly, there may be a problem. 
Don't panic! 

First try using the DiskDoctor 
utility on your Workbench disk to res¬ 
cue it before sending it off for a 
replacement In-full details of 
DiskDoctor can be found in Ihe user’s 
manual that came with your machine. 

However, if it transpires lhat your 
Coverdisk fs faulty, you should send it 

back INCLUDING AN SAE for a tree 
replace merit within a month of the 
cover dale to. 

Amiga Format 
June Disk 
30 Monmouth St 
Bath BA1 2BW 

Next, move the 
mouse pointer to the 
Coverdisk icon and 
click once with the left 
mouse button - the 
icon wifi highlight 
Press the right mouse 
button and keep it 
down The words 

Workbench', Disk’ and Special' will appear at the top left 
of The screen Move the pointer to the word Workbench', 
and a menu will drop down Select the Duplicate' option 
you should have got this far 

The computer will ask 
you to insert the 
Workbench disk again 
- it needs to read the 
command to copy 
disks After you ve 
done this, a boxed 
message |a requester 
box) will appear, ask¬ 

ing you to insert the source disk Insert the Coverdisk again 
and dick on the OK option with the left mouse button 

Eventually, you will 
end up with two 

Coverdisk icons, one 
of which has ihe name 

'Copy of Coverdisk 
22 Click once on this 

with the left mouse 
button to highlight rt 

Bring down the 
Workbench' menu again [by hording down the right 

mouse button and moving the mouse pointer to the top 
left) but this time select 'Rename' from the menu Let go of 

the right mouse button to select the Rename option 

The name of the disk 
wiiJ appear in an elon¬ 
gated box - you don't 

need to insert 
Workbench again 

because the Rename 
command is buift into 
the machine Press the 

'Del' key (next to the 
Help' key) to remove the Copy of part, and press return 

key to make the computer put the new name to copy 

Remember to include that stamped, 
addressed envelope! 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check that 
the programs on the Amiga Format 
Coverdisk are simple to use and 
have no known viruses. We cannot 
usually answer complex telephone 
queries on the software [see the Disk 
Problems? box) and we do not 
accept liability for any consequences 
of using the numerous programs that 
are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless specifically stated, the pro^ 
grams on the Coverdisk are not in the 
public domain and the copyright 
remains with the author, Selling or 
distributing these programs without 
the author s permission is against the 
laws of copyright. 

to £800 
Name Brief description WE WANT 

YOUR PROGRAM! 

Address 

Telephone toaymei....... 

My program name is 

Approximate total size of files m kilobytes..K 

(we cannot use programs larger than 200K: shorter sub¬ 

missions, under LOOK, stand the best chance of publica¬ 

tion). ft is a: 

Game 

Business utility 

Music program 

Novelty 

Technical tool 

Art program 

Educational 

Other 

Checkhs: [please tick): 

Stamped-addressed envelope for return 

README.DOC explanation file on disk 

Printout of README.DOC file (if possible) 

Name, address, machine type written on label 

Disk certified virus free 

IMPORTANT Please sign this declaration: 

This program is submitted lor publication by Amiga Formal It is 

wholly my own work and I agree to indemnify Future Publishing 

against any possible legal action should copyright problems arise 

Signed ..... 

Date ...... 

If you ve got any programs which you 
think other readers would find useful, 
interesting or amusing, we'd very 
much like to know about them. 
1. Make sure your program is simple 
and foolproof to use, Test it for all 
those bugs which you are sure you 
fixed: there are always more. 
2. Create a tile called README.DOC 
on the disk which explains exactly 
how to use your program Try to 

make it humourous and informative - 
a good README.DOC gives a pro* 
gram a better chance of going In 
3. Fill in this form, sign it, and send it 
with your disk [and a printout of the 
README.DOC file if possible) to: 
Coverdisk Software. Amiga Format. 
30 Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 
2AP. You could win a share of up to 
£800 prize money. 
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U S Gold Lid Unit* 2 1 ***** wav NoRcd 
iifmmgham U 7AX T#i 03 i -42*-MBA 

H. G. WEUS/J&5<5-I94<5J 

complex protecting Cyber con ill t brain stem 
and deactivate it 
Cybercon III Is a gam* at epic proportion* 
and feature* 
• lh# ultimate 3D environment - nomad V*& 

World ft contem* the fastest vncoltwal scroftng 
3D graph*Cf #^#r seen 
Softie and pu//fe your way through a hug# 
complex cootoi/ung aver 400 jnngu* locations 

D JnMigenf defences toot react to every move 
you mo*# 

_' 5ompted sound effects 

• Unique Pfctore in Picture moo# Alow* you to 
monitor enemy movement*. 

• Over 1/JmMof) ttn*t at cod* crammed onto 
I dmklt 

Getting in wo* the easy port: getting out 
will tofc* everything you've got! 

FORMAT AVAILABILITY; AKan ft * Amiga * MM 
GRAPHIC SUPPORT; CGA. IGA, Tandy H. VGA. 
MCOA 
SONIC SUPPORT: PC 5peafcer Ad lib, Roland 
MEMORY RIQ; S12K (640* for 256 colour made) 

Com«r a 

Monitor 

Sonic 

lt#y 

wm etiiud You hove teovety volunteered to 

m fh* msicisw Super Defence computer 
gone road" Cybercon III 
Equipped writi your enhanced power armour 
salvaged from the wreckage of Cybercon III $ 
cevfought you must penetrate the defence 

CYBERCON ill (2011 ?) 

Secondary 
System 
Display 

Energy Cell*/ Gyro 

Power Display Compass 

System Status/ Primary 
Management 

Auto-Repair System 

I HflV 

E
\
V
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Commodore Amiga A500 

PRICE CRASH 

£299.00 
inc VAT & Delivery 

Includes: 

,Y Amiga A500 512K Keyboard 
A Built-in 3.5 DS/DD 1 Megabyte Disk Drive 
»Y Latest UK spec Kickstart 1.3 Machine 
.Y Workbench 1.3, Extras 1.3, Amiga Basic 
-Jr 4096 Colours 

☆ Digital Stereo Sound 
,Y Speech Synthesiser 
Jr Notepad Word Processor 

Mouse 
sY TV Modulator 

JY ...and all leads to connect to your TV! 

LIMITED STOCKS! - ORDER EARLY 
Credit Card Orderline Telephone (0908) 378008 
All major credit cards accepted! 

DIGICOM 
Unit 36-37, Wharfside, 

Fenny Stratford, 

Milton Keynes, 

MK2 2AZ 
Callers welcome at our showroom - Wharfside is opposite the Bridge Pub on the A5 Watting Street at Fenny Stratford 



The New 1 Meg Amiga From Digicom 

Notice": The Memory l parade Supplied W ith This (>frer Is The 
Otfidal Commodore A50I Ram Expansion Worth £99.00 ANY 
\lternative Expansion Unit Wilt Imalidale Your Warranty 

THE GAME 
OF THE 
YEAR 

Y lowing The Huge Success Of Our F-19 Digistar Offer,We At Digicom Are Proud To Present The Meanest Pack Available For 

I t \migii A500. This Unbeatable Deal Now Includes Commodore41 s Scrcengems Pack PLUS the A501 RAM/Glock Upgrade Plus 
; r \ in Own Exclusive New Arcade Smash Mils Pack And The Chart Topping I Megabyte Version Of Kick Off 2! 

id cm Amiga A500 Computer 5I2K Keyboard PLUS ASfll 512K RAM/Clock Expansion Fitted To (live 1 Meg Memory Total 

• Built-in S megabyte DS/DD3J5" Disk Drive • Multi-Tasking Operating System • Latest Kickstart And Workbench 1.3 • 
^uperb 4096 Colour Graphics • Speech Synthesis • 4 Channel Digital Stereo Sound • Notepad Word Processor • Commodore 

Mouse Plus 3 Owners Manuals • Amiga Basic Program Language • TA Modulator And Alt Connecting Leads And Cables 
Plus This Great Software : Shadow Of The Beast 2 • Days Of Thunder 

AlftfiT I • Back To The Future 2 • Night Breed • Deluxe Paint 2 

5001 Plus Exclusively to Digicom 
Bring The Atmosphere Of The Arcade To Your Home With The 

Arcade Smash Hits Pack From SegaJucorporating Five Of The Most 
Exciting Games Around ! 

Thunder Alien Out SWm}W After 
Blade Syndrome Run Burner 

Plus : A High Quality Mirrovw itched Joystick, 
Amiga Tailored Dustcover, 10 Blank Disks And 

Disk Storage Box, Mouse Mat And. 
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Complete Package Price Only £399.00 
I Meg Amiga Screengems Pack I As detailed in the ahmc often Plus 

I he Superb Philips CMKK33Mk2 Multipurpose Colonr/Stereo 
Moni tor £'t OO A A 
Free Amiga/8833 l.cad And Monitor 1 lust Cmcr " O * V / v/ 

The New Amiga 1500 Is Here ! 
Tile Ultimate Personal Home Computer Designed To Cover Even 
Computing Requirement.From Business To l eisure And From 

Design To Education 

I Meg Amiga Screengems Pack (As detailed in the above offer) plus 

Philips CM8833Mk2( Colour /Stereo Monitor! 

Star LC200 9 Pin(Colour Printer) 
Free Printer Dust Cover & Lead cfcU^l/iW 

HOW TO ORDER 
By Phone: 

Call Our Credit Card Order Line 

Vnd Quote Your Credit Card Details To Our 

Helpful Sales Staff, Wc Accept ACCESS, 

f UKOCARD, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX. 

BARCLAYS CONNECT. SWITCH, and 

LOMBARD CREDITCHARGE, 

By Mail: 

Simply Write Dtinn Your Order 

And Post It To Us W ith A Personal Cheque. 

Postal Order.Bunkers Drafl Or Building 

Society Cheque Made Payable To Digicom 

Computer Services Ltd". 
'Prf-Hiftid Chemues (tapm Time T*i IVji fkim' Next Day Courier Dctiven At £3 Extra 

Includes : 15(H) CPU with One Megabyte of Memory : 

Separate Keyboard : Additional Disk Drive 
Optional IBM Computability 

9 Expansion Slots Plus This Great Software 
THE W ORKS PLATINUM EDITION 

DELUXE PAINT3 

THEIR FINEST HOUR 
BATTLE CHESS 

SIMCITY+ 
TERRAIN EDITION 

POPULOUS SPECIAL 

1500 System Only 

£679.00 
1500 System With 

Philips 8833Mkll 

£909.00 

Phone Out 24 Hour Hoi Line 

(0908)378008 
8 Lines Open 

Fax (0908)379700 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 

Visit Our Showroom Open Mon-Sat 9.1 tOnm-S.30pm 

DIGICOM 
36-37 W hart side. Fenm Sirailord, Walling Sireel 

Milton Keynes V1K2 2A7 

WhdiKuli IsOpno-uc IK- hi !. I -., V> W .tiling Strvt-i 
h%w vt m«i I nXfv »#>« um 

,'t Digicom Offers You Jr 
A free Catalogue c With All Orders) 
A Regular N c ws letters .And Sjxvikil Offers 

A J 2 Month Guarantee On AIJ FVinluct 

A 30 day Replacement Of Faullv Product 

A Technical Helpline 

A All Product Tested Before Despatch 

A Price Or Product Match 



... HE’S IN TOWN WITH A FEW DAYS TO KILL 
AVAILABLE ON: 

AMIGA, ATARI ST, COMMODORE 64/128, 
SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD CPC, IBM PC & COMPATIBLES 
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BALANCE OF POWER 

Balance of Power 1990 
East v West! 

This is one of the all-time classic computer games: it has a hell of a reputation 

and it's still selling in large quantities at its regular price of £24.99. Your mission, 

should you decide to accept it, is to lead one of the cold war superpowers to 

global domination by politics alone and without destroying the world through 

nuclear conflict. Good luck - but what you'll really need is good judgement... 

Back up the Disk! 
Balance of Power is ft very sophisticated 
game. Because it is constantly updating (he 
global political situation, it continually saves 
the new information back to the disk. It also 
manages to save your game automatically 
between each turn, 

This makes it very important to back up 
your disk. Tum to Page 20 and read the 
instructions there if you don't know how to do 
this. When you have a copy of the disk, make 
sure you use the copy and NOT the original 
disk when you are playing the game. 

Getting Started 
You can either run Balance of Power from 
your Workbench or you can simply Insert the 
disk and switch on your Amiga, and It will 
load itself. 

H you put the disk In with Workbench 
loaded, just double-click on the disk icon then 
double-click on the game’s icon to get going. 

LJblBbl Jt_:-HdlMtal 

You should now be faced with this screen, 

where you simply face a choice of starting 

a new game or loading an old one. You 

haven’t played an old one yet, so simply 

click on new game. 

This option* screen will now appear. 

“People who play this game without read¬ 

ing the manual are wasting their time" ft 

says. This is a lie: this guide contains all 

the information you will ever need to 

become an expert. 

Simply ctick on the circle neat to the 

options to change them: but for now* leave 

them alone. You have a choice of playing 

either Russia or America, but the game is 

no easier or harder whichever you play. 

It's fust that your point of view is different. 

You can also opt for a two-player game, on 

which a couple more note* later, but it’* a 

more Intense game with one player, even If 

you and your mates co-operate to play. 

The other choice is the level of play. It 

is a good idea to master each level of playv 

starting with the simplest, before moving 

on to the next. Otherwise you'll just floun¬ 

der and not realty enjoy it. For now, just 

click on Start Game to get going. Well 

assume you’re playing the USA. 

Main game screen 

There isn't a lot to Balance of Power, provided 
you count the political machinations of all the 
countries of the world as not a lot, that i.s! The 
whole game, more or less, is played on this 
one game screen. 

All you have to do is determine the rela^ 
bons between your own country and others, 
and try to influence other countries so that 
they come round to you way of thinking. Your 
way of thinking, incidentally, basically means 
nght-wYig rf you're playing the USA and left- 
wing rf you're boss of the USSR. 

What you have to do is support insurgency 
in delicate countries where the government is 
against you. to try and install a friendly govern¬ 
ment, and at the same time bolster up regimes 
that are friendy but a bit unstable by giving 
them matary a*1 It's all about trying to get 
them to lie you. 

Where to start 

You should start your tum by checking on the 
actions of the opposing superpower. You can 
do this by going to the 'Events' menu - remem¬ 
ber, menus are always selected with the right 
mouse button - and selecting the USSR 
Actions option (assuming you’re playing the 
USA, that is). You will now be presented wrth 
news on a series of actons your opponents 
have taken, and pictures of four advisers, each 
of whom will advise you whether or not to 
question the Russians' actions. 

Crisis politics 
If the advice seems positive, press the 
Question button to send a message to the 
USSR that you don't like what they are doing. A 
crisis is starting! At first this will be in secret, 
so there's nothing at stake. If you can't come 
to an agreement straight away, the crisis will 

go public and Prestige points will be at stake. 
An indicator tells you how much prestige is at 
stake on each round of the crisis. 

The aim of the game is to win prestige, so 
you don't want to back down and lose lots of it. 
On the other hand, the last thing you want to 
do is keep up the confrontation and take the 
world to Defcon ]: because if that happens, 
the nukes fly and it's all over for everyone. 
Which means you've lost BIG! 

If you negotiate successfully through all the 
USSR actions, you should then click in the little 
box at the top left of the screen to move back 
to the main screen. 
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BALANCE OF POWER 

Advisers 
The other feature of the crisis screen is your 

expert advisers. The/re there for a bloody 

good reason and they know what they are talk¬ 

ing about, so it's a good idea to do as they 

advise. Occasionally you might fly in the face 

of their advice and get away with it: but the 

one big tip for this game is listen to your advis¬ 

ers and do what they say. 

Checking 
world status 

there are a number of menu options which will 

allow you to explore the state of the countries 

in the world: which superpower they get on 

with, how important they are, that sort of thing. 

Just look m the ‘Countries' menu. 

Seeing where 
you are 

If you select your own country or the opposing 

superpower, you can check on a number of 

things about your status in the world from the 

'Relations' menu. What you are looking for ini¬ 

tially is weak spots: countries to target for your 

diplomatic and military attentions. 

Picking a targe* 
To target a country tor your attention*, click 

on the country and it will be highlighted in 

black, as well a* its name appearing. You can 

now find out a certain amount about It from 

the Briefing menu 

Now you might decide you want to inter* 

vene* Go to the Make Policies menu and 

decide what you’d like to do about the 

country you have selected. Sending the 

troops in is always going to be contro¬ 

versial: try to be delicate at first*.* ...and this is where you decide how 

much of a particular kind of aid you wish 

to offer* I don't think sending the troops 

in is very clever*.* but we’ll see at the 

end of the turn. 

Ending your turn 
Go to the 'Game' menu when you're happy with 

your year's work and select “Next Turn'. This 

menu also features the Change Sides' option: 

this isn't for defectors, ifs for switching from 

Player One to Two in the twi>p!ayer game. 

At this point, as you end your turn, the 

computer saves the game back to the disk. 

This can take a while, but be patient If this is 

the first turn of a new game, you will then be 

stopped by the manual protection. 

Mastering The Beginner Level Game 
The Beginner level is all about insurgency and your opponent's actions... 

Aims 
The Beginner level is straightforward: you 
only have two crucial questions to ask 
each turn. One: who's having an internal 
war? Two: what are the opposition doing? 
It s easy enough to get the answers... 

One: check out the Insurgency map 
from the ‘Countries' menu. Civil wars are 
of great interest: guerilla wars less so, but 
they still present opportunities. 

Two: consult the opponent s ’Actions' 
menu and consider whether you wish to 
take them to a crisis. It's that simple. 

iufc« fallen [f ft 
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tlons in the country. A strong government 
will not have too much trouble with terror¬ 
ists, but a weak one will. Look for states 
that are small, poor and have little history 
of democracy. 

Crucial Crises 
The main way of scoring in the Beginner 
level is through correct handling of crises. 
While you may only gain ten points or so 
turning a government your way, you could 
well lose too points backing down in front 
of the world. This makes crises the most 
important part of the game. 

Principles 
The central principle underlying this level ol the game is based on the 
Domino Theory. A superpower cannot support Insurgency in a country 
unless it has troops in a nearby country, so if you get a foothold some¬ 
where it helps you on and on just like 
dominoes knocking one another down. 

This makes it important to prevent 
the opponent from placing troops in new 
countries and to put your own troopsnext 
to unfriendly countries: remember to 
place them carefully. Stop the enemy 
from putting troops near vulnerable 
friendly nations. 

Important 
Insurgencies 

Insurgencies don t happen by accident Or 
at random: they are the result of condi- 

Know your enemy... 
...and your friends. Frequent looks at the Diplomatic Relations map 
will help at first, but you should soon get to know the general situation. 

remeber the whole idea is to support the 
friendly nations and undermine the 
unfriendly ones. 

Use your 
judgement 

’’You have to use a skill seldom required In 
most computer games: judgement" claims 
the game % author, Chris Crawford, in his 
manual for Balance of Power 1990. What he 
means is that aft actions are interlinked 
with one another and what causes what 
isn't always clear. You have to use your 
own intelligent guesswork'. 
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BALANCE OF POWER 

Manual Protection 

Because the disk is not protected - you can 
make as many copies as you need for your 
own use * the game is made secure by 'man¬ 
ual protection*. At the end of your first turn, 
you will be asked to enter a password from the 
manual Now, obviously you don't have the 
manual; so we've printed the complete list of 
passwords below in the panel entitled Those 
passwords in full; 

More crises... 

You hnrt ifni ted j iniinr iir. 
And no. thtpf is m amntlrt display af a cloud 

wilt* parts *f todies flptfti thrwjfc til* Air. 

Hr dr not mird lailurr. 

m. 

The computer now calculates all the moves for 
the year, ff you've made any moves the opposi¬ 
tion doesn't like, they'll confront you over it in 
just the same way you questioned their 
actions. Again, pay attention to the advisors. 

At this point, it should be 1990. 
Unfortunately in this case it won't be: because, 
being churlish and refusing to back down after 
sending troops into Afghanistan, you've 

destroyed the world. Though you're bound to 
do this a few times at the start, it's not big or 
clever: and you don't get any prizes for it. 

The aim 
off the game 

Each him is a year, and the aim is to survive 
until the year 1997 without blowing the world 
up. Further than this, by careful manipulation of 
the diplomatic confrontations and by making 
allies around the globe, you aim to increase 
your Prestige and decrease your opponent's. 

If your score is greater than the other 
superpower's, you've won: but if your score is 
less than 200 points ahead, it was a close 
thing, A convincing win is beating the opposi¬ 
tion by greater than 700 points. 

Always remember, the world is very sensi¬ 
tive to the global politics of the superpowers. 
The more warlike you are with the enemy, the 
more unpleasant the world becomes... 

THOSE PASSWORDS IN FULL 

You will be asked for a password at the end of the first turn of a new game. The reference (o the correct password takes the form word number, 
line number and page number, and these are reproduced faithfully below. So, for instance, if you are asked for word 5, line 3, page Q you should 
come up with the word 'shade'. You may need to click the mouse pointer by the pink cursor before you can type Ihe word In. 

Page Line Word Password 25 4 2 client 50 9 6 here 70 1 1 concerns 

36 1 7 attempt 51 7 9 pirated 7 J 2 1 notch 

3 3 5 shade 37 3 1 praises 53 2 3 mouse 72 3 3 stake 

13 2 7 civil 38 4 4 protect 57 15 1 ability 76 4 2 mountain 

14 5 6 island 41 3 2 troops 58 12 9 bang 80 l 3 army 

IS 5 1 unseemly 45 1 5 over 59 1 6 fingers et 4 i consumers 

19 1 5 three 46 1 3 generate 60 16 39 spooks 83 2 l trivial 

21 2 8 better 47 IS 8 person 68 4 1 example 84 3 l extremist 

24 3 2 answer 50 8 4 word 69 5 4 capita 85 3 l object 

Mastering the Intermediate Level game 
Introducing three new concepts: the Coup d’Etat, Economic Aid and Destabilisation 

Aims 
Once you've mastered the Beginner level, 
you're ready for Intermediate. This intro¬ 
duces a major new element to the game: 
Ihe concept of overthrowing unfriendly 
governments using the Coup d‘Etat. 
essentially, though, your goals remain the 

same: to topple unfriendly regimes: to 
use crises to prevent objectionable 
actions by the opposing superpower: to 
defend your own actions In crises. 

Principles 
The only real difference is you now have 
three extra tools to do the job with. Rather than just military akJ, you 
can now have an economic effect on countries: so in the 'Make 
Policies' menu you will find Economic Aid and Destabilistaion. And in 
the Countries' menu you can find updates on Coups d Etat going on in 
the various countries. 

The game is now that bit harder - the 
opponents will be a bit more awkward - 
and it will change more - so you can't rely 
on having the same friends each time. 
Remember that what you have done for a 
country In the past is not so important as 
the current stale of the country. 

election in the civilised, stable, more 
democratic nations. 

In a coup, the insurgents become Ihe 
government and the government heads 
for the hills to become the insurgents, so 
M's a pretty safe bet that an entlyou gov- 
ememt will swing lo become pro you: and 
that's the general idea. There are some 
exceptions. When a coup takes place, it's 
effect on the superpowers' scores will 
also be shown, 

A country Is vulnerable to a coup II 
the economic situation is unstable and 
discontent Increases, so the following 

Coups and 
their effects 

A coup basically means a change of gov* 
ernment; normally a violent one, but 
changes are equally possible through an 

new menu options are the key... 

Destabilisation 
if an unfriendly government is looking unstable when you check the 
map from the 'Coups menu', you can push M over the edge. 

Destabilisation {selected from the Make 
Policies' menu) means causing a lltle trou¬ 
ble. but it costs very little to do. The only 
snag is your opponent might well object 

Economic Aid 
If a friendly government is looking shaky, 
you can shore it up with a little Economic 
Aid, again from the 'Make Policies' menu. 
This will reduce your CNR, meaning you 
have less money tor military spending. 
Use it carefully, and bear in mind that the 
poorer a country is, the more the money 
will mean to If. 
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Mastering the Expert Level game 
Three more new ideas: Finlandization, aJong with Treaties and Pressure to encourage or dissuade it... 

Aims 
When you have got completely In con¬ 
trol of the Intermediate game, you’re 
ready to become an expert The differ¬ 
ence now is the concept of 
Finlandization, based on what hap¬ 
pened to Finland after WW2. Because 
Finland had been an ally of Nazi 
Germany, no-one wanted to help them 
stand up to the USSR: so Finland fell 
completely under Russian influence 
without the USSR ever actually having 
to lift a finger against h. The key to the 
Expert level game is encouraging or 
discouraging Finlandization. 

Principles 
The big difference now is that indirect 
actions become very important, if you 
seem to be very hostile or agresslve, for 
example, more countries are liable to 
want to be on your side. If you back up 
your treaties, countries will trust you. It 
you have a lot of troops in an area, the 
countries nearby will feel more secure. 

Finlandization 
Any country that feels very threatened 
by a large military power close to itT and 
tacking sufficient military power or sup¬ 
port, may be Inclined to Finfandize. It 
will become friendly to the power that 

threatens it. Countries in Europe, caught 
between the Superpowers, are particu¬ 
larly vulnerable. When a power 
Fin land izes. a message appears where 
the country's leader praises the 
Superpower it has aligned with, ft 
doesn't actually say Finlandized\ but 
you'll know what's going down. 

The Countries' menu contains maps 
that show the likelihood of 
Finlandization, but these can be n^islead¬ 
ing because they are based on 
information from the previous turn. 

Pressure 
The idea here is to exert sufficient diplomatic pressure on a country to 
make it paranoid about its position: it takes a number of forms, from 

subtle messages to dealings with the 
country's worst enemies. If you worry a 
country sufficiently. It should Finlandize 
with you to get protection. Indirect pres¬ 
sure is also possible: if you win a big 
crisis, powers may align themselves to 
you in fear. 

Treaties 
Another way of stopping a country 
Finlandizing with your opponent, along 
with military and economic aid from the 
first two levels. These work on a very 
simple level, but you will be expected to 
back them up. 

Mastering the MultiPolar level game 
It's no longer just the big boys: now all the countries can pursue their own policies... 

Aims 
This Is the big time: only attempt It 
if you're an expert Expert. All the 
countries in the world, rather than 
Just the two superpowers, now fol¬ 
low their own policies: if only at 
Beginner level, which means they 
can ship weapons or troops. Your 
aim should be to keep track of activ¬ 
ity throughout the world and keep 
your allies under control. 

Principles 
If countries who are allied with you 
go to war, you have to either help 
them and cause a crisis or cop out 
and see them just vanish. So you 
must try to keep them under con* 
trol. Lead by example: the less 
warlike you are, the better they will 
behave. You can now use the 
■Crisis' screen to question the 
actions of minor countries and stop 
them in their tracks. 

Minor country 
crises 

These work in a similar way to 
USSR and USA crises. You can 
challenge a policy If you have influ¬ 
ence over a country. Influence 
derives from: good diplomatic 
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troops stationed there: d) aid going 
to the government. You can escalate 
the crisis if they don't give In, but the 
crisis remains purely diplomatic and 
you won't lose Prestige. 

Minor 
country wars 

These are particularly awkward and 
should be avoided if possible. Two 
menu options show whafs happen¬ 
ing In this field. The losing country 
always takes on the political colour 
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More relations 
You can now check the diplomatic 
tendencies of any country by select¬ 
ing It and going to the Relations' 
menu. You can check Going out or 
‘Going in' to get what that country's 
attitude is, or how other countries 
feel about that country. 

Trade 
You can now exert an even more sub¬ 
tle influence over different countries 
with the Trade option of the Make 
Policies' menu. This has no direct 
economic effect,: it is simply another 
form of diplomacy. 
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"WE APOLOGIZE" 

Actual PageSfretim 2J screenshot 

“In our past ads, we com¬ 
pared PageStream 2. I to 
Professional Page 2.0 in six 
key areas. We said that Pro- 
Page could not draw Bezier 
curves. Well, that was wrong. 
Sorry Gold Disk. 

We have prepared a more 
extensive comparison of 
PageStream and Professional 
Page. I think users should 
judge for themselves which 
Amiga desktop publisher is 
now the ‘king of the hill. ’ Our 
first ads were rather lenient” 

— Deron Kazmaier 
Soft-Logik President 

ART IMPORT ProPnge PageStreom 
IFF (24 bit) Y Y 
TIFF N Y 
GIF N Y 
EPS Y Y 
EPS - view TIFF preview N ■■■■ 
ProDraw Y Y - Editable! 
Aegis Draw Y Y - Edrteb/e! 
GEM N Y - Editable! 
IMG N mmmm 
MacPaint N Y 

TEXT IMPORT 
WordPerfect Y V 

Excellence! N ¥ 
Scribble Y N 
ProWnte N V 
ASCII text Y V 

COLOUR 
CMYK Y Y 
RGB Y Y 
HLS N Y 
HSV N Y 
Pentone Colours Y n WtM 
UCR/GCR Variable Fixed 

FONTS ProPoge PageStream 
PostScript Type 1 H Y 
PostScript Type 3 N Y 
Compugraphic Y Y 
Outlines on Screen Y Y 
# Outline Fonts Included 2 IB 
Typographic Precision 1 point 0.01 points 
Max Font Size (any type) 720 points 183.000 

INTERFACE 
Framed Text Y Y 
•No Frames" Text N Y 
ft of Open Documents 1 Unlimited 
Linked Text Processor Y HHkHI 
Font Caching Manual Automatic 
Vtew Magnifications 7 fixed User Scalabie 
Zoom View N 15-ISOCTin 
Templates Y Y 
Master Pages N Y 
Measurement Systems 3 9 
Maximum Page Size 22x22 in 1200x1200 ft. 
Standard XCV Editing N HHHHi 
Paragraph Tagging Y Y 

And the Winner Is... 
Price S395.00 S299.95 

44It's a wonderful hut also 
somewhat sobering thought 
that the brilliance of your 
final page is limited by your 
own creativity and imagina¬ 
tion, and not the capabilities 
of the software you are 
using. At the end of the in¬ 
troduction in the main 
manual, Soft-Logik have 
included a rather poignant 
message - ‘ We give you the 
tools to dream \ 1 think, with 
PageStream V2.1, they 
might be right. ” 

— Jonathan Living 
Amiga User International 

AmigaWorld, February 1991 

— Amiga User International, April 1991 

''The new Amiga desktop publishing king of the hill." — 

"the new heavyweight champion among Amiga desktop publishing programs." 

Soft-Logi k Publishi ng Limited We give you the tools to dream. 
P~jjrvSl!ru*ni S’v j icgNm-d it^kknurl jin] ‘We giW vtm tine iituh in dream" iv a trakroari i»I SuA-Lftk §’uMi»hinj:CorpnralMHi hrrtSmpl i* a fejjEMharLil tr^k-marL t*C \d,+v In. tYimpu^raphii a ivp^ternl 

ACiFfti nfiipu^r^phh Probnc a refivierrtltrademark of fantonc In. \mipj r*a rcjpiMcmt irjJrmjrt C.\«nirudnnr Bumiicvn Machini-v P.ite.Stnrjm 2 1 i> a faxupgrade innI ii t-ejAuiv* rn **i.v u,-k 
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YOUR OWN 

The amazing Atari Lynx is the complete portable 

colour entertainment system. The stunningly 

powerful 16-bit graphics engine produces 

outstanding colour, crisp graphics with immense 

animation, superb sound and an unparalleled 

depth of gameplay. 

The complete entertainment system would not be 
complete without great software and peripherals, the Lynx 
has both. There are 17 titles available already with many 
more under development and utiles include Kitbags, 
Adaptors to run the Lynx o“ the car battery and cables to 
connect up to 8 Lymes for unsurpassed multi player action. 



Please send me more details about the Lynx, 

its peripherals and other Atari products. 

NAME 

Atari Corp UK Ltd, Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough SL2 5BZ 



OxxiAegis 
£ =OCUS ON TECHNOLOGY 

* C SC* 90309. LONG BEACH CA 9Q8Q9 GOT USA 
"^eowe (213) 427-1327 FAX (213) A27-0971 

HB Marketing: 0753 686000 
Centresoft: 021 625 330: 

AUDIOMASTER 

AogH vid*o?fnef 30, A^gis Alk3o Master «l and A&gn CD P*ay&r are traaemarts of Qjod. Inc 
Amigo ij o trodemon of CofTTrriodore-AmJga 

Includes AudioMaster I 

Thai's not all AudioMaster HI has 
going for ill The author, Peter Norman of 
RamScan Software, has an affinity for 
compact discs. Thus we have included 
the Aegis CD Player Simulator for your 
listening pleasure. Load up to 20 songs 
or samples to play m the background via 
a fully-simulated compact disc player. 
Since it's fully multi-tasking, the Aegis 
CD Player can bring a whole afternoon of 
music to you while you work on other 
projects! 

Get the sound in and get if right with Aegis 
Sound Master Aegis Sound Master was designed 
to provide the highest-quality digitized sound 
possible at a reasonable price—with AudioMaster 
III software. SoundMaster can sample up to a true 
56KHz in stereo, a higher frequency than the CD 
industry standard ot 44.1 KHz. The built-in 
microphone lets you sample sounds nght away 

SoundMaster features include: 

■ Input from any source including CD s and 
microphones—mix or dub over sound 
samples 

* Sampling rates up to 56k in stereo 
* Realtime volume control 
* Mono and stereo microphone input in 

addition to built-in microphone 
* Overload indicator—keeps the “Ouch" factor 

out of your samples 
* Computer-controlled microphone—sampling 

rates from 20-12,000 Hz 
* Draws power from computer—no external 

power required 
* Lengthy cord tor ease-ohuse 
* Compatible with AmigaDOS 1.3 and 2.0 
* Works on any model Amiga 

computer—including the Amiga 3000 

H 

B o 

Aegis SoundMaster li ■ trademark of Onil Inc. 

Painting 
With Sound 

AudioMaster Ill's newest and most 
exciting feature is the sequencing. 
Where most sampling packages give 
you the ability to repeat a single loop 
over and over, AudioMaster III 
allows you up to 999 separate loops 
within a single sample. What this means 
to you is the ability to take a 20 second 
sound sample and turn it into a song 
lasting as long as 2 hours I Try to 
imagine the many possibilities for 
soundtracking of video, creating your 
own remixes, or just playing aroundl 
AudioMaster Ill s sample length is 
limited only by your machine's main 
memory, a tremendous amount of high- 
quality audio is possible! 

AudioMaster III is the next 
generation of Amiga sound sampling 
software for the Amiga. Using the most 
advanced technique for real-time sound 
sampling, AudioMaster III gives you 
sample rates up to 56K in stereo on a 
standard Amiga! All current sound 
sampling hardware is supported for 
sampling from sources such as a 
microphone, CD player, video system, 
or anything you can plug info your 
sampler 

Special effect tools allow you to visually 
after the waveform in a true interactive 
editing environment. Add echo to your 
sound, backmasking, low pass filtering, 
flanging, alter pitch and playback speed 
and much more! Effects such as echo, 
digital delay; and flange can alt be 
accomplished in real time as well! 



Let's start off with what little I 
knew of 3D before I started. 
All the objects m a game - 

ships, planes, buildings, landscape, 
rooms, the lot - are defined by 3D 
coordinates, one coord for each cor¬ 
ner point or “vertex' on the shape: so 
a cube has six points defining it. The 
coordinates define where the potnt is 
in three directions: x for left right, y 
for uptown and z for into and out of 
the screen, or depth. 

All 3D games have to store the 
three coords for all the objects and 
then translate the 3D definition ot an 
object onto a 2D screen to decide 
how it's seen. And it's the latter that's 
tricky. OK, over to the experts... 

Step 1: PofyFifla 

If you're programming a 3D game, 
where do you start? 

Andy: I would have thought that 
everyone starts with a polygon filler. 
That's the most important place to 
start. Even before 3D. 

Adrian: You give it coordinates on 
the screen, you tell it how many of 
them there are, and it fills it. 

How does it work? ffs just 2D, isn't if? 

Adrian: You have to convert every¬ 
thing to 2D coordinates before you 
can draw it. You perform perspective 
calculations, that gives you 2D co¬ 
ordinates and you fill between those. 
The way the screen is addressed, the 
only really sensible way of doing it is 
by splitting it all up into lots of little 
horizontal lines. You calculate the two 
ends of one scan line, you fill that, 
and so on down the screen. 

2 Clipping 

Adrian: The only complication is that 
these 2D coordinates could well be 
outside the screen. So you have to 
deal with that. 

Andy: That's what is called clipping. 
Effectively you take a polygon and 
clip off the bits you can't see. 

3 The 3D bit 

So fhe 3D part ts just a frsf of 3D 
coordinates, X V and Z, for the 
ob/ecfs: fust a simple 3D map? 

Andy: The 2D part of the system and 
the 3D part of the system are very 
separate indeed. The 3D part just 
converts the 3D coordinates into 2D, 
then there's a separate 2D part to 
draw them all. 

Adrian: Generally, it is very simple. 
All you do is you get all your 3D 
coords, then multiply them by a 
matrix, divide by t and multiply by a 

How it Works: 
Real-time 

3D games 
We thought the best way to find out how 3D games are 

created was to ask the experts: so ANDY BEVERIDGE 

and ADRIAN STEPHENS of The Assembly Line give 

away their trade secrets as they tell you how it's done. 

DAMIEN NOONAN does the basic interpreting... 

constant and there you go, that's 
your 2D coordinates. 

So what's the matnx for? 

Rather than relative to the absolute 
world, they're relative to your eye- 
point, Then you just apply perspective 
to those points. 

UNE 1 991 AMIGA FORMAT 

Adrian: You define your shape with 
3D coords, XYZ, Now, when you view 
it, it can be at any angle relative to a++' * 
you, so what you do is you calcu¬ 
late a matrix - you know what 
a matrix is? (yes, we remem¬ 
ber them from 0 Level maths) 
- you define a matrix which rep¬ 
resents the rotation you have to 
apply to this shape so it looks 
right to your eye. Now you have 
new 3D coords, which are effec¬ 
tively 3D coords relative to you. 

4 Perspective! 

So how do you app/y perspective? 

It's very simple. First of all, you've 
got XY and Z coords. The 2D x 

coord will be some constant 
times x over z, and the 2D y 
coord will be some constant 
times y over z. 

Andy: It just makes them get smaller 
as they get further away, 



GAMES 

Adrian: The larger z is, which is the 
distance into the screen, the smaller 
the numbers become, 

(If you think about this, it really is very 
simple. The further something is 
away, then the greater the z num¬ 
ber will be. So when you divide 
your other two numbers by zt 
they will be much smaller and hence 
the whole object will be smaller on 
the screen and look further away. 
Isn't maths logical?) 

Adrian: Then you multiply them 
by a constant to make them 
more reasonable, you add on the 
centre of the screen, to make them 
even more reasonable, and that's it 

Time for an overview... 
Adrian recaps. You start with the poly¬ 
gon filler. After that, find some way of 
storing the shapes coords and some 
way of calculating the matrix, apply 
the matrix to the coords, do the per¬ 
spective calculation to give your 20 
coords and then fill your polygon 
between the coords. 

Advanced Level 
OK, so I'm beginning to think we’ve 
got the basics of 3D sorted out here. 
Then Adrian pipes up again. If you do 
all that stuff, really all you can do is 
spinning cubes on the screen. And 
that's no use to anybody. That's why 
the 3D demo that people generate 
first is always a 3D cube spinning on 

a screen, because that's easy". 
'’Where you go next is the fiddly bit" 
adds Andy. Oh. So what next? How do 
you go about getting from a spinning 
cube to a real game? 

"First of all you have to have a 
number of objects" Adnan starts off. 
“You need to keep a list of these 
objects and you need to keep a 
record of where they are, the angle 
they're at and so on. Assuming you 
could store all of these objects indin 
vidually, like you could the single 
cube, you need a way of making sure 

\ you draw the ones at the back first. 
We ought to describe the painter 

algorithm/ All nght then, do it. 

The Painter algorithm 
“This is incredibly trivial; all it says 
is you have to draw things that 
are further away from you before 

you draw things that are closer to 
you, because things that are closer 

to you obscure the things that are fur¬ 
ther away. You don't ever see the 
further away ones flicker onto the 
screen before the closer ones are 
drawn, because it doesn't actually let 
you see the screen until it's finished 
drawing them/ 

"Why's it called a Painter algo¬ 
rithm?” I ask stupidly, “Because that's 
the way a painter works: he patnts 
things, then paints Other things over 
the top of them" replies Adrian, Hmm, 
Of course. Now let s find out why clip¬ 
ping is the really difficult bit of the 
whole thing,,. 

Advanced clipping 
It s not that it's necessarily difficult to 
do, there are a number of ways of 
doing if Adrian continues, “What a lot 
of people do, one of the simplest, is 
they find the coords of the original 
polygon, they feed it through some¬ 
thing that clips off the top, then they 
feed it through something that clips 
off the bottom and in the end they 
come out with another polygon that 
could have an awful lot more edges/ 

"That turns out to be quite stow, 
which means you've got to resort to 
techniques that aren’t in the book. 
Ours, for instance, is based entirely 
on clipping the y coord: it doesn't 
bother working out vertically. 
Horizontally we just do it on a Ime-by- 
line basis, it's very simple/ “Can you 
say that?" objects Andy. But Adrian 
doesn't repent. 

Points of View 
When it comes to a game, there's the 
player to think about too, 'There's 
another bit of 3D maths in that too" 
says Andy. “The player s viewpoint is 
an object as well, a point in space, so 
you have to define the orientation of 
that as well/ 

Adrian describes how the view is 
worked out, “The player has his 
matrix, which means which direction 
he's facing in, that sort of stuff ... so 
that means all that's taken care of 
automatically, effectively. To calculate 
the viewpoint all you actually have too 
do is subtract that object from all the 

Modelling a plane for a flight sim... 
MARTIN MOTH, one of MicroProse's game-design team, reveals how a 

plane is modelled as a 3D object and tells us about their new flight sims... 

MicroPros© UK do ©II the programming work on Amiga versions of 
alms like F-19end the new F-iS Strike Eagle, as well as producing origi¬ 
nal games like the forthcoming Air Duelt e head-to-head air combat 
simulator. Martin Moth is heavi'y involved with the design side. 

What's the first thing to think of? There's always a trade-off for 
speed: keeping the speed up is the biggest problem in a flight sim. 
Anybody could make a great F-15 if they had 80 or 90 polygons, but it 
slows the game down. So we have to keep the shapes simple.1' 

' You start off with the 3D world, which you can "fly’ the viewpoint 
around, putting in mountains, rivers and scenery. Once you've got that, 
if you can use the mouse with basic command you can fly round and 
check It out. The 3D world's made up of polygons/ 

"Once you've got that, then you can start the game. The British 
programmers who did F-19 went away before F-fS Strike Eagle 
because they thought they could do it faster, and FT5 Strike Eagle is 
quite noticeably faster. Also they Ve done F-15 primarily for the Amiga, 
rather than for the ST/ 

After that, speed and detail then become the two opposing factors 
as the gome develops. The less detail, the greater the speed. “At the 
moment, that's Glyns problem with Air Duel He's got sHghby loo much 
ground detail and it's chugging a bit. WHh Air Duai, the whole thing is 
playability rather than realism, so that needs th* speed. When you're 
flying along without any enemy, there's just loads of details, it's great: 
you can see trains chuffing along, towns ... tad as soon as the enemy 
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other objects and rotate ft by the 
inverse of its matrix and that! give 
you what it can see." 

T$ very ruce" comments Andy: 
"at any time during the game we can 
just say a different object is now the 
viewpoint - there's no further calcula¬ 
tion involved. You can leave cameras 
and things lying around and actually 
see yourself." Which is what happens 
in Cybercon. 

But there's more. ^WeVe been 
testing the anmhilator in Cybercon 
this way. Because he runs in the 
background the whole of the time, 
you never know what quite he's 
doing. We put his viewpoint into the 
little screen where you view objects 
and things, so you can see exactly 
what he sees the whole time. Its 
quite eerie. Where's he going now? 
What's he doing?" 

Reference Works 

What h>en, is the zero reference point 
for all this, I ask Andy. “On the whole 
its normally the player. You might 
define the world where everything has 
a position, but at some point you 
have to convert that to everything rel¬ 
ative to the player. 

Then you've got to take the 
player's orientation into account, so 
when the player moves, the whole 
world spins around the player. So you 
allow for the rotation of the player by 
taking the centrepoint of all the object 
- all objects are normally defined rela¬ 
tive to their own centrepoint - and 

rotating those about by the opposite 
of the player's rotation." 

So there's several layers of refer¬ 
ence: the points on an object are 
defined relative to the object's centre 
and the centrepoints are all defined 
relative to the player. “Then in a 
game half the objects are moving, so 
you have to work out where the orien¬ 
tation of a moving object changes as 
it moves" adds Andy. 

Collision detection. 

Andy continues, "Most 
games wouldn’t be 
any use unless 
you could tell 
when things 
hit other 
things. So 
you've got to 
check the positions of 
everything relative to all the 
other things and see if they're collid¬ 
ing. This is potentially qurte slow, 
because if you've got 20 objects 
that*s 400 tests, which would be hor¬ 
ribly slow. So you've got to find ways 
around that to speed it up.* 

Whafs the target for speed? Is 
there a set number of frames per 
second you have to be abte to reach? 
“A lot depends on the game. 
Something like Cybercon can get 
away with a much lower frame rate 
than a flight sim coM: because 
you're walking around, you don't need 
the same sensation of speed. 
Cybercon has places where fast 

action is important, like when you're 
fighting things, so we try to make 
sure that only happens during fairly 
simple scenes, interphase is more of 
a speed thing, really/ 

Sorting! 

Another key thing to 3D pro¬ 
gramming is sorting within an 

object. This is a bit like the 
depth sorting that the 

Painter does, but it works 
on the faces of an object. 

Andy picks up the story. 
“If an object is convex, 
then you can just plain 
draw all the polygons 

you can see. It's all very 
well taking all the polygons 

and calculating where they 
appear on the screen, but you 

only need to draw the ones you can 
see. If you have a cube, for instance, 
you can only ever see three faces of 
it at one time, so you don't want to 
draw the other three. So you have to 
have some way of working out which 
ones you can see. 

“There are several ways of doing 
that: the simple way is this. You 
define the points in your original 
shape going clockwise, so if you look 
at the front of your cube the front 
four points go clockwise, then after 
you perform your perspective calcula¬ 
tions you have a look at the 2D points 
on the screen and see if they're still 
going clockwise. If they are, its still 
visible.” If you think about this, rts 

comes into view, It ill cuts out But yog don't 
because you're so intent on the enemyr 

When he s doing a plane for a project, Martin starts with 
a sketch of an aeroplane on graph paper, which is based on 
a scale drawing of the real aircraft. '1 love it it's almost a 
game in itself" he says. Tve basically got a top-down view, 
side view and front-on view. With those, you sketch out 
where the polygons go. You have two problems: a} to keep 
the polygons as simple as possible and b) not to overlap 
polygons. If you overlap them, it danl depth sort, can t tell 
what's In front or behind. That's one of the main problems. 

"Then you sketch 
that, draw It on graph 
paper, then you try to sim¬ 
plify it as much as 
possible while keeping the 
plane's distinctive shape. 
Then you work out all the 
x y and z coordinates and 
enter them Into the com¬ 
puter as dots on the 
screen, then start to All in 
all the polygons on screen 
between the dots, it's 
basically dol-lo-dot.'' 

Hopefully, after all of 
that, you end up with a 
filled polygon model of an 
aircraft, ft there's any 
problems, you might be 
back to square one. the 
pictures should give you 
an idea of how It's done: 
and you'll be able to see 
the real thing In F-T5 and 
Air Duet soon. 
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perfectly logical too: it just makes 
sure you're not looking at the back, 
the mirror image of the front. 

"There are more sophisticated 
ways of doing this" Andy offers. Are 
you using any of them? “We use all of 
them. I think. We hardly ever use the 
simple 2D one.* 

Z Clipping 
"There’s another level of complica¬ 
tion" adds Adrian. “You're going to 
mention z clipping, aren't you?" Andy 
says. Obviously. Here we go... 

"If you have an object where part 
of ft's behind you and part of it's in 
front of you. like a spaceship that’s 
passing you. you can still see part of 
it. You have to be able to work out 
which part of it's in front of you. The 
thing is, the perspective calculations 
just go completely haywire, so you 
need to work out this new 3D polygon 
before you work out the new 2D poly¬ 
gon. This technique's called z clipping 
and what it does is to take a plane in 
front of you and chop everything off 
there. If you do that you can't use that 
way of sorting we just talked about" 

Andy gets back to sorting, "If an 
object is entirely convex, drawing the 
faces that are visible and not drawing 
the faces that aren't is enough. But if 
an object is concave, with bits that 
fold in on themselves, then trying to 
work out the order in which to draw 

the polygons for those is quite fiddly. 
Or it used to be quite fiddly ..." Adrian 
chucktes and I suspect we will be 
hearing about another Assembly Line 
clever bit. here. 

I ask another stupid question. “Do 
you tend to construct shapes as a 
single polygon?" “They have to be 
several polygons" answers 
Adrian. "A cube is six 
polygons. Did you 

mean 
polyhe¬ 
drons? ft 
never really 
comes down to polyhe¬ 
drons, you just use polygons and 
draw them in a certain order," Oops: 
I’ve made a basic mistake 9ut there’s 
a lesson, there: remember that all 3D 
objects are dealt with as polygons, 
flat shapes, not as whole 3D things. 
Let's move on. 

Movement 
How do you move an object? "You 
just calculate the vector and add Ft on 
to the position' says Adrian. 
Remember that a vector is a simple 
way of describing movement in 3D 
coords: it might be a movement of 2 

in the x axis, 5 in the y axis. It's 
simple enough eh? 

How many polygons are there in 
a large game, in total? It's a weird 

, question" says Andy, In many 
J games, there's an awful lot out- 

^ side what you can see, 
^ If you were scanning 

the whole world saying 
tan I draw this?* you'd be 

there all day drawing 
one frame." 

"For 
instance, 
in a flight 

$imT you'd 
clump together a village and say if I'm 
too far up, all I can see is one block 
for a village, then as I get closer, you 
might have several rough houses" 
You actually define different objects 
for the different levels of detail," 

What about deptfvcueing? “Depth 
cueing means making things darker 
as they get further away. If you want 
to keep the speed up, you make sure 
you don't draw objects until they're 
quite dose to you. But that means 
that when objects first appear, they're 
quite big. This huge thing suddenly 
appears from nowhere. So it's slightly 
more subtle to bring it in dark, then 
as it gets nearer to you its colours 
will get clearer You just look at how 
far away it is and you use that to 
define the colour" 

'wBwma -> 

and Clever Clipping 

“Drawing order is generally more of a problem in 
games than the rest of It” says Andy Beveridge, 
programmer of Cybercon tlf. u Where you've got 
things iike, in Cybercon, robots coming through a 
doorway, you have to draw part of the wall, the 
robot, then the rest of the wall. Things like Carrier 
Command you had planes coming down to the 
deck and then going down the lift, on object going 
Inside another, and It all has to be sorted properly. 
That gets quite fiddly." 

“To give an example of the Painter algorithm'1 
chips in Adrian, >Hif you're in a room that Is looking 
Into another room, the Painter says what you 
should do is you should draw the far room, then 
the wall with the door out out of it, and then the 
contents of this room you're In, Andy manages to 
get round this In Cybercon by being able to draw 
just Inside the door." 

What he does is calculates the shape of the 
door, and then effectively says 'this is now the 
screen' and everything clips to that Instead. “ 
"Which is much faster In that particular case" adds 
Andy If you watch Cybercon drawing a room in 
slow motion It looks very very strange because if 
there's a door and a window, the view through the 
window - and just the bit you can see through the 
window - appears on the screen, then the view 
through the doort then the wall appears around it. 
There's no point at which It draws all the stuff 
behind the wall. It makes a big difference to the 
speed of Cybercon:' 

It makes clipping polygons massively more 
complicated.” interjects Adrian, “because we're 
not just talking about clipping to a nice square 
screen, we might be dipping to absolutely any¬ 
thing. That's because we Ye so clever!" So are they 
clipping even to circles? "Yeah, we have clipped to 
circles, there's places where we do clip to circles. 
We clip to anything! But it very much depends on 
the game, some games have weird requirements/1 

In fact the shape of the screen In Cybercon to 
start with Is not particularly nice" Adrian points 
out. But the way a lot of people do It Is they draw 
to a rectangle and then stick a lot of overlapping 
bits on top. We don't/' 

It s something we talked about years ago, but 
never really had a use for. but the initial test runs 
of Cybercon were so slow, we had to find some 
way to speed it up* 
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mg realty. Working out exactly what 
an ellipse is, rather than a fudged 
method, is very involved. The other 
thing is that you need some way of 

drawing it on screen when you've 
calculated it, and that's a lot more 
complicated than a circle drawer. 

I think other people are doing 
ellipses now. but we got there 
first because I thought of this 
particularly cunning way of doing 
it where you could more or less 
ignore what angle rt was at. But 
in fact the calculations we used 
before were complete dogwank. 

It's an awful lot simpler if you just 
work out the angle of the ellipse 

and in effect just parallel 
project which means no 
perspective." 

The future of 30 

How easy will rt be to put 
detailed pictures onto objects? 

"Weil, it depends really. You can quite 
easily draw a surface onto a polygon, 
but as the angle of the shape 
changes the angle of the picture 
doesn't, and that1 s not what you want. 
So you have to be recalculating the 
angle of the texture. And that’s quite 
a lot more complicated. You have to 
calculate every single point on the 
polygon. Normally we're only con* 
cerned with the vertices and maybe 
the ends of the sc an line. But all of a 

Clever objects 

How is an object's colour defined? 
It's stored as part of the object. One 
thing we have in common with most 
people doing 3D is that when we 
started our objects were just lists of 
points, but nowadays we have a sort 
of language to define the objects, It 
basically says ‘there is an object 
here between these points and it’s 
green. It looks like a piece of a 
higMeve! language, has IFs m, 
and it’s interpreted every time 
the object is drawn. Then if you 
want to have something like 
fightsource shading it’s quite 
easy, because you simply say 
set the colour according to the 
angle of the face." 

Slipped disks 

Why are circles so difficult to do? 
“They're not. It’s a piece of piss. Do 
you mean discs?" says Adrian. 
“Circles we use to represent 
spheres, so if you've got 
a sphere in the game, it 
looks the same from any 
angle" contributes Andy, 
"There are well-documented ways 
of drawing, literally on the screen, a 
circle," So why is a disc so difficult? 

“When it's at an angle,'1 Adrian 
begins, “a circle will look like an 
ellipse, even when it's at quite an 
oblique angle, which is quite surpris- 

sudden you’d be dealing with every 
pixel on the polygon." 

1 don't know how much you’ll be 
seeing of discs in future/ opines 
Andy. ’’With virtual reality catching on 
and people getting more and more 
interested in 3D, they're going to 
start throwing hardware at the prob¬ 
lem. So rather than you having to 
draw your polygon yourself, you'll 
have a chip with a polygon filler on it 
in a games console or a virtual reality 
machine. That’ll be much much 
faster, but it's very unlikely they'll put 
ellipse-drawing hardware in. It's 
always a problem when they put hard’ 
ware in, because the chip's big 
advantage is, it's completely flexible/ 

"But it’ll mean that everyone has 
access to incredibly fast polygon 
fillers. Well be able to do amazing 
things with that" says Adrian. "Nearly 
alt the time in a game is still taken up 
by drawing the polygons’1 agrees 
Andy, "even though there’s a lot of 
complex maths going on behind. 
That's the only thing holding back 
computers like the Amiga.1' 

Well, we’ll see. Texture mapping, 
fractal scenery, faster polygon draw¬ 
ing, who knows what we will see next? 
But if you want to take a took at 
Virtual Reality then see the special 
report on Page 10, and for the low 
down on Cybercon take a glance at 
the review on Page 82, ■ 

L 1 

For the masses 
w Fretactpe system? IT* a structured way of 

games used to develop such 30 classics as Drifter. Total Eclipse and 
Castle Master, and very soon Its power will be available for you to cre¬ 
ate your own 3D games. Incentive s lan Andrew explains... 

The first thing you need is an idea, then a sod of formula for how 
the game s going to work. The way we have developed our 3D games 
is based on Freescape^ which was developed not for a single game but 
as an upwardly upgradeable system right from back in 1997. We spent 
a tot more time researching before we brought the first game out 

‘After the first game, Drifter, came the second. Dark Side we 
added improved features and speed to It Although the games were 
designed separately, the system was Intended to be reusable and 
upgradeable Really. It s a 3D environment creator 

‘There a always been two elements - the 3D design system that 
can create certain types of envh 
ronmoots, and the games - but 
it*s always run along together, so 
If there's been anything in a game 
dial we thought would work well 
or would be interesting to have, 
then we added that on. For 
instance In the earlier games, we 
didnl have the ability to activate 
anything, so you fust had to shoot 
things. The atiiHty to activate 
things gave It a bit more depth/ 

In the 2D Construction Kit 
you will be able to place and 
change 3D shapes in your own 
world, then deckle what the 
actions o4 shooting or activating' 
the obiects does, it s incredibly 

Sjgaaaar*- 

simple and versatile system Clearly H gives a great Insight tor the 
novice into how 3D programming works, but aren’t Incentive revealing 
all the methods behind Free scape loo? 

“A lot of people have said that we re giving all our leasts awey/ 
replies Ian, and in fact we are. But wo ve had such a lot of people ask¬ 
ing us to do It It does mean that we ve got to move on to something 
else now, but that’s fair enough. I think the lime’s right tor tLm 

So what is the next step tor Incentive? We re sticking to 3D, 
We re doing some stuff on graphics workstations and seme Virtual 
Reality stuff. Then |he Superscape system may sal on home 
computers next year, but It won’t be for at leaet a year." So we have an 
advanced version of Freescape to look forward le? “ft* completely 
rewritten and completely different But fi d In eokd 3D: were 
absolutely committed to Ihaf* 

The end for Freescape? Mot ready, because Hat's where you come 
in! T think a lot of people with a lot of imagination have had ideas lor 
games and they can now do a lor tiamdvn. because wo ve made it 
as easy as possible for Hem. I M Ham wH be a lot of Freescape 
products coming out . 

Well. I think so too. find otii how next issue in the full review of 
the 3D Construction KM... 
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AMERICA'S 
TOP SECRET 
WEAPON 
Super-chorged super-fighters who 
risk all defending America against 
the world’s deadliest forces. 
A combat unit of indomitable 
strength and courage. 
A rescue team of unparalleled 
skill and daring. 
THE BEST OF THE BEST 

A non-stop, action-packed 
arcade style thriller based on 
the heroic missions of the 
world's most elite, superbly 
trained commando unit... 
the U.S. NAVY SEALS. 
You have a number of perilous 
missions to complete. Out- 
manoeuver the enemy destroy 
hostile missile sites and rescue 
the hostages. 
You begin with the briefing 
you may end with a victory., 
it's the middle ground 
that hurts! 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
6 CENTRAL STREET 
MANCHESTER M2 5NS 
TEL: 061 832 6633 
FAX: 061 834 0650 

ORION PICTURES CORP. 
© COPYRIGHT 1990 
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GOLDRUNNER 
Our top selling 

shoot em up from 
Steve Bak and 

Pete Lyon. 

ELECTRONIC 
POOL 

Mono or colour 
version of Video 

Pool' arcade 
game. 

JUPITER PROBE 
Vertically 

scrolling shoot 
em up by Steve 

, Bak. 

KARATE KID 
PART 2 

Our top selling 
karate game. 

THE 

£3.99 
GAME IS HERE 

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO 

HIDDEN CHARGES, JUST 

£3.99 A GAME PLUS 50p 

POST & PACKING 

ALL THE GAMES 
REALLY ARE JUS1 

£3.99 EACH. 
I OWN AN 

ST □ AMIGA □ 
Please send me: 

C 
GOLDRUNNER 
ELECTRONIC POOL 
JUPITER PROBE 
KARATE KID PART 2 

AIRBALL 

AIRBALL 
200 rooms 

’ strategic 
_ fcade action, 
graphics from 

GOLDRUNNER2 
Sequel to our top 
selling shoot em 
up, high speed 
action packed 
arcade game. 

LEATHERNECK 
Reviewed as the 
best arcade Aar 

game, progf&m by 
Steve Bak. 

TETRA QUEST 
Over 300 screens 

of arcade 
strategy. 

Lyon! 

MAJOR 
MOTION 

Spy car chase 
arcade game. 

SLAYGON 
ADVENTURE 

Stop Cyber 
amics ruling 
world in this 
graphic ■ 
venture 

TANGLEWOOD 
ADVENTURE 
Rated as SFe of 
the best 16 bjt 

graphic 
adventures. 

TIME BANDIT 
Top selling arcade 

adventure, the 
original ST Mega 

game. ■ X J 

SOCCER 

THE GRAIL' 
ADVENTURE 

Full size 
adventure 

programmed 
using our 
Talespin 

development 
system 

INTERNATIONAL 
SOCCER 

Soccer action at 
its best in our 

own soccer game. 

J.U.G. 
Highly rated 

arcade game with 
4 way scrolling. 

ABZOO 
EDUCATIONAL 

SOFTWARE 
Preschool to 8 
Helps character 
recognition and 

spelling witn 
funny and serous 

A to Z pictures 

GOLDRUNNER 2 
LEATHERNECK 
TETRA QUEST 
MAJOR MOTION 
SLAYGON ADVENTURE 
TANGLEWOOD 

ADVENTURE 
TIME BANDIT 

THE GRAIL'ADVENTURE 
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 
J.U.G. 
ABZOO EDUCATIONAL 

SOFTWARE 

NAME__ 

ADDRESS_ 

POST CODE_ 

SEND ME_TITL 
at £4.49 (50p p&p) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED £_ 

CKtUI I UAMU I Yrfc 

No. 

EXPIRY DATE 
Allow 28 days for deliver 

Post to: 

softwar 
= D Box 68, St. Austell, PL25 

or phone with credit ce 

_VtSA 

0726 6802 



PREVIEWS 

Lazy, hazy crazy days of summer? Not for TRENTON WEBB. He's been finding 

out how to become a 'megalomaniac' by building 'sim cities' with the aid of a 

CDTY stay out of the midday sun by checking this month's... 

COMING 
ATTRACTIONS 
MERCS 
Publisher = US GOLD 

Release = to be announced 

Mercs was one of Capcoms 1990 com op hits* 
Tiertex, US Gold’s faithful Capcom converters, 
have been labouring away getting the beast 
ready for an Amiga bloodbath this summer. As 
a solo soldier of fortune or as part of a two* 
player death squad, the aim is to rescue the US 
President who has been kidnapped. It’s up to 
the elite mercenaries (Mercs) to bop down to 
Zutula and bust him out. 

Eight levels of mayhem are promised, which 
will have the boys busting through an enemy 
tank cordon, neutralising the feared Scorpion 
squad and blowing away a base chock full of enemies, and it will all be against the clock. 

This style of game trades on the chaos-factor 
and is at its most fun when you don't have time 
to think about what’s going down! The effects 
have to be spot on, the levels well thought out, 
but most importantly the enemies and explo¬ 
sions need to be huge. Mercs has players 
demolishing everything from tanks to houses, so 
there should be some pretty meaty bangs en 
route. Cotnmando/lkari Warriors clones have 
been plentiful over the years, but few have had 
that something special that allows them to stand 
out from blasting crowd. Mercs, judging from 
the demo disks, looks as though it's going to 
have a real good shot at ft 

AMIGA ENCOUNTER 
Publisher * Novagen Release - May 

Novagen, the folks who bought us Damocles, 
have remastered another classic from 
yesteryear: Encounter. The original caused a bit 
of a stir way back in 1984 as it brought true 
arcade thrills to the home computer. It was fast, 
frantic, destructive stuff, but the graphics on the 
early €64 couldn't match the gameplay. 

Now Paul Woakes, author of the original, 
has used the Amiga's graphics power to bring 
the game back, this time with pics that are of 
arcade-quality. It will be interesting to see if the 
seven year wait has affected its pulling power. 

SHORT STUFF 

Wrath of tho Demon on the COTV soon. 

Empire have been busy recently and 
have a whole whoop of new titles to 
boast about. First comes VoJfied, an 
almost painfully colourful Taito coin-op. 
Luckily your task is to paint part of the 
screen grey, which may just about save 
your retinas. In your way will stand(!) 
giant crabs, killer ladybirds, violent 
insects, jumping spiders and an eyeball 
spewing head! 

Next up are a couple of the classiest 
and weirdest Cyber role-playing games 
yet designed. Empire have managed to 
get the rights to MegaTraveher and 
Cyberspace. Meg a Traveller tells the tale 
of the Zhodani Conspiracy and features 
all the best that the massively popular 
RPG has to offer: characters can choose 
from over 70 talents, 30 weapons and 
72 different skills. 

The game itself takes place over 28 
different planets based in eight different 
systems. This space adventure should 
be ready for review around about next 
month, when we will put the space aces 
through their paces. 

Cyberspace is a computer conver¬ 
sion of the ICE role-play system - they 
are the peeps who put the board-game 
versions of Lord of the Rings, Chronicles 
of Narnia and Sherlock Holmes together. 
This will be a Cyperpunk epic complete 
with muscle grafted Netheads and 

Continued overleaf I 
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The Konemi coin-op to hit the Amiga soon. 

cybernetic mercenaries. You will even 
be able to play around in the wonderful 
world of cyberspace itself, a strange 
semi-computer generated alternative 
kind of dimension. 

If this wasn't enough Empire have 
also been busy getting Wrath of the 
Demon (AF19 85%) ready for the CDTV. 
The disk-based version was, as they say, 
a corker. So with the extra flexibility, 
sound and speed allowed with CD stor¬ 
age it could be outrageous. The game is 
virtually finished now, but the release is 
being held back until the machine has 

, SffJt worm's inventors go road racing. 

been officially launched - as it helps 
having a CDTV to play it on? 

Turt/es was the biggest of the big 
games last year sales wise and Image 
Works are looking to follow this up with a 
conversion of the Konami coin-op which 
starred the Half-Shell heroes. In the 
arcades this baby was a four-player 
beat-em-up with huge turtle sprites 
doing the business in a highly-graphic 
fashion. Expect Turtles ft to hit the 
streets around Christmas, by which time 
we will have been bombarded with a 
second wave of Turtle madness, thanks 
to the second movie in the series. 

Jaleco have a good reputation when 
it comes to arcade machines - they did 
after all invent Silkworm - so interest is 
high on their latest licence which has 
been won by Image Works. Cisco Heat is 
the story of a road race through an 
accurately mapped San Francisco and 
includes the hills made famous during 
the car chases in Bu/fit. 

The arcade version of Cisco Heat 
features a near-perfect representation 
of car handling thanks to some nifty 
shock-absorber routines. With hills like 
those in SF, theyYe going to take a bash¬ 
ing when the game gets into gear later 
on this year. 

CAPTAIN 
PLANET 
Publisher - Mindscape 

Release = To be announced 

Captain Planet is one of the world's all-round 
good guys and he has decided to take a stand 
against environmental terrorism. This isn't at all 
surprising as the chap himself looks a little off 
colour (ie blue!) and knowing superheroes this 
was probably caused by some strange scientific 
accident. The game will feature a 'green' theme 
with the good Captain fighting pollution. No infor¬ 
mation about how the game wrIJ play has yet 
been released. 

This release will swell the ranks of environ- 
mentally-aware games that are currently being 
coded, as software gets a conscience You 
could be witnessing the birth of a new genre. 

DRAGON FIGHTER 
The Dragon Fighters have flown all the way from Publisher = Idea 
Italy for this spring release. Every 10 years the 
dragon-nding knights get together and race to Release = May 
see who will be king for the next decade - now 
there's a fair electoral system! The challenge will 
take riders through a maze of underworld loca¬ 
tions, but speed alone will not be enough. 

Loads of powerful weapons are lying about 
and a crafty dragon driver can collect and use 
them to blast the inhabitants of the caves - who 
aren't keen on boy racers or dragons. It will be a 
lOOdevel match, with 100 different caverns, 25 
villages and over 50 species of monster to 
mash. The introduction of route choices frees 
players from the linear constraints of shoot-em- 
ups/race games. The Dragon Riders should be 
at a software emporium near you soon. 

COUGAR FORCE 
Publisher s Tomahawk Release m to be announced 

Why is it all the world's best secret agents man- spectacular where a gentleman called Super A 
age to get themselves kidnapped? The question is sent on a secret mission to save the world, 
is raised by Cougar Force, an action arcade He's captured almost immediately and the game 

kicks off as he escapes. 
The following mayhem 
invokes fist fights. 3D pilot¬ 
ing as well as a host of 
driving simulations. 

Multi-style games have 
been tried in the past and 
many simply just don't cut 
it. but when they work - as 
they did in Midwinter for 
example - they are some¬ 
thing special. Lets hope 
Cougar Force gets the mix 
about right because these 
can offer a depth of game- 
piay that single-style 
programs canl possibly 
hope to match. 
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You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
v word processor with immense power to deal with most 

situations and**, it includes a Database! It's all mi easy to use, 
you probably won’t need to refer to the extensive 25(1 page 
manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art, in 
various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 
matically flow text around graphics in ;uiy 
Workbench compatible font (there tire over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design... even as you type! 
VIl this from a word processor and 
Much Much More! 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit imd creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. Operating 
with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records per database 

with a fast sort of 1000 records in less than 
5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pa! requires an Amiga 5001 /500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of I megabyte 

available menwry. 

¥•£ 

its jiandiing of graphics is unsurpassed; 

Pen Pal is the only program l tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics,.*" 
Amiga Wotfd^JuL T9fJ 

without beating around the hush Pen Pal is 

very special,," * "There is little to fault Pen Pal 

and it deserves to do well." 
Amiga Format-Dec. r9t) 

m 
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Pen ftil ‘V 

*■! 

Br \ 

x 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve ihe best! 

£79.95 

\ 

M. J am extremely pleased *ith your product especially 

the Graphic Capabilities uithin the Word Processor. Having 

ihe Database on the same disk lu* made PEN PAL the be*i 

program 1 have.,." D.S.ff., Pll OX DOS 

". Please let me tell you how amazed I am ad how EAS Y 

IT IS TO USE PEN PAL The manual' supplied are 

very informative and very dev..,” 

PSS., Cliftont XOTTtSGHAM 

"...A most excellent piece of software,.. ' 

E.P.H.* Strathclydet SCOTLAND 

Trade Distributors,., 

w 

SSSSS mm 

Pen Pal Order Line 

^0773 83678 
Pen Pal is also available from giwul 

computer tfores 

HAR' 

Co^p^er3 

Gordon Harwood Computers 

New Street Alfreton Derby litre 

OP5 7BP Fax:0773 S [040 
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Distinctly Di 
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press, 
Digita produces a range of powerful, low cost software for the home 
and business user. 

DGCALC 
The las tail and most powerful spreadsheet an'title in pit* 
prce bracket, wn 512 rows by 52 columns, gwing you up to 
P6S24 ceils As with all Digits products, the operation of the 
program .scteartytocxjghft out Betng eitoer menu . momeof 
command driven you II be ah!# to start using it wiffrn minutes 
-even d you w never used a spreadsheet t>e*£>re Some of 
the features wfitdi make it such good vaFut are the eiporing 
of ASCII ft to for integration with other programs, adi uslabie 
column waft and led overflew, programmable lunchon keys 
(macro*}, and a unique windowing fac>iify. so that you can 
look at d ifferenl parts Of a sheet at the Same lime 

E-TYPE 
Do you ever have la print names and addresses at awkward 
place* on envelopes, or do you ever need to film tricky 
forms or toKto where me i*« haste be in maty iha ntfi 
place1 Usually you have to do it by hand, or get your trusty 
old typewriter out ol the cupboard and dust it Oh Well not 
anymore The Emulated TVPEwHw transform* you* 
computer and printer into a Nil ly fledged typewriter, 
supporting bold, underline, italic and other type^stylei 
Because dean display and print tort INSTANTLY you can line 
up your form, press Return and Space a lew limes to move to 
Ihe correct place and then start typing Alternatively you can 
switch to line-by-line mode, which offers word wrap 
fusti!>caiion and proportional spacing, so that you can edit 
each l<ni before it sprinted ___ __ 

LOo.oD 

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER 
Are you absoiulety sure your taxman is do mg h is job 
corTec^7 Rian your own tai with ease this menu-dnvtn 
program w»l( calculate your >ncome tax (totality (4 tor years 
indudad) and provide pertinent fads about your im position 
You can perform whai-iP' calculation todiaco«er ways in 
minimise your tax liability In fact, the program will advise 
you on things such as, if you are a married man, whether it 
would tie advantageous to have your wife s income taxed 
separately or not At this price who knows, you will probably 
fmd toil PTP wilt pay for itself m tax savings tot first time you 
uw it* 
** STOP PRESS " 
July 89 - PTP user receives tax refund of over tZ.GQO'1 

MAILSHOT 
if you ever need to send out mailing* or print labels , you 
know how lufcfiy and time-consuming it can be making iue 
alt toe labels are pr rued correctly Well new all that s a thing 
of the past Because Mafehoi actoatty show* you toe l abels 
on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the 
correct place But more than that the labels are ammatod m 
screen *sa continuous sheet allowing you lo scroll 
backwards and forwards, to search lor particular keywords or 
to edit enti IBs with the minimum of fuss F acilrties indudt 
searching, detection ol duplicate laws, sorting (even 
surname1' 9 labels across. 999copies ol any Label This has 
to betoe simplest and moil tlfeeiiv* matood of creating a 
mailshot available 

£24.95 

MAILSHOT PLUS 
Advanced version ol Mailshot I or toe bu*>n*» user with toe 
loUoerng extra facii itte* 
' ntegravori with other software im.ng ASCII flies? 
’ i^yrwvijtouiaied summary \ 'deal lor telephone lata, efcj 
* 4 extra memo lines per label (with defaults i ' system lor 
coding, dating and adding messages to each label 
’ different tayous available tor horizontal and vertical 

£49.95 

CASHBOOK COMBO 
Money saving comthnafton P*k feitor. ng both Cashbook 
Controller and Final Accounts - Save tlG GO _ _ 

£69.96 

FINAL ACCOUNTS 
The program will take information prepared fey Cashbook 
Controller and produce a complete set of accounts including 
' Tnal Balance ' Trading and Profit and Loss Account 
■ Balance Sheet ' Notes » to* Accounts 
* Full Accounting rabos 
All reports may be produced at any time, wto 
cornparaiiveAiudgei tigures il required. The lacihty to 
produce these documents quickly, accurately and regularly 
a ol enormous help m running any business, large or small1, 
since one shows ihe true profitability achieved and toe other 
(he exact sirengto of Ihe business -n terms of assets and 
Miilitm i>__ 

£29.95 

CLASSIC INVADERS 
Escape from evacuti vc stress with toe classic space "tvtder 

£14.95 

**..r 

£39.95 

DAY-BY-DAY 
An eicetieni way to gei organised With il you W b* rem.-wed 
of birtodayi i»xtotoeranni«fsaries meeting*and 
appoi niments, phcm# calls to make and w on A* « in an 
Digits products inputong nlonr*T<on is simplicity itself ind, 
once entered, you can search tax keywords or few particular 
events, such *4 birthday? to m* when one -s coming up 
includes monltu'week/day ptanner. automaHc r*mioperator 
over due appo ntmens mento and week summary al a 
glance For less than £30 this -5 toe ideal way lo make sure 
you never miss toai i(important occasion again' Q(- 

LtJ, JJ i 

•as® 

tfccou* 

Availablejo the trade fror 

arketing, Laze 
jresoft 

^9.35 

GITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

?rious softivare at a sensible price" 

1written in the UK Prices include VAT & P & P (add £2.00 tor export! 

• HOW TO ORDER • 
CREDIT C/F 0 TUNE 

Post: Digita In inal Ltd 

I Black Hi-rse House 
Exmouth Devon 
LX* iJL England 
I ax 0395 26$m 



PREVIEWS 

MEG-LO-MANIA 
Publisher - Image Works Release - Summer 

All power corrupts, but absolute power's a 
laugh. In Meg-L&Mam you will be given a 

chance to gain such power, m gfonous techno- 
coiouMand full of cute sprites and #Hd sounds. 
What makes this 'God' power game different? 
Well it speaks for itseff, honesti 

Meg-LoAJan/a is a battle for the control of 
27 islands. Four warlords are going at it; with 
100 men they must conquer sequential island 
groups. These groups of three form subgroups 
known as Epochs. The nine Epochs roughly rrn 
rot history, starting as cavemen they go through 
Old Testament epochs, Roman, Norman, M*k$e 
Ages. Victorian, World Wars, 1980s and u*i* 
nate in a future zone, circa 2001. 

Sticks and stones 
When all three 'islands' of an Epoch are cap¬ 
tured, you progress to the next sequential hme 
zone and a fresh battle with the other the lords 
At the off your boys are cavemen and can only 
use their hands to tight, they must research the 
war potential of rocks and sticks. Weapons are 
necessary, as control of any rsland depends on 
the destruction of the enemies towers (bases). 

After some serious inventing you start to 
leap tech' levels, giving you the potential to build 
a wider range ot new death-dealing devices. 
This sets up a tension and like the cold warriors, 
you become obsessed with imbalances in 
weaponry - here it's not so much missile gaps 
but stick gaps. Building stuff requires raw mate¬ 
rials and time. Each invention requires three key 
elements or close substitutes. So as well as get 
ting the necessary skills to build them you will 
have to dominate the areas where raw materials 
can be found. Compromises can be made - this 
is war - but the closer the elements are to the 
right ingredients the more potent the weapon 

The territorial side of Meg-LolWama has strong 
board-game elements. The tech' levels and lack 
of materials bring in the best features of games 
like Mtf/enmum 22 and put them all on an 
arcade footing. Meg-Lo^fama offers this plus 
enemies who play a strong strategic role in a 
deeply loathsome way. 

There are four lords' on offer for you to 
play ranging from psychotic to cowards. 
Whoever you choose, the other three adjust 
their game to provide a total nutter, pragmatist 
and wimp. You can choose to lock horns with 
these guys or if one looks pretty pokey, ally with 
them ft's not just their quality of play that threat¬ 
ens to make them special, but their voices. 

Carry on killing 
Each Leader has their own distinct voice. 

These were sampled, using radio actors to heap 
on the characterisation. Alliances offered by the 
yelow king are pure Kenneth Williams: Tan I be 
on you team7* After an inventing spree your 
o*m moons echo the Python's with “Zee 
(mention eez finished* This very human touch 
requres no e*tra memory as it lives on the sec- 
ond 11sk while the game code is loaded in one 
limp from the first. This leaves OFO: free to be 
accessed as speech is required. 

Me^ic^Mania, in its present stage lacks ani¬ 
mation but the game code is finished. From 
these earty shots the floabng lands may remind 
you of Popiious. but. the only real similarity is 
the fact that you control a number of folks not a 
single charade' Meg-Lo-Mama will be part strat¬ 
egy war-game part management sim and part 
test of mouse speed. It starts out slow, as the 
tech levels only alow conventional battles, but 
as these utrease the pace hots up. Better 
weapons alow swrft victory and development 

This icon controls all of Each 
sub-icon represents an action or rlecn which 
can bo used to bash other teams. For exam¬ 
ple the bulb is ‘invent', sword is ‘light etc. 

speed takes a front seat Nukes are next on the 
shopping list so brinkmanship and alliances take 
on new importance. All of these factors are 
underpinned with a need to save men. At the 
games end warts the mother of battles for which 
surplus soldiers must be stowed away. 

Personal enemies and ridiculous technologi¬ 
cal imbalance should make Meg-Lo-Mania really 
special. Flying jets against bi planes (not all the 
players advance as quickly through Tech' levels) 
sounds real fun. But, when the bombs on the 
other foot, |ust pray that other guys get killed 
first. Sensible Software still have a couple of 
months to run on the protect and only need to 
slot the animation into the game, which leaves 
them ample time to get the gameplay perfect, 
Meg-Lo-Mania is an evolutionary game that 
changes character, stressing different tech¬ 
niques, which should help grow into a real 
long term test. 

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING 
Sound - Richard Joseph 
Coding - Chris Chapman 
Design - Chris Yates and Jon Hare 
Graphics - Jon Hare 
Previous projects * Wizba/f and 
MicroProse Soccer, 
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PREVIEWS 

SIM CITY - CDTV 
INFOGRAMES 

A TALE OF TWO CITIES 
S/m City broke new ground as a game, 
It was the first environment simulator. 
Acting as mayor of a real town or your 
own custom built conurbation you 
allotted cash and resources to guide 
the city towards a brighter future. 
Later came the Terrain Editor and 
Architecture supplement disks, which 
allowed further, stranger cities to 
develop. You chose how the city would 
run, doing jobs as diverse as balanc¬ 
ing the budget to bulldozing slums. 

To say Sim City was a hit is an 
understatement, and a generic style 
was born. If you want to get hold of a 
copy, the double pack of Sim City and 
Populous hits the streets soon. Maxis, 
the original designers, have begun 
development of an even grander pro* 
ject Sim Earth, which will be released 
by Ocean later this year. 

Sim City is the game Infogrames have 
1 selected as their first COTV product. As an 

accredited classic it seems only natural Ft should 
be the first game on the format. Infogrames are 
committed to new technology, especially CD 
based, and have gone for a total rewrite which 
can exploit the COW'S strong points. Any new 
machine needs software, and more importantly 
it needs good software, if it is to succeed. So 
Sim City not only illustrates Infogrames' faith in 
CD technology, but also has to show what CDTV 
games can do. 

CDTV stunned and intrigued tine world last 
year when Commodore announced the project. 
An Amiga with a CD drive, it features no key¬ 
board and is played via a remote-control 
keypad. It doubles as a games machine and CD 
music system. There are hopes and fears for 
the system, confusion over what it can and can¬ 
not do, there were even scurrilous rumours that 
it may never make it Fnto production. So when 
Infogrames began touting a CDTV game, Format 
just had to take a closer look. 

Launch time 
Starting in January the Infogrames program¬ 
mers have been soldiering away to get the 
game ready for the official CDTV launch, though 
the game s launch has yet to be announced. 
Infogrames development system used a CDTV 
slaved to a PC system, for the sake of speed. 
Principally, the project was coded in C las 
speed is irrelevant in Sim C/tyJ with the sub-rou¬ 
tines written in assembler. 

Already accomplished Amiga writers, 
Infogrames found the CDTV a challenge 
because of the different hardware specifics. The 
CDTV and Amiga share a common history, but 
there are obvious differences. Controlling a CD 
drive is different in both principal and practice to 
a floppy disk. The CD drive, while five times 
faster at ripping code from the disk, is compara¬ 

tively slow at moving about it. So the informa¬ 
tion has to be ordered so that associated or 
sequential data is stored in close physical prox¬ 
imity, if the maximum benefit is to be made of 
the drive's potential. With a CD able to store 
over 550MB however, at least space was not a 
problem they encountered. 

Another area to have to contend with is the 
CDTV's control system: an infra-red remote-con¬ 
trol handset. Just as a mouse needs a driver so 
to does the keypad, and Infogrames decided to 
write their own for Sim City, The save-game 
facility needed rethinking too, because the CDTV 
saves to a RAM card, and not the game disk. 
Researching and developing these routines add 
time to development now, but are necessary 
investments that will save time in the future. 

Zoom in 
Sim Crty was never hot on effects. The game 
was strong, but it was lacking on the sound side 
and didn't look that hot. To this end Infogrames 
have used the re-coding time well, redrawing the 
'sprites' and working on a themed tune for each 
of the eight preformed cities. This means that 
when the 'zoom' mode is used to blow up a par¬ 
ticular section of the screen, the pictures don't 
fragment into a mass of pixels. This ties the 
whole game tightly together and more tightly to 
the CDTV, as the differences between it and the 
Amiga version are now more glaringly and 
blarmgly obvious. 

On the playing side the major change is the 
inclusion of both Architecture disks' and Terrain 
Editor to create the complete Sim Ctiy pack¬ 
age1. On the Amiga these were sold as 
supplementary disks. So as well as faster had¬ 
ing, better sound and vision there's also a much 
greater selection of cities to control, command 
and corrupt. This allows you to play through 
from Medieval times through to futuristic Rio or 
a city of your own command. 
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Play away 
Playing S/m C/fy on the CDTV is initially odd. 
Once you get over the remote seating hurdle, 
you realise it is a relaxing way to play the game. 
The key pad is easy to use and can be made to 
mimic either a joystick or mouse. The direc¬ 
tional pad on the left-hand side and the two Tire 
buttons by the right thumb. As a short cut, the 
various types of building you may want to use 
are all preset on the handset. So rather than 
cycling through all the options on a menu 
screen, you can now slap it straight on the map, 

Sim City looks like an ideal CDTV game. It 
combines strategy, good effects and fast gam¬ 
ing; all tied together with the humourous side of 
town planning and mayoral power. It is still satis¬ 
fying to build a city, balance the budget, 
improve the town, then saving it to RAM card 
before loosing Godzilla or a giant tumble-weed 
on the place. 

CREATE 

A CITY 

TECHNICALLY SPEAKING 
Programming - Stephana Baudot 
Frederick Raynal, 
Music - Frederick Mentzen. 
Sound effects - Dominique Girout 
Didier Chanfray, 
Original design - Philippe Vachay. 



Out of Memory? 
SupraRAM 2000 
+ 2, 4, 6, or 8MB FAST RAM board for 

Amiga® 2000 computers 

* Easy to install & Easy to expand 

* Uses 1MB x 1 DIP DRAM chips 
(120 ns. or faster) 

* Zero wait states & Hidden refresh 

* Four-layer hoard reduces noise and 
improves reliability 

* 6MB configuration allows maximum 
benefit with the Amiga Bridgeboard 

* Lets you run larger & more sophisticated 
programs 

* Allows creation of large & very fast 
RAM disks 

* Test mode & software simplify 

troubleshixrting 

SupraRAM 

500 
* 1/2MB FAST RAM board for the Amiga >00 

* Increases computer's memory' to 1MB 

* Battery' backed-up clock calendar 
remembers time & date even when your 
system is turned off 

* Lets you run larger & more sophisticated 
programs 

* Installs easily in A >00 internal memory slot 

* Comparable to Commodore A->01 board 

* ON OFF switch available 

* 1/2, 1, 2. 4. or SMB FAST HAM for 
Amiga 500 computers 

* Easily plugs onto A500 expansion port * 

* Amiga bus pass-through 

* Easy to expand from initial configuration 

* Uses 2%K x hi ZIP DRAM chips (120 ns. or 
faster) for 12, 1, & 2MB configurations; 
1MB x 4 ZIPs for 2* 4, & 8 MB configurations* 

* Zero wait states & Hidden refresh 
« 

■ Four-layer hoard reduces noise and 
improves reliability 

Lets you run larger & more 
sophisticated programs 

Allows creation of large & 
very fast HAM disks 

Test mode & software k 
simplify' trouble¬ 
shooting 

Optional external 
power supply 

ON OFF switch 

Available at your 
local stockist, or call: 
0101-503-96^-9075 

1133 (cmmercial Wav. Alhanv, OR 9“32l. L’SA 
Telefax: OIOMO^’WO 

SupraRAM 5€0. SupraRAM 5C0RX, and SupraRAM ?OOC art *Tao#marKs of Supra CorpofaiKtn Amiga i a rtgciltrtP Iradtmar* o* Cpnmodora Amifla, Inc 



FROM THE CREATORS OF 

FOR A CORP; 

Atari 517Amiga 

St PC {CGA. EGA. VGA. 

TAPI BY. AO I III A ROLAP1D) 

It Is the 1920's* Inspector Raoul Dwcntlcr lias been 

Invited on a dream cruise In the Mediterranean, aboard the 

superb 3-masted ship belonging to Greek shipping 

magnate Nlklos Ka raboudja n. But no sooner has the cruise 

begun when Raoul Is summoned to Investigate a 

scandalous crime—the murder of his host niklosl it's now 

up to Raoul to throwsome light on this sinister mystery- 

there's a murderer on the loose and he could be prowling 

amongst the unsuspecting guests even now ***. 

am depth of garoeptay* 

I A wider range of action* Is now pc 

to question other characters in 

• PC version features 250 cotown 

sonic support 

§ Character size has brat donMed 

• Auriga version features 52 coAm 
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SCREENPLAY 

Above - Here* kicks bull on Level 
Two, One of the mott common 
beasts here are the plant pot 
snakes. As you approach they 
pop up and spit venom. Worse 
still, H you kill them masses of 
small snakes are set loose. 

Right - Hercules has been 
tempted into a bonus treasure 
room, which is full of treasure 

but also dead hard nasties. This 
room is accessed via a teleport 

gem, so you have to beat the 
snake in the top right-hand cor* 

ner to get the jewel which will 
whisk our Here’ back to safety. 

Huftyn 

LlXIA Tj 

d 

shot br.' souped’ ! ■ jri 

adding two un 
even three, way spray 

of flying blades, by collecting 

magic tokens, Extra shuriken and 

power bolts can be added to fur¬ 

ther beef-up the armoury. The 

spread is even controllable with the 

use of tokens, as the needs of the 

weaponry varies with each level. 

In solution 
Trap4ike puzzles litter the zones, 

increasing in complexity as the 

game develops. At first they are 

simple obstructions, which can be 

destroyed by a flick of the correct 

magic, weapons or 

tricks that 

happen to 

come to mind. Unfortunately, the 

beasts who inhabit the worlds are 

also free to follow their own initia¬ 

tive. This is a combination that 

makes Gods a platform challenge, 

the like of which even the Zeus 

have never seen. 

The boy can move as per nor¬ 

mal, leaping, ducking and climbing 

between levels. For protection he 

hurls out showers of daggers and 

axes ahead of him, which kill (even¬ 

tually) any foes foolish enough to 

cross his path. His initial single 

lympian practical jokes 

■ aren't funny, full stop. 

Juno's idea of a good 

laugh was to send you mad, 

while Eurystheus was fond of 

sending folk on unfimshable 

tasks. Hercules, the world's 

strongest man, is just one such vio 

tim of these Grecian Jeremy 

Beadles. To earn freedom from 

them both and achieve his rightful 

god status he must complete four 

challenges in four different zones 

of a magical city. 

Hercules must fight through a 

temple* the streets, a labyrinth and 

eventually the underworld if he is to 

ft 

emerge as immortal. A myriad of 

mythological monsters stand in his 

way, but, more importantly, so do 

a horde of traps and tasks. 

The monsters may be killed or 

avoided, as may the traps* but 

all the tasks must be fulfilled rf 

he is to achieve eternal life. Ifs in 

the contract you see; small print. 

Just win! 
Hercules is an individual and is not 

forced to follow any particular 

route to the end of any level, or 

zone; getting there is good 

enough. Under your control, all he 

has to do is win through using any 

Hercules bull* into a room end finds another potted serpent and a 
teleport stone on m remote ledge. Killing the snake is easy but avoid¬ 
ing the small snakes in this little room could be extremely difficult. 

Large gold keys are always 'world* keys but how on earth can you get 
it? It must have something to do with those yellow buttons. Time to 
go a wandering arid see what items are peculiar to this level. 
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Abovt - MM tht andolworld bad 
guy and you win a vtilt to tha 
shop, To summon tha shop- 
keeper Just walk over tha ‘circla’ 
token and wait. As If by magic 
tha ha will appear and taka you 
to his weapons emporium* 

Loft - whan tha going gats tough, 
tha tough hide undar tha table. 
Luckily this and-of'world 
guardian Is a wimp, all brain and 
no brawn. You must hava tha 
lightning bolt to fight him, but all 
you hava to do Is stay out of tha 
way of his bullets, Which Is sur* 
prislngly assy - for a changal 

To gualHy as an apprentice Immortal all you hava to do Is... 
1. Kill tha Ntmaan lion. 
2. Kill the Lamaan Hydra. 
3. Catch and retain tha Arcadian stag. 
4. Destroy tha irymanthlan Boar. 
9. Cleanse tha Augean stables. 
6. Destroy tha cannibal birds of Lako Stymphali*. 
7- Capture tha Cretan Bull. 
8. Catch the horses of the Thracian Diomedes. 
9. To possess the girdle of fflppolyta. Quean of the Amazons. 
10. To capture tha oxen of tha monster Gary on, 
11 Obtain tha apples of the Keaparfde*. 
12- Bring Cerberus from the Infernal regions. 

and you thought getting e high score on a mutlMevel platform 
game was tough! 

lever. Later however, Here1 is 
offered a vast array of switches 
and any one of them could remove 
the problem. Pressing the wrong 
one however, could well summon 
more heat than a growing God 
needs. The art is working out and 
remembering, which levers do 
what. Solving a puzzle is rarely a 
case of just throwing one switch. 
Often the answer lies in a series of 
levers, working on a combination 
principal and finding the solution is 
not so much a case of trial and 
error, as die-all and error. 

There are three main puzzle 
elements. First comes the switch 

throwing nightmare, which is only 
ever solved with a quick t>out of 
flicking. Secondly come the keys. 
To enter many of the more interest¬ 
ing rooms you'll need the correct 
keys. These appear after certain 
core monsters or traps have been 
destroyed, and they are never near 
the door they unlock. 

Here you have to check the 
text bar to see toe keys name, 
then find the matching Jock. Stored 
in Here's three pocket backpack, 
the keys are used automatically 
when he passes the relevant door. 
It may still need a switch thrown 
though before it opens, so you're 

forced to continually check the 
inventory, to see if keys have van¬ 
ished. The final and toughest 
puzzle element is in the quests 
Here' is sent on. Each depends on 
you finding a number of objects 
(anything from gold to pieces of 
mosaic) and relocating them. 

Good Gods? 
The game mechanics maybe spiffy. 
but the 64 Drachma question has 
to be: is Gods any good? The 
answer is yes, unreservedly, Gods 
melds the standard platform run- 
and-shoot form with a strain of 
action puzzle game. What starts 

out as a blast, soon becomes a 
guessing game of great propor¬ 
tions. What will that switch qq if 

the 

the 
thrown? Is this strange skull 

object of your Quest? Where 

hell is the key to the door? 

The pace never hags, 
ensuring that you race 
through as much of the 
game as is humanly 
possible before stop- V 
ping to think. If you hang 
around the nastes will 
start seeping out of the 
walls again! Assess, plan 
and act, is the motto of 

Continu*d overleaf t 

How ttMH small gems are strange, could they activate that yellow 
lights found in the world key room? This pattern of play that Is corn* 
mon in Gods, of visiting and re-visiting rooms to tost out mad theories. 

Every time this room was entered with a different small gam, tha kay 
drops by a third. Now after fir*, water end lea it is finally tow enough 
to lump onto. Problem solved and another world bites the dust. 
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S' 

tf you r* pegging out you might a* well go out In a blit* of giory. When Hercules looses all his life energy he explodes in a shower of Renegade 
skulls and stars, Avoiding death la of vital Importancs In Qodm because bonus scores for each world are calculated against lives and energy,. 

By dropping a gold key this thief has bean lured out and has brought 
that shield with him. Thieves can always be conned like this and then 
killed to capture both Items. Crime: together we ll crack it! 

the day. A factor which is only 
enhanced by the independence of 
the monsters, who continue to hunt 
even when Here stops. 

familiar with. The graphics have 
texture and atmosphere, with each 
level subtly evolving from the last. 
In fact the only irritants are the 

While a youth Hercules was accosted by Virtue and 

Pleasure and forced to choose between them. 

Pleasure promised all the world’s carnal delights 

while all Virtue had to offer was immortality. Here1 

chose the latter - for some obscure reason - and after 

a life of toil he was received amongst the gods. 

Over the edge 
Backing up the metallic sound 
effects is the great theme tune, 
which players of last month’s 
Coverdisk demo will already be 

sparsity of save game points and 
Here's occasional insistence on 
standing over the edge of plat¬ 
forms, The wait is easily tolerated 
m such a quality game but the mid- 

At every two level* and after a whole section has been com¬ 
pleted Here1 gala to pop Into the local weapon* shop. Fan* of 
Bitmap game* will be familiar with the format. 

All the goodies are lined up in row* and waggling the 
•tick rotate* the highlight. Clicking on a highlighted item tell* 
you what It I* and what K doe*, clicking again buy* the item. So 
you don't get confuted over how much cash you have, the item* 
out of your price range disappear. On offer In this store are: 
Chicken Leg* (health, power 1J, apple* (health, power 3}, Wide 
arc shot token, concentrated arc shot token, medium arc shot 
token, Breed (health, power 3), Alien freeze, Health token (third 
of total energy I, Shurik an, Shield, Health potion (half of total 
energy 1, gterburst smart bomb, fireball, and magic hammers. 

a i r 
stance does 
make trying to 
judge the jumps 
harder than it 
really needs to be. 
You are farced to 
edge out, risking a 
hefty fall, just so you get 
the best chance of leaping to 
the next platform. Such mecha¬ 
nisms have become traditionally 
accepted facets of platform 
games, but it is one convention the 
Bitmaps could well have flouted. 

These minor gripes aside 
though, Gods looks as if it is set to 
join games legend. Viciously good 
gameplay and powerful effects 
have managed to make 
Renegade’s first title an ideal 
debut. Trmntan Webb 

Highly challenging 
platform romp with 
real class. 
The intelligent mon¬ 
sters and fiendish 
puzzles make life 
enjoy ably awkward. 
Well paced, Gods gets 
easier for poor play¬ 
ers, tougher for 
veterans. 
Sounds brilliant, with a 
strong Nation 12 
theme and crisp metal¬ 
lic effects. 
The menagerie of foes 
is vast and the end-of- 
level guardians are 
something special. 

BRAINS 
AND 

BRAWN! 
Qorft1 aliens am smart: they 
are not Just pretty faces, 
but have ample brain-power 
too. Each creature ha* a rat* 
Ing for manoeuvrability, 
speed, morale, aggression 
and intelligence. Using 
these factor* the monster* 
will decide when It I* best, 
and how best, to attack 
Hercules. It a cowardly, but 
fast, beast is at the end of a 
wave that Here1 easily kWe, 
then ft may choose to scut¬ 
tle ahead and surprise Ma 
later rather than join in the 
futile frontal assault. The 
effect this has on the pease 
is subtle, but iacsraAk, as 
the gam* develops around 
each players owe style. 
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Lunar Colony Simulator 

"..coming in fast and low from the northeastern edge of Imbrium, the 

lander brushed the top of the debris shield on Pad 3 West as the pilot 

struggled to gain minimal IDA (touchdown altitude). Priority 2 codes 

allowed the crew a certain amount of added ipmnrof flexibility, but 

the fine line had been crossed, the room for error gone.." ^4 

Gripping ■ 
stuff! 

Wesson international 
© copyright 1990 

for your heat dealer, contact: Mindscape 
International Ltd, The Coach House, 
Hooklands Estate, Scaynes hill. West Sussex 
RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 831 761 

For further information on Mindscape 
products and new releases, please call: 
0898 234 214. Colts charged at 33pper 
minute off-peak and 44p per minute at 
peak times. 

IBM PC a 100% compatibles. 64QK RAM 
required. Hercules, CGA, EGA VGA 
graphics supportedl Twin floppy drives or 
hard disk required. Microsoft mouse 
optional. Amiga version available fanuory 



r victory with Sega s ^ 
ambitious martial arts acme, 

Battle against merciless 
Streetfighters as you seek revenge 
far the killing of your loyal student 

ARCADE HITS 

MARKETED BY 

the evil Sauros 

ON: 
64/128k, 

& Disk, 
Cassette, 

& Amiga. 

^ "ffb* ™**™*A- SiGAm it a trademark of 
f*TFT^5 UWlffc PiMibed by 5fG4 fUAOPf LMMO, 

under keate by USL Gold limited, Unfa 2/J 
« **T lirmfogbom *6 7AX, 7W: 021 625 J366. 



SCREENPLAY 

Bandits at 10 o'clock! Good, well we've got half an hour to wait then. 
Turning off the cockpit controls enables a larger action window. 
Clouds can be turned on or off, but heavy cover is useful in dogfights 
such as this. 

ACES OF THE 
GREAT WAR 

MINDSCAPE ■ £34.99 

Joystick, mouse or keyboard 

Chocks away chaps! Forget 
the radar, forget the mis¬ 
siles, the ejector seats and 

(most unfortunately) all amorous 
thoughts of Kelly McGillis - Aces 
places you not in a state-of-the-art 
F-16 Falcon, but in the ramshackle 
cockpit of a selection of eight First 
World War aircraft. 

Journey back to the days of 
leap-frog in the mess, stiff upper 
lips and bountiful supplies of crum¬ 
pet, The men (usually called 
'Ginge1) were magnificent - flying 
machines made of balsa wood and 
cloth (to a standard of engineering 
precision even B/ue Peter would be 
embarrassed of). No parachutes or 
bullet-proof glass - just you, your 
machine-gun and your lute*. 

Aces attempts to recreate this 
era of heroes and llying by the 
seat-of-your-pants’ aerobatics by 
offering you a selection of game 
modes built around a basic bank- 
climb-roll flight-simulator package. 

Tommy or Jerry? 
Allied or Axis? Which side to enrol 
is the first moral decision you have 
to make. You remain registered 
until you're shot down or fait to 
land safety You can enter several 

pilots simultaneously on either 
sides of the fence and fight accord¬ 
ing to how patriotic or fritz/ 
you're feeling. Next you must 
decide which kite' to fly. A nice 
demo sequence allows you to 
chose from eight different aircraft 
and having successful^ chosen 
your Sopworth Camel Gti 4x4 
'Popular Plus' rfs almost time to go 
upT down, flying around, looping- 
the-loop and defying the ground. 

Hang on though, as first you 
have to select your adventure. 
Assuming you wish to do more 
than just dogfight or practice, there 
are three campaigns to explore, 
'Bloody April1, ‘Battle of Amiens’ 
and the ludendorf Offensive'. Each 
comprises of missions fought over 
the same area. This way, you team 
the landmarks - usefuf when you’re 
upside down with some angry 
Fokkers up your exhaust port. 

Missions include protecting an 
air base from enemy bombers, 
photo reconnaissance, bombing 
raids and balloofrtxjrstmg exer¬ 
cises. Complete each mission in all 
three campaigns and you're 
awarded the Blue Max or the 
Victoria Cross (depeodxig on which 
side you're fighting for). 

Simultaneous two-player action is a 
useful option. Fighting head-tohead 
or as wing-men, provides an extra 
dimension to the otherwise rather 
repetitive game scenario, Another 
useful inclusion is the 'strategy 
game’. One or two players can plot 
out their manoeuvres step-by-step 
on a grid and then see the results 
played back in real time. 

Perhaps the most entertaining 
extra is the VCR facility. Engaged 
when things hot up, you can record 
and playback your enemy's final 
splutters and reflect upon the 
noble death of your 'brother in 
arms’ who in peaceful times could 
have been a friend ... Either that or 
have a good gloat. More likely still, 
see where you went wrong as your 
burntout plane spirals downwards. 

Seat of your pants 
Basically, Mmdscape have devel¬ 
oped a flight simulator program 
around which 'extra' peripheral fea¬ 
tures, replays and game-modes are 
bolted. Unfortunately, the whole 
package doesn’t quite come off. If 

a flight simulator is to lose the mis¬ 
siles, radar, ground attack, in-flight 
refuelling, HUD and lock-on that 
provide the Jhook’ for the majority 
of hi-tech simulator games, then 
there had better be a good reason. 
In this case, it was the attempt to 
recreate the simple 'flying spirit" of 
the first world war. Nice idea - but 
with only mediocre graphics, it 
hasn't paid off. 

The graphics can be quickened 
up - at the expense of detail and 
sound effects - but even the 
smoothest of sorties won't provide 
you with the 'skin-of-your-pants' 
exhilaration that was intended. Still, 
if flight simulators are what light up 
your particular Christmas tree, then 
Aces is worth a try. Smoke me a 
kipper, HI be back for breakfast... 
Neil West 

VERDICT 
♦ Great idea let down by 

mediocre graphics. 
♦ Lots of extras built 

around basic flight 
simulator program. 

♦ Two-player mode 
offers extra dimension 
to game scenario. 

♦ Great packaging pro¬ 
vides background info 
on he pilots, planes 
and campaigns. 

THOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN’S FLYING MACHINES 

j ftPUSTH CAMEL 

1. SOP WITH CAMEL 
Probably the b«tt known plane of the war, taking 
Ha name from the 'hump’ over the engine cowling. 
A sensitive plane - requiring a sensitive pilot - 
and is quite noee heavy, making the risk of a spin 
all the more likely. Each plane could carry four 
2501b bombs with e forward-tiring machine-gun. 
Almost 5,500 were built, and the Camel' claims 
more kills than any other plane of the Great War. 

2* NilUPORT KIE 17 
This was the favourite amongst the allied aces. 
Quicker than the Camel, the Nieuport also carried 
a tec trice If* -fired rockets for the destruction of 

The Camel and the Nieuport are Just 
two of eight different planes you can choose from 
- each with individual characteristic* and specifi¬ 
cations. Which will be your favourite 'kite1? 

65% 
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SCREENPLAY 

It's only m Piper training aircraft, but it iwoopi down over the airport fwhere it1* supposed to be landing} 
it manages to pull 13.4C, Impressive! considering that most people die at about 10. 

CHUCK YEAGER'S 
ADVANCED FLIGHT TRAINER 
ELECTRONIC ARTS ■ £24.99 Joystick 

Chuck Yeager is a big man 
among big men. The USA 
respects success, and no- 

one has been more successful at 
flying American aircraft than him. 
From his incredible performance in 
World War If to pioneering the 
supersonic rocket series, he's 
sought to be the best. So there's 
noone more qualified to train you 
in advanced flight. 

As Chuck can fly anything with 
wings, then so can you. The air¬ 
craft selection is huge [see below). 

But the cockpit displays are 
standardised to prevent mind- 
numbing disorientation when you 
swap from a Spad to a Shuttle. 
Each plane handies much as you'd 
expect, however. 

Fly by night 
Chuck Yeager’s AFT is divided up 
into lessons which can be tried m 
any order. They consist of such 
delights as formation flying, land¬ 
ing, navigation, night flying or even 
zipping down a canyon at low level. 

There are about ID such scenar¬ 
ios, scientifically designed to teach 
you varying flight skills. 

Emphasis is placed on your 
(hopefully developing) flying skills 
throughout the program. This is 
admirable but it means that all the 
planes are very sensitive and 
finicky to fly. They tend to lurch 
around drunkenty if you're not 
incredibly gentle. If you’re used to 
a game like F19 you will either see 
this as a realistic challenge or a 
huge annoyance. 

During the game you are 
instructed by Chuck. His teachings 
consist of an audio cassette to 
play, and a series of laconic com¬ 
ments about "drilling yourself to 
China1' being printed on screen dur 
ing times of crisis. Other aids, such 
as targets to aim at in the sky, 
appear with the intention of teach¬ 
ing you indelible lessons, 

Buy the farm 
There isn't any combat involved, 
but if you get lonely in your cdd 
blue heaven you can try formation 
flying. This can be done at any 
level up to the Thunderbirds or the 
Blue Angels, flying FI6s or FlSs 
respectively. It's not easy and 
Chuck's comments get more caus¬ 
tic as his patience is tested. 

Unfortunately. the con¬ 
trols are sensitive and IMte'. he 
graphics don't update UJCLy ced¬ 
ing to the ofrputtng rtmscr 

TROUBLE CHOOSING A MODEL, SIR? 

At Chuck1* Aviatory Emporium you com# away with the plane of 
your choice. There'* m wide selection to cIkm>» from - about 20 
aircraft in total. 

Nostalgia buff? Vou can chug around in a Sop with Camel or 
Spad, feeling the wind in your hair. If you want something racier, 
try a Spitfire, a Mustang or even an FIS. If that’s not satisfying 
your need for speed, you can climb Into an SR 71 reconnaissance 
plane. If Mach 3+ still doesn't get you there, try eny of the experi¬ 
mental If range of rockets. They're a bit of a handful, but fun. 

Still not happy? Want the ultimate ride? OK, just lor you, 
here’s a low-mileage Space Shuttle, In white, with power steer¬ 
ing, ab conditioning and a hatchback. It doesn't come with fuel, 
ao you111 have to glide ft down, but don’t let that put you off. Now 
step inside my office and weTI talk about Insurance... 

Flying a formation with a couple 
of Flfi Falcons at night is partic¬ 
ularly trying. The other aircraft 
can }u*t be seen [a* it heads off 
in a totally different direction). 

With ease, you slide under a 
large bridge in Chuck1* back gar¬ 
den. You can view your plane 
from any angle. Hitting Return 
dumps you back in the cockpit 
after a second1 or two1* pause. 

that you're just wallowing around in 
a very jerky sky. Its a prty because 
the graphics would otherwise be 
acceptable. Some of the outside 
views are nice but occasionally hic¬ 
cup. showing you disconnected 
polygons. Combine this with the 
slow speed, and the program 
doesn’t really come up to the slick 
level set by most Amiga flight sims 
today. The lack of any particularly 
exciting things to do means that 
long-term gameplay suffers. 

If you like general aviation 
rather than combat, and fancy try¬ 
ing your hand as a formation pilot, 
you might find AFT reaches your 
itch. But sadly for most, the pro¬ 
gram doesn't quite come up to 
scratch. James Leach 

VERDICT 
♦ Complex and difficult 

game to get into. 
♦ A tot of aircraft and 

quite a few scenarios 
make it varied. 

♦ The lack of combat is 
a let down. 

♦ The aircraft are too 
sensitive and the 
graphics suffer as they 
are just too slow. 

♦ Apart from the format* 
ting and the Space 
Shuttle thrill, ft’s alt 
been done before. 
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1AA hen a magazine is as 
■MV successful as Viz, with 
■ V its circulation topping a 

million copies every two months, 
it's not surprising that it should 
have its characters licensed for 
use m a computer game. Viz - The 
Game features many of the car¬ 
toon folk found m the comic's 
strips, including Bertie Blunt (and 
his unpleasant parrot), the Pathetic 
Sharks and those luscious, beauti¬ 
ful Fat Slags, 

At the start of the country leg of the Fulche&ter Fun Run, the charac¬ 
ters are lining up ready far the action, Roger 'Banana-Tree" Irrelevant 
Is ready with his starting fish, so our TV celebrity can make a quick 
getaway - as ha makes his intentions quite clear to the viewers. 

Bacon 
The player has the choice of play¬ 
ing one of three characters - Biffa 
Bacon, Johnny Fartpants or Buster 
Gonad. The game takes place over 

various sites near and around the 
thriving metropolis of Fulchester in 
the guise of a charity fun run. 
There isn't much evidence of chari¬ 

table exploits however, since each 
of the three characters tries to win 
the race using whatever methods 
they can muster. 

Beef 
Along the stages, the racers will 
come across various obstacles, 
which are relevant to the current 
stage. For example on the country 
stage tree stumps and fences 
block the way, while in the town, 
potholes and parked cars must be 

HflUE you ever bought someth in9 
you J i d n t Like or don" t want? 
Send it to me? ILL have it. 

Dvipllt being nobbut a young 'un, Biffa ia 
THAT hard. Mi* special powers, involve him 
thumping anything that get* in hie way, to that 
he can knock a safe path through to the finish. 
Initiating his superpower send* him into a 
'lager frenzy1, in other words a blinding fit that 
smashes anything barring hi* way. 

Biffa collect* tokens in two ways. The first 
is s beer-drinking race, in which he must drink 
pint* as they are hurled along the bar to him. 
The second Is an exercise in timing, in which 
Biffa must punch, butt and kick bricks that are 
thrown at him. 

'The boy with the musical bottom1 uses 
his pump-prowess to pop out a fruitful 
burst to propel himself over obstacles. 
Johnny's superpower is a high-powered 
mega-guff, which carries him forward and 
over traps at great speed. 

In order to use his powers, the prince 
of parps gathers tokens by either inflat¬ 
ing balloons with his gaseous behind, or 
bursting skyward with a high-power 
chuff, which is measured on a pole. The 
higher he manages to get, the more 
trump-tokens he earns. 

Buster spend* most of his time In the race 
running along holding his plums Off the 
ground, but ha can use e ball-bounce to avoid 
obstacles along the route. Occasionally, he 
can get over the problems caused by his 
Imprssih* appendages by taking out a 
wheelbarrow and wheeling his balloons 
along at top speed, 

Buster * token* are earned by working In 
a pancake factory, where he use* hi* titanic 
testicles to flatten the pancake dough. 
Another round has Buster bouncing on his 
magMy bollocks to get as high as he can. 
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SCREENPLAY 

The Fulcheater Pancake Factory is the scene tor One of Buster’s sub* 
games. Use his gonads to flatten the dough and gain bonus tokens. 

■ 

in one of the more dextrous sections of the game, Johnny must use 
his trumping talents to inflate balloons for the town Carnival. 

avoided. Each player must stick to 
their own lane as much as possi¬ 
ble, otherwise Rodney Rjk will 
make an appearance and hurl 
a piece of hefty masonry at the 
straying racers. 

In order to qualify for the next 
stage, your character must cross 
the finish line first. Lose and you 
will have to run the stage again. 

Racing through th* town, Buster has managed to lift his unwieldy 
plums over the roadworks and 8 iff a is hot on his heels. But Johnny 
has run out of guff power and is trapped behind a pothole. 

As Biffa innocently flails away at flying masonry, Big Vsm makes an 
appearance. ‘Yer aal cornin’ wi' me, yer bastards!’ 

Why, oh why, oh why when anyone tries to do something for a good 
cause there has to be one person that tries to ruin it for everybody. 
The Parkin’s track record is severely unpleasant though! 

Garlic-flavoured 
luncheon meat 

The initial reaction to the Vtz game 
is one of amusement, since the 
characters from the comic have 
been translated to the computer 
pretty well. 

The graphics capture the feel 
of each character, but unfortu¬ 
nately, their actions don't really 
reflect their page-persona very well 
at all. The game employs some 
elements of each characters 
personality but only in a kind of 
superficial way, so the package as 
a whole isn't really that funny after 
five minutes. 

The gamepiay itself tends to 
be rather frustrating, especially the 
sub-games. For example, in one of 
Buster's token-grabbing exploits, 
the idea is to rise as high as possi- 
ble with guff-power, but fall back 
down from a particularly lofty 
height and you lose all your score! 

The race sections are alright, if 
a little mundane. All that is required 
is to run down to the race track 
dodging the odd obstacle or char¬ 
acter. Seeing the Viz characters 
for the first time on new levels is a 
laugh for a couple of minutes, but 
the novelty soon wears off and it 
won't be long before you return to 
the comic itself to get your laughs. 
Mafi Evans 

VERDICT 
♦ Well drawn, colourful 

graphics provide a 
good rendition of the 
comic characters, 

♦ The sound is a particu¬ 
larly annoying, twee 
soundtrack which will 
soon be turned off. 

♦ The initial humour of 
the game is soon 
replaced by boredom, 

♦ The main race section 
of the game is not any¬ 
thing new, 

♦ A promising licence 
which unfortunately 
doesn't live up to 
its potential. 

♦ Reading the mag is 
more fun and cheaper! 
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AT LAST! AMIGA PACKS AT UNDER £300!! 
Choose from one of the 3 packs below, but hurry stocks VERY limited. 
N.B. ALL PACKS COME WITH LATEST UK VERSION OF AMIGA SCO, MODULATOR, PSU ETC 

ARTISTS PACK 
* A500 Computer.RRP £399.95 
★ Spritz Paint.RRP £49.95 

Super Paint Package 

HEROES PACK 
★ A500 Computer.RRP £399.95 
★ Robcop.RRP £24.95 
★ Batman The Movie.RRP £24,95 
★ Ghostbusters II..RRP £19.95 
★ Indiana Jones.RRP £19.95 

TOTAL RRP £489.75 TOTAL RRP £449.90 

VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 

BEGINNERS PACK 
★ A500 Computer.RRP £399.95 
★ Wicked 9 Game Pack.RRP £24.95 

(9 basic games to get you going) 
★ Megablaster Joystick.RRP £6.95 
★ Quality Mousepad.RRP £6.95 
★ Pack of ten disks.RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £448.75 

VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 

Want a 1 Meg machinef 
Order any of the packs above and we will install an extra 512K Ram hoard for only 

£24.95 (£29.95 for clock version) 

★ NEW ★ AMIGA ADDED VALUE OUTFIT PACKS 
All packs come complete with the Amiga Value Pack of your choice (choose from above) 

MONO PRINTER PACK COLOUR PRINTER PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack * Amiga Value Pack 

{Your choice of 3) (Your choice of 3) 
★ LC10 Mono or Citizen 120D + * LC200 or Citizen Swift 9 

{Please state which) (Please state which} 
★ All connecting cables ★ All connecting cables 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR PACK 

* Amiga Value Pack 
(Your choice of 3) 

* 1084S or Philips 883311 
(Please state which) 

* All connecting cables 

ONLY £439 99 ONLY £494 99 ONLY £539 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 
* 1084S or Philips 883311 

(Please state which) 
* LC200 or Swift 9 Colour 

(Please state which) 
★ All connecting cables 

99 ONLY £739 99 

pack i AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS pack 2 
I Megaboard Ram Expansion.RRP £49.95 PC 880 3.5 disk drive. .RRP £89.95 
40 capacity lockable disk box.RRP £9.95 Megaboard Ram Expansion .RRP £49.95 

12D 3 5:I DS/DD disks with labels RRP f 19 95 ^0 capacity iockac S disk oox.RRP £9.95 |2U 3.5 Db/UU disks with labels ...RRP £19.95 20 3 5„ DS/qD d(sks ,V(th |abets.RRP £19.95 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit.RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £79.85.PACK PRICE £39.95 TOTAL RRP £179.75 ...PACK PRICE £99.95 

UNIT 3, FORGE CLOSE, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMBS 



AMIGA 

V2 MEG UPGRADE 
BOARD 

* Uses latest 4 dip design 
* Memory oiyoff switch 
+ Option ot battery 

backed clock 
* Full 12 month guarantee 
* New super low price 

£27.95 

Clock version £32 .95 

DISK DRIVE STARTER KIT 
PC880 3.5" High Quality Disk Drive ..RRP £89.98 
(Features anti-click, on/off, superslim design) 
Ten 3.5‘ DS/DD disks with labels.RRP £9.99 
40 Capacity lockable disk box.RRP £9,99 
3.5‘ Disk drive cleaner kit.RRP £9.99 

TOTAL RRP £119.96 

Starter Kit Price £64 .99 

STAR PRINTERS CITIZEN PRINTERS 
LC10 Mono 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/34cps. ... £149.95 

120D+ Mono- 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/30 cps. .£139.95 

LC200 Colour 
9 Pin, 180/45 cps, 16K Buffer. ... £199.95 

Swift 9 Colour 
9 Pin, 192/48cps, 8K Buffer. .£189.95 

LC24-200 Mono 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps. ...£239.95 

124D Mono 
24 Pm Dot Matrix, 144/48cps ... .£199.95 

LC24-200 Colour 
24 Pin, 200/67 cps. 30K Buffer... .. £289.95 

Swift 24 Colour 
24 Pm. 192/64cps. 8K Buffer.... .£289.95 

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACK 
Only available when purchased 

Swift 24 x Colour 
136 column version of above. .£389.95 

with a printer. 

* Parallel printer cable ■ RRP £14.95 
* 200 sheets listing paper - RRP £6.95 

| * Quality tailored dust cover - RRP £12.95 

TOTAL RRP £34 .85 

PACK PRICE £9 .95 
Above pack with printer stand 

£14.95 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 
ACCESSORY PACK 1 

I * Competition Pro 5000 joystick..RRP £16.95 
| * High quality solid perspex 

computer ousteover...RRP £14.95 
| * 20 3"/2' DS/DD disks 

with labels.......RRP£19.95 
I * 40 capacity lockable disk box...RRP £9.95 
| ★ 3^2" disk drive cleaner kit.RRP £9.95 

TOTAL KKP £71.75 

pack price: £29.»5 

THE NEW AMIGA 1500 ONLY £669.95 INC VAT 
Not only does the Amiga 1500 accept all standard Amiga 2000 peripherals but can also be 
[upgraded to full IBM compatibility. Just feast your eyes on what you get:- 
> Latest Commodore Amiga 1500 computer complete with 1Mb of Kam (expandable 

to 9Mb) and 2 x 3,5' 830Kb disk dnves. 
> Platinum Works:- An integrated word processor, database and spreadsheet package. 
> Deluxe Paint IIIPaint/Ansmatton package. 

I > Populous & Sim City:- Two great strategy games. * i vk i no a c 
> Battlechess:- The most exciting game of cness you II ever play.1 nis Pac* witn 1 

| > Their finest hour: Battle of Britain brought to life. colour monitor 
,v A-Z of Computer jargon. OA*A 
A “Get The Most Out Of Your Amiga':- Two introduction books YH/y 9S 

I ,Y Optional 1084S Stereo colour monitor 

AT LAST - THE COMPLETE 5 
STAR REPAIR SERVICE 

I * We will send our courier to pick up your faulty 
I computer, all we ask is that you pack it adequately* 
I * We will repair and soaktest your Amiga to the highest 
I standard 
* We will guarantee the parts replaced for a lull 3 

I months 
| * We will extend the guarantee to a period ol 12 months | 

for a nominal £25 
r We will return your computer speedily via courier 

|The truly complete service for only £59.95 
lft.0 Dowfrng reserve tte ngM fo refuse machines an- the untoety 
| event tfiat in ow opmon ffiey are beyofid resonatue repair 

'p U.K. mainland only. 

DOWLING 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 
ACCESSORY PACK 2 

* Naksha high quality powermouse .RRP £34.95 I 
it High quality 8mm mousepad.RRP £8.95 | 
* High quality solid perspex 

computer dust cover .RRP £14,95 I 
* Twin joy stick/mouse extension leads ..RRP £9.95 | 

TOTAL RRP £68.80 

PACK PRICE £29,95 

COMPLETE VIDE AMIGA SCOOP 
I An other Dowling exclusive giving you a complete 

[system enabfcng you to connect your Amiga to ary 

[standard video recorder and start frame grabbing! 
|pack includes - 

Vidi ■ Amiga IPai version).RRP £114.95 

Vidi ■ RGB Sotrtter.RRP £69.95 
Vidi - RGB Power Supply.RRP £9.95 
Vidi Chrome .RRP £19.95 
E180 VHS Video Tape .RRP £6.95 

TOTAL RRP £221.75 
SCOOP PRICE £149.95 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 
Disks 
Pack of 10 high quality 3.5' DS/DD.£4.99 
Box of 10 branded TDK 3.5‘ DS/DD.....£7.99 
Box of 50 3.5' DS/DD with labels.£18.99 
Box of 100 3.5' DS/DD with labels.£35.99 
Box of 250 3.5* DS/DD with labels.£79 99 
3.5' disk drive cleaning kit...£3.99 

Disk Boxes 

3.5 IC capa ty Ryf rdbox. £1 49 
3.5‘ 40 capacity lockable box.....£4.95 
3.5' 80 capacity lockable box.£6.95 
3.5' 80 capacity Van 3 (slim design).£7.95 

Mouse 
8mm high quality mousepad...£3,99 
Mouse/joystick extension leads.£5.99 
Naksha powermouse ST/Amtga.£16.99 

Dustcovers 
PVC quality covers for computer'printer.£6.99 

| High quality solid Perspex dustcover.£9.99 

COMMODORE A5Q1 
SCOOP PURCHASE 

I* Official 512K Ram upgrade for A5O0 
* Complete with battery backed clock 

I it Enclosed in protective shielding 
|* Only approved upgrade not invalidating 

warranty 
|* Official Commodore 1 year guarantee 

RRP £99 99 SCOOP PRICE £44.99 

ORDER WHILST STOCKS LASH 

MICRQSWTGTT 
JOYSTICKS 

The only joysticks worth buy ing, 

full t year guarantee? 
IQUICKJOY III SUPERCHARGER 
Itwg fire buttons. Auto-fire. 
I Six micrchswitches.  £8.39 
I QUICK SHOT TURBO 
liwo fire buttons. Auto-fire, six rmcro-swtiches.,..£9.99 
IQUICKJOY VI JETFIGHTER 
llwofire buttons. Autofire withfast/slowmode, 
16 m/s. ,.....£12.99 
(COMPETITION PRO 5000 
iTwo fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, m/s.£12 99 
I ZIP STICK AUTOFIRE 
lTwo fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, m/s.£13.99 
I STINGRAY AUTOFIRE 
I Direct replacement for Komx Navigator..£14.99 
IQUICKJOY V SUPERBOARO 
|Six fire buttons, Autofire, stopwatch, Ten m/s.£16.99 
IQUICKJOY TOPSTAR Higfrfy recommemded 
llwo fire buttons, A/f slow motion, 6 m/s, 
■ see through body... £19.99 
IQUICKJOY MEGABOARD 
I Four fire buttons, 8 m/s, A/f slow motion, stop watch, 
Icountdown...  ..,£22.99 

NEW: 7000 SQ FT PREMISES. NEW: RETAIL PREMISES. NF.W: SOFTWARE DIVISION ~^> 

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 403222/(SAT) 0480 4033041 



DOWLING 

SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT 

THIS MONTHS SOFTWARE SCOOP IS 

CAPTIVE 
AWARDS:* 'Overall game of the year 1990" 'Adventure game of the year 1990* 
Amiga Format Gold * CU Screen Star * C & VG Hit * Zzap Sizzer * Ace Rated 930 * Etc, Etc, Etc. 

Need we say more? Captive is a 'CLassic* game of 
strategy, not to be missed. RRP £24.99. 

SCOOP 

PRICE .99 

SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS 
3D Pool.. .£7.99 Com Duck Lite. £6 99 Gambet I __ .... ..£7.99 Nmia Warrior ...._.... .£7.99 Soy Vs Soy Id 99 
Airborne Hanger.. .£9,99 Dariy Double Horse Gokkush.... .. .£1499 Norm And South £9 99 Spy Vs Sdy H ... . £4 99 
Ant Heads.. .....,,£7.99 Rating.,, ...£7.99 Gtaisf^.. , ..£12,99 Outrun I 3 £5 99 ,,,,. , £4 99 
Austerlitz...... .£9,99 Defender of die Down , £7.99 Htxnd of Shadow £7 99 P-47 Thunderbolt £7 99 .£9,99 
Baal... ..£4.99 Define Strip Poker.. , £7 99 .£9 99 Power drome £7 99 Tank Attack. . 
Balance of Power. .£0.99 Double Dragon. £7 99 international 30 Tennis ... £? 99 Pro Trims Ton £9 99 The Cycles..... 
Barbarian 2 (Palace) .... . £7.99 Dragon Sprit £4 99 bon L ord £9 99 Putfys Saga SI 99 Theme Park Mystery. .£6.99 
Baltte Squadron £7 99 Dragons Breath £9 99 jocky Witson t Cwts £4 99 (Wcf tnf tfw Tin# flrfH £& 99 Time Machine. .£999 
Blood Money......._... ..£7 99 ... IS 99 Junpng Jackson. .£7.99 

i-yr yn 1 ■ ill" OMU . 
Rick Dangerous. .,£8,99 Treasure Island Dizzy. 

Turrican. 
.£4.99 
.£9 99 BouUerdash Const Hit... 

Brian Clough s Football.. 
..,,,£4.99 
.£6.99 

Eagle Riders. 
Fantasy World Duly,.. 

,.£4.99 
,,£6.99 

Kid Gloves.. 
Laser St^iad . 

.£7,99 

.£6 99 
Rocket Ranger . 
R V F Honda . .£9.99 

Tusker. 
TV Sports Footbal_ 

.£7.99 

..£12.99 Captain Blood. 
Centrefold Squares,. 

...£4.99 

.£7,99 
F inal Bathe_ __ 
F/bak Manager I * 

£7 99 LeaderboarG ,-- 
Louts of the Rfiaig 

...........£6 99 

..£11 99 
Sherman M4 
Sient Service .£9.99 

TwinWorid. 
Uninvited. 

.£7.99 

. £9 99 
Cloud Kingdoms. .£4 99 Ejp Kit .... £999 Mm; Meter__ _£7,99 Sdkworm __... __17 99 X-Out £6 oo 
Continental Circus. .h£7,99 Fools Errand...... £999 FkMitPf ..£3 99 Sen C% £14 99 Zany Golf.. £7 99 
Corporation ... FtJ Meta! Planele , £9 99 .£7 99 Speedba!__ ...£7.99 Zombi. Z”"l9 99 

T.N.T, ■ ONLY £19 99 
Hard Dnvm’r APB. Toobin Xybots, 

Dragon Spirit 

COMPUTER HITS I - ONLY £7.99 
Tetris. Black Shadow. Golden Path. Joe Blade 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMAND ONLY £14.99 | 

Eliminator, Skychase. Strike Force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Skyfo* II 

POWER PACK - ONLY £17.99 
Xenon 2, Bloodwych, TV Sports Football, 

SIM CITY 
ONLY £14 33 

UMSII 
A MUST AT 

£18,99 

CRACKDOWN 
ONLY £5.99 

NAK5HA 
MOUSE 

ONLY £19.99 

IN NOW 
LEMMINGS 

ONLY £16.99 

UPGRADE £29 99 
1 2 MEG. CLOCK 

TURKIC AN 2 
ONLY £16.99 

NINJA REMIX 
ONLY £7 99 

PGA TOUR 
GOLF 

ONLY £17.99 

DOUBLE 
DRAGON 2 

WCK5TART 1.2 
ONLY £7 99 

MAGNUM 4 ONLY £19 99 
Afterburner. Double Dragon. Operation Wolf, 

Batman Gaped Crusader 

CHALLENGERS ONLY £20.99 
Pro Temies Tou, Kick Off, Bomber, Super Ski, 

Stunt Car Racer 

| BARDS TALE 2 | 
NOW IN AT 

£7,99 

WAR HEAD 
ONLY £7.99 

JAMES POND 
ONLY £9 99 

FULL METAL 
PLANETE 

ONLY £3.99 

HAMMERRST 
ONLY £4 .99 

SEGA MASTER MIX - ONLY £17.99 
Super Wondertwy, Turbo Outrun ****** 

Crackdown, Thuftderblade. Dynamite Dui £19 « 

SUPREMACY 
ONLY £19 33 

BUBBLE 
BOBBLE 
£14.33 

comto soon 
SECRET WtAPOItS 

LUFTWAJFTil qh,y 
£20 99 

SUPER MONACO 
GRAND PRIX 

ONLY £17 99 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99 
| Football Manager 2. Microprose Soccer, Gazzas | 

Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition 

MIND GAMES ■ ONLY £17.99 
Austerlitz, Waterloo, Conflict in Europe 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99 I 
Robocop. Ghostousters 2, Indiana Jones & Last | 

Crusade, Batman the Mcwie 

PUBLISHERS CHOICE - 
, "SCOOP" 
[Comprehensive desktop publishing' package,| 
I consisting of a number or programs, utilities, and 
la large library of type faces, including Postscript! 
fonts for laser printing and typesetting 

I Pack comprises; Kindwords 2.0, Pagesetter 1.2, | 
Artists Choice Art Pack, Headline Fonts Art Pack, 

] LaserScript. 

SCOOP PRICE £49 .95 

N.B. Limited Stocks 

FI 6 Falcon £13.99 
Falcon Mission 1 £9.99 
Falcon Mission 2 £9.99 

OR 
ALL 3 FOR £29.99 

| AMERICA^REAMSl 
ONLY £6.99 

Bubble Ghost, Operation 
Neptune, Hostages, 

Super Ski 

|EUROPEAN DREAMSl 
ONLY £6.99 

Stir Crazy ■ Bobo, 
Teenage Queen, Action 
Service, Billiards Sim 

HIGH ENERGY 

ONLY £16.99 

I Tin Tin on the Moon, Teenage | 
| Queen, North & South, Fire &| 

Forget, Hostages 

FUTURE DREAMS 
ONLY £6.99 

Warlocks Quest, G-Nius, 
Spidertronic, Purple 

Saturn Day 

SUPER QUINTF/T 
ONLY £6.99 

Bubble Ghost, Warlocks 
Quest, Passengers on the 

Wind 1 & 2 

ORDER FORM 2£ E 3ft 
Customer Number: 

Please supply me with the following for 
Computer. 

DATE:... 
NAME:.... 

Titles Price ADDRESS:_ 

.Post Code_ 
TEL: 

L - -  
AMIGA FORMAT JUNE ’91 

Please make cheques 

& PO payable to 
Dou'ling Computers Ltd 

Credit card orders taken. Orders 
under £5 add 75p P&P. For First 
Class add 75p P&P UK only. EEC 

cotrrtnes add £2.00 per item. Non 
EEC countries add £3.00 per item. 

Express airmail £4.00 per item. 
At items subject to availability. All 
prices subject to change without 

notice, E.& O.E. 



THIS MONTHS TOP 50 CHARTBUSTERS 
AID Tank Killer.. £24.99 

Ged-don .  £17 99 
BAT......„.120 99 
Back to the Future 3.,...-£17 99 
Bants Tate 3. £17 99 
Battle Command. £17 99 
ftieMax...     120 99 
Brat.  117 99 
Captiw*... 117 99 
Chaos Stite Back. £1799 
CtaeH.Q.2... £17 99 
Chips Ctiatienge......  117.99 
Dragons iar 2 Time-warp £27 99 
F19 Stealth Fighter . £18 99 
Final Whistle. £B 99 
Gem-X...  ,116 99 
Genghis Khan.,...120.99 

GODS..      117 99 
Gotefcn Aps.. £17 99 
Nftannjpofcs 500.,...£17,99 
Xtf*OH 2. 112.99 
KckOtt 2U .  £17.99 
KflngObud ....  £17.99 
Lemmings_„_____1) 7.99 
Lotto Tirto Chaftenge....£17 99 
MHM Wasters ..  ..,.£17 99 
WG 29 FJcnjm..   £22 99 
NAR.C..£17 99 
NrtitsMt.   117.99 
Pang.,....  ...117.99 
Paruar KckBdxing.£17.99 
PGA Tour Golf...............£17,99 
Player Manager...  .112 99 
Powermongw..£20.99 

Prince of Persia.£17 99 I 
Pro Tennis Tour 2...£17.99 [ 
Railroad Tycoon...  £20.99 I 
Rick Dangerous 2.    £17.99 I 
Rotocop 2.  £17.99 I 
Sm City +■ Populous ....119 99 I 
Speedful 2 ......£17 991 
Soper Cars 2....£17.991 
Super Monaco Grand Pm.£17 99 I 
Supremacy...£20 99 I 
S.W.I.V..„.... . 117.99 I 
Team Suzuki... .117.99 I 
Their Finest Hour .£20.99 I 
The Power........116 991 
Tumcan 2...    .....117,991 
U.M.5. 2(1 Meg)...118.99 1 
2-Out.    117.99 

NEW RELEASES/ COMING SOON 
1 Meg Cricket.  .£18.99 
3D Construction Kit.£27 99 
4D Boxing.£17,99 

I Acton Stations {1 Meg). ,122,99 
I Adidas Golden Shoe....£17 99 

Advanced Destroyer Sm £ 17 99 
I Alcatraz ... .117.99 

Alpha Waves..........£17 99 
Armour Geddon.£l 7,99 
Bandit King of Ancient China .. 122-99 
Barbarian If fPsynosis).£15.99 
Billy the Kid.  £17.99 

I Blade Warrior.  £17.99 
I Centurion.  .117,99 

Champion of the Raj.£17,99 
Chuck flock.. . .117.99 

Chuck Yeagers A F T. V2.£17.99 
Cruise fora Corp&e.£17,99 
Das Boot. ...........£20 99 
Death Knights of Krynrt. 120.99 
Delta Armatyte......114.99 
Deuteros {The Next IWeiwil .117.99 
Dynamic Debugger . ,.......,,..,117 99 
European Superieague.,..114 99 
Eye of the Beholder.  120.99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2.£20 99 
Flight of the Intruder.£20.99 
Gauntlet 3.  ,117.99 
Gdd of the Aztecs.£17,99 
Knights of Legend.  £20-99 
Last Nuifa 3.  £17.99 
Midwinter 2   £20.99 

Myth......,..,,..£17 99 
NAM..    £24.99 I 
Navy Seals..... .117.99 
Rotting. ...  £17.99 
Predator 2.    £17,99 
Secret of Monkey Island..,117.99 | 
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffa 
£20.99 
Shadow Dancers,...,..,117,99 I 
Sim Earth.,,...  £24.991 
Ski or Ore..£17.991 
Spirit of Excalibur (1 Meg).£20.991 
Viz,......£17.991 
White Sharks....116.991 
Wonderland.....£20.99] 

LANGUAGE LEARNING PACK - exclusive to Dowling 

With 1992 just around the corner, isn | rt about time you learned a foreign language that our European 
counterparts use. Here at Dowling we have put together a pack which ensures you learn at least one | 
language m 3 months. 

| PACK COMPRISES: * - 

The French Mistress.RRP £19.95P^ 
I^T The German Master.RRP £19.95 

The famous HUGO 3 MONTH CASSETTE 
LANGUAGE COURSE in either French, 
German, Spanish or Italian. The course 
consists of 4 audio tapes and 
comprehensive learning book. RRP 
£29.93 each 

'The Spanish Tutor.RRP £19.95 

I ^The Italian Tutor.RRP £19.95 

The total RRP of this pack is usually £109.75. Our Special pack price is £49.95 
N 8 Remember to state which HUGO course you require when ordering 

| Additional Hugo courses available at fust £24 95 

UTILITY PACKAGES 
A.MAS.. ..£79.95 
A.M.O.S. .£32,99 
Animation Studio.. .£79.99 
Can Do...... ..£69.99 
Deluxe Music Const. Kit.. .£49,99 
Deluxe Paint 3... .£59.99 
Deluxe Print 2 . .. .£34.99 
Deluxe Video 3. .£59.99 
Devpac 2...... ..,.£44,99 
Digicalc... ..£27.99 
Digi Paint 3 ,,... .£59.99 
Digiview Gold. .£119,99 
Htsoft Basic...... .£59.99 
Home Accounts.. .,...........£22.99 
Kindwords.... .£37 99 
Lattice C V5..... ...£169.99 
Mastersound..... ....£32*99 
Mavis Beacons Typing.. .£19.99 
Musix X LI Version. . .£89,99 
Music X Junior..., ...£49.99 
Pagestream... .£99.99 
Photon Paint 2.. .£19.99 
Prodata. .£59.99 
Professional Rage V2.00.......... .£149.99 
Protext Ver. 5.... .£109.99 
Quartet.,.. .. .£34.99 
Sculpt 40. .£399,99 
Sound Express .£34 99 
Superbase Personal 2 £29.99 
Superbase Professional £149.99 
Superplan. £79.95 
Transwrite. .£59.99 
Virus Killer.... .£8.99 

VISA 

HOW TO 
ORDER 

BYPHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

Mon-Fri 0480 403222 
Sat 0480 403304 

By personally calling at 

our St Neots Shop 
6 Priory Mall, 

St Neots, Cambs 
Tel: 0480 403304 

BY POST 
Make cheques, building society drafts or 
postal orders payable to; 

Dowling Computers Ltd. | 

DELIVERY (U K Mainland* must areas! I 
Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over | 
£100. add £2 p&p for 
orders under 

************* 
GOLD CLUB SERVICE 

L * 7 day money back guarantee if noi completely satisfied I 

★ 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 

* i year guarantee yvmg FREE collection and delivery 
service shouti a feurt occur 

| + E idusive gold cant w»tii personal membership number | 
entitling you » soeoai offers 

I * AU Mftwanoomf £10 per «am Over £!OQ 

ISI 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Answer Back Junior.. .£13.99 
Answer Back Senior. .£13 99 
Better Maths (12-16). .£1699 
Belter Spelling (8-14)... .£16 "9 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit.... . .£16.99 
Donald's Alphabet Chase . . .£13.99 
French Mistress ..... .£13‘"9 
Tun School 2 (under 6) —.. .£13.99 
Fun School 2 (6-8)..... .. .£13 99 
Fun School 2 (8+)... .£13.99 
Fun School 3 (under 5)... .£16 99 
Fun School 3 (.5-7)... . £16 99 
fun School 3 (7 + )... ... £16 99 
German Master.. .£1399 
Goofy s Railway Express. . £1 i 99 
Hooray/Henrietta. ll* " • 
ttakan Tutor... .H3 99 
Junior Typist (640).. .11. - 
Kid Talk. .ill — 
Lets Spell Al Home.. .£14 99 
Lets Spell A! Shops.. .£14 99 
Magic Maths {4-0). .£16.99 
Math Talk. .£16 99 
Maths Mania (8-12).... .£16.99 
Mickey's Crossword Maker.. .£13 99 
Mickey's Runaway 200. . £ 13.99 
My Paint. . £2? 99 
Postman Pat.. £6 99 
Prof. Looks at Words.- . £1*; 99 
Prof Makes Sentences. .ilv 
Prof. Plays a new Game. 
Puzrte Book Vol 1 .. .£M 99 
Spanish Tutor... .i 1 — * 
Spell book (4-9)... .£14 
The 3 Bears..... .£16 99 
things to do with Numbers.. .£14 99 

Things to do with Words. ..£14.99 

* NEW* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW* 

* All the benefits erf Ac succcstul gold card service 
(above) plus the following 

-* Extended 2 yen guarantee from date of purchase. 
(Peace of maid for 2 years) 

-* Free use of loan machine should vours need to be 

repaired {Sou- you never need be without your 
expensive purchase) 

Free collection and deliver)' service for the full two years 
should a fault occur. {Just make one simple phone call 

and leave the rest to usl) 

-* Exclusive platinum pmilodged customer card entitling 
you to special offers. 

-* All of these benefits for the incredible price o! just 
£39,95 per item purchased. 

S B In the unlikely case of shortages of identical model 

loan machines a suitable alternative will be offered. 

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING? 
* ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS 

With a growing reputation tor 'putting the 
customer first". We intend to satisfy many more 
customers for years to come 

* TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-$fTE 
ENGINEERS 
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries 

* FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch, 
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care 

So choose Dowling and put 
our reputation to the test! 



S' 

In yet another sequel release to 
sit alongside the inevitable 
appearance of foRowHjps to 

Highlander and The Terminator, 
that ugly jungle hunter, the 
Predator, is back! 

The year is 1997 and a vicious 
drug war between rival Jamaican 
and Colombian gangs is ripping the 
city of Los Angeles apart. Detective- 
Lieutenant Mike Hamgan is at the 
head of a special LAPD task force 
to try and clean up the streets and 
put an end to the carnage the 
gangs are causing. 

It’s a slaughter 
A violent incident has occurred 
right in the heart of the city. Two 
motorcycle traffic cops pulled over 
a suspiciousJookmg van in a rou¬ 
tine traffic check, only to become 
involved in a complex drugs stake¬ 
out which subsequently turns into a 
vicious gun battle. 

As if trying to Stay alive during 
a fully-fledged shoot-out, while 
avoiding killing innocent citizens, 
wasn't enough, Hamgan has 
another problem to deal with,.. 

An unseen force is killing peo¬ 
ple on the street. Vicious attacks 
are being carried out on gang 
members of both sides as well as 
the police, No-one sees them, but 
the weapons used to annihilate the 
victims are most certainly not Earth 
weapons. The Predator has hit 
town! 

This alien hunter is drawn by 
heat and violence, and the most 
violent time in LA's history also 
coincides with the hottest summer 
in the city's history. Now Hamgan 
has two problems. Defeat the drug 
barons to dismantle their opera¬ 
tions and overcome the challenge 
of the Predator . 

In the heat 
of the night 

You play the part of Mike Hamgan 
in Image Works' conversion of the 
film. The game itself is a combina¬ 
tion of Operator Wotf and Dead 
Angle. You are shown as a white 
outline at the front of the screen, 
armed with the currently active 
weapon. You must take out the 
members of the drug gangs while 
watching out for innocent people, 
since if you shoot too many 
bystanders, you are taken off duty 
by your captain. 

As well as the odd pedestrian, 
annoying gangs of TV news 
reporters appear, blocking the 
street and even attempting to inter¬ 
view Hamgan in the middle of a 
gun battle! 

Occasionally, the vague form 
of the Predator can be seen walk¬ 
ing along the walls. Sometimes he 
wilt train his sights across the bat¬ 
tlefield and take out the odd gang 

A van load of drug-crazed gang members appear on the scene, A particularly mean-looking bruiser tries to 
'stick one1 on Lieutenant Harrigan, but a swift swing with the butt of a hefty assault weapon like this 
should just about put Mm out of action. 

colourful, and the sound effects 
back the action nicely. The weapon 
effects are extremely satisfying 
and the howl of the Predator is suit¬ 
ably sinister. The strange rippling 
shadow of the alien hunter is pretty 
effective too, drawing your atten¬ 
tion away from the action from 
time to time (usually at just the 
wrong moment). Booting up the 

member. If any of your 
shots hit him, he lets out 
his almighty roar and 
lets rip with one of has 
weapons. These 
range from Missiles 
and flying discs to rocket- 
powered capture nets. To 
avoid taking hits from 
these, you must shoot them 

out of the air - still watching out 
for attacks from gang members! 

Catch that 
funky dread 

Despite being based on a 
fairly derivative theme, 
Predator 2 is quite an 

entertaining romp. The 
graphics are bold and 

No messing around hare. A single blast with a high-powered grenade launcher is just the thing for clearing 
the streets of these yobboes! Unfortunately, any innocent pedestrians that happen to stray along will end 
up with a face full of shrapnel, so careful timing is needed. 
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SCREENPLAY 

The end of the street and Harrigan has managed to stir up a whole nest of trouble at the drug lord’s HQ. 
That’s the blighter himself, sporting the natty blue duster coat. This isn’t reaily the time for fashion tips 
though, just let the mother have it! 

£25.99 Mouse or Joystick 

second disk loads up an atmo 
spheric animation which introduces 
you to the story and sets the tone 
for the game ahead, 

Pre-dated 
The gameplay is nothing new, 
being a simple 'blast everything 
you see except some innocent tar¬ 
gets’. This has been seen in a 

whole host of pretty average 
gamesf but Predator 2 manages to 
improve on the atmosphere, speed 
and action of all the other games in 
the genre, ending up to be a highly 
enjoyable, violent blast. 

The only real problem is the 
long-term interest. Once you’ve 
killed about half-amitta gang 
members and wasted all die drug 

barons and aliens you can find, it 
may lose it’s appeal. The lack of 
real depth to the game will proba¬ 
bly mean that it will soon get 
relegated to the top shelf and just 
collect dust. 

On the other hand, for the odd 
10 minutes of total mindless blast¬ 
ing it’s the perfect thing! 
Matt Evans 

Harrigan storms through the hotel on Level Two as he tries to reach the Jamaican drug boron's penthouse 
apartment. Those waiters aren’t as innocent as they look though - just check the bulges in their jackets. 
It's not that they're pleased to see you, it’s more likely that their pecking heat. 

THE GUN CLUB 
As the game progresses, 
new weapons with their own 
specifications appear: 

.45 MAGNUM AUTOMATIC 

A small weapon with infinite 
ammunition supply, but it’s 
firing rate is the slowest of 
the available weapons. 

RIFLE MK III 

A standard police-issue 
weapon with an average 
power and firing rate. 

SHOTGUN MK II 

A reasonably powerful 
weapon with a fairly good 
rate of fire. 

ASSAULT SHOTGUN MK I 

Despite using standard clips, 
the Mk I is a powerful attack 
rifle with a high rate of fire. 

The most powerful weapon 
available. This is a single- 
shot launcher. Takes out 
everything in the vicinity. 

♦ Nicety presented 
shoot-em-up wrth 
smooth graphics and 
powerful sound. 

♦ The atmospheric intro 
sequence sets the tone 
marvellously. 

♦ The action is mindless, 
but it's still enjoyable. 

♦ There may not be too 
much long-term inter¬ 
est, but Predator 2 is 
fun while it lasts. 

♦ The best Op’ Wolf-style 
game available. 
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computer images 
& TECHNOLOGY UK LTD - 

AMIGA PACK I AMIGA SCREEN GEMS PACK PLUS C.LT.’s STARTER PACK OF 
EXTRA’S A MUST FOR ALL NEW AMIGA USERS 

TO BOOST MEMORY TO ) Mb 
ADD £10 TO ANY PACK PRICE 

INCLUDES • AMIGA A500 • 512K RAM • TV MODULATOR • MOUSE * 1 MEG INTERNAL 

DISK • BUILT IN SPEICH SYNTHESIS • MULTITASKING * WORKBENCH • 13 SYSTEM DISK 
• TUTORIAL DISK • OPERATION MANUALS • ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

> FIVE Of THE BEST 
SOFTWARE TITLES 

i CLT's STARTER PACK 
“Wsiomme,^ 

BACK TO THE FUTURE II 

SHADOW OF THE BEAST !l 

DAYS OF THUNDER 

NIGHT BREED 

DELUXE PAINT II ART DISK 

AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK 

TAILORED C.I.T, DUST COVER 

10 BLANK DISKS 

DISK STORAGE CASE 

MOUSE MAT 

gwpackT**^ 
JWM STORM 
•^0NQuf£T 
•f MOTION 

SPECIAL 
STARTER PRICE £369.95 £24.95 

AMIGA PACK 2 THE NEW PHILIPS 8833/1! 
I STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 

^HONDA 

•^WROfSAfiEt 

• POWER PUV 
• XIO GlOWES 

•SUPPLE PUCK CAFE 

GMKPHXB 
m*!WCHY 

mB*LU$TtX 
•SlOOOMONfv 
•'WESTATION 
• S4Al 

•PWElS MAGIC HAMMrt 

“ Sofer cars 

INCLUDES 
PACK 

ALL AMIGA 
1 ABOVE 

PLUS 
Reived have 

cnoosr r~ "ev,ew$ 
SS^ol*** 

PRICED 
TO SELL £599.95 

(SEE MONITOR SECTION) | 

£24.95 

bach wobtu FOR 

ONLY i 

•95 

AMIGA PACK 3 'mr 
rrs BIGGER AND BETTER VALUE 
AND INCLUDES ALL AMIGA PACK 2 

PLUS 
PRICED TO SELL 

THE NEW STAR LC200 
COLOUR PRINTER 
ISEE PRINTER SECTION! 
OR CHOOSE 
ANY PRINTER FROM 
OUR RANGE AND 
ADJUST BY THE 
DIFFERENCE IN PRICE. 

AMIGA PACK 4 
THE BUSINESS PACK 

INCLUDESAU PACKS 
ftxs the test software px*age fot Dust'tbss appitcsttons on your 
AMIGA Tried and tested by ouro*n staff 

£799.95 £24.95 

i PLATI NUM SCRIBBLE (Word Procfruor} 
i SUPER BASE II PERSONAL (Data Basal 
I SUPER PLAN I Spread Sheet) 

PLUS 
f 0.5 Mb Memory Upgrade to 1 Mb 

£894. 

NEW AMIGA 1500 
PERSONAL 

__ - _ _ __HOME 
OMPUTER 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) 
The heart of your computer system with 1 Mb of Ram. Two ZW 
Floppy Disc Drives and eight Expansign Slots, fully expandable, 
accepts all Amiga 2000 peripherals, 

MONITOR CBM 10S4$ 
Stereo High Resolution Colour 
Monitor. 
KEYBOARD 
MOUSE 
SOFTWARE 
• THE WORKS; A hilly integrated 
\Atord Processing Spreadsheet and Data 
Base Package • DELUXE PAINT III 

font Desm Animation • SIM CITY + Terrain Editor • BATTLE CHESS: 
Ar mated Chess Game « THEIR FINEST HOUR: Battle of Britain Flight 
S m jianor # POPULOUS: The Promised Land {Award Winning Strategy 
Gml PLUS FREE • AUTO RRE JOYSTICK * C I T DUST COYER 

UNBEATABLE VALUE! 

EDUCATION PACKS 

AMGA CUSS OF M » HRST STEPS - NEW 1 Mb 
Endorsed by the National Association for Primary Education 
AMIGA A50Q pus A501 Ram Expansion + Modulator + Software + Extras 

• MOUSE AND MAT • LETS SPELL AT HOME •TOwnTEZS 
• TEN BLANK DtSKS * RESOURCES FILE • MU5C MOUSE 
• DELUXE PAINT I • TALKING TURTLE • AIWGA^OGO 
• 1NFORLE • DELUXE PRINT I • SBC EMULATOR 
• INTRODUCTORY VIDEO-STEP BY STEP SET UP GUCE 

Priced; 
to sell £24.95 

Sdtawre * Extras 
AMIGA CLASS OF »* - NOW WITH 1 Mb 
AM IGA A50C pl us ASOT Ram Expansion * ModotMDr 

• MOUSE AND MAT • MAX! PLAN 
• TIN BLANK DISKS * BBC EMutATDF 
• DISKETTE WALLET • SUPER BASE PERSONAL 
• DELUXE PAINT II * PUBOStfftS DOCS 

WIDE RANGE Of EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

• UOKTEftMCE 
• OR Ti MO STUDIO 
• AMttAlDGO 
• EDUCATION SUPPORT FILE 

£999.95 
Priced1 
to sell; £24.95 



MONITORS STAR PRINTERS 

£244.95 
ADO A BONUS 
GAME PACK 
POP ONLY 

Priced to sell 

£114.95 

THE NEW PHILIPS CM 8833/11 
STERE014" COLOUR 
MONITOR 
Offers excellent Colour Graphics and can also be 
used with i wide rang* of Personal Computers 

■ STEREO SOUND WITH EARPHONE SOCKET 

■ INPUTS FOR COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL 
m TEXT SWITCH FOR OPTIMUM TEXT DlSPlAV 
■ DARK GLASS SCREEN 

■ HIGH QUALITY TV PICTURE WHEN USED 
WITH A VCR, OR TUNER 

■ FREE CONNECTING LEADS FOR YOUR 
COMPUTER 

■ FREE ON-SITE 12 MONTHS WARRANTY 

PHILIPS FLAT SCREEN 
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME 
MONITOR 
IDEAL FOR TEXT DISPLAY ON A WIDE RANGE 
OF COMPUTERS 

■ COMPUTE WITH TILT STAND 
■ DARK GLASS SCREEN 
■ USES COMPOSITE SIGNALS FROM AMIGA 

MONO OUTPUT 
■ FREE CONNECTING LEAD SUPPLIED 

£24.95 

512K MEMORY EXPANSION 
Switchabte, with dock British made, 
can be used es Fast Ram lor Chip 
Ram when used wrth8322A8litter|. 
NOTE: 16 Chip Ram is the same 
configuration as Commodore A5G1, 

Priced I 
to sell £32.95 

Incorporator Dtubfe Swiftfi * 
Throughport • Access light - 
at UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES 

CUMANACAX CKO OK 
3,5W Second Drive 
Cm SUPERSUM CCA Aft 
IV Second Dm* UT,TO 

commodore assq 20Mb 
HARD DISK DRIVE 
With 0,5 Mb Memory fitted FREE 
by our own Engineers to elim¬ 
inate operating problems 

£299.00 

A590 Hard Drive with 1 Mb 

£319.00 

A590 Hard Drive with 2 Mb 

***■ £349.00 

OuKfooy Superb«rd Mcmswttched 
wth Digital Timer £16.93 
Zip Stick Autolire W.M 
Nafcsha Micfoswftthed 
Mouse m.4l 

Golden Image Optical 
Mouse m.H 

>0 Genuine Sony 15' Boxed ff.H 
10 Unbnwted 15'Certified 
Boxed C6M 
aoGenuine Sony 3.5'Booted CM-9* 
40 Unbranded 15' Certified 
Boxed CS3.fi 
100 Unbranded 3.5' Certified 
Boxed I64.fi 

ALL AT 
DISCOUNT 
PWCK 

FREE CONNECTING LEAD FREE CJ.T DUST COVER 
STAR LC10 MONO 
9 Pin Dot Matra W.36 CPS 
S Internal Fonts mulfi feed £159,95 

STAR LC2DD COLOUR 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 16046 CPS __ 
16k Buffer, max paper width 11.7’ £299.95 

STAR LC26200 MONO COLOUR 
24 Pin Dot Matrix 20B67 CPS 
10 Internal Fonts ILF paper £259.99 
width Colour £294.95 

STAR USER PRINTER 4 STARSCRIFT 
Full Postscript Compatibility giving excellent D.TP. 
results 
* 1 Year On Site Warranty £1199 

STAR USER PRINTER 4 
ftest value Mono Laser Printer available 
*1 Year On-Site Warranty 

STARSCRIPT 8PPM POSTSCRIPT LASER 
Ideal choice lor the Best DE SK TOP PUBLISHER 

£949 • l Hear On-Site Warranty £1595 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
RffOOWttCTOG 
LEAD TOE CAT. 
oust owes 

zyEAAWttMWfTf 
ON ALL CITIZEN 

1200+ - Mono 9 Bn Dot matrix 12025 CPS 2 Internal Fonts 
indudes iniertotx your computer CM4.9S 

- Mono 24 Pin Dot Matrix 12040 CPS 2 Internal Fonts. 
Aut o Sheet Feed 

SWIFT 9 Mono - Colour 
Mono 9 Bn Da Matrix 16040 CPS 
4 Internal Fonts ft Buffer 

$v 24 Mono-Colour 
Mono 24 Bn Dot Matrix 19264 CPS 

4 LQ Pone ft Buffer 

£224.95 

Mom £1*9.95 
Colour £229.93 

Mono £2(9.93 
Colour £319.93 

INK JET PRINTERS 

COMMODORE MPS1270 
Utra gwet 16020 eps MoilO £149.00 

HP PAINTJET 
COLOUR PRINTER 
Offers superior colour lor High Quality Graphics 
Reproduction virtually silent operation and comes 
with I year OSrte Warranty £999 99 

DIGITISERS 
DEHOftStAinoii 
WUUKi in QUN 
mown mu 

mm/mmov*i«c mqwintwocablii 
Dqftm Mere Of FuB Cola^r images Itiing Rim pwdKfl ton my ntx 

r r\ Tsaute^i compete w* imukjaWe image 

rtTS’pOMME MB CABLE' £99.91 
PigCBn -^asmg images nny second m Mono or 1Stef* fteg* n RJ 
C»j 1jsrq filter supplied]. Stotes up to 10 Mono images r, 1 lib 

£99.95 
COUWC m um - to <*«<* tha tato 

SOUND /3 

GENLOCKS CQWTfH H XIHC 

to®'i*£ CABLES' 
Mb Ca^ju&r and Wdeo magi uto a hgh quaity composite wdeo 

- -n_--%ji iu jr-Vfitu--r.il _f1L_ r_ ■™ Tioae toi vapnxra en^cs ft «r *r 
aianGHWH 

4 for M-with ME fer men. periwininaB 
■l 2 V M S 
v Si^mt VHS version wew al b«n muting for 

Hh dpi 

£134.95 

£33.93 

£9.0.3. 

Tha i*m» r tow era sampler, re (Mr 
ampingjBflemUntajftiOT £35 Oft 
■AJVIAS * 
Ftd stereo sampler wrth midi: wts- 
tece £74 94 

AUDIO MASTER i 
Additional software for lull sample 
processing £M.95 

MUGCJAN 
Ultimate sample sequencing with “Sound 
Tractor'- took and teet m M 

MUMfma 
5 port sMtctoble £24.95 

PODSCAT 12 112 GAAPfiCS TABLET 
Trace your image using any mouse controlled 
application with this best selling tablet for 
AM3APC compatible £2Jf 99 

HOWTO ORDER 
FELESAUES * CREDIT CAIRO * ORDER HOTLINE 0332 200232 

(6 lines) Please quote card number and expiry date. 

BY POST Please prim your order requirements, full name and 
anal 

rmade 
t require 

7 days clearance before despatch. 
FAX As post but include credit card number end expiry date, for 
immediate attention. 
FREE postal delivery goods UK mainland (S7 days delivery! or next 
day courier add E5 per major item (UK mainland most ragkms). 
Goods normally despatched onthesameday or payment clearance. 

OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE PROMISE 
Al listed prices are VAT ndusive end there ire no hidden extras. All unite are 
full UK specification, 12 months warranty with initial XI day replacement of butty 
units on all computer hardware [unless otherwise stated). Free coMection fadiiiy 
on any faulty computer; monitor or printer during (he warranty period horn your 

VISIT OUR LARGE SHOWROOM 
IN DERBY CITY CENTRE 

t to Marls & Spencers Food Hall exit to trie Audley Centre where all 
vanned products and much more are on display including an extensive 

range of Business, Educational and Gama Software 

C.I.T UK LIMITED 
Dept AMF 1r 3/5 The Audley Centra, Derby DEI 2BA 

Telephone 0332 200232 16 lines! Fax 0332 238895 

cwm home IK mertend only). All computers are checked prior to despatch. 
All plugs, wot conrettng cables required with \*>ur computer, monitor or 
pnnter putfiase are stated rise of charge Al warranty repairs wi be 
compteaety free trf charge and carried out promptly by our own engineers. 
Offers m suopa to watabtUty I pack details may vary from time to time!, We 
wrt mw sopprir anything that has been subject to change without your 
agraemert Defora desptodt Prices ara coned at time of going to press, Oir 
goods ara net a^pied on a trial bass E&OE, Remember our experienced 
and helpfof serf* ara a/Wabie by phone. 

: Credit terms ara avsilaWe 
10 customers over 18 (subject to stetosl Telephone for 
written details and an application form. Requests for 
credit are required in advance and are available to UK 
mainland residents only. APR 36.8% [variable]. 
Showroom visitors pfoftse ask for details of our In-Store 
Instant Attaint Wnuen detefs on request 
If you already have a Lombard Credit Charge Cant you 
can use ten (subject to jour personal Hnifl. 

YOUR HIGH STREET DEALER WITH SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE 



SCREENPLAY 

Furilie's office is a humble affair. From here you can check officer Officer Coffey is en route to the railway station where there's been a 
statistics, assign officers to cases and see instantly whereabouts report of a bag snatching. This is Chicago however and the 
each officer is from the wall map. paramedics might be needed. 

HILL STREET BLUES 
KRISALIS ■ £24.99 Mouse 

But dash it all Holmes, how did you know it was 
the window cleaner with the manure on his 
trousers? Smel lament ary, my dear Watson. 

Freaky licence of the year 
award, certainly goes to 
Krisalis. The hit American 

cops-and-robbers series may be 
over, but the memory kind a 
lingers. HiN Street 8fues was one of 
those ‘gritty' true to life pro* 
grammes which appealed to the 
viewing public because the charac¬ 
ters were something more than 
cardboard cut-outs. The problem in 
converting such a series into a 
computer game is in retaining that 
realism and characterisation. So 
have the programmers managed it? 

Roll Call 6:52 am 
The easiest way of thinking about 
Hi Street B/t/es is as S/m City with 
cops and robbers. The idea of the 
game is to manage the Hill Street 
precinct. You take on the role of 
Captain Frank Trank* Furillo and 
your job is to allocate your 
resources so that crime is kept 
down to an absolute minimum. 

The game starts with a pol¬ 
ished introductory sequence which 
familiarises you with the officers at 
Hill Street, The alt too familiar 

words “Roll Call 
6:52 am" then 
appear on screen 
and the game 
proper starts. 

Your initial 
duty is to allocate 
rookie cops to 
certain areas of 
the city. This can 
be quite impor¬ 
tant, as if you 
need backup in a 
rough area, you 
will need to know 
that he or she 
isn't going to bottle out. With these 
people in place the main game 
screen appears and AJ, the radio 
operator, introduces herseff. 

Let’s be 
careful out there 

The control of the Hill Street 
precinct is entirely by means of 
icons. Each officer can act inde¬ 
pendent of the rest of the squad, 
therefore it's possible to have all 
your officers out at once tackling 
completely different crimes. 

Once AJ, informs you that a 
crime is in progress the first job is 
to find out where it is. This means 
scanning the map screen by click¬ 
ing on each block in turn, valuable 
minutes can be lost if you have to 
check the whole map. Then with 
the destination set, you pick an offi¬ 
cer, send them to their car and 
then on to the crime's location. 
While the car is en route it's advis¬ 
able to call up Fuhllo's computer to 
see if there is a picture of the 
criminal on file. 

When the officer arrives a new 
set of icons come into play. 
Pedestrians can be compared with 
the description of the criminal. If 
these match then the person can 
be apprehended. If they try and 
escape you can either chase or 
shoot them. Should the crime have 
been violent then paramedics can 
be called, if there is more than one 
assailant then back-up can be 
called for. 

Guilty as charged 
Against all odds, Hifl Street Blues is 
a lot of fun. Initially it's quite bewtk 
dering. There are 48 deferent 
icons to get used to and it can be 
frustrating to lose your way while a 

criminal is doing his best impres¬ 
sion of Ben Jonson. 

The pace of the game hots up 
quickly, No sooner have you allo¬ 
cated your last officer to a crime 
and AJ comes over the radio to 
report another crime. You have to 
constantly check the progress of 
your officers, sending the right per¬ 
son to the right job, Get it wrong 
and crime will escalate, and eventu¬ 
ally the mayor will replace you. 

Graphically the game is nothing 
special. The icons are dear and 
functional. The graphic stills are 
adequate and the animation's fine, 
though slow at times. Sound is 
uninspiring, consisting mostly of 
car horns. Andy Hutchinson 

VERDICT 
+ Gameplay rapidly 

builds up to fever pitch 
even on the begin¬ 
ner's level. 

♦ Very easy to become 
involved in the exploits 
of the Hill Street gang. 

♦ Graphics are precise 
and functional. 

♦ Fans of Sim City or 
Populous will really 
enjoy the game. 

♦ Life can become a bit 
repetitive after a while. 

A 
CAR 54 WHERE ARE YOU? 

Entftr/leive car. 

1 

Enter FurillO’S 
office to examine 
crime file ami view 
officer statistics. 

This Is to access 
the city map. 

Send officer to m 
destination. 

officer. 

Use to approach 

M 
!u 4* 
* 4 V v 

V 

M 

Use the radio. 

Assume direct con¬ 
trol of the officer. 

Park police car 

This will set the 
siren wailing 
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£29.99 
StWJNDWAR ' Enterprise House, Blackhorse Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1HL 
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SCREENPLAY 

>. RRPEPHEpR 
V&& th&r-e Are. Vou Ijusjt newer 

learned then. 

* \ 

Fights are won with words, not 
with wounds. The combatants 
fire insults and retorts at each 
other until one of them is stuck 
for a witty reply. Get ready to swash your 

buckle, because the next 
port of call is Monkey 

Island, kingdom of the fearsome 
pirate Lord LeChuck. Created by 
Lucasfilm out of popular myth and 
too many Errol! Flynn Eknovie fea¬ 
tures, its what pirating on the 
Golden Main should have been like, 
even if it wasn't. 

Monkey Island has a deep, 
dark secret and the only person 
who stands a chance of uncovering 
it is Guybrush Threepwood; namely 
you* He is the star of an animated 
adventure set on the high seas 
amongst the rum types and grog 
dr-rakers of pirating legend. 

He begins the game as an 
adventurous young lad who longs 
to be a pirate. Under your control 
he must master the necessary 
skills, crew a ship and set sail for 

Gk-1 £ pot to F ettucini Brothers 
Nalk to Use 

0 
rubber chicken 

Pick up Look at minutes 
Talk to Turn on breath mints 
Give Turn off pot 

A circus? If you thought pirating was all about swords and sea then think again, the Fettuqini Brothers play 
a vital role in your free booting development. To action Guy just click on the screen and he'll walk there by 
the shortest route. To manipulate an object just choose the action and then the item from the inventory. 

THE SECRET O 
LUCASFILM / US GOLD ■ £24.99 Mouse 

■ • 

'>.VvJ9 

♦ tufrww: *♦ 

t*** *********** KsMiwir* 
WLm *.+1 

Ve ofde neon sign points to yonder strange 
and spooky isle* which is only accessible by 

ye olde telegraph cable* Remember, kids, this 
is dangerous: so don't try this at home! Guy is 

a trained professional stunt sprite - luckily! 

Monkey Island. It's a rollicking tale 
of derring-do, spiced with crush- 
ingly funny puns and humour that’s 
completely hatstand. 

To the point 
At the start Guy is just an ordinary 
bloke, found atop a look-out post 
professing his wish to learn the 
secret skills of sea-borne stealing. 
Armed only with the ever sharp 
point of the mouse cursor, you 
must guide him through this 
graphic gauntlet, choosing the 
proper places to visit, the right 
replies and the correct kit to carry. 
He will have to walk, talk and fight 
if his dream is to be fulfilled, and all 
controlled through a point and dick 
mouse interface. 

To bring Guybrush down from 
the look-out post and into the town, 
you simply have to click on the 

edge of the screen and off he 
walks: then keep clicking until he 
reaches the Scumm Bar, his first 
port of call. Select 'open1 from the 
action menu, slap a dick on the 
door and he's in. It's that simple! 
Once inside hell find a a crowd of 
carousing cut-throats many of 
whom it's advisable to converse 
with. Again, click talk to1 out of the 
actions list, pick a pirate and he's 
off. When the gossip about pirating 
begins, you’re given a list of ques¬ 
tions or responses that the young 
Threepwood might say. One dick 
and it's talking time. 

Ask about Loom™ 
Technobabble aside, five minutes 
into Monkey JstemJ and any being 
who can read English and has even 
the slightest spark of wit will be 
press-ganged nto the game for 

good. Many computer games pro¬ 
fess to have humour, but Monkey 
te/and uses its cartoon-style pre¬ 
sentation to bring out the slapstick. 
The speech allows some potent 
puns and countless graphic jokes 
literally litter the streets. Preset 
graphic sequences cut in whenever 
specific aims are reached and all 
posses a self-mocking tongue in 
cheek edge, 

Sword fights are not won by 
the sharpest blade but the 
sharpest wit, as here the pirates 
trade insults and not blows. 
Throughout the game historical 
anachronisms and gratuitous plugs 
for Loom - the game's immediate 
predecessor - crop up in punning 
asides, reminiscent of the very 
best Marx Brothers moments. 

Keeping the humour very much 
in check is a well-honed adventure 
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SCREENPLAY 

Multiple-choice conversations are how the folk of Monkey Island talk. Here Guy is going heads up with the 
Sword Mistress, but the second choice seems a tad impolite even if it is your avowed intention. Using the 
other options are useful to the fun factor: and they are really rather neat jackets. Would Sir like to try one? 

cause the occasional misplaced 
click when sword fighting, 
Lucasfilm have taken major steps 
to avoid repetfaon, though, and 
regularly use ‘Hours later...1 
messages to avoid having to 
trek Guy back the way he has 
just come. 

Monkey /sland is a bold 
statement of intent from 

Lueasfilm, showing where they 
believe computer gaming should 
be heading. After scouring their 
land of the pirates you may well be 
inclined to agree. It's funny, testing 
and far deeper than Loom. Monkey 
Island can completed, but will take 
far longer. If youVe time for any* 
thing slower than a shoot-ermjp, or 
you fancy trying your hand at an 
adventure but sicken at the thought 
of Ores and Ogres, give it bash, tf 
you've already played Loom, fndyJ 
Jones 3 or 2ak, the fact that this is 
leagues ahead should be all we 
need to say. 7rmnton W+bh 

F MONKEY ISLAND 

tale that gets progressively 
tougher. Lucasfilm are. after all. 
professionals at this sort of thing, 
after the fnrfy Jones adventures, 
Zak MacKrakken and Loommr 

First Guybrush has to find out 
how to become a pirate and then 
actually fulfil these criteria This all 
takes place in the first section 
which is based on Melee Island - a 
sort of retirement home tor scared 
pirates, Guy naps around collecting 
apparently useless items. robbreg 
not-so-innocent shopkeepers and 
fighting anyone with an result «i 
their brain. 

As the tale unfolds it becomes 
apparent that all t$ far from well 
among the freebooting folk. The 
biggest, baddest and deadest 
pirate of them all, leChuck. now 
stalks the sea lanes (!) stopping all 
honest thievery, as his ghost ship 

keeps all the scurvy dogs corralled 
on Melee Isle. The solution to this 
dismal state of affairs may just lie 
on Monkey Island, which is where 
Guy will have to head once he's 
completed the first third of his 
quest. The tale is long, witty and 
well worthwhile waiting for... 

Monkey puzzles 
The puzzles that make Monkey 
Island a game and not a rolling, 
disk-based cartoon movie are as 
vkjous as the humour. As one gets 
you screaming m annoyance so the 
other comforts and cajoles. But it 
ml sti have you tearing your hair. 

The puzzles vary from mad 
cidcEig exercises in rooms, to 
discover what can actually be inter 
faced writ to choosing the best 
reply to an result or question. In 
both cases you are often aware of 

the objective, but unsure of the 
means. This brings an element of 
true role play to the scenario. 
Unlike many so called RPGs, where 
the role play ends at character 
generation, here you have to under¬ 
stand lucasfilm's slightly twisted 
humour and Guybrush's nature to 
react correctly. 

It is not all sweetness and light 
however on Mmkey (Minkey?) Island 
- there are some hassles involved, 
besides the frustration factor of the 
puzzles. First and foremost is the 
disk swapping necessary for non- 
hard drive users. Once on a hard 
disk the game flows freely, but for 
floppy folk there are a considerable 
number of ‘Insert Disk' messages. 
Thanks to dear structure these are 
kept to a minimum. The scrolling of 
walk-along scenes is jerky to say 
the least and the stow menus can 

♦ A feast of animation, 
with a wickedly funny 
streak. 

♦ Annoying amount of 
disk access for non- 
hard drive users, but 
it's worth the wait. 

♦ The puzzles frustrate 
while the laughs 
reward, in Just the 
light measure. 

♦ A total entertainment 
package, relaxed, 
funny and fresh. 

♦ Lucasfilm's best ani¬ 
mated adventure to 
date, by miles (me 
hearties!). 
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(COLLECTION) 

PRICE 
®FFER 

BUY 3 CURRENT HITS 

AND GET 2 ALL TIME 

CLASSICS FOR % PRICE 

From May 6th, choose any 3 
games from a selection of current 
hits by Ocean, Virgin Games, 
Mindscape, Accolade and 
Mirrorsoft and you can get 2 all 
time classics for half price. 

Hurry down to your local Virgin 
Games Centre, pick up a Classic 
Collection leaflet and check out 
details of this exciting opportunity 
to make amazing savings on the 
games classics you wish you'd 
bought first time round but 
maybe couldn't afford. 

Only at Virgin - where games 
come first and the best selection 
in computer entertainment is 
always guaranteed - is this 
exclusive offer available to you. 
Start collecting now, the offer 
closes August 31st 1991. 

VIRGIN GAMES CENTRES at: 

LONDON - Oxford Street 

BRISTOL - Merchant Street 

OXFORD - Westgate Centre 

KINGSTON - Clarence Street 

SHEFFIELD - Meadowhall 
(Opening soon) 

AND in the VIRGIN MEGASTORES at: 

LONDON 

BELFAST 

BIRMINGHAM 

BRIGHTON 

LEEDS 

NOTTINGHAM 

EDINBURGH 

DUBLIN 

CARDIFF 

GLASGOW - Union St & Argyle St 

Wgin Mail. Udbrokt Gnw*. London W11 IPG 



SCREENPLAY 

The band of hearty traveller* gathers around the roaring campfire, 

readying themselves for the incredible task before them. Below the 

picture, their statistics are displayed ... who should move first? 

in the Scrapwood Tavern, many things can happen, Information can 

be gleaned from the shifty barman, clues can be found, and mysteries 

solved. On the other hand, you could always get really drunk. 

THE BARD'S 
TALE III 
THIEF OF FATE 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 

■ €24.99 Mouse and keyboard 

Skara Brae was a legend in 

times past, an oasis in a 

barren wilderness. Many's 

the traveller who stopped in the 

good village of Skara Brae, to rest 

his weary feet, eat his fill, and san> 

pie the fine stones and good ale 

the people of the village were 

famed for. 

The village now lies empty, 

cold and abandoned, Mot 

even a bird's song disturbs 

the bleak silence, ft is in 

fact a ghost town in the 

truest sense. 

The fate of Skara Brae 

has long since been used 

as a story to frighten chil¬ 

dren, but we older ones 

knew what happened .. 

Do the 
Bard Man 

It was a festival, a time of 

joy and of merriment, every 

Bard in the land had arrived 

to sing their songs and tell 

of deeds past. Children 

laughed and played in the 

streets, men boasted of 

their exploits, and women chat* 

tered and sang, ft was the best of 

times ... until the darkness came. 

The mad god Tarjan. Diseased 

and twisted, his madness knew no 

limits. The goodness and light of 

Skara Brae was a thorn in his side, 

and it was a thorn he knew how to 

pluck. Creatures, more vile than 

words can tel!, issued forth from 

his boiling, festering flesh. 

Mindless in their violent intent, they 

spared no thought for women or 

children, and killed the innocent as 

readily as the guilty. 

Skara Brae was the first victim 

of Tarjan's evitt and many other vil¬ 

lages have befallen the same fate 

since, victims of Tarjan's insatiable 

thirst for power. Only heroes can 

save us, men and women of true 

valour, and good intent, Wizards, 

Warriors, Hunters ... and Bards... 

So commences the third part 

in the long running Bard's Tale 

series. The plot not entirety dis¬ 

similar from the first two, concerns 

a band of heroes, all set upon solv¬ 

ing the mystery of Skara Brae, and 

ultimately, the destruction of the 

mad god Tarjan. 

Heroes for hire 
The game is a graphic adventure 

role-piaymg game, and ft plays 

much like famous RPG board- 

games, like Dudgeons and 
Dragons. Ttie sanianty to this type 

of game is made less obvious by 

the graphic presentation, and the 

smooth icon system of play. Ttie 

heroes can be designed from the 

start, you only have a tamted nunv 

ber of options. 

Once play starts, a ww 

dow containing a 3D 

interpretation of the 

surrounding landscape 

appears. Moving the con 

and clicking the mouse 

button decides whch com¬ 

pass direction you and yotr 

party wish to move m. 

Outside the window, you 

can select a character and 

view his statistics, or make 

deals with other members. 

Very quickly you wii 
come across the local 

inhabitants, who almost 

without exception will try to 

kill you as soon as you hap¬ 

pen across their path. Actually, this 

is one of the fundamental flaws in 

the game, very few of the people 

outside your team can actually be 

bargained or reasoned with, most 

must simply be killed or avoided. 

The landscape is initially dull, 

with only the village and the nearby 

mine being of any possible geo¬ 

graphical threat. This threat is 

removed by the automapping fea¬ 

ture, and the nicely detailed map 

that is included in the instructions. 

In the early stages of the game this 

may prove to be too helpful as it 

tends to encourage sightseeing 

and not adventuring. 

Foe dear! 
Ttie map area is fairly large, but 

the features within that landscape 

is limited. The foes crop up regu¬ 

larly, and it would be a serious 

problem if they were unavoidable, 

but you can be selective, and only 

pick on the weaker monsters, 

A well executed example of 

the genre, Bard's Tale III lacks ten¬ 

sion. Nice graphics, but limited and 

repetitive gameplay means it is 

only really for beginners and fans 

of the series. Frank O'Connar 

♦ Standard RPG layout, 
with very little change 
since the previous two 
games in the series. 

♦ Neat if repetitive 
graphics, but nice 
tunes throughout. 

♦ Very simple to play, 
even novices will have 
little trouble complet¬ 
ing this one. 

♦ A mediocre release 
with little initial or last¬ 
ing appeal. 

This rattier blank looking brick wall is 

actually a hidden entrance to the deathly, 

silent village of Skara Brae. Beyond these 

waifs lie treasures and monsters untold, 

ail your s for the taking. 

Killing monsters, animals or other war¬ 

riors invariably reveals huge amounts of 

treasure with which you can buy be**, 

lags, a paper or even mysterious magical 

objects. What it it to be wealthy' 
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ICD PRODUCTS 

FUCKER FREE VIDEO 

• Eliminates all flicker in interlace 
mode * 

* Rock steady display in high 
resolution 

* Compatible with Amiga 500,1500 
& 2000 

* Ideal for artists and graphic 
designers 

4 VGA of multisync monitor required - call 

for more info 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS! 

Pro Page 2.0 £179J 

Pro Video Post £149.1 

Pro Write £85.i 

Spectra Colour £59.1 

Bars & Pipes Pro £189.1 

Sculpt Animate 4D £279J 

Broadcast Tiller 2 £179.i 

£285.00 

With VGA monitor £510.00 

ADSPEED ACCELERATQRCARD 

• For Amiga 500 & 2000 

• 14MHz replacement processor 

• 7MHz fall back software selectable 

• on board RAM cache 

• no soldering required 

Make sure you buy your ICD 
product from an official ICD dealer 

PROBABLY THE WORLD'S SMALLEST HARD DRIVI 

• Amiga $00 Internal Hard Drive 

• 20MB formatted 

• T Hard Drive 

« High quality ICD interface 

• Simple plug in 

ICD AdRAM 2080 MEMORY BOARD if..... 

Bare £132.00 2MB £203.00 4MB £285 00 SMB £387.00 

AMIGASOFTWARE 

Art and Graphics Pixmate £36.00 Pro Page £175 00 Educational 

Vista £51.00 Saxon Publisher £224.90 

Animagic £70.50 Vista Pro (3MB) £92.00 Math Talk £24. 

Comic Setter £50.00 Distant Suns £36.00 Languages and Development Math Odyssey £25. 

Delux Photolab £60.$0 Real 3D £102.00 Math Amation £41, 
Digipaint £50.00 Pro Video Post £140.00 Devpac Amiga £46 00 Math Wizard £25. 

Elan Performer £31 00 Broadcast Tiller 2 1170 00 Lattice Cv5 1152 00 Arithmetic £25. 

Fantavtsicm £30.00 Disney Animation Studio NEW! £102 00 Lattice C+ + £203 00 Algebra £25. 

Kara Fonts £50.00 Power Windows £46 00 Learn French £15. 

Pro Video Plus £172.70 Word Processing DTP and Business Hi so ft Basic £56 00 Letters for you £20. 

Pro Draw 2,0 £102.00 Benchmark Module 2 £101 00 Learning the alphabet £15. 
Sculpt 4D Junior £153.00 Home Accounts £30.00 Kinderama £25. 

Sculpt Animate 4D £279.00 Dig icalc £30.00 Utilities World Atlas £31* 

Turbo Silver £111.00 Excellence £164.00 Word Master £25. 

X-Cod Designer £77.00 Kindwords £46 00 DOS 2 DOS £30 00 Talking Storybook £15. 

X-Cad Professional £234.00 Pen Pal £81.00 Cross DOS £25 00 Spelt A Fari £20. 

Deluxe Paint III £87.00 Pagestream £142.00 X Copy Professional £41 00 At the Zoo £20. 

Delux Video III £81.00 Pagesetter2,0 £70.00 Quarterback 4 0 £35 00 Aesops Fables £25. 
Digiview Gold v4 £102.00 Pro Write 3,0 £85.00 Workbench 1 3 £15 50 

All prices include VAT end are subject to change 

POWER COMPUTING Ltd Unit 8 Railton Rd, Woburn Road Ind. Estate Kempston MK42 7PN ENGLAND 
Telephone 0234 843388* Fax 0234 840234 
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COMMODORE AMIGA 200 0 

1 COMMODORE AMIGA B2000 

2 PHILIPS CM 11342 

Bare 

40 MB £409 00 

52MB Quantum 1 lms £489 00 

114MB NEC ?Qms £612 00 

105MB&*^-=* £714 00 

175MB 

£925 00 

£254 00 

200MB £949 00 

SIMM MODULES 

2MB £8190 

4MB £163 50 

SMB £337 00 

ICO HARD CARDS 

40 MB £439 00 

84 V r £663.00 
100MB £775 00 

200MB £969 00 

AT/XT PC BRIDGE BOARD 

Including 5 25‘dtsfc drive 

XT |r dgeboard £209 SO 

AT S^dgeboard {714 00 

ICO AdR AM 2080 

Eipanc JD'.jSWBof RAM 

Bare £132 00 

2 MB £203 00 

4M0 £285 00 

8MB £387 50 

7 NEXUS HARD CARD 

Expand upto4MBof RAM 

Bare £183 00 

52 MB Ouiniym £489 00 

1Q5MBqu**!u*' £714 00 

8 MK^OWAYFUCIteiRXER* 
* Multisync monitor required 

Flicker Fixer £305 50 

with Mitsubishi Monitor £510 00 

3 GVP SERIES 2 HARD CARD 

• Fully SCSIcompalible 

• Uplo 8MB FAST RAM on-board 5 

• Highspeed -FAASTROM" controller 

• Auto-boot from any FFS partition 

• All combinations available 

INTERNAL 3 5 DISK DRIVE 

£50 00 

VIDTECH SCANLOCK 1775 50 

* Broadcast quality videooutput 

* PALr NTSC, SVHS, compatible 

* Handles alt Amiga graphics 

* Eliminates video dot craw! 

GVPSER1ES 2 RAM EXPANSION 

* 2MB RAM installed 

• Expand up to 8MB (Using SIMMS) 

• For the Amiga 2000 

2MB £203.00 
4MB £285 00 
SMB £387.00 

68030 ACCELERATOR 

• ISMHz-SOMHz 

• AcceserateyourAmigaupto 10times 
normal speed 

• UptoflMB h ghspeed 32bif ^nibble44 RAM 

• On board AT nerfaceforlightning last hard 

disk access 

• Optional €8382 coprocessor 

ALL OF OUR AMIGA2000 PRODUCTS 

ARE FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 

NEW A1500 

All prices include VATand are subject to 

68030 with 4MB 32bit RAM 

& 68882 Coprocessor 

16MHz £ 1290 00 

28MHz £1528 00 

33MHz £1835 00 

50MHz £2247 00 

AT HARD DRIVE for 68030 card 

40MB £367 00 

80MB £704 00 

200MB £102100 

Phone for other combinations 

600MB Optical Drive £3060 00 

200MB Tape Streamer £715 00 

20MB Floppy Drive £816 50 

e 20 MB Disk £3100 

POWER COMPUTING Ltd Unit 8 Railton Rd, Woburn Road Ind. Estate, Kempston MK42 7PN ENGLAND 
Telephone 0234 843388 * Fax 0234 840234 
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COMMODORE AMIGA DRIVES 

1 AMIGA EXTERNAL 5.25 DISK DRIVE £102.50 4 DUAL 3 5 DRIVE with power supply £114.01 

2 COMMODORE A590 20MB HARD DISK £359 00 5 GVP SERIES 2 HARD CARD 

Expandable up to 8MB of RAM 

3 PCS80 POWER DRIVE 

* Isolating on/off switch 

* Thru' port for daisy chaining 

* No annoying click when drive is empty 

* 12 month warranty £66 50 

The only drive with * Anti ■Click'* 

0MB 2MB 4MB 

• 20MB £469 00 £540.00 £622 M 

• BOMB £612 00 £694.00 £775 M 

• 100MB £898 00 £949.00 £1020.01 

A5G0 INTERNAL DRIVE KIT £51.0C 

40 Disks with lockable storage box £31. Ot 

15 Disks with storage box £10.00 

SLIMLINE 
SERIES HARD DRIVE 

•40MB 

• Compact High Speed Drive 

• Requires Amiga to be opened for simple internal fitting 

£369.OOfor 40 MB 

BLITZ ACCESSORIES 

* Back'up your disks at lightning speed 

• Copiesfrom themternal totheexternal Drive 

* Back-up an Amiga disk in a round 40 seconds 

* Back s-u pother format disks (Atari, PC} 

• Copies up tothree external drives at once 

• Works on Amiga 500 or 2000 

Blitz Amiga £25.50 

Blitz Amiga with PC880 Power Drive £87 00 

Blitz is sold or the understanding that it is not used to contravene the 1393 Copyright Act 

Amiga 500 Dust Cover £9.00 

Optical Mouse w*tti pad £36 00 

ANTI-CLICK BOARD 

Arifi-eJtcfc board for your internal or 

external drive £15 00 



THE A500CLOCK CARD £36 00 

512K RAM expansion with batte-. 

backed up clock and a utility disk 

RAM CARD WITHOUT CLOCK 

£31 00 

THE 1.SMB EXPANSION BOARD 

192.00 

Plugs easily into your Amiga 

(Kickstart 1.3 and above) 

Simple internal fitting 

Nowworks with 1MB of Chip RAM 

Upgrade board for old PC502 units 

RAM CHIPS 

1x1 MBIT RAMS £6.00 

256x4 RAMS £6 00 

Kickstart 1,3 £41.00 

Gary Chip fSt.OO 

SIMMS 1 x 8 £4100 

SIMMS 4 x 8 £163.50 

ICD AdRAM MEMORY EXPANSION 

ICD AdRAMMEMORY 

EXPANSION 

0MB <A$00 ONLY) £37 00 

1MB {A500 ONLY) £142 00 

2MB (A500 ONLY) £162 00 

4M8 IA50O ONLY) £254 50 

SMB IA500 ONLY) £500.00 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

PC-POWER BOARD £295.00 AT-ONCE £183 00 

Star LC10 Mono £173 00 

Star LC200 Colour £244 00 

Star LC24-200 24 pin Mono £275.00 

New! Citizen Pro Dot 24 £329.00 
[Includti colour kit) 

Star LC24-20024 pin Colour £326 00 

Star XB24-10 Pro 24 pin 
Mono/Colour £479.00 

PRINTERS Star XB24-15 Wide Pro 
24 pin Mono/Colour £549.00 

Star XB24 Colour Kit £40.00 

Epson LX4QQ Mono £179.00 

LC10 Colour fabric 
printing kit £18.00 

LC2QQ Colour fabric 
printing utility £POA 

Flexidump printer utility £36 00 

All printers include 200 sheets of paper, 200 labels, pri nter cable and Amiga work bench driver 

POWERSCANNER 

* Scan from 100*400 DPI 

* Simulate Grey Scale 

* IFF & Printer support 

* Powerful Image Edit Software 

* Crop, cut, paste, magnify, edit, 

zoom, flip, invert St many more 

features 

£179 OOinc,VAT 

Licensed from PML DA AT A SCAN 

Video Master now in stock 

Call for details 

Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Rd, Woburn Road Ind Estate Rimpston MK42 7PN Tel 0234 843388 

All prices include VAT and are subject fa change 

POWER COMPUTING'S FULL COLOUF 
PRODUCT DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE 

f 1,51 WITH FREE POWER UTILITY DISK 

Fill in your order form and send it to 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unite Railton Road 

Woburn Road Industrial Estate 

Kempston M K 4 2 7 P. N 

Ring your credit card order through o 

0234843388 

or Fax your order on 0234 840234 

HiUE 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

TELEPHONE Hq 

SYSTEM OWNED 

CREDIT CARO Me 

EXPIRY DATE 

SIGNATURE 

DESCRIPTION 
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SCREENPLAY 

Using the eleventh-hour anal¬ 
ogy, it is now half-past 12 
and mankind faces total 

extinction- This harvest is the 
direct result of man s international 
intrigues, world wars and realpoli- 
tik. The deadly seed was sown 
when one superpower entrusted its 
defence to a computer: Cybercan 
I. ft had weapons of mass destruc¬ 
tion, which man believed he'd 
never dare use, while safely 
entombed in a bunker. 

Cybercan I was cool. Cybercon 
/f - the upgrade version - had no 

One of the killer wheel!# guards 
attacks. The remote camera 
tracks the action. How painful? 

Hmm, Cybercon III must be slipping because this bridge hasn't been deactivated. If you can gather the 
right sonic key codes then you can span the gap and reach more sensitive parts of Cybercon’s computer 
anatomy and blow the living silicon out of It. Your welcome to try and jump it, but the first step’s a big one. 

US GOLD ■ £24.99 Joystick and keyboard 

major problems, but Cybercon i 
was a different story. To put it sim¬ 
ply, the silicon went spacky. 
Somewhere, in its twisted circuitry, 
a mad intelligence evolved that 
knew only one enemy; man. From 
its mountain base Cybercon 111 
struck out and obliterated all 
human life, Well, almost all. 

In a last ditch attack, a band of 
survivors have breached the mad 
machine's defences and entered 
the bunker, You are the trooper 
selected for the one-way trip into 
the heart of Cybercon III. Cause a 
coronary and man will rise again, 

get stiffed and it's 
game over, for us ail 

Vital 
functions 

For the attack you 
are equipped with a 
load Irfting suit that 
allows you to battle the 
cyberhordes on equal 
terms. The exoskeleton 
Power-Assist fPA) suit not 
only aids movement, but 
has a sonic tockiJick, 
shields, an array of 
tools, sensors and a ; 

self-repair kit. These 
functions, combined 

with your combat and 
puzzle-solving skills, 

should be powerful 
enough to pull the 

Cybercon plug. 
Cybercon city is 

^ a vast underground com¬ 
plex of tunnels, trenches 

and towers. Colour-coded 
f corridors lead off in four 

different directions and at 
the end of each lies part of 
a sonic key. AH the locks in 

I the Cybercon complex are 

somcally operated. Each note has 
a different colour symbol {which 
makes code breaking a vrsuai not 
aural task] and at the beginning 
your stwfs lock-pick can only bust 
open the more basic doors, as it 
only has a few notes' in memory. 

As you venture deeper into the 
machine's maze, more ‘notes’ can 
be collected, which allow further 
exploration. The final rooms can 
only be breached when the special 
four part key is built. These four 
parts are scattered in the most 
dangerous parts of this computer 
dungeon so, without a map, the 

These yellow *F doors always signify a lift. To get in you just walk at 
them and they open (except the ones that don't}. Cybercon may be a 
fictional construct, but someone else is always using the elevator, 
when you really need one - like when a real nasty Is coming your way. 

Cybercon1* drones must be a little dim because the necessary codes 
to get each level are written on the wall. You Just have to copy the 
codes and transmit them, first floor, megadeath wheel it robots, 
weaponry and lingerie; second floor weird objects and coffee shop.,. 
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when the energy level reaches zero 
you’re stuffed. 

Searching for the key compo¬ 
nents truly tests your 

understanding of the PA suit 
Robot guards have to be 

avoided or shot, kit must be 
collected, artifacts have to 
be scanned and jumps need 
to be made, while the need 
for shields is constant. 
Each attack you make saps 
power from your suit so 
you are always being 
forced to kill guards just to 
drain their batteries. When 
a guardian is near destroy 

tion it throws out power 
cells which you can collect 

or drain, 
The unfolding story tests 

each aspect of the $uitt and 
your knowledge of it. Cybercon //( 
lays out the initial parameters of 
the PA suit, but the emphasis is on 
you to experiment and learn the 

Tricky stuff! Cybercon lias hid¬ 
den to hug# wall mounted 
cannon behind a door. Game over 
man, insert coin for more credits. 

hidden benefits of using certain 
combination of systems, with a cer¬ 
tain power load, at any given point. 
You have to become familiar with 
the initially daunting array of 
options and know how to get them 
up and running fast Real fast. 

Lift off 
The 3D used to create this cyber- 
dungeon is excellent. The sense of 
scale adds to both atmosphere and 
gameplay. You can look out of lifts 

Continued overleaf I 

entire complex will have to be 
scoured, room^y-room. 

Batteries 
not included 

The PA suit is moved via the joy¬ 
stick, while its functions are 
engaged through key commands. 

The suit has five battery slots, 
whch can be used either r part, or 
in full, to fuel your quest Without 
power you are just a sucker m a full 
metal jacket and energy conserva¬ 
tion is the prmary concern. The 
surf can be driven with al its func¬ 
tions shut down or damaged, but 

INTERROGATION TECHNIQUES 

Many objects In tfi« Cyber con environment can actually Help, 
either by supplying an (torn, opening a door or revealing another 
sonic key coda - W you ask It nicely. To manipulate an item first 
select the tool mode on the main display and power it up. Then 
choose the key tool from the secondary menu. On approaching 
an object - H it can be interrogated (manipulated) - then the 
icons on/oH light will flash. Hit F9 and the device will be scanned 
by your suit to ice what 'key notes' activate \t. 

The ones the suit can identify and use are stored in the three 
note' windows, to the right of the 'note' menu. Your suit will 
sometimes not have the necessary notes’, and will just cycle 
through its available options. If the right combination's found 
then hit return to transmit the code and sit back. 

Ah! We have a little problem, namely a mean guardian-type (we are 
talking job description not national paper) guile literally has has sights 
set on you- Run or shoot! Assess, plan, act ■ then panic a Wi It would 
help to swap the tool to the cannon however H a gun fight breaks out. 

One solution to the guard problem is to blow the factory to pieces, or 
block the door off with a shield generator. The main hitch here is find¬ 
ing the darned thing and living to tell the tale, as the wheels don’t 
take kindly to having their house bombed - strange that. 
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THIS IS GROUND CONTROL TO CYBERCON 

'wemm 
"SB™*™3™ 
ik V 

GYROCOMPASS: 
Shows elevation 
of helmet. 

II._U1S.8_fl* 
BACK PACK, NOTE4 SELECTION: Cycle through 
both of these with the ■<>* keys, press ‘space4 
to select. In back-peck mode space pick* up or WEAPON: Amount of 
drops objects. In ‘Note1 mode it stores note in power available deter- 
side menu. It is always in back-pack mode mines shot power, 
unless the sonic key function is active. INFORMATION PROBE: 

Flash on approach of a 
‘probe1 point, 

SECONDARY MENU:This is 
controlled via the numeric 
keypad. One and seven cycle 
vertically through the four tools 
on offer. Nine and three cycle 
between the three secondary 
menus available. The second and 
third menus are concerned with remote- 
camera selection and guidance respectively. 

ENERGY TRANSFER: 
Ffashrus on approach 
ofRjpuweTTmmrce, 
s6nIC LOCK PICK: 
Frashes if you approach 
an object that can be 
interrogated- F 9 scans, 
return sends three 
’note1 sequence. 

IV 
■ MO 

:i§sf 

MAIN POWER BANKS: The PA system 
has five different battery packs that 

can be used one at a time, or in 
unison for an extra boost. The first 

i bank i$ always active, but the other 
four can be turned on or off with the 

F*keys. To utilise the other banks 
just find a battery and slap 

it in the back pack. 

PRIMARY MENU: This is controlled by the cur¬ 
sor keys. Move along with the left/Hght keys, 
toggle on/off with the 'upp key. Each has a rad 
bar which indicates status and two lights. 
The light above the status bar shows if the 
item is on or off. The lower light indicates 
whether the auto-repair ham been engaged for 
this function. 

H UJQi^JC on tr o I s jn ot ion 
detectors and gyrocompasses. 

PJILU ItUIUU 
SHIELDS: Limits 
the ault damage. 

GYROCOMPASS: Shows 
rotation of the suit. 

SUIT: Allows better jumping 
and running . live ted 

inertia makes flnEiriwieldy. L| 
ivales anw tool 
conpary rflcnu. 

AUTO REPAIR: Repairs functions 
as indicated by lower lights. 

Blast one of Gybercon’* guards to the verge of destruction and they 
fall apart at the seams - they don't make 'em the way they used too! 
This one has left an energy pyramid which can be siphoned off into 
your own energy banks, a move that may just save your life. 

The killer cones start to rock. Not only do these virtualiy-lndestruc- 
tlble gun turrets live here, but so also do a legion of wheel guards, 
making this one of the toughest rooms in the outer region of the com¬ 
plex. They cen be made to blast each other, but to little effect. 

and windows to check out what is 
inside. The jump facility allows level 
swapping as the suit not only 
allows you to leap up with the 
power assist, but also cushions 
some pretty hefty falls. This true 
3D movement is not only possible, 
but also necessary, if you are to 
beat Cyber con ffl. 

The initial problem with 
Gybercon, though, is the control 
system. It works well, but to begin 
with both your way and temper will 
be lost. You can't just rush straight 
into the complex and triumph, and 
unfortunately this limits the game s 
instant appeal, 

The PA suit, though, needs to 
be complex, as the puzzles and 
challenges demand a high-level of 
interactivity. Once you have total 
control of the suit, then you have 
the toughness of the game itself to 
contend with. Namely the limited 
amount of energy available ami the 
vast number of guardians. 

Gybercon Wfs lair is huge. The 
gameplay is polished and the world 
itself would be worth exploring 

even without the frills. Once the 
suit is mastered Cytoerzon 
becomes a cracking 3D extrava¬ 
ganza that takes oorygcm 
adventures to new levels. The PA 
suit gives real freedom of move¬ 
ment and action, whch means the 
dangers can be Inly spectacuar 
The increasing tiokity of the 
Gybercon horde, fruro^nerts ti 

PA potential and the ability to roam 
the base puts a hook in. The pace 
and threat strike hard, digging it in 
further and harder than ever. 
There’s tension in them there poly¬ 
gons, Trenton Webb 

VERDICT 
♦ The map is huge, both 

in the number of loca¬ 
tions and sheer scale. 

♦ PA Suit is difficult to 
control at the begin* 
nmg but adds to the 
gameplay once you’ve 
managed to master it. 

♦ Mixes arcade-style 
action with a deep 3D 
adventure, 

♦ Incredible 30 which is 
flexible, fast and 
smooth moving, 

♦ A stunning game that 
starts out hard and 
gets tougher. 
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If your database looks like this, 
you’re ready to face the future. 

Given the chance to gaze at the future of database 

computing, what would you see? 

Graphical applications that are intuitive and yet 

incredibly powerful, supporting sound samples and 

even pictures. 

Applications like Superbase 4 Amiga. 

n 1 ■ 1 H | -«-«l < I AT I » I »■ 1 ?_l = I *01 

Unique features like the VCR panel mean browsing 

and reporting on data have never been simpler. 

Superbase’s WYSIWYG Form Designer lets you 

draw and design forms that are easy to understand 

and use. 

And, with its own comprehensive Database 

Management Language, you can develop professional 

applications. 

You can share data with 

users of IBM-compatible PCs, 

while developers can make 

sophisticated database solutions 

available on both Amiga and 

Microsoft Windows platform" 

I « a 

Superbase 4 Amiga also supports import/export of 

dBase. Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel files. 

So, for your future’s 

sake, clip the coupon, send 

us your business card or 

call us on 081 330 7166 

to find out more about 

Superbase 4 Amiga. .After 

all, the benefits are staring 

you in the face. 

SUPER 
PROFESSIONAL 
I currently own a copy of: 

□ Superbase Professional □ Superbase Personal 2 

□ Superbase Personal □ Neither 

Name_ Job Title__ 

Company_ 

Address_ 

Postcode_Tel_ 

Precision Software lid. 6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7jZ 
Tel: 061330 7lfi0 Fax: 081 330 2089 

Denote the relational links between the 
files referenced in your form. 

BAS EVy 

AU trademarks adtnowfedged. Scmr s- t IBM PC 



Metol Mutant is the ultimate future battle machine, sent to the 
planet Kronox to search out and destroy the tyrant Arod 7. A 
miracle of future bio-technological science, Mutant can 
transform at any stage into three different robotic forms. 
Mutant has a huge range of different combat moves 
as he fights his way across Kronox. He fights not 
just tooth and claw but tooth, claw, missiles, 
rope, shield, whip, torpedo, battle computer 
and remote flying droid. 
Metal Mutant is a science fiction 
exploration and combat epic featuring 
over T60 fully-bitmapped screens, Tfcfcii I 
24 different combat moves, ^ lbj 
intriguing puzzles and more than '^Wmm & 
40 different enemies plus end of V 
level guardians. • 
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Wain Control Screen JEUfl 

X - 

i i i i i t i i i ■,+ i i i i i i i i i 

nmm shi? iftftfin mi 
4 mm it cruiser 

lOWMGd) range 

34» 1LI 

flam mxm - e,l IncMi.7 m nai flange 
ht^est Jell flnwr Penetration flange: uTm Varus 
Lowest )«k flrnor Penetration flange: 32.000 vanrs 

secortfaru Jittery - 4,0 Inch-19.0 KVJ nai Range 
Highest felt Amor penetration flange: i,m Vrtts 
Mo lech ftrnor Penetration Possible 

The battle plot displays your three ships, Exeter, Ajax and Achilles as 
they try and ensnare the Graf Spee. They are firing with a mixture of 
guns, most of which are eight*inch (indicated by the dotted lines). 

A ship report on the Exeter, a cruiser, shows the current status of all 
the weapons and mechanical functions. It’s all OK at the moment. The 
Graf Spee is ranging in, but hasn't yet achieved a hit. 

ACTION (STAJjONS 

The Graf Spee has mortally 
wounded the Exeter, which is 
lying dead in the water, smoke 
pouring out as fires rage uncon¬ 
trollably, The Spee is closing in 
fast for the coup de grace, 

The Exeter isn't firing so the Graf 
Spee moves in far closer than it 
otherwise would have dared. 
Salvoes at this range can't miss, 
and will do maximum damage to 
the stationary British vessel. 

I 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 I 1 i 

But the Ajax and Achilles have 
returned to the fray, concentrat¬ 
ing their fire on the Graf Spee. 
The Graf Spee is ignoring them in 
its haste to finish off the Exeter, 
whose crew are trying to escape. 

But the Graf Spee has taken too 
much fire from the Exeter. It 
gives up and rolls ever. In reality 
this prompted the Graf Spee's 
captain, Hans Langsdorff to scut* 
tie the ship and take his own life. Naval warfare was never 

the same after the demise 
of the battleship. The 

Second World War replaced it with 
effective sea-borne aviation and 
soon after that came the age of 
the guided missile. 

But the battle fleets of old 
brought a chess-like element to 
warfare with hundreds of ever- 
changing variables to consider. 

Its this complexity that Action 
Stations tries to simulate. As you 
can imagine, you don't usually just 
sail up to the enemy and fire your 
guns. You must weigh up your 
relative fire-power, manoeuvre, 
integrate all your weapons systems 
and out think all of your opponents. 

All this plus up to 20 different 
ships under your powerful 
command. It's the ultimate in man¬ 
agement simulations. 

Half Drake 
and half Nelson 

The game runs in three minute 
turns rather than realtime, which is 
a pity. You therefore have ample 
time to work out your tactics, but 
there's an awful lot to decide. 
Action Stations is astonishingly 
detailed and very complex, and if 
you're not natural admiral material 
you'll need to ingest the large 

manual which, for a naval game, is 
remarkably dry. 

A variety of scenarios, ranging 
from Pacific carrier baffles to the 
hunting of the Bismarck m the 
Atlantic is included. You can play a 
human or the computer, and can 
set up random or histone positions 
and conditions. Then ifs up to you 
to rewrite history. (Using yotr skJ 
and judgement place an X where 
you think the enemy fleet si 

You don't get any views of the 
action - the only graphics are the 
battle plots. This is the most useful 
function you have, and it's there 
that the balletic twists and turns of 
the 50,000-ton battleships are 
shown. Everything is merxj driven, 
and every aspect of you sh*>s can 
be called up and altered. ndeed Ft 
isn't possible to let an sapors 

get on with the job; you must con¬ 
stantly supervise, assign targets 
and give orders, During combat, 
damage reports flood in (often liter¬ 
ally) and you must take action to 
stop fires, encroaching water and 
panicking midshipmen. 

Contemplate 
your naval 

The computer has eight skill levels 
and many of the battles are dis¬ 
tinctly one-sided so it's possible to 
indulge your appetite for winning to 
excess. The accuracy and detail of 
both the vessels and the encoun¬ 
ters will impress many a war buff, 
but it would have been nice to 
choose the ships to pit against 
each other. 

The big fault is that the game 
runs too slowly. It does seem to 

THOSE IN PERIL... 
May 28 1941. A freezing dawn and the battlecruiser Hood 
was chasing the German flagship Bismarck in the Denmark 
Strait, north of Iceland Bismarck targeted Hood and opened 
fire from 16,500 yank with a salvo of fifteen-inch shells. They 
hit, penetrated Hoo<fs rear-deck armour and detonated the 
aft gun magazine. Flames rocketed to 1000 feet in the air, 
thunder was heard and Hood broke up and sank. 1,338 men 
drowned. Three survived. Fifteen minutes had passed. 

calculate everything from the 
ocean currents prevailing to the 
hair-loss suffered by each Captain 
but does it need to be so slow? 

That aside, it's a very spe¬ 
cialised game, it's a whole evening 
tied up and, rf you kke the thrill of 
the hunt, its fascinating. 
James Loach 

VERDICT 
♦ At first, Action Stations 

is pretty impenetrable. 
♦ But the level of authen¬ 

ticity is impressive, 
♦ The game spends too 

long pondering. 
♦ A bit technical * most 

of the excitement is 
left to the imagination. 
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Take that! Two giant robots battle it out in this futuristic beat-em-up. As well as punching each other 
pieces, missiles and laser beams can be used as welL As the damage takes its toll on your robot, indica¬ 
tors teil you the state of your droid’s health. Should one turn completely red, then that part is immobilised. 

Part of the impressive title 
sequence at the start of the 
game, The background scrolls in 
gob-smacking parallax as you 
ascend the height of the robot. 
The in-game effects are pretty 
too- There's some nice animation 
sequences on some of the fight¬ 
ing moves. 

METAL MASTERS 
INFOGRAMES ■ £24.99 Joystick The beat-em-up has grown 

up, In fact it has grown into 
a couple of 100-feet high 

robots who don't mind beating the 
silicon out of each other. In the 
sport of the future ifs not people 
who get hurt, instead ifs robots 
who take the pounding. 

In a cityscape arena the metal¬ 
lic monsters blast, pummel and 
generally try to reduce their oppo¬ 
nents to a heap of iron filings. This 
sport is impressive to watch, harm¬ 
less to humans, and keeps the 
scrapcnetal merchants happy. 

The body shop 
Before any of this takes place 
though, the robots need to be built. 
For your first fights you have the 
default, and weakling robot. But 
win a battle and you get cash for 
your trouble. Cash can be spent on 

uprating your body parts for a 
leaner, meaner machine. 

Three basic building blocks are 
used to build the oversized metal 
men, Legs are needed to manoeu¬ 
vre, arms with which to do the 
business, and a body unit to con¬ 
trol and to hold the lot together. 
Many types of each are available, 
costing more the tougher or more 
deadly they are. 

Parts can be sold too, though 
they depreciate in value the more 
worn they are. The more bathes 
won, the better the robot you will 
be able to afford. This doesn’t 
make things any easier though. 

Let the 
battle commence 

You will be fighting tougher adver¬ 
saries the more experienced, and 
the more powerful, your robot is. 

There are two modes of combat. 
From afar you can fire missiles by 
holding down the button and push¬ 
ing in the appropriate direction; up 
to shoot from your head, left from 
your left arm and so on. 

In close combat hits are 
scored with punching movements, 
allowing you to aim for different 
parts of the body depending on the 
direction the joystick is pushed in. 
This is fine for straightforward 
body blows, but things can get a 
bit messy when trying for those 
diagonal punches. 

The computer-controlled robots 
are dead hard. They manage to 
avoid what you throw at them quite 
well, but always seem to manage 
to land blows on your mechanoid. 
It's a fair old struggle to win even 
your first fight. 

Two’s company 
Meta/ Masters can be played on 
your lonesome, or against a buddy. 
The twoplayer game certainly 
offers the most fun; there's far 
more satisfaction to be gained by 
beating your chum three times m a 
row than in humiliating (or being 
humiliated by) the computer 

Underneath all the pretty 
graphics (and they are qurte 
pretty), Meta/ Masters is a faely 
straightforward beaterm*!. fri fact 
it is quite limited m the number of 
fighting moves when compared 
with other, more eorwenbonaL 
games of the genre There’s no 
backward somersatits here to get 
in a tactical position, ttstead ifs 

merely a case of walking up to 
your opponent and bish bash bosh. 

Added to that, the computer is 
a very tough opponent, seemingly 
unbeatable at first. And for these 
reasons it's frustrating to play and 
rapidly becomes boring. There's 
limited enjoyment to be had from 
playing one of your mates, but as 
far as long-term interest is con¬ 
cerned, forget ft. Adam Waring 

VERDICT 
♦ Nicely animated 

graphics - the title 
sequence is particu¬ 
larly impressive. 

♦ The simultaneous two- 
player mode is fun with 
a friend. 

♦ The better you get the 
tougher the opposition, 
not that they're weak* 
lings in the first place. 

♦ Not an awful lot to it - 
even less to offer than 
the already tired beat- 
em-up formula. 

Your robot li mode from four main body component*; legs, body unit 
and * pair ol arms. You may buy additional body parts with cash 
aarrwd from winning battles. The arms have a variety ol weapons 
attached to them. Inevitably the better they are* the more they best. 
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SOUND BLASTER 

PLAY ALL YOUR GAMES WITH ARCADE 
QUALITY STEREO SOUND 

The SOUNDBLASTER is a 5 watt per channel stereo amplifier that comes 
complete with high quality 50 watt 3 way speakers, power supply and 
leads and instructions to allow it to be quickly & easily connected to your 
computer. 

The SOUNDBLASTER adds an extra dimension to your games, imagine 
super stereo sound effects, crystal clear samples and terrific tunes. 

The SOUNDBLASTER makes your games come to life, increasing 
playability and giving greater lasting appeal. 

pair of stereo HEADPHONES with every 

SOUNDBLASTER!!! 
VISA ORDER YOURS NOW VISA 

FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS, TELEPHONE: 061 724 7572. ACCESS/VISA. 

PLEASE SEND ME A SOUNDBLASTER FOR MY... 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR E52.99 OR CREDIT MY ACCESS BARCLAYCARD No. 

COMPUTER 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

SIREN SOFTWARE, 

[WILTON HOUSEDRYJ^O^D^F^D^LlF^EJ^N^E^EF^r^^gUR J 
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: ne 

You go Northeast. 

You stand upon a beach of soft sand. Froh here you 
have an excellent view of" Kirrin bay. Guard i ng the 
entrance of the bay, you can Make out a curious 
little island topped by an old ruined castle. A 
path leads Southwest back towards the village* and 
MORE. . . 

THE FAMOUS FIVE 
FIVE ON A TREASURE ISLAND 
ENIGMA VARIATIONS ■ £24.99 Keyboard Gosh! There's something 

jolty suspicious going on at 
Kirrin Island, There are 

some nasty foreign-looking men 
hanging around the village and 
Julian thinks that something rather 
peculiar is about to happen, 

George is being her usual 
strange self. Anne is whimpering 
like proper girls do in times of dan¬ 
ger and Dick has eaten absolutely 
heaps of fresh tomatoes and 
tinned peaches. Timmy barks and 

plays, because he knows they are 
about to have another absolutely 
smashing adventure. 

Aunt Fanny and Uncle Quentin 
have invited the Famous Five down 
to Kirrin Cottage for the hols. The 
Famous Five arrive just in time 
because ifs a glorious summer 
day and just perfect for a swim. 
First, though they all have to get to 
the house for tea, but everyone is 
just dying to explore the mysteri¬ 
ous Kimn Island. 

r a i n 

You leave the train* 

You standing aeon the pUtfopw of Kirrin 
Station. The Hit is Cast* 

is a train waiting her*. 

MORE- 

The Famous F/ve is a text 
adventure, relying on graphics 
purely as a decorative measure. It 
follows the plot of the Enid Blyton 
book, Five on a Treasure Island 
and so those of you lucky enough 
to have read that classic1 piece of 
literature will have a jolly big advan- 
tage to begin with. 

The Famous Five can all be 
controlled independently, but gerv 
orally follow each other around. 
Like the books, most things can 
only be accomplished as a team 
(with the exception of Anne 
because she's such a silly cry¬ 
baby) and each member has their 
own abilities and attributes. 

Cry-babies 
and transvestites! 

Julian for example is strong and 
brave. Dick isn't quite so strong, 
but he can eat like an absolute pig. 
George dresses in mens clothes, 
but she is an absolutely brilliant 
swimmer. Anne cries a lot and 
wets herself in times of moderate 
to extreme danger, Timmy the dog 
is a scruffy sort of pooch, but he 
absolutely adores the famous Ftve 
Apparently he likes chasing rabbrts, 
but he never catches them* 

What fun it is to be the Famous 
Five. After settling in at the cot¬ 
tage, they head off for a swm and 
what do they find? A boat Wouldn't 
it be absolutely super rf they could 
row to Kirrin Island? After all it is a 
simply glorious day Ginger beer 
might be refreshing, but nothing 
beats a nice dip m the sea! 

The plot* as it unfolds, reveals 
a sunken wreck* a treasure map 

and a group of very suspicious 
looking chaps. Treasure seeking is 
the order of the day, but a storm is 
brewing, and getting to the island 
is harder than it seems. Are the 
Famous Five strong, brave and 
clever enough to save the day? 
Only you can decide. 

The game relies almost entirely 
on text, The graphics as and when 
they appear tart things up a bit, but 
give no clues which aren't included 
in the text. 

Dick and Fanny 
A distinct sense of humour per 
vades the game, although this is 
mostly due to the very nature of 
the Famous Five books. It's all 
tongue in cheek, and pathetic 
though it sounds, ifs hard to avoid 
chuckling when Dick and Fanny 
have a conversation. 

The manual claims the game 
has “a very sophisticated parser”. 
This is a somewhat dubious claim. 
The text often suggests actions 
which you cannot perform and a 
painful and confusing system is 
used to move the Five around. You 
cannot, for example, simply leave 
the house. You have to first go to 
the door and open it* It may be log¬ 
ical* but ifs not very friendly. Even 
eating sandwiches is a chore - 
remember to remove the paper. 
Still, that bit of paper might come 
in handy later,.. 

Ifs a reasonable adventure. 
There are lots of things for the Five 
to do, and getting those suspicious 
looking gentlemen in the clink will 
take some doing. A little easy for 
the hardened adventurer, but abso¬ 
lutely smashing fun for Famous 
Five fans. Frank 0*Corm&r 

W111 B M 
♦ Nice* but largely irrele¬ 

vant graphics. They 
loosely describe the 
scene* but give no 
clues to the action. 

♦ A tad too easy, espe¬ 
cially if you have read 
the book* 

+ Large* and on the 
whole a well thought 
out scenario. 

♦ Distinctive style* and 
bags of laughs. 
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BM hese days, it's almost a 
T must to have your sport srn- 

®l ulation endorsed by a 
popular personality. Gazza has had 
his name on football games, while 
Jack Nicklaus and Nick Faldo golf 
games are also available The lat¬ 
est sports personality to have his 
name featured on a computer sim¬ 
ulation isn't quite as well known as 
the aforementioned stars, but his 
achievements, though, are in fact 
near-legendary, 

Like a rubber ball 
Jahangir Khan is the world's high¬ 
est-ranking squash player, he has 
won all the rnapr squash titles as 
well as remained undefeated for 
over 500 international matches 
that he's played tn the last six 
years. Quite a feat, which is unri¬ 
valled in any other sport. 

Now you can take on the role 
of the number one player in 
Krisalis' stmulation, You can either 

JAHANGIR KHAN'S 
The first match of * set it under way, and player two seems to be bolting pretty clou to victory. Just a 
couple more points to set) the game. A power shot close to the wall is a good start, anyway! 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SQUASH 
KRISALIS ■ £24.99 Joystick 

Th« top ol the club league table. It looks as 
though our humble Staff Writer is on the way to 
getting complimentary tickets to the Christmas 
Rail from the Chairperson by the looks of this! 

play in a knockout championship 
between 32 players for the World 
Cup, or work your way up the club 
league ladder, improving your skills 
as you go. 

Options for various rule imple¬ 
mentations are availablet including 
changing the serving rules, setting 
the total number of games and opt¬ 
ing for the use of different grades 
of ball. You can practise a match 
at any time, or just watch the com¬ 
puter players battle it out to try and 
work out their various tactics 
before you go up against them. 

arguably more df^ 
cult, opponent 

There aren't 
many squash srnih 
Jations found on 
home computers, 
in fact the last 
noticeable effort 
was m fact Jonah 
B a r r i n g 10 ft * s 
Squash which was 
many, many years 
ago. This t$ proba¬ 
bly due to the 

complications in calcuiatrsg the 
physics for a ball as we* as two 
players bouncing around a court n 
three dimensions. 

Krisalis have managed to 
come up with a fair rterpretaoon 

of the sport, combining well drawn, 
colourful graphics which move 
around the screen smoothly with 
well-sampled, realistic squash court 
sounds to create the atmosphere 
of a real match. 

Occasionally, the perspective 
is a little off putting, making you 
run the wrong way at the crucial 
moment and the timing of the 
shots is pretty tight, which means 
you will have to get a lot of prac¬ 
tice in before you can make it 
through to the top of the league or 
into the later stages of the cup. 

As a two-player game, Jahangir 
Khan is quite a laugh, since both 
players have their quirks your 
opponent is a a perfectty-posi- 
tioned computer drone who seems 

Back against 
the wall, NOW! 

The game is played on an isomet¬ 
ric 3D court, starting with the 
players having to choose rough or 
smooth' to elect a server. At the 
end of the game, the winner gets 
to improve his speed, fitness or 
touch skills, ready for the next, and 

The big tournament i* about to get under way, so it's time to have * 
flick through the files and see just what you're going to be up against. 
This character looks as though he could be a pretty mean opponent! 

to be able to reach even the tricki¬ 
est of shots! 

If you're a fan of the sport, this 
may be just the thing to work out 
your energy if you can't make it to 
the sport centre. If you're new to 
the game of squash, then try this 
little simulation anyway - it could 
start a new interest Mmff Evans 

VERDICT 
Weil drawn colourful 
sprites and back¬ 
grounds portray the 
action nicely. 
Superb sound effects 
bring home the atmo¬ 
sphere of the court. 
Occasionally odd per¬ 
spective takes a little 
getting used to. 
A good implementation 
of the sport which 
unfortunately won't be 
to everyone's taste, 

f.VW 
1: 7e cjt"* 
i *' .c1 Ve r!' 
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- BUSTERING PACE 

- PIXEL PERFECT PASSING 

- SUPERB TACTICAL 
GAMEPLAY 

A NEW D1 
SOCCER S 

KICK OFF 2 greatly enhances the gameplay of KICK OFF, winner of the THE GAME OF THE YEAR in the 
U.K., and similar awards right across Europe. A host of new features have been added to the ones that 
enthralled players the world over. 

* Fufl size mukiHlirccUonaJ scrolling pitch with the players, 
markings etc in correct proportion, 

* 1 to 4 players option (Amiga and ST only) 

* 2 players TEAM option against the computer or 2 other players. 
Hundre ds of players each with a unique combination of 
attributes (stamina* pace, etc.) and skills (passing, shooting, 
tackling, etc.) 

* Instinctive Kick Off joy stick controls to dribble, pass, shoot, 
head or chip the ball and do sliding tackles. 

* Set piece. FREE KICKS including dummies and the ability to dip 
the ball or bend the ball round a defensive wall. 

* 9 types of comer kicks with full control of shot power. Long 
and short throw ins. 

* Team selection from a squad of 16 with substitution and a 
choice of tactics. 

* League and cup competitions with Extra Time. Injury Time 
and sudden death penalty shoot outs. 

* Facility to view, edit and save the Action Replays and create 
a Golden Shots dlsc.(Exd IBM & CBM 64) 

* Facility to load Player Manager teams and tactics for a single or league game. 

* Red and yellow cards. 16 different referees, injury time and a host of features to create an atmosphere for a game which is 
red fun to play. 

5T ACTION - The best game ever to grace the ST Highest accolade 
1 can give 
AMIGA USER INT - The best computer game ever 9716 

THE ONE 'Ultimate soccer simulation 96% 
THE ACE - Brilliant Buy. Buy, Buy. 930. 

AMIGA FORMAT - Best footy game to have appeared on any machine 

ST FORMAT - What a game! Gem to play Magic 90% 

C ft VG - Championship winning material. 95% 

GAMES MACHINE - Probably the best sports game ever 92% 

COMMODORE USER - No other footie game can touch it 90% 

AMIGA ACTION - Surpasses all other football games 93% 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY - Nothing short of brilliant. 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS * Computer football event of 
the year 

94% 

Amiga Sere 

AMIGA & ST £19.99 EXP. AMIGA £24.99 
IBM (AT & XT Turbo. EGA & VGA) £24.99 
CBM 64 - SPECTRUM - AMSTRAD £9.99, £14 991 

An International class player takes charge of a third division club as Player Manager. His brief is simple 
-Bring Back The Glory Days. 

His success depends on his playing skills on the pitch and managerial skills in devising winning tactics, 
aquiring the right players from the transfer market and building a team worthy of the highest honours. 

* Unique facility to design and implement your own tactics. 

* Over 1000 Individual players, each with a unique combination of attributes and skids. 

+ A lively transfer market. Haggle for the best deal. 

* 4 division league and a cup tournament with sudden death penalty shoot out. 

The Player Manager brings the every day realities of a manager's life, his talents as a manager and a 
player, his triumphs andhis failures into a sharp FOCUS. 

$T ACTION - A stroke of pure genius. 

THE ONE - An exceptional football management simulation. Astounding depth- Most involved, rewartfcng 3rd piayabie 

THE ACE ■ Successfully blends challenging soccer management with frantic end to end arcade actior 920 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS - The sheer depth is incredible A definitive management game 

COMMODORE USER ■ At last a managemenf game that requires 

true management skills - a winner 94% 

ST FORMAT - Brilliant 93% 

AMIGA FORMAT Enthrafflng and addictive 93% 

ZZAP - Best football management game ever written. 92% 

AMIGA-ST £19.99 



ENSION IN 
[ULATIONS 

THE FINAL WHISTLE 
Amiga - ST £12.99 

Raises the skills required and gameplay of KICK OFF 2 to 
new heights. 
Two extra kits. 
Look at any ptayer stats, (attributes and skffl) before selecting squad. 

Totally new comer kicks with full control of the power* height and trajectory of 
the ball. 

Enhanced threw ins and penalty shots. 

Provision to flick the ball in the air and do a blinding header or a spectacular 
overhead kick 

New two players team mode. Player 1 in position or nearest to the ball and 
player 2 in position or keeper. 

linesmen and referee on the pitch. (EXP. Amiga Only). 

A new player attribute FLAIR. A player with a high level of flair will try a solo 
attempt at the goal. 

4 new pitches - Wembley - Icy - Muddy - Non-League 

And Lot $ More 

WINNING TACTICS (£6.99 - February) - A collection of tactics for 
use in Flayer Manager or K02 with full explanations. 
RETURN TO EUROPE (£9.99 - April.) - Three European cup 
competitions. UEFA cup - European Cup ■ Cup Winners Cup, 
GIANTS OF EUROPE (June) Best teams of Europe on one disc. 

SUPER LEAGUE - Four division league with 24 teams in each 
division Automatic promotions and relegations. Teams from 
GIANTS OF EUROPE can be loaded into 1st Division. 

ANCO SOFTWARE. UNH 10 BURNHAM TRADING ESTATE. LAWSON ROAD, DARTFORD, KENT. 

TELEPHONE No. 0322 92513/18 FAX No: 0322 93422 

Draft specifications. Subject to changes without notice 



from 
HiSoft 

Some common fs from 

ProFlight Customers 

“The best simulator an the ST by far* 

“Very well done, the only flight 

simulator that gets it rightf Thanks* 

“We// done/// It is real!* 

“Superb * without exception the best on 
the market* 

“Very impressive ■ brilliant manual* 

“At to - o real flight sim for the purist* 

“Your usual high standard of software. 
ExceWenf.* 

“For realism, beats anything t have ever 

seen on a home computer m 

“Good fun & makes me nervous when 
flying dangerously - 10 cut of 10* 

* Brilliant manual, brilliant simulatorm 

“Another HiSoft winner I* 

These are all unsolicited comments from 
users of the Atari ST version of ProFlight 

and die Reviews ... 

“The sheer range of things to do 

makes this a winner and with futvn 

expansions planned this one could 

become os popubr as the 

now classic Flight 

Simulator It* 

“A great deal of 
thought has gone into 

bow the plane 

handles and the 

controls ore very 

responsive* 

ST Atfm , Match ML 

“ProFlight isn *t the some os other 
fighter Sims * rt really does feel real1 

“ProFlight ts addictive if you've gi 
the hang of less realistic simulatorsr 

moving on to ProF/igbt will give man 

more months of exciting flying. Vef) 
comp/ex but enjoyable and well wot 

the damslm 

Aten ST User hbruary I* 

. -. change to missiles..,locked on.., .. .heat-seeking missile launched target destroyed...back to base. 

HiSoft Es delighted to announce the immediate availability of ProFlight for the Atari ST and A ^ . 

ProFlight; a supremely accurate simulation of the Panavia Tornado military aircraft, a plane tlrr : "*? 
‘ ; ?est aircraft in (he world at ground level (Mach 1 2\ and one of the fastest at any level (Mac!" 2 1 - 'h 

advanced swing-wing technology that gives it a truly multi-role capability, ProFlight uses complex crx3 
exact flight equations that allow you to fly this powerful fighter just like its pilots 

Everything is there ... you con fly peaceful reconaissance missions or roar into full attoo r- 
bombs, heoHeeking Sidewinder and rodor-guided Sky Flash missiles 

ProF^ght comes complete with a professional 170page( ring-bound flight manual wKcr de*a s *?.■=-*. 
aspect of Hymg this exciting aircraft together with a pull-out specification sbee! of me 7 y^ooc 

ProFlight «$ available from all good computer stores and costs only £39 95 inclusive UK crv F **ou 
hove difficulty locating your copy, please call HiSoft on 0525 718181 end as* to spec* toJ«i*e 

HiSoft 
High Quality Software 

The Old School, Greenfieli 
Bedford MK45 5DE UK 

Tel: +44 525 718181 
Fax: +44 525 713716 



SCREENPLAY 

Exile allow* you to control robot*, but others try to kill you. The abil¬ 
ity to adjumt a grenade* trajectory comes in handy here as you can 
sneakily lob a bomb through the gap without getting shot. 

Run from a gun turret you accidentally throw a grenade ahead. Such 
mistakes are costly a* kit I* In short supply. It would be nice to see 
what that strange blue box is, but the armour wont take much more. 

Exile is odd to control Rather 
than relying on joystick or 
mouse, the designers have 

made keys the optimum control 
method for this arcade adventure. 

The Exile is trapped. The rest 
of his crew, have been entombed 
inside the planet that the ship is 
now orbiting. With only a jebpack 
you have to organise his rescue. 

Pack man 
The first problem is one of self-con¬ 
trol. Gravity ain't what it is on 
Earth. So every jet on the pack 
must be employed to keep from 
plummeting downwards. This, high¬ 
lights the games reliance on key 
commands. Every option available 
for key users is on offer to joystick 
users, but sbll the joystick seems 
lacking. It doesn't enjoy the subtle 
touch of proper key controls tie an 
arrangement that allows both 
hands to be used). The joystick 
combinations requires the fire but¬ 
ton to be held down while you 
move the character, which proves 
awkward. Once mastered the key¬ 
board proves to be an incredibly 
flexible user interface. 

Exile develops a vast range of 
puzzles and tests. For example any 
object can be picked up. put n the 
pocket, dropped and thrown. On 
top of this comes the abity to 
change trajectory of any thrown 
object; which allows pnporrt tar¬ 
geting instead of hurt and hope 

In Exile, unlike most games, 
the guy doesn't actually <*e. When 
his energy levels reach zero, fis 
suit teleports him back to ^ base 
ship. Four teleport ports are avail¬ 
able on demand. After logging 
them, a key press wfxsks Iwn to 
the chosen location. This gws him 
the ability to run into troubte and 
teleport out, and is butt nto the 
game as the solution to some of 
the more dangerous problems 

The Exile system is packed 
with features that allow toe workf s 
logic to be abused to you advan¬ 
tage. The scroll, for instance, ags 
behind the hero, but you are 
offered toe chance to lock it so it 
scrolls swiftly with him. When toe 
going gets hectic this lessens con¬ 
fusion but when unlocked the 
screen scroll can be used to peek 
at areas you haven't yet reached. 

The spaceman goes swimming. The danger here isn't drowning but 
being savaged by some particularly tough piranhas. Trouble is you'll 
have to get wet it you’re to free the crew and be heme in time for tea. 

AUDIOGENIC ■ £24.39 
Keyboard or joystick 

The most convincing element 
to be found in Exile is the logic on 
which the entire world and its com¬ 
posite elements are built. To scare 
away animals, for instance, you will 
need portable fire, so both flames 
and torches have to be found and 
then manipulated. 

To extinguish fires you'll need 
water; but that requires finding and 
filling a container. As water is a liq¬ 
uid and you're using a jet-pack, 
careless flyers can easily spill the 
water from the open flasks, 

A to Z 
Exile is no classic, despite its glori¬ 
ous control system. While it is 
totally flexible, the rest of the pack¬ 
age doesn't deliver in excitement 
fascination, tension and design, 

The graphics detract from toe 
game's sophistication, rather than 
providing toe canvas on which this 
game is painted. The game doesn't 
develop quickly enough to grab 
players by their interest and drag 
them in. The first layer of traps are 
deadly enough to frustrate, but 
vary Kittle from the fetch object A to 
use on object B thus freeing object 
C variety. It is also too easy to find 
yourself stranded after a single slip 
up. RAM-save and disk-save facili¬ 
ties are provided to help alleviate 
this problem but this cures the 
symptom and not the ailment. 

Exile is a great game system, 
employed to drive a standard 
game. The logic behind the whole 
affair is sweet and while the control 

method is complex it allows such 
free movement its worth learning. 

The lack of dynamism makes 
this a game for the connoisseur, 
who fancies something different. 
Exile is different, brilliant in parts, 
poor in others it defies categorisa¬ 
tion. If this system could be 
married to a more rivettmg con¬ 
cept we would be talking major 
title, without this pulling power it's 
relegated to the rote of delightful 
curiosity. Trenton Webb 

VERDICT 
♦ Outrageously complex, 

but thorough control 
system.Poor graphics 
impair the initial 
impact. 

+ Lacks pace and a 
decent hook, to make 
learning the controls 
worthwhile. 

♦ Logical, lateral and lit¬ 
eral thinking puzzles 
to solve. 
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10 MARKETPLACE 
ST. ALBANS 

HERTS AL1 3DG 

TEL (0727) 56005/41396 
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E S T 

t-Jil THE GALLERY 1 

f m§§ ARNDALE CENTRE ■ m 
LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG j 

TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

j 

1 H G 
YEARS 1 

STARTER PACK 
Full Amigo S00 pack, WITHOUT Batmon/Fligihl/Scjeen Gems 

softwjre: 8UT WITH: 

1 $ disc Hobbyte PD Great? pack, including Virus Killers, the 

Best Slot Trek and oiber lop ten games, A/code Classics, Board 

Oossici, Besl of ihe Utilities,, Home pock including Word 

Processor, Spreadsheet Dotabcrse, 

Joystick 

1MB AMIGA £329 

GAMES PACKS 
BATPACK, SCREEN GEMS FULL AMIGA SOD 
PACK, PLUS; Batman Pock Software: Boiman, FI 8 Intercept, 

New Zealand Story, DduxePoint [I 
Oil Fligfrr of Fonoisy software: F29 Ketoliator, Rambow Island, 

Escape from the Planer of jtie Robot Monsters, Deluxe 
Paint II 

OR Screen Gems software: Shadow of the Beast II, 
Bock to foe Future II, Days of Thunder, Nightbreed, 
Deluxe Paint II 

any 1,1 MB Amiga £ 3 6 9 any 2,1 MB Amiga £39 9 
any 1,512K Amiga £349 any 2,512K Amiga £379 
ANT SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 
for existing Amiga owners. .- £39 

THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

BATMAN OR SCREEN GEMS GAMES PACK AS LEFT, PLUS: 
FO INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES - previous titifs 
E199K399? each,, phone to choose from current list of 15, or leave 
it to is! Children's games available. 

IS DISC HOB BYTE PD GREATS PACK, indudmg Vius life. to 
BEST 5*r nk Compute Confer, Breakout and cwtsimdKHi Kil, flfcizmd and adhec 

| gBnes, *mde Ocssc. Board Classics, StatorfrUl Classic Besi of to UMk 

■ tone pat cidting Word Rwssw/Spsli Check., Spuecrtfchect Ddrica 

I Dull Cover, 1D Blank Discs, Disc Box, Mouse Mai, Micros witch | 
\ Turbo Joyride 1MB Amiga £389 

S12K Amigo £369 ] 

ABSOLUTE 
BEGINNERS PACK 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: POSTMAN PAT, SNAP, 
SNAKES AND LADDERS, LUDO 
FUN SCHOOL 2 AND FUN SCHOOL 3 

(specify under t years, (specify under S years, 
6 fo 8 years, or 8+- years} 5 to 7 years, of 7+ years) 
12 shinning UK edwutiwri pomes with beoatrlul ptawres, exciting animation 

and music tliar help to develop number, ward and other skills, 

lip In fi sU levels. Conform to Nutional [wiidum toquiremrits 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, jeuhiring up to U to while 

you ptay' flonws (vows rxcorfrig to age grnup) 

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 'O to pack 

mt; Train Set Gome, Floslibier. 

JOYSTICK.-1MB Amiga £3/9 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS SOFTWARE 
PACK for uisting Amiga users £ 5 5 

EDUCATIONAL PACK 
Available only to educational users - see note below 

Full Amiga 500 pack, plus AS01 512K RAM expansion plus 
any ONE af the following (please state first and second choke! 

Prawile W InfoFile spreadsheel, Deluxe Paint H, Deluxe Print, 
Musk Mouse, LOGO, Talking Turtle, BBC Emulator 4 5 BBC 

programmes, MIDI Interface, Super base Personal, Maxiplen 500. 
Dr. Is MIDI Recording Studio 

£299 plus VAT 
liFiportonl Note: Hr aHvr is slrrity only ovailable to IfAs,. irliooli 

jludetils. •duatimift «d toochers - please provide affkkrl order, or 

sdetMifitflikw Hich as 5 leite cwilirriwnd uudunc stains, Iram school or Lollops, 

of copy of DE5 cord or similar. Delivery on ihis package may be op to M/31 , 

I days fromdote of order 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed 
before 4,00pm subject to avnilabilty* Aliemaliveiy send 

cheque, postal order, bankers draft or official order (Pits, 

Education and Government bodies only} la; Dept. AF, 
Hobbyfi Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, $t. 
Albans, Herts M3 5DG, Please allow 7 working da^for 
dtequt dwronce. Subject fo availability, despatch is normally 
within 2A hours of receipt of cleared payment. 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highbnds} 
W tomsumables £ Despatched by post, please check 
soHware ‘^s charges when ordering 
D*v : except losers Next day courier service, £ 10 per box 
laser pm Next ckry courier service, £17.50 
OHshore ■ ;H fiends Normal rate plus £20 + Ml per box 

In ak^cr »t foe following express services: 
Sotordcv ze-ireres Normal rate plus £10 + VAT 

surcharge per box 
[ 7om to 9arr v r ;cy Normal Fate plus £10 + VAT 

surcharge per box 
Am next»» Mormol rote plus £5 + VAT 

surcharge per box 

FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCAT10NAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 
A501 512k RAM expansion 
Lets Spall af Home, Music Mouse, Ptowrito WF, InfoFile 
spreadsheet, Deluxe Point 11, Deluxe Print, Music Mouse, LOGO, 
Talking Turtle, BBC Emulator, 5 BBC programmes, 10 discs, 00s and j 
DONTs poster, Resource File, In Pock Video, NAPP Bookle t. 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, knrtgppto 12 to 
while you play' games ivanes Mcartftag to age groi$) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, iodise pad 

re; Iron Sei Gome, Fladibier ____ 
joystick £529 
SOFTVYARF UPGRADE PACK rlQQ 
for gieistiPfl Amigo owners tlT7 

COMMODORE CD7V 

VERY LIMITED STOCKS EXPECTED SOON, 
RESERVE YOURS NOW £. phone 

\ \ rr 

Alone 7MB RAM on 
HD (onlrller 

2058 board SUP board 
pap la 2MB pop To SMS 

6V? It/A 8B9 999 
£19 k/A 1039 1149 

1199 Hi/A I3B9 1499 
279 It/A 949 1079 

m 919 1039 1149 
m 1049 lift 1299 
m 1419 1519 1449 
m m 1919 1279 

1 A500 to B2000 or 3000 TRADE IN 
[All pricei cx VAT] 

* 20 blank discs and 80 capatily lockable disc box 
• 15 dis-c Hubbytt PD Creels pock, k Vnrs Killers, The Ulnmcto Sier 

M, and other great pomes, Aicode Ckssits. Board (lassies. Bast af to 
UrifiriK, hame Pod inc. Wad Ptoessoi, Spall Ctod, Daittose, Sprpadtoef 

62000 wirh 
20908/201*8 HD 
MU only 
XT Bridge Ekrai 
ATBridfiStort 
2300 bn, Cenbck 
B2CCC with 
2091/40MIHD 
tSOwwv 
XT Budge Bm-d 
AT BiidiB Bounl 
7300 bn Gen lock 
wm 
AMO I A/40 HJWHj. 40-MB HD. ?.M£ RAM. 1 i 3 SBDK floppy, keybogd £1895 I 
A300G ?5/4o a.s- mfm. toSri £7059 1 
A3000 25/100 £237*1 
1950 SVGA 8001600 t^uiNjn Huttrsyns £ 399 | 

Ptedse sen undw '[rims' fur Dddtrjpnnl enpaitofi 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK moinland] 
Credil tarns of 34.8% AFU (variabte) can be arranged to puriioses cm? 
£150, -subjed to status. Competitwe tong schemes are also *» “3 
businesses, including sole traders and partnerships. Just to! for wuer- 
{totoils and applies hon to. 

(QMMOOORE10845 OR PHILLIPS 8933 COLOUR MORftOt 

LUOS £220WM 
SUR LC24 200 COLOUR PRINTER AND IUDS 1285 " 

CLASS OF THE 90S 
EDUCATIONAL / APPLtCAT IONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 5D0 PACK, PLUS: 

ASOT 5121 RAM eipaostofl, MIDI Interface, Deluxe Point II, 
Superbase Personal, Moxipkin $00, Publisher 's Choke, Dr T's 
MIDI Recording Stodtor LOGO, BBC Emulator, 5 BBC 
programmes. 10 bbant ®so, mouse mot, disc wallet, 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, faiving w to 12 
learn wMf yn piev gafir nm aasning to Oft group) 
HOBBYTE 3Q EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 
10 disc P«k me; Sitte*. Ftahtof 

JOYSTICK £519 

CUSS OF THE ?QS SOFTWARE UPGRADE 
PACK for existing Amigo owners £ 19 9 

AMIGA 1500 
hm floppy 1 MB RAM Wrase opj^cn cs B2COO. 1 L^SOI Mentor with: 
The Wwh Platinum drifts*, Dekixe Paint Ilk Sim City, J ^ 
Populous, Their fineji %r, !> [ r Computor Jargon. Ger the I 
most out oF yewr Am»gc. -icnudb or<j openjn^ig &43 l 

T S DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, .r*krfng Vm ififcrs, 
to BEST Star Tn*. Confute Orfc Snsfexit xti constuciwi (Gt, Blinnrd 

amt otor games, ArraJe Gebci. Soot! Gesacs. Shoow Up (lasso, 
B^foirbe Unities, Ha™ 50a rajdrg Aartt Processor/Spetl Ched, 

***•'**• £889 
WITH T.V, MODULATOR NO MONITOR £699 

A500TO 1500 TRADE IN 
Withmtwitorrih?OiBAi(AirilkritoBT”rT - -£W9 
Wuhour mHiw, silMiflWtatf Irridtit.*.« £799 

EXTRAS Inc VAT 
Shu Iffft rata £195 
Swiilkmvhmwmwkktk-  Qff 
Cftbm Swil 9 pa wm w** rib wfc .£189 
{ik2«n S^h?Csr n# r** ** mii-  £299 
CBM 1270 n rifrri* ..- -CIS? 
(ornRvdvt MpM33rif Sten colour Mwiiior, mirh leak £227 
Snood Riier^v 1 y trirr.SDr ‘rsuqh j»fi and diulih mriflek £59 
AMI to OfW A* 5 l* tAM Em . £29 
ASMJtkriAm .-.- - - - £269 
Anna 510 Nart * at IB.- ... £329 
'f Hi 1 f i "I— Jill- II — | -£6.99 
StUfatHlMriritl« ---£16 99 
XCSOOPm m ^ i .-t sij #i m SM WDK .£219 1 
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SCREENPLAY 

The World is your oyster - or at least your clam! Ships are sent sailing 
around the globe by laying three route markers in the ocean. Be care¬ 
ful to avoid the crinkly bits as ships forget where they're going. 

Colonists are ten a penny - well, almost! Hire them here before sailing 
them to strange and interesting places, to meet strange and interest¬ 
ing people who they enslave for strange and interesting profits. 

MERCHANT COLONY 
Impressions ■ £29.99 Mouse Historically, Europeans have 

often longed for a place in 
the sun. The Portuguese, 

Spanish, French and British were 
first off the mark as soon as it 
became apparent that (a) the world 
was in fact round, (b) there was a 
large unknown blue bit missing on 
all contemporary maps known as 
the Pacific, (cl the lands contained 
masses of ’free' commodities - 
gold, silver etc, - and thousands of 
volunteer workers, ie slaves. 

This is history, but Impressions 
are giving us a chance to relive 
those days and to right the wrongs 
of those free-market imperialists. 
In Merchant Colony you get the 
chance to build your own economic 
country, ruled in name by the king 
but in reality by the profit motive. 

Firstly you must send ships across 
the sea packed full of cokxists 
who will build a base and then 
develop it into a growing, thriving, 
self-sufficient town. Once these 
foundations have been laid, they 
will start to produce surplus goods 
which can be shipped off and sold 
at an enormous profit. Or thafs the 
plan: but as ever wrth the free 
market, things are rarely so easy 
Everything from storms to prrva- 
teers stands in your path 

Ships for sail? 
The drive for empire is led from 
two main perspectives: a map and 
an office. The maps range from 
global, for general route-pianrfng 
down to detailed coloroy-tevei from 
which towns are managed. The 

office is where your East India 
Company equivalent can be moni¬ 
tored for profitability, ships bought, 
colonists hired and so forth. 

Vital to the running of your 
Merchant Colony are people. 
Fending folks who want to get away 
from it all is easy, but getting the 
right mix is vital if the colony is to 
thrive, The eight vital skill types - 
soldiers, settlers, workers, explor¬ 
ers, teachers, engineers and 
storemen - all have obvious roles, 
but are required at different 
stages. The management side 
forces continual monitoring of, and 
addition to, these teams. New 
needs must be anticipated, 
because ships of this day take an 
absolute age to reach anywhere. 

The introduction of land and 
sea battles with pirates allows an 
aggressive style of play to evolve. 
Caution has to be built into any 
gamepfan to avoid the ship being 
scuppered by a stroke of fate: ice¬ 
bergs or locust plagues. 

Cursor or curser? 
Merchant Coiony looks good, for 
what essentially is a strategic 
management simulation. Figures 
only intrude where they have to, 
namely the accounts. The move¬ 
ment of goods, people and ships is 
icon driven. 

Here Merchant Colony starts to 
show its flaws. When the mouse 
cursor ts moved at speed, it jerks 
on update and begins to make 
accuracy difficult. The detailed, 
colony-level map window can be 
moved by pushing the cursor at the 
edge of the screen, but a jerky 
mouse makes accurate movement 
difficult, even over small distances. 

Yes, Merchant Colony is a chal¬ 
lenge. It would be unrealistic to 
expect Ft to be exciting, but strat¬ 
egy games should have tension - 

GOOD COMPANY? 

Possibly the most famous of all "private' empires was that of the 
East India Company, who from their London desks ruled rwsdy a 
third of the world's population. They were established thanks te 
Queen Elizabeth's Royal Charier of 1600, which gave them a 
monopoly of all trade between England and the Far East. 

This monopoly gave them effective governmental control of 
most of India during the 17th Century, which can't have been bad 
for profits* After Pitt's India Act 11704] they were forced te share 
power with a committee who answered to Parliament, The e*d 
was signalled in 1034 when the East India Co lost their Chinese 
monopoly. In response to the Indian Mutiny (1857| Parliament 
awarded themselves complete control of India. The company was 
abolished after the India Act of 1B58. 

will the grand plan work? Will the 
enemies attack before you have a 
chance to finish building up the 
towns garrison? - and Merchant 
Colony lacks this element It is hard 
to build and maintain colonies that 
are scattered over the globe, but 
the level of commitment needed to 
sustain long-term gaming is hin¬ 
dered by this lack of tension. 

This puts the emphasis on the 
subject matter to sustain interest, 
which means if yourre a history buff 
you'll probably love it, but other¬ 
wise everything starts to flag once 
you've mastered the principles 
involved. Trertfon Webb 

EUj.MI 
♦ Good use of pretty 

graphics to support a 
‘strategy' game* 

♦ Mouse cursor moves 
jerkily and hinders 
detailed control. 

♦ Stow switching 
between screens is 
irritating as there are 
few short cuts* 

♦ A novel topic for a 
colonisation game: 
educational and not 
set in space* 

♦ Lacks a tense bite arid 
so sustained interest 
can quickly fade. 

IrJLV.’tofl 
li 4 'e cuv 7#i 
k 7c.Vev'/i 
lifter dic//M 
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SCREENPLAY 

D*m Boot is no real visual thriller. The still screens, like this engine room, are well drawn but den t vary 
much. The 3D polygons of combat are look best in limited detail, which keeps the game speed up. Luckily 
the command menu is always in view with the necessary keyboard shortcuts marked, which helps when 
things get sticky under the briny blue |or brinege bleu as they say in Berlin, Hamburg, Bonn.,,). 

Mindscape ■ £34.99 Mouse and keyboard U-boat simulations have a 
strange fascination. Unlike 
flight sims there is little 

seat-ofth e-pants action because 
the player is captain, torpedo 
loader and deck gunner. 
The ship slowly chums 
through the sea, so 
there are few speed 
thrills. However the 
claustrophobic under¬ 
sea battle beckons. 

Das Boot offers 
three different craft and 
five different campaigns, Each 
is historically accurate, but can be 
manipulated to make a beginners 
life easier or a veteran’s life 

tougher, Das Boot is a 3D polygon 
war-torn world that's interspersed 
with 2D options and control 
screens. The action can be 

speeded up by lowering the 
3D detail levels, depend¬ 

ing on how much 
accuracy you take 
with your action. 

Deck head 
The 12 vital areas of 

the submarine have 
been isolated, and their 

functions streamlined, so that 
a single deck-hand can sail and 
shoot simultaneously. Accessed by 
a key-press or mouse click these 

control screens allow you to leap 
from bow to stern in seconds. The 
business end of the sub - deck 
guns, anti-aircraft cannon and tor¬ 
pedo aiming are conducted in a 3D 
environment with you doing the 
pointing and shooting; while the 
management of the vessel: naviga¬ 
tion, depth control and radio 
operations are conducted through 
neatly animated flat screens. 

This equal split, forces a visit 
to the practice ranges before play, 
just to familiarise new submariners 
with their ship. As there is no single 
central command panel, knowing 
where to find specific controls, 
quickly, is vital, As captain, it’s all 
to probable that you will have to 
flick between control and action 
screens in the heat of battle. 

After setting sail, radio reports 
filter through bom other wolf-pack 
members and spotter planes. 
These need decoding - and the 
code broken if it is from allied sho 
ping - and the correct course set 
to intercept. All the whie 
periscopes and btnociiars must 
scan the horizon looking for vic¬ 
tims, as the primitive detection 
systems means visual contact is 
the only sure method 

On yer’ marks 
Once in combat Das Boot shows 
itself to be a game of ski and 
judgement Torpedoes require 

Out chi the practice range and it’s air-attack day. Using the AA gun 
you take on what seems like the entire Luftwaffe, but being German 
alio they won t tink the sub, Allied planes, though, are not as polite. 

'marks1 to time detonation, while 
the right choice of torp1 (acoustic, 
magnetic or bop) may make up for 
targeting errors. They must be 
fired with a considerable lead - this 
is where the practice comes in 
handy - calculating where the ship 
will be when the torpedo reaches 
detonation distance. 

Das Boot, though, is no turkey 
shoot. Allied vessels can hit back 
and merchant ships have escorts 
who try to force U-boats away 
using deck guns to stop a surface 
attack and depth charges against 
the submerged subs. Stay topside 
too long and the airforce will join 
you for a one-sided shoot out. 
There are even battles with other 
subs which can be conducted from 
an 'outside view1 in a slow, almost 
balletic, dog(fish) fight. 

Das Boot has both realism and 
fast fighting. The control screens 
are well drawn and animated. The 
vector 3D battles, while far from 
stunning add realism to the battles. 
There is an annoying lag between 
screens - time is frozen so it's no 
disadvantage - that breaks the 
atmosphere that the rest of the 
game works so hard to establish. 

Das Boot's cat-and-mouse style 
will drag for those who seek instant 
thrills. Here you have to track down 
trouble, then attack before it gets 
out of hand. The hunt essentially 
focuses on navigation, whilst scan¬ 
ning the radio waves and the 
skyline. Planning pays off and work 
put into tracking a ship pays far 
greater dividends than blasting the 
first ship you sail across. Then, the 
long hours of tracking pay off in a 
few brief seconds of destructive 
fury! Trenton Webb 

VERDICT 
4 Strong mix of 3D and 

flat screens. 
♦ Gameplay relies more 

on stealth than 
strength, so there is 
little initial action, 

♦ A touch pricey at £357 
♦ Variables add longevity 

to the low number of 
missions. 

♦ Lag between screens 
disrupts the otherwise 
excellent realism. 
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Quality UK micros witches * High-tech plastic shell lor 
for positive response looks and strength. 

Unbreakable solid steel shaft. - Auto-fire versions available 

Versions also available 
for Sega and Nintendo. 

MADE IN UK EETSE 

Designed to fit your grip 

Three fire buttons 
for flexible fast action. 

+Nqw available from Selected Branches of 

WH SMITH • R 
* 5*&«J V 

Setfndges 
Software 

I PLUS 
. and all good computer dealers. 

SPECTRAVIOEO U»IT 21 NORTHFlELO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ll*f£F0MD AVENUE #E«lLEV. HAD 1NU. ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE fill III fill FACSIMILE Oil 9&3 662 5 



Amiga 
Repairs 

If something is wrong with your Amiga 
500 or C64, who better to turn to than 
the Commodore National Repair 
Centre, 

For all repairs to your computer, one low 
payment covers diagnosis, repair 
(including parts and labour) and delivery 
back to you. 

And, as a special bonus, you can receive 
a free piece of software if you contact 
us before 25th May 1991. 

The experience and expertise of our 
technicians ensures that your computer 
is repaired to a high standard at a low 
cost. And each repair will be carried ou' 
within 12 working days! 

To schedule a repair and claim your free 
software, simply call Michelle or 
Matthew on 0733 391234. 

Please be ready to give your name, 
address, computer type, serial number 
and the type of fault. 

T 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 

The cost is £49.95 for an Amiga 500 
and £39.95 for a C64. Payment can be 
made by cheque, postal order or credit 
card. 

And remember, if you call before 
25th May you can claim a FREE piece 
of software. 

0733 391234 

FMG House 
Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate 

Peterborough PE2 0SF 

£49.95 
COVERS 

ANY 
REPAIRS 



SP OUTRO 

If Page 47 was Screenplay Intro, this must be SP Outro! 

Sreenplay 'outro' (SPOutro) is the little bit of Format where all those irritating loose 

ends are neatly tied together - or at least that's the theory! So all those games 

that came in too late for a full review this ish', or were too awful to merit a page, 

get the treatment here. 

SPOUTING 

OUT! 
Budgets, of the economic hind, 

are a pain at the best of times- 

This hi# around they've man- 

aged to totally mess up all the 

software prices- Life had finally 

quietened down, the software 

houses had settled on £25 for 

full-price software and budgets 

for a tenner or less. The 

increase of 2.5 per cent on 

VAT, though, has managed to 

throw everything into chaos. 

Now £9.99 games will 

retail at £10.24, and those at 

£29.99 should sell for £30.74. 

Now the software industry is 

not to blame for the VAT 

increase and have to respond 

to what is laid down by govern¬ 

ment. Naturally, they have to 

keep their profits up, espe¬ 

cially in times of recession, if 

they are to stay in the software 

publishing business. 

The underlying worry is 

that this may mark a general 

increase in software prices, 

quietly being introduced over 

the next few months. This fear 

can only be reinforced when 

hearing Richard Steele, head 

of software distributors 

Centre soft; commenting in 

Computer Trade Weekly, 1 

think firms will revise their pric¬ 

ing and product prices will 

move up to, say, £10.99 or 

whatever. I dont think these 

unfamiliar prices will last long" 

There was an argument, 

which had finally died down, 

about game prices. People 

were happy to pay £25. But 

VAT hiking the price to £25.50 

cannot justify slapping another 

50 pence on top to make the 

price more convenient for 

shops and consumers. This is 

not inevitable, hopefully. 

Mirror Image £7.99 

Cmemaware have created Rockef 

Ranger in the very best B-movie tra¬ 

dition, and it is quite possibly the 

best game they ever wrote. 

You control an all American 

hero, Rocket Ranger, who flies 

around on a jet-pack bashing the 

Nazi menace, ft set new standards 

for graphics and sound in Amiga 

games, that have rarely been bet¬ 

tered. Using an animated 

movie-style, the game puts you in 

__ control of the super fly guy in a 

number of arcade-style sub-games. 

These may not be that complex, but they are tough enough to keep most folks bashing for hours. With such bril¬ 

liant sound and vision, the only downer is the disk swapping and long loading time; but at this price who cares? 

I _ 

ROC 

Mirror Image £7,99 

1 Now. the game that launched a thousand sprites, 

namely Speedbaff, can be put to the test, as it gets 

| a budget outing Speedbatf was a mould-breaking 

future-sport sim where the Cyberpunk image was 

played to the hilt, using outrageous ‘reflective steel’ 

backdrop graphics and digitised sound. I Two teams go head-to4iead m a handbaiyke 

hockey hybrid, where the loser goes home in an 

ambulance. For the first time a sport sim on the 16- 

bit machines looked like it belonged there, play was 

fast and the skill-development potential immense. 1 Since then, sport games have changed radically, 

there has been the Kick Off phenomenon and even 

Speedbafl //. These younger titles steal their thurv 

I der from Speedba/J. which is starting to show its 

age but remains a great competitive game. 

Infogrames £24.99 

in a month where Format has been 

examining 3D in its many guises, 

Alpha Waves still stands out as a truly 

weird 3D game. You control a poly¬ 

gon top which is viewed from behind. 

Hanging in 3D space are 

coloured trampolines, which form a 

trail to an exit. You have to bounce 

the top out of the exit. With a lire' 

thrust control the entire world is 

rolled around by using the joystick, 

which behaves like a drunken cam¬ 

era, pivoting and then righting itself. 

The only constant from which 

your relative position can be judged is a light sourced shadow. Very odd, very good to watch, it follows very much 

in the footsteps of E-Mot/on and Vaxune 
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SP OUTRO 

Impulse £24.99 
j^rSv6i\ 

Arir.I 
tfc'fl i»«« 
% IV /e 6 

Talking of Speedbafi, Ice 
Hockey is about the 
nearest real sport to it. 
It's fast and has a ten¬ 
dency to be very violent, 
so it should translate well 
to a computer format. 
/nfernationai fee Hockey 
however is not the 
definitive translation. 

It captures the 
speed of ice hockey but 
none of the control. The 
players are hard to con¬ 
trol regardless of the options selected (turn speed is variable, when 
playing formations and there are a variety of choices as to which player 
you control) and this is vital if a speed sport sim is to work. To compound 
this the graphics are limited to say the least with the perspective stretched 
to an unseemly angle. Still, there's a league facility and it is possible to get 
thrown in the sin bin! 

INTERNATIONAL 
ICE 

OUAD3EL 

QUADREL 
Loriciels £19.99 

More oddness but this time from Loriciels. Quadrat is a puzzle game that 
is played over a grid system. Using four colours you must fill an entire grid 
so that no one colour is placed adjacent to itself. It is dead easy when it is 
m solitaire mode, you can play with friends or against the computer - 
when it gets much more complex. 

Simplicity is often a boon in puzzle challenges but this one is rather 
too simple and lacks the solid depth of strategy, An amusing diversion 
nonetheless, for a while at least. 

TETRIS 
Infogrames £24.99 

Another old soldier making a come back is Tetris, only this time there has 
been a complete reworking of the game. If you've been living in a bunker 
for 20 years and don't know, Tetris is a shape game where falling four 
block segments have to arranged to form complete lines. These disappear 
and you earn points. Simple addictive stuff, it looks boring to watch but is 
monumentally addictive. Sweet as this version is, it may have missed the 
boat - by about three years. 

MONSTER PACK 
Psygnosis £20.99 
In the history of games Shadow of the Beast (AF4 78%) will 
go down as the title that sold a iegendarily number 
Amigas, The graphics were exquisite but the gameplay was 
outrageously tough, but now Psygnosis give you the 
chance to relive this classic akmg with the space-adventure 
epic. Infestation MHO 89%) and the Super Sprint-style 
overheacLracer Afrtro [API 9 84%). 

Ail are constructed with all the flair Psygnosis have to 
offer. There may only be three games on offer in the pack, but Beast f and 
infesfaf/on are almost unfintshabty b g. Nitro is a pleasant diversion too. 

WINNING TEAM 
Domark £29.99 

Since Domark signed up the rights to afl Tengens coin-ops they've brought some 
bravely different games to our screens. WMng team brings this batch together with 
Klax (Afl3 88 %), APB (AF5 81% Escape from the Ranet of the Robot Monsters [AFT l 
82%), Cyberbait(Afll 71%) and .indicators CAF1 81%T The games range from blasting 
with Vindicators, silly shoobng atT Escape and puzzle brilliance in Ktax. 

If refreshingly different cothdps are ytw bag then check it out. None of the games 

alone have massive lasting rterest potential (except Kiax) but for short bursts of intense 

play, they really come into ther own. 
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SP OUTRO 

BOTTOMS UP 
ft's all very wel! knowing what's going on at the top but what about the 
more modest positions7 Well nere's what's happening at the bottom of 
the All Price Top 200: 

191 Hot Rod Activision £24.99 
192 Falcon Mission Disk 2 Mjrrorsoft £19.99 
193 Sega Manor Mix US Gold £24*99 
19* Wrath of the Demon Readysoft £29,99 
195 Power Drome Electronic Arts £24*99 
190 Magnum * Ocean £29.99 
197 Kid Gloves Millennium £19.99 
198 Manix Millennium £24.99 
199 Line of Fire US Gold £24.99 
200 Locomotion Byteback £6.99 

Isn't ancient history fun! 

Warhead 11 
So much for the peace dividend 
Last month five games 
directly inspired by real 
world-war technology 
made the charts; this 
time around it's 101 f-19, 
A-l 0, Warn, UMS //, Das 
Soot, MiG 29, Slue Max, 
MI Tank, Advanced 
Destroyer and Wings all 
recreate some of mans 
less pleasant moments in history, 
and we re buying them in droves. 
What will Mrs Whitehouse say? 

Pure Geld 
Well we're rather chuffed. A Format 
Gold Top three and a total of eight 

BELOW 
ft's hard to cram a quart 
into a pint pot, ft is also 
extremely difficult to force 
about a billion different 
games a month into every 
Screenplay. Here are our 
multiple choice excuses as 
to the reason why certain 
games are not reviewed 
(delete as applicablej: 
Final Whistle Anco - 
faf The review copy got 
knacked. (bj Sagittarius is 
rising in Saturn, fc) It's a 
game of two halves. 
Panxt Kick Boxing 
US Gold - 
(a) We oniy saw a French 
version* fb) Gary is a Devil, 
ft] Oddball hit me! 

in the Top 30. As satisfying as ft 
may be to be a good tipster, it is 

far more heartening to see 
quality games getting 
the recognition they 
deserve. Congrats soft¬ 
ware buying peeps, 
you're obviously highly 
astute beings 

Licence to 
vanish? 

Birds migrate north for the sum¬ 
mer, squirrels hibernate for the 
winter, but where do the big 
licences go in the summer This 
month there are only three true 
licences ~ coirvops or movies - 
showing out in the charts Turtles 

Super Monaco and Vk* 
Interestingly however 
there are a number of 
original game segued 
doing well, as pseudo 
licences: Speedba® 2. 
SWJV tsequef to 
Silkworm?), Fnai 
Whist/e and Kick Off Z 
Turrtcan 2, Barcfs Taie 
Hi, UMS l Chaos 
Strikes Back and Pro 

Tennis Tour 2* Is the hcence dead 
or is it just on holiday? 

THE AMIGA FULL 
PRICE CHART 

1 1TJ Lentmingi 

Psygnosis £24*99 FG92% 
2 |4) Speedbxll 2 

Image Works £24.99 FG94% 
3 (2) SWIV 

Storm £24.99 FG92% 
« 15) Final Whistle 

Anco £12.99 S see below 
5 H PGA Tout Golf 

Electronic Arts £25.99 FG90% 
a h vix 

Virgin £24.99 61% 
7 H Power lip 

Ocean £29*99 Compilation 
8 |I 2| Kick Off 2 

Anco £24.99 FG94% 
9 (9) Panaa Kick Boxing 

US Gold £24*99 See Below 
1© |3) 

Rainbow Arts £24*99 80% 
11 |*} F-t 9 Stealth Fighter 

Micro Prose £29.99 FG91% 
12 (7J A-10 Tank Killer 

Sierra On Line £34*99 75% 
13 (10) Flat* of Fury II 

Virgin £29.99 Compilation 
14 (13) Powermonger 

Electronic Arts £29.99 FG94% 
15 (-) Bard'* Tale III 

Electronic Arts £25.99 69% 

16 I) Nam 

Domark £29.99 es% 
17 f-i Super Monaco Grand Prlx 

US Gold £24.99 B3% 
18 (8) UMS II 

Rainbird £29.99 77% 

19 (-1 

Mmdscape £29.99 79% 
20 (17) MiG 29 Fulcrum 

Domark £34.99 FG90% 
21 (•) Blue Max 

Mmdscape £29.99 65% 
22 (14) Hollywood Collection 

Ocean £24.99 Compilation 
23 (IS) Ml Tank Platoon 

Micro Prose £24.99 71% 

24 (.) Monster Path Vol 1 

Psygnosis £20.99 Compilation 
2S {-) 

us Gold £24.99 68% 
26 (25) 

Image Works £29.99 89% 
27 (28) Lotuf Turbo Challenge 

Gremlin Graphics £24.99 89% 
28 |I6| Pro Tennis Tour 2 

UBI Soft £24.99 82% 
29 (-) Wings 

Image Works £29,99 79% 
30 (20) Teenage Mutmnt Hero Turtles 

Image Works £24.99 35% 

Chart co mpilod by Gallup Ltd © 1901 European 
Software Publishers Association. 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY • Evesham Micros] ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

1LLLL 

rrmm 
PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY 

AND VAT® 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery E5.00 Extra 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE fttun one of the longest 
«$tabN£h#d companies hi their field, with * 
reputation for good service and prices. We have 
Invested heavily In a computer system to enable 
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute 
stock Information, coupled with highly efficient 
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop 

, enables us to carry out almost any repair on Our 
premises. We feel sure that you wont be 
disappointed If you choose Evesham Micros. 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
Line* open Monday-Saturday, 

9.00am - 5.30pm 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
Unit 9, St Richards Rd. 

Evesham, Worcs 
WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education a PLC orders welcome 

Same day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery C 5.00 extra 

Please note that 5 working days must be allowed 
lor personal cheque clearance 

Mail Order Fox: 0306-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Air our Showroom ouflels hold large stocks of most items and also 

supply Irom a lar wider product range than advertised Please do 

not hesitate lo eng any ol our showrooms and discuss your 

rpQuiTemenis wrih a member of our higNy trained staff 

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham ^ 
Worcestershite WR11 6XJ 

IT 0366 766180 
to* 0386 766354 

Open Mon Sal .9 00 5 30 
Corporate Soles Dept 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA 

tT 0223 323690 
fan 0223 322883 

Open Morvlfl. 9.30-6.00 
and Sal . 9 00 - 5 30 

Corporate Sates Pepr • fflfcf deafer 

1762 Pershote Rood. Cotteridge 
Birmingham B30 3BH 

7? 021 458 4664 
fax 021433 3825 

Open Mon*Sal Q 00 5 30 

▼ TECHNICAL SUPPORT ▼ 

0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 9.30 - 5 30 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 
4 details correct at time of press 

a goods subject to availability. E, & O E 

Please note Price* that include Oo-Site Mainienan.ee 
(On-Site Warranty) are UK Mainland Only 

3'/," EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE t 

£54.95 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 

• Suits arty Amiga 

• Cooling Vents 

• Sleek, high quality metal casing 
• Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism 

• On / Off switch on rear of drive 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 

Also available: 
5.25* External Drive 

40/80 Track Swttchable 
Only E99.00 Inc, VAT/delivery 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

ONLY £32.95 
including VAT and delivery 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION 
FEATURES: 

„Y Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 
> Convenient On I Off Memory Switch 
JV Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 
Jr Compact Unit Size: Ultra-neat design 
% Only 4 low power consumption f ASTRAMs 

ff— 
512K RAM Expansion 
also available without 

clock for only 

£27.95 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Jr Fully populated board increases total RAM in A50Q lo 2M0 T 

,y Plugs into the trapdoor expansion, and connects to GARY chip 
Jr Includes Auto-recharging battery-backed Real-Time Clock 

> Socketed FASTRAM ICs for accommodating up to 1.5M0 RAM 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock...£ 39 95 
RAM Board as above, with 512K FASTRAM installed .... £ 59.95 
RAM Board as above, with imb FASTRAM installed ... £ 74.95 
RAM Board as above, with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed .. £ 39.95 

NB The expansion uoaro requires Kckstart T 3 to operate - Kcksiah 1 3 
upgrade available from us lor £29 95 

COMMODORE A590 HARD DISK 
Good quahly Commodore Hard Disk unit inducing fls own PSU and t?-j cooing "i- 
Fealures sockets for up to 2Mb of on-board FASTRAM expansion we t* :* K”? 
Access lime, with up to 2 4M) sec transfer rate Au!oboots when used w ^ * r3 - ‘ : 

Commodore A59G Hard Drive { 20Mb Hard Disk ) ... E 279 DO 

A590 RAM 
UPGRADES 

AS90 RAM Upgrades are fitted tree upgrwi* 
ol cfca-ge w^en boo^i with an AS9C jJJ® uSgnSi 

f 31 « 
C M » 

pqrxte IWW 

We Currently support specially upgraded versons o* A59Q 
incorporating NEC high capacity, fully autopark "9 SCSI enves 

(25ms access time) SCSI interfaced hard drives offer a 
substantial performance Increase over conventional units 
We are also offering the NEC mechanisms separate . e —e* * . * 
those who wish to chain on an additional hard dusk to r e4 *5 9C v r 
their own for internally replacing their existing A590 ?0Mb medharugn 

A590 upgraded with fast 40Mb NEC SCSI Disk 
A590 upgraded with fast 100Mb NEC SCSI D«sk 
A590 with 40Mb NEC SCSf Disk, 

PLUS 2M8 RAM FASTRAM fitted 
NEC 40Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU 

to directly add-on to the Commodore AS9C 
NEC Drive cased with PSU as above. 100Mb .e-s 
NEC 40Mb SCSf Drive mechanism on its owr 
NEC 100Mb SCSI Drive mechanism or its o*" 

£479 00 
£€€9 00 

£559 00 

£349 00 
£549 00 
£ 249 00 
£ 449 00 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
UPGRADES 

HARD DRIYEV_RAM 
UPGRADE BOARD KIT 

Kits comprise of full $tze hard disk controller 
^ds incorporating unpopulated SIMMS 

«AM expansion sockets for accommodating 
up to 6Mb Ft AM. PLUS high speed, fast 

access NEC SC Si hard disks 
40MB HARD DRIVE 

A INTERFACE / RAM CARD ...£ 399,00 
100MB HARD DRIVE 
A INTERFACE / RAM CARO .... t 599 00 

^■EkSE note These ate vnpoouiaietl RAM sockets 
- Add 111900- p«f 2Mb Of RAM required 

9MB RAM EXPANSION 
CARD WITH 2MB FITTED 

Offering maximum flexibility on RAM 
upgrade, this card is supplied with 2Mb 

factory installed, upgradeable in steps (o 
4Mb 6Mb and 0Mb ■ quickly and easily 

using 1Mbit D RAM chips 

ONLY £149.95 

• AH3AH30 9 1VA BOmONI S3Dldd 77V • [smiy IUEUS3A3I AMAI730 9IVA SamDNI S3Dldd 7 



'll HKICfcb INCLUDE VAT A DtUVtKT Evesham mcrosi • AU PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY i 

ACCESSORIES 

NEW! Zr-H 
amplified stereo speakers 

REALISE THE 
TRUE SOUND 

POTENTIAL OF 
YOUR AMIGA 

WITH THIS PAIR 
OF FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 

"'our Amiga produces fine quality hi-fi stereo sound 
Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the fult 

* th this specially designed, great new twin speaker 
system! Features reflex ported speaker design with 3 

separate drivers in each unit, and incorporates a 
: jilbin amplifier with adjustable volume control Runs 
■'om PSU (supplied) or from batienes (not included) 

Speaker Dimensions 248*93* iflnWwDt 

ONLY £39.95 INCLUDING VAT 

AND DELIVERY 

VIDI*AMIGA 
''■xhely recorded as (he bwf in Hi 
:jiegijry VtOl-Amga wwJm digrt&e1, 
-'’abte&youto - 
* Have periec! freeze frame from 

ary video m up to 16 shade* 
* Drab teal lime 3-0 ifnajefi 
* Stone £ replay aclum aeque-n^es 

* a enerale digitised colour images 

* pfijs much much more 

V1UI-CHROMK AMIGA 
CokHif frame grate mg upgrade 
enabling production of Red Green 
and Blue elemenEa when uimg a 
blank- nvhil^ caitwa by ua* d Mlery, 
(Colour co mfrffl, video recorder 
users - we twtowli 

■i'D5-Amiga is compatible wdh oil 
deo siandards eg cotour &W 

,HS B@ia PAL NTSC He 

Vim.RGB 
Automatically separate* Bed Green 
and Blue coteur signal from video 
recorder t* camera enabling easy 
pH-teuCJicm of colour picture* 

V1DI Amiga Including VIDI Chrome 
VlDI-chmme.EUO.Oq VIPIRGB 

.C 16 BS 

MINIGEN Genlock Adapter £ 95.00 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE lhaf Thu is ih* 

smoothes!, most responsive and 

accurate replacement mouse you 

can buy for Ih* Ami ga. E Kcelitfti 

btffOrmance. amaiing low p«« ! 

M7 QC SATISFACTION 
U f .33 GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN image optical MOOSE 'ST wropatoe 
evceft&nt travel & accu'acy Assumed r 37.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 

OutttPttng s^ft V 113 e^r va v# to* money - mu 
pasnMr^ * hXwococ* sca-'-’er wm difwr epioni 

piy* Te *—■;. poa**u TOUCH-UP ic-Hwarc 
DK*4gt WWEf s^.e* lU-rtr d-icily Scflnrer 

TjOM »«er-g w "(j-cwe A UfeCklfkl for accuto,* 
*ca*e *■*> T.m* $can i.trer tint** or gtoy 

-*gtt *p 10 JOOdt Many image 
5 >SD*ciia “ 3M*c« avn isibii 

TogC^UO * MriJidle 
"> Pub thing WCffc 

£179.00 
INCLUDING VAT 

1 AND DELIVERY 

PHILIPS 15" 1 V/MONITOR 
With % s»td<J*d mentor input, this 

medrf combines, tht adwtegim of a high 
quality mednum rvtOkfbQft cm/MOfMpr 

with the conven^nct of remote control 
Teieteet TV ■ at an eicfW*t <m pr»c* * 

£269.00 Indiudimg VAT, 
delivery a cache 

Philips CMBD33 Mk.1l nc ^ eg cat © £ 2*9 QC 

AMIGA 
SPECIAL DEALS 

LOOK WHAT ELSE 

YOU GET WHEN YOU 

BUY AH AMIGA 

FEATURE RACK FROM 

THESE FABULOUS GAMES 
TV 

AMIGA 500 
COMPUTER 
BASE PACK 

Features a Genuine UK veraon 512K 

Commodore Amiga 500 computer with 

i Mb Internal Drive. TV Modusaior, 
Mouse. Power Supply. Kidtslarl T.3, etc, 

AMIGA 500 BASE PACKAGE 

ONLY Z 307.49 

A500 PACK AS ABOVE, WITH 

512K RAM/CLOCK FITTED 

ONLY Z 337,49 

A500 PACK 
WITH EXTERNAL 37," DRIVE 

ONLY Z 357,49 

A500 PACK WITH EXTERNAL 

37a" DRIVE AND 51 2K RAM/ 

CLOCK UPGRADE FITTED 

ONLY Z 379.99 
N B Does A/Q T inciu&p 

include*! wth other packages 

Tracksuit Manager 90 • Jaws • 
Treasure Trap • Block Atanche * 

Lost N Maze • Disc man • 
Battle Squadron t Diet Riot • 

i Tank Battle • Nigel Mansell * Subbuteo I Evesham liicro^y ' °*1T,re * ^'9*' Mansei • Subbuteo ■ 

l Plr^S ' A v^rdprocessor and spreadsheet j 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK 
Includes Am.ga 500 with 1Mb RAM plus iMb Drive. TV modulator, 'N<ght Breed 

The Beasi 2 Bac* to me Future 2'. Days Of Thunder' DeJuia Paint ir 

A500 1MB SCREEN GEMS PACKAGE.£ 369.99 
A500 Screen Gems Package PLUS 3’/," External Drive .... £ 419.99 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90 $ PACK 

Pack features A50 
6 software 

nput* pus 
10 t>sks 

1501 5t jk RAM Upgrade TV Modulator, 

ous# mat, Video T ape A more 

CLASS OF THE 90 s Package. .£ 549.00 

Class of the 90 s Pack plus 37/f Drive..E 600.00 

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 

iter {iMtj RAM 2*3 f*“ Drives. B e*oafis-on Alois), 
Colour Mon,tor, pigs Soltw^te inolud-ng Dflluwe 

% Sfli Citv And The Work? (business sots ware) 

A1500 STARTER PACKAGE.... £ 949.00 

include* A1500 
Commpd&r* Ni-R 

Ps.nl IM Belt* 

NEW! VIRUS PROTECTOR 
BANISH VIRUS PROBLEMS! 

Our compact Virus Protector fits easily to the Pori of th* 
last disk drive in your Amiga system, protecting alt internal 
and external drives from boot block viruses Incorporates a 
switch tp enable i 

NEW! Olivetti DM124C 
Outstanding 24 Pin COLOUR Printer 

disable ihe protection 
facility. Top value ! ONLY £9.95 

I 

\ 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
24-PIN COLOUR 

PRINTING NOW 
AVAILABLE - AT AN 

AFFORDABLE PRICE! 

In 

Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Rower Supply 
Unit. Good quality switch mode 

type. Super low price! 

ONLY £39.95 

INTERFACE 
GET CONNECTED ! 

Our fully rompaitie fugh quaity MIDI rfwface conned $ cfeectiy with uie Amga 
senat j»rt wi provides IN OUT & THRU ports tor good fientnuty Feeiyr^s LED 
indicators dt each port ft* 

’wg m »7»r‘ign o* edva^cea COLOUR ouEput wrsti the 
Professional 24-pm printing, me new i 

DMT24C t*c i ticfr-ent >a ue <or money1 Consisted high 
qua.*y s atomic nc ink excesses or ca'e lines at 

sceec Peace ? v -c ipr iroubl^lree use ■& Guaranteed, vtnih 
t 12 Mcntn-g Qh-Sle Warranty cover t 

j f a*l 200 ers cxJp^t *i drat! SO cps m Leltor OuaJity mede 

jt 7 C&cmjt Graprvcs resorul^on up to 360 a ISGdpi 

-J **+r*mcm Tracin' 4 Single Street Peed as stanctard 

J Comp**t* w 1- 4 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Olivetti OM124C Normal RRP £ 3B9.95 ine.VAT 

ESagnosic purposes Suwrb 
rampact des-ign ONLY £19.95 

Evesham Micros ONLY £269.00 
Special 0f1et Price *ncVAT* De very & cable 

- Automatic Clrj SNwf Feeder **3 at* tor only £ 79,95 * 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
S-S-S-SAMPLE THIS ! 

Ortenng ton cc*rT>3Vt«ry *ni almost any Am^a amSd *5isc-r package ote 
Sound Sampler feature^ crcuriiy yie«aif Cr^eiaoraJ resMis N 
mam AD converter givea a digitising nesriupcn o* up to SOKH/ #th a Iasi sen 
rale Two phono sockets #e crovded for stereo kne .npu! ptos an opey* ip, 
rweroohone Ad^uslaCie gam 6 achieved whh control knob CantM'* 
wilh pubi’C domain d-sv 
coniaining soutxj sampling 
arphcations ,< utii^s ONLY £29.95 

NEW! TRACKBALL 
EKceilerf new high pertonmance tr* 

directly compatible lo any Am-ga o 
ST Operates from me mouse rv : 

PO'l- SuOOr-smoolh. accu's 
versatile ■ you prpbabfy * 

use a mouse again, a£er j& ■ 
Trackball1 Toial on#--. 

control. Top quality ton*." 
and opto mecha^cj o 

delivering high speed and acr_'*:, 
Sirne. Mo driver to1twaps ■ 

DD/WTCDC PBcms Include VAI, 
rrrflYICKO cM^ety and cable 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER I 
AISrARAHvstocJuefe 12 monfhsOn-Sife Mamtmnce 

Siif LC 1: - — ?-pn pnnler 144 36cps £ 159.00 
Si*' 1C 200 y?n Colour. 4 fohls. ISO 45cpS £ 209,00 
St3f LC 2440 :: P h 4 fonts, 180 60cps £ 215,00 
St*r LC 24-200 24 Pmr 5 fonts, 200 67cpS £ 249.00 
Star LC 24-2QQC 7 colour version of above £289.00 
Siaf FR4 0 9 pin including Colour Upgrade £ 309,00 
Star XB24-10 24-pin including Coir. Upgrade E 459,00 

C-Uirn Swrt|.2>t 24.Pin COLOUfi Printer £ 279,00 

hp Detkjei S00 3 cage* minute, 100 DPr inkjet printer . £ 399.00 

Olivetti DM1009 200 30 CPS 9-p<n, me 12 mdftfhs O'S,‘M £ 115,00 

P«na*onic KXPi 123 cteoHenj value 24-pin printer £ 199.00 

ONLY £29.95 
At-Oner Hardware PC Emulaiot lealunng CGA and 
Heieuto* emulatidn support lor hard dsks and ertended 
memory No lettering neertad tor msiaUaJrcm 
KCS Powrrbaartf Hardware PC Emulator with A* own 
1M& of RAM or,-board $12K useatste n Amiga mode 
KlckstWt 1 3 Upgrade 
Amiga 500 Dual Cover 

NEW! W DRIVE with 
LED Track Display 

SOFTWARE 

I « Word* ? 
3«f *J VS 

I Dig** l^o^* Aaantt 
PHt 3 
■ OK 3 

Muse X 1 1 

AMOS 

HsSch Lattice C 

E no DO 
C37 5C 

i ■ 
£ 37 50 GFA BASIC V3 £ » « 

El IS 95 SEA 8ASC Comp4f* E 34 « 
Detpwc 2 15 £ « » 
Disney ArvnaJcn Srjjc E 53 SS 
Roger Race* f ? 95 

£J3« 
£^95 
E 3.9 35 

u 

High quality doubse^sKled 
3.5* ftoppy drive 

0 He ring the full 
880K formatted 

capacity per 3 5" 
disk Features a 

Special LiO display 
which accurately show^ the 

current track being accessed 
durmg any drrve actrvtty. 

ONLY £74.95 
AnsAma v iva samiNi sinud nv • iS04»iuuieusaA3l AUJAMd V IVA lamJNI SMDIVd 77V 
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SP OUTRO EDUCATION EXTRA 

DISNEY'S DUCK TALES 
THE QUEST FOR GOLD 
TITUS ■ £24.99 Joystick 

Most of the games 
released on the Amiga 
can be placed in to two 

categories. The mindless blast with 
all the weapons that you can lay 
your hands on, or initially confusing 
mind-games that take a lot of brain 
power to figure out. This is all very 
well if you're a computer-game 
freak who can get round all the 

necessary joystick and mouse 
wielding manoeuvres, but what 
about something for the little Tuns 
who can't quite get as much of a 
grip on technology? 

Step forward Titus to the res¬ 
cue, with the first in a senes of 
games based on Disney characters 
aimed directly at the younger 
games player. 

All Quacked Up 
The Quest for Gold is an episode 
based on the highly successful 
Duck Tates cartoon series. The 
player is m control of the McDuck 
dan in a worldwide competition to 
try and collect as much wealth as 
possible in 30 days. There are vari¬ 
ous ways of doing this: Unde 
Scrooge can dive into the money 
bin to try and find a rare coin, 
invest some dosh in the stock-mar¬ 
ket or travel to far-off lands to try 
and search out lost treasure. 

The major proportion of the 
game is taken up by this interna¬ 
tional treasure hunt, Various 
locations around die globe have 
their own special prize, which is 
hidden in one of three types of ter¬ 
rain: the jungle, the mountains or 
the caves. As well a$ finding trea¬ 
sure, the McDucks can go on a 
safari photography expedition to 
boost cash. 

Once an amount of cash has 

Treasure that is hidden in the mountains needs 
some pretty nifty leaping and rope-work to reach, 
since the rocky cliffs are Fraught with danger from 
dangerous ledges and wild animals, if this wasn't 
enough trouble, some of Ffintheart Giomgokts 
henchmen will try to knock you from the mountain¬ 
side, hindering your quest for the loot. 

Jungle Trekking 

Underground caverns are spooky places, so the trea¬ 
sure hunters need to find their goal quickly before 
their torch runs out Don't be rash in your explo* 
rations though and use your map, since a 
bottomless pit could be around the next corner. And 
what’s that noise? Could it be the spooky mummy 
prowling the caves? Ooer! I hope not! 

Photography Shoot 

■ 'm V: £. \\ % 'VI ijAr* vj . $»#“'• l 

—X 4) 

^k. ^k mL ^k jaL. Sf w 
Scrooge's nephews: Hughte, Dewey and Louie must A far-flung continental safari trip, to take pictures of 
make their way across jungle rivers and branches to rare animals, could be just the thing for p^taig in a 
reach the gold* Along the way there are snakes, pan- bit of extra cash. Webby must earn her photography 
fhers and mischievous monkeys who will send the merit badge and make the most of her tainted supply 
poor little ducks into the water if roused. Fortunately of film to gel the best possible pictures- Rare an»- 
the friendly hippos can help them across the mats have to be caught quickly, otherwise they may 
swampy terrain at difficult times. not appear again! 

been amassed it's off to the island 
of Macaroon, where the famous 
giant scales are used to judge the 
leader in the money race. The com¬ 
petitor with the most money on the 
scales at the end of the game is 
the winner and is duty named as 
Dime Magazine's Duck of the Year. 

Duck and Dime 
Duck Tates isn’t the most challeng¬ 
ing Amiga game around, but then 
again it's not really supposed to 
be. The game is aimed at the 
younger player and contains all the 
ingredients to keep children happy 
for hours. The graphics are really 
bright and colourful, capturing the 
feel of the original cartoons to a 
tee. The sampled speech and 
sound effects add to the whimsical 
atmosphere even more, giving the 
whole package the entertainment 
of a Disney cartoon. 

Some of the sections will seem 
rather taxing to younger children, 
but with a little time and practice, 
even the least proficient gamers 
will start to make progress. The 
educational value of the package 
isn’t as high as other children's 
games, but as a piece of whole¬ 
some entertainment for the junior 
members of the family it's just the 
thing. Mart Evans 

♦ Cheerful graphics and 
jolly sound capture the 
cartoon feel well. 

♦ Loads of variety will 
keep even the most fid¬ 
gety of young minds 
occupied for hours. 

♦ Not immensely challeng¬ 
ing for experienced 
players, but pitched just 
right for the little uns to 
get stuck into, 

♦ A fun game which will 
appeal to young children 
in a big way. 
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POWER COMPUTING 
AMIGA 1500 

£715 

CPU 
• IMBof BAM 

• Two 3V:" Floppy Disc 
drives 

• Two input sockets for 
joystick & mouse 

• CPU fully expandable 
• Accepts all standard 

Amiga 2000 peripherals 

KEYBOARD & MOUSE 
• Fully integrated keyboard 

4 mouse 
• Separate numeric keypad 
• Four cursor control keys 
• Two button mouse 
• Precise movement 

SOFTWARE 
The Works-Platinum Edition 

• Word-processing, spread 
sheetand Database 
package 

Delux Paint III 
• Paint, Design, Animate 
Sim City & Terrain Editor 

Battle Chess 
• Animated Chess game 
Their Finest Hour 
• Battle of Britain 

flight simulator 
Populous The Promised 
Land 
• Award winning strategy 

game 

A1500Pack £715 A1500 4 Monitor 4 52MB Quantum Hard Disk 

A1500 Pack & Phillips Colour Monitor £995 49MB RAM £1795 
A1500 & Monitor & 52MB Quantum Hard Disk 
A1500 4 Monitor & 52MB Quantum Hard Disk 

£1449 A1500 & Monitor 4 XT Bridgeboard 
A1500 4 Monitor 4 AT Bridgeboard 4 

£1249 

& 3M8 RAM £1529 52MB Quantum Hard Disk £2099 

• Amiga Genlock 
• Genlocks the Amiga 

graphics to incoming 
composite video source 

• Built-in RGB splitter 
• Special Effects generator 

produces horizontal, 
vertical, circularand 
inverted wipes 

• Independent dissolve 
controls for reference and 
computer video outputs 

• Also dissolves to black 
• Compatible to Digi-View 

Gold 4 0 
• In S-Video orcomposite 

modes, Videomaster 
outputs a signal that fully 
syncron izes the computer 
generated graphicstothe 
reference video 

• Uses latest Analog and 
digital design techniques 

All prices inelt.se VAT and are subject to change 

POWER COMPUTINGLtd Unit 8 Railton Rd. Woburn Road Ind. Estate. Kernpston MK42 7PN ENGLAND 
Telephone 0234 843388 * Fax 0234 840234 

TB..Z4&2M0 Furrier* 
'f'3l 



shorts if we 
away 
I 

Well here it is the 
biggest pinball sensation in 

years - The Simpsons! And you 
can get this machine which is worth 
£2500 into your bedroom, if you're 

the winner of our crazy competition!! 
We've cotltected loads of silly sound 
effects from around the world, and 

to stand a chance of winning all you 
have to do is correctly identify 

them! So don't have a cow, 
have a go now!! 

Just... 

Call 0898,4046IQ 
A 

^,500 Odo^ Com111 

-rJ # 
m 

Commodore Amiga Computer 
complete with colour TV is 

waiting to be won! So call... 

0898 404612 
ViY.VfVtViV 
ii.v.wwt'd 

You could WIN this 
awesome foursome! 

Take control now and 
Call 0898 404611 

Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p (at all other times) per min incl VAT. For details of winners send SAE to: Pepperoni, Sandy land* 
House, Morecambe, LA3 1DG Please ask your parents permission before you call. Average length of the calf is 5.5 minutes 

These lines are unofficial and have no connection with the featured characters or their business organisation. 



PLAYING TIPS 

WINNERS BOX 
This Is the bit all would-be 
tipsters read first, I know. So 
without further ado, let s get 
on with Ihe prize giving. 

Matthew Brown is a win¬ 
ner. for his tips and maps for 
Prince of Persia. James 
Bowman, wins a voucher for 
his guide to SpeedbaU 2- a 
lot of frustrated future sport¬ 
sters will be relieved! And 
Ihe third ... well If the person 
who forgot to tell us who he 
was with (he Total Recall tips 
can get in touch, he may find 
something to his advantage! 

if you think that you can 
provide some wonderfully 
drawn Deluxe Paint maps, a 
superbly written players 
guide or even some tips to 
someone in Helping Hand, 
then get them sent in to 

GAMEBUSTERS, 
Amiga Format,SO 
Monmouth Street, 
Both BAT 2BW. 

Finally, I've printed all 
the Lemmings codes, so 
there’s no need to keep send¬ 
ing them! I tell you, I’ve had 
thousands of the things! 

Ah! The joys of spring! The winter weather has departed, 

the sun's shining and all you Philistines are indoors playing 

computer games! The only way to get you out into the sun¬ 

shine is for MAFF EVANS to help you finish the games so 

that you've got no reason to play them any more, then 

you'll have nothing to do except enjoy the weather. Come 

on it's good for you! 

BACK TO THE FUTURE III 

Follow these instructions and you wtf beat the Totaf Reca first level! 
First, go right, collect the gun, then run to the right and jtfnp over the 
first lift, Keep running to the next lift go up three times and waft onto 
the lift that is waiting when you arrive. Go up, then teft and colect the 
gun. Now go right to the next lift and go (town once 

Go onto the next lift, and go up as far as you car Wa * ngf*. off the 
lift and run right to the next lift, picking up the objec on the way Go up 
on the lift, run right and go down on the first htt Keec or-r^g nght jump 
over the first lift and go down three times on the ne*" one you come to. 
Run left, go down on the lift and run left again to co*ect re DOject Run 
right to the first lift and go up, then get to the * and go jp twice. 
Run right and go up on the lift once, then run and rc r Zttecl the 
heart, run right, drop down through the hole and nr r re ext. 

Ooh, I don't know! No sooner is a game in the shops than people have 
sussed out the cheat mode for it. What happened to good, honest, old- 
fashioned hard work to finish a game? Well it seems that the people 
wanting to cheat at this one have to admit something to themselves,,. 

To beat each level, type in the following codes while the story board 
is showing: 

Level One - ROTTEN CHEAT 
Level Two - LOUSY CHEAT 
Level Three - LOW DOWN CHEAT 

J Staddon, 
Bamhurst, Kent 

DUNGEON MASTER 
All those especially tasteful peo¬ 
ple who bought the absolutely 
marvellous Screenp/ay book 
(that's enough blowing your own 
trumpet - Ed) are owed a bit of 
an apology, ft seems that there 
was a flaw in the printing of 
Bryan Stephens’ superb Dungeon 
Master tips. Unfortunately, Level 
Five's map was reprinted in place 
of Level Six! Never mind, let's 
rectify the problem right now by 
printing the correct map, 

Items of 

interest: 

Vorpal Blade 

(+4 mana] 

Yew Staff (+4 

mana) 

i Place gem, bou, go 1 d coin and 
pi I rror In alcoves to open door 
and get kmy. 

iPul I lever.PLGCE i tern in trans¬ 
porter, get key,walk into trans¬ 
porter and press button to close 
P 1t. 

9 Press button* In order. 
* Insert 90 Id coin In hole In wall. 
1 Press button to open wall at * 
* Press button to open wall at 1 
"This floor button opens the wall 
at *,'Freeze* sowe skeletons on 
it with naQic box. 

* Pres* button to open wall. 
* Press chain rin-g to open wall, 
^Press button to open wall. 
u Pad shuts door behind xou. 
uCast ZG spell and step through 

transporter* .Tin i tMa is essential, 
ulhlt pad opens the door shut by 

the first pad- 
»Throw iten down corridor so It 

lands on the pad at the end and 
opens the door. 

sUalk through wall, 
t* Transporter to level 3. 
i*Short cut to » 
t*Thi« button opens and shuts door 

and also the two walls down the 
corridor. The button in the roon 
Just operates the door, 

to Pul 1 lever to open door, step 4 
left and 2 forward quickly. 
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PLAYING TIPS 

PRINCE 0 
Fans of the romantic, mysterious East were seduced by the superb animation of this platform 

adventure game, but playing the game well is another matter. Are you one of those adven¬ 

turers that is having trouble getting through the levels? Well fear not, traveller! Gamebusters 

is here with maps and tips to the earlier levels to help you get started in your quest. That 

should sort out your troubles (apart from that one ... you know ... nudge, nudge). 

Level One 

r i C 
n 

The key to completing Level One is getting the knack of jumping 

sussed out. The idea for most of the jumps is to get a decent run-up 

and push up when you are about two tiles away from the drop. This 

should soe you safety across most of the gaps. 

Another skill you need to master is sword fighting. Level One s 

guards don't pose too much of a problem though. All you need to do 

is stand in front of the guard (making sure your sword is drawn) and 

press fire just as he is about to move forward. This should keep you 

safe from attacks and score easy hits on your opponent. One point 

for you to remember is to look for loose tiles - they could lead to 

secret rooms with extra energy. 

This level is pretty straightforward apart from some tricky jumps 

and a few inconveniently placed guards. Most of the jumps can be 

managed with a good run-up. but for some stand close to the very 

edge of a tile and jump diagonally. 

One annoying thing is the presence of spikes. Make a note of 

their positions on the map and move close to them so that they 

appear. Once you can see them, run through to safety. The more 

adventurous of you could just run along as normal and jump about 

two tiles before the spikes appear. 

— Pressure Pads 
—- Loose Tiles 
jj"” Spikes 

♦ - Potion - Increases energy 
♦ - Decreases energy 
♦ - Restores energy 

)lj!~ Razor Gates 
m 
S -Guards 

Level Two 
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PLAYING TIPS 

This is a tough level, you will come across some pretty devilish 

obstacles such as the skeleton and the razor gates. 

To beat the razor gates, use small steps to get close to them 

and wait for them to close, at which point you should run past. 

The skeleton is a tricky opponent, since he can't be killed. What 

you need to do is knock him over the edge, climb down after him and 

beat him back so that he falls through the loose tile, allowing you to 

get past and complete the level. 

Some pretty neat jumping Is required to beat this level. One par¬ 

ticular section requires you to run and jump across numerous gaps 

which are spread across four screens- The only way to get across is 

to practice your jumping time and lime again until you get it 

right. Well, you know what they say - practice makes perfect: 

LEVELS FIVE AND SIX 

These are pretty easy, The only things that you have to look out for are a 
couple of rather tricky guards who will try and force you over the edge. 
Just be careful and use your common sense and you should be abie to 
conquer them. 

LEVEL SEVEN 

The beginning of this level is rather hectic and needs some precise tim¬ 
ing to beat. 

As you plummet back towards the dungeon section from the paiace, 
keep hold of the fire button to grab the platform and pull yourself up onto 
it. Once you are up. run along the platform and jump to the one opposite. 
From here on in it's quite simple until you come to a section which 
requires you to jump over a pressure pad. If you hit the pad a portcullis 
will close in front of you, blocking your route. Careful timing is required 
to leap the pad and avoid the spikes behind the barrier. 

Next is another tricky section, which requires you to drop from plat 
form to platform [which is more difficult than it sounds). Make your way 
through the razor gates until you reach the yellow potion. This slows 
down the action, allowing you to drop to the exit. 

Matthew Brown, 
Tefford, Shropshire 

This is the first of the levels inside the palace and is actually a lot 

easier than Level Three! The only real problem is the mirror, which 

you have to Jump through. This produces a mirror image of yourself, 

which causes you trouble on later levels. 
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Mindscapes incredible portfolio of 

computer games goes from strength to 

strength. The accolades heaped on 

Captive justify its position as 'Overall 

Game of the Year 1990' and 'Adventure 

Game of the Year 1990'- both voted by 

the UK Computer Game Industry, 

Captive has achieved true cult status by 

going on to win the Tilt O'or in France. 

Amiga Format Magazine voted it 

Role Playing Game of the Year. Captive is 

Ace rated 910, classified Zzap! Si/zter, a 

C&VG 

Currently available on the Amiga and the 

ST. Captive will be released for the PC in 

April. 

Mtodicipe International ltd* The Coach 

Stor House, Hoofclands Estate, Scaynes HIM, 

RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 811 761. 
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S P E E 
PLAYING TIPS 

BALL 
An exciting biff, bang, pow, crunch sports game this may be, but for those of you having 

trouble blasting your way to the top of the league it's just downright frustrating. Put away 

your skinny shinpads and strap on this metallic body-armour of a set of tips. 

r L A T ft n U 

THE MATCH 

in order to pull a decent lead, it's a good idea 
to go straight for the score multiplier. 
However; take care when playing against intel¬ 
ligent teams, as they will try to muscle in and 
use the multiplier themselves, The best bet is 
to hun the ball1 through the multi- 
pier and stand by the 
scooo continually punch- 

mg. That way you wM knot* out anyone who walks k 
close or throw the ha! back i anyone tries to J 
cancel out your itl roes if GET THE 
BALL AWAY QUICKLY! 

If you're confident with both your speed and 
aimmg, go for the Bechohowci HU sparic 
ularly useful when you have the / 
favour, Get the bounce and fre df«% at the 
goat since the ball will fty straight past fie keeper 
If there is a defender in the wa? r* t: ::cge 

The Cup competition is extremely tricky and should 
therefore only be tackled b* experienced players who can score a quick 
blitz to rack up enough points to form a cushion. 

Collecting money is an absolute must, since you could meet a first 
division team as early as the third round and you will need to push your 

team stats up towards their level, 

KNOCKOUT 

As in the Cup, you will need to collect as much money as possible in 
order to keep your stats up to the teams you will play, The 

increase isn't so dramatic here though - the stats rise by about 
one level per team. 

MANAGER 

The approach to a managerial game is very different to nor¬ 
mal, despite the matchplay being very similar. Allocation of 
money, for example, alters drastically. Concentrate on 

Intelligence, followed by Attack and Power, to give your team 
the edge 

Continued overleaf I 

Defenders; Need extra Throwing and Attack skills. 

Midfielders: Need extra Throwing, Attack and Defence, 

Attackers : Need high Intelligence, Attack, Defence and 

Throwing. 

When boosting specific players, it is important to give the 
goalie high Intelligence. Attack. Defence and Throwing, 
while the centre-forward is better off with Intelligence, 
Speed and Stamina. 

In order to take on the higher teams, you will need to 
make sure that ail your players have a healthy power rat¬ 
ing, otherwise you will just get smashed up! 

That old sports adage - It's not 
whether you win or lose, rfs tour muc^ 
you win by that counts - comes nto effect here since 
league positions are not only ccur:ec by wra. losses and 
draws, but by the points scored n matches (one league 
point for every 10 game pom scored). For this reason, 
don't just sit back on a corrfona&e lead - boost your 
paints wherever poss&e 

i * < ■ 

w 1# 

Building the most powerful team is basically a matter 
of getting your priorities right, Firstly, you need to 
boost the whole team with Attack, Power then 
Speed, Next go for Defence, Stamina, Aggression 
and Intelligence, 

When improving specific positions, make note 
of the following requirements; 

him (unless you have a multiplier in which case the 
ball will tackle him anyway). 

One of the best ways to a high score (particu¬ 
larly with higher teams) is to go for the stars. Try to 
complete the line whenever possible to ensure a 
score that can't be cancelled - t ma> be enough to 
sneak the lead! 

Money is very important, so collect as 
much as possible at all femes Keep going for 
it until the supply for that match runs out, 
then you can increase your team stats by a 
significant amount. 

If feme is tight and a draw 
looks imminent, ftng the ban at 
the bounce domes when you 
can, this scores points trat cant 
be cancelled out Oke stars; 
which could swing the balance n 
the dying seconds of a match 

Don't move your goafae j^ess 
it's vital. He will be ft a good 
position to block unfi ties 
closest to the ball Then ttu* 
der out to meet it and throw 
it as hard as you can uctfteki 
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SPEEDBALL 2 

Star Players aren't really necessary in division two. but in tine first 
they are crucial in any effort to reach the top of the tabie. 

Incidentally, it may not seem a good prospect to be drawn against 
the stronger teams at the start of a competition, it's actually better to 
play the powerful teams first. Don’t spend money on these matches, 
since you won’t be able to improve yourself dramatically and your team 
members will probably be injured anyway. 

Save your dash for later, so that you can quickly build up your team 
and smash the weaker sides down, 

GENERAL TIPS 

TOKENS: 

The best tokens to go for are: 
Freez«: These stop the opponents moving,, thus giving you an easy 

scoring opportunity, 

Shield; So that you can charge downfield and score without getting 

decked by the opposition. 

Transport Ball: Saves all that clever tackling and dodging! 

Boost Stats: This gives your team a nice healthy [as well as cheap} 

rating increase. 

Unless you are very sure of your abilities, don't go for the Manic token. 
This boosts both teams stats for about 10 seconds and usually works to 
the computer's advantage rather than your own. 

One good (if a little sneaky) move is to wait until your opponent has 
electrified the ball, then use the Grab token to snatch possession! 

STAR PLAYERS: 

When playing the matches yourself, buy a powerful centre-forward as 
soon as you can (making sure that he has a high-speed rating). He will 
now be able to shift the ball forward quickly. Next go for a decent mid¬ 
fielder and defender (preferably a goalie) to obtain a good, balanced 
team early on. 

HELPING HAND 
Another forum for readers having trouble with 

some of those lovely video-game thingies. 

I recently purchased Operation 
Stealth, but unfortunately I am 
stuck! Please can you tell me 
how to get the envelope from 
inside the safe without being 
caught, or how to get out of the 
ropes and get through the 
rocks that block the exit to the 
tunnel? Also, does anyone know 
where the cigarette case is? 

Kevin Whitley, 
Wrexham, Clwyd 

As un/ifce/y as jf seems, you are 
supposed to get caught when 
you've got the documents from 
the safe! When you are, just bat¬ 
tle through the action 
sequences and if ail goes well 
you should end up on a friendly 
sub. When trapped in the cave 
(how did you get to the safe 
without escaping the cave?) 
OPERATE the stones on the 
ground and USE the ropes on 
the metal object, You should 
now be free of your bonds. 
OPERATE the ground to find the 
pickaxe and OPERATE the pick¬ 
axe four times where the fresh 
air is coming from (to the right). 
You should then get to the 
swimming sequence. 

You should find the 
cigarette case in the right bag¬ 
gage at the airport, Look for 
the name Martinez. 

1 have bought a number of 
games and would like some 
cheats, I need cheats for 
Robocop and Batman the 
Movie, In Robocop on Level 
One, a big robot comes on and 
kilts me. Is there some cheat 
for infinite energy. Batman the 
Movie is downright frustrating. I 
can't get past Level One (again)! 
Is there a cheat for infinite lives 
on this game? 

P Lavery, 
Muswell Hill London 

Sure there are cheats! Robocop 
is simple - start a game, press 
pause and type in BEST K£Pr 
SECRET (including spaces). 
Now restart the game with fifr 
nrte energy. Oh. and by the 

way, the big robot is called ED- 

209. ft's important so 
remember! 

You must be the only per¬ 
son that doesn't know the cheat 
for Batman! Simply type in JAM 
on the title screen and keep hit¬ 
ting M until the screen flips 
over. Now start the game and 
youVr have infinite fives. 

As I have recently bought the 
Amiga 500 Screen Gems pack, 
I thought that the Screenplay 
book was just the thing I 
needed to get me started, I 
immediately purchased the 
book, but only Shadow of the 
Beast was covered out of the 
pack. Please can you give 
some hints for beginners? 

Jean Purvest 
Glasgow, Scotland 

The cheat mode to Back to the 
Future II, one of the games in 
the pack is to pause the game 
and type in THE ONLY NEAT 
THING TO DO {including the 
spacesl You will now have an 
infinite supply of Martys. You 
can also skip levels by pressing 
Shift and Z. 

As for Nightbreed and Days 
of Thunder, unfortunately we 
don't know of any cheats. Can 
anyone oblige? 

There are a lot of fetters com¬ 
ing in for hints and tips on 
complex games like Dungeon 
Master and Shadow of the 
Beast II. Unfortunately, we 
haven't got the space in Helping 
Hand to provide much help for 
such complicated games. If you 
want to find out how to beat 
Chaos in Dungeon Master, bow 
to defeat Zelek m Beast II or 
even the codes and how to use 
them in Rainbow Islands, then 
the Screenplay book is for you! 

ff there are games that are 
flummoxing you and you don’t 
know where to go, check out 
Screenplay for the most com¬ 
prehensive collection of 
rwif-reviews, cheats, tips, maps 
and solutions for Amiga games. 
Over 100 of them! 

If you're still stuck, then jot your query down and 

send it into Helping Hand, Gamebusteri, 

Amiga Format, JO Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW and MafT will try to help you 
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^ Exclusive offer to AMIGA FORMAT readers 

What's the best source for 
up-to-the-minute information 
on the Commodore Amiga? 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS 
Amiga Format's weekly 
companion. 

|jW *»,•**(« 

.tad W «■»»*■*****'*** 

COMPUTER 

THIS WiiK 
AMIGA 
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= Hard News ■ In-Depth Features 

TOP COLUMNISTS 
(Every Week) 

GARY PENN, 
ex editor of The One 
brings you the low-down 
from the world of gaming 

JASON HOLBORN, 
ex technical editor of 
Amiga Format checks out 
the latest products 

KEITH POMFRET, 
our technical editor 
brings you Tech Tips - 
the fastest answers to 
Amiga problems 

NEW COMPUTER 
EXPRESS 

%\e V*\S 

SAVE £2.00! Exclusive offer to Amiga Format readers 

14 issues of New Computer Express delivered to your door for £10.00 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS: the weekly companion to Amiga Format 

Name... 

Address.... 

My method of payment is: 

Visa Access 

Expiry Dale ..*.... 

Card No.......... 

.Postcode. 

Telephone...Thus otter applies to the UK only and expires on 30th June 1991 

HURRY! DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO PAY THEN 
SEND THIS COUPON to: NCE Subscriptions, Future Publishing, 
The Old Barn. Brunei Precinct, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

Signature 

Cheque Postal order 

(Payable to Future Publishing Ltd) 

Credit Card Hotline:0458 74011 



A brain The next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for 
the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

• External fitting. Warranty remains mtact 

• Fully implemented auto-configure 

• Fully operational through-bus 

• Uses standard 1M x 8 bit or 1M x 9 bit SIMMs 

• Complete with its own power supply unit UK* US or EURO 

• Designed with A1000 compatibility in mind 

• Zero wait-states 

• RAM test software 

2Mb £279 4Mb £379 8Mb £559 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A1500/A2000 

• Fully implemented 
auto-eonfigure 

* Zero wait-states 

• Uses standard 1M x 
8 or 9 bit SIMMs 

* 2,4, 6 or 8Mb 
configurations 
possible 

2Mb £199 4Mb £299 6Mb £394 8Mb £484 

CORTEX External 3.5" Floppy Drive 

“The Cortex unit is the best that has ever passed through my hands.. . 
This ts THE board for ike A500 user ivko u'anis memory, ” 
John Kennedy, Amiga User International, December 1990 

“What a joy! This really is an expansion and a half T 
Pat McDonald, Amiga Format, November 1990. 

H There is nothing in the universe more annoying than the lack of a 
through port, except perhaps the tendancy of Volvo drillers to cut out in 
front of my GPzSSO. ” 
Nick Veitch, Amiga Computing, December 1990 

CORTEX 512K RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A500 

Low power I Mbit RAM 
chips 
Enable disable switch 

“Fatter" Angus compatibl 
for 1Mb Chip RAM 

Available with or without 
batters -backed clock 
calendar module 

Clock version £35-95 
£29. 

CHIP UPGRADES 
1Mb Angus Chip 8372A - Requires some technical skill to fit- 

£60 
Kickstan ROM upgrade version 1.3 £35 

A590 RAM upgrade chips 0.5Mb £25 
1Mb £49 2Mb £95 

A3000 Static Column Mode DRAM upgrade 4Mb £299 
1M x 8 bit SIMMs for CORTEX 8Mb cards 2Mb £100 

6Mb £280 
• High-quality silent mechanism • Through port A// prices include VAT and postage& packaging. 

• Enabled/disable switch £59 Dealer enquiries are welcome. 

Cortex Design Technologies Ltd., Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwick Street, Liverpool L2 7NB, England. 
U.K. Tel: (051) 236 0480 • 24 Hour Sales (051) 227 2482 • 24 Hour Fax 
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^ NORTH & SOUTH 
nwi v <■ _ ONLY 
£990 

DESERT+ 
S ^ ANT HEADS 

ONLY £22.99 
: - 

u ■, 
runuosoFT JT SIM CITY+ ^ 

TERRAIN > 
EDITOR BOTH ^ 
ONLY £2299 . ' 

'Lrt 
J^Vv%/vrmJ 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
i Meg Cncket.. ,....,....£18.99' 
3D Construction Kit ...£27 99 
4D Boxing.....„.£17.99 
Action Stations (1 Meg).£22.99 
Adidas Golden Shoe. .£ 17-99 
Advanced Destroyer Sim .£ 17.99 
AtCfllrei .  £17.99 
Alpha Waves ...„.,. £17.99 
Armour Geddon . £17 99 
Bandit King of Ancient China £22 99 
Tartarian fl (Psynostsi £15.99 
Bully the Kid.    £17.99 
Blade Warnor___ £17 99 
Centurion... £17 99 
Champion of the Raj £17 99 
Chuck Rock.  £17.99 
Chuck Yeagers A F T V2 .£17,99 
Cruise for a Corpse . .4t,M....£l 7.99 
Das Boot .£20 99 
Death Kmgnts of Krynn . . ..,,,..£20.99 
Delta Armaiyte.£14.99 
Deuteros (The Next Millenium) .El 7.99 
Dynamic Debugger.-.... -X17.» 
EUropean Superieague....—...£14.99 
Eye of the Beholder .... £20 99 
Fl5 Strike Eagle 2 .£20.09 
Flight d the Intruder £20 99 
Gauntlets...  ..£17.99 
Gold of the Avisos. .£ 17.99 
Knlghts Of Legend.    £20.901 
Last Ninja 3.    £17.99 
Midwinter 2.. . . ..£20,99 1 
Myth .. .... £17 99 
NAM .  £24.99 
Navy Seals £17 99 
Plotting..... £17 99 
Predator 2.   £17 99 
Secret of Monkey Island £17 99 
Secret Wea pon s of the Luftwaffe £20 99 
Shadow Dancers.£17.99 
Sim Earth.  £24.99 
Ski or Die ..£17.99 
Spirit of Excalibur (1 Meg) £20 99 
Viz . £17 99 
White Sharks..   £16 99 
Wonderland...     £90.99 

Please note that the majority of the tonhcomtng 
attractions are not released at time of going tv 

press These wifi be despatched withm 24 hours 
ot release subfact to availability 

ACCESSORIES 
\k Meg Upgrade..  £29.99 
ttf Meg Upgrade + Clock , .£33.99 
2M Joystick-Mouse ext lead.£6.99 
40 Lockable Disk Bo*  £5,99 
80 Lockable Disk Box .. £7 99 
94 Ban* Stackable Bo*  £13 99 
150 Posso Stackable So* Cl 7 99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor .. .£7.99 
Amiga 500 Dual Cover £4 99 
So* 10 Bulk Disks ...£6.99 
So* 10 Sony Branded Disks £9 99 
Cheetah 125*.  .,..£7.99 
Commodore 10&4 Monitor .. £259.99 
Disk Cleaning Kit.£2.99 
Golden Image G1600 Mouse .£24.99 
Gofden image Optical Mouse .£49 99 
Golden image Scanner £189 99 
Maverick Game Controller .£14 99 
Mouse House ...  £3-99 
Mouse Mat 6mm  £4.99 
Philips, CM6633 Monitor £279.99 
Pro 5000 .£10.99 
Pro 5000 Clear Extra ....,..£12.99 
QuickjOy Jetfighter .£10-99 
Quickjoy Mega Board  £19.99 
Quickjoy Topstar..£19.99 
Quickshol Python.  £8.99 
Ouickshol Python Microswitch.£10.99 
Roll 1000 labels 3 5P. ..£9.99 
Star LC200 Colour Pnnter £219.99 
Star LC24-200 Colour Pnnter £289 99 
Star LC24 2G0 Mono Pnnter £249 99 
Stmgray Hand Held Joystick ..........£13.99 

TOP 50 CHART 
410 Tank Killer 
Armour Gaddon 

. . £24.99 1 
.£17,99 ! 

SAT . .£20.99 i 
Back to the Future 3 ,. 
Bards Tale 3 . 
Battle Command ........ 

£1799 
.£17.99 

£17 99 
Blue Max 
Brat. . . 
Captive. 
Chaos Stnkes Back 
Chase H Q 2. 

£20,99 
£1790 
£1799 
£17 90 
£17 00 

Chip* Challenge .... .£1709 
Dragons Lair 2 Timewarp . 
F19 Stealth Fighiet. 

£27 00 
..,£18.90 

Final Whistle . £8 99 
Gam - X . , , ... .£16.99 
Genghis Khan . . £20.99 
G.o.as.... 
Golden Axe..... 
Indiannapohs 500 

..£1799 
£1799 

. £1799 
Kick Olf 2. £12.99 
Kick Qtf 2 i 1 Meg) 
Killing Cloud. 

. £17.99 
£17 99 

Lemmings .-... 
lotus Turbo Challenge 

£17 99 
£17 99 

Metal Masters. £17 99 

MiG 29 Fulcrum 
N.A.RC. 
Nightshirt . 
Pang . .. 
Panzer Kick Boxing 
P.G.A Tour Golf. . 
Player Manager.. 
Powermongef .. 
Pnnce ol Pent®.. 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 . 
Railroad Tycoon.. 
R ok Dangerous 2 ___ 
Robocop 2. 
Sim City + Populous 
Speedbail 2 . ... 
Super Cars 2 ..... .. 
Super Monaco Grand Pn* 
Supremacy. 
S.WIV 
Team Suzuki. 
Their Finest Hour .. 
The Power . 
Tumcan2.... 

Z-Oul . 

£22 99 
£17 99 
£17 99 

....... £17. 99 

.£17. 99 
£17. 99 
£12 99 
£20 99 
£17 99 
£17 90 
£20 99 
£17 99 
£17 99 

.£19 99' 

.£17 09 

.£17 90 

.£17 99 

. £20 99 
£17 99 
£17 99 

. £20 99 
.£16 99 
.. £17 99 
.£18 99 
.£17 99 

T.N.T, - ONLY £19.99 
Hard Drivln', APB, Toobin. Xybota, 

Dragon Sptrll 

MAGNUM 4 - ONLY £19.99 
Afterburner. Double Dragon, Operation Wolf 
Batman Gaped Crusader 

COMPUTER HITS II ■ ONLY £7.99 
Tetns Black Shadow. Golden Path, Joe Blade 

WORLD CUP COMPILATION - ONLY £14.99 
Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off, International 

Soccer 

PLATINUM COLLECTION * ONLY £17.99 
GIkhUs N Ghotts. Slnttef, Forgotten Wortti. Slack Tiger 

CHALLENGERS - ONLY £20.99 
Pro Tennis Tour Kick Qfl Bomber Super Ski. Stum Car R*»r 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMAND - ONLY £U 99 

Eliminator. SKychase. Strike force Hamer. 
Lancaster. SkyFos 11 

TRIAD 3 - ONLY £14.99 
Rocket Ranger, Speedbail, Blood Money 

WHEELS OF FIRE -ONLY £14.99 
Chaw HO. Turbo Outrun. Powvrdrift, 

Hard DvrvifY 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99 
Footteii Manage' i Micrgprose Soccer Ga-va* 

Soccer Football Manager World Cup EdrttO* 

POWERPACK - ONLY £17 99 
Xenon 2. Bloodwych, TV Sports Football, 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES - ONLY £17.99 
terllti. Waterloo.Conflict in Europe 

SEGA MASTER MIX - ONLY £17,99 
Super Wonderboy, Turbo Outrun, 

Crackdown, Thunderbalde, Dynamite Dux, 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION - ONLY £20,99 
Robocop. Gnostbu stars 2. Indiana Jones & 

Last Crusade, Batman the Movie 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 
3D Poo* ...£7 99 
Airborne Range*__£9 99 
Ant Heads -. -£7 99 
Ausrertrti —..£9 99 
Baal .. £4 99 
Balance of Power ... ,£B99 
Barbarian 2 (Palace).£7,99 
Battle Squadron.£7 99 
Blood Money*...£7,99 
Boulder dash Const Kit £4 99 
Bnan Clough s Football £6 99 
Captain Blood......£4.99 
Centrefold Squares.£7 99 
Cloud Kingdoms.£4 99 
Continental Circus,.,.,.£7 99 
Corporation ...... .£ 12.99 
Couni Duckula ..£6 99 
Daily Double Horse 
Racing .£7.99 
Defender of the Crown ...£7.99 
Deluxe SI rip Poker.£7 99 
Double Dragon...£7.99 
Dragon Spin!.£4 99 
Dragons Bream.£9 99 
Drakkeh ...£8 99 
Eagle Riders ...£4 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy £6 99 

Final Battle ....£7 99 
F ban Manager II * 
Exp Krt ....£9 99 
Fools Errand. £9 99 
Full Metal Planete . £9 99 
Gauntlet 11...£7 99 
Goldrush...... £14,99 
Gunahip .   £12,99 
Hound ol Shadow .£7.99 
Infestation .. £9,99 
International 3D Tennis £7 99 
Iron Lord ..........£9 99 
Jocky Wilson s Darts £4 99 
Jumping Jackson £7 99 
K.d Gloves .£7 99 
Laser Squad...£6 99 
Leaderboard.£6.99 
Lords of the Rising Sun.£11 99 
Manic Miner..  ..,£7,99 
Night Hunter .£9.99 
Ninja Spint..£7 99 
Ninja Warrior.£7 99 
North And South £9 99 
Outrun 1 3 .....£5 99 
P-47 Thunderbolt,.,.,.,... £7 99 
Powerdrome..£7 99 
Pro Tennis Tour.., £9 99 

PuffysSaga 
Quest for the Time Bird 
Rick Dangerous. 
Rocket Ranger 
ft V F H onda. 
Sherman M4 
Silent Service. 
Silkworm..... 
Sim City. 
Speedbail.... 
Spy Vs Spy. 
Spy Vs Spy II 
Spy Vs Spy III 
Stunt Car Racer 
Tank Attack 
The Cycles 
Theme Park Mystery 
Time Machine... , 
Treasure Island Dizzy, 
Turncan....... 
Tusker.,.,.,.,.. 
TV Sports Football 
Twin World 
Uninvited ... 
X-Out...... 
Zany Golf 
Zombi.... 

£7 99 
£6 99 
£8 99 

. £7 99 
£9 99 

..£7.99 

.£9.99 
£7.99 

£14.99 
..£7.99 
£4.99 
£4 99 
£4.99 
£9 99 
£7 99 
£999 
£6 99 

, £9 99 
, £4 99 

£9 99 
£7 99 

£12 99 
£7 99 
£9 99 
£6 99 
£7 99 
£9 99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
eaa Attack sub.    ei?.» 
A.TJF. 2  £17,99 
Batriechess    £1799 
Battlemasler ..£12.99 
Balance of Power 1990 .£20.99 
Blitzkrieg 1 Meg .£22.99 
Bridge Player 2150.£20 99 
California Challenge (ID II Disk)..£6 99 
Castle Master _____£17 99 
Champions ol Krynn .. £20 99 
Chase HQ ......£17 99 
Cness Champion 2175  .£20 99 
Code name Iceman.....£26.99 
Colossus Chess X...,.,£12 99 
Conqueror.... , £17.99 
Corporation.......£ 12 99 
Damocles....£12.99 
Dragons Lair (1 Megi.£26.99 
Dragon Wars , ....£17.99 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg) ...£17.99 
Dungeon Master Editor. . £7.99 
Emlyn Hughes Soccer. £1799 
Escace From Binges Castle £27 99 
E-Swat ......£17 99 
E-imoean Challenge (TD II)___ £8 99 
F-16 Combat Pitot .....£ 17 99 
F29 Retaliate* ....™w.£l7 99 
FHgrn Simulator It ...£24.99 
Harpoon (1 Meg}...£20 99 
Heroes o1 the Lance .-.. £t7 99 
Hems Quest il Meg) . .£26.99 
- r v .    £17.99 
—’ Mefl) . £17 99 
Impenum ...Et7 99 
Indy Jones The Adventure.. ,,.£t 7 99 
rt Came From \he Desert.....£14 99 
Jacx Nickiaus Courses voi i .. £9 99 
JtCkMcMaus int Courses.£999 
Jaot Nckiaus Unkirvted Gotf j 1 Megi £20 99 
Judge LYeod .£ie 99 
Kmgs Quest 4  £20,99 
Knights of Cryslalhcm.£20.99 
le^Lpreswit Larry I  £20.99 
Leisuresu-t Larry 3 11 Meg).£26,99 
Ml Tank Platoon ...£20 99 
Maruac Mansions.El 7,99 
Microprose Soccer . £6.99 
Midn^it Resistance  £1799 
lAdnvter  E20.99 
Monty Python ... £ 14 99 
Murder  £17.99 
Musde CaT (T D (l Disk i ....£0 99 
Operation StMkh .      £17.99 
Operation Thundf/boft.,,,.£17,99 
Paradtoto 90    £17.99 
Pipemanta  D4.99 
Pirates    ,.£17.09 
Police Quest 2 |l Meg)....,..£24,09 
Poolsc*Pad-anee iMeg'i .... ....£20.09 
Populous ...£17 99 
Populous Promisee Lands £7.99 
Projectysa      £1799 
Puzzrec   £17.99 
Rainbow istano ... £17 99 
Re-: w :-:   £20.99 
Reo Storm RfSing ...,, £17 99 
Robocop   £17.99 
Saint Draoor     £17.99 
Scenery Disk 7. 9 Or 11    £11,99 
Scenery Disk Japan or Europe. . £11.99 
Shadow ot the Baasl 2.  £22.90 
Shadow Wamo' , £ 17.90 
Space Ace  £27,99 
Space Quest 2 . .£20 99 
Steve Davrs Snooker .,., .£9.99 
Super Cars (T D 11 Dak! . ..£8,99 
Super Off Road Racing .£17,99 
Team Yanxee ... £20 99 
Test Drve it .£17 99 
Total R«cal . ....,. ,£17.99 
Tournament G<yf .....£17 99 
Tv Soon5 Basketball .£ 14 99 
Ultima IV ..£17 99 
Ultima 5 .£20 99 
Ultimate Go*  £17.09 
unveal . £20 99 
war :n Mddie Earm .£t4 00 

■* + Meg.£22.99 
Wings 1 Meg 1 ,.£18.09 
WsncsafFufv .. .£17 90 
Woepack (1 Meg 1 .... £20 90 
Zan MdOahen   £17.99 

Please charge my Access/Visa No:....*. Expiry date:....... 

Please make cheques 
ORDER FORM E. SS' B 
Please supply me with the following for 
Computer.. 
Titles Price 

Customer Number 

DATE:. 
NAME:. 
ADDRESS:. 

.Post Code. 
TEL:. 

AMIGA FORMAT JUNE ‘91 

& PO payable to 
Turbosoft 

Cnedtf curd orcters tciceTL /raymenf 
cashed on ft/ on despatch. Orders 

lender £0 add 75p P&P per Item. Far 
First Class add 75p PM3 per item UK 

ortkj. EEC countries add £2.00 per 
tiem. Xon EEC countries add £3.00 
per iiem. Express airmail £4,00 pt*r 

item., All iierzis subject to auoUaMly. 
.411 prjet^s subject lo change without 
notice. E. & O, E, Please note: Mali 

Ofdier companies mat/ take up to 28 
days to deliver goods from receipt of 

order. Please allow for cheque 
 clearance 
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T'.jr"!..'*,,,., r 
f / -rT J DISNEY 1 T-2_ 

CADAVER ; ANIMATION “ 
ONLY £ STUDI01 MEG 5 
£13,99 /^ REC ALL THIS 

'L 

, LEISURESUIT Vi 
LARRY 3 BACK 
IN STOCK NOW r 

/ tONLY £26.9^ / 

^ FIG i 
$r7 STO 

■ ■ ,■ ONL 

F!9 STEALTH 
FIGHTER IN 
STOCK NOW 
ONLY £! ft 99 

J7WT 

EDUCATIONAL 
Answer Back Junior £13 99 
Answer Back Senior £13 99 
Better Maths (12-16)..., ,,£16 99 
Belter Spelling (B~!4).£16 99 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit £16 99 
Donalds Alphabet C base £ 13 99 
French Mistress. £13 99 
Fun School 2 (under 6)-£13 99 
Fun School 2 (6*8). £13 99 
Fun School 2 (8+). £13 99 
Fun School 3 (under 5), £16 99 
Fun School 3 15-7). £16 99 
Fun School 3 (7+).£16 99 
German Master £13 99 
Gooty s Railway Express £13 99 
Hooray-Hen rietta . £16 99 
Italian Tutor,,. £13 99 
Junior TypisMS* 10) £12 99 
Kid Talk.£16 99 
Lets Spell Ai Horne £14 99 
Lets Spell At Shops £14 99 
Magic Maths (4-8) £16 99 
Math Talk ...*. £16 99 
Maths Mania (6* 12) £16 99 
Mickey's Crossword Maker £13 99 
Mickey $ Runaway Zoo . £13 99 
My Pami..... £22 99 
Postman Pal, .... £6 99 
Prof Looks at Words £16 99 
Prof Makes Sentences £16 99 
Prof Plays a new Game £ 19 99 
Puiile Book Vol 1 £14 99 
Spanish Tutor.  £13 99 
Spellbook (4-9).£14.99 
The 3 Bears...£16.99 
Th i ngs to do- with Mu mbers £14.99 
Things to do with Words .,,£14,99 

SPRING SAVERS • SPRING SAVERS • SPRING SAVERS 

MEGA BUYS 
Welltris.,... .£9.99 

Light Corridor . ...£9.99 
Mystical. .£9.99 

OR 
All 3 for. £19,99 

SIM CITY 
ONLY £14.99 

QMS 2 1 MEG 
IN NOW 

ONLY £18.99 

IN NOW 
LEMMINGS 

ONLY £16,99 

NINJA REMIX 
ONLY £7.99 

DOUBLE 
DRAGON 2 

KICKSTART 1.2 
ONLY £7.99 

EMOTION 
ONLY £5.99 

CRACKDOWN 
ONLY £5.99 

MEG 

UPGRADE £29.99 
MEG + CLOCK 

£32-99 

PGA TOUR 
GOLF 

ONLY £17.99 

PHOTON VIDEO 
ONLY £34.99 

NAKSHA 
MOUSE 

ONLY £19.99 

CUMANA 
EXTERNAL DRIVE 
+10 BLANK DISKS 

ONLY £69 99 

TURRiCAN 2 
ONLY £16.99 ONLY £17.99 

SOUND SAMPLER 
MUGICIAN 

ONLY £14.99 

KEEF THE 
THIEF 

NOW IN AT £7-99 

BARDS TALE 2 
NOW IN AT 

£7.99 

TRIVIAL PURSUITS 

GEMUS EDITION 
0*AY£999 

WAR HEAD 
ONLY £7,99 

DRAKKEN 
ONLY £10.99 

JAMES POND 
ONLY £9.99 

BACK IN 
PACLAND AND 

PAC MANIA ONLY 
£7.99 EACH 

FULL M ETAL 
PLANETE 

ONLY £9,99 

BATTLE 
MASTER 

ONLY £12.99 

HAMMERFIST 
ONLY £4.99 

WRATH OF THE 
DEMON 

ONLY £19.99 

SUPREMACY 
ONLY El 9.99 

BUBBLE 
BOBBLE 

£14.99 

COMING SOON 
SECRET WEAPONS 
OF THE LUFTWAFFA 

ONLY £20 99 

SUPER MONACO 
GRAND PRIX 
ONLY £17,99 

UTILITIES 
A MAS...  £79 95 
AMOS ..... £32 99 
Animation Studio..£79 99 
Can Do ..  £69 99 
Deluxe Music Const. Kit.... £49.99 
Deluxe Paint 3 ..........£59,99 
Deluxe Print 2.*.£34 99 
Deluxe Video 3.£59.99 
DevpacS.£44.99 
Digicale .  £27 99 
Oig< Paint 3 .... £59.99 
Digiview Gold.*.Eii9 99 
Hisoft Basic_****_..... £59.99 
Home Accounts.*.£22,99 
Kindwords,....... £37 99 
Lattice C V5..£169 99 
Mastersound .  £32 99 
Mavis Beacons Typing £19,99 
Mu&x X 1.1 Version .£89 99 
Music X Junior...£49 99 
Pagesiream ..  £99 99 
Photon Paini 2 .. £19 99 
Prodaia ..  £59 99 
Professional Page V2 00 £149 99 
Pretext Ver 5...£109 99 
Quartet.£34 99 
Sculpt 40.£399 99 
Sound Express.£34 99 
Superbase Personal 2. £29 99 
S uperbase P rot essionai . £ 149 99 
Superplan..£79.95 
Transwrite...£59.99 
Virus Killer........ £8.99 

SPECIAL DOUBLE BILL FEATURE 
FROM INFOGRAMMES. 

Don't miss out book early* 

SCREEN 1 

SIM CITY+ 
POPULOUS 

BOTH ONLY £19.99 

SCREEN 2 
GENG15 KHAN 
ONLY £2299 

AMIGA FORMAT Wi, 

FI 6 Falcon...£13.99 

Falcon Mission 1...£9,99 

Falcon Mission 2...£9.99 

OR 
All 3 for...£29.99 

10 MEGA GAME PACK 
ONLY £21.99 

Teenage Queen Captain Blood, 
Safari Guns. Tin Tin on the Moon. 

Bubble Purpie Saturn Day, 
Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, Stir 

Crazy Bobo, Hostages 

WICKED GAMES 
PACK ONLY £7,99 

Bouncer, Paccie, 
Backgammon. Invaders. Ball 

Raider £t Swooper, 
Spacebar, Diablo, Zirax. 

Othello 

ADVENTURE 
PACK 

ONLY £12.99 

African Raiders, 
Emmanuelte. Freedom, 
20.000 Leagues Under 

The Sea 

AMERICAN 
DREAMS 

ONLY £6*99 

Bubble Ghosi 
Operation Neptune 

Hostages 
Super Ski 

EUROPEAN 
DREAMS 

ONLY £6.99 

Stir Cr«y - Scoo 
Teenage Queen 
Acoon Sendee 
Boards Sr- 

HIGH ENERGY 
ONLY £16*99 

Tin Tin on the Moon 
Teenage Queen 
North & South 
Fire & Forget 

Hostages 

FUTURE 
DREAMS 

ONLY £6.99 

Warlocks Quest 
G-Nius 

Spidertronic 
Purple Saturn Day 

SUPER QUINTET 
ONLY £6.99 

Chamonix Challenge 
Bubble Ghost 

Warlocks Quest 
Passengers on the 

Wind 1 & 2 

SCREEN GEMS MEGA PACK 
Featuring: A5Q0, PS.U-. modulator, mouse, 

Nightbreed. Days of Thunder, Back to the Future 
Deluxe Paint 2, Shadow of Beasi 2. plus Powerpack 

compilation, 10 blank disks +■ labels, mouse mat 
dust cover. 40 lockable disk box. disk cleaning kit. 

Microblaster microswitched |oystick. 
All this plus the official 1/2 Meg memory expansion 

board giving you a full 1G0GK of memory 
Only £409.99 Ine. VAT & delivery 

MEGA OFFER! 
* MEGA OFFER! 

” For e#-. ~ r*. .bounds spent you can choose 
:*ng titles absolutely FREE!! 

a.uok SvngLAar^* 3 £3 99 ea) Operation Neptune. 
Tr Tir on in VAoo*- Bubote +. Safari Guns, Hawkeye 

? Acsor Service Toyotees, Ballistix 
Pkm wet £40 you can choose 

I -s 99 compilations FREE!! 
: i i ic ity ■ games may be substituted) 

AMIGA A1500 MEGA PACK 
Featuring t Mag of memory. 2 35* disk drives. 8 expansion 

stats compatibility with all Amiga A200C peripherals, 
keyboard, mouse. 1Q84S colour marmot, plus the complete 

software package to get started md The works Fully 
integrated word processor, spreadsheet and database. 

Deluxe Paint 3. Their Finest Hour, Populous + Promised 
Lands, Sim City + Terrain Editor, Qattiechese and 

Micfobiaster microswitched |Oysbck 

ONLY £969.99 inc. VAT & delivery 

Turbosoft 
Unit 6 & 7 Acacia Close. 

Cherry court Way Industrial Estate, 

5ta.abridge Road, Leighton Buzzard 

Beds. LU7 8QE 

Opening hours arc 

Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm 
Saturdays 10.OOam to 4.00pm 

All prices include VAT 

Tel: (0525) 377974 
Fax: (0525) 852278 

Sec us on stand E26-E28 

at the Computer Shopper 

Show. Alexandra Palace* 

10th - 12th May, 

Many special offers 

to save you SSSMr 

(Personal callers welcome) HOW TO FIND US. 

Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5 
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CORTEX 512K RAM EXPANSION for the Commodore Amiga A500 

UlUUUVHVtUUU 

A Brain the next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

• External fitting Warranty remains intact 
• Fully implemented auto-configure 
• Fully operational through-bus 
• Uses standard 1M x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, 

US or EURO) 
• Designed with At 000 compatibility in mind 
• Zero wait-states 
• RAM test software 

2Mb-£279 4Mb-£379 8Mb-£559 

£29.95 
E35.95 

• Low power 1 Mbit RAM chips 
• Enable/ disable switch 
• * Fatter" Agnus compatible for 1 Mb Chip RAM 
• Available with or without battery-backed clock/calendar module 

Clock version 
CHIP UPGRADES 
• 1 Mb Agnus Chip 8372A - Requires some technical skill to fit C60 
• Kickstart ROM upgrade version 1.3 £35 
■ 256K x 4bit DRAM chips (for CBM A590, CBM 2091, (CD AdRAM, Ashcom etc .) 

0.5Mb-£25 1Mfch£49 2Mb-C9S 
• A3000 Static Column Mode DRAM upgrade 4Mb-£279 
• 1M x 8bit SIMMs (for CORTEX 8Mb cards & Xetec Hard Disk Systems) 

2Mth£100 4Mb-E190 6Mb-E280 

CORTEX EXTERNAL 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE 

• High-quality silent mechanism 
• Through port 
• Enable/disable switch 

AMIGA HARD DISK & 
MEMORY SYSTEMS BY XETEC Inc. 

• Xetec CD ROM systems - 
Call for pricing POA 

Xetec FastTrak Hard Disk 
System with Quantum 52Mb 
drive and FastRAM add-on 
(un-popuiated - for extra 
RAM, see Chip Upgrades) £599 
Xetec FastCard Plus Hard Disk 
System with Seagate 48Mb 
28ms dnve and Space tor 
8Mb Fast RAM on board £449 
Xetec FastTape hard disk 
back-up systems - 
Gal! for pacing POA 

0REAMIGAcomputers Sgssr‘«*»™* 
C3i9 

’ G^araM”,,hs"M"am C354 

software pack) 

» A2oS/W;,tKStere°14 moni,0' 
* A3000 hara d(Sk) 

«000 18MHz 68030 68831 
40Mb hard disk 

’ S’haS68030'6*882 

ssr**® 

£699 
£999 

£1499 

£3057 

£3634 

• Fully implemented auto-conligure 
• Zero wait-states 
• Uses standard 1M x 8bit or t M x 9bil SIMMs 
• 2. 4, 6 or 8Mb configurations possible 

2Mb'£199 4MD-E299 6Mb-£394 8Mb-£484 

£4151 

C0MM^®pfA^NEc 

Colo^Mon?tor°84S 14S,ereo 

■ ^^88331'14-Stereo £289 
Colour Monitor 

AOC CM326 Muto-Frequencv 
VeprHi-Res {1024 x 768 V 
Colour Monrtor 
Nec Multisync 2A 
Nec MultiSync 3D 
Nec Mu/tiSync4D 

,p®M°'sP,ay Enhancer 
(Flicker-fixer with Overscan 
support) A2000 only 

£249 

£499 
E449 
£599 

£1095 

£349 

All prices include VAT and Postage & Packaging. Trade enquiries welcome. 

Send cheques to: 
MEMORY EXPANSION SYSTEMS LTD. 
BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB 
• 24 HOUR SALES 051-236 0480 • 24 HOUR FAX 051-227 2482 



GRAPHICS 

S, o you've done a bit of pixel 

bashing with a paint program 

and you want to try some of 

that 3D stuff. Looks really difficult 

though, with all those coordinates and 

maths and vertices - and who’s that 

geezer Ray Tracer? Some sort of 

expert? But no. Stop right there! 

That's what makes the Amiga so spe¬ 

cial - it can all be easy. It can also be 

very hard if you make mistakes with 

the software you usep but that's 

where we come in.*. 

Because the Amiga is so good at 

graphics, there have been laterally 

dozens of 3D model ting and render¬ 

ing systems developed, A few of 

them are brilliant; a few were brilliant 

but have been overtaken by the oppo¬ 

sition; a few are real dogs [smelly and 

avoided by everyone who keeps their 

eyes open)* 

This round-up attempts to guide 

you through this maze and to avoid 

putting your foot in it. ft includes full 

reviews of the brand new Imagine 

(Impulse) on Page 124r 3D 

Professional [Progressive Peripherals) 

on Page 129, and Draw 4D on Page 

133. The complete guide to the rest 

starts on Page 142. 

Know your terms 

Before we dive in, let's have a look at 

some of the technical terms - every 

subject has to have some, or no-one 

could be an expert 

It's the 
Real Thing! 

Modelling - constructing a model of 

ttie object and its environment, usu- closest Amiga graphics come to real life is the stun- 
ally represented by a see-through z* zt r- 
outline drawing called a Wire frame, . ^ ^ , ... . , — 
There are two forms of modelling,,. rung accuracy of 3D modelling and rendering. Our 

Surface Modelling - constructs all 

objects out of flat faces or facets. A 

sphere is really a multi-face polyhe¬ 

dron, but if you use enough faces it 

looks round. Special shading routines 

can be used to make objects look 

realty curved. 

exhaustive guide brings you reviews of three exciting 

new products and a complete guide to 3D software, 

overseen by the amazingly lifelike BRIAN LARKMAN. 

Solid modelling - constructs objects 

by rotating simple planes: a sphere is 

a rotated disc, a cylinder is a rotated 

rectangular plane. Because of this the 

curved surfaces really ARE curved 

Point Editing - the ability to zoom in 

and move individual points or groups 

of points. Solid modelling does not 

allow this. 

Rendering - turning the wireframe 

representation of the object into a 

realistic view of the scene, complete 

with lighting, surface texture and.,. 

Smooth Shading - faceted surface- 

modelled objects can be made to 

look smooth by averaging the angles 

of the faces at each junction. The pro¬ 

files still look angular, though. Phong 

shading is one example, named after 

its inventor. 

Surface Mappmg - tne characteris¬ 

tic sterile smooth piasbc surfaces of 

computer generates oopects can be 

made more interby capping 

the surfaces with Th$ can be 

a bit-mapped (parted mage or a 

programed textile and can affect 

the surface in various *ays ike,.. 

Bump Mapping - for rsiance. gives 

the impression tat ta mage is 

embossed into ta srface an 

impression heightened because the 

bumps are itlumrated correctly by 

the lights in the scene. 

Ray Tracing - an acarate but slow 

method of rendering Each pael is 
projected straight into ta model and 

takes on the COlOlf ta object it 

meets. If the object e reflective the 

pixel (ray) is bounced at ar mgv (just 
like a snooker bail) and takes on the 

colour of the next object (unless it is 

transparent - when the ray is bent - 

or a light - when the pixel is made 

bright - or reflective again...). 

TriView - editing method where front, 

side and plan views of the scene are 

shown and you can work in all of 

them. Takes a bit of getting used to. 

Perspective View - a single editable 

view of the scene from an angle. The 

angle can be changed freely (ideally 

in real time) to get deferent view¬ 

points. More natural to use but with 

some early software difficult to con¬ 

trol the rotation of the scene and very 

slow update, Caligari changed all that! 

Quad View - combination of the 

above but fourth view [perspective) 

isn't editable. A good comoromise. 

Continued Overleaf! 
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GRAPHICS 

This is an interesting time for 

Amiga graphics. New HAM 

modes, SpectraCo/or, 24-bit 

boards, plus at least five new 3D 

modelling and rendering systems in 

less than a year - and now, at the top 

of that particular pile, Imagine! 

Most people who have used 

Turbo Siiver, imagined noble but 

rather cantankerous eider brother, 

will be pleasantly surprised by the 

new program. It seems to have oven 

come all of Si/ver's problems, but 

retained its excellent rendering capa¬ 

bilities. The addition of a unique 

object-creation method, Form Editing, 

greatly improved modelling tools, and 

a really simple animation cycle editor 

make Imagine the most exciting 3D 

system available for the Amiga, 

Room and Shells. 

Visible on the shelf 

here are several 

objects {vase, seed* 

heads and flowers} 

created with the 

Forms editor and vari¬ 

ous shells created 

with extrusion- 

This is a full high-reso¬ 

lution 24-bit render, 

The only criticism is of 

the hard-edged shad¬ 

ows (these would not 

show so much in 

dithered HAM 

pictures). The picture 

on the wall (courtesy 

of Monty Rakusenj is 

itself a 24-bit RGB 

image that was digi¬ 

tised with f>igiView4, 

Modelling 
Impulse have adopted a modular 

approach for the interface, and have 

used a different screen for the vari¬ 

ous types of editing required to 

construct objects, place them in a 

scene, animate and render them. All 

modules have two menus in common: 

Project, giving access to the other 

screens, and Display, to control 

zoom, centering, grid and 

perspective view. 

Four of the five modes 

look quite similar to each 

other, using the familiar 

quad-view of Front, Side, 

Top and Perspective. 

Some people find it dif¬ 

ficult to visualise their 

objects in a quad-view, so 

the presence of the per¬ 

spective view, constantly 

updated, helps greatly, par 

ticuiarly if hidden line 

removal or shading are 

selected for its display. 

This slows down the 

refresh greatly but Impulse 

have thoughtfully ensured 

that editing of the other 

views can continue while 

^he Detail Editor is the 

real workshop of 

Imag/ne.the place 

where most objects are 

created, or at least visit 

to have the finishing 

touches of their shape 

added. The range of 

attributes is so great that 

almost any material can 

be simulated * 
the perspective view is re¬ 

drawing itself. 

At first it seemed that having five 

modes would be extremely confusing, 

but the balance between their similar¬ 

ity - to make it easy to switch from 

one to another - and their differences 

- to distinguish between them, is just 

about perfect. After just a day's use it 

was possible to flick between modes 

fluently, a process helped greatly by 

sensible prompts to save changes, 

Normally, as a project develops 

itself, you would work your way 

through each editor, starting with the 

Forms Editor. 

Forms Editor 
If working with any software could be 

called a joyful experience, then the 

Imagine Forms Editor must be it. 

Using this, almost any object can be 

constructed based on a single cross- 

Imagine 
In the first of our 3D software reviews 

BRIAN LARKMAN stretches his imagi¬ 

nation into three different dimensions... 

sectional shape, with different front 

and side views. 

For example, look at the vase on 

the mantle-piece in the illustrations. 

Because the cross section is star 

shaped, fluting can be seen running 

from top to bottom. Looking from the 

front or side, smoothly contoured 

curves define the profile of the vase. 

Yet every horizontal cross-section i$ 

the same shape, only the size varies 

depending on the diameter of the 

vase at that point. 

The cross sectional view differs 

from a conventional plan because it 

represents a section through the 

object at ANY point, independent of 

size. Only the forms editor could have 

constructed this object. 

With imaginitive use, a huge 

range of objects could be modelled m 
this wayt but rf you need to work with 

individual vertices (points), lines or 

faces another editor must be used 

Detail Editor 
All of the standard primitive shapes - 

sphere, tube, plane, cone, disk and 

torus - plus the conventional mod¬ 

elling tools - extrusion to length and 

along a path, sweep & spin, skin, 

transformation, scale, move, rotate - 

are provided in the detail editor, Any 

object can have vertices, lines or 

faces added at any time. Similarly 

several objects or primitives can be 

linked together so that they become 

one object with a single axis [control 

point) and an overall set of attributes. 

Any number of objects can also 

be ‘grouped'. This is different from 

linking'm that it can be reversed, and 

each object in a group can retain its 

attributes and/or share them with the 

others m the group, 

As well as the basic' tools that 

one expects of any modelling system. 

Imagine has several sophisticated 

ways to construct and manipulate 

objects. Skin converts a series of 

separate cross sections into a single 

object, pining points on each to 

make a surface as if a rubber sheet 

were dragged over a set of hoops. 

Conform to Sphere and Conform to 

Cylinder push any selected object into 
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BELOW: Crystal head. 

The Filter attributes 

only *eem to work it 

shinin«ti is turned off. 

Other versions showed 

an opaque, glossy 

object. This head has 

a refractive index of 

1,55 (Quartz). The ver¬ 

sion bottom has an IFF 

mapped onto it to give 

a tattoo effect. 

The excellent model 

(Omega Head) is clip 

art by Leo Capricorn, 

Fresnes, France 

(tel 42 37 16 44). 

those shapes as if they were pressed 
into a mould. Slice allows objects of 
any shape to cut into other objects as 
“cooky-cutters', in effect performing 
Boolean operations. Thus a perfectly 
circular hole can be cut out of a 
sphere, an immensely difficult opera¬ 
tion with any other system. 

Imagine is the only surface mod¬ 
elling system to offer this tool (though 
it is common in solid modellers like 
Real3D which depend on Boolean 
operations to form anything but sim¬ 
ple primitive forms). 

The ability to edit at the po*nt 
level is one of the great advantages 
surface modelling systems have over 
solid modellers. Working on points 
rather than whole objects, it is possi¬ 
ble to drag groups of vertices m a 
really fluid way using the Magnetism 
tools. The 'magnetic' parameters can 
be varied to drag rounded, pointed or 
flat-topped blobs' up from the sur¬ 
face of objects, and by varying the 
radius and degree of influence, the 
feeling that you are modelling clay is 
simulated quite uncannily. 

It’s a workshop 

The Detail Editor is the real workshop 
of Imagine, the place where most 
objects are created, or at least vrsrt 
to have the finishing touches of thar 
shape added. Once the final form ts 
settled, it is also the place where the 
surface finish is decided; via the 
Attributes requester. Here, the 
colour, reflectivity, transparency; 
roughness, shininess, hardness 
specularity, Phong smoothing, texture 
mapping (algorithmic or 'coded* tex¬ 
tures) and IFF brush mapping 
(including bump, colour and reflec¬ 
tion) are added* These define the 
material that the object is made from 

The range of attributes «s so 
great that almost any material can be 
simulated. The exception seems to 
be translucent or partially opaque 
materials such as blinds or lamp¬ 
shades with light behind them. 
Impulse assure me that the latest ver¬ 
sion solves this problem. 

With such a large number of 
parameters to be set it is not suprts- 
mg that a Save Attributes requester is 
provided. Unfortunately this does not 
save the Texture or Brush parame¬ 
ters - the ones that take the most 
typing-in of figures. The choice of sa* 
ing all the parameters or at least 
printing them out for reference would 
have been nice. 

The “coded' textures of Imagine 
are one of its main strengths. At pre¬ 
sent the list stands at checks, 
bricks, grid, wood, disturbed (wave 
patterns), angular, linear and radial 
colour gradients and dots. Amazingly, 
two or more can be applied at once. 

The great advantage of these 
non-IFF textures is that they render at 
the resolution and number of colours 
you have selected so there are no 

jaggies carried over from an IFF 
brush. At high resolution m 24-bit 
mode wood or gradient colour tex¬ 
tures are amazingly smooth. 

Stage Editor 

Once all of the objects in a scene 
have been constructed they need to 
be assembled into a scene or 'stage' 
containing camera and lights. By now 
object attributes and “form’ are 
unchangable except for scale, posi¬ 
tion and rotation. 

For the interior, all of the objects 
were created within the outline shape 
of the room in the Detail Editor and 
then saved from the relative positions 
they would ultimately occupy in the 
final scene. Usually this meant that 
they only needed to be loaded into 
the Stage Editor, though fine tuning 
was possible. 

In the Stage Editor the 
Perspective View can be set to 
Camera View so precise positioning 
of camera and lights can be 
achieved. Unfortunately, the Camera 
view does not necessarily bear any 
real relationship to the size of the 
fnal fnage - only by rendering the 
actual scene in wireframe can you tell 
to what degree the camera view will 
be cropped. This is really only a 
mnor nusance. 

Animation 
flfcere the Stage Editor really scores 
(Ktfts ts n animation, for it is here 
that you set up movement paths, 
tweenrig and - most tfnporfantfry - 
access the Action Scnpt Edrtor In 
fact most of the activities that take 
place on the Stage can be set up 
more accurately, and sometimes 
more easfy. on the action scnpt. In 
operation t is easier to use than to 
besot** but lets have a go. 

Refenng to the illustrations you 
can see that the actors' (the camera, 
each object* each light source and 
any global parameters) have a time- 
ine from frame one upwards. For a 
smgte still image only frame one is 
used. Actors can be added, renamed 
or deleted and parameters changed. 

Each actor can have up to six 
channels to control position, size, 
alignment, hinge (ability to turn), spe¬ 
cial effects (explode, ripple, grow) 
etc. By changing any of these param¬ 
eters at different points along the 
timeline, objects, lights and camera 
can be made to transform in an 
astonishingly versatile and varied 
way; following paths, moving from 
place to place, rotating around hinge 
points, expanding or contracting, 
morphing from one shape or colour 
or surface texture to another, all con¬ 
trolled from a simple interactive 'dope 
sheeti. Perfic! 

Cycle Editor 

One form of animation is difficult to 
control using this global “script1 
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be set up and this produces an auto¬ 

matic subdirectory within the project. 

For anything but the simplest project 

a hard disk is essential. 

Launching a new sub-project 

brings up a file requester to provide a 

name and path, then the Subproject 

Parameters requester appears. Here 

you can choose from six rendering 

methods (anything from wireframe to 

scanline and Ray-tracing), the picture 

and pixel size (up to 8000 by 8000 - 

selection is made easy by eight pre¬ 

Forms Editor. 

Note that each hori¬ 

zontal pair of points in 

the lower two views 

represent the cross 

section shown in the 

top left view. The 

cross section is there¬ 

fore Just a form, 

independent of size. 

method is character animation, By 

their very nature the complex, yet 

repetitive movements of a bird's wing 

or a running woman, require many 

objects to be moved in unison with 

each other, each part depending on 

those of all the others. To control 

these various motions requires that a 

hierarchy is set up. 

Many interlinked actions can be 

recreated with the Cycle Editor. The 

various parts are modelled first in the 

Forms and Detail Editors. The hierar¬ 

chy that joins them is produced by 

creating a central 'skeleton' which 

can be easily moved, rotated and piv¬ 

oted, to which the parts are attached. 

The first frame of a cycle is set 

upf with the 'bones' or segments posi¬ 

tioned at one extreme of the 

movement. Jumping to the middle 

and then to the final frames of the 

cycle, the segments are moved to 

suitable positions. Intervening frames 

are automatically set up with the inbe- 

tween or 'tween' positions of the 

segments, managing to save a vast 

amount of work. 

Cycle objects produced in this 

way are treated on the stage as if 

they were normal objects and will 

repeat their cycle endlessly even 

while being moved and transformed if 

required. Altogether it is an extremely 

painless way of producing a charac¬ 

ter that is in moton. 

Once the actors are prepared 

and the stage has been set, the 

scene must be photographed or ren¬ 

dered. This is a task for... 

The Project Editor 
Each new project is allocated a direc¬ 

tory and all objects, staging 

instructions and images are, for pref¬ 

erence, stored there. So that several 

versions of a particular project can be 

rendered a Rendering Subproject can 

sets that can be defined with 

Imagine1* comprehensive xonfig file), 

the path for still images and anima¬ 

tions, and the file format (12 and 

24-bit ILBM and RGBN plus separate 

R, G and 8 for stills, ANIM and IMAG¬ 

INE for animations). 

Individual or multiple frames can 

be selected for rendering, and can 

then be assembled into an animation 

according to a script that can be pro¬ 

duced with just a simple Text Editor. 

This allows quite complex, looping 

animations to be set up from rela¬ 

tively few frames. 

The Images 

Obviously the real test of a renderer 

is the images that it produces. 

Stage Editor. 

Tri-view plus perspec¬ 

tive (camera) view. 

The pink lines repre¬ 

sent objects that are 

grouped. Clicking on 

any of the view names 

opens up that window 

to the full screen. 

ip AC 

Imagine produces really superb ray- 

traced pictures that have a subtlety 

few other 3D systems available on 

the Amiga can achieve. The bump 

mapping is the only thing that leaves 

anything to be desired, especially 

compared to that of ReaI3D. 

Nevertheless, the combination of 

useful built-in coded’ textures, IFF 

brush-maps, and comprehensive con¬ 

trol over surfaces, allow almost any 

object to have a high degree of depth 

and 'presence'. Put simply they are 

just really convincing. But only God 

writes perfect software and there is 

inevitably a wish-list of features that 

could be implemented. Let's just men¬ 

tion a few! 

Displaying 24-bit files on a frame 

buffer m high resolution (16 million 

colours at 910 x 576) certainly tests 

the quality of an image. The first thing 

to notice is that the shadows look 

very hard edged. In reality they would 

become softer the further they are 

from the casting object. Similarly it 

would be nice to have smoke and 

mist, semi-opaque objects (Pernod 

with water), and depth-of-focus 

effects. Though remember, all of 

these would add hours or even days 

to the rendering times. 

Speaking of times, what the 

images cannot ted you is how quickly 

that they rendered. In fact Imagine 

renders very fast - for example, 

those scenes with transparent 

objects appeared faster than similar 

Rea/3D subjects and much faster 

than 3DFro or Scu/pt. 

Conclusion 
The review of any piece of software 

as powerful and dense as imagine 

must inevitably only scratch the sur¬ 

face of its capabilities. As we said 

above, the real test is in the images, 

and I think those displayed here 

speak for themselves. 

To summarise: Imagine is a little 

dense to get into, especially when 

you get just past the rather limited 

tutorials. The manual as a whole is 

rather weak though it has all the 

basics and is well layed out It just 

needs fleshing out. The interface is 

quite straightforward and easy to use 

though the concept of picking and 

selecting takes a bit of getting used 

to. Modelling is extremely powerful 

allowing complex organic shapes, 

Boolean operations, and much more. 

Animation seems well catered for 

though unfortunately this review did 

not have time to experiment in any 

great depth. Cycle editing in particu¬ 

lar is very powerful and easy. File 

handling is reasonable, though it 

would be nice to import Sculpt and 

Videoscape format objects and out¬ 

put Renderman RIB files. The 

renderrng is superb, though there is 

room for a few more special effects - 

but then I suppose that's what keeps 

us in work, isn't it? m 
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The starting point in 30 Pro is 

the modeller. Upon loading 

you are asked to set up a 

database that any subsequent scene 

will occupy. This can be confusing, 

but just accepting the default values 

is as good a place as any to begin. 

The screen is standard Amiga lay¬ 

out and looks more like a paint 

program than a complex 3D render¬ 

ing package. 

Using the icons in tbe tool box it 

is possible to rotate, stretch, dupli¬ 

cate, slice, delete, group, mirror and 

align objects. Having this tool box 

constantly available is very useful, but 

if it was moveable around the screen 

this would be an added bonus. 

Re Views 
The six views of the 3D world which 

3D Pro employs are all available as 

editable modes. A useful camera view 

is also included, ft i$ possible to view 

three angles plus a camera view at 

the same time, but sadly it is not pos¬ 

sible to edit in this mode. This is 

frustrating when you need to position 

an object accurately and you would 

ideally like to see at least two views 

as you move your objects. 

While viewing a given angle, other 

elements (camera and lights) are 

shown. Moving these is just a case of 

dick and move. One quirk, however, 

is when you move the camera closer 

to the objects, in that the camera 

view does not become any closer. 

Genesis 

Creating objects is easy, but making 

anything complex is difficult. 30 Pro 

employs ‘solid modelling', Essenhalfy 

this results in the objects not being 

editable at the vertex level: for exam¬ 

ple, ft is not possible to select half an 

object and use a magnet to distort it. 

This means creating organic and 

soft objects is awkward, though engi¬ 

neering and man-made elements are 

simple. It combats this by using sepa¬ 

rate editors for particular shapes. 

For example, the lathe can pro¬ 

duce turned' objects such as vases 

and bottles The profile editor acts 

like an extruding tool, but allows mul¬ 

tiple shapes to be extruded one after 

the other to give more complex 

objects. Conic allows the points on a 

line to be taken to one point - like a 

fan shape. Uses for this escape me. 

Trees and Fields 

A modeller unique to 3D Pro is the 

fractal tree modeller, which allows 

trees of any given specification, 

including leaf size, branch length and 

gravity level, to be made as a 3D 

object Complimentary to this is the 

land modeller which creates fractal 

landscapes, although the variety does 

not compare to the tree modeller. 

Converting Amiga fonts into 3D 

objects is catered for, as is the con¬ 

version of an IFF picture into a 3D 

3D Professional 
DEAN AGAR puts on his 3D specs to look at the 

second piece of 3D software under scrutiny this month. 

object. The latter, however, proved 

unusable on a 2 Meg Amiga 500 

because of the memory limitation. A 

simple quarter-screen picture refused 

to convert because of lack of mem¬ 

ory, The ability to wrap IFF images 

onto an object is not catered for. 

The program also offers the abil¬ 

ity to convert files from most 3D 

programs. However a Sculpt 4D 

scene loaded in to 3D Pro had so 

many vertices added that the redraw 

rate was into minutes and rendering 

became even slower than normal. 

Environmental problems 

The environment within which the 

modeller works is very good, and 

everything is easy to use. The 

requesters for changing the attributes 

of objects, Sights and the camera are 

well laid out and very informative. But 

once you have built many objects, 

some problems crop up. 

On a standard Amiga 500 or 

2000 the redraw rate, even in wire 

frame, of anything more than a cou¬ 

ple of spheres becomes incredibly 

slow. For any kind of complex scene, 

waiting for the screen to redraw after 

you have moved an object can take 

up to a minute and because of this it 

is totally unusable. 

More Troubles 

Other problems occur. By far the 

most annoying goes back to setting 

up a database at the beginning. If at 

the beginning you defined, say, a 

maximum of 50 objects and find that 

Continued overleaf I 

| Hamm* nunter of m 

ZStfl shadows Zfuirp rff’l'tct 

a Specu la* hi^hghts 

:Siltaurtt» | far? **•*«« afi 

Inay site £1/1 ~1* Z~ a Zi I *1:1 2t;4 ~1;H> ZVM 

The range of options 

available In tbs 

custom raY'tracer 

(ABOVE} is tnormoys, 

but speed will limit the 

experimentation. Our 

room model (TOP) is 

seen in wireframe 

(RIGHT) before being 

sent to the tracer. 
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your scene requires more, you can't 

add ttiem. Extending the database 

causes you to lose your existing 

scene. This means saving your 

scene, which can take a couple of 

minutes because 3D Pro, for 

some reason, saves every ele¬ 

ment in a different drawer - 

then changing the database 

and seeing it your scene will 

load into your new database. 

Similarly this happens if 

you find you need more lights 

than originally intended, or 

any object uses more vertices 

than you thought they would. 

On the whole the modeller 

is very frustrating. You can 

see what the programmers 

had in mind and the potential 

lurking underneath the excel¬ 

lent interface but tapping into 

it can sometimes take more 

effort than is really justifiable, 

* The six views of trve 
3D world which 3D Pro 

employs are all 
available as editable 

modes. A useful 
camera view is also 

included, It is possible 
to view three angles 

plus a camera view at 
the same time** 

The solid modelling 

approach of Heal 3D 

makes it ideal for 

‘engineered’ shapes 

like this teapot. 

Rendering 

The rendering available to 3D Pro 
covers the usual options from wire¬ 

frame to smoothly-shaded images. 

Within the program itseff wire frames 

can be produced along with solid 

faceted rendering. 

STOP PRESS 
The manufacturers, Progressive Peripherals and Software, 
didn't even attempt to defend the product and readily admitted 
its problems and shortcomings. They seemed more concerned 
to point out that a very seriously revised version £ was 60 days 
from release. As well as claiming that all the Faults were now 
corrected they claimed that many new features would be 
appearing. Real-time animation, 24-bft IFF mapping, vastly 
speeded-up rendering and redraw rates and 25 naw textures 
were among the most realistic. Also it would seem that the 
price of the software will drop to below £200, although 1 haven't 
seen any adverts to confirm I his yet. Judging from the quality 
Of other software available now I would think carefully about 
waiting for the upgrade, 

Also directly accessible from within 

the program are two smooth Tender¬ 

ers called Phong and Gourad. 

Although not true ray-tracing they 

offer a fair amount of realism and are 

perfectly acceptable when the results 

are not required to be photorealistic. 

With the present revision to 

Version LI 3D Pro now includes a 

custom ray-tracing module which, 

although potentially a step above the 

competition, only serves to frustrate 

the user further. Although tests and 

certain parts of renders can come 

out very well it is difficult to know 

what the results are going to be like 

After eight weeks of using the 

program, results approaching any 

kind of quality were still many weeks 

away. The problem is speed. Using a 

25 MHz Amiga, simple scenes in low- 

res were taking well over an hour. 

The Tracer can be used as a 

stand-alone or loaded together with 

3D Pro. Running both programs 

together can cause problems. With 5 

megs, Tracer refused to render a 

scene because of memory limitations. 

Playing around with settings can 

solve this but, being so hit and miss, 

it is not entirely satisfactory, 

Smooth Performer 

Because 3D Pro is a solid modeller 

its big advantage is displayed when 

images are ray-traced. It is immedi¬ 

ately noticeable that even objects 

with few vertices do not look 'faceted1 

like other programs. Spheres are per¬ 

fectly round and objects are smoothly 

rendered unless told otherwise. 

Tracer contains many features 

that can give the same scene a com¬ 

pletely different look. One of the 

unrealistic aspects of 3D rendering is 

that the human eye never sees any 

scene with everything m focus at 

once. In 3D Pro it is possible to focus 

on a particular object or point in your 

scene, making it more realistic. 

Images can also be produced 

where distant objects are darker than 

objects nearer to the viewer, which 

helps to create a greater feeling of 

space and distance. Mist and fog 

effects are also possible as are spe¬ 

cific types of light source, from a 

torch to a fluorescent light. Shadows, 

too. can be varied between sharp and 

black, to very soft and undefined. 

More Trouble 

Most of the problems here are con¬ 

nected with the included textures of 

the program. Only one type of wood 

can be attributed to objects within a 

scene. For example, it is not possible 

to have a dark oak desk alongside a 

pine shelf. It is simply one or the 

other. When you give an object a par¬ 

ticular texture, that texture is not 

fixed to the object as such. Rather, 

the model becomes a window into a 

textured universe so that as you 

move the object, it leaves its texture 

behind! Thus, animating textured 

objects is virtually impossible. 

3D Pro offers all the expected 

output facilities such as raw and IFF 

24-bit files at any resolution, as well 

as output to single-frame recorders. It 

also offers Postscript files for use in 

DTP and high-resolution output. These 

are available when using the tracer 

from within the program but are 

absent from the stand-alone tracer. 

Animation 

Animation can be produced in two 

ways. The first and least friendly uses 

a script file to create movement in 

your scene. You tell the program, by 

a series of commands, to move 

objects, lights and the viewer around 

the scene. Rear professionals create 

their animations on workstations in 

this way, so t can only say that this is 

a valid, but drfficuft technique. 

The second technique used is the 

popular and versatile key-framing. 

This involves positioning everything in 

your scene and specifying it as a key 

frame. You then move your objects 

into a different position and specify 

this as the next key frame. The com¬ 

puter then creates the scenes 

between the first and last. Although 

simple in essence, complex anima¬ 

tions can be produced this way, 

This method also allows object 

morphing. In theory, if you change the 

shape of an object between key 

frames then it will seem to transform 

smoothly in the resulting animation. 

On previous packages this has always 

proved difficult, Even changing a 

sphere into a cube can be a night¬ 

mare Sadly, the use of a solid 

modeller makes organic transforma¬ 

tions even more difficult, although 

simple re-siiing n all directions is 

possible and can be quite effective. 

One of the problems of key fram¬ 

ing in the past has been objects 

positioned around a scene move in 

straight lines to their new positions. 

3D Fro can 'draw* a smooth path 

through the key frames of an object. 

For example, to have a planet rotat¬ 

ing around a sin m most packages 

would require an unusable amount of 

key frames 3D Pro can create this in 

3 to 4 key frames. 

Conversely, a limitation is that 

between each frame a set amount of 

tween frames must be used. For 

example rf you have 5 key frames you 

must use the same number of tweens 

between each of them. 

Speed m this program can be an 

immense problem. On a 2 Meg Amiga 

500, six wire-frame images of a ball 

bouncing on a cube took 45 minutes 

to render. The animation itself was 90 

frames, so the full 90 frames would 

have taken over 11 hours had it been 

left rendering By comparison Sculpt 

4D on the same machine produced all 

90 frames of the same animation in 

under 30 minutes. ■ 
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X-COPY 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package for all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISC BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

■*i( H T 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy 
disc backup, hard disc backup and file backup. *Also backs 
up ST, IBM etc discs. *Checks discs for errors. ^Optimises 
data for faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 
discs in 48 seconds. *Full update service available. 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL caters for all your needs, included in the package is a small 
hardware interface that plugs into the external disc drive port at the rear of the Amiga 
and your external disc drive (if you have one) plugs into the back of the interface. This 
allows the DIGITAL BIT IMAGE COPY MODE to use the ADAPTIVE PULSE WIDTH 
MODULATION routines to backup virtually all known discs. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS T 00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the use of its software for 
the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by X-Copy Pro are intended to back 
up users own software, PD Software & other such programs where permission had been given. It is 
illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:- At time of purchase, if your can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-COPY PRO we will refund your money. 

Ordering X-COPY PROFESSIONAL Nome 
Access/Visa orders can De ptaced by telephorv 

061 72A 7572. For moi! order fill in the T6SS , mg 

order form and send with a cheque or postal 

order to:-Siren Software Wi "on House Bury Rd. 

Radcliffe, Manchester M26 9UR o 



DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
FROM MJC SUPPLIES 

AMIGA A1500 £679.95 
Package includes A15QQ computer 

with 1Mb Ram, 2 drives, Deluxe Paini 
III, Works Platinum and 4 great 
games. Price includes VAT and 

courier delivery 
A1500 plus 1084s colour 

monitor £819.95 

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS 
includes Deluxe Paint If and 4 lop 

games + free meg memory 
expansion 

MJC PRICE £384.95 
with Cumana 2nd drive add C6Q 

COMMODORE A590 
HARD DRIVE 

20Mb Auto boots from WB t 3 

MJC PRICE £284.95 
wish extra iMeg fitted £319 95 
with extra 2Meg fitted £349.95 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO 

Disney Animation Studio 
Latest graphics package from the 
world famous Disney Corporal ion 

RRP £99.95 MJC PRICE £74.95 

Pagesetter 2,.    49,95 
Deluxe Paint III.. 59.95 
Deluxe Video III..79,95 
Digiview Gold v4 ..10995 
Pixmate......39.95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great video production package 
requires mm. 1 meg & 2 drives 

£89.95 

ZVP VIDEOSTUDIO PRO 
call for further details 

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 
£159.95 

3902 Mode Switch Box £31.95 

SOUND 

MASTERSOUND• 
SAMPLER 

MJC PRICE £29.95 

QUARTET 
MJC PRICE £35.95 

A.M.A.S. 
MJC PRICE £74.95 

SPECIALS 

NEWM PROTEXT version 5 
A very fast, command based 

package, now benefits from putt- 
down menus and better mouse 

control, holds up to 36 documents in 
memory, newspaper styfe columns. 

new Cottms dictionary, new fife 
selector. Stitt the best wp tor using 

your printers fonts and effects. 
1Mb required 

RRP £149.95 our price £99.95 

NEW!! PROTEXT version 4.3 
For 5 t2k machines, now benefits 

from the pull down menus and some 
other features Of version 5. 

still only C&4.95 

PRODATA 
Amor's database has excellent data 

layout facilities, including a wide 
range of printer effects, W indexes 

per data fife, and uses many of 
Protext's editing commands, 

RRP £79,95 our price £55.95 

MJC PRO-PACKS!! 
Protext v5 & Prodara £ 149.95 
Protext v4 3 & Prodata £114,95 

DEMO DISKS 
For Protext V5. V4 or Prodata 

£5 each 
fees! deductable on purchase of 

appropriate program I 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
V2 Meg internal expansions for 

A500 s. Real time clock and disable 
switch included, Witt not invalidate 

warranty 
£31.95 

CUMANA CAX354 DISK 

DRIVES 

Quality brand name 3 5" dnves 
including thru port, disable switch and 

no hassle one year guarantee. 
INCLUDES FREE VIRUS X UTILITY 

£61.95 

VIDI-AMIGA 
The best value video digitiser 

available for the Amiga Grads 16 
Shade mono images from any 

domestic VCR or video camera with 
composite output) and saves as IFF 
files, Colour images can be grabbed 

using Vidichrome and a mono 
camera or with the RGB Splitter and 

a colour camera or perfect freeze 
frame VCR 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package - including Vtdi 

Digitiser, Vidichrome and Photon 
Paint 

MJC PRICE C95,00 

RGB SPLITTER 
For use with Vidichrome or Digiview 

(includes PSU) 
MJC PRICE £64.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR 
SOLUTION 

Package includes Vidi Amiga, 
Vidichrome and the RGB Splitter for a 

complete colour digitising outfit 
NOTE: For best colour pictures you 

require a video camera or perfect still 
frame VCR 

MJC PRICE £145,00 

NEW!! - EXPANDABLE 
UPGRADES 

RAM expansion boards upgradeable 
to l.Smeg (giving a totai 2,3 megl 

Ptugs into normal expansion slot with 
no soldering, and includes disable 
switch and battery backed clock. 

POPULATED WITH 0 5 MEG 49,95 
POPULATED WITH 1 MEG 69,95 
POPULATED WITH 1.8 MEG 109.95 

NOTE When expanding by more 
than 0 5 meg. an internal connection 
is required iconnector not included), 

invalidating your warranty 
INTERNAL CONNECTOR 14.95 

DEVPAC version 2 
£39.95 

PHILIPS 6633 MK 2 MONITOR 
includes Cable and delivery 

£249.95 

AMOS vl.2 
MJC PRICE JUST 

£33.95 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
280 DPI 

MJC Price £21.95 

DATABASES/ 
SPREADSHEETS 

Mailshot (label printing).,.19.95 
Infofile. ....37 95 
Superbase Book ware.19 95 
Superbase Personal 2„„.69.95 
Maxiplan Plus.   .54.95 
Superplan......69.95 

Superbase 2 + Superplan 
MJC PRICE £89.95 

PERSONAL FINANCE 
MANAGER 

MJC PRICE £22.95 
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLY 

provides up to 30% more power to 
cope with add-ons. £39.95 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Fun School 2 - 8 programs per disk 
Fun School 2. 2-6 years....... .... 12.95 
Fun School 2,6-6 years. .12.95 
Fun School 2. 6-12 years. ,12.95 

Fun School 3 * 5 oroarams oer disk 
Fun School 3, 2-5 years. .15.95 
Fun School 3, 5-7 years. .15 95 
Fun School 3, 7-12 years,,...,. .15.95 

Answerback Junior Quiz 6-n, 14.95 
Answerback Senior Quiz 12+, , J4<95 
French Mistress (12-adult). .14.95 
German Master (12-adult). ..14.95 
Spanish Tutor (12-adult),. .14.95 

Mavis Beacon Typing, 12+. 19.95 

LCL Educational Software: 
Primary Maths Course (3*12) - ,,,19.95 
Mcro English (8-GCSE). .19-95 
Micro Maths {8-GCSE)... .19.95 
Micro French (6-GCSE)... .19.95 

Learn to Read with Prof,, by Piisma 
CAJtkJs a complete reading course for 4 to 9 

year aids Assumes no initial reading ability 
1, Prof Plays a New Game. ,.19.95 

includes audio tape, and 5 booklets 
2, Prof Looks at Words. .,.19.95 

Disney Educational: 
Thrs# great new educational titles from the 

Disney Studios 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo (2*5) „ ,,19.95 
Donald's Alphabet Chase (2*5} 19.95 
Goofy's Railway Express (2-5).19.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Manufacturers original ribbon? 
Panasonic KXP-1Q80/1061.. ....6.95 
Panasonic KXP-1124 . ...7 95 
Star LC-10 Mono. ....495 
Star LC24-T0. . ....5.95 
Star LC-IO CokXjr ...5.95 
Star LC-200 Mono. ..,.5,50 
Star LC24-20G Mono .,.,. -5.95 
Star LC24-200 Long Life Mono .,..7.50 
Star LC-200 Colour.. .10.95 
Star LC24-20Q Colour. ... ,,11.95 

Heal Transfer Hlbbons 
produces iron-on transfers 
Citizen 120 0 . ..10.95 
Panasonic kxp-iobi . ...__ ..10.95 
Star LG-10 Mono.. ,10,95 
Star LC-10 Colour .... ..16.95 

3.5 BULK UNBRANDED 
10 FOR £6.95 
20 FOR £13.00 
50 FOR £29.95 

(including labels) 

SONY BRANDED 3.5' 

10 FOR 
20 FOR 

£9.95 
£18.95 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE U.K, 
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed. 

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations 
All goods subject to availability, alt prices subject to change without notice E&OE. 

CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 days) 

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (AF) 
2 The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ 

Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 481166 {6 lines) 
Fax: (0462)670301 Proprietor: MJ Coi oper 
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However outrageous 
and complicated your 

final result f you can 
save it either as 

Professions/ Draw 

clip-art, for use in the 

Professional Page DTP 
system, or as a simple 

IFF picture file. 

There is, however, 

some doubt as to 

whether the quality of 

the IFF pictures is 

sufficient to create 
stand-alone images: 

clearly, the program 

has been tailored 

towards the specific 

needs of DTP illustra¬ 

tion and SO it, in a 

sense, more of a CAD 

illustration package 
than a 3D art program. 

You can also save drawings out as 

IFF files, although goodness knows 

why. Perhaps as a starting point for a 

drawing but not as a finished product. 

Animation 

The program also does ani¬ 

mation, and can save the 3D 

animations out as AN!M files. 

This could be good as a sort 

of starting place for drawn 

animations, where you want to 

get something looking good in 

3D before you draw the final 

colours and shapes. 

For a room, for example, 

you could create all the 

shapes roughly and rotate it 

and then draw the furniture in 

colour and shapes. This is a 

good tool for animators and 

even artists, as the finished 

3D shapes could be printed 

out as line drawings on which 

to base your own art, mearv 

ing the same room could be 

rendered from different perspectives 

and be accurate. 

As a finished animation tool, how¬ 

ever, Draw 40 leaves much to be 

* The program fea¬ 
tures its own D4Dfont$ 

directoryThe really 
clever part here is that 
these are 3D fonts, so 

the fonts don't have to 
be flat figures. It's 

possible to have letters 
with bevel edges 

which catch the light 
as you turn them * 

desired, and the colours all have a 

dithered look and an undesirable 

of colour resolution. 

Text Handling 

The program features rts 

D4Dfonts directory containing >: 

fonts: Block and Times, AJtfKDugft 

there are no fonts available ~e 

program as yet, an editor is sup: ec 

to make adding your own fonts 

easy as possible. 

The really clever part here 5 rat 

these are 3D fonts, so the foms ocr * 
have to be flat figures, its possfcfclo 

have letters with bevel edges *nch 

catch the fight as you turn them and 

other sorts of things like that. Sc a 

very flexible font system, although tf 

you don't like the fonts succeed 

you're in for a few weeks of he 

designing your own. 

Having said that the fonts are 

quite nice. In order to get text on re 

screen you type the words you want 

into a requester and then fort gc and 

the word is zapped onto the god n 

whatever plane you are editing at the 

time, x, y, or i, Text rendering is fast 

and so it should be as the figures are 

not fled at tits stage. You can trans- 

tan afl te characters m a word, and 

produce some very natty logos sim¬ 

ply by rotating a set of words! 

Conclusion 

This is a very peculiar program, and a 

z t of ruche market in most people's 

eyes. But despite all these drawbacks 

I realty like the effects it gives, espe- 

oaiy for text, which makes for really 

very interesting and original headings 

and subheadings in your documents. 

For new revisions of the program j 

would definitely like to see converters 

for different kinds of draw, 3D and 

animation programs, just to widen the 

appeal a little bit. Wider than quite 

narrow, that is. 

Draw 40 poses some interesting 

questions, has some good starting 

porrts for you to go on from, but the 

only really polished output you can 

get from tt is clap art. What it needs is 

a little lease of life by borrowing 

something from all the best pro¬ 

grams, And that means talking to 

other formats and making your pres¬ 

ence felt. Still, Draw 4D is very good 

at what it does... 
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Some programs really seem to 
go out of their way to defy 
categorisation by critics and 

users alike. This can be very danger 
ous territory, especially in the realm 
of graphics programs. 

Draw 40 is just such a program. 
Although it is a 3D program it doesn't 
do regular 3D formats like Sdufpt 
Wdeoscape or even Turbo Silver. ft is 
in fact more of a 3D structured draw¬ 
ing program which produces clips for 
ProDraw and ProPage. But further 
than this, it also does animation, and 
it also renders, but not to any suitable 
resolution. This failure to support any- 
thing but the most esotenc formats 
would prompt most reviewers to con¬ 
sign it to the bin, but I disagree. 

Drawing Jn 3D 

One of the most annoying things 
about ProDraw is it does a lot of 
things but rt doesn't allow you to draw 
in anything other than 2D and simu¬ 
late a kind of rough 3D by drawing in 
perspective. With Draw 4D you can 
create an object and turn it around to 
get the best perspective on the thing, 
then save it out as a clip art. 

Inside the manual there's a rather 
weighty bit of text about The philoso¬ 
phy of the program revolves around 
specialisation', which goes on to say 
that this is the reason why the pro¬ 
gram does one job very well and 
doesn't attempt to be an all-purpose 
program. Although I agree with this, I 
would quibble that a method of using 
the objects created in the edrtor m 
some other format would have been 
of benefit. 

Modeller 
The modelling interface of the pro¬ 
gram is actually one of the best I’ve 
ever seen, and it allows you a great 
deal of freedom as to how and where 
the bits of your object are created. 
There is all manner of interesting 
tricks available to the user. 

One which I thought was particu¬ 
larly neat was the ability to extrude a 
shape by clicking on the shape you 
wanted to extrude and then using a 
letter of the alphabet as the path for 
that extrusion. The shape is created 
and there you have a perfect letter, 

Draw 4D 
A specialised entrant into the 3D arena promises to sup¬ 

ply 3D for DTP work, PHIL SOUTH examines it... 

Th* modeller (BELOW 

LEFT} ii very straight* 
forward and ple«»nt 

to use, with some 

unique features that 

allow you to construct 

complex shapes. 

your clips look in the flesh, you sim¬ 
ply have to boot up the ProDraw 
program and paste rt onto the page. 

You could also just paste rt into a 
box on a ProPage screen, but if 
the shape needs to be edited in 
any way. ProDraw is favourite. 
The drawing can then be printed 
out on any Prefs printer, although 
laser pmters obviously give the 
best results, 

l found the shading a little bit 
too subtie on my Epson clone, and 

it all blocked out in grey for the 
most part. But on the DeskJet it 
looked nice, although for best results 
I would suggest output from an image 
setter to bromide, especially if you 
intend to print from your output. 
Obviously if you're going out straight 
to trim then you won’t have problems. 

Continued overleaf t 

sculpted out of a sort of bar of mate¬ 
rial, the cross section of which is the 
shape you drew. Such things are 
unique to this program, and Td like 
to see other modellers using this 
kind of simplicity. 

tfs such a good interface, t's 
a shame to limit rt to merely pro¬ 
ducing clip arts for DTP. Why not 
introduce a module which con¬ 
verts the shapes to another 
format like Turtio Stiver. Real 3D 
or even Caftgan? Caligarfs was 
the last 3D interface I saw that was 
as easy to use and Draw 4Ds simple 
front-end rather resembles it. 

Output 

Although you can't print out directly 
from D4D, you can save the models 
you make as clip art in the ProDraw 
clip format. Then, in order to see how 
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VISIT OUR SHOP! 

MAIL ORDER 
61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
Its rigbi by Frodikrv Centra] Tube Station so now you can try our products before 

j 'ii f trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

IMPORTANT ALL machine! are teiled prior to shipping 

HAL POWER RACK 1o Its got CWOICI POWER 
INCLUDES SCREEN GEMS 1Mb PH s JO 
GREAT GAMES WITH ALL SOFTW ARI 

shadow (it lhe Beast II 
Hack to the Future II 
Night Breed 
Days of Thunder 
Deluxe Paint II 
T V Modulator 
Datastorm ■ Dungeon 
Quest - E-Motion - 
Grand Monster Slam - 
Kid Gloves - 
Powerpby - KVF 
Honda - Shufflepuck 
Cafe - Microprose 

Soccer - Tow el of 
BaN?t ■ WB 
mat, joystick Jum 
cover. 

ITS ALL YOU HIED! 
* 

or Lemming* or 
any chart game of 

your choice' 
i vubfcrct to availability i 

OR POWER PACK lb 
SCREEN GEMS I Mb* MOUSE MAT. 

JOYSTICK, DU ST COVER, PLUS POWER UP 
THE ULTIMATE COMPILATION, INCLUDES 

Kainbow Inlands - Format Gold Jk all time favourite 
Altered Beast - 6U-70% Amiga Format review 
X-Out - 70-80% Amiga Format review 
Turrican - 85*90% Amiga Format review 
Chase H Q, * 8090% Amiga Format review 

POWER PRICE only E419.V9m<. vat 

js^ POWER PACK 2 
Include' POWtt MCK U IS Pii S Philip-. kh.G Vlk II monitor with FREE dusi cover and FREE lead 

POWER PRICE only £665.00 im. VAT 

& SCOOP! MONITOR POWER 
■ 
•s? 

COMMODORE 1084S 

Green screen faciluv jaf 
S0 

colour monitor S' 
BO characters x 2^ hncs ^ 
Stereo sound output Lad 
Amiga compatible 
Earphone N^dphone socket ^ 
Free leads O' 

RRP £300.00 
THE COMMODORE MAGIC 

at the AW jt 
POWER PRICE of only 

£244.99 inc. VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 

Amiga compatible tgn 

Featuring: 

14* screen Q" BO column display 

Stereo E? 

flOO K 2as pixels O' Free lead 

RGB Al. TTL comp video & stereo audio inputsO 

Retractable foot G3* Twin speakers \3f 
Earphone jack socket Free dust cover 

FREE 1 year on-site maintenance QT 

RRP £310.48 

— Scoop! POWER PRICE 
only £244.99 im. VAI 

PRINTER POWER 
w . - 

POWER PACK 3 AMIGA 1500 • ITS GOT THE POWER 

latest Commodore Amiga 1 >00 comes with 1Mb of RAM i possible expansion to 9Mb) and 2 x 
>.s" 880Kb internal drives, detachable keyboard and mouse- Accepts all Amiga 2000 peripherals 
tnd is upgradable to full IBM compatibility' 
PLUS The Works - platinum edition An integrated word processor, database and spreadsheet It's 
all you need! 
Pit B Populus + Promised Land,* and Sim City + Terrain Editor (2 real classics worthy of any 
.u| lection) 
PU S Baulechess. The Grandmaster classn 
PLUS Their Finest Hour Battle of Britain fighter pilots are having a hard time - now it's your 
turn! 
PLUS Deluxe Faint 111 - The ultimate art package it's worth buying your 1500 just for this! 
PLUS a-Z of computer jargon PLUS 2 introduction Ixxjks "Get the most out of your Amiga" and 
official manual 

THE ULTIMATE PACK 
POWER PRICE inc. vat 

without monitor a(h9.99 \rirv ** Mb hard ijid 411-*^ 99 
with Philips HHJ3 Mk II 4899 99 ' «h 'Uprj - Alb lu , jrii all** 
with Qjfnmndt Mrc 108*1$. £899.99 

INKJET PRINTER POWER SPECIAL 
_ /^vA/VnT^ 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET 3630A quality crdour graphics - K primary colours and 
thousands of shades and hues - fast iSLL.Q test i(C l ja>. © 10 pitch - disposable print 
artridge HHr Amiga compatibility■’ Backed bv <>M \ EAR HEWLETT PACKARD WARRANTY 

UNBEATABLE QUALITY, 

RRP El 170 (Kff* POWER PRICE i«. v« £789 

INTERGREX C010URJET 132 40c.p s. * manual sheet fed - cheap to mn - near photo 

quality! - 6 characters includes Amiga Driver Suitable for paper and overhead screens. 

RRP E805.99 •POWER PRICE i*.mt £684.99 

SHARP JX730 A3 INKJET COLOUR PRINTER professional quality 

RRP £ 1500 POWER PRICE lire, VAT £ 1 1 99 

All Citizen printer* carry a - YEAR » ARRANTY 
tarizen IJoD9p*D lira NLQ BOcnf ....£159.99 
Citizen Swift 9. colour 21 vr* M.Q ^ t *nts„ includes colour kit ....A 199-99 
Citizen Swift 24 pin . : NONE BETTER me. colour kit..£299.99 
Citizen Sw ift U4p letter qualm 2+ pm ix matrix work horse 
{no colour option). ..,..1219.99 
Citizen Swift 9 & 2-t cofrour sits Trxn*f<jrm vow dull mono mode! 

PULL com only £54 00 

C« 

SPECIAL 
12~ INKJET jr> y-ps including interface tk cable 

" POWff P1ICI ONLY E 159*99 

Star LC24 200 colour only 1299*99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
.1279.99 

£5&9 99 
158.99 
13“ 99 

Commodore A590 20«b hard driv e lo* PRIC E 
Plus extra 2 Mb fined - does NOT affect warranty 
3.5* Hotiec external dree Citizen mechanism l&OMMLMDiD 
l 2 Meg expansion. »llH CLOCK <4 c hip - ir* hesi i 
Replacement mouse«Golden image * with FREE mousemat and 
FREE mouse house *_— 
Mouse by itself < msaas* cached 
Printer stand with wot paper trav 
Astra Pack <10 great pame' 
Unbonded desks 40 pNu' + cap * kable ^ rage box 
Unbranded disks SO plus BO cap lockable storage box . 
Sony branded 20 x 3-5* «fa Sony box * ven compact 
Control centre a ^ . * t dree - monitor platform Nl .L39.99 
Genlock 8802 with wok In __ .£184.99 
RepUcedn power suppb .*£39.99 
Quickjoy* TDPSTAR ftir pnitevwRuli»■ naauswitdKS, sutoAre .449 99 
G>uk kitn jftftghihi - i mkem wmteha ■ at© - speed control • am <itb£l3 99 
Konix Speedking - ttftua - aaofiif * The Best ....£12.99 
Mastersound - the alumaie r. ^ , v 'atrsplmg me. over sampling 2 s w .434-99 
G2 Genlock - used by preinstoctah sltCLAL ...£659.99 
Sega mt-gadrive - Engfeh oe Japanese - plus great games from..,. ... ,£139 99 
Excellence 2 * great w rd pr vessor ■ great reviews..£94 99 
Kitidwords 11 - 'imp e ^..,:art * »rd processor - with dictionary etc ....£44.99 

£24.99 
-419,99 
419.99 
£2999 
424.99 
.447.99 
419.99 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 
---uju 

ORDERING POWER It’s so easy! 
__ 24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES „L 

JilSL 081 343 0419 im ..., O 
HOW TO ORDER 

phone 
^ 081 343 0419 

S. 

fax It's fast 
081 446 <h!2 
By post mike 
Ldnequcv* txmkers 

drafts, postal 
coders or building MK'-kiy 
l heques pjvuhle lu 

“T* Diret r Lul 
Allow s working dtiyt for 
perjitmu l i ht" q ui* 
clearance. 

DELIVERY: 
THf'SMff 

UK MAINLAND ONLY. 
► POWER SERVICE 

Scxi day dtrlner 
35 day ooh £6 < 
P&P under £106 
PAP over a 100 0 

il* i inc. VAT 

SPF< LVI W I I KFNI) 
DF.IJAEKY 

WII HIN M25 ONLY 
414 m 

Please haw your i rtvlit cartl rc-jd> when 
' 'niermg for c-x>v reference Thank yuu 

OPENING HO! Rs 
Mon Frii 8.,V>am 
Saturdays 9.00am * 6-OOptn 
Sunday; 10.00am iOOpim 

^ l Price* -irt- coctcct ji 
going In press, and 

dc VVT Inn: .subject to 
ft c are sometLtnes 

■ ■An bv suppliers. Call 
* t’irsT 

ngc 

PRICE...P0Mf£ /^.PERFORMANCE 

Naitie (Mr, Mr> Ms , 

Address—— 

Po^code 

Credit Card (Hj ^2 Please circle Card No  _ —/--/--/ 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICF QlAVTTTi PO^TR PRICE 

All products are sourced from the l'K ■ no Carriage 
grev imports - SO rest easv with vour official 
UK warranties. ' To,al power prt« 



A WHKMLJE 
H1W WCDEEILDD 

dDIF EPdDWHIE. 
NOW WITH THE NEW 
SYNCRO EXPRESS 

E'Q;R70'Miyyf' 

sramst 
THE ANSWER TO YOUR DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS 

J SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 50 
SECONDS!! 

J Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling It as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk drive controller 
chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved. 

WE WILL DISPATCH YOUR ORDER QUiCKLY ft EFFICIENTLY fO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING 

THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DATS, NOT WEEKS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hrv ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.,.. 

0AHFL £L£CrMO#fCS ira. 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MM 
FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2R$, ENGLAND. 

J Menu driven selection of Start Track End Track up to 90 tracks. J Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks. 

J Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge. J The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived. 

_J Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, ST etc. No more waiting around for your disks to copy. 

J Probably the only duplication system you will ever need! 

Now with a SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRCT MODE that actually synchronises your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!! 

. J Can be switched OUT when not in use • totally transparent. J Make up to 2 copies simultaneously*. 

PJWS MANY NEW FEATURES INCLUDING ... 

J DRIVE SPEED CHECKE R - now you can check the speed of your drives * DF0-DF3. Easy and very accurate, 

_J DISK TOOLKIT - Syncro III now includes a range of Disk Tools - Fast Format, File Copy, Ram Disk, Disk Rename, 
Hard Drive File Copy etc. etc. Easy to use. 

If you don’t have a second drive we can supply SYNCRO 
I EXPRESS together with a DIGITAL DISPLA Y Drive for ONL Y.. 

PLEASE STATE AMIGA 
500*1000* 1500 2000 3000 WHEN 

ORDERING 

WARNING Patel Electronics Ltd., neither condones nor authors* the use of ifs product tor reproduction of copyright material, 
1 SSa The backuP lacilities of this product are designed to reproduce only schwa** s.: - a a Public Domain material, the users 

| COPYRIGHT own programs or software where permission to make backups fa5 t*e<- - & i regal to make copies, even 
ACT ter your own use, of copyright materia', without the givan perm5so- rne coey-gm owner, or the licence* thereof. 

WWW W (BOV ITWSHE 8WFJCIEWIEHPIB388 BBS 
TELEPHONE f24HrsJ |0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

SYNC 111 
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;a pro sampler QTiinin n mnii V 
T" t 

IM % ssOMItflr LCII 9 1 wL# 1 II 

T .I Aj + DATEL JAMMER 
■ 1 1 9 New design hardware now plugs into expansion socket of A500 

1 completely freeing the parallel port. • Surface mount technology, twin 

A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling. • Extensive filters Tor 

extremely clean and noise-free sampling • Through bus allows 

existing add ons. e.g. hard drive. • The NEW Sampler II software has 

been completely re-wrltien in 100% Machine Code and incorporates faster 

routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as Cut. 

Copy. Insert. Replace Mix Erase, etc. • Separate zoom windows and 

controls ibr left and right i hunnels. * Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg 

users. • Stereo lock control • Adjustable t rig record level and 

sound monitor. • Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved 

wave-editor with Instant update • Save files in Raw or single, multi- 

octave IFF format- • Envelope control panel for ramping up and down 

re scale amplitude, nofsr filter and scan waveform. • On screen 

display of filenames sample rate length, etc, • Inputs for microphone 

or line 1/4" jack and DIN "tmerlions at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £69.99 i COMPLETE (A500) 
INTERNAL 20001500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

NEW LOW PRICE 

ONLY £69.99 
tF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY 15 
REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD £5 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• legendary Cumana quality now at an 

even lower price! 

• Thro ugh port allows daisy-chaining 

other drives. 

• A full 1 meg unformal ted rapacity 

(B'BOK formatted). 

• Good length cable provided for 

convenient positioning on your desk etc. 

• High precision head positioning. 

• On /Off switch, 

• Extremely quieL click free operation. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A500/I OOO 2000 1500 

• A top quality 8 hit mono 

sampler complete with 

Pro Sampler and 

Jammer software. 

• Also compatible with most 

her PD Sampler software, 

• Inputs for microphone or 

line 3 5mm Jack and din 

connections 

• Utilises latest surface 

mount technology' and 

incorporates all the features 

found on bigger, more 

expensive samplers. 

• Easy to use - just plug In 

and start sampling! 

MICROMIDI 

NOW ONLY 

£19.99 

• Fully 

compatible 

Midi Interface 

for A500/2000. 

• MIDI In - 

MIDI Out - 

MIDI Thru. 

• Fully Opio 

Isolated. 

512K RAM CARD 

■ i 

MIDIMASTER 
• Midi In - 

3 x Midi Out 

& Midi Thru. 

• Full Midi 

Interface for 

A500/lOOO/ 
2000 I please 

\ state which model reqj. 

Compatible with all leading 

Midi packages fin D/Mustek 

Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

OLOUR PRINTER 
NOW YOU CAN PRINT OUT 

YOUR PICTURES IN FULL 

COLOUR* 

• The Star LC200 Colour 

Printer not only pfti 
Ijelter Quality lor ve 

Jobs but also prints 

pictures in genuine 

• No more to buy 

in and print!! 

• Comes complete with 

printer lead 

NOW ONLY £229.00 

• If you can obtain your own Ram 

chips, we can supply the card. 

• Accepts 16 x 41256 D R&ms- 

• Available with/without clock 

option. • Switch disable feature, 

NOW ONLY £14.99 
CLOCK VERSION £19.99 
N*B, TME££ PRICES DO MOT 
INCLUDE RAM CHIPS, 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000,1500 

• Now an internal interface for the Amiga 

2O0O and 1500. 

9 Easily fitted in minutes. 

• Leaves serial port free lor olher uses. 

• Midi In, 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 

• Fully compatible - Opto Isolated, 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direct replacement 

Ibr mouse on all Amigas. 

• Teflon glides for smoother 

movement. 

• Rubber coated ball for 

minimum slip. 

• Optical system counting - 

5(K)/mm. 

Special offer - FREE Mouse Mat + Mouse House 

NOW ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE 

{worth £7,99) 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITH** «e Hr. ALL CHEOUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

_ DATEL ELECrffON/CS ITD. _ 
GOVAN ROAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, fanSH 

FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 1- 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



NOW YOU CAN ADD UP TO 1.5 MEGS TO YOUR 
AMIGA AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER!! 

m THE FIRST RAM UPGRADE CARD TO OFFER THE UNIQUE 
FASTMEM OR CH1PMEM OPTION AT THE FLICK OF A 
SWITCH*. NOW YOU CAN HAVE THE EXTRA SCREEN 
HANDLING ABILITY OF THE A2000 PLUS LOTS MORE!! 
• Simply plug Into your Amiga A500 and upgrade to a full 1 
Meg In minutes!! 
t Features the latest 1 Meg DRams, Low chip count means 
very low power consumption. No bigger than a Credit Card!! 
• Top quality high grade PCB and connector to give 
unmatched reliability ■ 12 months guarantee. 
• Switch to enable/disable plus ChipMem11 option*. 
• Now you can run ALL Amiga IMeg programs, 
• Also available with clock/calendar option. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under any A500 - does not alfect 
warranty. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
£39.99 FOR CLOCK VERSION 

PROGRAM PA'US 

‘CHIPMEM OR FASTMEM OPTION 

2 MEG DEMO DISK WITH EACH RAM-MASTER II 
S Yes. If row Amiga was bought in the last 12 mouths and has KICKSTAHT 1,3 then It probably has the fatter' 1 Meg AGNUS Chip. 

Even though this was not publicised by Commodore, those machines with the 021 AGNUS, have l Meg Chip Ram ability, The PRORAM 

PLUS1*1 board can be configured to give 5l2K of extra Chip Memory OR Past Memory at the flick of a switch- 

S With 1 Meg of Chip Memory you con do Lots of things previously only available on the A20O0 - more Hi Rea screens, multitasking 

graphics programs. CAD. DTP,, Larger sound samples, etc., etc. 

• Remember, no other cards offer this unique feature. 
* One (Imple talderin|Job Is required to rnible ibe CMpMem frilunr 

* Opening tout A3O0 may Imnlidlt# your »unnly 

f r** IP YOU DOM T HAVE THE LATEST AGNUS CHIP THE PRORAM PLUS WILL STILL GIVE YOU THE fASTRAM OPTIONS OTTERED BY OfHC* 
004flJ»S AMO A r AN UNBEATABLE PRICE YOU JUBT CANT BEAT THKfA DEALS!* 

• IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE POWER THEN THE 
RAM MASTER II™ IS FOR YOU!! 
• Adds an extra 1.5 Megs to your A500 (giving a total 
free memory of 2 Megs). 
• Uses the latest 1 Meg DRams resulting in extra low 
power consumption. 
• Ram-Master H needs Klckstart 1.3 onwards, 
• Complete with onboard clock/calendar. 
• Top quality connections used throughout. 
• Conies with 12 months guarantee. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under your A50O - requires 
no soldering (the cover of your A500 must be removed 
for fitting "plug inM connector #) 

NOW ONLY £99.99 WITH 1,9 MEGS OF RAM 

only £39.99 FOR CARD WITHOUT RAM 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER 
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY A EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE rfTTHlN DAYS, NOT WEEKS 
CODERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WlTHhN 48 Hr». UK ORDERS POST FREE EUROPE ADD El OVERSEAS ADO £3 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT PRICES AND SPEORCATTONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS AND 

SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE- CALLERS WELCOME - Pk»*M rcufv# QO&di by Ctlephoft* prior to vH4t ALL CHEQUESPOSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO... 

DATEL ELcCTTfOfliCS LTD., 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 07B2 744707 FAX 0782 744282 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



El 49.99V 
COMPLETE 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

NEW VERSION III SOFTWARE 

HEW FEATURES... IFF Buffer Save 1604 * 1024 pixel*, 
dual buffer and scan matching for 1 Meg users, view 
Buffer and NEW interlace version of software. Full 
keyboard control of most functions. Includes hard disk 
transfer to run under Workbench. 
• Unmatched range of edit /capture facilities and keyboard 
control simply not offered by other scanners at this 
unbeatable price. 
• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm 
scanning width and 400 dpi resolution enables you to scan 
graphics and text Into your Amiga, 
• Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels. 
• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste 
editing of images etc, 
• Genlscan gives you the ability to easily scan Images, text 
and graphics and even offers 200Dpl Dual Scan Mocfe. 
• Save Images In suitable format for most leading packages 
including PHOTON PAINT. DELUXE PAINT, etc. 

GS 4500 
COMES WITH 

FREE 
PHOTON PAINT 

# Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
* Huge range of features, 
• Top selling graphics package. 

• Package Includes GS4500 scanner. 
Power Pack and Scan Edit III software. 

te ■ g9 
big! 

mst jp4 

... NOW A TRUE 
OPTICAL MOUSE! 
FOR THE AMIGA 

• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR YOUR 

AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball 
so no problems with clogging, slipping, eu 

• High count output for very fine movement. 
• Two button mlcroswitch action. 

• Moulded to fit the hand, 
perfectly ergonomic design. 
• Comes complete with 
moulded 9 pin connector 
• Supplied with FREE 

• Direct replacement for all Amigas. 
• Comes complete with special Optical Pad 
• Superbly styled - 
supersmooth shape. 

mouse holder, 
• No more to buyl! 

complete ONLY £39.99 
HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST... 

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER OUCKLY 4 EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS Of YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN CAYS, NOT WEEKS. 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 46 Hrs ALL PRICE S INCLUDE V AT UK ORDERS POST FREE EUROPE ADD £1 OVERSEAS ADD ft. ALL PRICES INCLUDE 1S% VAT PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT 
AT TIME OF PRESS AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WTThGU'T NOTICE CALLERS WELCOME * Pits** reurv# goods by Itlvphon* prior Id visit ALL CHEQUES.POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

DATEL ELECTRO flic? LTD., 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707 FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 07B2 744324 

SCAN 2 



Drsfc handling 

Show memory as HEX. 
Copper Assemble Disassemble * now with suffix names 

THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY CARTRIDGE 

the new MK U Version is here IN IS HERE!! j*fgjg£ 

~t~ A^rSi 

STILL ONLY 

POST FREE 
FOR THE A500/1000 

A2000 VERSION AVAILABLE 

PLEASE STATE WHICH COMPUTER YOU HAVE WHEN 

nowhSEm sWp!’» INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES 
YOI^HE POWER TO F^EZE MOST ANY PROGRAM, THEN YOU CAN... 

JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 
SAVE THE ENTIRE k»ROGR AM IN MEMORY TO DISK \ \ 

Special compacting lichnl^ups enable up Ip 3 programs 1* lit on one disk. 

Now saves directly lojdisk as Amiga Dot - reloads independently of the 

cartridge * even transfer to hard drive! Works with up to 2 of Ram * 

even 1 Meg Chip MenrfFatter Agnus), 

UNIQUE INFINITE LIFE/TRAINER MODE ■ NOW MORE ROWERFUL 
Allows you to generate more and even infinite lives, fuel. ammo, etc. 

Perfect as a trainer mode to get you past that impos^bte^ level. Very 

easy to use. 

IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/hndify the whole sprite set 

including any ‘attached- sprites. RANGE OF IMPROVED FEATURES, 

VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive vwn detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment. Works with aH presentty known viruses. 

SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Pictures and sound iiiiglt s can be saved to etk, FUes are saved 

direct I y IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and music 

packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

SLOW MOTION MODE 
Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily adjustable 

from lull speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through the tricky parts! 

RESTART THE PROGRAM 
Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off. 

Flll\ STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you can viaw the Machine Status, including Fast 

Ram, Chip Ram, Ram Disk, Drive Status, etc. 

POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 
Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout memory. 

Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on screen status 

^overlay" shows ail the information you could ever need to work on screens. 

NO other product Comes close to offering such dynamic screen handling of 

frozen programs!! 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER * 
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for most track 

player programs. Works with loads of programs!* 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 
From the Action ftqplay II preference screen you can now set up autoftre 

from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous tire power? Joystick 1 and 2 are 

set sepa/aiely lor that extra advantage! 

DISK CODER 

WHh the new Disk coder" option you can now tag' your disks with a unique 

code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by anyone e*se. 'Tagged- 

disks wilt only reload when you enter the code. Very useful tor security, 

PREFERENCES 
Action Replay II now has screen colour preferences with menu setup. 

Customise your screens to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

' DISK MONITOR 
Invaluable disk monitor * displays disk information in easy to understand 

format. Full modifyfsave options. 

DOS COMMANDS * 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all tines ■ DIR. 

FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc, 

DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button * faster than Dos Copy. No need to load 

Workbench - available at all times. 

BOOT SELECTOR 
Either OFQ or DEI can be selected as the boot drive when working with 

Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your external drive. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

Full MG0OQO Assembler Disassembler Full screen editor Load Save blocjj 
frozen picture Play residenl sample Show and edit all CPU registers and flag 
allows you lo see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers 
m l rwi. «.*»f*™ Dynamic Breakpoint handling 

ASCII, Assembler, Decimal 

Write Siring to memory Jump lo specific address 
Calculator Kelp command Full search feature 

Show Ram as texi Show 

■ Unique Custon Chip Edilor 

COPY RIGHT ACT WAJUHNG 
tv m z* »• TAmvevwduew 

T*<* Wu UCHH tf m snojc * * On, 
F* wr pf&jfn &■ i^-r, < 

* * ID nw# 3SOH rt1 V 

terxu-m mr» *ucft H Dtjtnwi'i rnalpi ji 
to ***** Mcmipc, hu clearly gi*p*> 

■ruhtnii prihom If* tipvvt* 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER 
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) • 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY 4 EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WTTWtN DAYS NOT WEEKS. 

ORDERS NORM ALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hrs ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS HADE PAYABLE TO 

DATEL ELECTilOniCS- LT 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
unz 
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• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the expansion connector of *ne Amiga 500 or internal connector of 
the Amiga 2000. 

• Standard phono video Input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from TV, video or camera. 
• Controls for brightness and contrast and throughport on A5Q0 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 8 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence flies. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according to memory available. 
• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save* Screen editing features Cut. Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. 

Effects menu to reverse pos'neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, Play, Insert Clear, Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time 

lapse feature adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. Ideal for capturing flowers opening, 
sky movements, special effects, etc. 

• Separate player programs included to insert into your own program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state whether you require the A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

i m i t e d 

iww w> <tm vim vma> tttmmim vi 
TELEPHONE |24Hrs) CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DISPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY 4 EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING 

THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS. NOT WEEKS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN Hr* ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE IO^ 

£L ecrftOM/cs i rt7 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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Real 3D 
A real contender as the easiest-to-use 3D system; 

a good place to start because it's so fast on a 
standard A500. Limited for 'organic' shapes; 
good rendering; excellent mapping, especially 

Bumps; good [though memory-hungry) anima¬ 

tion. Reviewed AF1 8. 

Real 3D is a solid modelling and animation system first reviewed in 
AF1B where it got a qualified rave review. Since then it has undergone 
a considerable upgrade. 

The interface is a simple, almost spartan trFvlew. The upgrade has 
an icon palette containing most of the frequently-used tools, which is 
a great improvement for beginners. Unlike most 3D programs, each 
object is named as It is created and placed in a family tree (hierarchy) 
that is constantly displayed in its own window This makes selecting 

cutting, drilling and then punching. Organic objects can be made, as 
you can see in the accompanying picture, but the process is really 
quite involved. 

The latest version (1.3) includes a utility to convert Sculpt objects 
to fleaf objects (the wooden sun on the wail was constructed in Sculpt 
3D. These objects are faceted and - being a solid modeller - Real3D 
has no Phong smoothing, so faceted they remain. 

Other means 
Two other modes are available - Wireframe and Solid. Wireframe 
allows you to change your viewpoint on the scene interactively, rotat¬ 
ing round the object and zooming in or out This is one of the ways to 
animate the scene, flying the camera around the object, but being 
interactive ft is rather inaccurate. Keyframe and Global (orbital path) 
techniques are also available which are much more precise. 

Solid Is in effect the rendering editor. This screen gives you a 
range of global parameters that can be varied to suit the image you 
require. Resolution, ambient lighting, dithering et cetera can ail be set 
here before rendering. 

Making objects 
Structures are created either by placing primitives on screen one-by- 
one or by using one of the composite tools provided. A wide range of 
primitives is available Including triangle, rectangle, circle, prism, cube, 
pyramid, sphere, cylinder and hyperboloid. The composite toots allow 
you to combine primitives in various ways automatically. 

For example, a tube is constructed using spheres and cylinders of 
the same diameter - one sphere at each change of direction. In this 
way the more conventional lathe and extrude tools are simulated more 
or less successfully. Some of the tools allow unusual and quite unique 
objects to be constructed. 

Another powerful tool applies Logical or Boolean operations, in 
effect these allow you to construct complex cutting tools to remove 
irregular or repetitive shapes from objects - for example a helical gear¬ 
wheel is easy to construct by making a tool the shape of the gap 
between two teeth and using it to cut them out of a squat cylinder. 

Overall the method of modelling is oriented very much to making 
engineered solids in the way you would make a real object - glueing. 

Rendering 
Rendering in Real 3D Is usually very good but It takes a little experi¬ 
mentation to get it right. The quality of the Images is improved by the 
way that materials are handled. 

All objects can be made out of a particular substance. The mate¬ 
rials are set up separately in a device where the colour, surface 
texture, bump mapping, specular reflections, and many other proper¬ 
ties are composed so that rusty steel, glossy plastic or even 
embossed leather can be simulated. Bump mapping, in particular, is 
now very effective in Reai3D, 

All normal Amiga resolutions are catered for plus the 1,3 version 
allows 24*bit RGB data to be saved or directed to a Harlequin board. 
This is how the SunRoom Illustration shown here was produced. 

Overall Real 3D is a powerful but easy-to-use system. The manual 
is a little curious but nevertheless the package Is perfect to start with 
and more than adequate for even professional animation and render¬ 
ing, especially if you want to simulate predominantly man-made 
objects and environments. 

As might be expected, lots of people are now producing ready-made 3D objecls for you to render In your pro¬ 
grams. Still the best Is the Antic Design Disk series (Sculpt and Turbo Sifver/tnwgtne formats) which Includes 

Future. Architectural, Human, Microbol and others. The objects are very 
HT"-~M well designed, though sometimes a little memory-hungry. A recent 
Uk A arrival is the Omega Face (Sculpt and Turbo Silver imagine formats) 

M from French company Leo Capricorn, nn accurately-modelled series of 
A heads used for our cover illustration. Several font sets are available, the 

K I most useful being Access Technologies' Fancy 3D Fonts (Sculpt and 
I Turbo Silver Imagine formats) . Bitmapped fonts can also be converted 

B ^^^B I to 3D fonts using tnterfont from Syndesist or one of the Bitmap-fo-3D 
Br ^^V^B^B I converters. If you need to swap objects between different file formats, 

l Syndesis also produce a range of modules In their Interchange series. 
VideoScape, Sculpt, Stiver,Imagine, FormS‘ln-Ftight, Catigari and sev* 

— _ erei other formats are supported. 
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The Sculpt Series 
The best to start with; best interface; excellent manual; no IFF or 
texture mapping; a bit slow; good animation. Review AF5. 

Until about the middle of last year ihe leader 
of the pack. Sculpt 3D was the package that 
started the ray-lracing revolution on the 
Amiga. Eric Graham wowed everyone first 
with The Juggler a demo ray-traced anima¬ 
tion that showed just what the Amiga was 
capable of doing. He followed it up in quick 
succession with Ray Tracer, Sculpt 3D (the 
first proper commercial ray tracing package), 
Sculpt-Animate3Dr and ScuiptAnimaie4D (the 
professional version)- 

Sculpt uses a tri-view interface. Each win¬ 
dow is an extension of Ihe slandard Amiga 
Workbench window with gadgets placed 

around the edge. For anyone familiar with the 
Amiga this makes Sculpt very easy to get to 
grips with and fast in operation. 

Modelling 
The modelling tools In Sculpt are reasonably 

comprehensive, though they have now been 
superceded by those contained in thelmagine 
package as the most usable. It Is certainly 
rare to find that you cannot see a way to cre¬ 
ate any object. 

All objects can be named and a hierarchi¬ 
cal family tree) system is employed in order 
that objects can be moved either whole or in 
different peris. This is in tact one of the ani¬ 
mation systems. Key frames can also be 
assigned so that objects can be translormed 
over a penod of time. 

ha rendering seems slow nowawdays 
and because of the lack of any form of map¬ 
ping scenes look rather bland, though there 
are some tricks that can be employed. 

In the Miustralion here Paul Cowan has 
made several surfaces slightly reflective to 
gtw them ■ bn of interest, and used several 
light sources to create complex shadows. 
This *mage is rendered in 24-bits, however, 
which always tends to make objects look 
urwtetotftey smooth. 

Tkirbo Silver 
One for more advanced users; unnecessarily dif¬ 
ficult interface; limited modelling tools; excellent 
rendering; first system with IFF mapping; mem¬ 
ory hungry animation; Reviewed AF14. 

The first Impulse ray-tracer hm been around for years but poor mar¬ 
keting in Europe and a difftcuh wmrtmc* has meant that It has been 
slow 1o make an impact. Weontf ^covered its advantages last year. 

The Interlace is based aroimd frwn* animation; single images are 
treated as single frame animator Eacn t^ame or cell can be edited 
by double-clicking It. This put* you the Object Editor where both 
objects and scenes are constructed 

Modelling 
The interface uses severs methods of Mteetmg points edges, faces, 
objects and groups and moot of them jm drHerent colour* to indicate 
picked, selected and unseteeted Ai ratter compter and contusing, but 
in fairness it works once you get uaati to A The tow avertable also 
seemed rather limited when it was "iwtewod but Turbo Snir enthusi¬ 
asts in the US claim that the extrude and mote by story tools are 
immensely powerful. 

Rendering 
Hendering is something else As men at mapping multiple IFF brushes 
onto objects, there is an expanding sorted of coded textures that can 
be applied to give brick pattern*, marbte wood, wave patterns, colour 
gradients and much more. Ama&ngty several of these can be applied 
at once. Added to this the surface qualify can be defined very precisely 
with a series of parameters kite reflectivity, roughness, hardness, 
specularity, refractive index etc- Overall the rendered finishes have to 
been seen to be believed 

If you are a rendering enthusiast and are prepared to spend time 
learning a difficult interface Turbo Stiver is worth a look. The arrival of 
Imagine probably means 5*tver will be available at a bargain price. 

— 

You may not have noticed - what ore you eading this with your eyes 
closed! - but many of the images used in this round-up and In the 
Imagine and 3D Pmfessmrmt reviews are of exceptional quality- Our 
amazing talents m illustrators may have something to do with this (he 
say a modestly!), but to be honest It is more to do with the fact that they 
are rendered in high resolution 24-bil colour using the Amiga Centre 
Scotland Harlequin Frame Suffer. 

I have raved about this before, but it just has to be said: again how 
amazing It is working In True Colour- Yes, I know, this is all very elitist as 
long as the boards am costing over £1500, but cheaper versions are on 
the way. Eventually w© will all be able to have a go. If you can possibly 
justify the expense, you just have to have one. The Harlequin is still the 
only board of its type available lor the Amiga in the UK and it Is ’home 

grown; Support it 

Good as the Harlequin Is* it just has to have 24-bit RGB files to display. 
These take ai least twice as Tong to render as the usual HAM Images (and 
they take millennia) so some sort of accelerator is essential. 

I have used both the A and B 5000 boards from Solid State Leisure 
and they are nothing short of miraculous - and so cheap! Now that both 
boards am using buffering, the problems some people experienced 
seem to be over and after months o! Intensive use they now seem to be 
extremely stable. 

At a rough guess, using a £300 A5000 with a £70 BB1 floating point 
chip* l have done more than a year's rendering in just a few weeks. 
(Maybe now t can turn the damn Amiga off!) The new B500D Is much 
faster and even with a fast FP chip and 4Mb of 32-bit HAM there is change 
from £1000. That's as fast as an A3QQ0, nearly £1000 cheaper In total and 
I can still run 100% of Amiga software. 
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GENISOFT brings you a new range of Amiga software. Software to 
learn with, to play with, to use in desk top publishing or artwork - 

software to help you get more out of your Amiga. 

PRQCIIPS 
TKQ Clips" is a set of structured Clip Art that can be used to improve the impact of 
your documents The drawings can be used in colour or black & white, and can be 
resized or stretched to suit your needs without loss of quality- They can be used in 
any Amiga software that supports structured artwork, eg. Professional Page, 
Pageseller II, etc. 

£24.95 inc* VAT 

KIDSTYPE 
Using Urge characters, bright colours and easy to use controls, Kidstype is the ideal 
starting point for youngsters to both gain confidence in using computers and to create 
their own stories, Kidstype lets your youngsters add TetteT associated" pictures into 
stories. They can be encouraged to type about the pictures and. if you want to, 

Kidstype will speak what has been typed. £24.95 inc* VAT (512k needed) 

WE-ATHER WATCHER 
Based on Weather Report on the BBC micro and updated for use on the Amiga, 
Weather Watcher allows the user to keep and analyse weather data Data can be 
analysed by month or by the whole year. Monthly average data tables are 
automatically calculated. Two different graphs can be displayed and analysed 
simultaneously. Comparisons of data given dates can be made, 

£24-95 inc* VAT (1Mb needed) 

BBC EMULATOR 
New version including Amiga Dos 2.0 compatibility and direct access to BBC and 
Archimedes 640k ADFS disks using the Amiga's own drive, IPs multi-tasking 
environment even allows you to run BBC programs at the same lime as your favourite 

Amiga utilities! 

HOMET1TLER 
A simple to use Amiga titling 
package with smooth page or 
line scrolling, variable palette, 
user-specified liming and total 
control over justification, 
shadowing, font style and 

spacing of text, this package represents excellent value 
for money and an ideal introduction to the world of 
video productions. 

£39*95 inc* VAT (1Mb needed) 

• * * t 

£39.95 inc. VAT (1Mb recommended) 

o BBC 
Emulator 

* 

c 

T % fflmiGA 
— mini 

s t t a GAME. SET & MATCH 
A set of educational games 
designed by teachers to help 
young children to learn about, 
recognise and match colours, 
shapes, numbers and coin 

values and shapes. It also helps with arithmetic logical 
thinking and reaction times. 

£19.95 inc VAT (512k needed) 

WIlATISflTWHEREISn? 
Designed by teachers to teach 
children and adults alike 
about the county regions of 
Great Britain. Guess Lhe 
names of counties, locate 
named counties on the map 

and position counties as a jigsaw lo make a complete 
picture of the UK. 

£19.95 inc* VAT (512k needed) 

DISTANT SUNS 
'The' astronomy product for 
the Amiga. 2,200 stars, 450 
deep sky objects in an 
authentic and astronomically 
correct sky. Choose any place 
on earth for your observatory 
from 8,Q0GB.C. to 12,OOOA,D. 
<9,100 star expansion disk 
available). 
*,..ifs really beautiful, especially when the lights are off. Vm totally awed by 
what you have done!* quote from Arthur C. Qarke, author of 2001: A 

Space Odyssey. £44.95 inc. VAT (1Mb needed) 

VISTA 
Vista is the most powerful 
landscape generating package 
available for the Amiga. The 
user has full control over the 
scenes generated, controlling 
target and 'camera' 
positioning- Add lakes, rivers, 
snow, haze, stars or change 
the position of the sun. 
Animate scenes and move around the terrain you create, Vista creates 
landscapes in 4 resolutions and displays in 4096 colours [HAM mode). 
Comes complete with 4 real landscapes. 

£59.95 inc VAT (1Mb needed) 

Contact your local dealer for further details 

Genisoft products are distributed in the UK by: 
UB Marketing Ltd.-(0753) 686000 
Leisuresoft Ltd.-<0604) 768711 
Silica Distribution Ltd. (081) 300 3399 
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Videoscape 3D 
Outdated; difficult interface; complex animation; 
fast but average quality rendering; limiting use 
of colour. (Modelling and animation control 
improved by use of Modeller 3D and ProMotionJ 

The very first 30 modelling* rendering end animation system on the 
Amiga, Videoscape has always been one tor the enthusiasts* Until 

recently much of the modelling had to be done by typing in lists of 
coordinate points - In the correct order - and animation Involved the 
ability to visualise 3D objects and motions in your head. 

The arrival of Modeller 3D provided the system with a decent way 
to make objects and scenes, and Pro Motion now allows motion paths 
to be produced visually and interactively. (Pro Motion is included in 
the VideoScape package Modeller is a separate program.) 

VideoScape was designed in the early days before anyone under¬ 
stood the significance or HAM mode and this legacy has remained with 

it even though it can now pro¬ 
duce HAM pictures. Only a 
limited number of colours can 
be used and these all have a 
code number that must be 
attached in the editor 

Reflective and transparent 
objects have a similar code but 
there are no other surface 
effects available. The rendering 
method used is scankne rather 
than true ray tracing This 
means that rendering is very 
fast but shadows and reflec¬ 
tions are not as effective as 
those in programs that do use 
ray tracing. 

VideoScape has now been largely superceded by other, easier to 
use and more powerful programs. Pro Motion however has features 
such as Wind and Gravity that no other system offer and this may give 
the system a new lease o# Vto- 

Brilliant interface; limited modelling tools; only 16-colour rendering in High-res 
unless you use the four-figure professional version; the world passed it by! Caligari 

Caligari was first rumoured in the January 
1987 Amiga World before VideoScape or 
Sculpt had been heard of. Two years later it 
re-surtaced with an excellent interface but (ti¬ 
tle else, at (east in the consumer version, A 
professional version with ray fracing exists 
but who's seen it? A great pity; waste of a 
great interface. 

The interface is a single view perspective 
affair that is very smooth-acting. The view¬ 
point can be moved interactively just by 
moving the mouse. Once the scene gets com¬ 
plex, all objects are converted to bounding 

botes tor the duration of the transformation, 
a trick Forms In Flight could have learned. 

Object rotation, scaling and move is also 
in rmi lent *nth the mouse using a bounding 
boi A reesonabto range of primitive objects 
is proved pius giue lathe and extrusion but 
no other modeling tool and no point editing! 

Rendering is elementary, Only 16 or 32 
cotwn can be used, though with dithering 
the apparent number goes up to about 70. 
Ob-eots can have specular highlights. There 
is no ray tracing and no animation. Overall 
CRflto is only half a program. 

Forms-in- 
Flight 2 
Slow perspective interface; 
awful movable menus; no HAM 
or ray tracing; difficult but 
rewarding patch' modelling 
method; IFF brush mapping; 
phong shading; animation. 

Version 2 of this original {for which, read 
peculiar) modelling program has been 

around for several years and is now looking 
very clunky. Never an easy program, it none¬ 

theless included some wonderful ideas that 
really should have been developed further. 

The interface is awful but could have 
been good. Top, front, end or perspective 

«w to limited Perspective view is mouse 
conRofied but very slow when objects are 
present If only the bounding box method had 
been used! 

Pop-up menus appear wherever you 
press the right button, a good idea, but multi¬ 
ple toe* menus are too complex. 

Obfects in F-i-F are all surfaces , either 
FSURF s (flat surfaces) or QSURF’s (quad 
surfaces*. Quad surfaces are surface 
patches : in other words they are fiat sur¬ 

faces with four curves, bent like the patch on 
the knee of a pair of jeans. This method of 
woriung is very powerful because the number 
of poeits used to make up the curve can be 
varied as you work. 

Rendering is limited to 32 colours so 
even with IFF mapping images look dull. 
Animation is rudimentary, A might-have-been. 

Landscape Is difHctrft to simulate In 3D scenes so several scene genera¬ 
tors have become available recently. The simplest Is the Turbo Silver 
Terrain Module from Impulse. This uses the normal polygon system of 
Silver to generate a reasonable landscape of hills, mountains and valleys. 

Scene Generator from riilur.il Graphics uses a fractal method to gen¬ 
erate nature I-looking landscapes complete with vegetation, snow and 
water. Images can be saved as an IFF ffle or as a model, but the formal 
used Is not compatible with any other 3D system. 

Much more comprehensive to Vista, now In version 2. Vista also uses 
a fractal method, but provides much more control over the land form. 
Actual real landscapes such as Mount St Helens can be loaded in and 
generated as HAM renders. Animation t$ supported and objects can be 

saved in useful formats. w 
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Animation: 
Apprentice Series 

Quirky and difficult interface; rubbish manual; 
weird modelling method; the Citroen 2CV of the 
30 world; some useful utility programs. 

Martin Hash's Animator series 
has been around tor a long lime. 
Modelling involves creating all 
the parts of an object and linking 
them together on a ‘stick-figure’ 
framework that can be manipu¬ 
lated for movement, animation 
etc. Each part can have a HAM 
brush mapped onto It. 

When 1 tried It, the whole 
system seemed too clunky io use 
but that was partly the useless 

manual. There are many Hash 
Animation enthusiasts In the 
States. Rendering and animation 
is quite good but quirky. 

As modules to go with 
Animator are; Multiplane, Editor, 
Sound!rack, Effects, Stand, 
Roto scope, Flipper, Sculpt, Titler, 
Quick2D and others. Most of 
these are excellent utilities that 
should be available in the UK. 
Pity Ihey are not! 

Modeller 3D 

Modeller only; designed for VideoScape, limited 
for other systems; reasonable modelling tools; no 
rendering; no animation; good manual. 

L lit 

Anyone who has used the plain 
vanilla version of VideoScape3Q 
wifi have rejoiced at the arrival of 
Modalter3D. It should really be 
sold with VideoScape and 
Pro Mot ion as one package. 

Interface can be Quad View, 
though tri-vlew is much quicker 
The usual lools are available plus 
more sophisticated ones like 
Remap fallows objects to be dis¬ 
torted, sheared and twisted) and 
Array {multiple copies),One of the 

tew systems to offer true layering 
like good CAD programs. 

Although It does not animate. 
Modeller can be used to generate 
camera and motion files for 

VideoScape though Pro Motion 
does it better. Pity Aegls'Oxxi 
never properly merged these 
three programs because you 
really need all three. 

tf you want to try out 3D modelling but cannot 
afford to buy a package this is for you. Very 
simple, crude interface with Icons for each of 
(he objects types (just bail, can, and cube), 
lights, colours, view, delete and change. 

Selecting an object Icon places the basic 
shape on screen and brings up a requester 
that allows the object to be scaled, squashed 
rotated and moved using simple sliders. A 

choice of three colour gradients can be cho¬ 
sen for the object, or mirror finish. The Eye 
Icon determines the viewer’s position and the 

Lite provides lights. The scene is saved and 
loaded into C-LighW, the ray tracer program . 

The ray tracer allows ambient light level, 
colour dithering, shadows and anti-aliasing to 
be controlled. Selecting GO starts the render. 
Thats it! Simple but effective. 

C-Light Now public domain, so cheap’n cheerful; no HAM; crude animation; no mapping; 
simple single perspective view; solid modeller so no point editing; limited primitives; 
no modelling tools; what do you expect for free? 

At the opposite end of the 
spectrum from C-Light. 
Pag© Render allows com¬ 
plex arrays of elaborate 
objects to be modelled and 
rendered. Designed for cre¬ 
ating Images from scripts, 
though icon based interface 
is also used. 
Single perspective view is 

nice with script window slid 
out of sight at the bottom of the screen until required. Icon window 
just above this, so positioned conveniently across bottom of screen. 
Huge range of modelling options expanded further If you use scripts. 
Once an object is built It con be repeated many times in an array {as if 

Page Render 

Mathematically exact modelling, animation and 
rendering; CAD-like interface; no shading; won¬ 
derful range of array manipulations; animation 
with PageFlipper; not really for the beginner. 

at the corners of a grid). This array can (hen be manipulated in weird 
and wonderful ways eg Funnel, Arch, Dome, Crevice, 

Scenes can be ray traced and numerous strange light sources 
added, A quite different approach to 3D modelling and rendering (hat 
may appeal more to the scientifically minded. (But that doesn't mean 
it's not fun!) 

• J < • 

Some things are inevitably easier io do In a 2D program: text. Logos, silhouettes, complex outline 
drawings, relief carvings, embossed surfaces - all are best produced flat first. But how to transfer 
them to 30? The easy way is to convert the outline of the drawing into a set of vertices and lines and 
extrude them for use In a 3D program. 

OigiWorks 3D by Access Technologies defects the edges 
of the drawing automatically and traces them. This trace is then 
converted to a set of vertices which can be edited to get the best fit 
Finally (he vertices and lines are extruded Info 3P as far as you 
wish. 

DigiWorks can only work with basic outlines: Pixel 3D, on 
the other hand, can edge-detect every colour in a picture and pro¬ 
duce an extruded outline with filled ends that are the same colour 
as (he original bitmap. Pixel 3D provides no editing tools or thresh- 
old control, but it claims not to need them... 
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Phantom Eight**  _  €M 
PontWDiAy  .-— 
SMdspucfc can __i Pr 
Slayer .—-AM 
Terrofooda ...SM 
Toww or Babel . S » 
Zynapa. m 

LEISURE 
AMOS Gam* Craster 36 * 
Allied Beast 
.Armour-Geddon .. .-T. M 
a ten .. ....mm 
AWE SOME *TS*rt 22 9* 
Bst*. so to* Firtura lit 
BATTLE CHESS 
Batr-e Command.. lifl 
Bdbbto BctoW*......... 
C»l?e Mailer . r 5 * 

Pleas*-Send Cfrequ«/Pos*at OnMem I 
HAMMER SOFT. (DEPT F) 

47 MILL ROAD. 
HETHERSETT. NORWICH 
NORFOLK MRS 3DS 

Acceu, VtmMr Ewkv6 A I 

.. >'9!P*i 
■ jcden Axe.. 17 39 PHOTON PAJNTTpAL) 

■ 5’ - 5gH J NickiauS Unlimited 1 Meg2D.99 PHOTON PAsNT II (PALW1 MB) 
’ J Hynier ^17 39 PrarosSignal Dtftw 3 (1 MB) 

*--- ■ --- 17 39 Pro Video Plui ^^napoir* ShDO.. 
..... 

K<* Oft ii League verMfl 
Ad Oft 11 meg).. 

-’be. 
parj*f M.‘ck 9o*mg 
®Yjcmous 

1399 
.25 99 
39 90 

179.00 
9 99 Pro Video Poll . 199.00 

13 29 Heal 3D Begin** (1 MB) 99 00 
(6^ He* 3D Prtfewonai (3 MB) z&9oo 
17 M X CAD Designer 79 50 

MUSIC applications 

17 39 Ma$t*«KJn(5 Dtflift**r 35 90 
-OWEHMONGER 19 99 Deluxe Musm 50.90 
P-c T*flr,l5 Tour2.17.39 MUSIC XU K VERSION 1 1 ...91.99 

t <*0WDCOPH 17.39 Mnch Inierlace 29 95 

BUSINESS A EDUCATION 

12'$0 Distant Suns. 
17 39 FUN SCHOOL 2 Unde «'2. 
17 39 6-B s Over 3'i 
1999 FUN SCHOOL 3 
17 39 (5,5-7 or ever 7) 
17 39 GOLD DISK QF1 

ISvtjz w J ‘ANT TURTLES 11 99 Bas-tc 

>*e®* ot ihe Bease n 
Soece Harter n 
SPEEDBALL n. 
SMWryy^ 2 .. 

:zz 

..39.95 

1423 

iFEICE 

1 Hai.y 
a 99 Horne Accounts 

16.99 Horn* Otoe* Kil 
Vs Menace Saa*) 1S 99 K>ra**«k2 
: ■ - ^ C*^0‘ alien 17 39 Beacon Typing Tulor 

oHPH 1$99 Micro Gcae: 

775® 
96 W 
66 00 
.20 39 
.99.50 
35 30 
20 99 

MATHS. FRENCH or ENGLISH 17 99 
RPC 1 StMULATION peN PAL .’PAL|(1 MB) 95.90 

AMIGA PHOTEXT V4.2 |rec 1 MB I .. ^ 
PROTEXT V5 0 1 MB 

14 90 " “* ^ ‘ 

38 90 
99.90 
49 30 

t49.99 „„ _* B IPALHI MB) 
PagAstreem 2 1 (i MB 

WEG 1«’» ’«» 
- ■-* rt’y ao ™JBLISncPiS t«NOICc . ..60.50 

- ’ SUPERBASF 
PROFESSIONAL 

„ Word Parted 
f-S WORKS PLATINUM 

Workbencn i 3 
So+Hwa'e + Manuel 

152.00 
.31 39 

159.90 
.. B950 

■4 90 

'5 99 QUAim JCVST1CXSI ACCESSORTES 
34 * A^fld-L.nk Sen* Cetl» . 12 99 
1 *0 Comp Pm SOW T3 2» 
2 3^ Como Pm £ Kir* id**, moj 14 2® 
~ -4- SuserPmMauloi'ir*. luesorj 14 29 
’4-- ASM Du&1 Cow ... 4 95 
2C4S ^aWouw 23 99 
’ » ^ too Casea.y Lockable D«k box 8 39 

i * - Available on Release 

Pus include VAT A 1ST CLASS 
i POSTAGE IN U K. (Europe please 

add £2.00 par Ham) Return ol 

I jAccapted Cluipii SiAjed to clearance 

Richard & Angela Howe) Applied Research Kernel 
Corve Farmhouse, Corve Lane, Chale Greent Ventnor, P038 2LA, U.K. 

Visitors are always welcome by appointment 
post & PACKING 

(on ilame weighing less that 1 KG) 
U.K. £0, Special Ddlivery £3.29. Sacuncor £9 67 
EUROPE £5 1 at Hem + E3 for each additional Hem, 
WORLD E12 1st Hem + £9 Ipr aach additional rlam 

CHEQUES London Starting to A.R.K please 
DESPATCH F-urn Mock 24 hra, from suppkar 40 hf®, 

EXPORT 4 BFPO Removd UK VAT {£yi 175) 
(NOT BOOKS). 

V.A.T Pncas, meluda V.A.T BmKb art iefo ralad. 

q r ic 
O TEL 0983 79496 

PRICES are necessarily subject to chenga MEMORY Assume 1MB RAM required jnfees staled This is a switchabie voce *a» * Owft ® Tpir vionday to Saiurday 

ACCOUNTS 
Arena IntegratedAecoufUi.... 122.67 
CashbooA Combinaifln .. Si ,23 
CashbooK Centro ft* ..37.60 
&a$yLadg@fs Megrated Aoc. 153-46 
Home Accounts ...   24.44 
Pereonar Finance Manage* .26.67 
Service industry Accmrnd 306 6fl 
Small Business Accs Xire 81 7B 
SvftDeift 3 Inregratad 40 89 

BOOKS 34 Linen Stocked 
isi Book of Amue it 95 
2nd Btwfc Ol Amiga 16-95 
&eDO0 Assembly Language .24 95 
68000 Asm Lan Programming 21.95 
Amiga 3D Gto Prgrmg <n Basic IS 45 
Amiga Adv Syi Prgr$ Guide 32 95 
Amiga Asm Lan Pitigrv"mng ^49$ 
Amiga Basic inside A Out +6 95 
Amiga C Fty Atfy P*rogrammi*n 32 95 
Amiga C For Beg-m^s "8 45 
xm^a DashJop Video Gwda tfl45 
Amiga Disk. Dfrv** in * Out 27 95 
Amiga For Beginners 12 95 
Amgia Graphics Inside A Out 32 *5 
Amiga Machine Language 14 95 
Amiga Programmers HrxJpA VI 2* 95 
Amiga Syewn Pygrmn Om*i 32 95 
Amiga Tnpks and . t* 95 
Am»gaDOS Inside A Out ’!*f 
Amiga DOS HetorWe <krCm ’* 95 
Elementary Amiga B«c -4 95 
Hardware Refereno* Man^s 2T 95 
met A, Does: ROM Kam* Mi 2fi 95- 
i nseia Amiga Graphics *6 95 
K ickBTarr Gunte lo Amsga * 4 95 
Kda and the Amiga +4 95 
Learning C Programming Qfs '6 95 
L os & Devices; ROM Mnl 29 95 
Mapc»hg the Amiga . 22 95 
More Treks and Ups... 16 45 
FVogremmng ih* 880&C- 23 95 
Programmer? Guri* to Amiga, Z3 95 
The Amga HandbcuA. ...24 95 

CABLES too- Lins* Stocked 
D25P<^36P IMtrtre Printer. .. 1222 
D25S D25P 9Wire 2M Modem 1126 
D23Sr2Ph-D9H2Ph CMSE312 14.10 
D25P-C36P SMetre Printer.15.51 
D25P 02&P ?5Wrre 5 Metre.25 &6 
D23S D9P Old NEC MultiSync U 10 
025P-D2SP mn 2M«re Modem 11,28 
DSaS-OpenEnd Monitor __ItJfl 
D25P C36P ZMetre Pnmer 6 58 
D25P D25P ZSWite 2Metre _13 15 
023S2Phono Scart Monw 14 10 
D25P D25P 25 w™ 3Matra -1927 
D23S D15PNEC MufeSync 3D.i4.iO 
D03S-D9P Amiga-IBM Monitor? 1222 
D25P''DMS D«P.’D25S KW SM24 44 
DrN&P-DlNSP MIDI...  5.1? 
Nu'i Modem Cable.. -_„„.1222 
Crosa Over Bex D25S.^....36.66 
Gander Changer. D25S-025S 7 99 

P ug D25P Wstfi Hood..4.23 
Para *< Fite T*ansi*..36.72 
RS232 M'ni .__..13 l6 
RS232 Nun Modem.j.ao 
RS232 Paten Ben: .._„,13.16 
Socket D25S W-th Hood.....,,.. 4 23 
Socket D23S W^th Hood ..6.17 
5*3ch Be. C36S 4 Way.40.89 
S«cn- &01 D25S 4 Way ,37.60 
S-V Boo D255 2 Way ..25 38 

GOM*LMCariO*fS 
* Ts* 3 7144 
KQwI_-_ 25 38 

COMehTT* AOED D€SIGN 
acwauani' =ce ■ tw? ei ?t> 
0e*gn 3D  5922 
*"o S«SQ*d PCS -m*qr '3$ 59 

xcAoowgv_mn 
XCADP J*III k i mm~- 3*7 33 

IdoF*__  46 06 
******* Pld. 38.01 
Micfolehe F.i*r 54.99 
Prodata... 56.40 
SupartMM Personal 2 51.23 
Supen>a$fi Professional 3 193.51 
Buperuase Personal .35.72 
Sjperbase Pmtosfidnal 4 298 86 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
C^p Art PD (7 d*k5! __15 51 
God Ddk Type. D»gn#' HD 33 64 
Gold De*. Type. Publisher HD 33.84 
Gold Disk Type; Video HO.... 33.84 
Gold Dish Type; Decor HD. 33 84 
Cud line Fonts...  101.89 
PageSettof 2.  51.23 
PageStream 21__«7 71 
Pro Clips Structured An 24 8425 38 
ProtessiorAi Page 2 2Mb 19411 

Seuttured Ctq Art ..,,,,37.60 

DUST COVERS 
Panasonic KXP1124.r„.io 34 
Cilixen 120D.10.34 
Star LC24/1Q.  10.34 
Epson LXSO.'BS *... 10-34 
Momtwa 1084/1084^^8833 .9-40 
Amiga 500™._  .8.11 
St* LCtO........10 34 
Custom Cover Mednjm .20 4S 

EDUCATION 
Distant Suns..5i .23 
Fun School 3 (under 5‘s)...18 33 
Mega Math? (A Level) . . ..24 44 
M^cro English (GCSE).24.44 
Mcro French .;GCSe I ..... 24 44 
Mere Mains (GCSEi ..... 24 4* 
Mi PM 24 91 
►peyurisCam 24 44 

DATABASE managers editors 
frb* Read* -49 Cw^Ed 2 61 to 

GRAPHICS 
Amge E^iofEHectt, 6' 
Anma&on Stgdo iD*n*yj-8 ’ 
C Light Ray Tracing 33 94 
Comic Setter ._4&*i 
Deluxe Pirft 3 .5821 
Deluxe Prim 2 ....40 89 
Dsluxa Pngtoiab ...-56*: 
Deluxe V*dw 3 . __TlM 
Otgi Pant 3 ....5*M 
F«ma Vi»n Arwnabon 35 72 
imagine 30 Models Arum 1 ^ : 
Parnate image Syalem 4C M 
Real 3D Ray Tracing..<2*2 
Real 3D Turbo 2MS 35’ €’ 
Real 3D Prbl#Ba»Cto*i 1 5MB 
Scene Generator Landscapes 36 'I 
Sculpl Animate 40 Junior 86 95 
SgjW Ammato 40 2MB . *23 
SpectraCoiof “ K 
VdHH* .... -BE 96 

HARDWARE 
1.3 HOcksiaft ROM.... 
3 5 Inch External Dak Dnva 59 99 
3.5 Inch Internal 20M Orve 5^* ? 
5 25 Inch External Dwa "3^ '* 
512K A500 RAM CtoCkSw*Kh -29 <1 
At9Sfl 14' MulUScan mon-tor 458 Be 
A59C 20MB Hand Oek Orrv* 2»J3 
A590 20U8 Drw« With tMB RMCET t2 
A59C 2QMB Dnv# W-m 2MB FW05' 5’ 
Ain^a 1500 With Two Owe* 543,90 
Amiga 1500 With Soft*** 59* 66 
Amiga 1500 4 Monitor A £W 95C 3* 
A2CW wuti 40M8 Quanto- 10*2« 
A30M 16MHZ.-40MB 20*3 56 
A3W0 25MH2/1t»Me 2m W 
Citizen 1200* (Para » Vf *73.90 
Citizen 1240 24 Pm Prw 20* 45 
C^tizan Swftt 9 ca Pnraar 904 *5 
Crtizen SwftT 24 Or Pr rper 296 10 
Citizen Siwft 24X Ck Pwir 388 22 
F after Angus .  91.10 
Naishs Mouse.—-3056 
Podscat Graphics T«bM ..204*5 

Mlt 

NCMCO 

58 4C 
tgi gg 

^ r> w 1 _ _7l 44 
itete XfdvttL Garw» i) 23 
Tke Aue _ *1 79 

■ABCS Kmc ...37.60 
Ber^nnera Uco, * 2 133 01 
Deipec 2 INcrc Aasemtster .40.88 

40 88 
OFA Bwc Ccrv* .. 25 38 
Hac* Baa* Comcrfe* ...... 
itfo* C % 1 .. 

....61.23 
163 56 

*aaai Cempiter PD. 
Haaconse m Disassembler 

.328 
,...66.27 

RJM0N5 
CBM MPS 1230(6]. 
CBM UPS 15QOC Cotour (3) 
CBM UPS 1500 (61. 
C4M*n 1200 (UPS 1200) (6) 
StirLCXB24 -11W 5-200.. 

4 23 
1222 

.517 

.3,20 
*23 

SPWEADSH«rrs 
Acvng* 32000X32000.76 85 
OQCaiC-  30.55 
Suoerpter 20*8x1024.,,,,.,.5t22 

UTILITIES 
Am*u For Begirmer* ..30.5S 
AFLeju! Messenger .33.54 
ARfjex Toois..,.. 49.82 
R A p. Otsk Optimiser 3394 
BBC Emulator .35 72 

8y» "N B» HD Back up JfQ.45 
CrossOOS F4* TfHUMi 29.61 
Onteopry Manage' .3572 
Disk Masto' i.a,,.....,,.40,8S 
OoClnr Am. DiagnmttCfi.40.89 
DOS 2 DOS Fite Tranter . 30.55 
Enhancer 1.3. „,.,15.04 
GB Route P lanner  33.54 

MAC 2 DOS File Transfer . 81.78 
Wiws Beacon Teaches Typmg ^5 38 
Guafterpach Ham fr-tk Toosb ... 61 10 

Weaiher Waictte' .  2S.38 
Ytaur Family Tf«e 2 66.27 
X Copy Prolesitefia* ..39.01 

VIDEO 
Broadcast Tiber 2MB . .184,01 
OiJ- V«w Goto 4 digltleer r 00.9« 
Hitachi HV720 Camera 5 Len«204 45 
Mimoert Genlock 1QT9& 
Sea a PresamaitiOAs _184 01 
Vic* Amjga SoWbon.... 12267 

SOUND 
Audiomaater3 Software.54 99 
Deluxe Mua<c Coneiruchon .. 55 93 
MasterSound ...33 84 
MIDI Plug interface.... 25 36 
Mu$iC X 1.1. 112 33 
MuwcX Juno-...-.S6J7 
Quartet .    98,88 
Sonn 2_     42,17 
Sound Trap 3.    M 

T^Cub,...,.  ..,..61,10 

WQRDPROCESSORS 
Excellences,,,,,,. 
KidsType. 
Kmdwcrds 2 
Micro Teat . 

... .89.77 

.35.72 
.20.45 

PenPal... .94.94 
Pretext 5 .1QT 99 
PmWrteT- _101 88 
OmckWmE 39.95 
Sanbtj)* Platinum ...*2.77 
TfanWnte ____ 33.SA 
WordPerfect ... 163 56 
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E?®§? 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

This Months Software Specials 

3D Pool 799 

Anarchy 999 

Batman 799 

Bionic Commando 699 

Boulder dash Con/Kit 4,99 

i Cadaver 14 99 

Captain Rn 699 

Chaos Strikes Back 14 99 

Colossus Chess X 7.99 

Cosmic Pirate 6.99 

Crossbow 7.99 

Oaiastorm 799 

Deluxe Ship Poker 799 

Double Dragon 799 

Dragons Breath 999 

Drivin Force 699 

Dungeon Quest 7.99 

Dynasty Wars 699 1 

E-Motion 799 

Exolon 499 

FA IS Interceptor 799 

Faery Tale Adventure 799 

Fantasy World Diztry 699 

Fast Food 6.99 

Fast Lane 4.99 

Fernandez Must Die 799 

Ferrari Formula One 7,99 

Garrison 1&2 6 99 

Gauntlet 2 799 

Gin & Cnbbage King 9.99 

Grand Monster Slam 699 

Grand Prix Circuit 9 99 

Guardi an Angel 6 99 

Hammer Fist 799 

Hard Drivin' 799 

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy 799 

Hong Kong Phooey 6.99 

Hostages 799 

Hunt for Red October 9.99 

International 3D Tennis 999 

It came from the Desert 1299 

Jumpin Jackson 8,99 

Keef the Thiel 799 

Last Ninja 2 799 

leather Goddesses of Phobos 799 

Manic Miner 799 

Amiga 500s 

From only £319 

A500 Screen Gems 

1Mb only £369 

A1500 

£949 Ircl. 

Monitor 

Aisoo No 

Monitor £649 

512k Ram Exp. 

from only £25 

Replacement Mouse 

from only £14.99 

Philips 

CM8833-mk2 

£239 inel. Lead 

A590 Hard Drive 

from only £279 

Menace 6.99 

Microprose Soccer 7.99 

Ninja Remix d 99 

Ninja Spirit 799 

Obi iterator 6.99 

Overlander 799 

P47 7.99 

Pacmania 6 99 

Passing Shot 4.99 

Planetlall 799 

Powerdrome 7,99 1 

Powerpiay 699 

Pub T rfcria 499 

Raider 499 

Roadblasters 7.99 

RVF Honda 7,99 

Ruff hn' Ready 699 

Shulllepack Cafe 699 

Shadow of the Beast 999 

Silent Service 999 

Silkworm 799 

Skate of the art 699 

SpeNfire The Sorcerer 699 

Starglider 2 9,99 

Steve Davis Snooker 6.99 

Super Scramble Simulator 499 

Steel 799 

Sword i The Rose 699 

7.99 Sword$ Of Twilight 

Teenage Mutant Here Turtles 14 99 

Terror pods 699 

The Deep 6 99 

Thunder Made 799 

Times of lore 999 

Toobin' 699 

Tower ol Babel 7.99 

Treasure island Dicy 499 

Trivial Pursuit 12.99 

i Typhoon Thomson 6.99 

Turncan 999 

Tusker 7.99 

Vigilante 7.99 

Vindicators 6,99 

Wacky Darts 699 

Warhead & 99 

Willow 7.99 

3.5* External 

Disk Drive £55 

Star LC200 

Colour only 
£209 Inel. Lead 

Citizen Swift 9 

Colour only £199 

Inel. Lead 

Citizen Swift 24 

Colour only £299 

InclJead 

HP Paintjet 

Colour Inkjet only 

£825 

Podscat Graphics 

Tablet only £169 

PHOTON PAINT 

ONLY £6.99 

Wind Walker 

Wings 512k or 1Mb 

Wierd Dreams 

Wishbringer 

World Class Leaderboard 

World Cup 512k or 1Mb 

X-Out 

Xenon 

Vogt'S Great Escape 

Zany {Soil 

Zortt 

Serious 
Photon Video {Cel Animator) 

Scribble Platinum 

Penpal 

Excellence? 

Pretext 4.0 

Pretext 5 0 

Maxiplan 

Advantage 

In lo file 

Superbise Personal 2 

Superbase Professional 

The works Platinum 

Gokf Disk Office 

Pagesetter 2.0 

Pro Page 2 

Pro Draw 2 

Outline Ion is 
Gold Disk Fortls 14 

Structured Clip art 
Ecltps 
ProcHps 
X-CAD Designer 

X-CAD Professional 

Home Accounts 

Deluxe Punt 3 

Deluxe Photolab 

MoweSeHer 

Sculpt 30XL 

Sculpt 4D 

AMPS 

Devpac 2 

Lattice C 

Music X Junior 

Tiger Cub inel. Interlace/leads 

30% OFF 

799 

16.99 

9.99 

7.99 

7.99 

9.99 

799 

7.99 

6.99 

799 

7.99 

24.99 

39.99 

79.99 

89.99 

79.99 

124.99 

39.99 

79 99 

39.99 

7999 

149.99 

5999 

99.99 

52.99 

199 99 

99.99 

99 99 

34.99 

39 99 

79.99 

22 99 

69.99 

329.99 

27.99 

59.99 

54 99 

39 99 

109 99 

399.99 

39.99 

49.99 

219.99 

74 99 

79.99 

The R.R.P of all the latest games, and 

all the other game titles not listed here! 
You name ft.... We do ft.... Just Phone end well Quote... We ere faster and Cheaper I 

Cheques / PO. Orders to POST HASTE 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, KENT CT1 2HH. Please allow 
upto 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage. _ 

Telephone Hotline 0227-764204 9.30 am - 7.00pm 
m Answerphone outside normal hours. 

VISA and MASTERCARD orders welcome 
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GRAPHICS 

Germany seems to have taken the Amiga very much to Us heart, a fact reflected In the number of hard¬ 
ware and software companies that have appeared recently, REFLECTIONS is a 3D program developed 
by an enthusiast to produce his own animations but now marketed widely in Germany, Once the manual 
has been translated into English we should also be able to give it a try. The brief look that I have given it 
showed how well it uses light sources to give very realistic effects. 

News 
Round up 

LIGHTWAVE 30 h** to come at the top of any¬ 
one a list. Alien Hastings wrote the first 
commercially available 30 package for the 
Amiga, Video Scape His latest effort is bundled 
with probably the most famous piece of Amiga 
hardware short ot the Amiga itself - NewTek's 
Video Toaster, 

At the moment rt looks like Toaster is at least 
a year away from these shores and Lightwave 
with it. A full list of features is difficult to come by 

(I don I know why) but it is certainly an **»y~*>» 
use, smoothly operating perspective-view system 
with many extremely powerful features. 

Like VkteoScape it uses Phong shading 
rather than ray-tracing to enable it to render 
extremely fast, but with semi-trace features ike 
shadows lor realism. IFF and coded texture map¬ 

ping, fractal noise. bump mapping, tog and 
many other effects are available to ensure NgMy 
realistic rendering, plus key-frame animation 

And thats by all means not all! As you 
may have gathered from the preced¬ 
ing pages it's been quite a substantial 
year for the Amiga’s graphics. 

As well as the packages that we 
have used (all those featured above), 
there are several available that we 
know of but have not used, several 
that are not available in the UK, and 
several rumours. In no particular 
order they are: 

Another completely new program from one of the 
originals is ANIMATION JOURNEYMAN from Marlin 
Hash. Again I have not used it but by all accounts It 
is once again a very different piece of software 
altogether, with Martin taking the lets be original' 
Citroen route again. 

The basic principle Is that ot a spline patch, 
something like that used by Forms-tn-Fliglif but 
very much better implemented. Spline patch 
objects have no polygons or faces but instead use 
calculated curves to define surfaces. If you deform 
the curve the whole surface bends smoothly to 
match. This is a very sophisticated principle that 
allows objects to be modelled almost like clay, and 
provides a much more accurate way to represent 
smooth surfaces. 

When animating, the smooth bends makes 

possible very much smoother and more realistic 
movements with objects flexing and twisting natu- 
rallstlcally. As soon as we can get hold of 
Journeyman It will be reviewed in these pages. 

IGOR is designed specifically as 
a relatively low-cost system for 
the preparation ot 3D objects 

and animations for rendering on 
top-end graphics systems like 
Spacewards Matisse, A 
Wireframe preview mode and 
limited rendering allow anima¬ 
tions to be fine tuned, the 
operator rocking and rolling' 
back and forward frame by 
frame using the shuttle function. 

Multiple cameras, hierarchi¬ 
cal motion, squash, stretch, 
insert and append allow 
sequences to be edited, made 
more complex or otherwise 

transformed. IGOR will probably 
never be made available to the 
average consumer; the software 
alone costs E30QO. 

SUPPLIERS 
Name Manufacturer Supplier Phone Price 

Imagine Impulse Precision 081 330 7166 £217 35 +vat 

3D Pro Progressive Peripherals Marcam 0604 79D466 New POA 

Draw 4D Adspec Programming Surface UK 081 566 6677 POA 

Real 3D Realsoft Finland Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 Various new POA 

Sculpt Byte by Byte Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 Various £1 3Q-E376 

Turbo Silver Impulse Precision 081 330 7166 El 21.69 + vat 

Videoscape Oxxi Precision 139.09 + vat 

Cali gari Octree Currently no supplier in UK 

Forms in Flight 2 Micro Magic Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 £80 |few left) 

Animation Apprentice Hash Enterprises Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 £199 

Modeller 3D Oxxi No price or supplier available 

C Light Artronic PD (Senlac disk 1003) 0424 753070 

Page Render 3D Mindware Precision 081 330 7? 66 £121.70 + vat 

Igor IDS Not on general release 0273 685805 POA 

Pixel 3D Axiom Software Precision 081 330 7166 69.52 +vat 

DigiWorks 3D Access Technologies Precision 081 330 7166 £86.99 + vat 

Design Disk Senes Antic Precision 081 330 7166 £21.70 + vat 

Omega Head Leo Capricorn Leo Capricorn, France 01033 1 42 37 16 44 POA 

Harlequin Framebuffer ACS Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 From £1395-1790 + vat 

A5000 68020 <KC tor Sofrtl State Leisure Solid State Leisure 0933 650677 from £295 

B5000 68030 acr tot Solid State Leisure Solid State Leisure 0933 650677 from £595 

Most of the software m thn review $ abo to be avajlabie from Silica/SDL (081 309 1 r 1 f) and H© Marketing (0753 686000} 

Picture creditt 

Sculpt 4D - Paul Cowan, Electnc FVtcres 0904 638155 

3D Professional Teapots and VteJeoscape 30 - Hem Bujko, Alternative image 0533 440041 
Turbo Silver Gary Whiteiey 
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A1500 

without monitor £685 

AMIGA 
Genlocks = A8802 + Switch Box - £189 

Switch box + lead - £43 
You name it, we sell it! 

with 

VideoStudio 

AMIGA 500 
£369 

with I Meg of Ram 

with monitor £935 
f\A K.A Q99QQi We part exchange a 500 for a 1500 
1P4D4 Secondhand 500 s for sale Call fof pf.co 

KRT VIDEO 
71 Glenfall, Yate, 
Bristol BS17 4LY 

THIS IS NOT A MISPRINT 

ONLY BY PURCHASING OVER J MILLION DISKS 
A YEAR CAN WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING 

Every diskette supplied by 
Dial a Disc is certified and 
tested 100% error free, > 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
3,5" 40 capacity.£3 50 
3.5" 80 capacity..£3 95 
3.5 100 capacity.  £4 50 
only if bought with disks 

ALL prices include VAT & delivery 

| OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE |_ 

100 % SATISFACTION OR MON EV BACK | 

DIAL A DISC 
203 Southborough Lane, Bromley, Kent, BR2 BAR. 

081-467 0131 
All offers subject to 6variability E7QE. 

BYTEBACK 
t rr 

vT 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the 

Keenest prices 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

No. 1 FOR THE AMIGA 
NEW GAMES [COMPILATIONS 
ArmounGeddon 16.99 
Bach to the Future 3 16 99 
Bards Tale 111...16 99 
Battle Command.,..... 16 99 
Battle of Britain .. T9 99 
Betrayal.,..,....19.99 
Brat. 16,99 
Chaos Strikes Back (MbL..16 99 
Chase HQ 2......16 99 
Chessmaster 2100..19 99 
Chuck Rock ..  16 99 
Corporation .15.99 
Crime Wave..............16 99 
Crystal of Arborea.... 16.99 
Curse of the Azure Bonds.19 99 
Cybercon III..  17 99 
Demortiak ..,,. 19 99 
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp.24.99 
Dungeon Master.. 18 99 
Elvira.  19.99 
Famous Five ,,.16 99 
Flames of Freedom (Mid 2) „..19 99 
Flight of the Intruder.....19 99 
Gauntlet 3D..... PHONE 
Genghis Khan (Mb)..  22,99 
GODS .    16.99 
Golden Axe.,,,..16.99 
Hero Quest..    24,99 
Hill Street Blues...  16.99 
Horror Zombies...16.99 
Indianapolis 500..   ,.17 99 
James Pond...    16.99 
Jack Nichlaus Unlimit Goff.19 99 
Kick Off 2 (Mb).15 99 
Killing Cloud.  16 99 
Leisure Suit Larry TRIPLE.34 99 
Lemmings    16 99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo . 16.99 
Merchant Colony.19.99 
MIG 29 Fulcrum .24.99 
Mighty Bombjack..16.99 
NAM 1965- 1975.19.99 
Navy Seals.... 16.99 
Night Shift..  .16 99 
Ml Tank Platoon.....,,,,.,,,19 99 
Pang.     16.99 
PGA Tour Golf... 16 99 
Pool of Radiance ..  19.99 
Powermonger...,,.18.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 ..16 99 
Rick Dangerous 2 .. 16.99 
Robocop 2.  .16.99 
Rorkes Drift ..15 99 
Revelation...14 99 
Secret of Monkey Island ..19 99 
Shadow of the Beast 2....24 99 
SUa of Die ...16.99 
Speedball 2......16 99 
Supercars 2 .. 16 99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix.17 99 
Super Off Road Racing.. 16 99 
Supremacy-——. 1999 
S.W.I.V..... 16 99 
Team Suzuki .. 16-99 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 16 99 
Turrican 2. 16,99 
U M S. 2.19 99 
Ultima V..... 22 99 
Viz-.....,.... 14 99 
Warlords. 19 99 
Wings I Mb). IB 99 
Wrath of the Demon.19 99 
Z Out......   U.99 

TOPS SHOTS.6.99 
Kick Off and Extra time! 
COIN OP HITS 2 .19 99 
Ghouls & Ghosts. Hammertist. 
Vigilante. Ninja Spirit, Dyn Wars 
MONSTER PACK 19.99 
Shadow of fhe Beast, 
Infestation, Nitro 
BIG BOX {10 GAMES!).24.99 
Teenage Queen. Captain Blood. 
Krypton Egg. Bobo. Hostages. 
Jumpio Jackson, Safari Guns, 
Purple Saturn. Bubble +. 
Tin Tin on the Moon. 
WINNING TEAM...21,99 
Cyberball. Kiax, Vindicators. 
Planet of Robot Monsters 
POWER UP .2199 
Rainbow Islands. Altered Beast, 
Chase H Q, Turrican, A RB. 
FISTS OF FURY.19.99 
Double Dragon II, Shinobi, 
Ninja Warriors, Dynamite Dux 
MASTER MIX .... 16.99 
Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, 
Crack Down. Super Wonder Boy, 
Dynamite Dux. 
WHEELS OF FIRE.19.99 
Hard Dnvm. Power Drift. 
Turbo Outrun. Chase HQ 
SPORTING GOLD.19 99 
Games Winter Edition, Games 
Summer Edition, California Games 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION .19 99 
Ghostbusters II. Robocop, 
Batman (Movie), Indiana Jones 
PLATINUM ..17.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts. St rider, 
Black Tiger. Forgotten Worlds. 
POWER PACK 16,99 
Xenon ll. TV Sports Football, 
Bloodwych Lombard RAC Rally1 
PREMIER COLLECTION 111 12.99 
Archipelagos, Ouadralien, 
Cyber nod 2, Battleships 

SALE * SALE * SALE 1 

Archipelagos .. .4.99 
Battle Squadron .. .9.99 
Bloodwycn . . .9.99 
Colossus Chess X ... .9.99 

Shoot-Em-Up Construction Kit ,.9.99 

Dragons Breath . .. .9.99 

elite .-. 9 99 

Mouse Trap ...... —4,99 

Nebuius... .4.99 
Netherworld... ..,,,4,99 
Rick Dangerous... 899 
Shadow of the Beast... .12 99 
Srienj Service.... ,H+t 9-99 

X-OUT. .9.99 

DISKS 100% Guaranteed! 

Bulk disks.... ....(10). ...599 
Plus. -450),. .27.99 
Labels .. M00). 49.99 

SONY Boxed ..(10)..,.. ..9,99 
Plus. .(50). .47.99 
Labels. -4100). .,...89.99 

All prices include first class post! 
Guaranteed return of post delivery on all stock items 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AMF, ft MUM0Y CLOS*. NEWARK, NOTTS NG2fl 1 Jt 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 
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STOP PRESS 
DSDD 

135 TPI 
DISKS 

HIGH QUALITY TYPE, 100% 
GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

40 cap disk box.£.3.25 80 cap box.. 
Mouse mats.£1.75 Dust Lovers. 

..£375 
,..£3,95 

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE AND PACKING £2.85 

Tel: 0298 818500 
ABS DISK SUPPLIES 

193 Brampton Road, 
Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 9AX l jI 

LIVE IN LEEDS? WE HAVE MOVED! 
Our regular customers know we otter unbeatable advice, service and deals on aM things Amiga. NOW in our new city- 
centre superstore, we offer even more! If you thought all computer stores were the same, then visit us - 

we know you'll be impressed! 

HARDWARE SUPER DEALS 
AMIGA 500 PACKS ■ CALL FOR LATEST PRICES 

Amiga 1500 inc Monitor.*......£949.00 
A 590 Hard Drive.......£295 00 
2nd Drives. Ultra .....£59,95 
Cumana Cax 354 .........£74.00 
Philips 8833 MKII....... £249 00 
Vortex At Once ..............£199,00 
Rendale &8Q2 Genlock........£16500 
Midi Interface - High quality......... £34 95 
1/2,1.5 £ 4 meg Expansions....... . ..... In slock 
Optical Mouse ......£4300 
Quality Mouse ........£20 00 
Golden Image Hand Scanner........£209 00 
Samplers from..........,£29 00 

PRINTERS 
ALL PRINTERS ARE UK SPEC AND INCLUDE CABLE 

Star LC10.£169 00 Canon Bj 10E.£299.00 
Star LC200 £219 00 Hewlett Packard Desk 
Star LC24-10.£219 00 Jet 500.£449.00 
Star LC24-200 £259 00 
Star LC24 200 CotOof £299 00 LIMITED OFFER 
Citizen 1200 +.£149.00 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour £289.00 Amstrad LQ 3500 24 pin 
Citizen Swift 9 Colour £199 00 printers only.£189.00 
Colour upgrade...£34.00 

SOFTWARE 
IF IT’S GOOD. WE STOCK IT! HERE’S A | I 

SELECTION " 1 
Page Stream V2.1... 
Page Setter 2.***«.-, 
Protext V5........__ 
Kind Words ... 
Mavis Beacon 
Cashbook Combo 
Home Accounts... 
Powerworks. 

PMF.... 

SAS Lance C. .. ..£189 00 
HkSoft Base. .£69 00 
Dawpack__ ..£49 00 
De»u« Paint III. .£69.00 
Deki* Video. .£69.00 
TV Text Prof. .£119.00 
Digiview Gold. .£145.00 
Amos ... .£43.00 
X-Cad Designer.... .£89 00 

MUSIC 
We are one of the U.K.'s top computer music 
dealers and stock not only midi software but 
keyboards too1 Choose from Yamaha, Ensoniq. 
Evolution. Roland Computer Music Products, 
Alesis, Philip Rees & more. Call in for advice or to 
arrange a demo - we cater for beginners to pros. 

Best Deals Guaranteed!! 

>||r\|TpA|j All prices correct at time of press. All prices inc VAT. 
IVIIU1 I Gvll Delivery free on software & small items. For 

54, The Balconey, Merrion Centre, Leeds LS2 Hardware add E8 next day courier. Local delivery 

Tel (0532) 446520 
ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME 

service available at £6. 
We are open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Frl. 9.00-5.30 Sat. 
Est 1988 
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Alters Sarn 1099 siecammcndd? M * 
A Mar (Mac Emultiwi 109 99 
DevPac 11 44 59 ART 1 SOUND 

27 90 A M O 5 . . 33 » 

^**1 Base 59 99 Can Do_ 69 99 
kmtf*c*0» 37 » ■Datkie Part til S4» 

.alike C V 4 164 99 0*0* V4to in . 5999 
Uitn Beaccrn Typ^g ’9 99 Eawiioi 24 99 

*
 

>
 

i 69 99 Masle^tsund 3299 
SupWtWM ^*.tcnQll 2 21 M protein Par* 11 ia 99 

Ouvkt 3499 

GRAPHICS i VIDEO Studio MpgiA 52 99 

Awgi&voRH? titiar BZ 75 Aceourtlirrl V3 3 121 90 
Cradn Teur Scrolioi 20 90 Oevpac STV2.0 41 90 
DPpinl fli |Pai imb] . 57.W First Words Plus as bo 

R«l lk.Tid* &r09 20 90 Flea Slratt Pl*ltih*r 07 90 

DLune V<kro 1111P#* mo? A? 76 Hiwh Batk 55 90 
Phelrn" Pamt (Pal; 12 H MisohC____ 34 90 
PHdor1 P*fit IT |Pil in*) 2r M K <iata_**** 3a 90 

PnulBSSiOnal 0*bw 2 K O-Kph 2... 2990 
159 50 k-spnead 1 -, ..,..: ft 71 

Pm V<Jw P^l 1^90 k-spread 2___ 4i 90 
Scktf SQKL' P* it»! 1T20C X-*Wi 2_ 2990 
Trtp- A.TfOb 24 99 .... 104 90 

Tube SAnan 97 50 MAf^hOlPiU* 34» 
TV Show 2 2 IP* tme,1 POO ATpdaia.. 54 90 
TV Tpirt Pnp |P«iJ SB 60 Ptttei:! V42 .. 09 W 
VhSbo tram* GraHw PjChas* Ledpa 34 90 

(Pfc B»W| 98 75 S#u» Lador 34 90 

Video Colour Upgrnda 16 25 Swrkcaic......__ 29BO 
KCBd Daugner . 79.50 Trmenmda DTP...,..,. G9 90 

MUSIC APPLICATION WCADPR0CE3S0RS 

Aeon Sonm 2 0 4$7S Excellence 2 129 95 
Defuse Mime S0.2S kin*r>ds 2 .. 34 90 
$Mie K |UK Vgrilgfif. 9450 Pa*TPaH ■ 99 02 
Waster Sound [Jigm2*r 34 90 Promt..__....____ 84 00 
Fulura. Soubd- Ofl4-i*r 77 90 PraWht»3_ 99 82 
Mi*r»a*n* htpHac* Sert»*« P-afrnufn 4100 

'S poriV 3T 90 TtMvujqi .. 32 09 

94 lam 300 Wonkwtec! 104 91 
’J^^cwd Ptu* 89 92 

BUSINESS 6 EDcCATOM Pro* 34 96 
AdVanflage- 77 50 K Copy Backup Edrior . 1794 

Fur School J aw fi-*! aach | VIDCO 

112 SO Credit >*i Scroll* 2990 
Rotxnt Raadart' 3 Bkaft 2290 DbIukb Video 3 . .. 89 92 

SpafTBooh 4-5 or 7*<iwi^ lfi.50 Ptgi View Gold ,11903 
H-sa'I Batik 56W FfameGrabb* . 589 94 

Hoino Aecouda 20 75 Gold Disk Type Video .34 90 
Horw QTfc» KI1 .97 SO Hrtach.' Camara 416mm 199 07 

KmdwordtZ 0 TM& Kars Headii-e Fwna 2 . 54 B7 
RflCivnm«nf}*i3 34 99 WUmgers Genlock 99 02 

Maws Bwctr Tyqinfl Tutor 1& ft Project D. 319? 
*cru OCSE Math* The D»eGlor...____ 47 04 

Micro CCSE Frtncb Tha Dtrectpr Toqf kil 27 03 
Mrcra CCSE Enghtfi TkePa^s ... >39 04 

fEach) H 26 TVi^Pokisoi* 9902 

1925 yVseo Trttof 04 07 
M^pctui«> Dgrtabti* 1925 Vri PAL, D«kn* 9(99 

Pm Pat (P*i +MBi 96 90 VlddvDme 1970 
Prwsrta 54 00 ^oetmo* Imto.. 7911 

Pro##*l 4 2 limb) 

Z^/YJ S/j>AZ^JilL 'C^Lf^rx^STlI 

24 HRS 0908 564369 or the shop-0908 615049 
AMIGA UTILITIES & BUSINESS 

MICROSMART MEGADEALS! 
All Inc upgrade and clock 

Gdtcf ot Realm S&.99 

Space Ace MM 

Dmgof’i Last 2 50 99 

Dragon Masler 4flM 

JH'cfkjIffS- 40 99 

KkAQiT2 M99 

EDUCATIONAL 

Answer gaCh Senior __13 99 

DiiTOtau’ DrKOwery Kn U99 

Discover Chemislrj ....- 13 99 

French MislresA __... „ , , 1399 

Fun School 2 1 under i£| -- 1*99 
Fim SnUiinJ S HJI ..... Ti 99 

fTflrrrtfln PLtrj^r^r , , . 13.99 

Italian Tutor , ,,...... ....13 99 

K<f Task 14 09 

Math Tan _ 

■>N r Pa “■ ... .. i2.N 

PiiiiJeStory Book. . .-14.99 

Rhyming Notebook ... ____14 eg 

Swinish Tut&r 1399 

THE YOUNGER YEARS 

NFW Fun .0/+innl S Under R . 17.99 

NEW Fun School 3 &■ 7 years . .17.99 

NEW Fun School 3 ? 4hd over . 17 99 

Junior TytJ*st 13 99 

M>cjq French iGCSC}...... ...... 17,99 

*T*ngg, ter do wnh numbefs .... .15 99 

Things to 0O enlh *o'dS ....... .t4,99 

j^wiRrtiyt 4-9 ...,,.... 1399 

Lett soe al home ..13.99 

Lett 5oe< al th* mops .-.. .T3.90 

Rwaie Book vo» 5 ..... .13.99 

Amiga Logo 39 99 

Ma^s Beacon Teaches Typrog.. .,.10,49 

Rank Junior.... ... . 13.00 

ORDER FORM 

THE NATIONS TOP 125 TITLES THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION 

Budpfcan.. ... tfidd 

Castle Master. .13 99 __14 99 

Chau HQ. 13.99 T&99 R
 

S
 

i
i

 ._._. 10 

Codenarne Iraman , , _. JJ3-99 
Coky^s BecF^est____ .28 99 

CoTouest tf Camefoi __ 

CorporifliOfi . _... .....T—..... .-ifl Qia 

Damodes.... . T0.99 .14.99 

Dtagona Bmarth . .21 99 _16.99 

Dynasiy Wars. T39S .. 16.99 

Emiyn Hughes Soccer 13 99 ... .......12.99 

Escape From Singes Caste 

Escape Pisnel or Robot Monslera .13 M 

.28l99 

.13.99 

P\m and Forget \. >099. _IS,99 

Flip and htagnosa .. j6 9C .. ?699 

F-29 fleta^gtor ...... 16 99... ■6.99 

Fim and en*i*stone .. 10 99 ..16 99 

Flood.... . 16.99 

Hero's Quest (1 mb)_ ..23^9 
4mpenu*n . ‘6 99 .16.99 

IntemaTonai 30 Tamms .14 99 

Iror Laid .......____ . T6.99 . 16.99 

1! Dime From The Dwart 11 MBi 

Kings Quasi 4....... 

.,16 99 
21.9B. .22.99 

Las! Ninja 11. .T3 99 . .16.99 

L«t»ur# Suit Larry 3 ,. 

Lflsi Patrtri.... 

Mean Slrnels “.. . .. 

.13.99 . 

28 99 .. 

18.99 

.10.99 

.18.99 

Mir? Hunter Ift San Prirctw 

(1 M81.... 

Vl0*rn1er__ 

Mpty fidfr 

NeuromiPOtr . 

Qperanon TbundafUolt 

PTOlAjilTia .... rMitH'T'i 
PLpyw Manager 

Prqectyi*... 

Plilinic J 

_S.T.„ 

_T9.0B,. . 

—.13.9® 
’399 

139® _._ 

1398_ 

-IS99 

. 

1399 . 

13 M. 

1299 .. 

.. 1699 
Rainbow islands . 

Ftotalor ■ ,i,.r.._ „_16.99 

Rogue Trodpe* * ... 10 x 

Red slorm Rrfing . ___ . . __tjgg 

Shadow Wdrrtor _TS9S 

V«iim** . 10-99 
Soace .Aon _9Ut 

Super Cm (Oemhnsi - .1399 
The* Fm*« Hour 

Turocan. 

TV Epdflt BHftdtotfl 

Ultimate Gch 

Unreal . 

X-Out. 

+ 8 99 
JUB 
UK 

......12 99 

JLM 

1999 

t*.» 

T*» 

'6» 

16 00 

16 99 ■699 
.11.90 

. 11.90 

r6.09 

’600 
'699 
■6 90 

1690 
“6 90 

■690 

'690 

26 90 

22 90 
’6 90 

’9 99 

■390 

■4 90 

■690 

1690 

1390 

n^jun .r,.ST.AM arr_. am 
CJBmmendtj 
tem^anSe W^r 

Eu^ih A.rpourne Ranger 

An! Heads. 

.9.99 Grand Pna Cncmt. 999 999 Sthder 2 L_ i« 99+8 9t 

.7 99 Hard Dnwsn ,,. ,9 99 6 99 S*m City . *4 90^409 '.OWlJkUWIl- 

ATF 2T. 10 99 16 99 Hollywood Cofiecton 

rndamaKW 5CKF... 

19 991999 Spy Vi Spy 4 0ft 40ft Ce-wW 1 

Awesome * 24 99 _16 99 Spy V* Spy 11 400 400 
tanpWflr 

Awndte 999 Infettjbon __ .9 99 Spy Vl Spy 111 49ft 40ft 

Ba*_ , 4 99 4 99 mgrtts Back.. . 8 99 Super Hang On 800 600 &W§C+%2 

Batkttror , _ 499 499 Judge E>edd 1„.._mWm '3991399 T*nk AftffW __ 790 ?90 
Barbar an 2ipataoe).., .u 

Biasierode .. .. 

7 99 .7 99 KretltJ . .9 99 9 90 Tepnaga Mutant Tunt« * 19 99 * 9 90 
499 499 Kick Cw 11 Megi . . . .14.90 TNT- . IB J9 <ft 95 

SeSwl 
Se* Centiry 
De»* O' “hviMi* 
DtftnEe 

Blow! Monav. .. 9 99 9 99 Line of Fw .. ,,10.0916.90 TrximimflmGb>T ... 16 90 **6 99 
Bouldardash Const K«.. . 4 99 439 Lords Ol The Rising &un ,.,11 991*99 Toyota Celica*... „ , . 1690 "6 99 
Brian Doughs Focnba". . ,6.99 .6.99 Marx Miner. .7.00 Thta Cycles... , 8.99,699 Devw Uvtc Con » 

Buck Rogers *... .1999 Marble Madness. ..,7.00 ,,,7,90 Toobtn. 499 (99 
Paul* Part 3 

Capive ‘ _____ 

Carthage * 

.,18.99 16.99 Menace. ,,4,90 ,,4.90 Tower ol bar*1 ... . 6 99 6 99 
&* jf* Pvsidwj 

16 99 1699 Narc ■.. ,10 99 10.99 Treasure Dizzy Island ...... .4.99 4 99 Dwu«*i Pnjpijcr<y 

Confld m Fwtipt 

Curse Of the AJture Bonds 

,7 99 ,7 99 . ___ 4 99 4 99 TrivialPuriuitt   .-. 14 0014 99 belli* VOW 

■ 19091999 North & South. 9 99 9 90 TV Sports Foot&ai1. 12.9012 99 
Trety* 

r' , Jm 
Daily Double Horse Racing 99 9 9 99 PMnufn'. 19991999 We^d D*«ema,.. 6.90 .6 90 > _*r 2 
e S*al'_ .10 99 1699 Rockef Rang*__ 

Secret* of the LLihwaffe * 
6 99 6 99 w&ff Pack* 1090 5&" 

Few - .... . 16 99 *6 99 .1099 19 99 VforNMrinf ■____ 190010 99 
FT Ba Manaoer 11 *£q>Ki 12 9912 99 Sega Vaslti' M r ' t&09 19 90 World Champ Socw " 1509 1690 
Gaumir 11 _____ , 7 99-.799 Sound Express . . .2990 Wrain of the Cttncm T_ 16 99 16 90 

&*jp j Dr fmrw 

Gotten An* * — 16 9916 99 Shum*pack Ca»e___ ,499 499 r- ^ ^ ^ 

Gumbo* *... ’6991699 Sfcnl SvMoe. 990 990 if 

31 AM 
U» 

13W (!M 
i*M 

'** -6W 
11» 13» 

6A” 26 » ’I » 
TflflwFufcrtS 1AM '6 9« 

0*tev* Oi Pew ... 1BM i«H 
8n*T.i*r<rS SW 5» 

1|» 
Bumm l apt* Cwaan: « 
Batman the Mbv>6 . 13 0$ lSW 
Balt* Ctmnmand . 
Bllta Ot Br-ian 
Mlhfa Chu&s 
Ball * Matter 

COMING VERY SOON!!! CALL FOR LATEST DETAILS 
..,f,T.... ..A.M 

40 Boning.. ..16.99.. , 16.99 
Bohes . 1399 ,,,„ 1*00 
8e>rayai.,,. 13.99 . .16.99 
Billy iheKkf..... , 1399 ^,..16 99 
Crime Wave. 1599 16.90 
D*aih Trap '.... 1699 16 99 
Dvaon Sink* *.. ■ 9,00 
Duster ■___ . 1699 ■639 
Ekj Phammoms. 10 00 10 99 
Ey* b* tbe Behgii»r - 19 99 
H SfrwM &'-€■? ' 3 99 -699 
John Marei' Ampncev Fpotaej* ___ 1*00 16.99 
Midwimef 2_ _ 19 99 — 19 99 
M grrty BoniPiaCk 1399 1* 99 

Music X Jnr. 

NigmShNl. 

Poo' of Radiance 

Predate- ?’ 

Rocky Hgr+0f $l"Ow * 

ROC*#! r*nfl*T 2 

SfittrCfi for ?*# ftnhfl 

Spaitoound* ____ 

Strafega' 

$wv 

Th* KNbng Q»ojd , . 

Wik^e * 

—.„.3.T..AM 

.. .. 40.99 

..13.99.16 99 

..- . 19 99 

—- 16-99— 16 99 
.1699_1699 

1399 1699 
rmn_*4 k 

r*cc M*» -r b* 
FftCc- W»o“ Dm-: 
f*n T*» 
Fwwe-fkpver Hd 
FflM-CSitt*' Ti « 
Fm* 
Fnwaer 
Fire AfwBrvreasm ’4 *T 

Natan*Mouse .. . . 

Conlmver Mouse 5it 1 

Power Ove STfAtmg* 

OS2Turt» 

QS 3 Tlrtn 

5 n»i i Cantmw Mouse 

Compo P’d Eittifl 600C 

40 Locfcab* Disk &sk 

ac Loratfe D.s* Be* 

Mouse Mat 

Mouse holts# 

Amiga 4 player Adaptor 

Am.ga. 500 Dust Cgvb- 

Disk Cleaning Krt 

Bor 10 Bulk disks... 

Branded Sony (Bo* f0)... . 

Amiga * ST Dnves .. 

CM6B33 2.. 

Monitor Lead—__ 

.0200 Cok*T * MoftO * pmntir' 

LC 200 24 Mono Pnmar.. 

LC 200 24 Cutout Printer „_... 

... . S-T 
'2W 1 

LMdwtXMra Bird* t? 39 < 
L«ur» S»mUny Z ■*« i 
L«tft Suk Larry a K W 3 
L<*x*T>s»ta r ? 5$ i 
l*tD«4*C ‘9» 1 
LftF4F«ma 'P.99 1 
..y^we taC rw* i«99 : 
i»r IS 99 1 
Lima 7 The Qvig Sir 1 
Leal l}.®.i 
Magnum a 16 95 1 
UNncC**^ Umud 1&&9 1 
Marmymjar Newyor* 16 99 1 
MiRdumtt NV Hitt hncmE 93 
hhrttkjrka* 3'FfflftCiscu 2 ’ M ., 
Man jr. UanKi^i 16 99,1 
Mali ik Marifcjdnr*’ 13 99.1 

CMbi Slrket But* 
Chuck weagef . . .. 16 » HI M 
ChMftHQ 13.W 16 99 

IRW 1099 
■ 13 Sf 1399 
.1699 1699 
1399. 1399 
1699 16 99 
ii» 1699 

Ot 26» 
nti. 26 99 

’599 it 99 
13 99 13 99 
13» 1399 
■ 1 99 i*99 
13 99 13 99 
13 9913 99 
13.99 13 99 
16 99 1699 
1999 >999 
1799 

69 99 
. 59 99 

59 99 
69 99 
69 99 
7999 

it »9 i*!» 
J6» IS 99 

26 99 
299 i?99 

1699 i 
1699 1 
16.99 1 

Ot*rmii5rt T’lundenligH 13 99 1 
OpnrolHyiHarr*r" .1«,H.1 
Op*fMiflnWuN 12 99 1 

TITLE COMP PRICE 

TOTAL 

P4T 15991 

BamrBdY iJ» i 
iJ99 1 
’5 99 .1 
■299 1 
’3» i 

(HyoaOMfM 1 2Mpb»i;6&9 
Bow* Qua*i 2 16 99 i 
*60ul» - 16 99 1 

Pmmew Land 7 99 
Po««r own* 10 99 1 
Bo*hk tJnfl 16 99 1 

1699. 1 
15» 1 

PncrTartnitTquf 16.99 i 
RairiJOw fclanps. 13 9B..1 
RmJ Sterm llerfl i&m . 
pHMotsr 101 . 14 99, .1 
fli5ffc*ft Dnn ... 16»..1 
Ate* D*n?tnart 10 99 1 
R*k 4*n||an)U« 2* 16 99 1 
A»A i3».l 

1399 i 
■3 99 1 

■f.. 1099 1 
fWea ’699 1 
Bhr T>1*OamiMi ’2» i 
HTFF Homia 14 99. 1 
5 One* 1.2 3 Hrt! m 0 99 
SftiOwVlamors 1399 i 
!wv 0« Menaj, LaM 10 99 1 
5Wdw O me Bwr ..-__j 
BhCdP* t> Thi Owl 1 -.j 
Shaman M* . 14 99..1 
5H-WP& 12 99 1 
$hp( Ml* up Cong (ruction Kil 

IS 99 1 
St*nrS«rvca H 99 . 
S'Vfis'-i iy* -3» ■ 
1 - ■ *, 19 B 1 
ir Gay T*»«i .-_i 
9* Fratf, ^?,i i 

Gudii L<m 14 99 
6-r Spyi 13 » 
S'X* 16 99 
spat* Aca 26 99 
$pacaQua*!3..26 99 
SpiSa Karnar 3 1199 
Spr Who Lmart Ma 13 99 
mat lb* V it h 
Slai W*rt Tntacv ’699 
Stai Ciohl lets 
Sir Figtht Mint Bk 
Sir Gmsar 3 «4 w 
Sto* i»9fl 
ShMCem*v iS« 
3am Gamaa Oaiv* i» » 

M»atn] i#» 
S«M $0*41.400 11H 
iMir U99 
Sun Cr Aow 16 99 
$nr kunrv i# 99 
^jehum . 12m 
Suprtao. 13» 
S*w»i of Twnpti' i4 w 
SwfirtK CK TwIij^rtHnt Bom 

699 
Taanaon HuMrti Turllaa ., 
T«t [Jtv* a 
Ti {Niva 2 Cam CIWi 
Tati Diva 2 MukM Gam 
Tati Cirvft 2 SuprGan 

TauEdvta 
ibte Aatair 
Tomh O' Bab* 
Tr*c*. S»r Minapar 
T|.artacA*aa**n 
Triad Val 3 .. 
TuvfiHS Outrun 
T«mCen .. 
fV NfKKii Oqtaban' 

liOT 1 
OB i 

TEL NO 

Please send this to Mfcrosmart, 127 High Street. 

Newport Pagnell. Milton Keynes. 

MK16 8SE 
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Uwe__ 'e* 
‘j-T&jcnaoe* ur? -e» 

ifi & 
V60*J .. 134 
W.l ' ►»>? ssw e» 

S6W -fe * 
Pfi -t * 

kYtri* !>nnV H«A*r 14 M . 'k » 
WffTPd Prelim ■5 99 -5 99 
WltfSIlMM ^99 -e.9i 
Winfli __ ■9W 
Wing* of Fi*y. 13 M ”3» 
World Cup 5w«f Dd. fS 99 -8* 
Xmomorcn ___ . IS 99 -5 95 
Xerton 2 WfUal ■ 6 99 -6W 
^HcVomwi ■6» -ese 
ZmkH —----- '5 99 rS«! 

1 991 



iVIJ'CiFiD3ivJjPi~r IMI^tlCL. O-FiJDHFi 
THE NATIONS TOP 

PERIPHERAL SUPPLIER 

JOYSTICKS RADICAL RAM MICE 

Quickjoy Junior 
£5.95 

Quickshot 2 Turbo 
£9.99 

Comp Pro 5000 Goal 
£9.99 

Comp Pro 5000 Extra 
£12.99 

Star Probe 
£10.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter 
£18.99 
Topstar 

£9.99 

1/2 MEG UPGRADE 

The best A501 on 
the Market 

With clock.£24.99 

Without clock£2l .99 

MlCROSMART MEGA DEALS 
AH Inc- upgrade and clock 

Geld ol Realm 

Space Ace 
Dragons Lair 2 
Dragon Master 

J Nicholas 
KrckOff 2 

36 99 
56.99 
56.9S 
46.99 
46 99 

39.99 

THE ORIGINAL NAKSHA 

MOUSEPLUS Mouse & Mat 

(Amiga A ST) 
£19.95 

Mega PC Mouse Pack 
Or Halo Art Package 9-25 Convene* 

Pad, Holder, Supers Qua* t> - va a! 
£2499 

ACCESSORIES 
DISK BOXES 
3.5 

5.25 

40 Cap. £5.99 
80 Cap...£8.99 
50 Cap.£6.99 
100 Cap...£9.99 

REMEMBER DUST KILLS 

1000 3.5 Disk Labels. £7.50 
Disk Cleaning Kit... £2.50 
Mouse Pad. £3.99 
Mouse Holder.....,£3.99 
4 Player Adaptor.£7.99 
Screen Filter..£9.99 
Printer Lead. £9.99 
ST Turbo Blitz Lead. ...£19.99 

HARDWARE 

GAMEBOY PACK 
£69.99 

16 Bit Mega Drive & 
M Mouse 
£165.00 

Sega Master System 
£74.99 

Please ring for cheap 1 comprehensive 
list of all console & hand he>d games i 

extras 

MUSIC 
Turn your 
Amiga into 

a Mega 
Sound 

Blasting 
System 

50 WATT 3 
Way Speakers Power 

Supply, cables, Headphon - 
es & full instructions 

ONLY £49.99 

Midi Interface.. 
...£18,99 
Personal Stereo 
Rewind, Fast Forward & 
Mega Bass Switch.. 
.*.ONLY £14.99 

Call for details on 
the new Roland 

Synth Amiga kit with 
JBjlPC Sampling & 

sequency 
capabilities 200+ 

sound types with percussion & 
sampled sounds. 

Tiger Cub ST & AMIGA 
ONLY £94,99 

Music X ..£59.99 
Master Sound Blaster 2.£39,99 
Techno Sound.....£34.99 
Sound Blaster...,,,,,,.£49.99 
Aeacs Sonix......,.,,Ei4r99 
Drum Studio.■..£4.99 
DeJuxe Music Con Kit.£54.99 
Amtt Midi - Digrtaser....£69.99 
Quartet ST 5 Amiga)...H»„.£24.99 
Pertfcet ..  .£39.00 

: : i:- : — £'49 00 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack 
£370 inc VAT & Next day Courier 

Screen Gems Peck includes: 

Amiga 500 512K keyboard with built in 1 
Meg disk drive • Free TV Modulator worth 

£24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga with a 
normal TV • Joystick, molise mat + 10 

blank disks, mouse + mains plug • Amiga 
basic, Amiga extra1# 13 workbench 13 PLUS 
Amiga step by step tutorial • With a further 
four new releases • Shadow Beast II, Back 

to the Future Ht Nightbreed and Days of 
Thunder 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack Extra 
£390 inc VAT & Next day Courier 

Screen Gems Pack includes: 

Amiga 500 512K keyboard with built in 1 
Meg disk drive * Free TV Modulator worth 
£24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga with 

a norpial TV t 10 free games PLUS 
software has a potential RRP of £200 * 
Joystick, mouse mat + 10 blank disks, 

mouse + mains plug e Amiga basic, Amiga 
extra1® 13 workbench 13 PLUS Amiga step 
by step tutorial • With a further four new 
releases • Shadow Beast if, Back to the 

Future 11, Nightbreed and Days of Thunder 

Amiga 1500 
TOGA 

The Am^e 1500 Personal Home Computer is 
in# „ t —-ate m Personal Home Computers f or 

the who t» *am y Platinum works - integrated - 
#ord Processor Database and spreadsheet. 

Paint 3 - the ultimate in paint packages. 
Populous and Sim City - State of the Art 
strategy games. Baft lee hess a the c hess 

programme amongst all chess programmes. 
Their FJ.rJflntUUf - III# battle of Britain 

brought to life In a technfeatftighteftn.-Al084’s 
stereo colour monitor to get the best from your 

Amiga. The Amiga 15Q0 has been designed 
around the already popular Amiga A500, but 

with hardware facilities that would put any mid 
range business machine to shame. 

Please call for further details 
£1049.00 inc VAT + next day courier service. 

AMIGA A500 CLASS OF THE 
1990*s BUSINESS + 

EDUCATIONAL FttCK 
£499.00 inc VAT & next day 

courier 
FEATURES 

Amiga A500TV Modulator • U c, I v.erface- 
Soffware • Kind Wo rtfs II wordp^oc'or * 
Page Setter DTP • Super Base Pe jdeeffi 
Database • MaxpUn 50C spreadsheet e 

Amiga Logo BBC Emulator Deluxe Paint tT * 
Mouse mat IQ Blank Disks and disk waifet 

Amiga A500 Sound & Vision Pack 
£399 inc VAT & next day courier 

Amiga A5QD 512K keyboard with built in 1 
Megabyte Disk Drive * Free TV Modulator 

worth £24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga 
with a normal TV • Deluxe Paint II Graphics 

Package * Shadow of Beast 11 horizontal 
scrolling games software * Back to the 

Future film action software • Nightbreed 
state of the art graphical arcade action ■ 
10 free games worth £200 * Free joystick, 

mouse mat & 10 blank disks # Amiga Basic 
Amiga Extras t.3 Workbench 1,3 PLUS the 

Amiga Step by Step Tutorial * All leads, 
manuals PLUS Mouse and Mains plug * 

PLUS Days of Thunder serious fast action 
games software • Deluxe Paint If 

PRINTERS 
Star LC24 200 24PIN including 

ST/Amiga-£259.00 

Star LC200 24 Colour including 
ST/Amiga ..£210.00 

Star LC200 24 Colour inbcluding 
interface lead for ST/Amiga ~~ £219.00 

LC2Q0 24 C&tour - The most popular 
letter quality printer on the market only 

£219,00 with all Amiga + ST leads a 

Amiga Power Supply .... -. — £34.95 

Amiga + ST Second Drive 880K 
formatted Anti click on/off switch 

GAmiga has Daisy chain facility. £59.99 
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NEWS 
250 reasons to buy AMOS! 

AMOS has become the definitive language for the 
Amiga - and the proof for this is the sheer number of 
AMOS public domain discs which are flooding the 
libraries. The AMOS PD Library alone now has 250 
discs, and the list is growing fasti 

You can order any of the 
AMOS PD titles on the 
right, or send for an up-to- 
date catalogue by writing to: 
Sandra Sharkey, Dept G.B.. 
AMOS PD Library. 25 Park 
Road, Wigan, WN6 7AA, 
Tel: 0942 495261. Prices: 

£2,50 each (I to 5 discs! or 
£2.25 each (6 to 1(1 discs). 
Add 25p per disc for Europe 
and 50p per disc for the rest 

of the world. 

Top Ten PD discs 
1. Arcadia (500k game) 

2. Rainbow Warrior (500k utility) 

3. Dynamite Dick 11 mb game) 

4. Pick-up-a-pu/;le 11 mb jigsaw ) 

5. Cross File (I mb game l 

6. Bulloonacy (I mb game ) 

7. Family History DB (lmb utility) 
8. Simon/Space Maths (Imh ©due) 

9. \ I aths Calculator (I mh educ) 

10, Gobbit/Ponloon 11 mb game) 

1,700 more good reasons... 

The AVIOS User Chib goes from strength to strength 
and now has more than 1,700 enthusiastic members 
willing to share their knowledge with you. The bi-monthly 
newsletter is already on issue three, and its publishing 
arm. Shadow Software, has released AMOS Tome, a 
super-fast eight-directional map extension with the map 
editor and five sample games - all for £19,99 (Club 
Members) or £24.99 i non -members i. Add £5 for over¬ 

seas postage. Write to the Club at: L Lower Moor. 
Whiddon Valley, Barnstaple, North Devon EX32 8NW. 

.. and, amazingly, two more! 

In June you'll be able to turbo-charge your AMOS pro¬ 
grams! The AMOS Compiler speeds up some commands 

by a factor of 10 to 1! Overall you can expect to double 
the speed of your programs - and your friends wifi 
believe that you write in machine-code, it's that fast!! 
In July you’ll be able to create 3D objects and animate 
them in your AMOS programs by using AMOS 3D! 

Come and join the 40,000 now! 

Join the 4IUHM) Amiga owners who are turning their 

ideas into reality using the only package which allows 
you complete access to the awesome power of your 
Amiga. And if you buy AMOS directly from us, and 

you're not completely satisfied, you can return it by 
Freepost for a complete refund. 
Just send a cheque tor £49.99 (inc l\V:P and VAT at 
17,5** > to Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, 
South VVirral. L65 3EB. Order hotline: 051-357 2961. 

UJeSerue of Hampshire 
Best for service 

Star 
LClO ribbon £4 70 inc. 
Black ribbon E6.4G inc. 
Colour ribbon £12.90 inc. 

LC10 Mono 
£152.00 (El29.36 + VAT) 

LC200 Colour 
£209.00 (£177.87 + VAT) 

(with Cable & Paper) 

Panasonic KXP1124 
(24 pin) with cable & paper 
£229.00 (£194.89 +VAT) 

Star LC2410 
(24 pin) with cabie & paper 
£199.00 (£169.36 + VAT) 

Panasonic KXP1180 
with cable & paper 

£155.00 (£131.91 + VAT) 

Star LC24-200 
(24 pin) with cable and paper 

£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Panasonic KXP1123 
(24 Pin) with cable & paper 

£199.00 (£169.36+ VAT) 

Star LC24-200 Col. 
(24 pin) with cable and paper 

£299.00{£254.47 + VAT) 
PRINTERS 

Inc. VAT 
Citizen 124D (24 pin).£199 00 
Panasonic KXP 1081.£145 00 
Epson LX4Q0..£146 05 
Epson LO400 (24 pin).£232.00 
Epson LQ550 (24 pin)  £329.00 
Swift 24 Colour option ... £36 00 
XB24 to Colour upgrade.£37 §5 

Printer prices inc, cabie & paper 

HP DeskJet 500 
with cable and paper 

£435.00 (£370,21 + VAT) 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cable and paper 

£128.00 (£108 94 + VAT) 

Amiga 1500 
£665.00 inc VAT 

Swift 9 Colour 
with cable and paper 

£189.00 (£160.85 + VAT) 
1Mb Screen Gems 

£369.00 inc VAT 
Swift 24 Colour 
with cable and paper 

£279.00 (£237.45 + VAT) 
Screen Gems Pack 

£355.00 inc VAT 
CBM 1084S 

with cable 
£249,00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Amiga 500 

£315,00 inc VAT 

Philips CM8833 Mk 2 
with cable 

£229.00 (£194.89 + VAT) 
Accessories 

Inc VAT 
Joy stick Mouse twi n extension £4 70 
3M Joystick Mouse 3M ext .£3,75 
A500 Printer lead..£7.95 
A500 to Philips CM3S33 lead ..£7.95 
Modulator Disk Extension.£10.95 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1Mb Drive 

£65.00 (£56.32 + VAT) 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 
£269.00 inc VAT 

23 Way Plug or Socket. .,.£3.45 
A500 Dust Cover.. .£4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type!.£4.95 

, A501 Memory Upgrade.'Clock..£45.00 
KCS Powerboard 740K & IBM £224.90 
Mouse House .. . £2.95 

1;2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£32.95 inc VAT 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 

(100% certified error tree) 
Inc VAT 

10 3 5' DS DO 135 tpi.£7.50 

Marconi RB2 Tracker ball.£49.00 
Vidi video frame grabber,, ...£110.00 

Naksha Mouse 
With house & mat 

£22.00 inc VAT 

50 3 5" DS DD 135 tpi.£31.62 
100 3 5* DS DD 135 tpi.£59,60 

IK 3.5* DS DD 135 tpi......£529.00 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty} 
(100% certified error free} 

Inc VAT 
10 3 5" OS/DD 135 tpi.£5.95 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£19 80 

100 3.5* DS/OD 135 tpi.£37.95 
250 3.5* DS/DD 135 tpi.£82.25 

Stereo Speakers 
High power £39.00 
Standard £24.90 

0 - 1.5Mb Ram + Clock 
£39.50 inc VAT 

Phone for Amiga Software catalogue. 
Many titles inc. Educational 

IK 3.5 OS/DD 135 tpi.£309.23 
50 x 3.51-Disk Box with lock £5.95 
100 x 3.5* Disk Box with lock ..£7.50 

phone tor our 40 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

Ail products hove o 30 day money bock & 12 month warranty. 
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 

Established 6 years We are closed Saturday afternoons 
Free parking 2 minuses from M27 junction 11, 

Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicof £7 05 {££ 00 + VAT) 

UJeSerue 
Larger Hems delivered 

try Secuncor 

Amiga F Dept 
40-42 West Street, 
Portchester, Hants. 
PQ16 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 
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PC EMULATOR 

Every time an Amiga 
is demon strafed. someone 
always shouts It's not IBM 

PC compatible!". To experienced 
Amiga-users this isn't a problem - 
you didn't buy a superior computer to 
use outdated PC software. 

It would, though, be nice to have 
the option. If you use a PC at work or 
in education rfs handy to be able to 
take your work home with you. So 
Commodore released Transformer, 
software that enabled PC software to 
be runp albeit at a very slow pace. 

Later on Commodore released 
their excellent Bridgeboards. These 
plugged into an A2GO0, and together 
with a 5.25-inch drive could run the 
majority of PC software. But there 

Cun you tell the differ¬ 

ence between Stork 

end butter? V**, the 

one on the right is the 

Amiga - but with the 

Vertex ATonce card 

installed, it will happily 

pretend to be an IBM 

PC*AT compatible. 

People often want to run PC software on their Amigas. PAT MCDONALD 

checks out the latest PC emulator from the veteran German company Vortex. 

Vortex ATonce 
PC Emulator ■ £ I 99 ■ Silica 08 1 309 1111 

was no A5Q0 PC emulator unti last 
year when the KCS Bitcon board was 
released. This plugs into the memory 
expansion port of the A500. 

Now the German company Vortex 
have developed an internal board for 
the Amiga. It appears to be a very 
desirable expansion indeed for those 
who need a powerful emulator... 

Enter ATonce 

The ATonce sits on a small board, 
about 8cm x 10cm. All the compo¬ 
nents are surface-mounted, and the 
construction quality is high - it's a 
well-designed board. To fit it, you 
unscrew the case from your machine, 
take out the standard processor, and 
plug the board in the processor slot. 

A200Q or A1500 owners need to 
fit a special adaptor board to use the 
ATonce - presumably the board is the 
wrong shape to fit inside these. 

Therms also a Gary adaptor - a 
small widget to fit between the Gary 
chip and the motherboard (this is not 
essential but it can boost the speed 
of the board) 

Starting up 

The included set-up software has to 
be run first to get your machine to 
behave like a PC, This is easy enough 
(just bung the disk m the drive; but 
you are suddenly faced with a huge 
text file which displays automatical 

This is the latest updated docu¬ 
mentation, and in this way rt forces 
you to read it. You don't have to me 
ATonce running procedure is pretty 
straightforward after this) but it 

His* UEtt-bmUtor Miff - nr Llf-Fttflt tCUWf CM* 

mi m £»RV 649X1 
mmu hi mm H 
EXPSM5E5 N SMKl 
rmi hejwrv 
ttrnmm urn mm 
mmn mi ■■ 
SRliL cm mm 

NSfr&S-BqotJisk in <biv# I uiA Afly k*j| 

makes sense to make the effort. The 
hie contains a lot of technical informa¬ 
tion that you don't find in the manual 
- see the panel on this page for 
selected extracts. 

You can click on the icon to run 
ATonce straight away, this gives you 
an AT compatible PC with 512K of 
memory. There is an installation pro¬ 
gram to set up the system to taste. 

From thus program, you can 
select how much memory is available 
to the PC. which graphics system it 
w§ use (CGA, Hercules, Olivetti or 
Tcshfca TS31001. You can also tell 

system to look at particular floppy 
:r ^s as PC drives, ATonce will cope 

BOTH AT ONCE 

Th* ATortc* will 

happily multi-task 

alongside Workbench, 

giving you the best of 

both worlds. 

SELECTED EXTRACTS 
The underlying Idea behind the ATonce Is that you have a PC running 
alongside your Amiga Flicking between the two systems is acheived by 
pressing the left Amiga key and then N or M - and then you have the best 
of both worlds. 

ft's a nice Idea, but do bear in mind that all the bits plugged Into your 
Amiga have to be shared with me PC. Jf you Just have 512K of RAM, then 
the PC is onfy going to get 25&K of that or less: which is not enough tor 
many PC programs. Your Amiga is going to feel positively tied up with a 
miniscule 1Q0K or less 

The good news is that as your Amiga gets more powerful, so does the 
ATonce. If you have an AdRAM 540 or similar RAM expansion (one that 
provides more than 512K of RAM internally) the ATonce can happily use 
the extra memory. The same goes for RAM plugged in externally. 

If you're Amiga has 1MB of memory, then you can easily get a 512K 
standard PC. A 1.5 MB gives the maximum amount of standard PC memory 
- €4OK (plus a bit more for your Amiga to work with). If you have even more 
memory, this can be handed over to the ATonce as extended memory {for 
things like PC RAM disks or printer buffers) or as expanded memory (for 
PC programs which use more than 640Kf like Windows 3). 

No matter what sort of memory expansion you have, the ATonce can 
cope, tt needs to have the correct mode set though - there are 11 of these, 
so a bit of trial and error is needed to set it up, unless you can understand 
Amiga technospeak. 
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Worn W70DD B0®G B@ 

Without doubt the two most productive, 
quality mice on the market. Packed with 
features, silky smooth operation. 
The choice is yours 

Logitech 
or Naksha 

£29,95 

Deluxe Mouse Mat. .£2.99 Posso Box. ..£19 95 

3.5 Head Cleaner. .. .£2.99 8anx Box. .£8.95 

Amiga Dust Cover... ,..,.£2.99 1000 Labels ... ...512.95 

100 Capacity Lock Box. £7 95 Printer Stand ,*,>.£6.95 

Monitor Stand. ...£12.95 

MICE 

BITS N BOBS | 

— DISKETTES |— 
OVER 1 MILLION DISKS in March, 

yes to trade, education, P.D. libraries, 

direct to the public. 

WHY, Quality, Price, 

Continuity of supply. 

DO NOT BE POOLED BY CHEAP IMITATIONS 

RING 0689 
861400 NOW 

SCANNERS | 
Have we sot two for 
you. Naksha, Golden 

Image probably 
Ik the two most 

productive 
scanners on 
the market. 

For full spec give us a call. 

Prices from £159.95 

A. 

DISKDRIVES 1- 
If quality, reliability - value for money is what you want 

then read on. 3ms access time, 

.on-off switch, ultra slim design 

simply the best £69.95 
WHAT OTHERS PROMISE WE DELIVER!! 
and remember - what you see is what you pay 

MD OFFICE SUPPLIES 
18 Crescent Way, Orpington, Kent, BR6 9LS 

Telesales Hotline: 0689 861400. Education and Government orders welcome. 



PC EMULATOR 

INSTALLATION 

The install program on 

the ATonce dish is 

very easy to use, there 

is a help button on 

every procedure. 

with 3.5-inch or 5.25-tnch drives with 
no problems, but double density 1.44 
MB drives are not supported yet (they 
are still uncommon on the Amiga]. 

You can also select which port 
the PC will expect the mouse to be 
connected to and which serial port 
the PC will use. Note that rf the PC is 
using the serial port, then your Amiga 
cannot use it. You also select which 
hard drive partition you want the 
ATonce tc look at as a PC partition: 
more on this later. 

Upon double clicking on the 
ATonce icon itself, the whole Amiga 
system reboots. You end up on a PC 
like text screen, where the program 
methodically checks all the memory 
allocated to it before asking you to 
insert an MS-DOS boot disk. 

There's just one problem: you 
don't get an MS-DOS system disk with 
the ATonce. The board we had 
booted quite happily from a variety of 
MS-DOS boot disks - Tandon, Epson 
and Amstrad. The real time clock on 
the Amiga is treated like an AT clock. 

Welcome to PC land 
You end up with the familiar MS-DOS 
'A>' prompt, and after that the 
machine behaved well. Setting it up 
for a decent 7 MHz AT standard can 
be tricky, especially if youYe not 
familiar with the Amiga. 

I tried WordStar, and that loaded 
without any fuss, Next was 
LetterPerfecf, which has to be 
unpacked onto several PC disks. 
After formatting a few blanks, the 
package went onto the disks and 
worked fine. After a variety of games 
and databases, f couldn't find one 
that didn't work, 

Norton Utifbes kicked up a fuss, 
but after changing the graphics adap¬ 
tor {Vortex do supply a few PC utilities 
to do this) ali those diagnostics 
beloved of PC users worked fine. You 
often find yourseff tinkering wrth the 
graphics mode to get the best result 
with a particular piece of software. 

The ATonce Norton speed value 
is about 6,1* which is nippy as PCs 
go, To achieve this, though, the 

The ATonce can even 

run PC games without 

causing a fuss - see 

what PC owner* have 

to put up with in terms 

of graphics. The 

colours used by the 

graphics system can 

be configured to any of 

the Amiga * 4096 dif¬ 

ferent hues. 

software has to be finely tuned to 
your Amiga - there are a couple of 
different revisions which make a dif¬ 
ference to the speed of the ATonce. 

When the system was 
working with more than four ■ 
colours it became slow at I 
updating the screen, I 
because all the graphics I 
handling is done by soft- I 
ware, so it can't cope with I 
rapid screen transitions. 

* It will let you use par¬ 
titions of your hard 

Hard disks too 
The ATonce will let you use I 
partitions of your hard drive I 
as PC areas. You have to I 
set up your hard drive with a I 
PC-only partition greater I 
than 5MB in size - which is a I 
big chunk out of the average I 
40MB hard drive. 

Next, you have to setup I 
the installation program to 
look at the hard drive as an MS-DOS 
partition. Up to 24 partitions can be 
given in this way, from C: right 
through to Z:. 

drive as PC areas. You 
have to set up your 
hard drive with a PC- 
only partition greater 
than 5MBin size - 
which is a big chunk 
out of the average 
40MB hard drive “ 

DIFFERENT MODELS 
The on*disk documentation contains a few fixes that can 
speed up the ATonce. The differences in various models of 
the Amiga stem from I he revision number, which is always 
clearly printed on the board. 

Revision five boards are the mainstream type. There is a 
slightly different driver on the ATonce disk which should be 
used with this type to give a better performance. 

The revision six boards are becoming more common 
now, and the ATonce is realty set up to make the best use of 
them. There's even a small technical note about soldering a 
resistor to make them work a bit faster with the ATonce, 
again contained in the ondtsk notes. 

How do you tell which board you have without disman¬ 
tling the computer? You can't, but then again you have to 
take the machine apart to fit the board anyway. 

After that, you have to boot up your 
MSDOS disk, get it to format the PC 
partitions) and youYe away. Existing 
partitions were set up as AmsgaDOS 
areas. So expect to repartition your 
existing hard drive system to get ft to 
work with the ATonce. 

it's possible to set MS-DOS to 
boot from the hard drive, rather than 
inserting a floppy each time. 

One point to bear in mind is that 
Vortex have an excellent back-up and 
upgrade service. The hardware board 
can sit in your Amiga forever, but by 
sending an SAE to Germany with 
international postage vouchers you 
can get the latest software updates. 

In conclusion 
The manual for the ATonce is well 
illustrated, and people should have lit¬ 
tle problem in fitting the board. It's 
sketchier on actually using the board 
- people who have a working knowl¬ 
edge of both the Amiga and the PC 
W’H have few problems, but if you're a 
twt vague tn either area then you will 
flounder at first. 

For instance, if youYe not too 
sure about installing a Microsoft 
mouse to work wrth a PC, expect a 
few problems getting the Amiga 
mouse to work with PC software. It 
can be done but it takes a knowledge 
of PC mouse drivers. 

The ATonce is a good emulator, 
tf you have a well expanded A500 
then it brings that power out in PC 
mode. Not just a bog standard XT, 
but a kvely AT model at that. 

Is the ATonce better than the 
KCS Brtcor board? It depends, if you 
need a standard PC and don't have 
much m the way of Amiga extras, like 
memory or a hard drive, then the 
Brteon ts a better, afMrnme buy. 

tf you are prepared to fit an inter¬ 
nal board and have lots of expansions 
then the ATonce is a much better 
buy. ft's really for more serious PC 
applications that need speed and lots 
of memory - areas that the KCS 
board doesn't cope with very well. 

VERDICT 
PURPOSE 
IBM AT PC Emulator board lor the A50G 

(A2OO0 A1500 adaptor card* available}. 

SPEED: 

Very fast ones it’s been set up correctly. 

DOCUMENTATION: lilt 

The printed manual is quite reasonable, 

and the on-disk notes are comprehen¬ 

sive, If a bit technical 

ACCESSIBILITY: •** 

Easy to get up and running, but needs 

some tinkering to gel the best out of It. 

VALUE: •••• 

A vary cheap AT computer indeed! 

Requires a well expanded Amiga to gel 

the best out of It though 

FEATURES: 

Lets you use a hard disk for PC wcwfc, i 

Amiga mouse as a Microsoft mouse >r 

has quite a reasonable 
graphics modes 

selection of 
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AMIGA MEGA PACKS 
PACK 1 

AMIGA A500 COMPUTER INCLUDES:- 

1 512K MEMORY 
5 BUILT IN DISK DRIVE 

"1 4096 COlOUR GRAPHICS 
14 CHANNEL STEREO SOUND 

T) KlCKSTART t 3 
WORKBENCH 1 3 

T EXTRAS 1 3 AND TuTOftlAL DISK 
1 AMIGA MOU SE 
TTV MODU_A'OR 
1 POWE R SUPPLY UN n 

")A5DC KEYBOARD 

PLUS 
☆ MOUSE MAT 

☆ MOUSE POCKET 
☆ DUST COVER 
☆ 40 CAP DISK BOX 
☆ 10 BLANK DISKS 
& CLEANING KIT 
☆ QUICKSHOT JOYSTICK 

ALL FOR ONLY 329.99 

PACK 2 
AS PACK 1 PLUS:- 

0.5 MEG RAM EXPANSION 

ONLY 357.95 

PACK 3 
AS PACK 1 PLUS 

0.5 MEG RAM EXPANSION 
AND CUMANA EXTERNAL DRIVE 

ONLY 409.95 

AMIGA 0.5 MEG UPGRADE 
* (NCREASES MEMORY TO l MEGABYTE 
* 16 BIT TECHNOLOGY 

* replacement for A5Q1 EXPANSION 
* FIT kN M NUTES 
it ON, OFF SWITCH 

ONLY 28.95 5£g* 32.95 

CUMANA 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE 
Q VERY QUIET 

O SLIMLINE DESIGN 

O THR0UGHP0RT CONNECTOR 

O OH Off SWITCH ON REAR 

© LONG CONNECTING CABLE 

O B60K FORMATTED CAPACITY 

Q FITS ALL AMIGA 'S 

ONLY 59.95 
IhwI marfK! m mirtwy 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
© SIMPLY THE BEST 

© 289 DPI RESOLUTION 

O ERGONOMIC DESIGN 

O SMOOTH PRECISE OPERATION 

O 2 YEARS GUARANTEE 

© FREE MOUSE MAT 

© FREE MOUSE POCKET 

ONLY 22.95 

★ MEDIA DIRECT 

& 3 colour display 

* isox tcz pixels 
* 4 0 Mhz MC RQ PROCESSOR 
* a MEGABYTE GAME C APACITY 

& 4 CHANNEL SOUND 
ir 64K MEMORY 

rfr ISO' FLIP SCREEN 

INCLUDES FREE CALIFORNIA 
GAMES CART RIDGE 

ONLY 119.95 

GAME CARDS 
ELECTRO COP 19 95 
SLIME WORLD 19 95 
KLAX 19 95 
ROADS LAST ERS 19 95 
PAPERBOY 19 95 

MSPACKMAN 19 95 
XENOPHGBE 19 95 

BLUE LIGHTENING 19 95 
RAMPAGE 22 95 
GAUNTLET 3 22 95 

DEDUCT Cl .00 FROM THE 
ABOVE BOX PRICES IF 

PURCHASING A QUANTITY 

OF DISKS BELOW 75 AND 
E2.00 FOR A QUANTITY 

ABOVE 7S 

5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES 
5 FOR 4.50 

10 FOR 7.50 

QUICKSHOT 128 
☆ REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN 
* 2 FIRE BUTTONS 
☆ HIGHSPEED AUTQFiRE 
☆ ARCADE TYPE CONTROL SICK 
☆ SLOW MOTION FUNCTION 
☆ 4 STABILIZING SUCTION CUPS 

ONLY 1 3/95 

i «•> 
ZIPSTICK 
☆ SUPER SENSITIVE Wt'SWTCHES 
☆ 2 SWITCH FIRE BUTTONS 
☆ STRONG STEEL SHAFT 

☆ NON SUP BASE PADS 

ONLY 1 1 .95 

RAPiQFiftE 13.95 

QUICKSHOT 131 
☆ ERGONOMiGAl DESIGN 
☆ 2 fire buttons 
☆ 9&OGRIP FOR MAX CONTROL 

☆ 4 stabilizing suction 
CUPS 

ONLY 6.95 

QUICKSHOT 129F 
☆ SPACE AGE DESIGN 
☆ 2 FIRE BUTTONS 
☆ HIGH SPEED AUTOFIRE 
☆ 8 DIRECTION THUMB CONTROL 
☆ R/GWTGfflPFOR MAX FREEDOM 

only 10..95 

QUICKSHOT 130F 
☆ ERGONOMICAL DESIGN 
☆ 2 FIRE BUTTONS 
☆ HIGH SPEED AUT0FIRE 
☆ BIOGRIP FOR MAX CONTROL 
☆ 4 STABILIZING SUCTION CUPS 

ONLY 9.95 

COMP. PRO 5000 ^ 
☆ SUPER SENSITIVE M/SWITCHES 
☆ 2 FIRE BUTTONS 

☆ STRONG STEEL SHAFT 
☆ NON SLIP BASE PADS 

ONLY 1 1 .95 

13.95 

5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
10.9.95 
25.23.75 
50..39.95 
100.57.95 

iALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 

INCLUDES LABELS) 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
30.8.95 
50.  12.95 

100.23.95 
200. 45.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 
INCLUDES ENV/LABELS) 

5.25 * DSHD DISKS 
30.17.95 
50. 20.95 

100.  35.95 
200.67.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 
INCLUDES ENV ■■LABELS} 

ATARI LYNX HAND HELD VIDEO GAME SYSTEM 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
3 5“ 100 CAPACITY 5 95 

3 5' 80 CAPACITY 5 45 

3 5’ 50 CAPACITY 4 95 
3.5“ 40 CAPACITY 4 45 
5 25“ 100 CAPACITY 5 95 

5 25* 50 CAPACITY 4 95 

☆ ☆☆ OFFER ☆☆☆ 



MEGA DEA LS A 
AMAZING OFFERS ON 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD 135 tpi.10.95 
50 DSDD 135 tpi....20.95 
75 DSDD 135 tpi ...30.95 
100 DSDD 135 tpi ..35.95 

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH UABELS AMD ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE 

BANX BOX 
HOLDS 90 3.5“ DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

1..., 
3+. 
5+. 

.8.00 

.7.50 

.7.00 

XCOPY 
PROFFESIONAL 

(THE ULTIMATE BACKUP UTILITY) 

^FLOPPY DISK BACKUP 
* HARD DISK BACKUP 

* BACKS UP IBM ST D6KS 
irCHECKSDISKSFOR ERRORS 
* FAST FORMATTING UTILITY 
* INCLUDES HARDWARE FOR 

EXTERNAL DRIVE BAOOP 
* BACKS UP VIRTUALLY 

ALL KNOWN DISCS 

THIS UTILITY IS RECKONED 
TO BE THE BEST ON HC 

MARKET 

ONLY 34.95 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

X X OFFER 1 XX 
200 3.5" DSDD + 

2100 CAP BOXES 
J0-95 64.95 

XX OFFER 2 XX 
NAKSHA MOUSE* 
MAT AND POCKET 

.34-95 22.95 

XX OFFER 3 XX 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 
PLUS 512K RAM EXP. 

WITH CLOCK 
32-90 87.95 

X X OFFER 4 XX 
CUMANA EXT DRIVE 

PLUS XCOPY PRO 
>490 89.95 

XX OFFERS XX 
ACCESORY PACK 

MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 

DISK CLEANING KIT 
DUST COVER 

ASD 7.99 

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES 
25...... .12.45 200. ........ ..79.95 
50.. ..22.95 500. .179.95 
100... .41.95 1000. . 339 95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABElS.i 

RAINBOW DISKS 
iRIO.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.B.ACK.WNfTE COLORS AND QTYS OF YCUR CK-Z ■ 

3.5” DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD.13.75 
50 DSDD....26.45 
100 DSDD.44.95 
200 DSDD.84.95 

5.25” DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD.10.45 
50 DSDD.18.95 

100 DSDD.34,95 
200 DSDD...67.95 

(AU. DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV _ASt .5 

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 
J 
-\ 

QUALITY MOUSE MAT. 2 50 
MOUSE POCKETS.1.50 
3 5' CLEANING KIT.1 95 
5.25* CLEANING KIT.1.95 

ATARI DUST COVER 3 95 
AM IGA OUST COVER 3 95 
2 PIECE PRINTER STANO 5 95 
MONITOR STAND 12 95 

V 

POSSO BOX 
HOLDS 150 3 5* OR 70 5 25“ DISKS 

CAN be stacked 

HORtfONTALLV and vert cal ly 

ONLY 15.95 

iiATHANA 

% ✓ 

TRADE GOVERMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 

RIBBONS 
WE STOCK A 

LARGE RANGE FOR 
AMSTRAD 
BROTHER 

CITIZEN 
EPSON 

NEC 
PANASONIC 

STAR 
AND MANY MORE 

SWITCHES AND CABLES 

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE 
OF DATA SWITCHES AND 

CABLES 
PHONE FOR A QUOTE 

HOW TO ORDER 1 

BY PHONE 

0782 208228 
BY FAX 

0782 281506 
BY POST 

MEDIA DIRECT 
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD 

UNIT 3 
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD 

STOKE ON TRENT 
ST4 7SH. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

2.95 P & P PER ORDER 
9.00 NEXT DAY 

(UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

REMEMBER !!! 
WE ONLY SELL HIGH QUAUTY 

Diskettes.our 3 s* diskettes 
ARE MADE BY* AO AND OUR 

525* DISKETTES ARE MADE BY 
ATHANA WE DO NOT SELL SUB 
STANDARD DISKETTES FROM 

THE FAR EAST. 

HOW TO FIND US 

DISTRIBUTORS OF> 



BBC EMULATOR 

With TheEmutafor you 

simply have m Beeb on 

a floppy, end of story, 

II you want to have 

access to the best 

range of educational 

software on any com¬ 

puter, this could be 

the simple answer; 

and its a darn sight 

cheaper than buying 

even a second-hand 

Beeb. Some simple 

educational software 

is provided as an 

example, but you will 

need to check that 

particular programs 

will run On 

TheEmufalor before 

buying Beeb software. 

directly. ‘ASPOOL and #AEXEC work 

like the BBC BASIC equivalents but 

operated on Amiga devices such as 

PRT;, RAM; and so on. They even 

work on named pipes! 

Sound and Graphics 

There has been a considerable re¬ 

code of the graphics routines to 

support all the GCOL modes which 

are needed for animation (see bottom 

picture caption}. Similarly, the ubiqui 

tous ENVELOPE sound command is 

now supported. This was responsible 

for generating the mysterious bells 

and whistle sounds the Beeb some¬ 

how managed to achieve with only a 

comparatively rudimentary sound 

chip. Its inclusion is a welcome addi¬ 

tion and will help no end. 

There are many good reasons to own a BBC emulator, but most of them are to 

do with BBC educational software. MARK SMIDDY looks at the updated... 

TheEmulator 2 
BBC Micro Emulator ■ £39.95 ■ Genisoft 0753 680363 

Though overpriced, the BBC 

had a friendly BASIC and 

excellent expansion capabili¬ 

ties and it has a stronghold in schools 

even today, almost ten years on. In a 

bid to compete for the educational 

market, Commodore set Ariadne 

Software the task of creating a BBC 

emulator. The result, despite being 

incredibly fast and simulating the BBC 

environment well, met with suspicion 

in some quarters and seemed to fade 

from view. Until now. that is! 

The major change in the new 

release is TtoeEmu/afor can now read 

ADFS disks written on any of the BBC 

machines including the Archimedes. 

However, Archie disks must be for¬ 

matted to 640K, not the usual 800K 

Sadty there is still no support for the 

much older DFS or the 8271 DFS. 

The ADFS support comes in two 

flavours: an ADFS XModule and TFS - 

the ADFS-to-AmigaDOS transfer sys¬ 

tem, Both these only work on the 

internal drive. 

XModuies (expansion modules} 

are bolton goodies similar to side¬ 

ways ROMS tn the original In this 

way, anyone with programming skills 

in 6800 assembler or C can add 

extra filing systems - or whatever 

they please - using TheEmu/ator as a 

driving engine BBC BASIC has itself 

been recoded as an XModule 

Operating System Support 

The following OS calls are all fully 

supported in the most recent version 

of TheEmulator; GSINT, GSREAD, 

U5BPU1 USBlitT (JSKlX.H. USA5U 

OSNEWL, OSWRCH. GSWORD, GSCU. 

On the DFS side of things the follow 

ing calls have been implemented: 

OSFIND, OSGBPB, OSARGS, OSFILE. 

Finally, most of the documented 

OSBYTE commands have been imple 

mented - far too many to mention. 

The ‘LOAD command new allows 

BBC screens to be loaded directly 

from disk to memory. However, a 

small amount of re-coding will be 

required for most programs because 

this is imptemented as if a 6502 sec¬ 

ond processor were present In 

practise, this takes seconds. Two 

new commands allow programs to 

read and write AmigaDOS devices 

A welcome addition to 

TheCmutatar is the re¬ 

coding of the graphics 

routines to support 

GCOL modes 2 and 

3. These calls are vital 

to any program doing 

animation - GCOL 3, 

for instance, imple¬ 

ments exclusive OR 

As an offshoot of this, 

the recode has taken 

TheEmulator outside 

Kickstart's 

graphics.library mak¬ 

ing it slightly faster. 

The weird abstract art 

BELOW i$ actually a 

demo of the idea... 

TheEmu/afor is still the cheapest way 
to buy a working version of the com¬ 
puter that has influenced the lives of 
thousand of children across Britain 

and created careers for people like 
yours truly 

The real thing, bought second 

hand, will probably cost £150 and 

then you'll have to buy disk drives and 

all the other paraphernalia. 

TfteEmu/afor is not perfect, but with 

every upgrade it gets better and is a 

worthy addition to any family. What 

would I like to see in the next version? 

Support for the Concept Keyboard 

and other BBC specific peripherals. 

Well see ft anyone listens.,. 

* Genisoft can provide teachers and 

educational programmers with spe¬ 

cial licenced redistributable versions 

of TheEmu/afor. They should be con¬ 

tacted directly for more information. 
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Announcing PRODATA - the Arnor database 
Software for the 1990s 

Arnor, the makers of PROTEXT, are pleased to 
announce the arrival of our complementary database 
program, PRODATA. 

This is the program that our customers have been 
requesting for years Prodata is an ideal companion to 
Protext - it uses the same key strokes and many of the 
same concepts, so Protext users will immediately feel 

Prodata is exceptionally versatile:- 

You can keep data files which are automatically sorted as you add 
information. The type of data can be very varied, ranging from simple 
names and addresses to inventories and catalogues and even invoices 
and records of transactions. 

You can keep the data sorted in several different ways, e g, by name, 
number, date. Almost instantly find information using any of these sort 
keys. 

comfortable Prodata offers the same standards of ease of 
use and flexibility as Protext. 

But you do not need Protext to use 
Prodata - it is a powerful database 
manager in its own right, ideal for all- 
your filing applications. The program 
uses a simple set of menus which 
may be used with the keyboard or a 
mouse, as required 

Prodata is available now for the IBM 
PC and compatibles. Atari ST and 
Commodore Amiga computers, 

Amiga owners please note that you 
need 1MB to run Prodata - see below 
for special price for Prodata plus A5Q1 
(512K memory + clock expansion). 

Variable length fields up to 300 fields per 

record. Ffolds up to 999 character* per field (Mum- 
line Ifolds have word-wap and justification.) Data 
fries automatically extended u data is entered. 
Extra field* may be added at any lima. 

Indexed files may haw* up to 10 indexes. which 

You can design different ways of presenting the data, e g. straight list, 
address labels, tabulated data 

Using Prodata is simplicity itseff > 

All facilities are accessed from a few 
simple to use menus. To set up a new 
database file you merely need to enter 
names for each data field - you need 
not concern yourself with the size of 
f efds or the type of data to be stored or 
even the total number of fields. 

Designing a new layout 

Undo changes The most recent data change* l 
flfofcfoion* meitiorn are logged and may be 
™10 afto* you to correct mistakes easily, 

PaSSWOfd protection 5 levels. ability to 
a layouts to restrict access lo 

‘11 "nafragerneot screen with directory map, 
•wia. if. copy, lypa. attribute alteration. 

expression evaluator provide* 
dflfee rairiji^hona. substrings, conditional 

r>:«Kn arid foundtag* uwng Tfold content* and 
running totals) The result. of an 

to a field throughout 
. or lb another variable 

mfty use supplementary tort fivfdi. Instantly switch 
indexes to change sorting me! hod 

Flexible layout design includes text and 
variable items, line drawing mode for boxes, layout* 
wider and longer than screen sues with automatic 
scrolling, formatting oil Items (decimal places, 
justify, centring), printer attributes (bold, rtaiic etc) 
both global and on each item, special 'attach' 
attributes to join items. Duplicate layout facility. Up 
to 100 different layouts. 

Printing. Comprehensive set of printer drivers, full 
use of printer control codas, options to set all 
margin sizes, multi-line headers and footers, 
microspacing used to give correct output in 
proportional fonts, background printing, print to 
printer or to a disc file. 

Filtering at dais using any expression. Fitters 
stored with descriptions, selectable from menu, 
individual records may be deselected after filtering. 

Importing and exporting of data in different 
formats suitable For other software including Pretext. 
Selective importing allowing data to be checked and 
altered as rt is Imported. 

Displaying and entering data 

Darla entry verification Fields may be 
be ntoger, number or date within a 

’■ng*. of a Mnng subject to a maximum 
anc mas* 

Data edrtjng ebcriy to duplicate an existing 
mode, insert end oeiete 

mom fields up dr down, swap 
Upper Of lower cue. Change 

modle, finds individual 

kmemasional oompatibtffty includes full use 
=* acew-sec :-«er+f* <ncJucEng correct sorting, 

configurable to 1€ different national 
to print special 

Menu driven Simple, easy to use system o( 
-* «« pop up * nd&w* Keyboard or mouse 

may be used 

Plus ■^acno record mode, create sub-database, 
delete facility, configuration program, 

example data files, on screen indication of bold, 
--»de- 'vng, italics, comprehensive ISO page 

-•shated manual. 

"Totally menu driven, Prodata 
must rank among the top database 
systems* ST USER 12&9 

"Prodata is a very sophisticated database 
package, and at £79,95t it is most certainly 
worth the money" YOUR AMIGA 12/89 

A high performance to price ratio9 
AMIGA IMPUTING 3/90 

ORDER FORM - Send to: Arnor Ltd (AF), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough ^ 

Please send me (indicate where applicable): ^ 

_ PROTEXT v4,2 @ £99.95 Address 

_ PRODATAvl.l @ £79.95 

_ PRODATA + A501 (Amiga) @ £179.95 

Computer: PC 5W / PC 3>fr" / Atari ST / Amiga 

I enclose Cheque / Postal order tor £_ , or debit my 

Aecess/Visa card no,______ Exp. 

Postcode 

Re/easing your micro 'spoteot/a/... 
B 

Arnor Ltd (AF), 6t1 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PEI 3HA. Tel: 0733 63909 (24 hr) Fax: 0733 67299 
Alt prices Include VAT, postage and packing. Credit card order* will be despatched by return dt post, if paying by cheque please allow ID-14 days Tor delivery. 
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Trade a/cs welcome. All prices include VAT. Corporate, education orders welcome. Personal callers welcome 

DEAL DIRECT a DEAL DIRECT 

Star LC20Q Colour Printer.__£259.95 
Star LC24-200 Colour Printer..£279.95 
Star LC10 Mono Printer...£159.95 
Commodore 1Q84S Monitor..£249.95 
Philip* Colour Monitor..  .£249.95 

(ref. CM8S33) 
11 x 91/2 S.P plain 70 GSM Micro per papor 

Pack 100.      £2.50 
Pack 250.13-95 
Pack 500.15.95 
Pack 1000.£8.95 
Pack 2000.£16.95 

■■■■■ 

QTYl QTY5 QTY10 
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000.tt 90.£2 60.£2.20 
Amstrad DMP 4000.£3 90.£3.60.£3.20 
Amstrad PCW 8256/8512.£3.50.£3.20.£3,00 
Amstrad PCW 9512.£2 90 £2 60.£2.20 
Brother HS15/20/25/35.£2.50. . £2 30.£2.15 
Brother M1009/1109.£3 90 £3.60.£3.20 
Citizen 1200ASP10..£2.90.£2.70.  .,£2.40 
Epson MX/FX8Q/85/800.£2 90 £2.70.£2,40 
Epson FX100/105/1000.£3.60 £3 40 .£3.10 
Epson LX80/86.£2 90.£2 70 .£2.30 
Panasonic KXP 1080/81/82.£3.90.£3.70.£3.20 
Star LC10.£2.90.£2 70.£2,40 
Star LC10 4 colour.£5.90 . £5 30 .£5 00 
Star LC24 200 Mono £4 90 £4 70 £4.50 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LARGE RANGE 
TELEPHONE 0530-613591 FOR PRICING ON OTHER RIBBONS NOT USTED 

AT LAST!! 
A PREMIER TRADE SUPPLIER COMES DIRECT TO YOU - THE PUBLIC! 

Large or small users - we have the prices for you! 
SONY D/S 0/D 135 tpi 
50's. 42p each..£21.00 
100 s.41p each.£41.00 
4G0's. 39t> each     .£156.00 
800's..36p each.£288.00 
1200's.35d each.£420 00 
MITSUBISHI D/S D/D 135 tpi 
50's.37p.£18.50 
100's.36p.£36 00 
400's.33p.£132.00 
800's..30p..£240 00 
1200's.29p.£348.00 

All disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control/no quibble 
guarantee. Disk labels supplied 

ACCESSORIES 

STORAGE BOXES f- 

31/2" (10 capacity box) ‘Slimpak'.  £0,95 each 
! 31/2" 110 capacity box) see through Vision 10‘...£1.00 each 

31/2" (40 capacity box) lockable disk storage box... £3.50 each 
31/2" (50 capacity box) lockable disk storage box,.............£3,95 each 
31/2" (SO capacity box) lockable disk storage box... . .£4,30 each 
31/2' (100 capacity box) lockable disk storage box........£4 95 *ach 
31/2" 0 20 capacity box) lockable disk storage box„....,,....£6,50 each 
31/2* (150 capacity box) iockab-e and stackabte storage box £24.95 each 

31/2' POSSO1 stackable box (holds 150)..........£15.95 
31/2' BANX lockable/stackable (holds 90)...£7.95 

All disks boxes are antrstatic. Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of 10‘s) 

Printer Stands (80 COl)...........*.£5.50 
Printer Stand with tray (80 col & 132 col).-...£6.95 
Tift n turn monitor stands for Amiga......£9.95 
Four Player Adaptor..........£4 95 
Data Switches (2-way serial or parallel) ....................................£15.95 
Mouse/Joystick Extension...  ...—.....*4.95 
A4 Desk Top Holder...........................£7.90 
Mousemats (deluxe} red, blue............. .£2-95 
Mousemats 5mm packaged,...............£1,95 
Mousebrackets............£1 95 
Amiga printer leads.........,£3.95 
31/2' cleaning kits......£1 95 
Amiga Dust Covers.... .£2.95 
Amiga Screen Filters...£12.95 
Roll of 1000 3 1/2" labels.........£6.95 
1000 Tractor feed labels............,£9.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switches manual ............£9.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switches Auto...  119.99 

1/2 meg upgrade (without Clock)...,£27.50 

1/2 meg upgrade (with clock)-........£32.50 

i l/2 meg upgrade (with clock)-.-£89,95 

Features include: QN/OfF memory switch, 

auto-recharge battery backed clock. 

Screen Gems  ...£349 94 
Basrc Amiga including Modulator 

and mouse ...£329.99 

- i ii ii—gam 

3l/2* External disk drive for Amiga, 
Slimline design colour co-ordinated 

throughput connector 1 year guarantee 

ONLY £58.00 

Fully compatible replacement 
Power Supply for Amiga 500 

ONLY £38.95 

Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 

as replacement.£17.90 

Naksha mouse inc 2 year warranty. 

mouse mat & mouse bracket.£28.95 

Geniscan GS4Q00 Amiga Scanner ..£159.95 

Quickshot II Turbo.....£7.95 
Qwckshot III Turbo.....£8 95 
Competition Pro CoJour.............£9.95 
Competition Pro Glo.....,£16 50 
Qukkjoy Jet Fighter .............—.,.£12 95 
QutiKjoy Super Board ...........,£14.95 
QmcKjoy i Super Charger ....£7.95 
Quitkpy Topstar ..........£23.95 
Quickshot 127 Infa-red remote..£29.99 

COMPRISES: NO NEED TO 
Screengems SHOP AROUND 
1/2 meg additional RAM upgrade 
3 1/2* external disk drive 
10 3 1/2’ D/SO/D 135tpr 
diskettes 
1 (40 cap) tackabte storage box 
1 mousemat 
1 mouse 
1 mouse bracket 
1 joystick 
1 Amiga dustcover 
PLUS the usual 4 great software titles 
PHONE FOR DETAILS ON CLASS OF 90‘l PACK 

R.R,P £679 

OMC All inclusive 
price of 

£485.00 inc. VAT 

A saving of £214,00 

CHEQUES AND P.O.'S PAYABLE TO OMC LTD AND SEND 

TO ADDRESS BELOW. 

CREDIT CARDS SIMPLY TELEPHONE YOUR 
ORDER ON 0530 813591 (8 LINES) 

or 0860 922436 (mobile) 

FAX 0530 813595 FOR OUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

AMIGA 

RAM EXPANSIONS 

DISK DRIVES 

AMIGAS 

TO ORDER 

MICE 

-H SOUNDBLASTER — 
TECNO 
Twin stereo amplified speaker system for the Amiga. 
Pack includes: cables, power supply, speakers and 
easy fitting instructions. Techno Pius. Also includes 
two somcally sensational games (Corporation RRP 
£24.99 and Jumping Jacxson RRP £19,99) and a 

playable demo of lemmings 

Only £49 99 inc. VAT 

SPECIALS 

POWER SUPPLY 

OMC AMIGA STARTER PACK 

JOYSTICKS 

f I 



CWM 
_ 0495 
| 371523 
L COMPUTERS 

TRADEIN OFFER co^SSBSn, 
AMIGA 500 for only £329-99 

AMIGA 500 
"SCREEN GEMS" 

PACK 
£369.99 

AMIGA 1500 
PACK 

WITH 2ND DISKDRIVE 
MONITOR & SOFTWARE 

PACK 
£979.99 MONITORS 

Philips CMH8S3 11 £279.99 Joystick from.£5 
Commodore 1084S £269.99 Disk Boxes from....£5 

DISK DRIVES 
31 2" Drive.£69.99 
M r Drive. *89.99 

HALFMEG UPGRADES 
Without clock.£34.99 
With clock.£44.99 

SONY 3i/in D ISKS 39p each 
AMIGA SOFTW ARE AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

SEND CHEQL'E P.O TO 

CWM COMPUTERS, 
37 MARINE STREET, 
CWM, EBBW VALE, 
GWENT. NP3 6SS 

We also sell Atari ST. Lynx, 
Megadrive, etc. 

We buy sell part exchange 
computers etc* 

Send S,A.H. for price list. 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser - for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey? This precision- 

moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing- Fixes to 

either side of the mouse for left or right handed use. 

★ Removable when 

not in use 
★ Ideal for Naksha. 

Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7.95 

including VAT 

and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy* - 
Amiga Format, Nov. *90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied * 

then Tracey gets ibe prize" - Comtfmter Shoppt. Jan '91 

Cheque »nh ankr Trade enquiries welcome. 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF23), PO Box 4, 
Totnes, Devon TQ9 7EX 

Tel: 0462 686977 24 Hour. FAX 0462 673227 
COMPILATIONS 

SEGA MASTER 

MIX AMIGA 

£20,99 

Superwonderboy. 
Dynamite Dan. 

Crackdown, 
Turbo Outrun. 

Enduro Racer 

SPORTING GOLD 

AMIGA £20 99 

C&onxar. Games | 
The Games Wreer 

Th* Game* 

Summer Eoecr 

MIND GAMES 

AMIGA £15-99 

wjimOC' WPip 

Europe F nai 

frnmmm PC 
verson Final 

Frontier replaces 

Corrfkci Europe 

CHALLENGERS 

AMIGA £20.99 

Bomber. Stunt Car 

Racer. Pro Tennis 
Tour, Super Ski, 

Kickoff, ' Kickoff npl 
available on PC 

veristons 

FULL BLAST 

AMIGA £20.99 

Ferrari Formula 

One. P47. 

Garner Command 

Rick Dangerous 

POWERPACK 
AMIGA £15 99 

, Xenon tt.TV Scons 
CgcffiaJ 

Btoodwyc* RAC 
Raty PC verson 

Defender* of Crown 
replace BooeJwytJh 

WHEELS OF FIRE 

AMIGA £17.99 

Hard Dnvtn'. Turbo 

Outrun. Chase HQ. 

Powerdnh 

HOLLYWOOD 

COLLECTION 

AMIGA £20 99 

Barman The Movie. 
Robocop II, 

Indiana Jones 
Lasr Crusade. 

Ghosibusters II 

TNT 

AMIGA 

£19.99 

Hard Driviff, 

Xybots. APB 
Tourin. 

Dragon Spin! 

HERO'S 

AMIGA 

£19.99 

Licence To KtM, 
Running Man, 
Barbarian ii 

Srarwars 

PLATINUM 

AMIGA 

£19.99 

Stnder. Black Tiger. 

Forgotten Worlds 

Ghouls & Ghosts 

MAGNUM 4 

AMIGA 

£17.99 
Operation Wolf. 

Afterburner. Double 
Dragon Barman 
Gaped Crusader 

Manchester Utd. 
Chuck Rock.. 
Golden Axe. 
Lemmings.. 
Chase HQ II.. 
Supremacy... 
Lotus Esprit. 
Speedball II.. 
Kick Off II.... 
Powermonger. 
Mig 29.. 
Team Yankee. 
FI 9 Stealth. 
Rogue Trooper. 
Carv Up. 
Robocop III... 
Ml Tank Platoon.. 
Prince of Persia. 
James Pond. 
Pro Tennis Tour II.... 
Toyota Celica. 
PGA Tour Golf. 
Boxing Manager... 
Magician. 
Buck Rogers. 
Chess Champ 2175 
Super Off Road. 
Z Out.. 

AMIGA 
.£13.99 
..£13.99 
.£17.99 
.£17.99 
.£17.99 
.£19.99 
...£17.99 
.£20.99 
.£14.99 
.£20.99 
.£20.99 
.£20.99 
.£20.99 
.£13.99 
.£16.99 
.£17.99 
.£20.99 
.£15.99 
.£1399 
.£18.99 
.£17.99 
.£17.99 
.£13.99 
.£20.99 
..£23.99 
.£18.99 
.£17.99 
...£17.99 

TOP 50 
Amos.£36.00 
Rick Dangerous II..£17.99 
Wall Street Wizard.£17.99 
Wrath of Demon..£20.99 
Badlands.. £17.99 
Wings of Fury...£17.99 
Dragons Lair II.£30.99 
Killing Cloud. £19.99 
Final Whistle.... £10.99 
Indy 500 ..£17.99 
Total Recall.£17.99 
Cricket (1 Meg).£17.99 
Billy The Kid.....£17.99 
Narc.£17.99 
4D Sports Boxing.£17.99 
Team Suzuiki.£17.99 
Captive.......................,£17,99 
Battle Chess II..£20.99 
Fire & Forget II.£17.99 
Bomber Bob.£10.99 
Khans’ Squash.......£15.99 
Revelation.£15.99 
Naksha Mouse.£26.00 

Buy any 2 from the Amiga 
Top 50 + receive 1 of the 
top 50 games mentioned 

above free of charge 
(our choice). 

PRODUCT FORMAT COST 

TOTAL 

Send to PROTON SOFTWARE 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE 

BLACKHORSE road 

LETCH WORTH, HERTS SG6 1HL 

Tel- (0«62> G6G977 

Fa* (04621673227 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

PO Cheques payaote to PROTON SOFTWARE 

iVew releases sent on day of release. 
TEL NO. 
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‘Page View' it really 
excellent tor the entry 

of data, where you 

want just a simple 
view of information. 

Here's a simple form - 
its for setting up and 

using Arexx macros 

(yest Sup&rbase sup¬ 

ports Arexx). The 

picture has been 

scaled to the size of 
the box and then 

rendered in grey. 

This form is much 
more complicated. 

Notice how you can 

have pictures as a 

background to a form, 
for pretty databases. 

If there's one database that has really made a name for itself, it's Superbase. Can 

the latest version steal the scene totally? PAT MCDONALD finds out. 

Superbase Professional 4 
Programmable Database ■ £349 + VAT ■ Precision 081 330 7 1 66 

A database can be a very 

useful piece of software. 

The ability to handle 

records, statistics and bookkeeping 

on a computer, rather than with lots 

of different pieces of paper, is so 

handy. Plus it's more difficult to lose a 

computer than a piece of paper! 

Usually you have 3 good idea 

what you want at first - maybe a 

name-and-address file for mail shots, 

or perhaps a catalogue for a collec¬ 

tion of some sort. Set it up. type in all 

the data (how tedious that is) and 

you’re there 

What if you want to import a 

database file from an IBM PC at work, 

though? How about adding a digitised 

photograph which displays on the 

screen alongside the text? What if you 

need an extra field for each record? 

Or maybe you suddenly find that 

you've forgotten to include the bar 

code for each product in a stock con¬ 

trol list, What do you do? 

Most Amiga databases up until 

now have been very bad at doing any¬ 

thing apart from inputting data, 

storing it and doing a search through 

it. Superbase 3 was the only con¬ 

tender in the serious database stakes 

■ and now its been updated to 

Superbase 4 we have every right to 

expect fireworks... 

Manual overkill 

ft's a big package - the box can be 

used as a reasonable monitor stand! 

Inside is a fat ring-bound manual for 

the database, then another manual 

for the form designer and the DML 

orogramming language, and in the 

back of this one is another manual 

which gives ideas of uses and applh 

cations for Superbase On top of that 

you get two disks, one with the 

database and the form designer pro¬ 

grams on it, the other with 

Jots of examples. 

The protection system for 

Superbase is very easy. On 

each program disk is a serial 

number - you have to type 

this in when setting up the 

program, along with your 

name and company (or city 

where you live), This informa¬ 

tion is needed to decode the 

program, and it's displayed 

every time you run the pro¬ 

gram. A far more professional 

system than the previous 

dongle attempts. 

Ml admit 1 tried plunging 

straight into Superbase, but it 

didn’t pay off. You get an impression 

of lots of power and it looks very 

easy - but I found I needed to go 

back to the manuals to start off, 

Reading these is fairly easy, so long 

*The range of graphics 
that Superbase can 
include is again 
impressive, Not only 
your standard Amiga 
IFFs. but also HAM, 
Dynanic HAM (that's 
4096 colours in high 
resolution), PCX or 
CompuServe GIF" 

as you've got the time. They try to 

avoid jargon, and explain technical 

ideas clearly You don't need to read 

them all - maybe about a quarter of 

the whole lot to get started and make 

your own databases - but if you're 

used to programmable databases 

then you'll probably find it easier. 

The mam features are listed at 

the front. Each one then has a sec¬ 

tion of its own with lots of detail. The 

first manual ends with a good tutorial 

on how to set up your first database 

- so you can read the first section, 

skim the middle and start making 

databases after a few hours, using 

the examples that are on the disk. 

Super potential 

1 could fill up two pages just by listing 

all the features of Superbase! If you 

have an existing database already laid 

out with VtsCalc. Microsoft Exce/, 

Lotus 1-2-3 or many other systems, 

you can import them into Superbase 

and use them: on an Amiga. It can 

also import dBase II or /if files, but 

DATABASE MANAGEMENT LANGUAGE 
If you’re wondering what makes a database programmable, then read on. The DML built into Superbase 
is a lot like a version of Basic especially designed for working with databases. 

tf you want to set up a very intensive database (perhaps lota of cross calculations and filtering to 
produce a very complicated result) then you would use DML, rather than the very Impressive filter and 
query options built into the standard mouse and graphics' method of using the program. 

In the library book example, if you wanted a list of all books by a single author, then that would be 
very easy to set up with the query option. What about something more complicated, though? How about 
all the books written by a single author during a certain time period, below a certain price and released 
by the same publisher. You could set this up with a query, but it would probably take you a few 
attempts. DML would be harder to set up (Ift a programming language after all) but once you had the 
program you could save it. 

That's a small use. DML offers a lot more than that. It can be used to run a local area network of 
computers, using the same system. If this was a Novell network of PCs and Amigas. then you could 
store the main database on one hard disk and use the other machines to access It and use it. 
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DATABASE 

you cannot actually edit them from 

Superbase. You could set up a new 

database based on these systems 

and view the old data, though, 

Superbase has a competent comms 

menu, to read data through the 

RS232 port from another machine. 

Far the record 
A brief explanation of a database is in 

order. A database is a large, organ¬ 

ised volume of information - a bit like 

a book. Each page of the book is 

called a 'record'. Each record looks 

much the same - except that it con¬ 

tains different information on the 

whole overall subfect. 

For instance, a library catalogue 

database would contain a record on 

each book in the library. On each 

record wouid be the name of the 

book, the author, the price and the 

ISBN code. Each record would have 

exactly the same areas for this infor¬ 

mation (the/re called "fields1), but 

because each book is different, the 

information would vary from record to 

record. Superbase could handle 

1000,000,000 million such records - 

though I'm not sure Commodore have 

made an Amiga that could cope. 

Once you have the database on a 

disk, Superbase can get to work on it 

and add a unique touch of the Amiga, 

For instance, you can put pictures 

onto a record (the front cover of the 

book digitised, perhaps) as well as 

sound samples - RAW binary or IFF. 

of course. The range of graphics that 

Superbase can include is again 

impressive: standard Amiga IFFs, 

HAM, Dynanic HAM (that's 4096 

colours in high resolution), PCX or 

CompuServe GIF. The last two are 

common on PCs, 

if you want the graphics to 

appear on a database, you might 

need to rescale them, change the 

aspect ratio or turn them into a 

greyscale - no problem. Alternatively 

they could display on their own 

screen when a field is clicked, in their 

original colours and resolution. 

PAYING LESS 
Superbase Pro 4 coate a lot of money - £349 + Very Awful 
Tax. If you already have any version of Superbase though, 
then you can take advantage of Precision's very reasonable 
upgrade prices. For instance sending the original Superbase 
PersonaI disks back would get you Superbase Pro 4 for the 
bargain price of £150 + VAT. 

Trading in Superbase Personal 2 gets you the program 
for £125 + VAT. and if you have an old copy of Superbase Pro 
then an upgrade is only £75 + VAT, Considering the older ver¬ 
sions have been out for a few years now, the prices are pretty 
good compared to some on other computer systems. 

Standard form 

Superbase works on many different 

levels. At the top you've got database 

design - working out the layout of 

each record, where fields go and 

Shock horror! You 

made a mistake wh«n 

entering data. The 

error message Is a bit 

cryptic though... 

what they contain. Fields can be text, 

numeric, calculated and indexed - 

indexing helps a lot when getting 

Superbase to produce a report, You 

can also set the password level to 

either permit full editing, just add new 

records or only examine the data. 

Below that is the form designer. 

This is a separate program on the 

same disk (Superbase goes onto a 

OK, so you've mad* 

the same mistake 

again, but Superb*** 
can have custom error 

messages for tfii*. 

Now you can under- 

stand where it. was 

you went wrong. 

Whan you are setting 

up a database, Edit 
View* la just the job 

You can easily edit 

fields to accept the 

hard drive very easily and Precision 

strongly recommend that you have 

one). Running this brings up some¬ 

thing like an art program. 

A form is a custom-designed 

screen for looking at a database file. 

You can design many different forms 

for using the same database, and you 

can alter each one to taste, For 

^stance. consider a database that 

contained all the financial dealings of 

a frrr. An office temp typing in 

nvoces wouldn’t have the same edit- 

n£ fa: rbes that an office manager 

-votik: have, so you would leave some 

tods off the form that the typist used 

to enter data, 

Superbase has one feature that 

-akes looking around a database 

very easy It's a set of icons at the 

bottom of the screen that are similar 

to a video recorder. You can fast for¬ 

ward, oause, rewind, play forward 

arc backwards through the records 

or a database or jump to the begin- 

nng or end Superbase uses a mouse 

anc graphics to the full and the key¬ 

board $ well integrated with the 

system too - pressing return selects 

OK from a -ec^ester box, and there 

are many other key shortcuts for 

jO- get used to the system. 

exact information that 
is necessary Another Perfect Day 

The Amga has always been short- 

changed as a computer for business, 

mamty because writers of PG soft¬ 

ware 'would not convert it. This is a 

/ery powerful program, with bags of 

toub 'ty and features, that redresses 

the balance. It also includes the fea¬ 

tures that make an Amiga so special. 

EXTREME FLEXIBILITY 
Superbase can handle mufti-file databases, tn th© 
library example I’ve given, each book has an 
author, which is entered onto the record. Some 
authors, naturally, write more than one book 
though - which means the same piece of data is 
replicated in a database. 

To avoid wasting disk space, you could have 
lots of files. One just contains all the authors, the 
other contains ail the titles of books. By using the 
link option, you could create a database which 
looked exactly the same, but was much smaller 
on a disk - often books have the same name as 
each other, so again that would save space and 
be more efficient. 

A common use in business would be cross 
reporting from such files. You could compare 
profits made in each month (directly from where 
they were calculated from received invoices and 
cheques) to the amount of advertising money 
spent (again, directly from the financial transac¬ 
tion). 

This flexibility and the awesome power of 
Superbase, together with the graphics and sound 
plus the DML programming language, mean that 
suitably powerful Amlgas could then be net¬ 
worked together to do many of the jobs that are 
needed in business, and all done with just one 
piece of software... 

VERDICT 
PURPOSE:_ 

Programmable database with a graphical 
user interlace - all Amigas. 

SPEED: • « • • 

It really needs a hard disk for very 
large databases. 

DOCUMENTATION: » » m • • 

Very extensive and easy to read - shows 

you what not to do' as well. 

ACCESSIBILITY: • * * * 

SriliJant. but there $ a lot to understand 

values _»§#» 

If you're upgrading It's pretty good (this 

is business software, after all}. 

FEATURES: « A • • • 

Makes other databases look rather 

ancient and underpowered 

Hl^uperbase~r£>^iiRES;TRADIWG/ClIEWTS indexed on Lastnam? 
Custoner Q Coi 
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WIN A 
PC 1640 

COMPETITION 
CASHMASTER 

HOME AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS 
• Master your own finance CASHMASTER is the ea&iist 

to use, most versatile accounts program yet written. 
• CASHMASTER is suitable tor both small business 

accounts or home finance use, 
We wrote CASHMASTER for our own use out ol sheer frus 
Hatton wrih ihe other so called easy to use packages CASH 
MASTER allows you to input entries in one easy operation 
and yet allows you to extract the absolute maximum of infor¬ 
mation in an impressive array of statements and reports just 
look at its range of features 
• Easy natural data entry - |ust like a handwritten ledger 
• Full VAT analysis or omit VAT altogether it you wl$h 
• Any amount of ledgers at one rime. 
• No sat time periods^ span any time period - no one year limit. 
• Reports can be produced over any time span (I day fo 100 years) 
• Up to tOO user definable Class and 20 Accounts Codes 
• Detailed statements by selected Classes or Accounts 
• ProM & Loss Statement 
• Tagging of entries for report selectivity 
• E nines can be inclusive or exclusive or zero VAT 
• Automatic repeat of entries (standing orders etc ) yearly 

hat! yearly quarterly, monthly, (ort rightly or weekly 
• Insert entries a nywhere m ledger, CASHMASTER auto 

matucalfy sorts into date order 
• Search and find option on any entry anywhere withm ledger 
• Reports can be output to screen, printer or disk file 
• Reference field for every entry (invoice no cheque no. me i 
• Split and merge ledgers at any time 
• All functions available from mam programme screen, 

Class and Accounts oodles visible at all times 
• FREE pop up running tola! calculator called up with one 

keypress 
CASHMASTER IS THE MOST USER FRIENDLY. PQWER^ 
FUL AND VERSATILE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE VET YOU 

WON T BE DISAPPOINTED 
And now available with... 

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL 
• Full customer data tile - easy to find account records 
• Full stock data hie. price lists, re order lists 
• Full invoicing with user defined messages 
• Full invoice editing, invoice to & deliver to fields 
• Pre paid, account or credit note, lull VAT facility 
• Settlement, no return & line discounts. 

Stand alone invoicing/stock control or integrates fully with 
CASHMASTER for a FULLY FEATURED 

ACCOUNTS^ VOICING PACKAGE costing less than a 
quarter the price of its rivals 

CASHMASTER £39 95 
CASHMASTER INVOICING £39.95 

BOTH PROGRAMMES TOGETHER £69.95 

££££ PROFIT FROM YOUR 
MICRO ££££ 

RECESSION? WHAT RECESSION? 
• Make your Micro earn1 
• Whatever make o! moo you have you can use n to make 

a good income even it you only have a couple at hours 
spare each week' 

• Tnis is not PIE IN THE SKY MAKE A MILLION BEFORE 
BREAKFAST nonsense but a true report of exactly the 
SOU of Steps that we ourselves took at INTRASET 

• We have put together a package of easy, sensible business 
ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any Micro 

• NO COMPUTER EXPERTISE REQUIRED 
• Earn EEC's from home doing what you enjoy doing - using 

vour computer! 
• You probably already have everything you need to start earning, 
• Hundreds of potential customers in your area who will 

GLADLY pay for your services. We tell you how to find them! 
• Part time or start your own full time business, Idea! for 

housewives husbands, unemployed etc. Very little capital 
outlay on projects. 

• Full step by step Sixty page book PROFIT FROM YOUR 
MICRO comes complete for just.. 

£14.95 inclusive 

SPECIAL DISK DEAL 

DISK 

£ 

10 

£ 

50 
£ 

100 

3' CF2 {AMSOFT) 
3 t 2 QS-DD 
5 i 3 DSDD 

1900 
6.90 
3 90 

9250 moo 
32 00 60 00 
19,00 37 00 

INTRASET LTD 
Tel: 025 72 76800 (Main office & 24 hr order line) 

Helpdesk 0490 3284 (weekdays 3-4pm) 
Fax your order on 025 72 74753 

All prices include P&P and VAT. Overseas urders please add €5.00 

GENUINE H*GH QUALITY DISKS 

POOLS MASTER 
The Foot bat t Pools Predictor 

"A LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY' -Mr FC Hammond £*». 
“WE HAVE WON MANY THOUSANDS' ■ Mr P E Rotwri* trf Dorwl 

• Just a couple of the many unsolicited testimonials about 
this truly amazing Football Pools Predictor Programme 
which has consistently astounded us with its accuracy 
Check out rts features: 

• Predicts homes, aways and draws 
• No fiddly typing in of team names: unique indexing system 

tor quick entry of fixtures and results just type in the results 
each week from your usual newspaper and the pro¬ 
gramme updates itself. 

• Use* scientific formula which is the result of many years 
study of the football pools to give a strike rale which is 
consistently higher than the laws of average 

• Also has a SEQUENCE PREDICTOR option in addition to 
form Predictions which analyses coupon number 
sequences This option has astunded us in the past and 
continues to do so. 

• Can be used for league and cup matches, Updates season 
! after season No need to buy a new copy every season 
• Send tor POOLSMASTER today and increase your 

chances of that JACKPOT Comes complete with manual 
and mtormativa Poofs Guide. 

DISKS AND TAPES £24.95 

★ ★ SPECIAL OFFER ★★ 
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS/TAPES 

POOLSM ASTER/COURSE MASTER £44.95, 
BUY ANY THREE PROGRAMMES AND 

RECEIVE PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO 
FREE OF CHARGE 

THE GRAPHOLOGIST 
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PROGRAMME 

"UNCANNILY ACCURATE" - 800Q PLUS MAGAZINE 
• Analyse YOUR handwriting, or your partners, friends etc 
What are they REALLY like1 Your handwriting always reveals 
youi true nature, state of health etc. 
+ This programme 15 a must tor anyone interested in hand¬ 
writing analysis, both expert and beginner alike 
• The programme will provide an analysis ol a subject's 
handwriting ranging from a simple signature analysis to a toll 
15 page complete character report ideal for prospective 
employers experienced graphologists or anyone interested m 
this fascinating art 
• All you need is a sample of the subfects handwriting and 
follow l+w simple on screen instructions. Upon completion 
you are left with an m depth report detailing ail aspects of 
your subjects character Irom career ambition, state of health 
through to sexual preferences and megalomania1 
• You may even edit tbs report using your word processor 
tor representation to your subject client 
THE GRAPHOLOGIST is a must for serious business use or 
simply have loads ot tun entertaining your friends whilst 
learning the liner aspects of this fascinating subject, 
• COMPLETE WITH MANUAL OF GRAPHOLOGY 

Price £49.95 inc. VAT and P&P 

COMPETITION RULES 
Every purchase made qualifies you 10 enter our 

competition draw. The total value of your purchases will 
determine the prize won 

There will be one 1 si prize only per draw 
Spend up to £20.00 -1 si prize = a Star LC printer. 

Spend up to £40,00 - 1st prize = Amstrad PC1512 SDMM 
Spend over £40 DO - 1st prize ~ Amstrad PCI 640 SD colour 
5 runners up wifi each win full set of Intraset software as 

above. Imraseis decision final on all mailers 
Send SAE for list of winners 

Draw dales 28 02,91 and 28 09,91 

COURSEMASTKR 
THE COMPUTER HORSERACING TIPSTER 

PROGRAMME 
• BEAT THE BOOKIE FOR A CHANGE!? 
• RATES ANY RACE using racecard in any daily paper or 

racing paper - BOTH FLAT AND JUMPS. Racing paper 
not required, ordinary daily paper is all you need. 

• Gives clear forecast of best selection PLUS second and 
third tor Tricasts etc, and even recommends type of bet 
Wifi advise best bet, good longshot or Each Way and even 
when not to bet 

• No more struggling with a calculator to work out your 
winnings CQURSEM ASTER works out your WINNINGS 
on most popular types of bet le SINGLES. DOUBLES, 
PATENT. YANKEE. CANADIAN, HEINZ etc, 

• MAINTAINS A BANK ACCOUNT - Bet like a PROFES¬ 
SIONAL' Compare COURSE MASTER'S performance with 
your favourite Newspaper tipsier 

• Complete BETTING ADVICE from first principles Even if 
you have never seen ina inside of a betting shop ihe easy 
to understand ceit-ng guide takes you from the first puna 
pies of betting, types of bet. staking plans to helpful advice 
on building a betting bank 

• PLUS the amazing COURSEMASTER SYSTEM BET 
This Superb easy to use betting system regularly provides 
our customers with MAJOR WINS for small stakes - try h 
and amaze youireeff Based on sound mathematical prrnci- 
pies this betting system is based on Permutations and 
seeks to maximise your returns on minimum stakes TWO 
MAJOR WINS A YEAR IS ALL YOU NEED TO BE IN 
PROFIT 

• Will even PRINT OUT YOUR BETTING SLIP tor you if 
you have a printer1 

• COMPLETE WITH 20 PAGE BETTING GUIDE AND 
MANUAL 

DISCS AND TAPES £24.95 

PERM-MASTER 
If you enjoy doing the Pools and regularly use perms as we 
at INTRASET LTD recommend then checking your coupon 
can be a nightmare Have you won or haven't you? Perm 
Master ends the agony by checking your perm for you. 
Simply tell it which of your coupon numbers are draws and it 
will do- the rest, letting you how many winning tines you have 
Perm Master comes complete with several of the top perms 
already built in, but if your tavounte perm is not there then 
simply create your own using the unique perm editor 
• Fast and simple to use 
* Unique PERM EDITOR 
• Create your own perm using the inbuilt perm calculator, 

test your own theories etc 
* For most block and single tine perms 

Price £19,95 

AH programmes aval table tor IBM/PC & compatibles, all 
Amstrad PC's, Amstrad RCWs, Atari. Amiga, CPC 6128 
(unless otherwise stated) Perm-Master also available for 
Commodoere 126 disk Coursemaster and Pools master also 
available tor all Amstrad CPC's, all Spectrum5 and 054 8 128 

SPOT-THE-BALL 
For all SPQT-THE-BALL fans this programme is a must, no 
more tiresome counting of ”x‘s or messy rubber Stamps, Use 
your computer to do your SPOT-THE-BALL coupon. 
Jusl left your computer where you think the bail is using the 
screen template supplied 
Will print out up to 540 micro-fine crosses in your chosen 
shape, or simply ten it to choose at random. 
Learns as It goes tell it where the ball is every week and 
build up a database at results to use In SPOT-THE--BALL'S 
sequence predictor option. 
Works with any Epson compatible dot matrix printer or build 
yOur own printer driver using the On screen option. 
• LET SPOT THE BALL till in YOUR COUPON this week 

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT TERMS 
Spend over £B0 and spread the cost at no extra 
charge' i Cheque purchases over £80 only), Simply 
divide your order by 4 and send us four cheques 
each with your name and address and cheque guar¬ 
antee caro number on the back Date the first 
cheque with today's date and post-date each of the 
pmer cheques by one month i.e. 1.5 91, 1.6.91 etc. 
We will then hole each cheque until il is due. 

HOW TO ORDER: CHEQUES, P.O.’S TO: INTRASET LTD (DEPT. A.F.} 
FREEPOST 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE, CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR6 7BR 

OR PHONE/FAX AS ABOVE FOR LIGHTNING FAST SERVICE. 
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT/CHARGE CARDS. 

SEND SAE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE 



AMIGA 

luibtn Hooh 

Computers 

Robin Hood Computers 

Dept. 

Units 34/36 West End Arcade 

off Upper Parliament Street 

NOTTINGHAM 

NG1 6JZ 

order hotline * (D602) 502255 

FAX. • (0602) 508980 

How to order 

Post by cheque or postal 
orders (please allow 7 days for 

cheque to clear) 

Credit card hotline 
(0602) 502255 * Access/Visa 

All prices include V.A.T* 

Post £3*95, nest day carrier 

£9.95 

All orders despatched same 

day subject to stock. 

Ask for detail* of our VIP Club!! 

Standard Amiga A500 
includes mouse, modulator, power supply 

workbench & books, etc. 

ONLY £319.95 

A500 Screengems Pack 

ONLY £369.95 

Amiga Starter Pack 
includes Standard Amiga & 0.5 Meg Upgrade 

& Cumana CAX 354 External Disk Drive 

ONLY £399.95 

3V Discs DS DD 135 Tpi - £! 9.50 for 50 £38.00 for 100 
(100% Error Free - Bulk Buyers nng for quantrty discounts) 

3*/ 40 Capacity lockable box - 2 keys - £3.75 

3V 80 Capacity lockable box - 2 keys * £4.75 

3V 100 Capacity lockable box - 2 keys - £5.95 

3 Posso 150 capacity box * stackable - £ 15.95 

Mousemat 6mm Neoprene boxed 

Printer Cable £7.95 

Amiga Dustcover £3.99 

4 megabyte baseboard 

as reviewed £99.95 

Roll 1000 Disk labels £6.95 

Quickshot Turbo III £9.95 

Quickshot Starfighter I £34.95 
infra red remote control 

£3.75 

Star I.C10 Printer 

£169.95 

5tar LC 24/200 Printer 

£284,95 

Star LC24/20O Colour 

£309.95 

Cumana CAX 354 
External Drive 

£69.95 

Golden Image 3*2 External 
Drive with Track Display 

£89.95 

\ Meg Upgrade “Cortex" 

£29.95 * £34-95 (with dock) 

Bitcon KCS Powerboard 
PC Emulator 

£279.95 

A590 Hard Drive 

£279.95 



7p/7TI m 
HARDWARE & 

VIDEO GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

VISA & 
ACCESS 

PRO PACK 

SUPER 
AAAAAAAAAAAAA 

SAVERS 
Digiview 4 £84.95 
Scribble £39.95 
DPaint III £49.95 
512k RAM £29.95 
The Works £54.95 
(Platinum) 
Genlock £139.95 
Pagesetter II £44.95 
Podscat £199.95 
(digitiser) 

Pen Pal £79.95 
Excellence £89.95 

Amiga 500, 
Mouse Mat, 
10 disks & box, 
extra 1/2 mb RAM, The Works 

§ (includesWP, Spreadsheets Database), 
Dpaintlll, Home Accounts 

X 
I 
X 

X 

X 
I 

X 
X 

PREMIUM 
PACK 
Amiga 500, 
Mouse Mat,' 
10 disks, Standard 
Games Pack plus ANY 
ONE of our listed TEN 
GAMES currently 
available. 

cu<te° 

?V\ o°e 
\ot 

Offers subject to 
availability. Overnight 
carrier charge £5 

a large range of 
Educational Software 

| tndudirtg: 

P i!n SchtM>l Series, Discover 

Series & tnanv more titles 

VIDEO PACK 
Amiga 500 (Imb) 
External diskette, 
Genlock, Protitler, 
Colour Monitor 

CREDIT available 
Softstore is a licensed 
Credit Broker. 

Softstore 
Computers for Business & Leisure 

0628 668320 

408/410 Bath Road, 
Slough, Berks, 

SL1 6JA 
Open 9 - 6 pm 

Monday - Saturday 

EDUCATIONAL SECTION 
We Have Over 70 Top 

Class Educational 
Programs For The 
Amiga & Atari ST. 

All Ages Covered 
From 3 To Adult. 

Contact Us Now For 
Your Free Catalogue 

Designasarus - Fun With Dinosaurs! 
Print, Create, & Survive like the 
dinosaurs in their own ecosystem. 
Highly recommended . Ages 5+ £29.95 

The Talking Animator - Let the kids have 
some fun creating animations using this 
simple but highly stimulating program 
Somefeafures require 1MB, Age 6+ £34.95 

EXCLUSIVE RANGE! 
ESP Software has just released its own 

range of high quality Educational titles, 
More details with catalogue. 

PROFESSIONAL SECTION 

Advantage.74.95 
Arena Accounts ,„„119,95 
B Graphics.,99,95 
Gold Disk Office.129,95 
Maxiplan Plus..,..99,95 
Microfiche Filer Plus. 109.95 
Securities Analyst.49.95 
Service Ind. Accs.239.95 
Superbase Prof. 3... J69.95 

Intro CAD...39.95 
Intro CAD Plus...79.95 
Ultra Design..219.95 
X CAD Designer 2‘,..77.00 
X CAD Prof. 3D'..Call 

3D Professional....269 95 
Animate 3D....92 95 
Cando Jrrovaiools.«M,..39.95 
Disney Anim Studio. .79,95 
Elan Performer 2.,89,95 
Fletcher Fonts.......15.00 
Headlines H (fonts)' ...49.95 

Imagine...199.95 
Modeller 3D..,.. ...59.95 
Page reader 3D.77.95 
Pixel 3D.64,95 
Sculpt 3DXL.09.95 
Sculpt 4D Jr...03,95 
Sculpt Animate 4D' ...299.95 
Sculpt 3D Designs.23,95 
Turbo Silver.94.95 
Videoscape 3D* 109.95 
Vista.......49.95 

Outline Fonts.94.95 
Pagestream Fonts . .27 95 
Pagestream V2".139.95 
Pro Draw V2..89.95 
Pro Page Templates .33 95 
Pro Page Ultraforms .24 95 
Pro Pag»V2*_.179.95 

Audiomaster III 
Bars & Pipes__ 174.95 
Copyist Prote55*ona 174 95 
K.C.SV3..139.95 
Future Sound .... .Call 

Synthia II ....691 

Amiga Vision.,,.....fiflj 
Disk master..34. 
Disk Mechanic....44 
Power Windows V2.5 ,.49. 
XGOPY Professional...34 

An Depariment.69. 
Broadcast Titter V2..189 
Frame Grabber 256' 569 
Pro Fills ....2EJ 
Pro Video Fonts..79 ! 
Pro Video Plus Post . 213 
TV Show Professional .54 
TV Text Professional ...89 
Title Page..,+124 
Video Effects 3D.114 
Video Tiller 3D.......74 
Viva'...........,179 

79. 
99 

Pen Pal 
Pro Write V3.1 ... 
Word Perfect 4.1.159 
Word Perfect library ...84 

* 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb 
BaseBoand 4.0 fits in the A501 slot. 
Increases A500 memory to 4.5Mb in 
steps of 512K. NO SOLDERING. Full 1 
year Warranty. Clock Included. 

ICD2080 AORAM BOARD for 1500 or 
BOOO range. Add 2 Mb to 8Mb. Prices 
from £229 to £499 

Incredible 
Unpopulated 
5i 2 K Populated 
IMb Populated . 
1 5Mb Popiisted 
2Mb PapiJeted 
2 5Mb Poptieted 
3Mb PoptJated 
3 5Mb Popkieted 
4Mb Popiiated 

Prio 
EBS 

£115 
FIJI 
£167 
£193 
£219 

£245 
£271 

£297 

The above list of Professional Software is only a selection of the range 
available. Please phone for a full price list or individual quotes. 
All prices are inclusive VAT & UtC Post E, & Q.E *=IMb+ 

Educational & Serious Program Specialists 

^ (0702) 600557 ESP software 
21 Hour Service 326 Southchurch Roo 

Access & Visa Accepted Southend-on-Sea 
FAX (0702) 613747 Essex SSI 2ND. 
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HAND SCANNER 

■| n common with many companies 

I in the scanner market, PanDAAL 

■ don't actually make the hardware 

they only write the application that 

takes the data from the scanner and 

compiles it in a form the Amiga can 

handle. The scanner is made by an 

“Original Equipment Manufacturer’ 

who then rebadges the scanner for 

the end customer. 

This can result in a number of 

companies selling the same mediocre 

scanner, but in this case PanDAAL 

have gone to one of the best manih 

facturers of hand scanners in the 

market, MarsteN Mar$tek‘s parent 

company GUTS make the insides 

(GUTS, it's a sort of joke) of lots of 

people's scanners and mice. In this 

The hardware is made 

by Mar&tek, a company 

well known lor quality, 

A good choice. 

Hand-held scanners are the ideal way of getting quality photographs into your 

DTP pages. PAUL LYONS tests the newest entrant in a competitive market... 

PanDAAL Daatascan 
Hand-held scanner ■ £1 89.95 ■ PanD/V\L 0234 855666 

case PanDAAL obviously don't mind 

as their name is nowhere to be found 

on the scanner: instead there’s a big 

Marstek label underneath the unit. 

The quality of the hardware is 

decidedly a cut above the scanners 

reviewed last month, Although there 

are no major differences between the 

scanners, the little details all add up 

to give a better, quality product that’s 

comfortable to use and produces 

very good quality results. 

One little point, for example: the 

inclusion of a second set of rollers at 

the back of the scanner. It may seem 

insignificant, but on smooth photo- 

graphic paper it makes a vast 

difference to your ability to scan m 

perfectly straight lines. PanDAAL are 

also including a metal ruler in the 

package, to run your scanner along 

and keep in a straight line. 

Details, details! 
The scanner has four controls on the 

body: the scanning button, which you 

hold in while scanning: the resolution 

setting, switchable to 100, 200, 300 

or 400 dots per inch (dpi): the bright¬ 

ness control to alter the density of 

the scan: and the dither patterns. The 

DAATAscan also simulates more 

greyscales than previous scanners 

we’ve looked at: 64 m 400 or 300 

dpi mode and 16 at 200 or 100 dpi 

Changing the dither patterns 

alters the way in which the scanner 

records the image; higher settings 

are used for finer quality images Isay 

magazine photographs as opposed to 

newspaper photos). 

tf the delay in production of this 

scanner really was to rewrite the soft¬ 

This if what's known 

as a ^Orttont' scan: th* 

continuous, tones of a 
photograph turned into 

dots for printing. The 

quality is not at all bad 

on this difficult test- 

ware then it was well worth the wait, 

as it's a fine little application There 

are a few basic image editing tools 

(including a nice full-screen pixel edi¬ 

tor), but the programmers have 

confined themsetves to producing a 

fast, easy-to-use scanning interface 

To use the scanner, plug the 

scanner and power supply (which for 

once is of a decent quality) into the 

interface and the interface into the 

parallel port of your Amiga. Turn on 

the Amiga, put in the disk and the 

application autoboots It will also run 

from a hard drive, but you don't 

appear to gain any speed advantage. 

When the application opens you 

are faced with three windows; a blank 

image window; a settings window that 

contains all the relevant information 

about image size, resolution, et 

cetera and a task strip containing 

eight icons such as Load... Save., 

Scan... Zoom, Print and so on. 

In practise 
Scanning could barely be easier. Set 

the scanning sizes and resolution you 

want m the Settings window, check 

you have the same settings on the 

scanner and click the Scan icon. The 

screen will go black, a message 

telling you what resolution you're 

scanning in appears and the scanner 

powers up. Our only mam complaint 

was that while scanning you have to 

move the scanner very slowly indeed. 

Overall this is a fine scanner, with 

a slick, easy-to-use interface which 

allows even novice computer users to 

produce good quality scans. The 

extra quality is certainly worth £20 or 

so above more run-oLthe-mill units. 

VERDICT 
PURPOSE: 

scanning in line art or continuous tione 

photographs, especially for DTP use. 

SPEED: 

Good: the software is tweaked for speed 
and if makes scanning easy. 

DOCUMENTATION: ••• 

Not a vest manual, but the package is 

simple enough to gel to grips with 

ACCESSIBILITY: #•••• 

Shows none of the reluctance to work 

that some other scanners exhibit. 

VALUE: ••••• 

The competition Is lough. This wins on 

ease, but It is slightly more expensive 

FEATURES: • * • * 

Very good at what it does - but lacks 

some of the options for file formats 
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FREE 

POSTAGE 

Amiga A500 
Every Amiga sold includes: 
WorkBench 1.3, Extras disk. 
Tutorial disk all with manuals. 
Full one year warranty and 
mouse, free TV modulator with 
cable 
£349 illC. + free game 

Claim FREE game 
when you buy a 
SCREEN GEMS 
PACK 
Amiga Packs 

Flight of Fantasy 
F29 Retaliator 
Rainbow islands 
Deluxe Paint II 
Escape from the Robot 
Monsters 

£358 inc. 

Screen Gems 
Back to the Future II 
Shadow of the Beast II 

Days Of Thunder . ■ . 

Night Breed NEW! 
Deluxe Paint II • / •. a - '. ■ 
£369 inc. 

POWER COMPUTING 
2nd Drives 
Enable/Disable Switch 
Through port. 

£69 inc. 

CUMANA cax354 
2nd Drives 
t nable/Disable Switch 
Through port, 

£75 inc. 
M.E.S. 
RAM Upgrade 
0.5MB Expansion 
enable/disable switch 

£49 with Clock 
£39 without Clock 

ZYDEC UPGRADE 
0 5Mb Expansion 
fnable/disable switch 

£39 with Clock 
£36 without Clock 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Deluxe Paint II.£9.99 
Blasteroids ......£4.99 

FREE GAME OR 
MOUSE MAT. 

With every software 
order over £40 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING 

STATE OF THE ART 

SOFTWARE 
DELIVERY 

688 Attack Sub 
Adxias Champ Ftxaban 

£16 90 
£1690 

Adidas Tie Break £18 90 
Altered Beast £12 99 
Anarchy £17 99 
Ant hkeaos (Data Disk).. £12.99 
App'enTsc^ ..£16 90 
Aquanaut 
A/mafyte 

£1690 
£1699 

Axel s Magpc Hammer 
Baal.... 

£9 99 
£9 99 

Back io the Future Z 
Bad Company 
Balance of Pdwer 1990 
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosc) 

£16.90 
£18 90 
£2t 90 
£1690 

B&ds. Tate.,,,.. £1099 
Bards fate 2.. £16.90 
Batman the Movie £17.90 
Battle Master £21.90 
Beach Voney. .£11.99 
Butty the Kid . .£18.90 
Black Tiger .£18.90 
Blade Warrior .£18.90 
Blasteroids £7.99 
Blood Money £11.99 
Btoodwycn £10 99 
Bloodwycn Data Disk 
Blue Argots 
Bomber . ...... 

£9 99 
£17.90 

.£21.90 
Bomber (Data Disk) .£13.99 
Breach 2 . . £18 90 
B5S Jane Seymour .£18.90 
Buck*, an . . .£18.90 
Cadaver . £16.90 
Captain Stood £6.99 
Captive.. 
Cartoon Caper's 

£1690 
.£15.99 

Castlemasier £18 90 
Champions of Krynn f iMB) 
Chaos Strikes Back 
Chase HO. 
ChronoquaBt............... 
Ch^onoquest Z.... 
Cloud Kingdoms . 
Codename iceman 
Colorado. 
Combo Racer .. 
Conqueror , . . 
Conquests ot Cameloi . 

£2t 90 
£18.90 

. £16 99 
£14 99 
£21 90 
fit gg 
£24 99 

. £1790 
.C17 90 

£10.90 
.£27 90 

Corporation.... .£1690 
Crack Down. 
Crazy Cars 2 . . 

£17 90 
.£17 90 

Cyberball ... .. 
Damocles. 

£1699 
.£10.90 

Dan Dare 3 
Days of Thunder 

. £16 90 
. . £2190 

Death Trap. £10 90 
Defenders of the Earth 
Dragon Force 
Dragon Wars 
Dragons Breath 
Dragons Lair (1 MB) 
Dragons of Flame 
Dungeon Master (TMB) 
Dynasty Wars 
E-Motnon 
Escape From S+nops Cast*® 
Escape From the Robot Monsters 
E T6-Cambel Riot 
F1 SFSS&aJtfi Fighter 

£11 99 
£21 90 
£10.90 
£2i 90 
£20 99 
£18.90 
£16 99 
£1790 
£17 90 
£26 99 
£14 99 
£1790 
£21 90 

FZS'ftetaLialor ___ .... . £1090 
Falcon £1990 
Falcon Mission Dis* £15.90 
Falcon Mission. Disk 2 £16.90 
Falcon Pius Mission Dsk. .£29.99 
Ferran Forroda One. £16.90 
Final Basito. .£16 90 
Fire and Brimstone. .£16 90 
Fhghl ot the Intruder ...X2i 90 
Flimbos Quest 
Flood . 
future Basketball. 

.£1090 

.£10 90 
.£16 99 

Future Wars . £17 .90 
Ghost Busters 2___ ..£17 90 
Ghosts and Goblins... £1090 
Gobl*n& and Ghouls £10.90 
Go*d of the Americas £10.90 
Grand National £15 90 
Gravity. .£13 99 
GromlwiB 2 the New Baton £10 90 
Gunshtp.... .EiS 99 
Hammerf ist ^ L... _£17 90 
Haney Davidson .... . £21.90 
Heavy Metal. £18 90 
Heroes ... . £20.90 
Heroes Quest £24 90 
Hot Rod £17 90 
Immortal.. £18 90 
Irnpenum . £1090 
Indianapoka 600__ .-£10 90 
lody Jones Actson... £13 99 
lody Jones AdvanLure £10 90 
Intedabon_ _ _ ..£10.90 
intorphase.... £9 90 
Iron Lord!_____ . £1090 
H Came From Tno Descn (iMegi £i€90 
iWf 1990.-. .£17 90 
Italy 1990 Wrhfiers Edibon £16-99 
ivBnhoe £17 90 
Jack NjekaluS m 90 
jack Nckiaus Courses £ii90 
James Ftprid .. £18 90 
judge Dredd . .£16.90 

Jumping Jack Son. 
Krvuaan .—... 
KickOff. 
Kick Oft 2 (Wona Cup 90) 
Kick Off Extra T<mc 
KxJ Gloves. 
Killing Game Show 
Kings Quest IV 
Kiax 
Kmgnt Force 
Knights of Crystafoon 
Knights of Legend 
Krystal 
Kulf 
Laser SCM3d 
Last (Ninpa 2 
Legend of Faerghal 
Leisuresuii Lamy 2 
Leisufesuit Larry 3 
Life ana Dean 
Light Force 
Lords of the Rtsmq Son . 
Lost Dutchmans Mina 
Lost Patrol 
Lotus Espxw Turbo Challenge 
Ma@:C Fty 
Magnum 4 
Manchester Utd 

mm 
mm 
CM 99 
CT$90 

£790 
£10 99 
£-6 90 
£24 90 
£t£ 90 
£1790 
£21 99 
£20 90 
£^490 
£1790 
£1299 
£10 90 
£i09C 
£24 90 
£26 90 
£21.90 
£1790 
£1495 
£2i 90 
£1790 
£1090 
E1&9C 
£2090 
£17 90 

Manhunt®* Ne* York.. 
Manhunter San Francisco 
Matri ■ Marauders 

£2190 
£22 99 

.£1890 
Miicraprose Wohocup Soccer 
Midnight Resistance ... 

.£169C 
£1790 

Midwinter £1790 
Might and Magic 2 . 
Mifemum 2 2 
Monty Pythons Flying CitCuS 
Mr Do Hun Run . 
Murder...,,.. 
Neuromancer . .. 
Nightbreed 
nlinja Spirit ...... 
Minja Warriors 
Nllro., ...... 
North ano South , 
Nuclear War , 
Operation Stealth . 
Operation Thunderbolt. 
P47 Thunderbolt 
Paradroid 90. 

. £21 90 
£1290 
£1890 
£17.90 
£1790 
£1890 
£1090 
£18.90 
£17.90 
£18 90 
£17.90 
£21 90 
£18.90 
£17,90 
£17.90 
£1790 

Plpemania 
Pirates 

. .£17,90 
£1790 

Plannum (Compilaiion) 
Poice Qiuest 2 . . 
Pck-erdrik 
Power monger 
Power Peck (Compiianon)' . 
PrOfectyie 
Rambcw islands 
Roach For Tna Stars . 
Fled Storm Rising 
Resolution 101 
H*ck Dangerous II 
RObocop 

Ro^IeDSangef. 

£21,90 
£24,90 
£10,90 

.£21.90 

.£21.90 
£17.90 
.£18,90 
£18.90 
£1890 
£17.90 
£1890 

.,,£15.90 
.£18.90 

£1399 
Rorkea Drift . . .£17 90 
fictox . .£1690 
RVF Honda £16 99 
Seven Gales of Jamba la . 
Shadow of the Beast . . 

. £9.90 
. .£17 99 

Shaoow dF me Beast 2 . £24 90 
Shadow Warr.ors . 
Shoot Em Up ConBrruClion 
Sim City. 
Sim City Edrlor . 

,£1890 
£2090 
£1999 
.£11 99 

Simulcra. . £1890 
Skktz. .£16.90 
Sly Spy 
Snow Strike..... 
Space Ace. 

£1790 
£1790 
£29 90 

Space Qiiesi 3 ... £24 99 
Space Rogue. £20 99 
Speeobail £14 90 
SpeeobaJl 2. 
Star Trek V 

£17 90 
£22 90 

Steal .. . £11 90 
Strioer .£17 90 
Stunt Car Hace* .£14 90 
Subbjtoo. ... £1790 
Super Cars... .. . £16 90 
Soper OfiJtoao Race' 
Siipwnacy. 

£1890 
£21 90 

Swilcn Blade £12 90 
Swords of Twikgnt .£17 90 
TD2'Californifl £11 90 
TD2 ^Musciecars £11 30 
TD2-Supefca's £11 90’ 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles £ ■ if jf 
Tati l>-ve 2 
Toe Gotonefs Bequesn 

£1790 
£28 90 

The Cycles.. £13 90 
The Keep ..... £18 90 
The Plague. . £17 90 
Their Fines! Hour. £2’ 90 
Theme Park Mystery £ ’ • -90 
Thunderffrice.. ET7 90 
Tme Machine. 
Total Recall 
Tp#er pf Babd 
Tnad Woi 2 
Tried Vd 3_ 

£*790 
£1890 
£1090' 
£17 90 
C21 90 

Turbo QoTun £1690 

Save Now!!! 

(0742) 758100 or 700310 
AFTER 6PM PHONE THE HOTLINE ON (0742) 424230 

Turrican .... 
Tusker 
IV Soofts Baseoa 
tv Soots Basketball 
tv Soons Foottmti 

v 
LIMSII 
Unreal 
untouchaOtes 
vaxme 
Venom Wing 
VOfiuS Ffy Trap 
war Jeep ... 
warneao..... 
We*na [>ewn 
Wings 
Wings ot Fury 
Wipeout 
Wonderland 
Wold Cup Soccer Italia 90 
XOut 
Kenomorph 
Xenon 2 

Xenochode. 
ZomCk 

ART. LANQUAOES A VIDEO 
AMOSfSTOS 
AMOS/STOS Vidi Ogstuor 
Ammaffic 
Comic Setter .. . 
Dekne Pams 3 
Deluxe Pnotolab . 
PeruJte Print 2 
Deluxe Video 3 
Dtgipamt 3 ... 
Digivie-w Gold V4 0 
Move Setter 
Pagefiipper + F/X 
Puimate 
Pro Video Plus 
Turbo Silver . 
TV* ShC* 2 
TV Text Pai 
TV Text Professional 
Video TitSor 
Vick ArrugaiST 

DTP. WORD PROCESSORS AND 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Excellence 
KmchhorctG V2 0 
MsjcipLan 500 
Maxiplan Bus 
Pen Pal 
Prates5*ona! Page Vi 3 . 
Protort V4. 2 
Prawrile V2 5 
Publishers Cha<o 
Scribble Plsbnum .. 
Superbase 2 
Supetnas* Professional V3 
The Works Platinum 
Tranecnpi . 
'Word Perfect V4 T 

£1790 
E1B90 
£21 90 
£1790 
£1790 
£21 90 
£’990 
£2i 90 
£1790 
£1690 
£1690 
£1690 
£1690 
£17 90 
£H 90 
£21 90 
£1890 
£1690 
£21 90 
£16 90 
£1790 
£1790 
Eli 99 
£9 90 

£1690 

£34 99 
£79 99 
£66 99 
£39 99 
£49 99 
£49 99 
£39 99 
£69 99 
£64 SO 

£119 00 
£39 99 
£81.00 
£39 99 

£16900 
£99.00 
£59 99 
£59 99 
£96 90 
£72 99 
£9890 

OUR PRICE 
... £15&.0Q 

£34 99 
£59.00 

£109 99 
£99 00 

£169 00 
£69 99 
£69 99 
£7« 00 
£39 99 
£59 99 

i i' 1 ■''J!' 
..... .£136.00 

£32 99 
. £169 00 

***** JOYSTICKS A OTHER BITS 
10 3 5* Unbrended KOA Disks. 
100 3,5‘ Jnbw led KOA Dttkc 
Mouse Mats (BiuevRedGreyi 
Dust Cove' (Amiga pr 3T| 
Dust Cove' £ Philips CM8033) 
Disk Bo* 40 Cap Lockable 
Disk Box SO Cap Lockable 
Cruiser Biao 
Multi Cof&jred Cruiser 
QuicKshof llTufeO 
OuicksnoT in Tjr&o NEW’!Python 1) 
OucKpy III Supercharger 
QukCkpy jethgnter 
QuCkjOy Supnwd 
Ouckjov Megaboara 
OuicKfCy Topee* 
Competition Phj f x-»a-Clear 
CwWJbon Pro 5000 
CompeMon Pro Ssr 
Philips TV Tyner CM8833 
Pnnter Cede 
Man 1200* Pnnter 
Star LClO Phmter . 
Pleat* rwt*; Price* frwty change 
availability 

... .£5 20 
£60 00 

£4 50 
£4 60 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£7 99 
£9 99 

£10 99 
£7 99 
£9 50 

£M 99 
ET3 95 
£15 99 
£21 90 
£1990 
£13.95 
£12 95 
£1395 
£39 00 
£6 99 

£T2B00 
£159 99 

to 

State Of The Art has someone lo 
answer your call from 9am to 
10pm Ring now for the best 

service around 

Amiga, ST & PC Club 
News aboul new products, games, 

reviews and reduced prices. 
All this tor £5 when you buy from 
us. Newsletter is produced every 

two months . 

Unreleased titles will be sent within 
24hrs of release date. 

To order send postal order or 
cheque to; 

State Of The Art 
39 Hereford St, 
Off The Moor, 
SHEFFIELD, SI 4RR 
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HARDWARE TESTS 

When you open a box with 
a brand-new modem m it, 
you pretty much krvow 

what to expect, don't you? The 
modem will be about as big as a 
hardback book, with long rows of 
incomprehensible lights on the front, 
and it will be complicated both to set 
up and to use. 

It will take you hours to get it 
ngged to your Amiga and, when you 
finally get it working, rtll be meompati- 
ble with your comms software and ifl! 
keep getting stuck, wasting hours of 
time and pounds of phone bill 

Opening the box containing a 
SupraModem is an entirely different 
experience. The unit is small and 
sturdy, and the lights on the front 
form letters which describe what the 
light is supposed to mean. HS means 
high speed, MNP means that the MNP 
Level 5 error correction is activated, 
and CD means carrier detect. 

Using this device is just a 'plug in 
and go' operation. Although most 
2400 baud modems are intelligent to 
the point of ignorance, remembering 
stuff you'd rather they forgot by stor¬ 
ing it all in nonvolatile RAM, this 
modem is smart, ft never screws up, 
it accepts all the standard Hayes AT 
commands and so runs with all the 
software you throw at it, and it's small 
enough to fit under an external floppy 

Doth SupraModems 

*h*r* the Hint com¬ 

pact, sturdy casing 

and both perform vary 

well indeed on ttit. 

The model shown here 

I* the plain 2400, but 

all it lacks is the extra 

security of the MNP 

control standard. 

SupraModem 2400 and 2400MNP 
Modems £ I 49.99/E I 79.99 Surface UK 08 1 566 6677 

disk drive, saving space on your 
desk. The model with MNP error cor¬ 
rection is a dream, banishing 'e 
noise as soon as you use rt. Most 
serious Bulletin Boards use MNP so 
once you have a modem that uses ft 
too, you can put all worry from you 
mind: you'll never see lue rxxse 
garbage appearing in your data agar 

Not only does the MNP avoid 
clashes with up- and down4oaerg 
protocols - a major problem *r 
some cheesy old modems fve o-'ied 

- but it also seems to be a lot clev¬ 
erer generally, not getting itself hung 
up for days waiting for data to be 
sent again, 

It really does fly along at 2400 
baud, even wth MNP - so much so, in 
fact that tis hard to read the incom¬ 
ing data that's flashing across your 
screen. I love this modem to death. 
Ws smal, hard and efficient and it 
does the job you bought it for with an 
almost palpable glee. 

Phil South 

€ 

The Bodega Bay is described 
as 'a modular expansion 
console' for the Amiga 500 - 

which, roughly translated, means it's 
a box that gives A5QQ owners an 
opportunity to upgrade their machine 
to reach a similar specification to the 
Amiga 1500 and 2000. 

Bodega Bay contains a 200-watt 
power supply which takes over that 
job from the sometimes less-than- 
robust Commodore model. The 
power switch turns on the Bodega 
Bay and the A500, and an optional 
cable can power the monitor too. This 
gives a single-switch power-up for the 
whole system 

The manual is a well-written, sim¬ 
ple walk-through of installation and 
use. It isn't patronising and the tone 
is evenly pitched for beginner and 
expert. The A5Q0 slides sideways 
into the Bodega Bay connector and 
that's it. Add a couple of cables and 
you're in business. 

We tried a coflecbon of boards in 
Bodega Bays four lOGpin Amiga 
expansion slots, three of which can 
have optional PC XT/AT 9frp«n slots: 
so the choice of add-ons is large. 
There are also mounting bays for a 
couple of 5.25-mch drives and a hard 
drive, though you can fit 3.5 fidt 
drives with optional adapter plates 

Ail of the cards we tried worked, 
with the exception of a PC Fax-Modem 

As tar as looks go, the 

Bodega Bay I* very 

much down to personal 

taste: but when it 

comes to function, 

there's nothing around 

that allows you this 

degree of upward 

expansion while retain¬ 

ing the original casing 

of your ASOO, 

Bodega Bay 
A500 expansion case R £350 

Amiga Centre Scotland 031 557 4242 

card which wouldn't work on some 
PCs either! Boards you can run 
include: XT bridgeboards; AT bridge- 
boards; hard disk controller (HC2+); 
the Harlequin framebuffer: AM AX 2+; 
serial cards; PC Games ports; RAM 
expansions. Any card that follows 
operating system guidelines should 
work, but it may be tricky with PC 
cards that take hardware short cuts. 

In general, we found the Bodega Bay 
easy to use, the instructions are dear 
and concise and the procedure for 
installation and expansion were better 
than adequate. It takes acres of desk 
space but it does a good job - and 
that, after all, is what it's there for. 
Add a couple of extras and you match 
the Amiga 1500 for price. 

Keith Pomfret 
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HARDWARE TESTS 

DAATAmouse 
£39.99 ■ Pandaa, ■ 0234 855666 
A good looker, styled more like some weird* futuristic racing car than your 
average mouse, ifs neatly curved to sit under the palm of the hand, with two 
large buttons constituting nearly a third of the entire body. It also has the 
advantage of a 360 dpi resolution, which is easily the highest among the 
mechanical mice tested here. (The resolution, remember, is a way of testing 
how accurately you can move the pointer to a particular point on the screen 
and is measured in dots per inch or dpiJ The overall feel is light, and the but¬ 
tons click with reasonable certainty It is their position that lets the mouse 
down. When the hand follows the the curve, the fingertips protrude beyond the 
buttons. So if you're a Tmgertip clicker' the hand is forced into a less comfort¬ 
able grip, arching over the mouse, rather than letting the palm lie flush as the 
look implies. Those with small hands should find this no problem, however. 

» 

Naksha Mouse 
£29.99 ■ Naksha ■ 0925 56398 

Not a pretty mouse, not a light mouse, but a solid, workmanlike affair. Looks 
are of little importance, however, when you are choosing an integral peripheral 
for your machine Indeed, some would argue that m its purposeful, no^onsense 
styling rt achieves a greater degree of design balance than some of the more 
gimmickyfooking numbers. The weight is reassuring and helps fast, accurate, 
movements by lending a more tactile feel to an analogue device. The buttons 
click positively and are positioned well when used with the slightly arched grip 
that its long, low, shape encourages. Good resolution of 280 dpi gives accu¬ 
rate movement, too. Though less compact and aesthetically satisfying than 
Nakshas last model, rfs a pleasure to use and if it is as robust as it feels 
should last an age. Add the current limited-period offer of US Gold's excellent 
Operation Stea/fh for free, and you’re laughing. 

» 

Golden Image Optical Mouse 
£39.99 ■ G I ■ 081 51 8 7373 

The fact that an optical mouse has no moving parts and therefore needs little 
maintenance is quite intriguing and the Golden Image mouse works rather well. 
For those unfamiliar with the principal, an optical mouse replaces the moving 
ball with a light beam (the light from an LED) which reflects from shiny dots on 
the special mousemat and a photosensor picks up how many dots the mouse 
has travelled past to fudge the rate of movement. The only problem is that with¬ 
out its own mat the mouse fends to behave rather errabcally. The third button 
is an bit of a PC hangover, and it tends to be hit by accident from time to time. 
The way that the case is designed, with an overhang at the back, means that it 
tends to tip up under the weight of the hand. Good rf you have problems with 
dirt sticking in your ball, but not an ideal design for an Amiga mouse. 

Contriver 5-inl Mouse 
£29.99 ■ Contriver ■ 0280 822803 

Named for its compatibility with many a different make of computer, this 
mouse is a reasonably classy-looking affair with a low profile and finished in 
shiny, near-white plastic. It's designed for use with Amiga. Atari ST and three 
different kinds of PC and so the lead with the Amigacompatible plug is on the 
end of a twoway adapter, which is a little untidy. Despite its convertibility, it has 
the Amiga-standard two buttons, so you won't be confused by a third, and 
because the buttons are set back slightly from the front of the case, you can 
rest your fingers easily over the front without danger of accidental presses. Ifs 
not ideal for the larger hand, because it tends to induce a degree of cramp in 
the fingers as your hand hangs off the back. AJso* the sharp angles of the back 
comers do cut into your palm somewhat. And we wish we knew what the small 
button on the side was for, Neat ideas, but not the perfect ergonomic design. 
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Your computer is ■ 
the only teacher I 
which YOU CONTROL! 

Whatever your age, whatever your subject 
- let your computer help you learn. 

Subjects include ... 

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English 
History, Geography. Science, General Knowledge. 

Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland, 
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic 

Available for most popular 
home & business computers 

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational 
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your 

computer. Our programs even allow you to add your 
_own lesson material 

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure software 

Reasa stats your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds LUS 6BR 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

-NO COMPUTER- 
IS COMPLETE WITHOUT 

A DUST COVER 
Protect your Amiga with a dust cover 

from the BBD Professional Range. 

Made from best quality proofed nylon that has been treated 
with a flame retardant and an anti-static inhibitor. BBD Dust 
Covers are tastefully finished with contrasting piping. They 

never crack, discolour, tear or fade. They can be washed and 
ironed. So confident are BBD of the quality that they give a no- 

quibbie guarantee with every cover. 

BBD dust covers are not expensive and 
all our prices include VAT and P&P 

Amiga 500, Keyboard only.£5.50 
Amiga 1000, one piece cover.£8.50 
Amiga 2000, two piece set.£11.95 

In addition to the above BBD offer a wide rang© of other covers. 
These include pnnter covers from onty £6.25 

Why not contact us for further details 

BBD DUST 
COVERS 

Dept. 34, The Standish 
Centre, Cross Street, 

Standish, Wigan, WN6 OHO 

Telephone: 0257 425839 ext 34 
Fax: 0257 423909 

Sheer Perfection in Computer Protection 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
Offers you the best in Quality, Service and Prices 

We will beat any advertised price in this magazine. 

Probably the best unbranded disks availa 
31/2 DSDD 100% certified error 

10.£4.49 150.£49.99 
20.£7.99 200.£63.99 
30...£11.99 300.£94.99 
40.£14.99 400.£123.99 
50.£18.49 500.£154.99 
100.£32.99 1000.£289.99 

Including Labels 

ble in the UK. 
free 

Bulk Disks 
from 

29p..ch 

Genuine Sony bulk disks 
now available at unbeatable prices * 

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES 
40 Capacity ... ...£6.99 Disk Labels 50 ....£1.50 

80 Capacity ... ...£7.99 Disk Labels 100 ..£2.50 

100 Capacity .. ...£8.99 Disk Labels 500 ..£9.99 

, Mouse Mat. ..£2.99 !| 

Sony Bulk 
Disks from 

32j)each 

10.£4.99 200. 
20.£8.99 300. 
30.£12.99 400. 
40.£17.99 500. 
50.£20.99 1000. 
100.£38.99 2000. 

Including Labels 

.£72.99 
..£107.99 
..£143.99 
..£174.99 
..£331.99 
..£639.99 1 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

100 Cap Disk Box + 100 Disks. ..£37.99 
80 Cap Disk Box + 80 Disks... ..£30.99 
40 Cap Disk Box + 40 Disks. ..£18.99 
200 Disks 

~ —i- 
+ 2 x 100 Cap Boxes. ..£66.99 

-r™- -- ■ - . _ .. - — — -I -I- - -— __ 

All prices include VAT, post and packing In I K, oierseas orders please write or telephone. To order please send Chequc/RO. made payable to 

cnirr rvru a \Trr SOFT EXCHANGE 
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE25 6QA 

Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE)ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED. 
All above offers close 30.06.91. Government and Educational orders quoted at very competitive prices* , 
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Receive one of the! 
you subscribe 1 

Get your copy delivered 
every month and 
guarantee your supply off 
Britain's leading magazine 
for the Amiga, absolutely 
jam-packed with all the 
information you need to 
get the most out of your 
machine. 

YOUR NO RISK GUARANTEE 
MY IY MY 

12 ISSUES OF YOUR FAVOURITE MAGAZINE PLUS COVERDI! 

COLOUR 

AMIGA AMIGA 

disk' 

10 Massive /tec specwf 10 The glomoraus sfdry of hoar | J Pubfic Domcai specid issue: 1 f ffyit araf Ataynuse mokes o 1 / Huge feature or Ihe GHY 17 2fbn pphta pur 16 
IZ fraiuing a 10 mm become gomes, pta I i whot rtc, ukI bow to mote IJ brifiant pioysbte demo from I 0 the Ivtur e of home 1/ mitem colours al you 

guide or how io wife you own progrnmrwg, AMOS in M ond die most' of free soflwe, (mogeworis. How to protect entoflwwiwrt, Foot Favnot Gold commend (kites to word 
tones, plus free music tope ProOrow 2. Bitmaps Brothers' Plus ftfcnfa demo and o yourself from vruses. Am^ps and games ndudng fod Dangerous 2 processors md bud drsis plus 
jDdrr Dm Itt on CownM. fafara on fbe Cwenfci complete POganeondek. pnd&gord rmsic sJutfcs - aid Gptoto is on toe rfcsL tody 500 ond Som Show. 

AMIGA 

18 eicluctng tot camplele M- 
price gome ircteptase More 
gomes page, (mots and 
goodies Thai m before 

ffy^rebuympnew 0 A Set toe msmm to d ywr 
Amigo, new software or new ZU software problems wiftiAF’s 

harthepate oor 'Know ytx«r l&ghts' complete gurie to aeotrre and 
feature helps you wnM the serious software. Puzzle gome 
piffafe. Advwnfiice ambitions wttli Ihe ftjwgf on plus big news 
Otoopbn ofthe H^in demo DTP and ownofoi cmoti 
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IDIGITA 
$ INTER NAT ION At 

! superb gifts when 
) Amiga Format 

JS?* 
OUT! 

Subscribe now and make 
sure of your magazine 
and cover disk every 
month - bursting with 
exciting programs, 
utilities and playable 

GODS 
HOMI ACCOUNTS 

f PLUS THE GIFT OF YOUR CHOICE - ALL FOR ONLY £39.95! 

Ordering back issues 
Please use the subscription coupon below 

Ptices per issue include cover disk, packing and postage. 
UK - £4.00 (issue 18 £5) Europe - £5.35 Rest of World - £7.65 

YES! PLEASE ENTER/RENEW MY SUBSCRIPTION TO AMIGA FORMAT m 

11 ISSUES _ UK £39.95 □ EUROPE £69.30 □ BEST OF WORLD £96.45 6 ISSUES □ UK ONLY £19.95 

To ensure you receive your magazine and disk quick/y and undamaged, ail overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mai/ 

MT CHOICE OF WfT SOFTWARE IS (abues OMriOJlISSUES-TICK OWEONLY) GOBS HOME ACCOUNTS □ DISTANT ARMIES □ DAY BY DAY 

PLEASE ALSO SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 10 21 22 (PLEASEC/fiCLEJ 

TOTAL PAYMENT £_ 

MY METHOD OF PAYMENT IS cr 

□ VISA ACCESS in. " 

Card No i_IOC____ 

D CHEQUE AMICE MYABIX TO R/nAEftJBL6MCLTQI Enclose ifK Wupcfl 
(together wftfj your cheque rf appfobte n sr w z& y: y:m: ~ i 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, FREEPOST. $0MERTON, TA11 711 ; jtar; -fe: 

PLEASE NOTE! THIS OFFER CLOSES 30TH JUNE 1991 

Name _ 

Address 

Post code Telephone 

AP SP 0691 



KCS POWER PC BOARD 
THE PC EMULATOR FOR 

AMIGA 500 

DUE TO RECOVERY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Only £199.99 ex VAT (234.99 inc VAT) 
COMPLETE 

Run professional MS-DOS software on your Amiga 500 at 
a price you can't resist 

SPEED - OUTSTANDING (faster than many 286 AT’s (Amiga 
Format Oct/90) now even faster with new 
software upgrade ver 2.0 

COMPATIBILITY - EXCELLENT (All the software I tried ran 
perfectly - Computer Shopper Feb/91) 

CONVENIENCE - A DODDLE (For a plain plug ’n' go pc 
emulator with no installation hassle there is 
no competition - Computer Shopper Feb/91) 

MEMORY - AMIGA IMB RAM + 512K RAM disk, 
PC 704 KB + min 192 KB ems 

DISK SUPPORT - Floppy 3.5. 5.25, H-D A590. (other hard 
drive support to follow - software upgrade) 

VIDEO SUPPORT - MGA - Hercules - GGA 16 col (dynamic) 
(EGA - VGA soon) 

ALL UPGRADES ARE SOFTWARE BASED 

VALUE 
JUST SEE FOR YOURSELF 

INCLUDED WITH KCS BOARD WORTH 
MS-DOS 4.01, GW Basic, Shell £80.00 
inc manuals (not GW Basic) 
Phoenix DOS help £55.00 
1MB on board memory plus clock £64.00 
KCS PC Emulator £35.99 

TOTAL £234.99 

"So what's the point in having a 'wizzo processor if its no faster 

(Amiga Computing Jan/91) - and invalidates your guarantee 

Compatibility is excellent but no-one can guarantee every single program 
available, therefore if your purchase depends on a particular programr 
please ask us first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable SA.E if 
to be returned). Price subject to change without notice. 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, 

TYNE & WEAR, NE8 1RS ENGLAND 

TEL: (091) 4901919/4901975 

FAX: (091)4901918 

We welcome UK & Export trade 

Trade enquiries welcome - UK S Export 
VISA 

3%© 

Available on the Amiga NOW !! 

HARPOON 
Battleset #2 "North Atlantic Convoys" 

and a Scenario Editor 

Flight Simulations * Strategy - Sports Simulatior 
Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

LATEST U.S.A. RELEASES 
VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 

or send £2.50 for our Extensive CATALOGUE. 
Mail Order and Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard, High Street. Hampton Hill, Middx. TW12 IF 

Why buy an ordinary> sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR THE 

AMIGA 
* SOXG SEQUENCER 

* MIDI SEQLEXCER 

* VARIABLE DIGITAL DELAY 

* VARIABLE CUT BUFFER 

+ FI LL MULTITASKING 

* ” RECORDED SAMPLES 

it STATE OF THE ART TRUE STEREO CARTRIDGE 

* OVER 100 INTERACTSE FUNCTIONS 

* SIMPLE TO USE 77 TORIAL AXE) l SER Gl IDE 

it STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE: - Echo - Reverb - Hall 

- Voice Synthesis - Phaser and Vibrato 

it EXTENSIVE EDITING AXD LOOPING FACILITIES 

mw 
IlMCMtlONf 

UPGRADE AVAILABLE 

TO EXISTING USERS 

FOR ONLY 

£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

BROOKLANDS HOUSE 

BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 

GWENT NPS 2AA 

0291-690933/690901 

£34.99 
+ £1.50 POSTASD PACKING 
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BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 

A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 

12 WEEKS! 

NEW! Foster and best way to build 
muscles and strength without weights - 

EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN, 
Just 20 minutes daily tn the privacy of your 
home will develop on amazing physique, 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after years of exhaustive research, It is a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existonce. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS ( AMF}, PQ BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NES 1PD 

Yes! I worn to build musdes fast. Please rush me my FREE information pock! 

j Name ...*...*..**.. 

| Address . . ............. 

I 
I 

L 

. Postcode _,, *, 

(A stamp for reply appreciated) 
_J 

a Mouse 1 

Over 1300 Disks! 
No Frills PD Library 

Send 70p for Catalogue Disk 
Fast Reliable Service 

£1.00 per disk 50p Post & Packing 

Amiga Mouse 
182a High Street,Margate, Kent. 

Tel: 0843-228166 

. . , THE BEST AMIGA P.D. ONLY 99p PER DISK ^ ^ 

over 1,000 disks every one Guaranteed 

3 UP Jiii-EAST TfJIiiT OVSli, ALO£tQ MTJTil Filter CLii£J3 I£J5 Ci OJiJDjSU DJi L1Y&HY 

AN-001 Juggler ik Juggetfe + 
AN-01? El Gato (the Oil) 
AN-024 Stealthy M Ik Terminal + 
AN-025 Batman N Lue Night + 
AN-030 Puggs in Space 
AN-046 Shark + 
AN-051 At the Movies + 
AN-052 Juggler l( & Juggette H+ 
AN-058 Coyote It + + 
AN-059 Swiss F-16 Combat ++ 
AN-060 Stamp Collector + 
AN-064 Miss Ma'm'selle ++ 
AN-070 Basket Bull & Alice + 
AN-071 Stealthy, Aggressor, 

SSL + 
GA-001 Star Trek Game M2) 
GA-003 Number Fumhler 
GA-009 Eat Mine 
GA-011 3D Tennis + 
GA-014 Wet Beaver 
GA-032 Frantic Freddie 
GA-033 Castle of Doom 

Adventure 
GA-035 Slot Cars tk Amigo 

GA-036 Amigo ids Amoeba 
GA-037 Chess, Keversi & 

Paranoids 
GA-038 Monopoly ik 5 in a line 
GATM2 Battle Force 
GA-0-H Marble Slide* 

HeadGames 
GA-049 Pipeline <S; Missile 

Command 
GA-058 Paranoid 

(break out done) 
MD-006 Laurel * Hardy *2 
MD-008 Flash-Keep Busting 
MD-024 Amiga Chart 3 
MD-036 Miami Vice 
MD-057 Flash by Queen *1 
MD-075 Madonna Hanky Panky 
MD-090 Anthrax Future 

Synthetics 
MD-095 Pink Floyd The Wall 
MD-113 Subway Clapping World 
MD-135 Crusaders Does 

Genesis + 
MD-140 Optical Arts Synth 

Music 6 

MD-UI Optical Arts Synrh 
Music 7 

MD-146 /arch Music Collection 
3+ 

GD-001 Alcatraz Mega Demo *3 
GD-006 Gate Mega Demo II 
GD-007 Rebels Mega Demo II 
GD-012 Red Sector Mega 

Demo *2 
GD-019 Triangle Giga Demo IE 
GD-024 Flash Danish Know 

How 
GD-Q25 Brainstorm Mega 

Demo *2 
GD-029 Wizzcat Trash can 
GD-CJ31 Budbrain 11 
S5-0GH The Creep Show 
SS4X)9 Night Breed 
$£-015 Newtek Reel 3 + *2 
SSD17 Kylie Demo *2 
SS-019 Fraxion Divine Vision 

+ *2 
SS-021 Total Recall 
$S-02‘! Scream Queens *2 

SS-032 Probe Sequence 
SS-G36 Nasa Slide Show 
SS4J3"' Photo Montage t 
SS-038 Photo Montage II 
SS*039 Photo Montage Ell 
SS4HI Demons Slide Show 111 
LT-002 Dope Pcmo Maker 
UT-004 Bankn 
UT-013 Icon Mania 
LT-015 Flexibase 
LT-016 Ami base 
UT-017 Word Write 
L.T-019 Clerk + 
IT4J27 Uedit 
UT-029 Complete C Manual *3 
UT-041 Visicalc 
LT-043 C-Light 
LT-046 Utilities 01 (7 Utils) 
LT-OiH Soundtracker 2 3, 

2.4 & 2,5 
IT-055 Startrekker 1.2 + 
f1-062 The Master Virus Killer 
UT-063 North C Compiler VI,2 

AN = Animations GA "Games MD-Music Demos GD-Group Demos SS-Slidc Shows lTnl1tiIUies +=1 Meg ++-1,5 Meg. *2-2 Disks *3^3 Disks 

AMOS licenceware not P.D, 

£3.50 per disk 
FRED FISH 

disks 1 - 460 

EASY READ CATALOGUE 

TWO DISKS £1,00 
T-BAG 
disks 1 - 46 

*1.00 Postage & Packing to be added to all orders. 
Cheques & Postal Orders payable to UNIQUE COMPUTING. 

UNIQUE COMPUTING Dept APD. 114 Salters Road, Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon Tyne. NE3 3UP. Telephone 091-2847976 
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MEGA BLITZ! 
THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR AMIGA PD SOFTWARE 
THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR VAST LIBRARY 

UTILITIES 
POU 10 Word 

PDU 16 Air Tunnal Simulator 

PDU 23Fish#110 AS8K Asstmtf* 

PDU24 Fishtl 14C Docs 

PDU 26Fish#l33Corsoie Ha~a«r 

PDU27Fi&h#l3SC'©ajeowr- ouzz^s 
PDU 29 Fish# 14014' SBPt>0$2c$*$ 
PDU 31 Fish#l43 RIM QataiMu 
PDU 32 Fish# 144 Ana yt< 

PDU 38 Fish# 1 85Of*ca CBM IFF as* 
PDU 43 Fish#203 Ass*rrttf*f & C eg 

PDU44Fish#2l5M*ro© v*oomV2.Q 

PDU 4 & Fi sh# 210 Sc ^ t ca ator 
PDU46Fisb#2l3toon& 30C -feasors) 
PDU 51 Fish#219 Astronomy program 

PDU 52 F ish#52 A Z T#xt Editor 
PDU 60 Fish# 237 CLIpr^l 
PDU 70 Fish 193 K*yir«o Edsy 

PDU 72 SID VI 0G Th#|diMM<ls4util. 
PDU 74 C-Manua: 

PDU 78 File Archiver 
PDU 80 Fonts ano Sv'*aces 
PDU 81 DisKsa?ve ' 3 
PDU 02 Scale. te 
PDU 98 Celtics Demoma*©' 
PDU 99 Ham Radio u£ s Saws 
PDU 101 Menu Ma*e* 
PDU 102 La&e designer 

PDU 103 Icon-Mane' 

PDU T04 Icon-Man a 
PDU 105 Crossword Creator 

PDU 118 Various Ctl utils 

PDU 146Grocery+Video si ma*©- 

PDU 149 Icon Fun 
PDU 151 Fixdisk-dtsk rapa<rer 

PDU 164 Gamas Mj$*cCraatO' 

PDU 168 Vaccine-Boo sterfWutiiiAer) 
PDU 169 Gu 1CkBase Database 

PDU 171 Fish#315 D^aw-map 

PDU 175 F»shir28B Piotdata 2D 

PDU 185 ANC22 fExcelleniutds) 
PDU 186 Falcon Bootttoc* C r&ator 

PDU 189 BootbJock Copier 
PDU 194 Pman Virus KiUer 

PDU 198 Synchro Packer V4 6 

PDU 200 Virus Killer Pro V2.0 

PDU 207 Perfect Sound VI .93 
PDU 257 Fish#349 MED 

PDU 262 MED Modules 

DEMOS 
FDD 1 Anarchy Demo 

PDD3CultDemodisk 
PDD4 Deatti star Megadono(2 disks) 

PDD 7 Elvira Demo 

PDD 14 RAF Megaoemo(2 disks) 

P DD16 Rodoco p De mo 

PDD17SAE Demo# 12 
P D018 SAE Demo# 19 

PDD 19 SAE D«mo#2l 
PDD 20 SAE Demo#25 

PDD21SAE Demo#32 

PDD 31 Anarchy "Do hits obscene III" 
PDD 51 Hacktrick#1 Arsewipe 

PDD 52 Hacktrick#2Sma$hing day out 

PDDSSKefrens Megademo 8(2 disks) 

PDD 60 NttroAC Demos# 22 
PDD 62 North star Megademo#? 

PDD 70 Rebels Megademo 

PDD 71 Red Sector Demo 

PDD 72Red Sector Demodisk#4 
PDD 73 SAE Demos#23 

PDD 74 SAE Demos#36 
PDD 75 Scoop©* Demos 
FDD 76Scoop©x Megademo 

PDD 90 T rilogy Demos#4 

PDD 91 Trilogy M egade mo #1 

POD 93 TWI Demo+Virus killer 
PDD 94 Vortex Megademo 

PDD 96 Magnetic Fields Do mo# 36 
PDD 97 Predators Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 99 Semtex Megademo 
PDD 107 Bud brain | (2 disks) 

PDD 115 Magnetic Fields Demo#40 
PD0116 Magnetic Fields Demo#41 
PDO 130 Chubby Brown 

POO 131 Cnonics Demo 

PDD 132 Giants Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 134 Magnetic Fields Demo#45 

P DD 138 Page One Demo# 1 

PDD 139 Page One Demo#2 
PDD 140 Page One Demo#3 

PDD 141 Page One Demo#4 

PDD 145 SAE Demo#3l 

PDD 152 Flash*No Brain No Pam"(2) 

PDD 153 Billy Connally Demo(2 disks) 

PDD l60Hacktrick"Rave on" 

PDD 165 SAE Demc#35 
PDD 166 SAE Demo#39 
PDD 1 77Budbram II 

PDD 179 Gnomes Total Destruction 

PDD 180 DMOB Vectordemo 

PDD 186 Flash Demos#2 
PPD 209 Rutger Demodisk 

PDO 212 Space Pack#32 

ANIMATION 
PDA 9 Knight Animation(1 meg) 

PDA 12 Agarron Star Trek Anims 2 

PDA 13 Agairon Star Trek Anims 1 7 
PDA 14 Puggs m Space 

PDA 15 Meonwaiker Demo 

PDA 18 Miller Lite Advert 

PDA 31 Nude Girls Amm 

P D A 34 Bask© tbal l A n i m 

PDA 35BFPQ Slideshow(l8+) 

PDA 36 BFPO Sideshow#2(18+) 
PDA 3 7 Busy Bee Anim 

PDA 41 Dgiv ewer Slideshow 
PDA 42 Dragons Lair Demo 

PDA 44 French Hom(l meg) 

PDA 45 Monocycle A Sponscarfi meg) 
PDA 47 Holsten Pits Advert 
PDA 48 Magnum Jogger Anim 
PDA 49 Mayfair VoL23 no3(t8+) 
PDA 50 Mega Clean Show Vi. 7 

PDA 54 NASA Graphics 

PDA 56 Newtek Demobee f2)(imeg) 
PDA 57 Newtek Demo re© 3 (2 ' meg) 

PDA 58 Paradise Slideshow 

PDA61 Sabrina 

PDA 63 Space Amms( 1 meg 

PDA 65 Star Trek Anims 

PDA 68 Walker Demol V ^ 
PDA 69 Walker Demo 1 (Jmeg^osns 
PDA 70 Walker Demo2( 1 meg 
PDA 73 We sic oast Cracker#* «f* 

PDA 74 Bodeans Bordello#' i *3+) 
PDA 75 Bodeans Bordeld#4 ’0* 
PDA 76 Playboy^ 10+) 

PDA 77 Sam Fox(l8+) 

PDA 78Utop«a#1{l8+) 
PDA 79 The Final testacy#* 'ft* 

PDA 80 Walker Demo 2{2 meg 2 o s-s 
PDA 81 Ray Trace Art DBWRe-xse'.t 

PDA 86 Utopia#4(18+) 

PDA 89 Bodeans Borde(o#9 *&*; 
PDA 90 Bunsen Burner JetFgrwar 

PDA 92 D Landers Sa-fi S^ow# * 
PDA 93 D Landers Sc t S*w **Z 
PDA 95 Magioan/Jogger An ms 

PDA 97 M ke Tyson Knock©** ^ >- 
PDA 106 Back to the Future Urns 

PDA 108 Adams Family 
PDA 1 TO Bruce Lee Enter me 

PDA 11 Bruce Lee Sliders* 
PDA 112 DragonsLar II Demo 

PDA" 14 Neighbours Sideshow 

PDA 116 Terminator 

MUSIC 
RDM 2 Music invasion I 

PDM3Music Invasion II 

PDM 4 Music Invasion III 2 0 

PDM 5 MFl’Electnc GLIIV 
PDM 6 Winkers song(2d 

PDM 9 Rid© on time 4 s 

PDM 19 Bad-M Jae*so- 

PDM 20 Bat Dance 
PDM 27 DMOB Mega*"-^ 

PDM 28 Enemas U. sc 

PDM 30 Digital Concert i 

PDM 31 Digital Cone*" I 
PDM 33 Halloween Fo*ow Sgr 2 

PDM35Thmk were alone now-T *any 

PDM 36 Land of Confusion -Genesis 

PDM 38 Miami Vice Theme (4Osfcl) 
PDM 40MFlVange s Demo 

PDM 65 Digital Conee*: IV 
PDM 71 Noiseplayer V2 40 

PDM 72 Popeye meetstwBeat' doys 

PDM 80 Digital Concept VI 

PDM 82 Freddy Kr^ge* 

PDM 83 Kefrens Junetxii 

PDM 84 Madonna He - *y pa~ *y 

PDM 85 Miami V ce-C^oc^etsTheme 
PDM 87 RIP Eruption 

PDM 88 Stab Muse 

PDM 91 100 Most Reme*oe^edC64 tunes 

PDM 95 Hi-Fi Demo 

PDM 104 BassX#5 Power Remix 

RDM 105 BassX #6 Sydney Young Wood 

PDM 106 Betty Boo 

PDM t 09 Depeche Mode 

PDM 110 DMOB Music I 

PDM 111 DMOB Music II 

PDM * 12 DMOB Music fV(2 disks) 
PDM 117 Flash Goman (2 disks) 

PDM 118 Hacktnck loadsamoney1 

PDM 120 Laurel 6 Hardy (2 disks) 
PDM 125 Mr Food (2disk#) 
PDM 128 NASPV2 0 
PDM 131 Petshop Boys Remix# 1 

PDM 132 Petshop Boys Remix#2 
PDM 142 The Amiga Chart IH 

GAMES 
PDG i Star Trek-Final Frontier^disks) 
PDG 2 Star trek (3 diski,2 drives) 

PDG 5 Card 4 Board Games 
PDG *8 Mamie Slide 

PDG 19 Destination Moorpase 
PDG 2" Bo~g the Game (2 disks) 

PDG 26 T -eas- #e Search 

P0G3^ Mora 
PDG 32 Legend of Fargha.i 

PDG 33 Arcad a,' Breakout style game) 
PDG 34 Dynamte OiCk 

PDG 35 Pairh 

PDG 36 Snakes & ladders Reversi 

PDG 37 Supper Quiz 

CLIP ART 
Thera is a total of 10 disks In the clip 

art range.AH are in IFF Format A are 

ideal for DTP.There are loads of 

images to choose from,ranging from 
fancy border? 1o special occasions 

A Irom people 1o animals etc etc. 

WE ALSO STOCK 
AMOS DISKS 
Vanousdemo&musicand games 

MAGAZINE DISKS 
Amtga Format 4 Computing 

DOCUMENT DISKS 
Game Hmts.Soiuiions eic etc 

DISK PRICES 
1-9..Cl .50 
10-19.£1.25 
20+.£1.00 
FREE CATALOGUE ON DISK 

FREE PUP ON EVERY ORDER 

UK ONLY 
Please add 25p per disk tor 

Europe 50p per disk lor World 
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

please make cheques payable to ■ 
PD DIRECT 

tfn2r PACK1** JV£PACK2&'i && PACK3^ J5r PACK 4 PD DIRECT 
HOW TO ORDER:- 

^ 0782208228 
PD DIRECT DEPT AF 

1V1 UNn 3 
RAILWAY EWT, CENTRE 

SHELTON 
STOKE-ON-TRENT 

STAFFS.ST4-7SH 

FAX 0782 281506 

Home Buisness Pack 
Ths 8 disk pack contains 
Spreadsheet 
Word Processor 
Amiga Spell 

1 Memo-pad 
Snventoty 
Database tfette 
A must tor home aceouits! 

£10-00 incL 10 cao do* 

Demo Pack (10 disk pack) 
Buttw 1(2 disks), A 2 
Magnetic FMs #40 

f 0k3s #41 

M^aoemoi2 asks) 
“jggs #1 Space 

FAm 
Scoooex Megaoemc 
A great starter pack 

Cl 1-00 -c cas doi 

Music Pack (10 disk pack) 
Halloween (2 disks) 
Crypnc Ghdescope II 

Beal masters III 
J.M Jarre 
Noiseplayer V2.4 * Sample! 2) 
pTeddy Kruger 
Crockets Theme 

100 C64 tunes 

£11-00 mcJ 10 cap box 

Adult pack (10 ds* pack) 
Sabrina,Sam Fox (2 dsks) 
Bodeans BordWio #2 
Bodeans Bordet #3 
Bodeans iordeiio #10 
Bodeans Mowes 

West Coas’ Cracker 
BFPO ti BFPO #2 
Utopia #i 

£11-00 ltd .10 cap box 
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17 BIT SOFTWARE 
PO Box 97 Wakefield West Yorkshire WFl iXX 

Tel: (0924) 366982 Fax: (0924) 366982 

(look; new packs; look; new packs; look; new packs!) 

EDUCATIONAL 
PACK 

A 4 disk educational pack 
carefully selected from the 
Amos license ware series 
features COLOURING 

BOOK. ARCHANGLES 
MATHS, WORK AND 

PLAY. AND WORD 
FACTORY. Every program 

is of commercial standard 
and is ideal for children of 

any age 
Superb value at only 

£7.99 
This is essential P.D. 
at its very best!!!!!!! 

AMOS GAMES PACK 
A 4 disk games pack that 
should be at least £25 but 

brought to you for an 
amazing £7.99 

All games run without 
Amos and are probably the 
best P.D. games on offer at 

the moment. 
Features Pukado, Jigmania, 

Go Getter and Four Way 
Lines a superb puzzle game 

in the Pipemania mould. All 
disks are Amos license ware 
and are of a very' high stan¬ 

dard!!!! 

17-BIT DISK MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION OFFKR!!! 
17-Bits update is their key to success in the world of Public Domain. It offers 

the very latest in P.D. news every month and is packed with great utilities, 
music, and demo’s. Often copied but never bettered it’s your doorway to the 

fantastic world your Amiga can offer. 
Single issue tcurrently 181 £1.50 

5 issues for only £5.00 
12 issues fur the staggering amount of S 10.00 dess than Cl per disk) 

Ordering any one of those 3 very special offers opens you up to 17-Bit software 
as a fully fledged MEMBER with amazing software bargains, hardware offers 

and a range of P.D. heading for near on 2000. 
We are the oldest and best P.D. library and pride ourselves on an excellent 

speedy service. All orders dispatched within 24 hours by 1st class mail. Do 
your machine a favour and shove in an UPDATE. You won't regret it. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED!!!! 

17-BIT SOFTWARE 
TOP 10 

NO I Applet us I Meg 
NO 2 Nasa Slides 
NO 3 Peg Amin I Meg 
NO 4 Robooop Demo 
NO 5 MC Hammer Min 
NO 6 Master Virus 2 1 
NO 7 Games Galore 4 

NO 8 System Violation 
NO 9 Simpsons Demo 
NO 10 Maria Whinaker Slideshow 2 
_(Cher 18 s only)_ 

17BIT ARE OPEN 6 DAYS 4 WEEK MONDAY 
TO SATURDAY, 9.00 TO 8.00PM MONDAY TO 

THURSDAY AND 9.00 TO 5.00PM FRIDAY 
AND SATURDAY, ANY OTHER TIME OUR 

ANSWER MACHINE WILL TAKE YOUR CALL. 
WE TAKE ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

IN ELUDING SWITCH. MAKE CHEQUES 
AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 17-BIT 

SOFTWARE Tel: 0924 366982 

SOUNDTRACKER 
MODULES 

This pack contains about 
50 modules for use with all 

major music creation 
program e.g. Noisetracker, 
Protracker, Soundtracker 
etc, comes complete with 

Intuitracker, a replay 
routine that allows you to 
string together a Modules 

disk and play them back in 
any order. 

All modules are fine 
examples of Amiga MUSIC 

Amazing value at only 
£4.99 

ZY-F1 AMPLIFIER AND 

SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Amazing 3 way speaker system 

and built in amplifier that is 
tailor made for your machine, 
comes to you for a fabulous 

price of 
£34.95 

Transforms games into arcade 
soundalikes. and makes music 

throb with power. Do your 
Amiga a favour and plug it into 
a ZY-FI. the two were made for 

each other. 
Works from mains or batteries 

9V adaptor provided. 

WE ALSO STOCK 
FISH 1 TO 430 

AMICUS I TO 26 
AMIGAN1 TO 23 

T-BAG l TO 46 
WE ARE AISO THE ONLY DISTRIBUTORS OF NEWSFLASH (COMPILED BY M.J. BROWN) / 7-BIT THAT BIT BETTER 



If you're keen to make your pennies go further, then let PAT MCDONALD 

take you round the Bargain Basement world of PD games and utilities... 

RINGS OF ZON 
PD50FT 1247 

I haven’t seen anything like this for years. 

Rings of Zon is sort of like an arcade adven¬ 

ture, where you wander around a fortress, 

going down stairs, picking up objects and gen¬ 

erally being a fantasy hero. 

The system used is easy to pick up - you 

simply use the numeric keypad to move your 

character around, and objects are automatic 

cally picked up when you walk over them. 

Occasionally you need to swipe vegetation out 

of the way with the aid of your trusty club, in 

order to gam access to some of the more 

obstructed items. 

Objects to pick up include swipe potions 

(which you need in order to lash out), teleport 

potions, keys (to open locked doors) and life 

stones - these give some protection against 

the demons. 

Did I say demons? Each screen has a 

horde of these little nasties, The movement 

system reminds me a lot of the old, classic 

Daleks, where a set of monsters chases you 

around - you move, and then they move, you 

move and so on. 

The only difference is that in Rings of Zon 

you can run faster than the demons, so that 

with a bit of skillful keyboard work you can out- 

manoeuvrer demons and hopefully reach the 

next set of stairs. 

Rings of Zon isn't everybody's cup of tea 

(the graphics are quite small and the animation 

is non-existent). If you like fantasy games like 

the Ultima series you'll find this game quite 

challenging while being easy to pick up, Nice 

one George Broussard, 

Although this game ia graphically uninspir¬ 

ing, Rings of Zon does manag* to combine a 

couple of quite different game styles very 

well Indeed. 

Now let’s see *.« Looks like a door to me! 

Here s an excellent set of educational programs tar young children (or Indeed, anyone who has dif¬ 
ficulty with reading and writing), It comes on two disks and is an AMOS port by Potlysoft from the 
STOS original-I think. 

On disk one there are four programs. These are Shape, which is pretty simple - there are six 
windows on the screen. Inside these windows are shapes which have to be matched to each other 
to complete the game. Difficulty ranges from very simple (matching shapes are next to each other) 
to tricky where you actually have to guess. 

The next two programs are a bit less technical. One is a keyboard tutor, which helps teach the 
layout of the keyboard by asking you to press one key at a time, and the other is a clock program, 
to teach telling the time - the mouse is used totally tor this, selecting choices from the screen. 

Finally there Is Picture Fun, which helps to build up a vocabulary by showing a picture and 
asking the human operator to match the word to the shape. This can be placed in easy mode (just 
one choice) or difficult mode (where there are five choices). 

On the other disk are three programs. The first of these is a teaching exercise about money, 
prices, and how to tell the difference between different kinds of coins. Although all right in it s own 
way It’s not quite as intuitive as the other programs - if children do not know anything about the 
subject it will not teach them very much. For reinforcing what a child has already learnt, though, 
it's quite a good program. 

Seasons uses quite an original approach You select which season you want to study, and the 
computer plays a series of simple animations about each of them. After they have all displayed, 
the set of descriptions is shown and you can select to see each one. A very good way of teaching 
what words mean. 

To round off there's a mouse tutor 
program. This clearly betrays the pro¬ 
grams origins (it s an Atari mouse - big 
deal) but uses a simple system to teach 
people the skill of using a mouse. It uses 
various games Involving an on-screen 
mouse after some cheese. If It sounds 
simple, it isn't - it certainly put my 
mouse skills to the test. 

Seasons uses a very subtle teaching 

method - displaying the action and the 
word description. 
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Amiga/ST P.D. Library. Open 6 Days 9am - 9pm 

EMPDl STARTER PACK. A 3 <fcsfc collection of the most useful ulilrties mefuttef Word 

Processor. Text Editor Database Spreadsheet, etc 

EMPDL BUSINESS PACK A 4 dis* collection ol utiiitiu with the small business user 

I m mind. Includes Accounis/Stock Control etc 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK. A 2 disk set of the most useful utilities for home use 
TV GRAPHICS. A 2 disk set ol backgrounds and fonts for video enthusiasts 

VIDEO APPLICATIONS. A 2 disk set of video utilities to accompany TV Graphics 

SMOVIE A utility to dismay a text file on video m many ways 

FLEX! 8ASE. The most versatile database around 

DADDY KINS 7. Disk Salvage DFO-D-F1 Plus virus checkers and boot utilities 

DADDY KINS 6- Probably the only word processor disk you will ever need 

MASTER VIRUS KILLER. The latest and easiest to u$a Virus killer 

LEARN AND PLAY, A 2 disk set tor the younger members of the family 

STAR TREK TOBIAS RICHTER VERSION. 2 disks The very best version available 

STAR TREK NGTC. An excellent 2 disk trivia type game i Meg and 2 drives 

CHECKERS. The draughts game plus much more 

DRAGONS CAVE- A brilliant t 2 Meg game using (he 'Dungeon Master graphics 

FISH GAMES SET. A 5 d sk collection ot (ha best games from Fred Fish 

TBAG GAMES 1 disk with B Of the best games from the TBAG cdHecbon 

BILLY THE KID. 1 Meg 20 minute animation 

CHAOS HOCK, Brilliant 1 Meg demo from Brazzle Atkins 

CHAOS IN motion. Fantastic 2 disk demo from Black Dog Productions. 

K YLIE MINOGUE. A 2 disk demo of Kytle's best liked records 

STUDIO MUSIC Now a 13 disk set for the all in price Of £20 00 

ANARCHY SYSTEM VIOLATION. The latest and best demo from Anarchy 

THRASH DEMO A very good demo for alt the Thrash farts. 

AMAZING TUNES ■» An excellent 3 disk mu&c demo with many tunes 

WE ALSO STOCK ALL LICENCEWARE, FISH DISKS. TBAG ETC 

RIVERDENE PDL 
30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN. 

Tel: (0734) 4S2416 Fax: (0734) 451239 

DEMOS 
AF524 UP-FRONT 

AF566 AMAZE MUSIC 

AF614 DIGITAL CONCERT 6 

AF6 17 FRAXION HORROR 

AF664 100 CM TUNES 

AF6S6 SLEEPING BAG 

AF687 KEfRENS THE WALL 

AF69b BUDBRAINS If 

AFB45 SPACED OUT VOL I 

AFB46 HYSTERESIS 

AF649 STOLEN DATA 

AFS51 SLIPSTREAM DEMOS 

ART 
AF20 OUGHT 

AF346 BUSY BEE (1 MEG) 

AF40T FRACTALS 

AF629 STEALTHY II (1 MEG) 

AF630 M-CAD 

AF631 FAST CARS 

Af705 FUTURE VISIONS 

AF729 DBW RENDER 

AF847 GOREZONE HORROR 

GAMES 
AF104PACMAN87 

AF155 BLIZZARD 

AF512 TETRIX 

AF579 DRIP 

AF605 BtONtK H 

Af625 AUTOBAHN 300! 

AF626 TRAIN SET 

MUSIC 
AF1T4GMC 

AF609 MEDV3 

AF623 SOU NDTR ACKER V4 

AFB41 PRO TRACKER 

Affl42SLABYS MUSIC 

AFB43 NOISE PLAYER V2 4 

AF848 VISION MUSIC 

AF850 REFLECTIONS II 

BLANK 3*5“ 
KAO DISKS 

10 DISKS f6.00 

50 DISKS £24.50 

100 DISKS £45.00 

LANGUAGES 
AF15 68000 ASSEM 

AFT 12 PCQ PASCAL 

AF3B5 C & 69K SOURCE 

AF503 PD "C* 

AF545 AMOS USTtNGS 1 

AF560 AMOS LISTINGS 2 

AF544 AMOS VI.21 UPDATE 

UTILITIES 
AF87 WORD WRIGHT 

AF364 BANK N 

AF4S9 DOPE INTRO MAKER 

AF534 SCOOPEX UTMTIE5 

AF570 SKUNK'S UTILITIES 

AFfi 16 RIM DATABASE 

AF619 VISICALC 

AF520 D-COPY 

AF621 ESA UTILITIES 1 

AF632 A-GENE C1 MEG) 

AF70I FILE CRUNCHERS 

AF7G4 P-COPY HI 

AF644 GK5A UTILITIES 

AF6S2 CU UTILITIES 

ALL OUR DISKS ARE VIRUS FREE AND DESPATCHED BY FIRST CLASS POST ON 

DAY OF RECEIPT AT THE INCLUSIVE PRICE OF £2 50 PER DISK. 

SEND NOW FOR OUR DISK BASED CATALOGUE GIVING DETAILS OF OVER 2000 
DISKS INCLUDING LICENCE WARE STATING CLEARLY THE MAKE OF 

COMPUTER 

Cheques & P.O.'s payable to: 

E.M.P.D.L. | 
J DEPT, A I 

54 WATNALL ROAD, 
HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM, NG15 7LE, 

0602 630071 

WE ALSO STOCK THE COMPLETE AMOS PD LIBRARY & LICENCEWARE DISKS 

CHOOSE ANY 3 DISKS FOR ONLY £5.50 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE FIRST CUSS POSTAGE & PACKING 

FREE CATALOGUE ON DISK WITH ALL ORDERS 

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK 
(please state Atari ST or Amiga) 

when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL 
|^3| ACCESS AND VISA welcome g 
ExM WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP? IEEE 

Vally PD 
PO Box 15, Peterlee, _  
Co Durham. 
SK8 1NZ. Tel: 091 5871195. 1 Mg! Quality Amiga PD. 

fust a small selection of hundreds of titles in stock, 
for catalogue disk for fuller list of PD, only op inc 
Disks are only £1.10 for under 10 disks, for 10 disks 
over only 95p! Please add 50p p&p to total. You get 
FREE disk over 10? Please make cheques/PO's 
to ' Vally PD' or phone in vour Access or Visa 
(only 5 disks or over) for the quickest, cheapest, high 
quality service possible! Why pay more? 

Disks as low as 

95p 
for 10 disks 

or over! 

Now over 1400 disks in stock inc Fred Fish 1-460, T bag 1-46. the Amos Library & the Amos Licenceware as 
well as our own library ! All are priced the same except Amos Licencew are w hich w ill be £5-50! (standard price) 

Demos & Animations Music & Music Utils Business & Serious Games & Leisure Greatest Demos 
007,ig Kefrens Megademo VIII- Fab 

015 Cnoniei demos inc .Madonna' 

Ct7Suntrac*e?5il Heavy rock stuff 

091 Dragons Megademo gnat! 

096£>usaders8actena fabulous1 

032 Technofrorw: demo Amazing 

0*1 Pooeye rretti Geachboys FUrf 

0*7 Wrath of The Demon demo Fab' 

091 Puggs ifl Space Quite amusing 

112 Digital Concert vl Excellent' 

173/174 Dmob* great 2 disk self 

177 Bob Oozy Loads, of bod demos 

203 S»o$heam demos :ncfoJk**me 

gi 4 Crones NevenMve great1 

351 Avenge* Megademo good 

367Epic preview Feb game prewtiM 

487/468 Monty Python Lumberjack Song1 
518CruMders Space delena & more 

557/558 no Brain no pain 2 disk -set 

586 rvewiroT* mus^C do* Crazy1 

607 Total Retail demo Good1 

6T48uoorainE New, excel lent1 

639 Goto* x U1 mate FX met1 
6S* Ev dead demo Ths is weird1 

67*.'5 Laur * Hardy. Lonesome pme1 

709 fredd>e Kruger demo! 

717/8 Mr Food Hilarious15 drate1 

733/4 Horrpr Show 2 aisksr good1 

764 System violator from Anarchy1 

765 Hystcres-s Exte lent demo1 

aoe Simpsons demo amusing 

830TI m RyiTon Policemans oa '2, 

B64Prenomena interspace 3* sT 

@65 Beatmaster 800 state * tracks- 

900 Mag fields Spaced out 5 Greet! 

001 Juggler & Walking cat Selassies 

003 Probe demo Been on TV' 

004 vangeirs demo Superb demo'’ 

005 Enterprise leaves dock Great1 * 

011 Newton cradle 8 5 more Brill 

0l2The fejnAnim Fat? car chase " 

034Cool cougar demo Great'' 

050Walker demo 1 Great - 

051 Walker demo 2 Excellent! * 

055 CXI rab ray traced amml * 

058 Ghostpooi & Dnp Excel lent' * 

059 Meghan £ jogger Good' * 

370 Cofcur cycimg Neesltde1 

380 Bird an,ms Done n Sculpt 3D1 

409 Fractal flight Supers iMg ' 

411 Busy bee amm BmH ray traced * 

499 Basketball tong etc good* 

*93 Agatron arums F15, Star treftl 

608 Dragons Lair n (Timewarp) fab1 

695 winner Arsim Good tittle Amml* 

798 Superwoman an^m Ouite good * 

BS5 Zeus bust an»m Vfcrygood1" 

8S7AgatnDn17 Tvvok i Menchi* 

858Agat)ron24 Kui- & fcng pong1 

Slideshows 
044 Super Ham Can Stunning^ 

067 Dynamic hires Unbelievable1 

078.9 Agatron 6*8 Ray traced, fab' 

097 Rea 3d Mega ^ay trae ng1 

606 Agffifon 9 Latest Tob® Shde1 

710 Desen fsHrid Sf»de ictt-oFpies1 

774 Nik Williams no 2 Superb1 

775 n w Dynamic hires /flwotopper 

B66 Umboufghim Coumacfi Car pics1 

055 Flaati music Dance music disk1 

060100 64 tunes Brill disk, a must' 

113 Genesis Land of Confuscnl 

156SounotraCker Several versions1 

157/1 SB Loads of Tracker samp^s' fi 
190 Games music Creator Good1 

245 Mididisk Lots of symh progs,1 

246 FrSh 323- Case CZ editor' 

248 Amiga chart III Black Box elc 

317 Fish 300 Reattime pitch convl 

322 Periectsound sampler 8 samples 

42S TSft music 5 Technotroriic type 

483 'Mcfi c several evogs & rrndi1 

SIOBtfniog tndqaendence 2 Bn 

513 Depecne Modermstc Good 

53*Dmob 3 Amazing clear samples 

562 Dead dance thrash: Metal musici 

587 Amigadeus Moean on Amiga* 

589Ciassi* 2 Bach, Handel etc' 

599 Audio Mage Ah me Trackers 

60S 'Sr touts- music So*^ Fab tracks3 

6*2 Banging Raves music 2 Good' 

687 Madonna Hanky Party Good1 

705 Ousaders pwiy Genesis Bnilt 

761 Stereo evolution H Good d isk! 

763 Za»ch music 3. Another goodunl 

769 Prplc^ue music: 5 tracks1 

796/7 Power of lowe on 2 disks! 

901 Get wicked'Q*ygere remixes' 

803 Groove m the heart1 Dwce' 

854 Drg*tai Deoussy Mo*e classic®1 

863 Spec wdfcmers Disco * Anthra*' 

870JMed music prog Latest inc mid'1 

fish 356 Algorithms, midi program1 

Fish483 Kawai K4 editor + morel 

057 Chet Solace 26 utils on this disk 

117‘E0 TV graphics 4 disks for £3.50 

153Jazzbench Alternative wrench 

154 tonmania Great to m^te icons' 

271 fcm Database Good Database 

272He)(ibase Easy to use database 

273 Home utils wordwnght * morr 

274Anaiyt-caic Spreadsheet- 

270 uedit Wordctfocessor program' 

294 Amigafox ^bfdprocessor orog 

297F<sh 334 FBm Graphics convert 

303-305 Scanned clipart good' 3 

309-11 C Manual on 3 disks £2 85 

316 5b vl 6 Excellent d«r Utility' 

448 Fbwerpacker 2 3b- ExceW 

489 Graphics disk marry useful progs 

544Dcopy Good copy Utility d'Sk 

600 Afl4: Commodore 64 Emu-ato' 

601 Clerk Accounts type program * 

615Cuncrv1.0 Basic coro r 

616 Pascal comp^ seif comp : og1 
617 Mead Cad design progra- 

636Gigm Excellent ray Bear 

669 Master virus t iter Detects 1Q5: 

694 Biorhythms, StortfWt etc Good 

698 Exile fonts Great coiovea 'bnts 

720 Electrocad PCB oemo Good1 

805 North C vl 3 C Compi e' 

808-814 7 disks of cJ part oniy £6 S0‘ 

861 ST emulator & unities o-sk 

862 Spectrum emutitor & Ub-c es 

Ftsh 375 TextO'^s 9 2 Worpp'o-1 

Fisn 382 Messyoos & Cmssoos 

APD 83 Amos Ramt Good pamt ppg 

A?D 132 Family history database* 

0*3 Holy Gw Text adventure * 

368/9 Star Trek Bnilfidfek Great' 

424/5 team & play Fun for kids12 

426Artvgamen games pack. 1® 

451 Tem-S game Good shareware1 * 

514 Tieasu^e (siand fun toi kds? 

555 Amigarren £ D*D. Chess etc 

582 Castte of Doom Advgamei 

581 Rasehbieir More than 200 'eveis! 

58* Frantic Freddie Platform game! 

6i2MonopoY8 Cluedo goodi 

625 B* sard Shoot em up1 

696-30 Education pack 5 disks £4 50 

658 Starheet Shoot em up 

721 Bartieforce Strategy game1 

fl00>telp, Good little game' 

APD 62 Arcadia Great breakout! 

APD 05 Several + Snakes & Ladders! 

APD 96 Pair it Match the cards'* 

APD 97 Dynamite D Ck Great' 

APOi 10 Cross Fire Great k.«ds game 

APD135 Smon says & Space maths 

APD 148. Demolition mission Blitz!* 

Amos licenceware! 
LPD1 Colouring book pre school an 

LPD£ Arc Angel maths Maths fun> 

LPD4 Thingamaj.ig: Jigsaw puzzles1 

LPD5 Jungle Bungle Adventure! 

LPD6 Pukada 5 Scmws Good game 

LPD7 4 W&y Lynx Ruzzte g&rne* 

lpds latfohc a, pjey 3 educatiora' 

lPDIO Word Factory Spelling aid1 

ITO11 Go Getter Good game'* 

L9D12 Hypnotic lands Nice game!- 
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CUMBRIA'S LEADING P.D. SUPPLIER 
AMOS LICENCEWARE 

ZL1 
ZL2 
ZL4 
2L5 
ZL6 
ZL7 

£3 50 each per disk 
- Colouring book ZLS * 
* Arc Angel s Maths ZL9 ■ 
- Thfngimagic ZU O 
- Jungle Bungle ZL11 
- Pukady & Sprites ZL12 
-4 Way Lynx ZL13 

Work £ Ptay 
Amos Assembler 
- The Word Factory 
- Go-Getter 
■ Hypnotic Lands 
- Jig man La 

Over 18 s only 

AMIGA ADULT PACK 1 

10 DISKS FULL OF YOUR FAVOURITE 
MOUTH WATERING STUFF £10.00 + 

£1.15 p&p 

Other adult P.O, available' 
Catalogue disk of P.D & hardware + w p prog - send 4 x 22p stamps 

Catalogue disk of hardware Sw p prog - printed P D catalogue - send 6 » 22p stamps 

EDUCATION 
EDUi Learn & Play (2 
disks) 

DEMOS 
DBS Cal’s Compact Disk 1 
D8S Stealthy Animation 
D82 Joe Slideshow 2 
D8i $AE Demo Disk 25 
D?7 Hexagon Demo 

Disk 25 
D65 Jet Flight Demo 
D50 Bruce Lee Show 

(2 disks) 
D52 New Zealand 

Digishow 
D32 Popeye Meets The 

Beachboys 
D29 It's Obscene 3 
D42 Puggs in Space 

D53 Presidents Press 
Derm 

P54 Kyhe Pics & Music 
{2 disks) 

D51 Bernard Disk 1 
□67 Walking Legs Demo 
D71 Classic Demos 
GAMES 
Gi Pack 1 
G2 Boardgames 
621 Paranoid 
623 Train Set 
622 Puzzle Pro 
617 Marble Slide 
G14 Emerald Mine 3 
G12 Breakout 

WE WANT YOUR P.O. 
We will swap any 

PD, disk tor any P. D. 
not in our catalogue 

WORKBENCH P.D, 
Dept, AF9106, 

1 Buccieuch St., 
Barrow in Furness. 

Cumbria. 
LAM 1SJ, 

0229 473609 

ALL DISKS 

99. 
UNLESS STATED 

Carnage tor every i-io 
tasks is El 18 

Eitampie 7 d.sks . CMS 
20 disks * £2 36 

Prices subject to changeJ 
Offers while stocks last Ail 

prices roucJfi VAT An sates 
subject to our trade ^ 
trading Ail cheques payable 

to WORKBENCH P.0 

3.5* disks, pkt 10 only £3 00 + £1.18 

Rendale 8802 Genlock, original genuine 
complete new stock only £139,95 + 4,72 

WESTLANDS PD 
The Westland*. 14 Somerford Place. Willenhall. W Midlands WV13 3DT 

Tel: 0902 606728 

ALL THESE DISKS + MANY MORE FOR ONLY £1 EACH 

DEMOS 
DOt A Ommic* l»em*> 

IXW Monty 's Fish U *kv 

D028 Space Ace Demo 

D023 Dynamic Demo's 

DOll } MJarre ■ 

Definitive 

MUSIC 
DOOM Miller Lite Demo 
IXHO Clint Eastwood 

Demo 
D027 DMoh Demo 3 
DG13 Noiset nicker 

(2 disks} 
MU25 Reflections 1 

LTUJTIES 
l (105 202 utilities 

U0O4 Intro maker 

U019 Menumakcr 
UGCZ Jmncracker 
U003 Copiers 

Collection, 
U020 Armbase 

All disks are £1 + 60p postage & package per order. Please enclose 

ebeque/PX). made payable let WESTLANDS PD and send it to the 

above address or you can send an SAE or call us on 0902 606728 and 

ask for Sharon or Alex to order a FREE (yes, I said free!) catalogue. 

c. s. 
INTERNATIONAL PD 

THE NORTHWESTS BIGGEST PD LIBRARY 
33 Chapel Green Road, Hind l ey, Wigan, 
WN2 3LL. Tel: 0942 521577 gmm — 

O JiiSL 

PCS 200 Amazing Tunes II 1 disks 
PCS 210 Zerovrrus III 
PCS 215 ia22ber»ch 
PCS 21 6 Do the Bartman 
PCS 217 C4jght 
PCS 239 Baidance 
PCS 2S3 Iraq Demo 
PCS 230-235 Digi Concert 6 disks 
PCS 236-8 Budtxain 1 & 2 3d*sks 

PCU 193 A Rendar 
PCU 183 Comms drsk 
PCU 1032 N Comm vl 9 
PCU 1 043 MVK v2 
PCU 1 ! 56 Prim Dnvegener 
PCU 1202 Red Sec Dem Maker 

Also available from us: 

AMOS 
APO and ficenseware 

4 c $ This is only a small selection from our library. 
Catalogue dish available £1 00 

**4 v Modem users we will be gomq on line For more info please ring. 
PD prices are £2 00 UK £2 50 Europe and O 00 Rest of the world 

All prices Inc P6P Credit cards accepted with orders over £10. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

FRED FISH 467 
START FF467 

What's going on? A Ftsh disk with only two pro¬ 
grams on it? The reason is that om of these is 
in fact very impressive. AUhftof VXLNtf is the 
latest update of a long ruirang program put 
together by Alan Baxter, Tm Mooney, Rich 
Champeaux and Jim Miller 

Wiat it does, in theory rs very simple - it 
plots graphs. However, it wifi attempt to plot lit¬ 
erally any graph. It takes its data from a text 
file (which you set up with Notepad, for 
instance) and produces, from this, automata 
cafly scaled graphs. 

The documentation is extremely compre¬ 
hensive, and the program is powerful while 
being fairly easy to use. It can output graphs in 
IntroCAD, mCAD, IFF, Hewlett Packard 
Graphical Language (HPGL) and Postscript files 
for those lucky enough to own laser printers. It 
should satisfy those people who are continually 
asking me for a plotting program. 

The other program is a small Nico Francois 
utility. It's called PowerSnap, and once installed 
(there's a small installation program on the disk 
to take care of that) rt lets you paste charac¬ 
ters from one part of the screen into another 
part. Makes using the CL! a bit easier, and 
even works with some word processors - so 
tong as the text isn't too big. 

Mult i*P lot is a very powerful graph* plotter. 

Polynomials, lograrithmic, you name It - this 

will sort you out 

DEADLINE 
AMOS APD123 

This particular demo has been written by 
Shadow Software using the new TOME exten¬ 
sion to AMOS Basic, TOME is a set of 26 new 
commands, including a map designer to create 
games that are bigger than the screen and 
scroll around very smoothly. 

The theme of Deadline Is slightly novel. You 
take up the position up of an editor for an 
AMOS newsletter, unfortunately, though, a sud¬ 
den gust of wind has blown all of your com¬ 
puter gear, as well as your disks, all over the 
town's landscape. It all has to be collected in 
order for you to complete each level, 

To hinder you along the way are several 
types of low life. Muggers patrol the parks, as 
do rather vicious guard dogs. You can plant 
stop signs in front of these (to turn them away) 
and there are several shovels that you can use 
to dig holes to trap them. Alternatively you can 
do what I did - run away. 

The best fun is had when jumpng into the 
car and racing around the screen Ai n all it's a 
cute little demonstration of what wi probably 
prove to be be a popular AMOS extension. 
Most AMOS programs to date Iwe been 
based around one screen at a time 

HYPNOTIC LAND (1 MB) 
AMOS LPD12 

This Is on© of the better produced AMOS games that I've seen. The Idea is very simple - coloured 
balls come down tour conveyor belts towards you, and you have to put the balls into wooden bar¬ 
rels of the correct colours. 

The tricky bit is that sometimes the balls are on the wrong belt. You then have to put an arrow 
In front of it with the mouse to divert the ball onto an adjacent bell. Still sounds a bit simple? 

The fly in the ointment Ls a set of 
meanies who tly down the screen 
and drop arrows on the belts to foil 
your plans. Pressing the right 
mouse button will shoot them, but 
they move incredibly fast 

it doesn’t sound like much, but 
it's really fun lo play and incredibly 
addictive. The graphics and sound 
are very well executed, and it's a 
fun game that's hard to put down. 
Well done to Lin da soft, an Italian 
coding crew - more please. 

If you went a manic mouse game 

with hags of addiction, look no 

further than Hypnotic Land, 

CHAOS STRIKES 
BACK HELP 

SENLAC 

This one is quite useful for those who need 
some help with the game Chaos Strikes Back 
or it's prequel, Dungeon Master. The first nine 
levels of Chaos are mapped out - you can load 
the pictures into any suitable art package like 
the Deluxe Paint series, 

There's also a saved game for Dungeon 
Master, which gives you four characters of 
very respectable experience. The only real 
snag is, though, that to set up a suitable save 
disk is a bit tricky, and the documentation that 
tells you how to do this has to be either read 
from the CLI (or the Shell) or loaded into a 
word processor. 

There s quite a few other bits and pieces 
on the disk, for instance a spell-help screer 
The only problem is that to get the best out of 
this offering you really have to know how to 
use the CLI or Shell. 

Expect this one to be a bit delayed too - 
understand that Senlac are having the maps 
redrawn. They're accurate enough, just a tut 
difficult to read. Still, you wouldn't really want 
to cheat too much on a game like this, now 
would you? 

CONTACT LIST: 
17 BIT SOFTWARE *0 Bo* 97. Wakefield 
WF1 1XX. 092* 366982 
AMIGANUTS 160 Dal© Road. Hollybrook. 
Sounamplon SOI 60X. 0703 785680. 
AMOS PO 09*2 495261, PDSOFT, 1 Bryam 
Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Essex SSI 2YD. 
0702 612259, 
SENLAC SOFTWARE PD Unit 6. West Hill 
Arcade Georg© St, Hastings, East Sussex. 
T704 IBN* 0424 445498, 
START COMPUTER SYSTEMS 091 564 

1400 

TOP TEN UTILITIES 
17-BfT PD LIBRARY 

1. Master Virus Killer V2.1 894 
2, Sound FX Disk 885 
3 Trial and Error Utils 838 
4. Opti Utils 1 785 1 
5. Med V3.0 918 

778 
7, New Comms Disk 769 
8. Text Plus F366 1 
9. Loan Calc F375J 

| 10. Word Factory LPD10 

BITS N PIECES 
Last month I said that Senlac were producing a set of Licenseware Sculpt objects. Well I'm 
afraid I was wrong - these objects are ©dually commercial products. That is. the copyright of 
the objects belong with Senlac, but you can use them in your own animations so long as you 
credit Senlac. They are thinking of bringing out a Turbo Silver version ot the objects if anyone 
is at all interested... 

In Scandinavia, Teijo Kinnunen is 
busy working away on OctoMED, 
What he is doing Is rewriting his popu¬ 
lar music editor program lo use four 
or eight channels of sound. 

Its not going to be completed for 
some time yel, and there are rumours 
that Teijo is thinking of making It a 
commercial product. 

Although II I* nowhere near com¬ 

pleted, this picture clearly shows 

the eight-channel nature of the 

forthcoming OctoMED, 
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Public Dominator, Amiga Software - 
What is Public Domain? 

Rubric Domain Software e software lhat is allowed to be 
coped freely, since the authors have decided to share their 
programs with aB users. For Itns reason software can be 
grouped logether on disks which are sold at an equal price 
depending on how many you buy When you buy any of the 
disks on this page you may copy and give ihem lo anyone1 
Each disk has a code number which is denoted with the 
symbol - •- what foitows the code number ts a brief discretion 
of what is on the disk Al the programs are fiiy working and 
most come with dGcimenaion on the disk We wi also give as 
much support as is reasonable_ 

FONTS 
•PDOM53 Fouls' 12 fonts Slack Shfldow White Shadow. 
Avant Garde Palo AJco. Basel, Monaco. Piegnot. Aldous. Celtic. 
Geneva and Rangers A! ready to use DPamt compatible fonts 
*PDOM54 Fonts1 14 fonts Uneai Babbles Ham Copier 
Vancouver SanFran Future. Pnemere HoBywOOd Broadway 
Cametot Stenci Park Avenue and Los Angeles DPant 
compatbte 
■RDOM55 Fonts* * 14 fonts Santiago. Mcrosoli. Sikcon. 
Swansong Helvetica, Mahaltan, Bookman.Akashi, Times. Tiny, 
Boxie, Longt, Andover and Pea DPamt compatible. 
•F’SFFl - Fletcher Font Pack 1 contains 66 MULTI COLOURED 
FF fonts on 6 disks for E15.GQ AH fonts are suitable for DPamt 
or ary program that uses FF fonts 
•TBAG29 ShowFont V3-3 shows afl 256 characters m a 
given font 

APPLICATION 
•AMPi Home Business Pack UEdit I he easy to use 
wordprocessor Viacalc and VC 2 spreadsheets RIM and 
Jbase databases and Amiga Spell the spefl checker etc 3 
crisks only £750 
•FFI3HI95 ftAcro Emacs V310 the text editor which is very 
comprehensive 
•FFSH254 UEdit v2 5a the wordprocessor 
*FFf5H143 RtM V50 is a fully relational database 
■FFISH328 AnalytiCalc V24-Q1a is a full featured system for 
numerical analysis and reporting (a spreadsheet). 
■FFISH93 Dmo VI27 and MtcroEmacs V3.Bi the texl editors 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
•POOM416 NComm Vt9 comrxjTication& pro^am THE only 
dtsk you wi need got a modem'? Then this is you disk 
-POOM59 Ameiaur Radio Disk SiarTerm V3Q, P81 and 
P10272 packet terminal programs TA Term V5.Q. a HAM 
Database for the Amiga Amateur Rado Group. Morse Code, 
Safelite Tracking and loads of HAM ulirittos A must for serious 
HAM user 
•AMOJSI7 Aterm V72. VT-1O0 V2© VTek V231 Amiga 
Host VO 9 for CompuServe 
•APDC21 - Comm Vi34 Wombat V3Ol Handshake VI20a C- 
Kefmt 
•SLFDISK31 Star Term V30 fufl lealures terminal prog 
VT100 V20 Comm VI3. AHost VO 9 
•FAUG62 - Access V2 6 comma package 
•FAUG99 TAG the BBS 
* FFISH 172 Handshake V2i2a is a fiiy featured 
VT52 tOO 102/220 termral emulator 
* FFISH 27S VT1Q0 v29 include® Kermt and Xmooem _ 

| NEW AMIGA USERS 
•AMP4 Starter UtAty Pack This pack was compied with the 
new Amiga user m mmd. to enable them to gel just about al the 
utilities thai you may ever need, plus a wordprocessor and a 
database1 Each disk in the pack automatically takes you into 
the friendly Work Bench envirament, all the programs are bon 
driven and have any necessary documentation The pack 
includes The four mam fie compressors used on the Amiga 
ARC, LHARC Zoo and Power Packer, Dr Work the fnefxty 
eovrument that alows many of Ihe CU commands to be 
executed at the chck of your mouse, Text Reader allows you to 
execute texl on screen as a CU command using your mouse, 
DFC2 the mJti tasking disk copier AM I he AmgaDOS 
Replacement Project commands. Virus X the virus detec lor and 
destroyer. Icon Moister the excelent con editor Comm the 
commutations package, Mac hi) Ihe mouse accelerator. Disk 
Storage Deluxe displays information about <h$k drives. Disk 
Satv attempts to salvage data from damaged disks Hew Zap 
the sector editor Safe Boot the boot sector database and 
others Also JEdrl the wordprocessor, Antga Spell the spoi 
checker and dBase Ihe excelent database 
Alt this is available on 3 disks only from Public Dominator for the 
mega pnoe of £7 50! 

( UTILITY 
NOTE We have chosen the best desks with the latest versions 
of utites to festi*e n (Its advert however many more fries 
and utitbs are featured n these and other disks but are not 
detailed here FULL details are to be found on olr DiskCat for 
El 00 
Our DiskCat has a fast search option for ease of use. 
•FFISH366 PnntSludio VI2 print any text file in many styles, 
print part of or a whole picture, screen or window, ateo control 
printer and much more 
*FFISH362 ArchEdge VI5 a shefl setup for ARC ZOO, 
LHARC 
•TBAG3 - Disk Cal the disk cataloguer 
•TBAG4 DirUtil 5 the disk manager 
•TBAG8 - Biorhy1tini& the kfe cycles program, Blitz Fonts 
speeds up fonts 
*TBAG9 FastMom toggles on/off Expansion. FuncKey assign 
text to Fi FKJ Word Count the mjnbor of words m a file 
•T8AG10 - AutoPfc2 shows al t RC HAMl n rectory 

•TBAG13 StepRafo change step rate ol risk drive 
•TBAG16 - CU Wizard V12 mouse operated CU producer DfY 
demo with you own picture, text and sound Planet w* wrap a 
flat FF picture into a sphere 
•TBAG17 Database Wizard VII name fi address dai abase 
tor 400 records 
•TBAG18 - BIG is a screen magnifier DoTil V34 the directory 
utility 
•TBAG19 - Pyro a screen blanker shows a fireworks display 
•TBAG2Q Brush2»con turns a brush or picture nto an con 
•TBAG21 - VScreeen alow screens to be larger than the 
physscaf one also tots of wndow uWs WSze WMove. WMax 
•TBAG23 CrLnch2 archive a program but sti executable 
Hermit saves screen at keystroke using hot keys Pociier 
Animator 15 colours animated pointers ScroenX V2 2 
•TBAG24 - GbckDGS V204 directory lister QView V1.0 text 
file viewer 
•TBAG26 - Datsy Wheel FF picture file printer 
•TBAG30 - MyMenu create your own menu on WB to run any 
commands Icon Master Vt4 THE Icon editor Disk Storage 
Deluxe VI10 shows detaris Of ALL mounted devices. 
•TBAG38 MadSizer allows you to size a wndow from any 
corner Display V329 an amm dispiayor for ANtM 3,4 and 5, 
Hash and IFF all m any resolution 
•FFISH342 IE VI0 Is an con editor which can create and 
modify icons upto 640x200 pixels 
•PDOM278 LHARCa VO 99a data compression program I hat 
is Km oompaldle with MSDOS LHARCV113c 
•PDGM279 European Software Agency Lft*ty t Amiga 
ToolVI B, Boot Olntro VI0, BootGenerator V15, BootLeg V21, 
Character Edilor Vl O.Coder Board V4 0 Cosaque V11 DCopyi 
Deluxe Prosed V2Q. BlockV13, Font Ripper, Guru Maker V1Q. 
iSCAmiga vtS. Memory Searcher VlO. Menu Maker vtO. 
NolSetracker VlO. Power Utility V2.G, PowerPacker V2.3a 
PPMoreVI.2. Pseudo Ops Save fFE Scanner V2 O.Scroll Maker 
2. Seek Destroy VtO Seka Souce Rescuer StartupCoder 
y\0. Structure HunlerVtO, Time Cruncher VU TVField Writer 
VU Vector Check VlO Vew Bc»t VIOL Virus Expert VIA 
Virus Slayer VI0 VrusKJer V3K> 
-PDOM280 The Chanwos Total Ut*es Voi t Bool 
Generator, Bool Girl. Bootmaker, BootWnter Oaracler Editor 
Demo Maker DiskX v22. Fiasb Ripper Font Ripper, Guru Maker. 
Guru Master. Icon Masier. Make A Menu, NoiseTracker, Power 
Packer V2 3b, PPMoro PPShow.Sceneray Graphics Searcher 
SetKey Side Show Maker, Time Set Tristar Virus Klsr and 
T'FD 
•FF1SH163 Machl V24c features configu'aWe yo^ hed 
screefL mouse accelerator PopGLL Screen Blanker Mouse 
OFF SunMouse ( activates a window by placing mouse If Crick 
To Front Ibnng window to front by cricking on it). Cycle (move a 
window or screen to back with left them right mouse button 
crick), Window and Screen Shuffler, CLock, Alarm. Beeper etc 
•FAUG50 Shod Cut allows you to allocate text to a single koy 
stroke thus CU commands are easier lo type 
•PDOM141 - ICONS Draw Icons, Tool Icons and Disk cone 
Includes software to edit 
*PDOM276 Amrvtsion Utility Disk 4 Vrus X4 Zero Vrua Ki 
Da Virus3 PCopy VCheck. Sectorama FFomwit vti Pseudo 
Virus Killer 2 Bool mtro 
•PD0M300 The Master Virus Kief VI9 Recognises 105 
viruses, a full list is on our DiskCat 
•PDOM277 Dark Star Virus and Crunchers 2 BS9 KiMerX, 
KtiEm Lamer Destroyer Pseudo Ops Killer and Seek & 
Destroy vru$ kiors Byte Kier Crunch Master Data Cruncher 
DefJam Crjchpr Ouin FF Pics with shower DPamt Unpack. 
DragPack Flash Packer HOC. ISC Master Cruncfi Mega 
Crunch. Power Pack RSf Owcher and Stper Crwcher 
•TBAG31 ShoWtz V2 0 show ANY picture with or without a 
scrip!. 1 picture or several disks full also play a music file m the 
backgroiifx^, Also show text files in any colour* 
•FFISH 105 Record-Replay V20 allows you to record and 
play back mouse and keyboard sequences 
•PDOM62 The Rubric Dommator Anti Virus &9k Vnjs X V41, 
VCheck VL2 (for memory). VCheck V19 dor disk drives) 
ZeroVrus VI3 the hiy ntegrated wus detector and kier Also 
Boot&ock Champion the utity and information on boot blocks 
•PDOM93 -ARP v!3 The ArrpgaDOS Replacement Project 
includes text manual files 
•FFISH22B - Jazz Bench VG.8 is a multitasking WB 
replacemeni 
•FF1SH229 - Alarming Clock 
•FRSH246 NoCrick V3 6 stops drives cricking when no desk 
entered LabeiPnfit v2 5b ttek label printer 

•FFISH251 - DtskSaiv yt42 Disk Speed vIO test disk speed 
•FF1SH2B6 - FastDisk a disk Oplxmsar 
•FFISH290 - Xlcon execute CU commands from a serpt by 
crickng an con 
•FF0H338 ■ SID V106 is a very comprehensive drectory 
utility 
•PD0M304 - MessyDOS handles MSDOS formatted disks 
exactly the same way as you use tiles on native AmigaDOS 
disks Fiiy functional, read write verson 
•FFISH325 Batchman VU is a pro^am that allows the user 
to execute CU programs and batch fries amply by ricking on 
a gadget 
•FRSH304 - Verify VT2 Wales a drectory hierarchy reading al 
tiles, reporting any files that can t be entrely read 
•FF1SH243 knagaLab V2.2 is an IFF pictures manpjalor 
NoCrick V3 5 stops the disk drive clicking if there is no dlshm 
thedrive Password V12lp you specify the password for your 
systemsecunty Pcopy V20 the exceltenl disk copier SmGen 
adds a 2 or 4 colour picture to yotr WB screen 
•FFI3H360 - L*JCP VI060 An implementation of uucp for the 
Am*ga itdudmg mail and news 
•FFISH244 BBChampton V31 toad, save and analyze 
bool blocks Bootlnlro Vt 2 you specify The hoa<*ne text of upto 
44 characlers and the ijcroNing text of upto 300 
•FRSH279 MRBackup v3.3d the hard disk backup utility 
•FF1SH300 -TilleGen vl.6 excellent script language I hat 
creates scrorimg te*l on screen in any font and 14x0 500 lines 
tong* 
•FFlSH2t3 300 8 coicxx program icon®1 
•FFISH 168 & *FFiSHt69 - Matt D*on disk speciaJ includes 
loads of utities and soiree Coniig VIO, Dock VlO DMC 
Vl3lDMouse VU Backup V20L SUPLB, LlBREF DRES VIO. 
DASMV211FILES Vl2 SHELL V21 FlNDlT VIO, UBS VtO, 
SCATV10. ADDCR VlO RE MGR VlO & CMP VlOYou need 
both disks 
•FAUG41 ARC VO 2 compatible with MSDOS ARC V50 
•AMK^US22 - Printer Driver Generator V2 3 
♦FFSH258 DMouSt vl2 is a versatrie proyam that 
ncriidesscreenmouse blanker, auto window activator, rrxxiae 
accderatorjxipc* pop wmdow to front push to back etc 
•FFISH131 DFC is a disk copier thai muti'tasks 
•APDCiS ■ Icon utilities full of con files and creators Some 
animated1 
•APDC18 - Floppy Disk Utils Quick Copy VLO, Disk Mapper 
DiskSalvage. Virus check. System UWs Blitz VTO text editor 
TmneSeLACate calc trial or Arrcga Monitor VU MeM Grab fast 
memorYyabber Dtfectory Master VII 

EDUCATION 1 
•AMPS - Suitable for 8 s and over lealures 2 exceltenl map 
drawing programs choose the Earth coordinates & it will draw 
the map allowing you lo enter text and pont or save. Evo follows 
the Evolution of rife with skiis and maps etc Chemistry element 
periodic table simply rick on the chemical and a window 
appears showing every detail on that chemical nctodtng a 
picture of the crystal structue Unit conversion ts a program 
that allows you lo choose el types of unit ls. length, tme, 
weight speed etc and then do conversions and comparison® 
within them eg Feet to mibmetres a very comprehensive 
program. German Language wi teach the bases of the German 
langauge. Tutor is a speak and spell tutor Also includes Study 
Aid Card, Hermes Formula Cloud The Weather GEQ Iriro 
Gravity Snxialor Fux20 Gravity Well Ar Foil, Wave Maker 
and others A 5 disk pack tor f12 501 
•AkFB - A new 5 ctek educational rack exclusive to Pubic 
Domnator tt»s pack ts more sutabie for under 8 s CobinrQ 
Book a good cokxmg book for young children features 
excellent graphes Arc Angels Maths good malhs program for 
children that includes graphics to aid learning, Ttrnga Majig 
puzzle program with 24 puzzles to choose from. Work and 
Play. 3 excellent educational programs Funtimes table and Let s 
go shopping are 2 maths programs and Crick Clock teaches 
children to tel the t*ne Ths program Reqixes 1MB RAM The 
Word Faciory very good game envroment for teaching speJng 
A 5 disk pack for C16 501 

music 1 
•AMP 11 - 5 disk pack of Somx files & player for EI250! 
•AMP 23 5 disk pack of SoundTracker V3 fi files E12.501 
•PD0M281 OktWyzer VI1 the muse composer 
•PDQM285 GAME MUSIC CREATOR Supports MO 
* ROOM 299 MED V213 the music editor with MO 

Why Public 
Dominator for your 

PD software supply? 
I We have been trading in the field for 5 years so 
(unlike the msyonty of PD libraries) we know what s 
what when if comes to PD. this is proven with regular 
orders from every corner of the globe, 
2. Huge selechon from over 1300 disks! 
3, All disks Virus free! 
4 All disks copied with verify flag on 
5. Order by telephone or post with same day dspatch 
6. Pay by Visa Mastercard Cheque, PO or Cash 
7. Government orders welcome. 
8 Expert advice Got a question about our software? 
Telephone and ask for the Technical department 

For a reliable, fast and friendly 
expert service try us! The Seal of Reliability 



Public Domain, Licenseware, Shareware 
► ^OOM 378 Swanrtt oi Ste Moim* cotecton « 
^Tracker l Music Editor 2. None Tracker 2 and 2 t Oktatyrer 
z'axion Ripper In tu Tracker D<sk Master 3 
■ =OOM 406 - Tban0e 3532 Tracker Dssk VlQ fteee Tracker 

12. 20, Star Tnekker 1 Destny 7 neper Framer Rooer*tege 
3otrd Tracker 2.4. MUti Ripper 12 Sargon ■npper f6 Thanes 
-©per U Noise Rayer 3. Murtracker U Prcae* edtor No 
-oper Sample setetor. sound convertor_ 

GAMES 
Both our games packs are auto booting, menu Given very easy 
u use disk packs. 

•AMPfl Game Pack t Clue as e Qtedo Otheto Klondike 
Innhaid and Cnbdage. Backgammon Yaefotc T Vision 
UissteCommand Cosmo 2 and 30 Breakout Empire Gravity 

■VarsHanoi. Hockey. Biockoff Jackianc Otheto Master and 
racmai\A 3 disk pack tor £75CH 
■AMF22 - Game Pack 2 Amoeba space waders CosmoRads. 
Stone Age a Botider Dash type. Back Gammon, Chan Reaction. 
Master Mnd, Revera Black Jack OazyEighte Klondike Jig 
Saw. Keno Oaieks and RatmazeMonopoly and Escape From 
Jovi 
730 3 disks lor £7 50 
•PDOM283 - Caistp tOt Vtery tou^i space strategy game 
Oaieks 0.30 Pontoon PuzztO ano World end Zerg 2 
idventurea 
•PSLi - Space Blob a bfflvt platform cavern game 
•PSL2 - Mr Dig. help Mr Dig cotecl the apples and hi the 
monsters Requres 
-PSL3 - O-Sotd shoot blocks at the various random shapes 
secending on you. a Terns variant 
•P5L4 - Computer Contact exceleni ^eech and gratifies n tf*s 
at action arcade game1 
• ALPS * Jungle Btegfe Reteres *rB RAM £3 50 
•ALPS - Pukadu the game where you have to move me bug 
arowrt the screen eating the ttes as you go and Sprites 600 
*0f you to use n ytxr AMOS programs £5 50 
• ALP7 4 way Lynx the puzzle game Requires WC RAM 
£350. 
•ALPtl Go Getter Exoetenr game where you have to move 
your ba! around the carse by predating it the next nwnber n a 
senes wi be h^Di or lower exceient graphics and sound 
Requires tMB RAM £3 SO 
•AMUSE 13 - Bull Run an Amencan civil war strategy game and 
Gravity Attack a very good arcade game 
• AMU5E14 - Battle Mech a strategy war game between robots 
• AMUSE 15 Rocker a Lunar Lander type game Shva the game 
of Life Cycles is a Tron hght cycles type game 
•AMUSEI6 - Gravity Wars a space bathe game with brftant 
graphics, and Lam the adventure 
• AMUSE17 - Gosmocoids an asteroids game Tunnel Vision a 
jraphical maze game seen from within the maze Tndop 
nvaaon and 30 breakout that requires 30 glasses 
•AMUSE 19 - Conquest the inter stellar exploration game The 
game of LFE, Mile Stone the board game Monopoly and Trek 3 
a Star Trek battle sirrxiator 
■APDC3 - Monopoly BackGammon. Bnckoui Klondike 
•APDC4 Tumel Vision, Qtheto Carfie« Dogstar 
•APDC8 - Shanghai Utfit cycfe& Qthete Lfe3 Conquesi 
•FAUG1S - Tunnel Vision the great maze game 
•FAUG27 - Klondike the card game and Tndops the 3D planet 
defend gams 
•FAUG30 - Hack the advents© VlO € 
♦FAUG52 PACMAN87 
•FRSH194 - Mona V30 the angle player dungeon 
wTxJatpnadvemure game ** 
•FRSH273 - BattleRxce v3 61 gone 
•FFISH336 - Car V2 0 is a raeng game 
•FFISH357 - Empre V2 iw s a mjtpiayer game of exptoratpn 
■?conomcs and war 
•FFSSH62 - HACK the advents© 
•FFISH63 LARN the adventize 
•PDOM77 Paranoid (he breakout type game 
•PDOM90 - Terns1 *« 
♦PDOM79 & -PDOMBO a *PtX3M8i Star Trek 3 risk game 
by Twisted Images *4B E sternal Drive Required 
•PDOM215 & •PDOM216 The Star Trek 2 dsk game by 
AGATRON Excetent animated graptic game Britan! game play 
move about the shp nto a# the different departments werp 
speed around the toverse and battle with the enemy 
•PDOM233 - The Holy Grail Adventure Ik® Exceient 
•PD0M234 - The Golden Fleece Adventure 

GRAPHICS J 
Both our graphe packs are auto booting. Work Bench drwerv 
very easy to use dsk packs 
•AMP3 Graphcs Pack t Rof 30 a 30 rfrawng package VDra* 
a good parting prp^am RayTrace* MCAD the Computer Aided 
Design package That works m high resolution, phis unities 
convert PmiShop to FF Ciprt dp any part of the screen and 
save as an FF petve. HLAMEtki a HAM pctu'ie editor Wndow 
Print I wi print any selected window Show Pmt I wi Show 
and or prmt any FF pctire. Ushow and Autopc are 2 pchxe 
sbde showers Icon utitios Iconze (a wmdowl FF2lcon and 
BrushStoon converters FF2PCS wi take an FF picture and 
make it a puzzle. Fiber Pm the mage processing program for 
use with D«g View b-res B*W pict^e^ A 3 risk pack for £750 
•AMP21 Graphics Pack 2 MS£ the Mantel Brot Explorer D0W 
render the ray iracmg utity F8M the image manpJBtnn ibrary 
(see risk FFISH334 below for detadsl ST2FF convels Atar 
ST pictures to FF NGl alows you to read view and reforma* 
LBM petures Pop Cdburs change to cotour patehe on the go 
DPsfcte SeeiLBM Show ShowHAM the petue showers 
MACView drapiay and convert MAC pictures to FF HAMEdrtor 
FF2Exoc makes an FF pictire shcwab«e by a double dtofc of 
the mouse Some peftre pmters and icon utities Bruch2C and 
Bnsh2lcori convertors Also some ight syntheazers Vki 
Polygon and KaL A 3 disk pack for £750 
•FF15H359 - ABndge An vttorrn sohJton to Anm-5 
mcompaitabity problems Identifies the onpn of an Anm-5 N& 
and modrfies it to facitate easy exchange between AnMa^c 
Videoscape Anmaton Staton DPamt ■. FrttortvUIJ The 
Director SA4D Movx?2 0. Photon Rant 20 and Cei Anmator 
•AMUSE5 AGO Face Maker create faces m FF formal usng 
Deluxe P»it and the suppfced Face Ed V2 0 
•AMUSE 34 ■ 39 afferent poutersAJ absokrtsfy exceienr 
•FFISH334 FBM VOS rage Manpuahon ibrary Corrf3<rtt»e 
with Su\ GF FF PCX PBM bitmaps Can nput raw mages and 
output Postacnpt and Dabta Also does rectangtfar extracted 
density and contrast changes rotatOrt quantizabon, halftone 
grey scaing etc 
•PDOMH2 Greece utitie& Op Iti ShowPtmi i 
SnatchHamEoit Dissolve AutoPica Zaplcon. bnageTooto 
FiterPixJconM^er Startle FF to ton 
•f F1SH295 - MandeJ Mountains VII a Mandel Brot generator 

[ PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
•RDOM21I NORTHC Vl3 Steve Hawtins C 
Featurescomprier inker cksasserrrver examples and toote An 
exceterttCcontef tor the knpwtodgeable and tegmer akke 
■FFISHT71 - Sobozon C compiler 
•FFISHI93 ZC Vi 01C compiler 
•f FISH341 - P2C VU3 is a tool for translating Pascal programs 
into 0 
•FFISH351 - PD C V3 33 
•APDC25 Logo. XUp ModUar 2 MVP Forth 
•FFISHMO - Stoney Brook PROLOG v2 32 
•FFISHT41 Contauns the source code for PFlOLOG FFSH14G 
•f FlSHtBI AM XLfiP V2 0 of the XUsp mterpretor 
•FFE5H201 -Draco V12 the exce*ent programming language by 
Chne Gray Documentation on FF1SH77 
•FFISH37 Uttle Smaltak 
•FFISH9T The Adventure Def rution Language (ADU 
•FFtSH337 CManua) VlO s a COMPLETE C marxirt tor 
theAmga deludes 70 fiJy executable examotos 
•FRSH339 PCO Vile Pascal compter 
•FFISH347 Guay VlO Amga 0A3C Compter 
•POOM6C Media I compter 
•FFISH314 A68k v2 61 of the 68CXX3 macro ^semci^ 

DEMOS_ 
Demo cksks are probably the best- and i^ckest way to mrea 
yoiz tnends with the awesome power of you Amga With thar 
fantastic graphcs and abteds marry are tniy a WOW We 
fwe arxxQxiamateiy 600 demo d^ts w\ or cotechonr Fir too 
marry to show here RJ delate of al ou demo osks s mutttMi- 
on om &sk Based Catatogue orty EtQO_ 

New Disks 
-1 

We add dozens of efcsks every month to our catalogue * you 
haw some Pubic Domain cr Shareware software that w* do 
not then send it rt We wi swep any 2 of otr deks for each i tf 
yw# s pteaso check before sendng n software than we do no* 
akeady have if 

To order, simply quote the disk code number. 

Disk prices: 
all disks are pneed equally depending 

on how many you buy: 

1 to 5 are £3.00 each, 
6 to 10 are £2.75 each 

11 or more are £2.50 each 
All prices are fuly rdusive 

Please send a cheque or postal order 
payabie to Pubic Domnator AkJGA 

P O Box 801 Bishop's Storttord Herts. 
England CM23 3TZ 

Foreign Orders Al foreign orders must add 
10% (minimum El 001 Non EEC cournes 8 
Spain. Greece. Portugal. Eire & itafy MUST 

also add £175 for reg^tered post 

Otr DffikCst has I 
mdepth delate of al 

1300 dteks only £100 

rv 

j* 

Send an A5 Stamped 
SAEfora 

copy of oir printed 
catalogue Shows 

concise details of the 
top dsks 

Free withal orders 

Credit 
Card Hotline 

0279 757 692 
Mon-Sat 9am-5pm 

J 

Clip Art 
The fpiownyt 4 pecks of dp art are daks that are fled with 

black and tete rages that wqud be sutatte with al graphic 
and desktop putA^vig packages 

The krwom are oompiale and copyright free 

Clip It! Volume 1. £12.50! 
Hundreds ot ckp art images on 6 risks at if IFF format 

sutfabfe for DPatnt and PageSettor etc 
Subjects covered sports. flags, anrm&ls cartoons, humorous 

Xmas. Jewish, borders Hatoween Valentines, horses, eyes, 
alphabets, hands. 1930's trademarks, zodiac, cars & more. 

Here are some examples 

Clip It! Volume 2. £12.50! 
Hwriada ot dp art images on 5 disks aM m IFF format 

smatte for OPaint and Pagesetter etc. 
Sutyecfs covered men. women. Mummated 

crip It! Volume 3. £12.50! 
*k#*reKSs cte art #n«pisson 5 at m IFF format 

atxtatu9 for pPanf and Pagesetter etc. 
Si**acfs covered Frvt Herbs. Meat Arrows Special 

Otoswote k ■cnenUtenc^s Cups and Glasses, 
An Deco and Break fasts 
Hare are acme examples. 

Clip It! Volume 4. £12.50! 
Hundreds of ckp art images on 5 disks alt tn fFF format 

suitable for DPatnt and Pagesetter etc. 
Subjects covered More Art Deco. Babies. Boys 

Lots of humourous Vturrvnated A to Z. SoroNs. More 
yy ocasstons and Calligraphic Ornaments. 

Here are some examples 



P D. DISK PRICES DEMOS & ANIMATIONS GAMES DISKS UTILITIES DISKS MUSIC DISKS 

1 * 9 disks - £150 each 
10 -19 disks = £1.25 each 
20 or more - £1.00 each 

PLEASE NOTE: 

2 disk sets are charged as 2 
single disks. 3 disk sets as 3 

single disks, etc 

POSTAGE 
is included in the price 

if you live in the U K 
Europe add £1 50 to order 
Rest ot World aid C2 50 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
may be made using any 

Visa, Access or Mastercard 
on 

(0709) 829286 

A CATALOGUE DSK 
is available tree of charge To 

obtain yours, send us a 
stamped addressed 

envelope (9' * 0"). or ask for 
one with your order 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 
* - 1 meg needed 

(X) = 10 and ewer only 
(please state age) 

Figures in brackets refer to 
number of disks in set, 

WE ALSO STOCK 
FRED FISH DISKS 
AMOS P.D. DISKS 

& 
T.B.A.G. DISKS. 
ASK FOR THEM 

BY NAME) 

01 £ Space Ac* Demo 

085 Red Sector Megademo (2) 

089 Gymnast Animation * 
103 Wild Copper Demo 
107 RAF Megademo (2) 

127 NewTek Demo (2) * 

157 Goal Cougar Animation * 
i£i Kylie Minogue Demo (2) 
240 Puggs- in Space Cartoon 

261 Deathstar Megademo (2) 
280 Tree Frog Animation * 

288 The AMOS Demo 
298 Unicycte Animation * 
39ft NewTek Demo 3(2)* 
447 Micro Mi* Demo 
483 Elvira Demo 
49ft Showbiz Animation * 

568 Wings Animation 

646 Predators Megademo (2) 

711 A/cadia Megademo 

744 Red Sector Cetxt Demo 

747 Popeye Meets Beach boys 
762 The Run Animation * 

771 Congaman Animation * 
773 Shark Animation * 

62i Popeye Demo / Game 
825 Bud bra m Megademo (X)(2) 

863 Dragons Lair Demo * 

654 Bread/Home & Away Demo 

865 Coma Demo 
861 Rash Megademo (2) 
695 Trip To Mars 
897 Scoopex Mental Hangover 

903 Shadow of Beast 2 Demo 
906 Madonna Cartoon * 

944 Magnetic Field* CD Demo 
946 Subway Clapping Hand* 

947 Mars Flight Animation * 
954 Teenage Turtles Demo 
964 Operation Varkl 

045 Golden Reece Adventure 

117 Monopoly 

135 Ciaaac Boerd/Cerd Games 
172 Flaschbier Game 

195 Electro Train Set 

251 Blizzard 

314 Breakout Construction Set 
315 Return to Earth 

496 Holy Grail Adventure * 

496 Wanderer Gam a 
648 Star Trek (USA) (2) * 

680 Learn A Play (2) 

689 Eat Mine 

727 Star Trek (Richter) (2) 
766 Treasure Hurt (Age 6-10) 
623 Pseudo Cop Game 

957 Pipeline 
962 Dnp! 

987 Snekepit 
991 Jeopard * 

1004 Games Disk ft 

1084 S E.U.C K Games 

1113 Wei Beaver Games 
1230 Dragon Cave 

1245 Rings of Zon * 

1283 Sub Culture 

1408 APD59: Super Quiz 

1411 APOB2: Arcadia 
1434 APD85; Reversi t Snake* 

1445 APD96 Pair-lt 

1509 APD102; Chainsaw Death * 
1510 Pick Up A Puzzle (21 * 
1512 Pidure It (2) * 

1517 APD110; Crossfire* 
1520 APOIIS: Baiioonacy 

1528 APDiSO: Wooden Bail • 
1531 Simon Says/S pace Maths 

1532 APD137; Tile Trial- 
1533 The Jar* 

1539 Megaball * 

051 Vncaic Spreadsheet 

061 UEdit Word Processor 
110 Disk Utilities 

111 Grafix Utilities 1 
118 Grafix Utilities 2 

119 Amiga MCAD 

152 Virus Killers Disk 
180 Pageaener Clip Art 
210 ICOrtaf 

259 Ultimata Bootblack Coll (2) 
343 Infomaker 

346 TV Graphics (2) 
348 APDC 26 [Programming) 

353 ShoWz 2 0 
354 PowerPacker 2 2a 

380 PD Spectacular 

410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 

442 DPaint Fonts Daks (4) 

456 Chet Solace Extravaganza 
458 HAM Rad« SpeoaJ (5) 
496 ClekDOS (GU Helper) 

516 A£Sk Aaaembler/C Compiler 
536 Red Devil Compacting Uttis 

537 Red Devil Utilities Disk 3 
546 I con mania I 

571 Jez^bench 

580 Dope Intro Maker 
591 Business Card Maker 

595 Amateur Radio Disk 

632 MessyDOS 
633 Analytical 
642 C Manual 
643 SlDvl 06 

661 Programming Disk 

682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Applications (2) 

697 Graphics Management (2) 

901 THE Comm* Disk 
902 OED Text Editor 
950 Mercenary Virus Kilter* Disk 

NO PRICE INCREASE 
at 

it 

CraWJCM 
DEPT. AF, 145 EFFINGHAM STREET, ROTHERHAM. 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL 

022 Sound Alax 

044 Batdance Remix 

052 Awesome Sounds 
061 J M Jarre ■ Definitive 
166 Vang el >s * 

187 Crusader* Audio X 

237 Zee's Hip Hop Music Disk 
335 Girls Need Love 

398 Powerlords Power Musix 1 

407 CD Player * 

409 Crusader*: Freakd Out! 
424 Made m Heaven (2) 
497 Amiga Chart 5 

518 Bopus Pol upus 
534 Vision Music Masters 

552 Music invasion 3 (2) 
654 Powerlords Power Musix 2 

713 Flash! - Queen (2) 

722 Baa tm osier Club Mix 
724 Technotrome Remix 

746 Crusaders Bacteria 

824 Digital Concert V 
833 DJ Disco Leif 2 

85 7 900 I Oxygens Remix * 
866 Pan III Music Disk 

870 Bruno's Music Box 2 

910 Darkling Lords Music Disk 

914 Special Brothers Musk: 2 
922 Phalanx Beat box 

924 Gems Boy Music Disk * 
930 Rebellion 
935 Madonna; Hanky Panky 

941 Sound tracker Jukebox 

959 Scorpions : Eargasm II 
969 100 C64 Gamas Tunes 

970 The Comic Stnp Remix 

976 Scoopex Beast Sonix 
982 E A L: Get Up! 

986 Amaze : Revolutions 

993 PSA Muse Demodisk 1 
1026 Digital Concert VI 

1061 Captured Imagination 
1068 Exile Chipshop 

1077 Supenor Sounds VI,1 
1107 Stop Righl Now!* 

124 3 Chip Music Festival 

1248 LSD: Supreme Mu&ic 1 
1284 Cave: Synthetic Power 

1292 Crusaders Does Genesis 

1505 APQ98 Music 24 

1 &08 APD101: Auto Player VI 1 b 
1522 APQ120: Music Player * 
1527 APD 129 Music Demo 1 

R D PACKS 

8 disks for £10 
A great way for new Amiga 

owner* to check out what p d 

is all about Each pack 

contains 6 disks and is just 

CI O par peck! 

GAMES PACK 
37 Titles on 8 disk* including 

Asteroids. Tile*, Baity 2. Sys. 

Pool, YachtC, Invaders, 

H-Bali, Fruit Machine. Block 
Off. ShootOut Peter s 

Guest and many more! 

DEMOS RACK 
Some of ihe moat popular 

demos in (he library; Coma 
Wild Copper. Debit 90, EMn, 

Mental Hangover, Rebels 

Megademo 2, Pain la Just The 
Beginning and Popeye Meets 

Thu Beachboyst 

SOUNDTRACKER SPECIAL 
The great PD music maser 

plus instruments, songs, 

modules ropers and more! 
Make music or just have fun! 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 
A Suite Qrf programmes tor 

tooee who want to dabble in 

the serious »de Nag Bank’n, 
Journal, DBase Spread. 

Wordwnglu AmigaSpefl, 
inventory, MemoPad A more! 

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS 

966 BJoodaport 2 

1001 Station at Khem - (3) 

1008APD22. Fun School 3 Demo 
1033 At the Moves M 
1034 Stealthy i Animation * 

1043 Razor 1911 Vertical Insanity 
1053 Not 9 O Clock News 3 (2) 

1088 Epic Demo * 

1089 Not 9 aClock News 4 (2) * 
1092 Pharaoh Animation • 

1093 DRarnt 3 Demo (2) * 

1105 Chonics Neverwhara Demo 

It 10 Fractal Righl 

1188 Fillet The Fiah 

1190 Pussy : Innership 

1200 Raiders of Lost Ark Anim * 
1229 Bud bra in 2 

1231 Awesome Game Demo 
1235 KkJkboxer Demo 

1238 Evil Deed Demo (X) * 

1246 LSD; Comix Disk 1 
1256 Killing Game Show Demo 

1271 Legend of Billy The Kid * 

1275 Penguin Animations 
1280 Horizon: Steeping Bag 

1287 Wrath of the Demon Demo 

1400 APD51: We.rd Science 

1453 More Aer otoona * 

1474 System Violation Demo * 

1477 Ecstasy Demos * 
1507 APD100: AMOS Demo 2 

1516 AP0109: Weird Science 2 

1518 Panther us Megademo (2) * 
1524 APD124: Bob Maniacs* 

1525 APD125: Benson Demo 2 * 

1529 Armageddon Demo * 

1540 Amy vs Walker Anim * 

1541 Batman Animation * 

SLIDESHOWS 

078 Vallejo Fantasy Art (2) 
082 Ray-traced Pictures 
163 NASA Sideshow 

167 Digivew Slideshow 

171 Patrick Nagel Pictures 

185 Eschar Slideshow 

238 TV Sports Basketball 
282 Forgotten Realms 

617 Neighbours Slideshow 

725 Dtggy Piggys Slideshow (2) 

742 Madonna Slideshow 
767 Cmemaware Slideshow 
768 Action! 

814 Viz Slideshow 

831 Utopia Cartoon Slideshow 
863 Scream Queens (2) 

678 Sun Connection; Slide 3 
891 Creepehow 
899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2) * 
ft42 Garfield Slideshow 

968 Gorezone Slideshow (X) 
1044 Desert Island Slideshow 2 
1051 Total Recall Slideshow 
1062 Golems Gate Slideshow 

1073 Fraxion Fantasy Slideshow 
1082 Ann* Jones Slideshow 

1085 Come Slideshow (X) 

1103 Girls of Sports illustrated 
1210 Turtles Slideshow 

1211 Fractal Fantasy 

1232 *>mi Hendrrx Slideshow 

1242 Back to ihe Future 

1272 Nemesis; Prologue 
1277 Fraxion: Chvina Vieiona (2) * 
1279 Forgotten Realms 90 

1475 Nemesis: Chapter 1 (2) * 
1480 The Age of Slack 

1523 APD121; Nik Williams Demo 

UTILITIES DISKS 

1022 AMOS/RAMGS Update 1 21 
1023 Future Composer 

1058 Zero Virus V3 Q 

1071 Noiseplayar V3 0 
1078 Prophecy: FracteJ Scape 
1079 Prophecy: Coder Mag 1 
1095 Catalogue Workshop (2) 

1097 DTP Clip Art (2) 

1099 Video Graphics (4) 

1117 Genaeotogy * 
1198 Sound tracker V4 0 (2) 

1222 Picture Fomat Convertors 

1225 Hardware Projects Mag 
1226 ST Emulator 

1234 Tetra-Gopy 

1253 Red Devil Utilities 5 

1255 Opti Utilities 1 

1265 Cryptic Utilities 17 
1269 SpectraPamt 
1273 CUght 

1274 Star Trekker ^ 2 Muse Prog 

1286 Mandtebrot Generator i 85 * 
1294 Chaos A Fractal Programs 
1360 DKB Trace (Fish 397) 

1366 Fix Disk (Fish 403) 
1383 Menu Writer (Fish 420) 

1385 Art of Virus Kiting 

1432 APD83 AMOS Paint 

1450 New SuperKillers Disk 
1451 ElectraCAD 

1452 AmiBaaa 
1473 ARP 1 3 

1514 APD 1Q7 AMOS Progs 6 
1521 FS3 Sprite* (needs AMOS) * 
1534 MEDV3.0 

1535 Master Virus Kilter V2 0 

1536 North C VI 3 (packed) 
1537 North CV1 3 (unpacked) f2) 

ACCESSORIES 

3.5" BLANK DISKS 
10 FOR £4 99 

WITH DISK BOX £5 99 

50 FOR £2250 
W1THDSK BOX £26 50 

100 FOR £39.99 
WITH DISK BOX £44 99 

DISK BOXES 
FUP-TQP 

10 capaoty £1 49 

LOCKABLE 
40 capaoty £4 99 

50 capaoty . . £0 99 
80 capacity £7 99 
100 capaoty £9 99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mouse Mat £2 99 
Key board Cover £3 99 
Monitor Dover . £5 99 
Printer Cover £4.99 
Mouse House . £1 99 
Dnve Cleaning KJt £2 99 
Printer Cable £6 99 
Stereo Leads (2m) £2 99 
1,000 disk labels £12 50 

VHS Library Cases 
£6 99 tor 10 

HCRAZY JOE'S" LOGO 
T-SHIRTS (M / L / XL) 

White £3 9ft 

SWEAT SHtHTS (M / L / XL) 

White £0 99 

(PLEASE STATE SIZE) 



*? IT 

[ make Cheques / P.O.'s payable to ANDREW HAMILTON and SIMON GLEED 

GAMES DOMAIN P.D. 
GAMES PACK # 1 

American Star Trek, Lam, All Mew 
Star Trek, .lackland, Skylight. 

Kapolhello, Bouncer. WetMni, Blue 
Moon, Word Search 

GAMES PACK # 4 
Golden Fleece, The Holy Grail, Castle 

of Doom. Chess ¥2,0. Pacman 87, 
Retalialor, Sorry!, Light cycle*, Slot, 
Triclops, Tunnel Vision, Laser Strike 

GAMES PACK # 3 
Star Trek (3 disk digitised version), 
Computer Conflicts, Peter's Ouesl, 

Shoot Out, H Ball. Yacthc 

GAMES PACK # 5 
Cheap n' Cheerful, Return to Earth. 

Monopoly, Frantic Freddie, Train Set, 
Tron, Chess!, XFfre, Roll On, 

Tumblingtots 

Each 5 disk games pack costs €5.25 or £10.00 lor any 
two or £14.75 for three or all four only £19.50 incl P&P 

Please make cheques PC's payabte to; GAMES DOMAIN P.D. 
d order to; Games Domain P.D. 

22, Broadwater Crescent, 
Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG2 8EQ 

Overseas add EYO 
Mr pack PSP ★ 

AMIGA PD FROM ONLY 

GAMES 

BUSINESS 

MUSIC 

EDUCATION 

1 000‘s Of PD’s 
, updated every 

month 
xmi ir fmo 

DEMOS 

UTILS 
■ 

cataloc 
telep 

Ul i l v_ 

ue list, 
lone 

ANIMATION 

Catalogue 

Now while 
stocks last ■ 

disk only 

95P 
Inc. p6p 

Tel: 091 385 46Z2 
anytime 

KRYPTON COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
55 Rose Avenue, Fence Houses, Tyne & Wear, DH4 6JA 

A 

SHAREWARE asasiEiss 
and PUNJC DOMAIN c* - £ltS0 

(fhr Commodort AmiDO 
No VAT increase on PD Sharaware ^ 

urto Sdri. noo-ch 6tt>9di.k.-U7J«d, 
10 or mtre 0,50 tKh Fwp£ ir buxif* HI) ^ai imU rqw if J|*| 

Ch* nua aid. ] 0% ta tut*J far jx^ajijc mmutto \m it 

SCPTViLLE 
it a member td 
tie Awn'kiot 

gtf 

Send £1 for 110 page catalogue (refundable) or free with order 

These ere bnef deacnphona. (As to 
contain much more 

GAMES 
UGAkEt - COSMAHODS ROLL ERBAJ1L. 
ORBfT 3D a LADYBUQ 

UGAkf.2 - FLASCHBER. 250 VariK M 
UGAkf-3 - LWGO, BALLYMQHTWOfPiS 

SOF6B - CLASSIC cani/BomnS game• 
SOFTS - PACMAN. the m am* claw 
SOF1J7 * EMPFE GRAMMS HANOt me 

SQFW - QRAMkTTACK BUJJMt WORLD 

SOF396 - TSVAS. ■Avmri m itowgj 

SQFSOJ - (2dtoks FS/STAflTREK trMant PD 

version ffrneg; 2dmmsf 

SOF530-SkynghtW*m1 (not n37) 

FF357 - EMPWE new wwa 
game. Keyboard or modern 
FT347 - DRtparcade sty*e genu Gcxxt 

FF320 - AkeOkFQA mmfar to Ftoc* 

FT312 - CHANACHAL1ENGE. ahenpm game, 

MQONBASS kMvtr landm 

FF259 - Escape From Jo* 
nuitr-toveto 

PICTURES 
SOF20 * NASA DK3HVEW s 
SOFTS - SAM FOX SiDESr<M m her 

usual atMe of dreeef 

SOE9Q- Bone Valeric* FANTASY PCS 3 

SOFC8 - f*QE3 PlCTlRES. Smtocrn*i of 

good digrtieed p/cs 

SQFW - FANTASY ptchjrme torn* ere *u 

BEST you'i aonf 

SQFU9 * T>f ADYFNTIRE OONTfCFS 
shdsshow of the SpaceSterte 

SOfm - BARBARIAN imMm toJtus/]y 
drawn pictures 

FF196 - the aPectote BEST seemed pc * 
you'i ever see/ 

LANGUAGES 
FF35t-ftt,pMc*ym*t3utotmC 

complete system 

FF347 - CURSOR, 3peee AmqeBA&C 

compter 

FF340 - NORTHC. C mwromre Cwd on 

SoZCtOnC 

FF339 - PCQ.aMf confine PASCAL 

compter 

FF337 - CMANUAL carry**m C maria 4 
70 xnxce examples 

FF314 - A63K wrtOar^CC Conptsr 

complete, 

FF247 - ASSEMTOOLS MO routw tor 

POWERPACKER 
PROFESSIONAL 
The commercial land only 

legal) version of this 
fabulous compression 
utility from UGA. Faster 

more efficient and better 
than ever and available 

ONLY from us! 
£0. 20 * Cl POP 

peatef engines welcome) 

asemtley programmers. 

FFUQ - Stoneyfkook PROLOG - need* both 
disks (bokxd 

FFl4f - Dmk two of above 

SOF1Q4 - MODEL A2 compter conplem with 
documontakon 

SOF549 - ARP 13. complete with kM 

APDC25 - FORTH MODU.A2 USP A LOGO 

MUSIC A MIDI 
SOFK * MOLrtf *MX2. PANlZCZHOlCZL * 
DMCS MO songa 

SOFlt - Hunt^eds of new instruments for 
CZ synttu 

SOF262 - 2t*sks - Norne/Sowmekar a* 

FF349 - MFD VZ Muscat editor - very good 

CLASSIC 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
SOP3 - Fred the Baker Rose* Flower Step 

SOFT - THE FTHOBE shown on TV! 

SOF34 - ROCKER K AW AW AS. BERSERK 

SOE70 * 00#** SPROfNQL JUGGLER TLT 

SQF&t - EL QATO. RED BARON, itneg) 

SOF2B * 2 <Mk 2mmg verwen of toe 
W4LKS*&mo(£&) 

SOP254 - toug vervor WALK&l demo 

SOF256 - Hoc version at WALXER2. 

SOP4H ‘ PUGGS N SPACE, cute arwnahon 

SOP546 * FRACTAL FIGHT Omegf 

SOF4B7 - NEWT9< demo roeti, new 
production <2&ah&/dnve&, tmg £5) 

UTILITIES A TEXT 
HANDLERS 
FF375 - TEXTPLUS word processor 

FF32B - ANALYTCALC tor nwnenca/ 

araryse. rictodea apre&Jaheet etc 

SOF500 - 7&ek eat of CLP ART t£t5) 

FF3IS - AAfGAFO* Mud pmcawor wtto 

FT226 - JAZZBEHCH mJtr-taakng wtench 

FF2G - CALC aamrmkcjXxogrwnnwr calc 

AFOC23 - Word pnocauor 2 spot 

SOF ts - QE> ART CkSC tor p^esetler 

SOFT? - Ray Trrnmg Conetrucbon Set 

SOP21 * CL#3 ART DISK tor Ptyfeoetter 

PAULS - WOFUMHGHT word processor 

SOFJ23 - MCAD amga CAD ptopwn 

SOEW6 * UEDfT manpUale your Sob m 

SOF169 - Goamopdrtan FONTS tor Opart 

SOF170 - FANCY FONTS » above 

SOFf7t - PUBLISHERS FONTS n above 

SOFI72 - VARIOUS FONTS « above 

SOF191 - ARENDER v3, nyy trace package 

SOF240 * CHET SOLACE OGK 26 utktmj 

Hub we have t2 (kil of UQA utetms. tot at 

at those hard to get utkhee 

PLUS we slock the FULL 
RANGE of FRED FISH disks 
(currently to 430). APD.C. 
Slipped Disk. FAUG. TBag 
collections end ere EXCLUSIVE 
distributors of the famous United 
Oraphic Artists collection. 

SOFTViLLE COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES 

Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville. 
Hants P07 7XN 

Hi Tel: 0705 266509 Fax: 0705 251884 
v'*s* Callers Welcome 
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'Turn that stereo down! I can't hear myself thjnk!" 

But Dad, it's not the stereo. It's my Amiga. 

"Pull the other one, I wasn't born on the turnip truck in the 

last shower of rain yesterday." 

But it is. Look. There are all these music and animation 

demos available on PD. 

"My God! You're right! Where did you find these?" 

Well MAFF EVANS does a round-up in Amiga Format of 

the latest demos. 

"Let's have a look then." 

Despondent son hangs around in background as father 

takes over Amiga ... again! 

CAVE DEMO COLLECTION 
AMIGANUTS UNITED DISK 1009 

Just a basic collection of demos and Intros really! Most of them are pretty run-of-the-mill, but the 
Motion demo consists of some really wild Imagery and Is backed by some pretty heavy acid-dance 
music. Get on down! 

Anyone interested in collecting public domain 
demos will have heard of Eric Schwartz. Here 
we have some more collections of his off-beat 
cartoons, ranging from the near-famous 
Aerotoons featuring comic-book jets in amus¬ 
ing antics, to more unusual anims such as 
Juggefte II and Lafemght, 

Juggette continues the adventures of the 
sexy, robotic juggler herself, while Latenigbt is 
a sombre tale of insomnia. 

MORE CLASSY 
ANIMATIONS 2 

KBS DISK D59® 

Yes! Here we have some more of Steve's weird 
animations featuring that cartoon hero; Chuck! 
The clips range from Chuck taking a rofl in his 
own version of Top Gun to a cutesy animation 
based on the C64 game Creatures. 

I wonder if it will ever come out on the 
Amiga? If this animation is anything to go by it 
should look good anyway! 

SYNTHETIX MUSIC 
17 bit disk aee 

Once you have managed to sift your way 
through the standard Soundtracker PD songs 
that are on the disk, you will come across the 
powerful electro-beats of ‘Astroflighf. 

This particular piece of LFO-style heavy 
dance groove makes it well worth checking the 
disk out for. 
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OUR SERVICE IS A SHADE IMPRESSIVE 
(maybe a shade better than the rest!) 

LATEST ft GREATEST PD LIST 
CLASSIC MJftOS 
THESE DEMOS AKE R*COmm£«D *0* AM*Of* «(W TO TO 

B51 MlOAttMO MtfnBM w btmo d*kj (6 DISKS;- 
TOGG5 IN SPACE A Rrilwe cartoon cumg nt Eq Ex bettered 
KOQPEX MENTAL KANGCMI |m MuHc and yepMa 
COMA DEMO BCd drv togemtf with more grret demos ' 
RM CE»fT DfMO ter*e atm* **tP mt EtttE tnt music * 

TOMSOFT TVP JO MARS V*CW *4pr*C» wl*« ffiemf • 
FILLET THE FISH Mer to TOGG5 Out n* *1 ?o« stw Drill 
JNBtLAL DEjwO A gtnt X~nc to Show off »m< jrtet grso^-Cl 
F1AW0N HOWG* {Was eanw grow qtmo of r«s& saJT 

M 005 MAHO€* S KAET43 Want » 
M030 WGHAI. CONCET I Over * S Mr* E* m,**a *x*Af munc 

CMSADERS aACTBDA Kumnj found and yapf*ci 
MCwTROnS MUSIC «U04*nC£* «u *<■ not HiM w 
STAR TKEK 0Am£ Good yacradw^rt Bt« **rr ‘ meg 'fi erto 
BUZZARD Good hortEOrtotf SNOOt em up 

TO GAMES CCmfO Good wteflor « wcatr» and Brcaaout 

dwp wry wcJcy career t>p* fan* AjMoat comirafoa Quant*1 
137 THE TURN ard T«CJfy a coup* of good Dual* **** by 

Handel 
MARBLE SLIDE .A or» between Hpcmarva and Hiding Odens Great" 
SID A good iffiMty to rat GX hard *sa out of CU 
NBS SPEEDfiENCH a ffcte - ksedlftj ^orttbench, pim tome ftarcfr 
JWUtt 
AMWaSE a good d*t*q« Stort • Ak cataoaue -vow 
RAZOR TOOLWSK A cQfflpre*en»iW net of fltoed Utfi&W, Virus 
Riikrj, twr d*K ton Not aa tor npucti 
U£D(T Good Pubto Soma*' wocnaor 

DU* 
D 153 
D 1 BO 
D 1 BA 
P T«Q 
D 033 
DW1 
D 31S 
x no 

m 070 
Mira 
G 107 
G 109 
0113 
013* 

G139 
u aso 
vm 
oaas 
U E96 

L 933 
* CoiqpiiaNon Avis mhid* coma*n wNi Onnaa MRMlrlns 1 vt ammyi 

DEMOS 
D ns HQHZG* MEGADtMC 1 MlO ntuMi (M rmt Wed r*v Mr? 
0*45 THE SIMPSONS DEmO PTO*E* oqcm* CM r* rjOW1 
0 95T.fl T» MAXIMUM 0YSOTM i W&CS, 1 MiG N ^rtpne 
0 433/4 JtMi hEnDRIX SUOES Great *w- Dm *0t mci wto 
D 5701 TROH AHWATION (t meg 1 OCKS;■ Greatnrrtsaard .eon 
D 57* iltAQ DEMO- Anutnf arnmabon of wtiet *»t beer 
D Sft4 fAHTAVISlON DEMO (1 M£G) Wry wnprettMC fl*mo, 
D SI* DISCOVER* SHUTTLE ANIMATION (1 MIG). 
DSTO MORE CLASS* AN1m$ t (1 MEG) 
D597 MORE CLASS* ANImS 3ft MEG) and t*tn more of Die same 
D 6001 HORROR animS £1 MEG f DISKS, S DRIVES] traixRi eXctuff. good 
0 606/3 ROL1ERSALL (1 MEG. 9 DtSKS. 9 DRIVES) Artnw from Wtut Athnt 

MUSIC 
M BOO'IT 5AE AMA3NG TUNES CJ DISKS 1 ME®] Staxrb' itodtQDKf 
Mi3T CRUSADERS DOES GENESIS (t MCG) W. tob, great G£T TT!!1 
M t47 NNN nineteen Great It^nai (fti RoftiMstt 
M 649 AJQS SOUND DS* ►•aM wlcctor tor Via CMp muK » 
M657tSRlNT5 BLUE HOUSE (9 DfSCS: Fantaioc nuc farx dM> GET T 
V. 669 IRON MAIDEN B Good MOOan tong& *tt done 

imunis 
u 103 MASTER vmfi tLJii Haw mproMto irntm t*r* rtco^wb i ft4 
U B*7 EliCTROCAO DEMO (t «EG) QnM diapani deugn toot Nowxm 

demo 
UBB3 SUDESHOW CONSTRUCTION KIT Put you Of pt«* bn • rtdethow 
U199 GOLF SCORE A useful Kdt matm* ^ ntai or computer goIf 
U 603 ESSENRAl UTILITIES 10 uotioat put togetfMr to help with our make 

your omd compiiaoor aredc in upo*w 6 magttlTw K 5K>, 
ppwtrpachef. loot LW»r ww Erotn *np } Copter* 

U 605-6 DATABASE COLLECTION f « packed with database utfctie 

NBS COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 
To complete Mr service we row stock 
i considerable rttft of commercial 
games and fiber software All latest 
releases ie flock, pies maoy budget 

lilies* Iff it is not ie slock we 
will tell yoef 

We would ratker lose a sale 
tiiaa a evttoetr 

★ MOST PRICES 90% Off RRP* 

U 607S9 0€5i«ej<H COLLECTION Anractive worwxncn affematMl 

u 313 to U 390 CUPaRT ptSKS Pncflousiv »W d* «nen as a 90 <** «r 
same contend but urWi N© the fMtj are not ont* on* th*d to»’ 

GAMES 
G 158 TO GAMES COMP 9 Barecmecr. AuRnar:Batu San) «xl nwv 
G TAG vOEO TtNWS (1 mEG) *tat*Mjn of me pnfrtH tv Garnet 
G 161 STAC tsj k NtJf GC nCRatOn Don't buy 0m w rt poor 
g 1*9 »>RaPOO{«w6]GmMiDtiiiicwtwbvfm 
G 163 RINGS Of ZON Super gurtc *t»nrr*ur* monitor reccaeffi6hQad 
G 166 GAMES COMPO 1 10 ^ood hfa PD gvw, ncRWcCoM 
Gt« S(>^n T%jES TH* TO gam* fdu TMt nave *i rour coaKtwr’ 

LATEST Tf XT MAGAZINES 
1 091 f0Rn<aM£«5O^5.T0njPei,TDa3ClAClCEi5J0LW^ 
T 094 Disc 6. t 093 SENThAi 9 

FISH, T-SAG AND GLAMOUR 
wtnowhotdawiAdduDtpaSO The FISH aCKuABUm catadgue “aa pm 
updated to mdude a- the new asfc& Atnougr most of the pnoyana rt 
tocmcat mere « wn* games end anenabonj ntddcn w**m » 
guy** rec onvnand toeiung Etvouyi the catalogue dn* wiwtiilEAG 
(Me mo 46. 

GLAMOUR DtSKS we n*«e an attorn tnt»KPon at &+v dWi damai 
and pidQ Please remember tou n« to ncMJt a uysed ttaieime-* ■*> n 
you arc it oro*cr to obtar these tusks 

AMOS 
*c a* AMOS PC » Cl _M p«r ***_ T1«b 4 a t 

Hat of the wy bol of the new AMOS Ptibhc Dew 

A 100 
AH CR*k» DO NOT require AMOS tdtollP' 
(DEMO) Amos Demo 2 

A 102 (GAME) omntflw Death n mEG) 
A 103/4 (GAME) Pick Up A Puzzle (2 DISKS 1 MEG 
a iosa (GAME) Picture It (2 DISKS, t MEG) 
A 109 (DEMO) Sir* of Prey Picture Show 
A 110 (GAME,) Cross Rre (1 MEG) 
A 115 (GAME) SailoonecY (1 mEG) 
A 121 (GAME) Deadline (i MEG) 
A 1g4 (DEMO) Sob Marnacs by Syntex 
A 130 (GAME) The Wooden Bai (1 MEG) 
A 131 (DEMO) Armageddon Demo by Syntei 1 MEG 
A 139 (UT1U FAME* HISTORY DaIaSSE (IKK 
A 137 (GAME,) Tile TrRH 
A 135 (EDUC) SKTvon and Space Maths 
A 143 (DEmO) Cybernetics Demo £1 meg;' 
A 146 (GAME) Font Machine & Fnit CfLsh 

am ftiki coat o w, which atcMu eeMhbuhv to Si 

L 001 (ART)* Colouring Book (1 m£G) 
LOOS (EDUC)* Arc Angels Maths (1 mEG) 
L 004 (GAME)* TWngam^ig (1 MEG) 
LOOS (GAME)* Jur#e Bungle (1 MIG) 
L 006 (GAME) Pukado (1 MEG) 
L0Q7 (GAME) 4 Lynn (1 mEG) 
L 000 (EDUC)* and Play (1 MEG) 
L 009 (PROG) Amos Assembler 
L010 (coucr The word Factory ri mEG: 
L011 (GAME) Go-Getter (i MEG; 
1012 (GAME) Hypnobc Land : 1 mEG; 
L013 (GAME) jpgmanta :'i m£G: 
L 014 (EDUC)* Play It Safe (1 MEG) 
L 015 (GAME)* Shapes and Cotours £1 mEG 
L 016 (GAME) Revtfsi 9 (1 MEG) 
1017 (GAME) Dogfight £1 MEG) 
L078 (GAME) Touchstone (1 mEG) 
ML DISKS MAAKID 
L 501 LC10 Pono 

ARE PRIMARILY WRmfH FOR 
(MBS LICENSEWaRE) 

btrt « V«fT 

IE WORD SPREADS 
r arc Amiga itcri beginning t« 
Fvblic Domiir holds many fan 
■«, Rtilitie*, and Demos, but 
S is tbt tily fD Library to an. 
t a proven record of reliability 
ntfbe most of Ike compaoics 
kbf b these pages, we were 
year ago nod will be here io a 
iime!! Oer best customer kas 
A to os ao fewer than 13 times? 

WE ALSO SUPPLY 
THE FOLLOWING 

’X ac -jcmc* Sprig Boxes .Z&.25 
lOrniftmrChH .£1.25 

....Ofeh£3.30.Colour £5 75 
Black £4 95 

ENtam Ml I:: A nr t smetc £4 95 

4 : £«*4 > Wf 
.£89.91 

____£64 95 
Camm bsnB>wi_ £74 95 
!*8Har joytao £35 Q0 
kow mas soft, oeperd £2 65 
3f Jtta -x-ftrt »fv£l 00 
rsoc 

S00 to £3.001000 to 

inpaLflcoms.. £225 
Carwsoor PTOJOWflOC 
** »OC etfi Aito-flrc m 

KAO BULK MUHDCD DffKS SUPER! OtlALiTY?! 
*op each dHcoiims to w piui, 

LIHORapIMD disks (USUAiLY SONY) 
SOp tech dttcounti to SO ptui 

Af the Aik* we veil we u*e So the quaHty 

HAS to be good* 

all TOCES PfCUCf VAT. Pt£ASf GEMEMflOt 

dOPPOSfAGfPPOeDfJI 

£9 95 
..£TSM 

ORDERING DETAILS 

PHASE MAKE CHIQUF&/PO PAYAlLf TO MBS AMD SEND TO: 
MIS, lit GUNVILLE ROAD, 

NEWPORT, IfL| Of WIGHT PO10 SLH, 
TELEPHONE (09BJ) 329594 FAR (09B3) S91S99 
O f tou rwve a Credit card you can phone or tax your order 
to J6 remember to include 5Ge towards postage and 
pectorg to total order All orders tup to Steg) despatched by 

firs class post, pieast add 30p to recorded delivery 
All used postage ttamps donated to charity 

WE LOVE INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
AB orders -sent by Arr Mail For European orders please add 
25o per drsk World Orders add 50p per disk, international 
payments by Credit Card, Irttish Postal Orders, Eurocheque, 

any cheque with « UR cashing address, 
or even cash {Registered letter)- 

o PLEASE NOTE NEW PfUCI FOP 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

MBS PUBLIC DOMAIN__...it U 
AMOS PU«UC DOMAIN DESKS —Cl JO 
AMOS LJCENCEWaRI .... .X3.S0 

VfjA 

Price is per 
dish NOT 
per Title 

PC£a5£ REMEMBER TO ADD 60? PER ORDER 
TOWARDS POSTAGE AND PACKING. 

SPECIAL OfFERl ONI DESK FREE WTm EVERY 10 
ORDERED AND POSTAGE FREE 

NICE) MOftl DETAILS NBS PD UPDATE t G NOW AVAILABLE COMPLETE WITH SUPPLEMENT, Ttwt me*m ffiere 
are about 500 disks with full reviews! To obtain your copy just send a stamped, self addressed envelope (min size T 
x bm) and 50p, TTis is not jtdt a list of disks but a magaz.ne too We wanted to Stop it but our customers «>d NO! 

DO NOT JUST ORDER FROM US* ORDER SOME 
PD FROM OTHER COMPANIES TOO (WHETHER 
£3 DO Or down Id FREE*) WE KLEVf WE WJU 
PROVIDE THE BEST SONICHM 



AMIGANUTS UNITED 

169f DALE valley ROAD, HOLLYBRQQK, 
SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 60X 

Phone 0703 785680 MorvFri 10anv6pm 
Official UK distributors of 

the great MERLIN software from U.S.A. 

5S1 
576 
5*1 
640 
640 
TOO 
741 
Bl? 
83? 
830 
845 
006 
007 
910 
0H4 
931 
93? 
971 
1017 
1011 
1091 
1096 
1099 
1030 
1031 
103? 

S76 

877' 

89? 

ACC 1 

AU MEW 5tAB tREK. with outfenwa Ergfsft mgpwticr: 
EDUCATOM Meted w«t* Crop for Put rr.ikten 
S*D vi 06 Fmd t"e CU a slog' Then yol new cm Drog 
6 GAME & mctuOmg me Train Set A must for the tods 
0UD&SA N Two disA megsdemo Cfo* sdute ortyi 
£>-COpv vi Excellent cooler program fuli irstroctroris 
NortbC VI 3 Q* w3K*al -rterest to q users (5 disks • 
star TRE-k us version Good1 (1 wee nun) f£ dmes) 
TEXTPLUS £ EO Thu is w excellent PD wordoro &k *age 
C -UGH t n#y irac mg package A must for the arrrsr 
KEFRENS Excellent powermeny 6 fort designers a good utility 
D/NAMltl DICK Dig for treasure. avoid the bats' Good 
SNAKES 41 LADDERS GawE This -s a f"us( fof an ages 
PAIR-It An excellent educationa' game for the lexis 
GAMES Gefoiis,6oc-refar^Don-’'lor Snaht-STar Trek 
A GENE Gereafogy this <s me new V3 (1 Meg. mm; 
FRAXlOVS New rregaderno <The Wsf'4 irsgood1 
N€W WASTE? V BUS < UE4 v? &H4 T05 of the Dots* 
CHAOS ROCk a goes fractal ta-edascooe show (i Meg) 
miNHAHEAD A (n* , ^ Aq-eogg .ng game from the Gfores 
A7 rHE vOV'ES Tk’.n i arcrer good l Meg «thtvjDot 
STAR "t<. VIGADEWO 8, ’t3o» feeder ;£ >s*s -7 weg 
AN4MA* O. : S< *MaKI 37 6pm Tco*as fitter (1 Meg .; 
EmaaTORS hb inc 64, GKand Spectrum Easters or it 
GAm£ 5 SoaceDder ^rnmg - Sfasecu Fur for 61 ages1 
av ss** 3 Wust for fractal fans (3 tasks, 1 Meg} 

■" ■ LISTING B€lOw is FROM oufi LKEnCED£ONW€#CW, PROGRAMS 
OUZmA57|R Thmk you tncnv it air’ 'ftfefi now you car prove it With foil save and refoea 
'aci"ty ■ 4 oiavrs.: Good 
' ACROSS® DOWN CQfflPtaecrossword program (Jdisks; 

: Data disk numbers 2 and 3 available now for only iff 00 each) 
vaTCh wOftDS SeAre those crcftsworcfs-'anagrarris PMilyi 

"AfthRV' 

£4 OC 
£2 DO 
£2.00 
£2 00 
£3.00 
£2 50 
£5,00 
£4.00 
£2.00 
£2.00 
£2.50 
£2.00 
£2 00 
£2 00 
£2 00 
£2 00 
£1 50 
£2 00 
£t 50 
£2 00 
£T 50 
£3 00 
£t.5C 
£2 00 
£2 00 
£4 00 

£3 00 
£5 00 

£2 00 

£1 50 

0*8 

??0 

INTO COOING1 OR WANT TO LEARN* THE AMIGA CODERS CLUB IS FOR TW 
+ introductory issue to the famous Amiga Coders Club 
ACC DISKS ARE SACKED WITH SOURCE. HINTS,. TIPS FROM MANV OF THE WELL KNOWN CODERS 

THAT ARE ON THE AMIGA. SCENE TODAY WORTH COLLECTING! 
issues 5, 6. 7, 0, 0,10,11 now available (Disks are £3 00 Dtr issue} 

THE ACC BiRtHDAV ISSUE IE, (DUE FOR RELEASE 1? MATO IS A SPECIAL 
IT WILL COST YOU £3 00 A$ NOflMAL, BUT IT WILL BE A TWO DISK SET ' 

MPORTanT' The ACC Ckib is for those using DevDafc'Gefwn 
MOD PROCESSOR VT B by Steve Marshal! New additions include execute modules ardi or pics 
adjustable deture height width etc Will load P? crunched modules as -well1 An excellent utility £3.00 
C .MANUAL VS from the Amiga C Oub *s packed with hefo'adMce with samples of C code etc 
NQwflUfo'bdCfirg (On4dr5k5) £6.00 

IMPORTANT'1 The Amiga C CUb a for nose useg 'C assemblers 
AMIBASE PROFESSOiAt II is here* frocM vjiye for more* database mat has to be seen to 
bebtfieved 1 raegmrym^ £1000 

*“ *h® M.d‘ compflMtft. for egrt charnel Octamea * Miutjie npw A otfotasbrai budget music utitey for 
isforc ‘-*---- J - - alt muatc erthus«asts for oNv £1000 Europe £iS 00 rest of wid Asfc for Octamed * 

FREE W # FREE PROGS * fREE MEmSCRShiP - A THOUSAND DETAILED PROGS 
plus some games to play on the main catalogue dgk ti oo 

Pnces me bde ietim p*p - w% do ror accept credit cards 
The 10Q i update to cu main catalogue is available for £> 00 

r 1991 update contains only the LATEST additions to the library) 

The Lowest Priced Pd Library in the UK, 
This is available for MEMBERS ONLY, 

For the first 500, membership only 
£10.00, thereafter £15,00 

3rd BASE 
PD 

For non-members, disks 99p plus 50p P&P. 
Prices listed below for members only. 

Call now for details: 081311 0414 (ask for Tony) 

Disks Only 65p 
Blank disks, Jlp 

PSl' Supports 2 external 
drives.. .£45.99 
1.5Me$..J84,99 

4 Steg populated. .J215.99 
1 Meg hast txhird ,J94.99 

Send Cheques. Postal Orders 

payable to: 

3rd Bate PD. 
41 HaHequin Home, Kale 

Roid, Eritk Kent DA18 4BB 

We’ve got dust co^rs, 
labels, disk boxes, cleaning 

kits, chips, boot selectors, 

virus protectors, 2nd hand 

(tame* at silly prices 

PD 39p PER DISK 
OR FREE if you supply the disk! 

(This offer applies to members only) 
Why pay for your P.D. when you can get it absolutely FREE] Order as 

many titles as you want! You supply only the blank disk + return postage. 
Or if you prefer, we will use our own high quality branded disks for an 

amazing 39p per title. 4^ 
* New titles to choose from every month! 

* Massive discounts on other Amiga products! 

* New catalogue + Disk ■ Magazine FREE every month! 

* Members can even request titles that we don t have! 

Please send a SAE for FREE exciting details p4us membership application form. 

P.A.S. ENTERPRISES, AMIGA PD CLUB, 3 ST. JOHNS 
WALK, ST IVES, CORNWALL, TR26 2JJ, ENGLAND. 

C.L.S 
CANHAMS LEISURE SOFTWARE 
The only PD company to employ artists musicians and 

nD soft coders to write PD software 

★ FREE! PD disk of your choice with every order 

★ Spend over £10 (99p a disk) 

★ Fast & Reliable service 

★ SPECIAL OFFERS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

£1.50 a disk or over 10 99p each/all guaranteed/DI = diski/* = 1 meg only 
ACCESSORIES 

Meg Upgrades £29 99 
Meg Upgrades with dock £32 99 

Mouse Mats .£3 99 
3 " CEeaning Kits. ,,£2,99 

DISK BOXES 
40 Capacity 3.5". £4 50 
80 Capacity 3.5”.. .£6.99 
120 Capacity 3.5". .£9.99 

BLANK GUARANTEED DISKS 
10 Disks (boxed).,..... 
50 Disks {50+ disks ind 

.£4,99 

label si...... .,.£17.99 
100 Disks. £32.99 

BULK DISKS 29p EACH 
PLEASE PHONE * 

560 
627 
632 
634 
596 
549 
588 
582 
554 
574 

LATEST PD 
Robocop 3 demo 
iron Maiden Slideshow 
Scarecrow 
Adam's Family demo* 
Rebel s Candy Land £ 
Rebel's Megablast 
Slabby Music 
Pmk Floyd Oi D2 
MC Hammer 
Pei Shop Boys Maniacs 

ANIMATION SLIDESHOW 
199 BATMAN animation 

Bruce Lee 
Computer Films 
Creepsbow 
Fillet Fish 
Ghost Pool * 
INDIANA Jones ’ 
Madonna Animation 
Porky Pig 
Ugly Mug 
Showbiz 
Neighbours Slideshow 
Star Wars II’ 
Mike Tyson 
Roadrunner Cartoon 

646 Iraq Demo 
647 Turtles Slideshow Vctf 2 
56t Gulf Slideshow 
533 Madonna + Friends Slideshow 
460 Stealthy Two 
621 Garfield Slideshow 
518 Joker Slideshow 

465 
279 
497 
494 
498 
289 
444 
366 
479 
495 
360 
350 
160 
464 

MUSIC DEMOS 
449 Oo the Bart man 
337 Erasure Mix 
336 Kylie Made in Heaven 
336 Madonna Hanky Spankey 
211 Freddy Kruger Rap 

106 Heavy Metal 
361 Betty Boo 
501 Laurel and Hardy Di 
502 Laurel and Hardy D2 
459 Money For Nothing 
508 Madonna Rescues Me 
517 Genesis Land of Contusion 
521 Groove In The Heart 
511 Pump Up The Jam 
509 Suicidal Blonde D1/D2 
534 Bartman Music with anim 

DVD2 
598 Time Travellers Music 
546 Black Betty 
291 New Music Volume 1 
512 Hi-fi 
539 Black Box Di 02 
547 Crusaders Sweet Music 
179 Crusders Bacteria 
368 Crusaders Freak Gul 
434 Crusaders Hot-wired 
164 Crusaders Tunes 
315 Crusaders Audio-X 

UTILITIES 
362 57 Utilities 
469 Action Movie Maker 
359 C64 Emulator 
532 Spectrum Emulator 
506 ST Emulator 

377 Graphics Management Vol 1 
428 Midi Tool Kit 
448 Reaper Copier 
405 Sample Scanner 
503 Disk Magazine Designer 
576 Spreadsheet 
559 Dope Intro Maker 
578 Sid Workbench 1.06 
579 Label Designer 
580 Quickbase/Mail Management 
112 Soundtrackers Programme 

443 Sound Workshop 
68 Word Pro Plus 
631 Electric Train Set 
558 Tetra Copy 
426 Pumpy Copier 
277 Zero Virus Free 
592 T V Graphics Fonts 
4ii I S.S Clip art 
624 Cryptic Utilities 17 
536 Jazz Bench 
170 Perfect Sound 
425 Drive Select 
373 Sound Applications Vol 1 

485 Database Spreadsheet 
402 Simple Accounts 
537 Rotate 30 
599 Dark Side Utilities 

GAME S/PRODUCT 
DEMOS 

452 Bart Simpson Game 

001 Dungeon Master 3‘ 
41 Kick Oft 3 
490 Break Out Construction Kit 
492 Pacman 
493 Quiz Master 
649 Wheels of Fortune 
647 CIS Games Vol i 
446 Middle East Mania 
254 Mo nopoly Gluedo and othen 
290 Psuedo Cop 
457 Star Trek US Version D1. D2 
638 Xenon 3 
615 Eat Mine 
605 Frantic Freddy 
604 Castle of Doom 
602 Computer Conflict 
601 Agatron Games 
471 Werner 
367 WeltriK Game 
478 Tennis* 

ADULT GAMES AVAILABLE 
{STRICTLY OVER 

1 S'S ONLY) 
PLEASE CALL 

Send SAE for full PD Software list/STOP PRESS!! AMIGA SWAPPERS WANTED!!! 

Please make cheques payable to: Mark Canham, PO Box 7, Bietchley, Milton Keynes MK2 3YL (Tei; owe mo763 between 9am and 7pm 
POSTAGE: Free with every order over £6 otherwise please add £1.50 with every order) 
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NBPDL AMIGA PD 

WACKO J CUT IN WONDERLAND 
BATTLEFORCT 
DF.LCXE DRAW A SPRITEMASTER 
WORKBENCH HACKS 
TKI F BASK Uiiku^i 
IRAQ DEMO 
DEMO IE 
LAI TIE! A HARDY DEMO i nc fm . 
and two drived inquired) - disk set 
BILLY THE KID ANENIM I MEG 
GIRLS NEED IjOVE DESTINY “ 
PET SHOP BOYS MANIC RE MR 
PRACTK AL VIRI S KILLER 
BQQTBLOCK GENERATION DISK 

DRAGON'S CAVE 

KIOMX II THE CHALLENGE 

AMATEUR RADIO DISK 

^BANF SPREADSHEET 

X ROII, TEXT EDITOR 

ARMADA DEMO DISKMINDWARP 

MEGA 

KEERENS MEGA DEMO 7 

LIGHTENING CYCLE DEMO 
DEPECHE MODE RE-MIX 

JERRY LEE LEW IS DEMO 
XCOPY' III DISK COPIER 

MO BED SiORIlJ SPRITE EDITOR 

ALL PD DISKS £2,00 each. Om FREE with ten ordered, Your Vhoke 
includes VAT, post & packing Overseas please add SOp extra per disk for 
Air Mail. Commercial Software and Hardware available at very competitive 
prices. Catalogue on disk, ~op Cheques Postal Orders etc to "NBPDL'' 

FREE PD? 
RING FOR FRFF INFO PACK! 

Wll.AT HAVE YOU GOT TO LONE? 

0800 252 623 

Or (051-924 0200) 

(24 HOURS) 

Or Post Free To: 

UNBEATABLE PRICES* 
FREEPOST. LIVERPOOL. 1,23 OXH 

FREEPHONE 

l-C-P-U-G 
the Independent 

Commodore Products Users Group 
is the largest and most friendly 
computer club in the country 

* Over 700 disks of Amiga Public Domain Software entirely free 
to members - you supply blank disks and pay only for postage, 

* Superb 100'page magazine published every two months * 
keep up to date with latest Amiga hints and tips. Get the news 
from America first1 

* Meet other Amiga users at one of our many local groups which 
meet regularly all over the country. 

* Help and advice services - hardware or software problems can 
be quickly resolved 

+ Discount scheme makes purchases easier! Save money on 
hardware add-ons and software, 

* Subscription tor 1991 only £17.00 mduding £1 joining fee 
it Before requesting any software, please wait for your 

membership details to be sent to you 
* Overseas prices on application 
* Want to have a look before committing yourself? Back issues 

of the magazine from 1990 to alt at £2 each. 
* We support ALL Commodore machines with extensive 

software libraries and help services 

If you are seriously interested in using or programming your Amiga or 
indeed any Commodore Computer, then joining ICPUG is a musti 

for full detwis send a stamped addressed envelope to: 

ICPUG Membership Secretary, Jack F. Cohen. 
PO BOX 1309, LONDON N3 2UT 
Telephone081 *346 0050 after6.00pm 

A new angle in PD software III 

Now you can buy ALL YOLR PI) at one place. All the latest up 
to (late releases at some of the most competitive prices around. 

ANIMATION COLLECTION 
\ Bridge. The Hun, pugs tn Spate, 

Siarirck Manoeuvres*. Agatron iSo. 14 

HI SIM-.ss ( ULLhCI ION: 
RIM iReUtfurttal Database). Clerk. 

Attain nail * Spreadsheet. Wttrd 

Processor. 4 W#nrr fktfafonrs. 2 Spell 

Checkers, MCAD (Amiga CAD\ 

VIDEO PACK: 
Catalogue t 1 idea RecardsiCasscnes 

CD's}, Pnnti i Infities (Logging Video 

Cassettes L Lain-1 Prim. Databases eh 

ADULTS SET l 
5 Dhks fait of ‘Animations''. XXX 
ADULTS OSD 
ADULTS SET 1 
5 Disksfiill of *TftA iftrnn t" TOOT 
IA .AND 0% ER ONLY 
PROGRAMERS PACK: 
Forth. Modulo 2. tosp Pa,u aI. 

Am Am. North r * Manual ptfl 

AMOS PD PACK: 
AMOS Liftings i A 2 2 Pi t- H U 

of AMOS Programed 

HARD DISK VAt Kr 
SitJ VI A. HD l tthftei Lantkxlur 
Pawwtmt. I tv* * > 

PUZZLES PACK: 
Ptt::le Pro tJtesa* type jeiWj 
Ward Search 

r 

9 

® 

9 
9 
9 

BEGINNERS PACK: 
Cti Tutorial. Quick Copy. Virus X. 

Disk Master V3.D 

ARTISTS PACK: 
tm* Hav Trace. \RtnJer V3.0. 

Clipit, Driu.feDra». Shun Print II. 

FHiTrPa.Graphim Util tries Disk I 

CLIPART & FONTS PACK k 
Clipart Disk (Jar Pagesefter i, Fancy 

Fattn. Publisher Fimtx. Varfam Fanis 

Dink, Image Lab VZ— 

i LI PART & FONTS PAUK 2: 
CmmtQi h Clipart 1J ci 3. Flam ^ 
Disk 2. Cosmipolitan Fonts Disk 'v_.^ 

MUSIC COLLECTION: 
Beatles. Schim PfayerfTunes, Game* 

Music Creator. Trackff* Ollati;er 

SAMPLE FILES FOR ABOVE 
Sample Disks I to 14. AH different 

ami FULL of Sounds 

ADA ENT! RF PACK: 
Holy Grail, Gofden Fleece. Caxite 

of Doom, Return to Earth, World, 

CoiossaL Adventure Writer 

CARD & BOARD GAMES: 
Cfudo. Crihbagc, Monopoly, 

Mastermind 

KIDDIES PACK: 
Train Set (Gomel, Busy Bee A Tret 

frtrg Animation Games 

9 
5 

3S) 

© 
5 

o 

9 

ASTRONOMY PACK: mm 
Amigazer At Stare hart %im 

GAMES COLLECTION I: ^ 
Bliziard, China Challenge Hai* 
Base, Dnp. Escape from Ja% i Paar hJ 

CLASSIC GAMES COLLECTION: 
Packman. Spat e In s utter * Y/r e Cars. C ^ 

Fiaschiher (BouMrrda th Chme i ^ 

Mission Command 

DEMO PACK k 
Juggetie, Juggler, Unuyitr Crypts ^ 
Burners. Roger Dean Midrib.** 

DEMO PACK 2: 
Anarchy, Awesome Preview. Coal 

Endue, CryptoBurntrs 2 Hypmms 

l riLlTIES PACK I: 
Chet Solace Disk - 2* Unimex. Duk 

Master V 30. DariStar Utils 2J A 4 

UTILITIES V \i K 2: 
OpH Utilities, Up d Runm*. 

Disk ImM Printer b hat Leer 

Next, Rastan Utilities 2 

UTILITIES PAt K J: 
DiskMupper on MSPQS A 

ST Lister. Pnniet On > rr GeovnUor 
17J. My Menu. Ssuhe. * 
DFC iMfTafking t t*pre/ > 

PHONE FOR fUL PD LISTINGS 
AND NEW KEI F \NLS 

.R 
Hi 

® 
D 

PD S<jft*arf listed ah 

— Prices are as listed 4. 

• e ts supplied on various tfiuiittiiies of disks (as shown beltm i 

\d PER SET hut please remember to add ftOp p&p per order - 

2 iiisk P4,98^ 
PA( K £1! 

M)iskf>0 37^ 
PACK £2 PACK £3 

5 DISK 
pai k £4 .95 

5 DISKS £4- EACH 

Simply phone your order through or semi a cheque or postal order Please add (d)p to aner post and packing. 

PUBLIC Ob=5 

A M G L I A PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

Anglia Hogs? 115 Ranelagti Road Fel^stowe SutotH IP11 THU 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

THE AGE OF SLACK 
CRAZY JOE’S PD DISK 1480 

1 MEG REQUIRED 

This is a strange demo put together by coding 
team Black Dog Productions. The disk features 
tourist-type scenes and religious artifacts from 
ancient Egypt, but seen from a rather different 
point of view. The diverse combination of 
strange fades, surreal wipes and somewhat 
psychedelic colour palettes add an intriguing 
new quality to the majestic desert architecture. 

The result is quite a bit more interesting 
than your standard Thomas Cook or Lunn Poly 
{‘get away') brochure shots of sand, sun and 
more sand. In fact for any wild-eyed trip out 
fans that check the disk out may have their 
whole perspective of sunny desert holidays 
completely changed for ever! 

CHARLES DANCE 
MUSIC 

PD SOFT DISK 1348 

In yet another collection of dance beats, 
Charles Meyer places two new crazy tracks on 
a disk alongside the already released 71 Hz 

Overload'. The new songs, ‘Zaphod Access 
3721' and 'Terror at Cycle 22V combine heavy 
drum breaks and wild acid riffs to produce 
some great music which rivals some of the 
recent club hits.This groove is a definite choice 
for serious ravers everywhere. 

ARN1E 
TOTAL’ DEMOS 

17 BIT DISKS 868, 869, 970, 871 

Each of these disks contains a lengthy sample 
which is loaded from disk as it plays. Listeners 
of Steve Wight's Radio Show will know these 
clips which feature spoofs on Total Recall with 
Arnie using his violent persona in various situa¬ 
tions, such as appearing in court, having his 
hair styled or getting his car re sprayed. 

Now you can listen to all the sketches with¬ 
out having to listen to Radio One all the time! 

NEMESIS - COMIC ON A DISK 
CRAZY JOE’S PD PROLOGUE - DJSK 1272 CHAPTER ONE - DISKS 1475 (A AND B) ONE MEG 

REQUIRED 

All you one Meg users are in for a real treat with this one. How many times have you got hold of PD 
comic demos only to he disappointed with the sketchily drawn graphics, the crap, unfunny gags 
and lewd picture? Well now those days have gone! Nemesis la a superbly designed 2000 AD-style 
comic strip which blends various influences, Including Terminator, the classic sci-fi film The 
Terminal Man and the Max Headroom movie to create a powerful, futuristic science-fiction story 
with superbly drawn, ominous visuals and a stirring, moody soundtrack. For all serious science- 
fiction aficionados. Cyberpunk fans and comic-collectors (his is an absolute must! 

MYSTERONS 
SOUNDS DISK 

17 BIT DISK 885 

Not so much of an Amiga demo as a demo in 
humour. The disk makes a departure from the 
usual flying BOBs, cycling, copper back¬ 
grounds, scrolly messages and Soundtracker 
tunes usually found in PD Demos and plumps 
for a disk containing some well sampled noises 
and effects. These range from standard bangs, 
pings and electro-noises to some more ridicu¬ 
lous boings and whoops. 

The player appears courtesy of Peter 
Norman, the man behind the superb 
Audiomaster and Audio Engineer sampling sys¬ 
tems. What the hell is Elvira doing here though? 

I once thought that perhaps I was about 

God.'* ttork, killing devils, but they bleed 

_ all loo human!y for that.,._F^— 

The rvcle is eternal; darknevs, then The cycle is eternal: darkness, then 
awakening to the city, talking a short way 
until t find the victim, then simple, sudden 

death from the pin in my pocket. 

I must have 
led a very 

i evil life. i 

Patrol "r 
to base. 

All quiet? What 
jibaut this. >er tt? 
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PD 80p 
Minimum purchase only 5 disks. 
Write for free detailed catalogue 
which is updated every month 
_with all the latest PD._ 

BLANK DISKS 4Op INC LABELS" 

Write to: 
SWD PD, 27 AxweU Terrace, Swalwell, 

Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE16 3JS 

AND BE IN WITH A CHANCE TO 
WIN SOME PD! 

LOAD CREST PD 
1 - 9 DISKS £1.50 per disk 10 * 10 DISKS £1,25 per disk 20 + DISKS £1.00 per disk 

Post free in U.K. SAE for free printed list of titles. 

Special Offer {Man cw«r only): 
Mr Great's Super Utility Disk - over 55D files on 12 disks - the set tor just £9,96, 

Plus good selection of FISH, F.A.U.G and A.M.QS disks 

38 EASTBANK STREET, BOLTON, BL1 ALT f Mail Order only) 
Tel (0204) 33367 

A selection also available at:- SUDAMICROS, OLDHAM and BOLTON 
 COMPUTER CENTRE, BOLTON. 

557 Fillet The Fish 
337 Crionics Total Destruction 

(j meg) 
165 Probe Demo 
374 Flexi-Ba&e 
345 Coma Demo 
567 Star Fleet 
347/348 Raven's Med Tunes 
529 MAQ The Best ST Modules 

of 1990 

609/610 Phil Cool Slideshow 
(1 Meg) 

573 Metal Ron Utilities 
516 RSI Demo Maker 
339 Dragon Cave (1 Meg) 
516 EddThe Duck (1 Meg) 
315 Bud brain fnegademo 11 
571/572 Dr Who "Arc In Space1' 

S/S (1 Meg) 
336 Iraq Demo 

THREE COUNTIFS PUBLIC DOMAIN 
FREE quality disk box with orders of 20 disks and over. 
FREE postage with 10 disks and over. QQ Per 
FREE printed catalogue wich reviews. Only s s IJ disk 

MUSIC IJTIIJTIF.S ANIMATIONS 
A36 Tron Cycles 2D 
A65 Space Shuttle 
A66 Tmn Peactivators 
\r Big Bird 

A 20 Mars Trip 
A4I Star Wars 2D 
A5H Stealthy 3 Anlms 
A67 Batman Movie 
A40 Huey Agatmn 
VI Walker 1 +2 
A13 Probe 
A59 Iraq Anim 
,\63 Franklyn Fly 

DEMO’S 
P30 Skulldugry 
D33 Max Overtime 
1)46 Kalheris 
D45 Kick Boxer 
1)47 Anarchy 
I)4tf SAF 54 
1)49 SRS Denio 
1)50 Technofronk 
1 )51 Intuition 
1)42 TSL Mega 
D45 Evil Dead 
I >53 LSD Supremacy 
I >54 Steeping Hag 
D26 Budhrjin 2 
D32 Deadly Pursuits 
1)55 Crusaders Gen is is 

M29 Mozart 
M28 Vangdis 
MAO Docklands 
M31 lane Live 
M27 Huey Lewis 2D 
M 33 lan-Mick 
M34 Winkers Song 
M15 Hanky Panky 
M2 2 Depeche Mode 
M25 Sound Of Silents 
M53 Ama zing Tu nes 3D 
M19 Mahony Ka ktu s 

GAMES 
Gl/2'3 Slaitrek 1/2/3 
G36 Mech Fight 
G,30 Jeopard 
G2H TrekTrivia 
G23 Air Warrior 
G19 Drip 
Gy DCU) Simulator 
G3« Frantic Freddy 
G39 Track Record 
G40 Entopy Game 
Gal Rings tkf'Zon 
G42 Marble Slide 
Glh Impaii 
G6 Earth 
GJ5 Train Vi 
G22 Tennis 

U6 C-Compiter 
U17 North C 
U!2 Pascal 
U57 Modular 2 
U9 Cti Hdp 
U15 Messy-Dos 
U18 Labe] Maker 
V19 F>A l 
V22 CAD 
l’4S Elect mead 
U20 Ght ist writer 
L'5J Master Virus 
U53 Icon mania 
U56 Med V3 
U55 Clip An 3D 
HI Wordw right 
B2 Clerk 
B3 Finance 
B4 Database 
B7 NAG 
BH Database ID 
Rll Visicalc 
B12 Flex i base 
BH Aniigafox 
S3 Education 5D 
U47 Star Chart 
Lr4B C-Manual 

+ More of 
everything in 
catalogue. 

Under 10 disks please add 6Cp P+P. 
Please make cheques. Postal Orders payable to Three Counties PD. 

Send to:- THREE COUNTIES PD, PO BOX 162, 
GLOUCESTER GL3 35N 

____TEL: (0452) 613231 

PD Soft. [AF] 
1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend-on-Sea 
Essex SSI 2YD. 

Credit Card Hotlines 
(0702) 466933/612259 

7SML PIUS K9K 
nn thi «tk c compiler 
079 THIU4RACUAC C0W M 
Emykjlgr Wnn ntfr* BOK 
F3SJ CROSUKK s 
FlH RUNOUMOLWTU4 W0«3 
PCePt/updaiBd/bigft ip«3 
Fi*« htCWTMC VI .1 ,‘icwf J®C15*C 
fit? WAMCUWlM,':.t' c>6 :--0" 

F591 nUCTAUAl/irwes^gnte b; -; s 
flM ANIMATED POtHTTiRS 
Pn nl fifIt*j PMVnUUCl E. i ■ 
F1M *ULK»lRatderW4nirC j* 
BOA MDLFtT elcrw c**0£tl~ 
F5f7 D*ftTB*C£7A compieiB rn, 
F4C3 THi NEW HHVf5rUQ<C K 
HOT KHMNDrTQWMM 
F4U iebov«bu5iii s.cnaot’^ • 
Bcnc than iiikmm«w/uw trWtfp 
HW WBtf ^u:pl*d (!PQ$* or»yrc 3 

sfRve'i/cylndef.Mfi -edttec 
P4U MS/S-i'e^ lor Amateur radie 
F*l* BUDSIT2 tlharee "nonage 
soutasnoarsMD » uns ■* h» 
MJ7 BATALASYrCtotabase ■ =-&-* *aw 
speech.irr*#n MHor.Kt«*‘i ST¬ 
EAM BOOT* VJ.VAvl EJl*r 
¥04 WUTER/Wnle a menu ta toe?/on 
r*2 \ nOyirusvi. jl.AnfcWria jm* 
H33 «A¥TTY,GtptVGtpv 
IMPLOOfRVj.Ij'getler Tvn r^otur 
F42S CHECKBOOK ’akeo Rte&T 
H29 SCfiuB Floppy dfwer« ■, 

KULPTTOOii flryKi+0 Jfteate* 
f±%* typhq n/rOB vneo^Hitj s- , 
f4» URHHKRladoto: 
FM1 OeS KPRWtMtw 3 5 D«k 
F4AJ DiCUUpdatedC trvwv*** re. 
C aunpl^oi 
fHI ELrTLBBS hferfT' 
M47 SMiK.Wftw Mandiffcra On* « 
f*49WOMOBHHXJhlD -s-. de^r •>: 
kmu m tnKwwt mm mi oma 
V017 ^.VfS(CALC^{r*odip-«' > — 
W33 CAUHMt 
V034 VHKN/CDrnpctwUxntw^' 
vo2 e wOBDwttiGHt ana am uvl. 
V02f H<XJS£ HOLD WVENTOTr 
VWS AMIBA5E PHOEESSClKAi ■ ^ 
Ootohcae prDgmm its □ rogg S¥c 
VH4TUTPIJJ57.2 B*at Mad 
on umtga see Arntgaton^e- Werr- 
\th 1 VAAfcu* »:nx couictk* 
¥013 PLAY *NQ READ i: • ■ - 
¥056 OliK MA5TIRV ». ' r 
Irom om disk ta 
Vll S (UMCrt 1.11 
V>19 PRINTUt OHNIRS 
VTl* THj pPAPdr PCtUSE IT 
hnw boot block \jmt 
Vi 10 oemo otiator yi j ■ r - 
Vine- LOHT a iimpte «DV 
Program Arrugq Fgan^Manr- 
V1H HEW CUR ART Vn g M .T : : 
V114 THE SCAMOEt Ctez-T.- . 
V3S6 CQUVIACH CtPAfTfS, ■- - 
vis9 v«us kjljlesi taiL$cr>* ** i 
VIM THE COMPUTE CMAmlA. a 
v!69 mpPtn ¥oauU5 -to 
tar gs« with Sound/Hose 'oti 
VT79 CLOUD and HuttL. 
VIROM EDVV^OPNumb*! VI 5 
VT91 MASTER VIRUS kjllBL 11 
V192 A-OBVE DATA HR - 
V19J fHI LteULATOBV a*® nr 
QU&M.PC.MAC S iTi 
Vl9*M.R.iACKURHD 
wf iW- ham Yie USA. ™ 

VT9S GRaAhc RJTSRChAnCE ? £ Or? ai« MASA P*Li 2r..<: \o<Xt 
V204 AMA'EUR Radio kk 
vies mcbo bche rut da'aaasi 
wm at Smulatm program kks £3| 
¥709 CL«R ACCOUNTS PACKAGE 

,^»2xKLi^d( ft* rmi ran: 
FJ« ^JteO &OHMA5 T [flteAfi AU 14 iRiRU 
*172 AMGAPiaVT. -ors* pftdtfiQn JigA, 
rv\ tSE/'I□ s/. PfOot fttogtBm/Ciood 
*17* CUCK OOSH/Upg-tra* >0 1h* Qj 
F3O0 TnrLB&j Vi MUh pfoduciion 

TUOUiVI VT S/BemiH* CU feug* 
*119 RASCAL COMRR.feR¥1 1: /JAlfCOtftfl 
*w CURSOR/ i-5tm A carnpiln 
rjs* KOMM VI SVg 
H7l WCTAmr^rifl .j^r^rati. *^,1 

JVr1 VpeMf hpflols 
m~*cr mem 
vO*0 D-Copv,M*fe itMd C4tl«r,Sll9i 

topt ond m^rn Rlppar 
009 Pr*~t HuqLd.NvitTrBChW. Wui 

VTTR i^wiapT iw A, Hb r Sound 

SwM idfrgr and LOJO 
'1*11 T.-^4«9ja 
a4 T'v4a vj J A Uipqn 

vn# St4? MOUS4 HwW nYT-rls 
cm ST-Ti ntn#iciu "p^, 
VKtt f OWteTw SAN TteMr 

Tm 1 Atega 
<rm t' 4 ’iF-i FWJ m«, Sj 
V*4 4*01 hwRl k HFLPdrt p) 

^ lACi ho Pc-Jit 1 Ajyctate 

me ru tu -te NCrr 
rTAJTRK* XI per** 

W ^ <X7*Ufll StAR TUX 03 
RH3 ^ 
TO WCOOi V- Alices iw» 
"3 M ms UJ COMAUACi ■-« FM -4A4 
!3*» TV* fiAJtnc P^rf 
TJAT BRCrS SRah'je rRr t-VR !* 

CAK/^LtqlR AchyO*! 
w r¥ TB WCT EM UR 
tWMMPSM ? SAC 

M 

■ W 

7-- 

3 CA op-fter 

01*4 «YLl£ MANOGUE Wuyr (3) 
&3?2 FRED DY K*JG*R/ *s O 
04SL SCOORPI pteMrtT ter^orph 
0463 C MA DOAR4A [femcn \H 
0*7M ERlC/Oc«nfcen,rTxrt<j siioc* * \ 
0771 DfPK«E i*O01 v,^K 01.1011 
07R3 AUEH5 ¥aga long lamfMa jj;i 
OK* JeAH MltHUi JAR BE 
OfllA JARRE'S LRItesate Doclandi H 
0AU TH| IT At WAS Puhrt DiM 
ok* icnirs Mao* 6s m 
0941 B0i ST ATI Bim#es/MnL.« mule 
OTOS ZGCM.OC* joon Mlete Jamt 
Of W WAR O* TH( WORLDS Mush- Ol 
0*17 MIAMI VICE terr,* a,Sk/Vf> Good 
0*a MAXIMUM OvlRMNE. i ■fftMnl |Z) 
HJ6 Tm| terr ft| &UO Derr® D15* 
09S9 THE REST DEMOS D'«« V Good 
awj KTTT BOO WyiH Somei* q,s* 
09)9 WRATH w THi DEMON Husk 
1002 SUOUAtKI MICA CM MO H 
Kffll HORtiOH >M4nls SLICRP4B SAG 
KKH TRIACt Pt*»n>6 MEDLEY RlLATlOH 
TOO) SHARE A EHJOY Amatang Tumwlllf 
1016 CiiONCi TOTAU DUTIluCTiOH 
TOW fKHNOFUOHY/fighPiimukJlcirMD 
WJl VS* H *AQ Anfmgflfln bMwiA 
TOM KLFREHS Ptes#nn fH| WAu, 
1047 eOBOCOR Ogi -Mow prod rfliOfR 
Wif Total recall rha atmD d«sL 
1050 Back to the rjtu« n Senxj 
10*5 MAWK-S/UTeieiv Batman >: hen 
nos jarr{ uvi n* ulimuh duh 
HOT star TRlKKIH Se Whole $cr%g 13) 
Tm COVOTI ROT « THE road rut 
TITS BAD HfWJ ■ toi^, IT** Co^KSlnp Team 

nw CRuSAaua sreienti hot wired 
iij j joh« Pmtm bcatles Muse 
lilt OlfilTlAl NOSIU ‘holjs* Musk Bet,,* 
HU KOOPOE MfcOA DEMO 2 La til Lt,;:, 
ctorsar (tom Oni fer r* bat GrtKtps [if 
w is Batman THE MOVtt/fitorimad *t * 
’146 iQUIMANIA II DRUNXa« SKULLS 
ll*J THE WATERSHIP DOWNI $Jld«fOW 
1177 TVf APMRETia iVsifQtl%i BambawAfU 
I IMS Wt2CAT PteM-ds THt TRaShun 
ikb CHUM DUURS MEGA DEMO II 
1JD7 RUTOY Jw'ltRI Plclure disls m 
11U RJCMA MUSC Oik SRlfflT^ 
1STA TMt ULTIMATE WARRlQ* ^ev«M 
lit Chaos RodtAnimoan Prodwhon 
31* Th* VOCAL ATTACK Nt \3\ 

Sty^R o' Mh* t#|i m,y*ii Ever 
121) AHA ACHY! SYSTEM VlQUTl&J 
■2*2 RED CRMARf m-tm Mrttte Omi (2| 
ij s* vuvT3 *wa the hue mousi: cd 
12*7 DRAGONS LAH RI Ite,*, A-..ir«Ndn 
l2ib K40MCC F«Lm DrWTu remix 
»t •* WTLLLAM* broadcasts NOW Fks 

'KB BOUJR Uu Sna^d **nv *f«iv |Z) 
U17 tk |AP |¥D ' ramanon r«vewed AF 
Ti* madchu >urt WOGUI music 
TUI ABsKXD Vh M2NEGG Ef In Total 
Bern, ore x Adwi 

i W RCBOCOR SB** tejfrVtef H 
11a SYNTH MUU HumlteY B/Eice^nl 
POM DO TH# MIT MAH Ih6 Vinrrions 
=rtj io- Stag Th* Hit Sang 0|JVery Ocad 
MhV Mwqmw ‘^esentv IMCMA 
Rtetef Con I ploy with MadPteU DIFCON1 
•N*V MAQ FIELDS Ptesonn SPACE Out 

au *mtxi***xr . wucats i,.,pinttimusici 
f*b vx"a*um mb aNRRjFwMB p^wi amercan ster task dame pgr 

M m K, mhflr nf fTitS* 

Artel 9BWMW 

H£TCHK FONTS 
PACK 1 fo 4: 6 *ste o®- podt exh desk hos 7 to 15 d itferen f 
colour foni s.vanoussres&u*^ ^sfrucfionsfo load 
the 16 colour fonts r4o DPiffl as fonts Help. Advice S 
Support ovorco*® ffc ~ =0 Sofr 
PACK A Or B : &kKit & .vhde pc«5 ol fonts os above but 10 
To 20 fonts per ris*. Ring qr write Fof a Font Listing 

€15.00 Per PodL OtAl FOR VlQC0 & ART1STK WORK 

N ^ r*ifnbif of Qista, 
* - USA6 Memoiy Bequinsd 

A! Orders Dispatched Within 
46 HOURS. auu*D Mtt ortr 

RAINBOW BRANDED 
Rorneow Postal Branded disks 
10 Disks in ecch Pock, wilh 

five DifferenF Colours Pink, 
Bfue, Yellow, Green, white 
and each pack comes with 20 

labels £9,99 PerPtick 

HIGH QUALITY UCENCEWARE GAMES £3.00 each 
11- SPACE BLOft L2 - MR DIG (1Mb) Dig Dug Style 
13-Q-BOtD "et-.s Vanonr 14 - COMPUTER CONFUCTS Shoot 'em up 

L5 - SUB CULTURE R-Type clone All 5 Exciting Levels. 

L6 - BALLZONE Arkanoid but with a new twist. 
L7 - DIZZY UZZY(lMb) Extra Large Boulderdash game. 
L8 - LIZZY'S FUNTIME V 7 Educational Games.ITwo Disks) 

CATALOGUE DISK 

Tired Ol Domg cGbtogue disks'5 

Get tne unique easy to use PD 
SOFT Doiato^ Catalogue Disks 
Tfi^ccntonsdelais^o^r 2300 
dtdcsavotociie Jrecty tarn stock 
torn us A miiUjde ot opDons 
deluding Beared & Pnru 2 D^c Se» 

Only £150 free updaies 

FRED FISH PAPER 

Ever wonted o connplele 

tfcsolpiOn of oil ite Tred Fish 
disks on Syrmf’ weft, (h@ entire 
tel is now OAY avartobie kom 
TO SOFT B0 Pages reveolurg 
every Thmg about every program 
,ft rhis rang® osdesertoed by Feed 

Fsh Thij locludts Sarteid mdan 
Of Every froyrm1 r -\ £7 h-: 

PRICES PER DISK 

I- S Disks £2 SO 
6-10 Disks £2 25 
II- 20 Dsks £2 00 
21+ Disks £175 

wdr> ex<«phon 10 Ik^ic«mvc 
(Mi Sp««j »*is 

XM cw^jw qw kvtilgnjm, 
tammew is 
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CENTRAL SCOTLAND'S PREMIER P.D. LIBRARY 
GAMES 
GQ48 I n tact 
G046 Entropy 
G045 Dragons Cave 
G044 Snakepit 
GQ43 Stone Age 
GQ4Q Star Trek Next Gen Trivia (2) 
G041 Cluedo Compilation 
G036 G.C.RD, Compilation 
G035 Mayhem 
GG49 Mectiforce 3 71 
GQQ2 Treasure Trap 
GG24 Properly Market Game 
G009 Tennis 
GGQ1 Learn And Play {2} 

UTILITIES 
U090 M.E.D. 3 
U091 Workbench 2 Look A Like 
U082 Game Trainers Disk 
U1Q3 Spectrum Emulator 
U088 Picture Format Convertor. 
U050 Red Sector Demo Maker * 
U039 Catalogue Workshop 
U074 Business Utilities 
U078 Education Pack {5) 
U076 Grafx (2) 
U035 O C-P D. Compilation 
U031 Direct Action Animator 
U042 Mightfiers Utilities i 
U044 Mac Clip Art 
U020 Jazzberrch 
U019 Amibase 
U017 Razor Toolkit 

U051 Video Graphics (4) 
U101 S.T 5S 
U102 S.T GO 
U061 Genealogy* 

GREAT HARDWARE PRICES 
Cumana External Drives-£61 00 
Half Meg Upgrade with Clock.£32.95 

DEMOS AND MUSIC 
SOU Aliens Slideshow {2) 
SOI 3 Images From Aquarius 
SOI 4 Photomontage 1 
SOI 5 Photomontage 2 
SOI 6 Photomontage 3 
MQ31 Chaos And Megadeath 
M030 Follow The Sign 
M029 Iron Maiden (2) 
M028 "19" 
MO24 Crusaders Does Genesis 
D070 Franklin The Fly 
□071 Tron Animation (2) * 
DG74 Evil Dead Sight And Sound 

mm 
D076 Wild Copper Demo 
D06G Share And Enjoy Freestyle 
DQ68 Elvira Activity Disk * 
M015 Blues Brother (3) * 
M016 Aliens Sounds (2) 
M014 Bagpipe Music 
SOI 8 Gorezone Slideshow 
SOI 9 Madonna Slideshow (2) 
S02Q Hendrix Slideshow 
SQ21 Fraxion Divine Visions (2) 

LICENCEWARE (£2.9$ PER 
DISK) 
L001 Space Blob 
L002 Mr Dig 
L003 CFBoid 
L004 Computer Conflict 
LOOS Subculture 

AMQS. BP 
A109 Microman Music Oemo 
AQ20 Arc Angel Demo 1 
A02t Word Square Solver and games 
A031 Screen Designer 
A033 Pink Goes Ape 
A034 Luke Millers Music 
A051 Weird Science Demo 
A052 Forms Unlimited 
A060 Hockey Pista Demo 
A062 Arcadia 
A063 Hacks Magic Demo Creator 
A083 Amos Paint 
A099 Benson Demo 1 
A103 Pick A Puzzle * 
A104 Pick A Puzzle Data Disk 
A135 Simon Says/Space Maths 
A136 Tile Trial 
A012 Panthorus Mega Demo (2) * 
A096 Pair-it 
A053 Curos and Stavros Demo 2 
A110 Cross Fire 
A109 Wei rd Science 2 
A130 Wooden Ball * * =1 Meg 
We also stock other Fletcher fonts 

WE ALSO 
STOCK THE 

FULL RANGE 
OF T-BAG 

AND 
FISH DISKS 

T9 ...£1.50 

10 19.£1.25 

20+.£1.00 
hu. PAP 

TEL: 0230 
737901 

Access 

This is only a small selection of the hundreds of titles available from our 
constantly expanding library. Free disk catalogue sent with all orders. You can 

also call into our showroom and pick-up your software. Payment by Access/Visa 
or make your cheques or P.O.’s payable to 

Office Choice:- 
Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ 

VISA 

SI w 
CATALOG IT DISK Sol 

GOLDSTAR COMPUTERS (E.C.) LTD 
P.O. Box 2, Tyldesley, Manchester, M29 7BN 

(0942) 895320 OVER 1.400 DISKS 
ITIUTIES 
L'<01 I’du.frpjiktT 2 3b * Suprfli file (.rufHhcr 
UQ7 tTOipry - Commercial quality hut imp unlay 
U09 Speedbcrteh - l^uitk I* lading u > trfclvfk S. 
lllft fVw-lohi'h Mega 1 iiKtit - < Hi'i JOD utiiihe? 
l <17 Razor Tool Dt*k - 35 utilities 
UI9 Warriors Cruncher Eh*k Packet*, Hackers A Unpackens 
L120 Mailer Virus Killer V2.1 Latest update kills 124 vm 
tyj G* Light - EX <i>mn>t*rt(iil ray mice program 
IVH Avciwin.* Hck« lH*k ■ 40 bool ulilttiev 

12 mJ 1 0ft - Ittiw do you in.in.tge utilmui « 
Ur Warrior* Ann VIrun - 2(1 killers wkh dtxuinemation 

j Spacrwritcr - Debugged and u|xhtk\l gjkxrfwnier 
190 GeiwaJogy - I K require** l Meg 
I'91 ST EjuuL»lc»r - Hu*- rrwtfr utilise* a* well 
195 Spectra Painr - Sue puini program 

L>i Optimum I nline** kl high quality utililte* mh l>wr> 
V¥7 \anh C VI.3 - LartrM update by Sieve Hantin 
LH 12/Ul 13AM1 a < Manual E npai ked t croon Guild 

19 Piskmasier V50 ■ Another fik- manipulator 
U121 Spectrum Emulator - P$ll* a ka si<1 nthrr utilities 
I I2H C Manual - In it* compressed form 
I! I ^ Pascal Compiler - Popular cnmpiling program 
U150 clurwr VI u - Another compiler fur !mi*k 

BUSINESS AND SERIOUS 
BQ2 Vttirdwrighl - A gf**! qualify WQfdBTOCViwir. 
BOn U-edil - Fully feature packed tturdpnivCAtof 
jgr Ftadtbrac - Easy to use. yet piiwcrful database. 
Mh hh Rim Database - More features. similar idea 
H to - Inventory A Memo pud Much heller iltan notepad 
HI I system Exerciser VS 0 Will check your computer & 

display result* 
HI £ Harness Card Maker Another lapsed tifflunercbl program 
HI » \ iMCjk - Lrttwmvd *pre-*d*lH*ct l ak ubl* if lully 

Ji *i uiiK-rvteti 
Hib yjvkrk - Simple lo nuil rrufuger datalUNc- 

ANLMAHONS 
Ail I Hainan - Hnllium little jnim 
All Pugfiv In Space ■ Househokl mme? 
A 1ft Fanumm** - IX*mn of cr-mmertial pckufte 

A19 Fleet Marw^mver* - Ibchier mjgK 
A2U |N> Iktik Arvudvcr Ttt_ Stjiiliek **pe<uaJ 
A23 -t 24 2h r* - Mine*. Arum*- - Cute arum** by Mr Packer 
\30 Gvrmj.** - superb stulpt 3D jnnruli> m 
A>4 Indiana^ones - Swiirtl sequent e with viiufid 
A39 Fillet The Frih * Nw imle anim tri Pugsy iradinon 
A35 ARJlnm 2 ■ k*t plus more Trek stuff 
A49 Friictul Flight - Intredihle ceunpuler genemled flight 
ASH w.ilkmn U'gs - Chrome leg>. lircJIunrlv ckine 
A^il Agjtmn IS - Billiards tbetier ihan Ghostpooh plus mare 
An 2 Stamp CDoUectof - f>r GantLiifs work. 
A6j Iuugler IE ■ Wonderful npt.ikc 
A?ft AjiJtnin 3AS - Tw o scenes of ihe Millenium Falcon 

ARairun M ■ Prcihe artim and others, vers gntxl 

EDUCATION & GAMES 
GOb 07 Learn ami Play - Two disk >ei for y^mniHT kids 
tioH Th*a*ure Isiand - year oldx, fjtvtd fun 
til I \2 t,iame Nnltmons - SiJuiions In nvxt I2“i game' 
G1+ Talking (aik^uriiiR Book - Very met* poigiam for spoqders 
Gift Tin Jar - AdklKlive 3D an jilt game 
G19 Hi,nun To Earth - SuniLir to Epic 
i Tennis - Kec|uires 1 Meg 
G3I/3J stafTrek * The Tobias Hiehref game Brilliant 
G..W Flasehhltff - >u peril arcade atiion 
G41 Amlgwnan £ - Inelude* chess vr2 t) plu** iwp. 

MUSIC 
M(Hn SuntrtH ker It - A rather jpmkI <itsk 
Min jean Michel Jarre - Slideshow pice* muMc 
MIS S<njrld Of Silenis - PanicuLarh impressive 
M3N Ajmgadeu-. - Rnfi Haslets hanilnatirk 
M2"1 timsiders Bacterium - An excellent d]>k 
M.V* APlri El - Include* Perfect Vxind 1 ifc more 
M3S APDL iR - CoJlotion of rmdi online* 
M40 Pmlraikef VI I - Good backer type prograrn 
M +J Soundiracker \ a o - Two di*k* pin* Me* and VSii 
31SIJ TiFTH4 Circli- - Ihirty ftnir high t|ualrin Hack* 
M67 Hyteraper* 1 - Lot* of music squeezed into here 
M’2 Jaimraeker Plus - Includes other utilme* 
Mrtti lliimanold Mit*k - Includes Parannimia. hdlhani 

Games Music t real or - Creates scores tor game* 
MW R;uo hemon Music - Brilliant loading screen_ 

M115 Scoopc x, Utfls b 

M ]ftS Med Vy.l) * The bit a jivJ -t Ta Paul. 
Ml 1^9 Chip music - FVirty three track* and bnllianl 

DEMOS 
D09 Rehds Candyland II In* hides vikms Blue House. Very good 
D26 Hacking Pack I - Irtdudes giggling unnycle, excdtenl 
D2H KiUhar*L* Megademo - Ariseiluiely I'lrillfant especially first 

sequence 
D34 Cave Sport! iv Higfi quality Demc^. 
DS1 Slipstream Ih-ffm* ■ Eal vksl a* one of the best 
|>59 Scoopex ( mmlum ■ S1L. n. iKnal graphics 
D"" TnangW t pigaik nx ^ GBNt (nude A good detoCML 
I>)i Cuti Megatienv * Very g* - ni lii^k 
D10L Rare Megaderrn Excdtmi pt*> a net skano* 
D1Z7GoUAr Mrgi»drm<i Fvren ly g*«id. 
D131 ExltTminjlor* - tndude* ruggJmg CKMfrn ffe more 
Dl ^ Butllirain II - The *equeP 

SLIDESHOWS 
P01 Spate HuW>k-* ■ Bom \etlcto fantasy pictures 
pl>5 Pendle Eun^u Midesbcm Similar to ahme. wirh mu.*R 
PiXi Fcwgirtlen Realm* 90 - Heauiilui artwork and nke nnon 
P07 siim-n Vtsftmi Twodbks of Boris Vallek5Hs wotk 
PlW Sun Slide II -All m*iu*e tlenvcd stuff, none digitized 
HJ5 Roger Dean - Ni*,c- backing track, incnradible pics 
P2H Sun Slide III "ilong a *imtlar vein to II. good 
P35 Skyvodker I - Digiiiwd photo* pyfu* classical Bach 
P^O Max> Art I ■ t\*dlrnl mouv dravi n pies. 
P-il Neme*i* Prologue - ProbaNy done with comic setter, good 

Joe SUdeshcm Fwremeh good 
P-iH PSygncw*iv *|i4r*h<m Defies ck *criptkjn. far too gtxitl 

Nagel Ph* Ac**' ahliiie* *M«-h a* format convener* 
Pt»2 63 C hannel d Pin* Aiknl^ - Phenomenal pics and sound 
pftft F rax ton luiurr Vi* km* An ex* client pmduclkm 

T.Bag I to 49 

F. Fish 1 10 470 
Amos FIX Amigos & Snag. 

& LOTS MORE. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

99p + 45p P&P" 

* POSTAGE; U.K. & BFPO: Add 45p to order, If you order ten disks or more, you get free P&P 

PLUS a free disk, giH>d eh! 
Europe: Please add £2 to order. 
World: Please add £3 to order* 

Credit Cards, Switch Cards and Postal Orders will ensure despatch within hours! 
If you w ant it tomorrow, phone us today! 
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BYTEBACK 
w 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we’re programmed to help 

THE BEST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN! 

DESK PRICES 
All disks guaranteed virus free 

t disk.,. £1 99 
10 disks + file box  . .£15 99 
20 disks + file boxes £24 99 

Prices are inclusive nothing to add1 

AG. GAMES 
AG,01 Star Trek; superb game based on 
TV series. Featuring superb digitised 
graphics and sound' (2D-MB-3 disks) 
AG,02 Various: Gravwars JacMand 
Raman. Othello. Empire Hanoi. 
AG,03 Star Trek (Agatron); Strategy 
game by Tobias Renter. Germany's Mo 1 
Trekken English version (2D-2 disks} 
AG,04 Monopoly; lull version of the 
classic property trading game 
AG.05 Pacman 87: MA level version of 
this addictive arcade classic 
AG.06 Various; Cosmoroios Amoeba 
Crazy Eights, Blackjack, Backgammon, 
Daleks. Yahtzee Stone Age Ratmaze, 
Klondike. Keno 
AG.07 Board and Card games: Ckjedo 
Othello. Klondike and Cnbbage 
AG.09 Puzzle Maker; jigsaw puzzles from 
IFF files. Plus puzzle pro 
AG, 10 Space Invaders: Arcade classic 
version I Plus- Lander. Amoeba.. 
AG.11 Tennis; excellent shareware sports 
simulation (MB) 
AG,14 Flascheiber; Boulderpash style 
game. Almost commercial quality1 
AG,15 Paranoid game; Arkanoid style, 
including a screen designer 
AG. 16 Castle of Doom; Adventure game 
with graphics - beginners level 
AG. 17 ST Bash; superb Space invaders 
inspired shooi-em-up where the aliens are 
Atari ST related sprites! 
AG.18 Golden Fleece; Superb Infocom 
standard adventure Train, design a railway 
with 2 trains! Tron, 2 player tight cycle 
?ame. Plus: Star Fleet. Kamikaze Chess, 

umbling Tots.. 
AG.22 Return lo Earth: Elite style space 
trading game with excellent graphics and 
digitised sound 
AG,24 Grip; Arcade quality game with 
digitised sounds and smooth sprites' Plus 
China Challenge. Super Gridder, Frogger, 
Air Traffic Control Sim., Mutant, Ping 
Pong 
G.26 Zerg: Ultima style role play Plus 
World; Infocom type adventure. Daieks, 
Caliisto. Puzz. Pontoon.. 
G 27 Star Trek (USA); Space siraiegy 
game. Captain the USS Enterprise and 
repel Klmgon attacks! (2D-MB-2 disks) 
G.26 Quattro; Tetris 'style China 
Challenge; Mah Jong based puzzle game 
breaker: Breakout style wilh screen 
designer Plus Asteroids version 
G.29 Chess; Superb multi featured version 
with variable level of play. Tiles: unusual 
Shanghai version Battleships, great 
implementation of the classic pencil and 
paper game. Tetris Two, 2 player puzzle 
game 

AH. HELP! 

AH.01 Adventure Game Solutions: 
More than 100 including Dungeon 
Master, Future Wars. Ultima 1 to 5, 
Sierra, Infocom Bards Tale. Zak 
MacKracken. Maniac Mansion 
Rainbird Every adventure players 
dream! (2 disks) 

AU. UTILITIES 
AU.01 Jazzbench: Workbench upgrade 
with many indispensable features! 
Includes; show hidden files, show as text, 
show devices, alphabetise... 
AU.02 UEdit; Excellent file editor, a vast 
improvement on Ed! 
AU.03 QL Emulator; plus 2 data disks 
packed with files Superb1 (3 disks) 
AU.04 Amiga Spelt; Spelling checker, 
compatible with most word processors. 
AU,08 Various; Starched: 600 stars & 
galaxies TXED editor/word processor 
Persmait: personal file manager. 
AU.09 Midi Tools: Midi keyboard; five 
octave, mouse operated keyboard 
progchanged; change midi channels etc 
AU.10 Graphic Utilities: Fontfixer, IFF 
convertor, palette convertor,, boot utilities: 
bootexi, bootup, Plus; Memcheck. 
Disksaiv. dragpack 
All.11 Starchart; Astronomy program 
giving positions and movements of all 
major constellations! 
AU, 13 Visicalc; Superb full featured 
spreadsheet with manual on disk 
AU 14 Various; Amcai, cataloguing 
system. Econtype. change icon type, 
recoverable RAMdisk, spell checker black 
book, memo pad. DX synlh voice library. 
Classic Cave adventure, 
AU.15 Dope Intro Maker; create demos 
with this user friendly package 
AU.17 D Copy; excellent disk copier, 
similar to the full priced X Copy, very 
effective in Nibble mode! 
AU.18 North C; complete C environment 
for the Amiga! Amazing value! 
AU.19 SID: Workbench replacement with 
easy file handling, improved DMouse 
window control and many more features 
AU,20 K.Q, The Virus; virus detectors and 
killers! Includes, Virus *4.1. Berserker. 
BBChampion, Red Alert... 
AU.21 Avoiding CLI; lots of useful utilities 
otherwise only obtainable through CLI; 
Fix Disk, QuickCopy, PopDir, DiskOpti... 

AC. CLIPART 
AC.01 Deluxe Paint; lots of quality 
pictures m low, medium & high res. 
AC-02 Pagesetter Art; Animals, food 
computers, fantasy, holidays, music, 
people patterns... 100’s of pictures 
AC,04 IFF Alphabets; 30+ screens of 
professional quality character sets plus 
marble and wood surfaces. Ideal for 
headings, logos, titling.-. 
AC.05 Animals, Anatomy. Buildings. 
Christmas, Construe!ion. 
AC 06 Cartoons; Comic pictures of 
people, animals, funny objects... 
AC,07 Holidays, home, flags, flowers, 
miscellaneous. 
AC.08 Music, people, places, school, 
religion, symbols, weddrngs 
AC.09 Signs; titles., logos, headings, 
sports, athletics, bowling, boxing, cricket, 
racing, football, fishing, horses, skiing 
AC.10 Teddy Bears? cute pictures ■ ideal 
for present labels, greetings cards of jusi 
for tun 
ac,11 Nightclub, downs, dandng, vintage 
cars, bikes, boats, oflice, computers, 
industrial. 
AC,12 Colour; occasions, transport, signs, 
electrical, architecture... 

SND. SOUNDTRACKER ETC 
SND.01 Soundtracker; =our versions of 
this favour!le music create program 
SND,02 Soundtracker 4 alternative 
version + instruments dis* (2 disks; 
SND.03 Sound Monitor; 20 demo scores + 
instructions in this superb sound package! 
Extra RAM and drive useful Plus 
Soundtracker file converter! Plus 
Instruments disk, (2 disks? 
SND 04 MED Music Editor; Soundtracker 
style music creator! Easy to use’ 
STI.OI to STI.08 Instrument samples for 
Soundtracker or compatibles 8 disks 
packed with 100's of digitrsed samples' Buy 
any one disk or all 8 for only £9 99 
STS.01 Sampled sound eft eels to use 
ms(ead of instruments1 
STS.02 Longer samples, man, from Mms. 
Star Wars, 2001, Raiders 

AE. EDUCATIONAL 
AE.01 Blackboard Maths. Cor :e~trai<on 
Colourpad, Cat 5 Mouse Galactic Worm 
Animated Pointers. Shark . Age S* 
AE.C2 Spellquiz, Wheel of Fortu'ke. Tug o’ 
Word, Flower Garden. Stepping Stones, 
Maths test, Puppy pi x (Age 5* 
AE.03 Fractals. Des- 
Function plotter, Evolution i Age tu 
AE.04 Gravllywell, Weaiheiman Grivs?m 
Airfoil...(Age 11+) 
AE.05 World data bank. G1A wood mac «nth 
political boundaries, view from armtwt, 
any heigh I! Plus: 3D Riot, Calendar Factory, 
Sherlock (Age 11+) 
AE,Q6 Talking Spelling Tutc* Spe^-rr To* 
German Language Test. Study F e Card 
System, Globe, Elements, Gteonme. Text 
utilities (2 disks) (Age 11*) 
AE.07 Educational graphics Ticfiikeal 
illustrations; Art Biology Gee ogy 
Astronomy...some animated Mm a pumping 
heart In Ihe Biology section inc udes 
viewing programs. Or load into Deluxe Pant 
etc, (Age 9+) 

AF. FONTS 
AF.01 Cosmopolitan; Rangers, PeigneL 
Avant Guard, Aldous Cer&c etc 
AF.02 Fancy; Hollywood Park Avenue, 
Broadway. CametoL Courier Ham. 
AF.03 Publishers; Helvetica Akashi. 
Andover, Bookman Sox# Times 
AF.04 Various; Unusual, videofonts, large 
and small fonts..Plus various font utilities 
etc... 

AW. WORKBENCH 
UTILITIES 

AW.03 Icons; Music RAM, naughty, |et 
icons. Plus; utilities, cotourbencn 
AW.04 Icon Development; design your 
own icons with Deluxe Pant1 Example icons 
included. Showpic: slideshow 

AS. SLIDESHOWS 
AS.01 Boris Vallejo 1; professional 
quality graphics m interlaced HAM* 
AS.03 Forgotten Realms; 13 digitised 
pictures with a fantasy theme 
AS,OS Exodus Real 3D show; 9 very 
impressive ray traced pictures 
AS,06 Swimsuits; great pictures from 
the U.S. Sports Illustrated mag. 
AS, 12 M.C, Esc her; Animated slideshow 
of Eschars paradoxical artwork .. 
AS.17 Agatron 4; 16 ray traced pics 
including one of tne USS Enterprise lhal 
Took 38 hours to render1 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the keenest prices 

AD. DEMOS 
AD.01 Walker 1; digitised animation of 
Star Wars Imperial Walker (Mb) 
AD.02 Walker 2; digitised animation of 
Walker and helicopter! (Mb) 
AD,04 Probe Sequence; incoming 
video pictures from an interstellar probe 
landing on an alien planet! Amazing! 
AD. 12 Being Machine; its Ray Traced, 
it's incredible, it’s impossible,,. 
AD.13 Walking Cat; amazing revolving 
digitised animation of walking cat! 
AD.16 Ghost Pool; stunning animation 
of a playerless pool game... 
AD.IB Puggs In Space: extremely 
funny cartoon involving an alien creature 
landing on Earth and exploring! 
AD 21 Busy Bee; amazing Sculpt 3D 
animation of a large flying bee! (Mb) 
AD.22 Democreators. Create your own 
demos with. Bootwrlter, Bootmaker, 
Boatboy Boot generator, etc, 
A0.23 Ship and Sphere; super smooth 
Ray Traced film of space ship flying 
rourxf a glass ball Masterpiece! (Mb) 
AD 24 NewTek Demo Reel 3; incredible 
demo of NewTek range featuring some 
Of the best sampled sounds, digitised 
pictures and animations you will see 
anywhere! Stunning!!! (Mb’2 disks) 
AD.25 The Run; Outrun style 3D film of 
a Lotus weaving through motorway 
traffic with police car chasing (Mb) 
AD.26 Starline Mega; smooth hi res lull 
screen scrolling pics, crysial clear hi-fi 
sound samples, enormous scrolling text ■ 
highly recommended! 
AD.2B Stamp Collector: amusing film 
involving a ghostly magnifying glass 
examining some naughty stamps! 
AD.29 Predators Megademo; brilliant 
demos including some truly amazing 
animation and 2 games! (2 disks) 
AD 32 Vision Megademo IV; superb 
digmsed music and sound effects plus 
large graphics Bn i ham1 
AD 35 Robert the Mercenary; amusing 
animation sequence including a game 
where you can shoot some aliens! 
AD.36 Kefren s Megademo VIII; 10 
demos including; Kill the Beast (Shadow 
of the Beast meets Xenon 2). Walkman, 
Kill Victor, Vectormania ..(2 disks) 
AD.37 Gymnast Demo; Ray Traced 
animation of a gymnast performing a 
high bar routine. Recommended! 
AD,39 Agatron Animations; 3D film of 
the USS Enterprise attacking USS 
Reliant. Plus walking Robot 
AD,40 Luxor Teenager; Variation on 
this classic involving 2 anglepoise lamps 
and a targe red ball! 
AD.41 RGB; Badgekiller competition 
winner! Produced with Director (Mb) 
A0.42 Comic on a Disk; whole graphic 
novel, page by page, on screen!1 
AD.44 Laurel and Hardy; Digitised clips 
from various films! (2 disks) 
AD.45 Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; the 
highly praised Ray Trace masterpiece! 
AD.46 Stealthy Marioevre H; cartoon 
style Stealth Fighter animal ion. 
AD.47 Walker Demo; Ihe incredible 2 
megabyte animation (2Mb-2 disks) 

To order ary of the above disks 
simply quote the required disk 

numbers. 
For a complete list of our PD 

software ask for a FREE 
catalogue! 

TOP QUALITY DISKS - SENT BY RETURN OF POST' 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS, JG241JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 



MAIL ORR 

,0>* 

THE LATEST AND GREATEST OFFERS 

AMIGA 
FORMAT 

AMOS Mandarin 

The creator, A superb development language for creating 
games, educational programs - almost anything! Comes 
compete with AMOS Sprites 600. LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order Mo 

AMOS £35.95 AM 168 

MOONSHINE RACERS Millennium 
With this great game from Millennium you have to help Ike 
and Billy-Joe deliver the moonshine to old man Tucker in 
this exhilarating cross-country chase. See Coverdisk 21, 

Descnpbon Price Order Mo 

Moonshine Racers £16,99 AMISS 

NAKSHA MOUSE & TRACEY 
Improve your mouse work with this high-quality replace¬ 
ment It comes with a free tool IRRP£7,95) which will allow 
you to trace pictures with the aid of your mouse! 

Description__ Price Order No 

Naksha Mouse & Tracey £23.95 AM 191 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 1&2 AMIGA BINDER 
The best guide to the Amiga's operating system Vol I con- Keep all your hignly-pnsed back issues neatly together in 
tains MAD Disks 1 and 2 while with Vol 2 you will receive this hpgfrquaiity plastic binder with the Amiga format logo 
MAD Disk 2 which is specially compiled for Amiga Format printed on both the front and side. 

Description Pnce Order No Desorption Price Order No 

Volume 1 £21.95 AMI 92 One binder £4,95 AM 108 

Volume 2 £17.95 AMI 93 Two binders £9,00 AM 109 

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 

If you ve ever wanted to create your own 

3D games but haven't had the program¬ 

ming know-how: if you ve ever looked at the 

Freescape games (Drifter, Tofaf Edrpse, 

Castle Master] and turned green with envy: 

if youve simply wondered how it's all done, 

then this could be the answer. 

Incentive $ 3D Construction K/f gives 

away all the secrets of their excellent 

Freescape games system and allows you to 

make your own games using ft 

Alternatively, you can just use it to create 

3D environments, such as a walk-through 

model of your home. 

A simple system allows you to place 3D 

objects on the screen and change their 

size, shape and location. You can set up 

different actions to happen when the object 

is activated or shot, you can move 

between different areas of your 30 world 

and you can group objects to make com¬ 

plex shapes. See the demo om the 

Coverdisk and read the feature on Page 33 

to find out how great it is! 

Description Price Order No 

3D C Kit £39.99 AMI 94 

FUN SCHOOL 3 Database 

Bumper packages of educational software for the infant 
and primary-school age Chldren Teddy Bear - under fives, 
Frog ■ five to seven years and Robot for over sevens. 

Description Price Order No 

Teddy Disk £17.99 AM 177 

Frog Disk £17.99 AM 178 

Robot Disk £17.99 AM 179 

BACK 
ISSUES 
Want to complete your collection of the 

ultimate Amiga magazine? Back issues 

come complete with Coverdisks - prices 

include the postage and packing’ 

ISSUE PftlCI ORDER NO 

ISSUE 1 -12 SOLO OUT SORRY 

ISSUE 13 £3.85 AMF13 

ISSUE 31 £385 AMF14 

ISSUE 15 £385 AMF15 
ISSUE 16 £3.85 AMF16 

!$$LE 17 £3.85 AMF17 

ISSUE 18 £485 AMF18 

ISSUE 19 £385 AMF19 

ISSUE 20 £3.85 AMF20 

ISSUE 21 £385 AMF21 

ISSUE 22 £385 AMF22 



AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES! MAIL ORDER 

MAIL ORDER 
THE JUNE SELECTION 

SWIV*. 
Be amazed by both the superb graphics and the stereo 
sound as you play as either a htfccopter or jeep in Storm's 
slick twoolayer military shootemup 

Description Pnce Order No 
SWIV £17,99 AM 189 

PERS FINANCE MANAGER 
With Microdeal's excellent home money manager your 
finances will never again be a worry in this easy-to-use 
homeac counts package. 

Descnption_Price_Order Nc 

Pers Finance Manager £22.95 AM180 

THE POWER Demonware 

You’ll be hooked immediately with Demooware s arcade- 
style puzzle game, but don t take our word for it try the 
fully-playabte demo on Coverdisk 20, 

Description Price Order No 
The Power £16.99 AM 183 

TECHNOSOUND 
New Dimensions’ easy-touse sound sampling system has 
good sound quality for beginners and professionals anfi 
comes with an audio tutorial cassette to get you started 

Description Price Order Mo 
Technolound £24,99 AM184 

PGA TOUR GOLF Electronic Arts 

Experience the tranquitrty of the golf course over lour of 
the workfs top championship venues against top interna¬ 
tional payers m tms Format Gold simulation. 

Descrcoa Price Order No 
PGA Tour Gort £20.99 AM 193 

LEMMINGS Piy gnosis 

Ps*gnc$s ares* offenrg nas you m*n»ati% rescuing the 
zrgw&cac bflfe lemms wrth a deathwish, There are 120 
DiiOTg e*ts which wi keep you 'Oh no-mg' all year, 

Oesenctooft_Price_Order No 
lemmings £17,99 AM190 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKING AND VAT 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

SEE PAGE 174 FOR OUR REMARKABLE 
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

HOW TO ORDER... 
MAKE A NOTE OF THE PRODUCT NAME 
AND ORDER NUMBER AND FILL IN THE 
ORDER FORM BELOW... OR RING OUR 

HOTLINE NUMBER 0458 74011 

[ A M I G A FOR M A T M ATL 0 R j> E R 
i ^ame Description 

No ttftffip required [1 potted in the UK. Channel Islands or the Ith 

Price Order No 

Man 

Address 

Postcode 

Phone number 

Method of payment (please circle} Access • Visa • Cheque * PO 

Credit Card No 

TOTAL ORDER 

Expiry date 
Please make all cheques payable to 
Future Publishing Limited 

SEND THIS FORM TO; Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing Ltd, Freepost, 

Somertorv Somerset, TA11 7BR 
• For overtew $rO*n cH Nifcfci 
tw pncet wt 04W 7*011 



Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing 

this advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit 
a 512K memory expansion at no extra cost. i 

How to fake advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* ff you require 24 hour courier to your doort please add £5 else your 

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post, 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in out opinion arc tampered with, to an extent 

beyond reasonable repair 

AMIGA REPAIRS S 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ Commodore registered repair centre 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
★ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post 6i packing 
+ Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in, 
★ Prices include full service checks overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ AJ1 repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

—Virgo— Upgrade your Amiga 500 

512K extension with clock 
* Top-quality PCB and connector tor total reliability 
* Latest 1 meg D RAMs for low power consumption 
* Auto-recharging battery-backed reat-time clock 
* Memory enable/disable 
* Compact design 
* Easily fitted in seconds. No risk to your warranty 

MADE. IN U.E 

No frills or gimmicks. Just a quality 
product at the best price you’ll find. 

Also available: 

£29.95 
inc VAT P&P 

512K extension without clock £25.99 
Half meg card with clock (no RAMs) £15.50 
Half meg card (no RAMs or clock) £11.50 

* RAM chips per Vi meg set £16.65 
* 1'A meg extension w ith clock £79.95 
* V/i meg card with clock (no RAMs) £30.00 

Credit card hotline f 
24 - hour service ^ 

'Yl'lA QQr\CQO Same day dispatch 
^ Oy\JDOO 12 - month guarantee 

Virgo Developments Ltd, Sapphire House, Fishponds Road, 
Wokingham, Berkshire, RG11 2QJ. 
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bench 
If you want some serious answers to Amiga questions, this 

is the place to look. PAT MCDONALD, take the stand... 

DRIVE ON 

Primarily I want to respond to the letter tram Ian Moran In AF21 and your subse¬ 
quent reply. I don't know it it will be of any use, but... 

I am building up a collection of printer drivers. Anybody who has some different 
or novel drivers can send them to me. Anybody who needs a driver should send 
me an SAE and a blank disk - I II copy my whole collection onto the blank disk and 
send it back. 

Printer drivers that IVe got at the minute include Alphaeom Alphapro 101. 
Brother HR 15XL, Canon PJ-IOBOA, CBM MPS1000, Diablo 630 Diablo Advantage 025. Diablo C-150. Epson, 
EpsonG. Epson X Old, EpsonX [CBM MPS-1250], Epson JX40, Generic. Howtek Pi* el master, HP DeskJet, HP 
LaserJet, HP LaserJet Plus, HP PaintJet, HP Thlnkjet Imagewnter 11. NEC Pinwrtter, Okidata 292, Okidata 2031, 
Okidata 92, Oklmate 20, Quadram Quadjet, Gume LelterPro 20. Toshiba P351C, Toshiba P351SX, Xerox 4020, 

Nigel Streeter, 6 Old Mill Court, Chingwell Road, 
London E18 1NJ 

/ wish you every success in your particu/ar brand of mama. 

PRIZE 
WINNER 

NO CONVERSION 
Can you tell me where I can get a 

copy of a utility that will convert 

Amiga IFF files to Macintosh PICT 

tor any other format) files. I have 

Dos2Dos and access to Apple file 

exchange, so transferring the data 

between machines is no problem 

Ben Andrews. Bucks 

it's not easy or cheap, l regret No 

Mac PD program wifl do this - af 

feast / cou/dnT find any m a Mac 

PD cafatogue. There are various 

commerda/ programs whtch con¬ 

vert PCX files to PICT files - but 

then you need to convert the IFF 

images to PCX first. The only pro¬ 

gram that can read straight tFFs 

from a PC disk on the Macintosh 

and is available is Adobe 

Photoshop, hideousfy expensive 

at about £700, 

LITERATE SHEEP 
Once upon a time, not so long 

ago, I read in a computer maga¬ 

zine about this gadget that you 

bung in the back of the Amiga with 

a massive washing-line aerial. It 

allows you to pick up pictures 

from weather satellites, and being 

a wealthy intellectual geography- 

loving sheep I want one so that 1 

know when to lie down, 

Alas I lost the mag. Can you 

fell me any information about this? 

Also, I would like an atlas for my 

computer - can you help there? 

Flossy the Super Sheep, 
Snitterfield 

If any radio hams or RTTY enthusi¬ 

asts know of a company that 

supplies the various bits and 

pieces necessary fo download 

satellite information cou/d they 

please forward the information to 

me here at Workbench and help 

the many readers who have asked 

about this. 

MENUMASTER 
NO MORE 

I would like to know how to solve 

my problem Amiga Format 

Coverdisks 19 and 20, Every time 

I want to access programs other 

than the demo (on 191 or any of 

the programs at all ton 20)p up 

comes a message saying +Can1 

open MenuMaster window1. I have 

tried and tried to access the other 

programs, but so far I just have 

not managed to do so. 

John S Deg, USA 

... AND NO MORE 
I belong to a small group of Amiga 

users, with various different 

machines. We are all agreed to 

write to you about the 

MenuMaster program that you use 

on the Coverdisk. Ifs OK for some 

of us to copy the programs and 

get into the disk, but for many 

people it's very difficult. 

Please change back to the 

icon form of programs, which are 

at least standardised, TheyVe eas¬ 

ier to use for the person who 

knows just a little bit about 

Workbench, 

Albany Park Amigans, London 

MenuMaster has a lot going for it 

- ifs painless to select programs 

from rt. However, because a few 

people don't get on with it (and n 

doesn't like NTSC/North American 

systems one bit) it wtU not be used 

any more. Instead the disk writ be 

as WorkbencMriendfy and as 

automatic as possible. 

American readers please 

note: if you want to use 

Coverdisks 19 or 20 then you wtfl 

have to resort to running the pro¬ 

grams through the She# or CU 

from Workbench. Sorry for the sit¬ 

uation, and it won't happen again. 

EMULATION 
\ am a student in the final year of 

my A Levels, and in October I 

hope to be going to a university or 

polytechnic to take a degree in 

computer science. During the 

ccxrse I wi have to write reports 

on homework and projects etc. All 

of the institutes have some sort of 

PCs that students are allowed 

access to so that they can write 

on them. Since the Government 

has cut budgets, there are not 

always enough computers for all 

the students to use at once. 

ft would be an advantage to 

have my own PC. I already own an 

A5G0, printer, memory expansion 

and external disk drive, I dorit 

want fo sell it and buy a PC - such 

a step could hardly be called 

upgrading as the Amiga is a far 

superior computer. If I could use 

my Amiga at home and the PCs on 

campus, and swap work between 

them on floppy disks it would be 

great. I have heard of PC emula¬ 

tors and read the report on them 

in AF but I am still unsure. 

As I understand it there are 

three hardware PC emulators on 

the market; Commodore, KCS 

Bitcon board and the Vortex 

ATOnce. In your view which i$ the 

best one to go for, as far as p«nce. 

Continued overleaf I 

MenuMaster warn a program that made It fairly easy to use the 

Coverdisk * but due to compatibility problem* it wiil never be on the 

disk again 
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If any readers have access to the JANET network then they can pull down lots of PD from the National Public 
Domain Software Archive at Lancaster University. If anyone wants to know how to do this then please write to 
me with an SAE or mail me on JANET at: 

I was very interested in the ElectroCAD program mentioned In AF19’s PD column. I am at a polytechnic on an 
electronics degree, unfortunately I cannot find it fisted by any of the PD suppliers so please could you tell me 
where to find it. What did ‘NBS U267 mean? 

Incidentally, I personally tike the large number of adverts In AF. By spending a little effort reading and com¬ 
paring them, I know where to go tor the best price tor the latest hardware and software. The more the merrier in 
my book. 

Glenn Halstead, 12 Holstein Street, Deepdale, Preston PR1 1UN 

NBS is the name of (he supplier for the review copy. The U267 is their code for that particular disk, and at the 
end of every PO column we put a list of suppliers for programs reviewed within the column. You can contact 
NBS on 0983 529594. 

HAL$TEAD_GTD@UK, AC .LANCSP.P l 

cost and performance go? Would I 
need to buy another 5,25-inch 
disk drive? 

Andrew Manning, Manchester 

Is it realty necessary for you to 
buy a PC emulator at all ? OK, so 
then it would be possible for you 
to run the PC software, ff you had 
MessyOOS or CrossDOS then ti 
think you would find that would be 
sufficient - you cou/d word pro¬ 
cess at university, save the fifes 
as ASClt which can be read by 
any machine's word processors, 
bring back the disk and read it on 
your Amiga. 

Alternatively you could write 
the data on your Amiga and then 
take it m to university to print out. 
Vou would only need to buy a 
5,25-inch drive if that was the size 
of disks used by the PC - nowa¬ 
days 3.5-inch is becoming the 
standard sized disk. 

SM2400 FACTS 

fn API9 in the 'advice' column, you 
stated that the Amstrad SM240Q 
modem is the one that you use, 1 
would much appreciate it if you 
could answer a few questions 
regarding this modem: 

1) Do you have any problems, no 
matter how big or small, when 
using it? 
2) Does it have MNP error correc¬ 
tion protocol? If not, is it really 
worth having? 
31 How does it respond to its high¬ 
est speed (2400 baud)? Is there 
any garbled data creeping in? 
41 Can it seek the baud rate auto¬ 
matically when dialling to a bulletin 
board with an Unknown baud rate? 
5) Does this modem Include an 
RS232 cable so that I could con¬ 
nect it to my Amiga's serial port 
without any difficulty? 

The reason I would like to 

know is I am deaf and want to be 
able to communicate with all my 
deaf friends over the telephone, 
as they all have terminals. This 
would greatly improve my social 
life as I would be then able to 
keep in touch with them, 

Tim Humpherson, Pwllheli 

1) Occasionally we need to reset 
it - ft dies from time to time, As 
if$ only a matter of pressing a 
button on the back, it's not really a 
problem. 
2) No it doesn't. MNP is nice to 
have but not necessary unfess you 
are downloading vast amounts of 
data and you want it to be as per¬ 
fect as possible. 
3) ft really depends on the quality 
of the phone line. Mostly ft 
behaves fine at any speed, but 
sometimes ft {ust transmits 
garbage due to a bad connection. 
4) Yes, No trouble 

5J Usually it does - its best to 
check with the company that actu¬ 
ally sells you the modem, and 
insist on a ready-made cable as 
they are a pain to make or to have 
made for you. 

WHICH 

I have been thinking long and hard 
about buying a hard drive for my 
A500. I can only afford one in the 
£250-£350 price bracket. It would 
be used to put my games on and 
a word processor etc. Could you 
tell me whether it would ft be 
capable of holding alf of the 
games that I have on my Amiga? 
Or would it just be a waste of 
money buying it? If you do recom¬ 
mend that I buy one would you 
please recommend the specific 
model that I buy and a contact as 
to where I can obtain it from, 

Lastfy I tried the tip that was 
given by Mr Seale to stick a two- 
inch piece of sticky tape across 
the top of the screen so that any 
Guru messages are invisible. It 
was fine up until I tried to get it 
off, I couldn’t. 

Robert Cole, Rugby 

Buying a hard drive just to put 
games on is not a good idea, 
Unless a game teffs you exactly 
how to copy itself onto a hard 
drive in the instructions, then it 
probably won't without a lot of 
specialised knowfedge. It's far bet¬ 
ter to use a hard drive as a big 
Workbench disk - one that you 
can store programs on that are 
compatible with Workbench. 

fm intrigued by your refer¬ 
ence to ‘word processor etc', as 
that's probably the best way to 
really use a hard drive. So I myself 
would recommend not buying a 
hard drive until you use a program 
a tot and want to store data from 
it in a big way - like a paint pro¬ 
gram if you're an artist, word 
processor if you're a writer or a 
music program if you like compos¬ 
ing. You could put two different 
programs of each type on a hard 
drive, and still have oodles of 
space for your creations. 

As for what you can store on 
a hard drive, it depends on how 
much of the floppy disk(s) each 
game uses. A fuff disk contains 
880K of information, but not all of 
that wi/f need to be copied to the 
hard disk. Expect about 20-30 
games to fit onto a 20 Mb hard 
dnve, assuming that most of them 
come on only one disk. 

NOTEPAD HINT 

Have you ever wanted to after 
more than one menu option 
selected as default when you run 
Notepad? The way shown in the 

Continued on Pago 205 I 
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PUBLIC APOLOGY 
YES FOLKS. WE ACTUALLY APOLOGISE TO ALL OUR COMPETITORS, 

AS WE SHALL BE SUPPLYING DISKETTES, ACCESSORIES ETC. AT 
UNBEATABLE PRICES 

CERTIFIED product ★ Unbeatable prices ★ Amazing value 

“3 5-- “ 3.5” ’Magic Media' US DD discs 
25DSDD1357PI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product...£19.95 

50 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OCR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product .129.95 

75 DS DD 135TPI DISCS WITH OCR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product .139.95 

. KX) DS DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX....£42.95 . 
★ 200 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS PLUS 2. DELUXE STORAGE BOXES £69.95 * 
★ 300 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS PLUS 3 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES £99.95 ★ 

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
'Magic Media' is our own brand of carefully selected Diskettes We boastfully claim these Discs to be the very best quality available. 
100% certified> tested product, simply the best. YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER  

5.25 5.25" ’Magic Media’ DS 1)1) discs 5.25 
20 DS DD 525" QCALITY DISKETTES WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product -. 113.95 

50 DS DD 5.25" QUALITY DISKETTES WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product..£ 19.95 

70 DS DD 525* QUALITY DISKETTES WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product. £23.95 

100 DS DD 5.25" QUALITY DISKETTES WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX 100% Certified Product.i29.95 

200 DS DD 5.25" QUALITY DISKETTES WITH 2. DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 100% Certified Product . £54.95 

What can we say. simply these are the best value money can buy. These diskettes are packed in 10s, certifictaed. tested, 
100% quality product. 

ATARI/AMIGA 

REPLACEMENT MICE 

ONLY £29.95 

ATARI/AMIGA | 

REPLACEMENT 3.5" DRIVE 

ONLY £69.95 

•Magic Media * HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS L 
10 DS DD3.5* 1.44 MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE.£14.99 
30 DS DD 3.5M 1.44 MLG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX...£39.95 | 
50 DS DD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX...£49,95 
100 DS DD 3,5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX.£64.99 1 

(AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, 
UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY) 1 

’Magic Media’ HIGH DENSITY 5.25” DISCS 
Id DS HD 5.25" DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE..£6.99 
30 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX. £16.95 
50 DS HD 5.25" 12 MEG WTTH DaiXE STORAGE BOX.£27.95 
70 DS HD 5.25" 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX.£38.95 
100 DS HD 5.25* 1.2 MEG WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOX.£42.95 

( AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED. UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY) 

■ ACCESSORIES 
IOO CAPACITY 3.5” LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX.£7.95 
too CAPACITY 5.25M LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX.£7,95 
3.5" OR 5,25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES.£4.95 
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND.£12.95 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND.....£7.95 
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND.£24.95 
33" OR 5.7A" HEAD CLEANERS.£2.95 
DELUXE MOUSE MATS.£2.95 
ROLL OF 1000 3.5 DISKETTE LABELS.£12,95 
BANK HliCAPACITY STACKABLE BOX.  £8.95 

DISC DRIVES 
AMSTRAD 1512/1 WO 3 5 DS DD EXTERNAL DRIVE.i99.95 

IBM XT/AT 3.5 DS DD EXTERNAL DRIVE.£99.95 

IBM XT/AT 3i DS HD EXTERNAL DRIVE.£105.00 

IBM XT/AT 5.25 DS DD EXTERNAL DRIVE.£99.95 

IBM XT/AT 5.25 DS HD EXTERN AL DRIVE....£105.00 

SHARP/TOSHIBA. EPSON. LAPTOPS 

DSDD 5.25 DS DD EXTERNAL DRIVE.£l 19,95 

'MICE 
LOGITECH 3 BUTTON PC/XT AT COMP, 100% MICROSOFT 
COMPATIBLE. LOADED WITH FEATURES.£29.95 
NAKSHA 3 BUTTON PC/XT AT COMP 100% MICROSOFT 
COMPATIBLE. SUPERB QUALITY.£39.95 
DEXXA 2 BUTTON PC/XT COMP. A BUDGET MOUSE GIVING 
EXCELLENT VALUE. £24.95 

CABLES AND SHARING DEVICES 
MANUAL 2 WAY SERIAL DATA SWITCH..£12.95 

MANUAL 2 WAY CENTRONICS DATA SWITCH.£12.95 

IBM P/C PRLNTER CABLE__£7.95 

CENTRONIC 36-36 PRINTER CABLE.£7.95 

PLEASE ENSURE YOU STATE CORRECT CABLE WHEN ORDERING 

M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES 
18 CRESCENT WAY. ORPINGTON. KENT HR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINES: 0689 8614(10 

(ALL PRICES QLOTEI) ARE INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. AND CARRIAGE U.K. MAINLAND ONLY). F./O.E. 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
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manual will only work for one 
option but I have managed to dis¬ 
cover a way to select two or more 
options. This is achieved by click* 
ing once on the Notepad icon 
and selecting ‘Info' from the 
'Workbench menu\ At the bottom 
of the window that appears is a 
string gadget (a box containing 
text) called TOOL TYPES. Click on 
the ADD icon beside it and type: 

FLAGS= <optianl>l<<^tion2> 

them on to your DPaint disk. Boot 
up with a copy of Workbench, 
open a sheli window and type:- 

resident c:dir 

resident C:copy 

Replace the Workbench disk with 
your copy of Extras L.3 and then 
try typing: 

copy all from dfO:fonts to 
rarmfonts 

Thanks for the info on copying the 
fonts onto DPaint. If you press the 
right mouse button over the text 
icon in DPaint. and then enter: 

DFO: FOftflS 

to the box that is marked drawer, 
DPaint wif/ took for any fonts on 
any disk that you insert whilst to 
DPaint. This shouto save some 
hass/e for those people who are 
unfamiliar with the Shelf 

For example, if you want draft and 
form feeds selected then you 
would type: 

FLAGS=draft I formf eed 

Then click on the SAVE button. 
The T character is known as the 
pipe symbol, and is a shifted back* 
slash (next to the backspace key 
at the top right of your keyboard), 

Adam Sampson, Sevenoaks 

Thanks for the tip. The winning 
enfiy of the mini competition to 
write a stand-alone Notepad script 
fife wi/i be on the next Coverdisk, 
space permitting. 

FONT MANIA 

Want some more fonts to use in 
Deluxe Paint? You've already got 
some! They are on Extras 1.3: 
Courier, Helvetica, Times and 
Adobe in a range of sizes. There 
are more on The Very First you 
know the disk you looked at once 
then put away. 

Here's what you do to copy 

Repeat this with The Very First 
disk. Then to copy all the fonts 
onto your DPaint disk, insert that 
disk and type: 

copy all from ram:fonts to 

dfO:fonts 

dir dfO:fonts 

This last line will let you check that 
they have all copied on to the 
DPaint disk. Try checking out 
other disks in your collection - 
very often they will contain more. 

Fonts are always contained in 
a directory that is called fonts, I 
found Arnold Bocklm m 9, 18 and 
27 sizes on the Interphase disk 
that came with the Christmas edi¬ 
tion of Amiga Format 

This has highlighted one small 
problem with DPaint W. The lonts 
menu' will only show a maximum 
of 15 available fonts - so you will 
probably end up being very selec¬ 
tive over which fonts you load into 
the program. 

Bill Dawson. 
Southampton. Hants 

MANUAL MISPRINT 

PRIZE 
WINNER 

In AF2Q you published a tetter 
titled No Can PHnf from Mark 
Perkins of Poole. While you 
answered the question satisfacto¬ 
rily, I think you missed the heart of 
the problem which is related to a 
misprint In the A500 user-manual 
supplied with the equipment. 

On Page 7-20 of the manual it suggests using this command to 
redirect the output to a file: 

DIR MyDiskDir > OPT A 

The teller from Mark had the same syntax, namely: 

DIR DIRBCTLIST > OPT A 

These both result In an error message from the Amiga because the 
redirection symbol V should be located before the file name, not 
after It. That is, people should use this command: 

DIR > DIRBCTLIST OPT A 

This would produce the directory listing In the form of a text file 
which he can then either edit or print as he wishes using Ed or 
Print Files respectively. 

A B ‘Sandy1 Smith, Bishopton 

Thanks for telling everybody about the misprint 

EXPANDING 

MACHINE 

I would like some more memory 
for my Amiga but I don’t know 
which hard disk to buy* I have an 
A2000 and a 40MB hard disk with 
a SCSI controller, If possible 
should I purchase extra RAM to 
connect via the hard drrve fhke on 
the A590) or is it smpty bene? to 
purchase something hke the 
Cortex that has a 2MB fitted for 
£249? If not couid you try and 
suggest something bette' for 
under £300? 

I have had experiences with 
various pieces of software whch 
do not run on a 1MB A500. So wi 
I be likely to encounter any pro¬ 
grams which do not ike my 
expanded machine? AJso my bat¬ 
tery backed-up clock s$r: hxnd 
any more — is it constancy 
charged or does the batter* ^eed 
replacing sometimes? 
Shaun J Nicholson Camberiey 

Usually ft is best to ft memory w 
any existing slots before you 
expand on a separate board * 
you can plug memory rm the 
hard dove card then by a ^eans 
fit it there - another card mxJd be 
a waste, unless you can't ft ary 
more memory onto yotr hard 
drive that is. 

EASY SETCL0CK 

Regarding the Itesr re Doc* 
letter in that you published m 
AF2L There is n fact an easier 
way of correcting a corrupted 
clock, hn Workbench 1.3 (and posr 
sibly earlier releases] there is a 
software fix. 

If your dock has locked up or 
refuses to hold the correct time, 
boot up with Workbench, open a 
Shell or CL! wmdow and type the 
following command: 

SETCLOCK RESET 

This will clear the clock register. 
Then set the correct time and 
date, and enter the next command 
into the Shell or CLI window: 

SETCLQCK SAVE 

which will save the current system 

date and time to the registers in 
the clock chip, 

R Jankowski, Merseyside 

Thanks ft works on Workbench 
12 as welt (for a changel 

SIMILAR CASE 

In response to the letter in AF21 
from CS Knight relating to his 
Yamaha PSR keyboard, Sonix and 
Microdeal Interface not working, I 
would like to tell you about a 
similar experience that I had with 
my equipment. 

I too have a 1MB A500, 
Deluxe Mus/c, Yamaha DSR2000 
with a Trilogic MIDI interface. 
When originally connected up this 
gave no results under any test: 
1) I checked all leads and connec¬ 
tions - OK. 
2) I then checked keyboard at 
music shop - it worked with their 
MIDI setup. 
3) Replaced interface but still had 
no results. 
4) After checking what was an 
otherwise perfect A500 I found 
out mat the serial port chip was 
faulty. Replacing this gave me per¬ 
fect results. 

The lesson ! have learned 
from this is that even though the 
computer may seem perfect in 
every way adding new hardware 
peripherals, to what are previously 
unused Amiga connectors, can 
reveal previously unseen Amiga 
hardware faults. 

Take heart, the repair was rel¬ 
atively simple to perform and was 
quite inexpensive and now the 
atooie system gives me hours of 
musical pleasure. 

Herbert Riddle, Oldham 

How very true. / thought one 
Amiga was perfect until l tried fit* 
ting a sound sampler - it wouldn't 
work because the parallel port 
chip was blown. So don't trust that 
everything is all right with your 
computer until you've tested if. 

DTP TRACK 

I recently purchased a copy of 
PageSefter IF What a great pro¬ 
gram it is for desktop publishing. 
The only thing I couldn't find how 
to do in the manual was how to 
alter spacing between individual 
characters (I believe this is called 
the tracking). 

However during one busy ses¬ 
sion I found out how to do it. It's 
very simple - all you do is high¬ 
light the text (or select all from the 
edit menu) and then use the left* 
and-nght cursor keys to adjust the 
tracking to taste. 

Neil Baker, Leicestershire 

And there you have it. 
Continued overleaf I 
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Workbench 

Silly Questions 
A new section in Workbench, in which we try to 

answer some of the simpler and more obvious 

points that can so easily confuse the beginner. 

MINIVAC WANTED 

I wonder if you can you tell me where! can get 
hold of a product called Mini Vac? It is a very 
small vacuum cleaner which is used to collect 
the dust from inside recesses of computer key¬ 
boards. It costs about £9 but I can’t find out 
who supplies it. 

Also the eject button of my internal disk 
drive has broken. Although it is still usable it 
keeps falling out. Can you tell me who supplies 

these or do I have to go and buy a new internal 
disk drive? 

Dave Hogben, Middlesex 

The Mrn/Vac is made in China, The supplier, f 
think, js Mabbott and Griffith ( 0766 77I393L / 
guess the manufacturer of the eject button is 
also tn the Far East, so you' may have to live 
wrth it as getting spares for this sort of thing is 
virtually rmpassibJe. 

LAZARUS MYSTERY 

Has anyone out there heard of a virus called 
Lazarus? One of my disks seems to have been 
afflicted with it. 

The disk was a commercial game which 
refused to boot one day. Checking it I found 
the Lamer Exterminator virus which I got rid of 
with a virus killer. The disk still wouldn't boot 
and was now not a DOS disk, 

I ran DiskDoctor over the disk, which saw 
every track as having a hard error, and at 
some point the name of the disk was changed 
to Lazarus. The disk only showed two blocks in 
use, which I presume must be the bootblacks. 
So now I have a very empty disk* 

I cannot find any reference to a virus called 
Lazarus, and ! have not seen Lamer do some¬ 
thing as severe as this. Any info would be 
much appreciated. 

Steve Clarke, Kempston 

If you destroy the bootblock on a commercial 
game fto get rid of a virus) then the original 
bootbtock is gone forever. The disk is trashed. 
Runmng DiskDoctor on such a disk will cause 
DiskDoctor to rename the disk as Lazarus - it 

Continued on Page 2061 

A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE... 

I am in two minds about buying an Amiga and here are the reasons why I 
haven't bought one 

a) The Joystick ports are in a poor position at the back ot the machine. 
(Couldn't they have been put In the front or side?) 
b) Sluggish, noisy, unreliable disk drive - can this be replaced with one 
like the Archimedes which is fast and quiet? 
c) The big fat TV modulator slicking out of the back - couldn't it have 
been built In? 
d) Big noisy power supply. 
e) Viruses - can t the computer detect and destroy them? 

Will any ot these design faults be remedied? In comparison with the 
Archie the Amiga is a shabby piece of technical equipment. 

1} What is the latest A500 version in terms of Kickstsrt and fatter Agnus? 
2} Is the Amiga able to take ROM cartridges like the 64? If so, of what 
memory capacity? 
3) ts there an art package where you can design symbols (for a war- 
game) and transfer them into a game. If not, how would you do this? 
4) Why are there not 
more strategy games 
like, for example, RT 
Smith's Vulcarff ft has 
super graphics, ran¬ 
dom play every time 
and It's complex. 
Surely strategy games 
are what computers 
were made tor! 
5) Does 512K of RAM 
mean 512K * S bits (if 
so the Amiga only has 
256K x 16-bits, does It 
not) or does this mean 
that the machine can 
carry out two 8-bit 
instructions at once? 
6) Why Is there not a 
computer around that 
can emulate not only 
the Amiga but theBBC. 
64. and Spectrum? 
7) Can t we have a poke to make memory restricted muiti-ioad games 
(512K) load completely on 1MB machines as this would save on disk 
wear. 
S)ls It possible to use Muslc-X to produce different musical styles 
classical for example? 

J Kelly, London 

a) I quite agree, the joystick ports are not easy to get at. Of course. 
redesigning the computer to put them somewhere else would cost quite a 
tidy sum in retooling and updating old machines - why not just tit a cou¬ 
ple of extension leads. 
b) The fault lies not in the drive - It's because the Amiga is a multitasking 
machine that does other things white loading. 
c) True the modulator is ugly. Domestic televisions produce an ugly pic¬ 
ture though. If you used a monitor you would have a better picture and 
no unsightly tump hanging from the back. Building the modulator into the 
computer is a nice idea but is totally pointless really. 
d) Noisy? It's nothing compared with what the computer sounds tike. The 
latest power supply is very tight as welt But I must admitt It's ugly: 
e) Yes. if you run a virus-kitting program and behave In a sensible and 
responsible way with new disks. 

It's unlikely that any ot the "design faults' as you describe them wilt 
be remedied - because they are not really faults. Sure, the A500 is not as 
easy to work with as an A1500 - because it was designed as a domestic 
home computer rather than a work station, That said, you can live with 
any of these problems - believe me. you'll find tots more to whinge about 
once you actually start using it 

As for your comment about the Archie, l can say very little because f 
have rarely encountered an Archie Do they really exist? Jokfng aside, 
untit you actually sit down and play with a computer it s very difficult to 
say anything worthwhile. On to your other points. 
1) Latest Agnus is the Fatter Agnus, 8372A, Latest Kickstart is 1.3 release 
34.5. Expect the latter to go up to Kickstart 2.0 when Commodore get 
around to releasing an upgrade kit 
2) it is, of up to 8MB actually. No games cartridges are yet available - 
companies generally use ROMs to set up peripherals like hard drives and 
games -freezer cartridges. 
3) There are sundry toots for importing IFF pictures into games that you 
write yourself. Typically game screens are designed in DPalnt and then 
changed Into RA W binary formal to incorporate within games. 
4) No actually, computers were invented to process targe amounts of dig¬ 
ital information very quickly. Hard to believe but quite true. 
5) No> 512 KB (how often people miss the b these days and forget what ft 
means) is short for 512 Kilobytes. That Is, 512 x 8-bit if you realty want to 
think of It tike that. The way the computer uses this is completely inde¬ 
pendent of the RAM set up. 16-bit computers like the standard Amiga 
grab two bytes at a time, for instance. 
6) The Amiga can emulate the PC. Mac. BBC. C$4, Spectrum and (believe 
it or not) the Amiga, 
7) No, That's up to the programmer to incorporate into games, and Its 
quite heartening to now see games that do this as more Amigas now 
have tMB of RAM. If you want to mess about with your own copies of a 
game to do this, fine. If you break into a game for anything other than 
your own private study then you could be infringing on the sales condi¬ 
tions ot the game. 
$) Yes. 
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COMPUTERWISE 

BRIGHTON 

If you live near Brighton you should visit the shop with 
knowledgeable and friendlv staff. A large range of 

software, hardware and peripherals, most "at discounted 
prices, and with a comprehensive stock you will find 

what you are looking for...probably. 
We are the only dedicated 16 bit computer shop in the 

South, unless you know different * 

We are open 10,00am to 5.30pm 
Monday to Saturday at 

44 George Street, Kemptowri, 
Brighton, East Sussex 

Phone; Brighton (0273) 674626 

ED 
USE YOUR UOICE 

TO OUTDRAW THE 
GUNFIGHTER 

CASH PRIZES 

0898 313 585 
INFOOIAL PO Sox 36 LSI 4TN Call Charges 34p Per min Cheap Rate 45p all other times 

Supra Modems for the Amiga 

Modems from £55 
Supra 2400 (V22bis) £125 

Supra Plus (9600 baud) £220 
Used Modems at bargain prices. 

All modems are autodial auto answer Hayes Compatible, 

All Supra modems are guaranteed for four years. 

Open till 8pm 081-566-3639 Open till 8pm 

SUPPLY SOLUTIONS PO BOX 2136 LONDON W13 80J 
107 Uxbfidge Road, London. W13 9AA 

CHELTENHAM 
ATARI AND AMIGA CENTRE 

BIGGEST RANGE OF STOCK IN THE COUNTRY 
* 
* mage t 

* 
* 
* k boxes 
★ 
★ 

.; m our unique SEGA, 
for just E' perr 

^ our Amiga Guo a? 
jU nights j Friday 6pr 

'esong and support 

56 BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GL53 7HJ 
PLUS FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON 0242 224340 

VAT INCLUDED 

Qz. commodore 

Prices Include VAT, deliver A warranty. 
Please add £15 tor overnight delivery. 
All systems in leslod before despatch. 
On-ilte ma!n|«fis"e* option* available. 

■ Amiga A3C0£Ji00, 2SMhi 6MB £2995 

■ Amiga A3OO053 2SMhz 3MB £2795 

B Amiga AfSGD lataal LIK model £645 

fl Amiga A15Q0 as above £699 
plus DPaino. Wo*k* Platinum etc 

fl Amiga A153Q with A?CSB PC-KT £049 
bridge board $ st" disk drive 

1 Amiga A1500 with 30MS £@95 
auicbaot hard <J"ik 

02000 + XT Bridge Board + 20IVIB autoboot hard disk £1195! 

PERIPHERALS 

A263U rnrd 25V j 4 VS £ 1 295 

A3285 PC-AT bat'd A d -n £675 

Asoii pc-rr tors ins ^ £225 

CJOSI SMB Ber; 2VB £196 

RAM lor above cc' aVB £72 

A3232 Multi Pod SflM‘C*rd £ 199 

Quantum Pro Drive WB * ims £275 

Quantum PreDflv* "3C*.”0iim» £425 

Quantum ProDrlv# 2“30Vi itm* £725 

A209I eerd for P e ;v= - £189 

RAM tor above zw mb 2V« £36 

Enlamti Drive * *:■ £95 

B RAM for A5&0. par MB £36 

B SCRAM lor A3DOO. per MB .. £72 

B KCS PC Power Board £229 

■ Supra Modem 2400 P>U« MNP £ 149 

B Supra Modem 300-2400 baud' £115 

B Supra 2400x1 internal modem £99 

fl MulllScan monitor H" i024*7M £395 

B A2320 O 'spifly Inha new for above £249 

B HP DeakJat 500 inkjet, 300 dpi £475 

B HP PaintJet colour InkJet iso dpi £075 

B Rend*!* 1102 Genlock £ 169 

B Rendaie Pro Ganioek £575 

fl FrameGrabber 2 a'l colour modes £495 
A overscan, up to 640x400 resolution 

fl SuperPic GcmacWOigitfMr £495 

B SkelchMaster dwg. table!. £49$ 
TOOftlpi With stylus * 4-button CufBOf 

l Amstrad FX^OCAT Fax + Printer + Copier + Scanner £115 off! I 

PRODUCTIVITY 

B SuperPlan 
■ SuperiAft* Peri; 1-a 2 
9 Professional 3 
B * ■ Preftsiionar 4 
■ Advantage vi i 
■ C64 Emulator v2 
B Doctor Amt 
■ Disk Mechanic 
■ Excellence 2 
■ Pagaatreim 2.1 
■ Professional Page 7 ZA 
9 Profeatlonal D*a* 2 
9 CG Outline Font* 
■ Pen Pat vi 3 Sev ’4 
B TfiniWrlte Z t* 
fl Work*? Pia&num Ec4: - 

■ SA5/Uttlce C vi.lOA LI 59 « 
BAG Basic via t0»,«i 
■ kXZ Fortran f?9 as 
fl APL 18000 Level ll v7 30 299*5 
B Doa*2*Dsi 34, as 
■ Workbench 1-3 Enhancer 12. is 

spreads***! with. bu*jn«a graphic*, time planner 39 at 
Wr-cei database pc*w wAhout Drogrtmming! 35 is 

ftple Boyce of A~rga dtTabasw" (Nd) 144 is 
j-iflia-" rvjw features 349.no 

F«*cv x—-i sc'eads^fl * m WP A Co-Pro support 89 at 
Donl 'sw/eu* C64 »*ww* Away* 49.*i 

«CCPW dsaSSes bad drsfc blocks and RAM! 34 is 
Tv^e-vO, beck o saveg* pu new CLI commands 44n 

-5-wvedvc-'scn WordPerf«awithgraphical 94 is 
t' n* - '«■ jres -nd Agfa‘Adobe fonts I3g.es 

*•** * - a* 34*pt J Pamone colour* & mora 174 is 
”■:" *,ec " *-?h au'io-tracg. curved text & more.,. 15 sj 

i: i GG ^ ■ *:r ProPage, PjoDraw 2. PageSettw 2 85,is 
£67 fl B Pagesetler 3 45,41 

34 « B Professional Page dtp Art 34 is 

Sin B Profeaaionaf Page Tamplalas 34 is 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY AND 17)% VAT 

CREAnvtTY 

■ Inlroead Pius 
■ Broad; a it Tiber 2 
i Pro Video Poet 
■ Pro Video ton *•& 
■ TV-Text Profeaslonal 

■ TV-Show v2 02 
B Video Ejects 3D vi 2a 
B The Arl Oepertment 
■ Art Department Professional 
■ 3D Profeielonal v2 

■ AmlgaVliton vi.33G £75 si 
■ Dlglview Gold v4,0 54 ti 
■ Turbo Silver v3 OA 85 is 
■ De Luvt Paint 11 24 is 
B De Luae Paint III M is 
B Sped ra Co I or 64 eg 

Powerful new varslon of popular CAD program 69 is 
Real Broadcasl quality Mhng wilh 4-level anti-aliasing 1$4 is 
The unrmaie In video presen!aiion, tilling A effects 154 «i 
Chorea ol 5 sets of 4 anlraliased fonts. per set,. 89 n 
Lsiesf tuii-realure video litter, includes Zuma lonls 74 is 
video presentetion, special effects 4 transitions 54 is 
Smooih play back, unhnrited 3D effect combine ton* 129 « 

£54«i B Diglpafnt 3 S5 is 
125 is ■ De Luxe Video 3 89 is 
249 is ■ Walt Disney Animation Studio §9 is 

■ ■■ IF VOU WANT IT TOMORROW..* CALL US TODAY I ON 081-54B-7258 

P'tcei are POST Fftf E & include VAT, 
Order by phone wlh your credit card, 
or send cheque/PO or your credit card 
nu mber W# welcome ofUdai o t den, 
Software sent seme-day by tsl Ciirss 

post, but pease aflow rrve days tor 
hardware delivery, unless overnight, 
Prices subject to inability. n>t. au uuare 

LAKESIDE MOUSE. KINGSTON HILL SURREY. KTJ JOT. TEL Dil-SJI-TiSI 
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can be heated but only if you're a miracle 

worker. Otherwise, get a replacement from the 

manufacturers of the game. 
The Lazarus name is a biblical reference: 

DiskDoctor calls disks that if if thinks it might 

have brought them back from the dead... 

WHICH ERROR? 

While messing around with the CLII was given 

error number 212. I can find no explanation for 

this in any of my Amiga manuals. Please could 

you enlighten me? 

P C, Lancashire 

'Object is not of required type'. You are 
attempting to do something with a file that ft 

will not do. ft's fairly rare indeed to get this 

from the CL/. 

NUMBERS PLEASE 

I have just invested in a modem for my A50G, I 

have many numbers for bulletin boards which I 

used to use with my C64. Most of these buF 

letin boards have now closed down, so I don't 

have any relevant numbers now. Please can 

you print the numbers of a few bulletin boards 

so that I can use some of the PD software 

which I read about in your magazine. 

Dominic Torrisi, Manchester 

Try 01-For-Amiga, 071 377 1358: Amiga 

Shackt 0737 361178: CIXl 081 399 5252. Or 
you could fry Phantom BB, which is a viewdata 
service on 0226 340425. 

SIMPLE AMOS 

I might buy AMOS. First I would 
like to know whether i can create 
games by drawing them or whether 
I have to type for hours then find I 
can t save anything and ending up 
starting over again. Also does 
AMOS makes its own disks up 
complete to order, or do I have to 
set up my games to autorun? Do I 
need separate dala disks? 

David Coombes, Washington 

AMOS is not a creator, it's a ver¬ 
sion of the Basic programming 
language - unless you are pretty 
happy with writing Basic pro¬ 
grams, then Pon t buy it fn other 
words, yes you will have fo type for 
hours at the keyboard, as well as 
designing the graphics for games 
with the mouse and a paint pro* 
gram. 
Having said that AMOS does 

allow you to create programs and 
games with it. But don r expect to 
pick it up and use it instantly to 
write a best setter - it takes a tong 
time to find your way around. 

Yes, you can incorporate AMOS programs onto separate disks, and the manuai is pretty good 
at telling you how to do this. Don t expect to start writing things with it straight away - you have to 
learn to walk before you can run. 

BUDDHISM OK 

I am in need of help! After receiving an Amiga 

for Christmas I have started having problems. 

The type of problems that made me think there 

was some kind of Buddhist temple in my 

machine. You guessed it the Guru had decided 

to meditate with me. 

First the nice little man inside my machine 

tells me of a software error, task held, select 

cancel to reset debug. So I have no choice but 

to reset, then the Gurus come. I thought ft 

could be a virus, so \ checked out my entire 

collection of disks. Apart from one called 

Lazarus {which I tore into little pieces) they 

were all ok. Please tell me why my machine is 

doing this, if s driving me up the wall. 

Gareth Davis. Harrogate 

Guru Meditation Numbers are error messages 
that the system puts up when a program mis¬ 

behaves. The first number is the acfuai error 

numberr the second is the address where it 

occurred. Remember, when you get a Guru it's 

not the machine causing it - it's the software 
running at the time, 

About all you can do is use software that 

rarely causes the machine to do this. Mind you. 

the commonest Guru number is #00000003, 

which simply means out of memory; that is the 

computer does not have enough RAM to per 
form a task, 

tf ever proof was needed that the Amiga’s 
designers were a different set of people to the 

norm, the Gum Meditation js it. Shame it's 

going to be scrapped in Workbench 2. 

WHAT’S IT MEAN? 

Every time that I use De/uxe Paint I/I I keep gef 

ting the message come up: ‘Can’t Open Not an 

IFF File1. What exactly does this mean and how 

do I get around it? 

I bought an ASOO six months ago. I only ever play 
games on it, but I would like to team how to do 

simple programming and how to operate the 
Workbench. I cannot find any books that do 

not throw me in at the deep end. On my old 
Amstrad CPC464 I could do very simple pro¬ 
gramming but 1 am completely lost on the 

Amiga. I need a book that will start me from the 
very beginning. 

William Woods, London 

Noonan {Editor of AF) wrote a book to fill this need. It s 
called Getting the Most Out of Your Amiga\ and is available through 

the matt order pages of this magazine. Commodore were so impressed with 
it that they included it as part of the A1500 package. 

How do 1 go about securing disks or files with a 

password? 

Matthew Coveney, Surrey 

You are trying to load a file into DPaint that is 
not a standard picture (generally referred to as 

an IFF file). You get around if by labelling ail of 

your pictures with JFF on the end. it doesn't 

harm anything to try and load in a file that isn't 
a picture - so don't worry about it. 

As for a password program for the Amiga, 

IVe had several requests for one so HI be 

putting one on a future Coverdisk. 

ULTRA SILLY 

1) Does my Amiga have Kickstart 1.3? It was 

bought a week before Christmas. 

2) Which 1.5 Mb memory upgrade is the best 

to buy? 

3) Which 0.5MB upgrade? 

4) Which printer (for less than £250) is the 

best buy? 

Matthew Hare, Macclesfield 

Ij When you first turn on your machine and 
you see a picture of a hand holding a disk and 
if it says L3 then its a 1.3 machine/ 

2) My personal favourite companies for mem¬ 
ory expansions is Ashcom, although Evesham 

Micros and Triiogic are well worth checking out 

(see their adverts in this issue). Also the mem¬ 

ory round-up in AF16 should help. 

3) See above. 

4) Look for a cheap 9-pin which is Epson com¬ 

patible. Avoid 24-pms unless you don't want to 

print out graphics (9-pm graphic printouts look 

better}. If you want colour, then the Star LC10 

or Citizen Swift 9 would be pretty good buys, 
Make sure though, that whatever printer you 

get, you also get a suitable printer driver with it 
and a connecting cable. 
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Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate, 
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, 

WN6 OXQ 
Tel: (0257) 472444 Pax:(0257) 426577 

THIRD COAST 
TECHNOLOGIES 

* Xetec hard drive* offer the ultimate m terms of 

performance for the Amiga A 500 

» Faster than any other competitor 

» Transfer rates ot up to 800K/S 

* Support-s tape backup networking under SCSI 

* Support of up to SMbyrtf of auicHcofifiguring ram 

* i < impact host adapter with 1 metre connection cable 

* omes complete with 40 management utilities & manual 

Xetec A500 Hard Drive & Ram Pricing 
setec 50MB 10 Milli Head Park £499.99 Xctcc Ram £99.99 

Xetec 65MB 25 Milli Head Park £549.99 Xetec 1.5MB £199.99 

Artec 85MB 25 Mill* Head Park £599.99 Xetec 2MB £249.99 

\rt« 106MB 15 Milli Head Bark 1649,99 Xetec 4MB £349.99 

Xetec SMB GS49.99 

IVS . 
frumPcar 
* supports all embedded hard drives 

* supports up to 4Mbytes of fast ram 

* 2-3 times faster than the A590 

* Autoboot toms as standard, uses fast file 

* i '(impact design dips into side of Amiga A50O 

* Memory expandable in 512K* I MB, 2MB sups 

* Unique design allows controller Ac drive to he 

sed with an Amiga 2000 should you ever upgrade 

* Supports any 3.5N SCSI drive 

12 MB Tfumpcard 25 Milli Auto Park AS00 £.349.99 Trumpcard Kit £199.99 

^0 MB Trumpcard 10 Milli Auto Park A500 £399.99 Meta 4 -2MB £249.99 

40 MB Trumpeard 25 Milli Auto Park Aid© £529.99 Meta 4 '4 MB £349 99 

\m MB Trumpcard 25 Milli Auto Park A500 £599.99 

ICD AdRAM 
A500 

JQ> AdRAM for the A5C0 alters memory expansion 

frmri M2K up I MB then tn adding 4 chips it expands 

tii J.t.VtK etc. The hoard iumr> supplied with 

comprehensive manual and tkuk. If tjkes only 

miniues in uiholl & require* m« M»kienng. Available 

in any configuration. Plugs m A4iJ I expanskm dm. 

WK AM 540 unpopulated £79.99 AdRAM 540 with 2MB £169.99 

UKAM 540with 12MB £99.99 AdRAM 540 with 4MB £244.99 

Vi RAM 540 with 1MB £134,99 AdRAM 540 with 6MB £484.99 

VJRAM 540 with 1.5MB £149.99 

CP10 Pat Encoder D640 Automatic 
Colour Splitter 

Price £129.99 

Broadcast quality Pa! encoding on 

:hr Arnica, PC and Atari allows you 

*■> get on your recording what you 

>ec on the screen without loss of 

quality. Supports S VI IS and also 

RUB Sc Audio in on Scan. Audio, 

Video and Yk out. Supplied w ith 

.xnprcbenvivc manual Sc PSD, 

Pote 1129,99 

Allows images to he digitised in full 

nd..ur from camera nr recorder. Offers 

Pal in and also S-VHS m full 

hrightnevv contrail and colour 

controls. Fully Automatic without the 

need for manual switching betw een 

Red, Green and Blue. Fully compatible 

with all Amiga digitiset, supplied with 

comprehensive manual X PSLL 

Faster Than any other Competitor “Amiga Computing* 

ICD ADV 2000 Hard Drives 
Advantage 2000 SC Si performance hard drive controller Supports transfer rate of up 

to 900K/S. Fully autobooting supporting all embedded SCSI drives & SCSUST506 

controllers. The ADV controller also supports optical drives, rape streamers & 

removable media drives. Cache buffering Ac 20 nanosecond GAL logic make this the 

fastest controller conunercialb available tor the Amiga 2000 senes. Programmable 

memory cache buffering is a!** ► j . a liable ADV will support a drive in the landing bay 

or on the vide of the card. 

ADV 2000 Controller ' ll* 99 Xeree minicard £99 99 

ICD ADV 2000 Hard Drive Pricing 
32MB 2SM/S aum head pari & i s * 
50MB HIM. S jutu head pari b. - s» : ' — ^ 

85MB 2SM/S *ulo he^ part & ki t w* ** 

3,30MB ISMfS aiiici bead part A W* t : — ** 

65MB 25M/S 3ut» head park be lock £449.99 

106MB I AM S juio bead pjfk & lock 1579.99 

ST506controllerfMFM tX Rl I.) £99,99 

Amiga Floppy Drives 
Intern,? fl pr* drive requires no case modification 

external *4 track demlmt drive w ith cable & switch 

No case mods 
External Floppy £69 99 Internal Floppy £59.99 

Graphics 
Pro Genlock 
£299.99 

Fn>Genlocks offering video m Ac out, 
RGB Ac; PAL out. Built in fader 
External colour and contrast controls 

Supplied with manual and features that 
leave the Rend ale standing. + RGB splitter. 

GST Gold Genlock 
Pro-Genlock with built in PSU, built in RGB 
splitter. Video in Ac out also RGB & PAl 
out. Built in key inverter. Allows digitised 

results to be stoned and overlayed onto any 
VHS recorder Title and animate am vadca 
S-VHS + Fader £549.99 

•14MHz replacement processor 

•7MHz fallback softwiit selectable 

•On-board RAM cache 

•No soldrring required 
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CAD & DRAWING - 20l3B 
t CAE) DE SIGNER rrfl« 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW UJ mm 
SCULPT 3DJCL irnig Mtor»i. (83 99 
SCULPT ANIMAT F AD JUNIOR raw 

AMIGA PRINTER & MODEM LEADS 
fOR A WO 2000 3000 
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ANTISTATIC SEMI 
THAN SPARE NT DUST COVERS 

VIDEOS [VMS FORMAT ONLYI 
TRILQGIC'S *nROQUCTItH TQ THE 

COUMODDHE AMIGA SOD ftrt 1 rM„ * ^ 
IpH r.mp An^a * WP y*N ^ hliM 

• motr^ng >t :9T«nyj cto 'n«ui>':* A rrriin 

1 to* JPIFTM Jfl m* EllN 

mOFESSONAL TECRMClfS FOR BFAWT M * 

PRINTER RIBBONS ICOMPATIBLE rypESI 
STAR iu*B ran 

STIR iCIO f t 44 

STAR iCV COLOUR ih» 

CfTIZEN BOOfUOO-WI m* 

DTBM 13000300-BH ClTUlii 8HAWD 

AMIGA A500 

AMIGA AG] to4>*ai.,Brt.«H<Pto 
IWA.1084S PHKiPS BH33 

STAR LC240 LC2DD. lC?A 2D0 

STAR Lenuno COLOim, LC20 
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CII12FNSWT 9. SWIFT 
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MOPfTtH ^JfTW 2 MtoMbr4*An 
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GOMMOCCRf MPSKQ flit 

WiASOhiC OfDI M49 
PMlASOfttC KXPIBOTG'4 it* 

AMSTRAD ‘3MP3CU0 SDO Tie01?S: mi 
hi a ip*r 1 u*» 

SAMPLING 
tUDlOMJLSUtf m w« 

PL RTF C T SIAM) hw h*. iw » 

MASTf RSOLAO HC ^9**-* »i * 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Tito it pin at t* ** .-Flatting 1 jng. a[ tw^ng 
4 on^rtwnato .Alton nppoato to UK- 
ItotMAt ifjrlng toPI in* mjm 0* 2 
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NACWITOR RUTH VOUSk JCMErtK 
it room Lf ad nr n p w up 

MCMT0R SWWSLT1T BASE 
toMftto ll mt»pa* (it* 

AMIGA TV & MONITOR LEADS 
* [. tot an BC>a *im *k. nPgtia tot** ■-- 

FfSi( 
HOTLINE 

0274-691115 
HOW TO ORDER 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT*- NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 
l*al 17ft % excluding books) 

CARRIAGE 
Minimum order €10 GO Carrier free on all 
orders. Optional 12 day Express Delivery 
€3 SO per order or €7 OO for guaranteed 
next working day 

tUK mainland, ext Scottish Highlands) 

^FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON j 
W ORDERS OVER £500 ^ 
EXPORTS a speciality add D 99 for 

surface mail or £3 95 for airmail 

r Computers, monitors & printers 

flease phone for carnage charges) 

TO ORDER BY MAIL. PHONE OR FAX 
- Prompt Despatch 

Simply quote your ccard details, name & 

address & your order & leave the rest to 

us. Ybu are not charged until the goods 

are despatched. Or send cheque or PO 

(payable loTRlUDGlCl, or cash 

(send cash by registered post) 
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INTEGRATED SOFTWARE 
PACKAGES 
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TRILDSICJ^ 
AMIGA 

A500 

CALLERS WELCOME 
**t sm 

pf«Xif to Afftany 

FREE JOYSTICK 
WMfi Miy An(i tdKttw 

FREE PAPER 
If** P*Ck D< p*p*r 
mt) 

• CONNECTING LEAD • RGB 4 VIDEO INPUTS 
• MED RESOLUTION • OVER 4056 COLOURS 
• TWN STEREO SPEAKERS • 14' SCREEN 
• STEREO HEADPHONE SOCKET 
• GREEN SCREEN SWITCH .... 

PACK2N>W>t;)yy99 

_~~W£fT 

MONITORS 44 BAPS'j 

PHILIPS CM8833 Mk2 £239.99 
• !4‘ SCREEN • HIRES. 41mm [0 PITCH 
• STEREO HEADPHONE SOCKET 

• COMPATIBLE WTTH AMIGA. ATARI ST. 064, PC 

(CGA) VCRs ETC. • TWIN STEREO SPEAKERS 
• PHIUPS GREEN SCREEN 
12 MONO MONITOR £8999 

PRINTERS «« ffllFfl 

STAR LC10 £159.99 
9 pin head, 4 toms, 144 cps draft. 36 cps 
NLQ, condensed, double & quadrupte sizes, 
240dpi graphics, single or continuous sheets 

STAR LC200 £219.99 
Ne* 9 pmcokxir printer replaces LC10colour 

STAR LC24 200 £ 264,99 
New 24 pm printer which replaces the 
LC2440 pnnter 

PLUS - unique to TRlWGtC 
* FREE TUTORIAL VIDEO 
Shows you how to connect & 
use your Amiga WORTH 

PLUS 
• SHADOW OPTHE BEAST M 
• BACK TO THE FUTURE 
• DAYS OF THUNDER • DELUXE PAINT r 

PACK 1 ►►►► 
£36999 

PACK ▼ 
. • AMO WITH 1.3 WORKBENCH 
1 • 5I2K RAW • TV MODULATOR 

• BUILTIN 3 5'DISK DRIVE 

• ALL MANUALS 4 CABLES 
• MOUSE 

A 
mk 2 

PACK 1 

PLUS phiups CM8833 

COLOUR MONITOR 

COMMODORE 1084$ £269 99 STAR LC24 200 colour £319.99 
Simitar spec & picture quality to the M33 Cdmpieiefy new 24 pin cotour 

HI RES MONITORS 
INTERGUAD MSWBO £349.99 

A0CCM326 £369.99 
• VERY SHARP 4 EASY TO READ 

• MUinSYNC/MULnSCAN 
• BUILT IN TILTSW1VEL BASE 
• COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA. ST. POTM/C R 

• LEAD INCLUDED (STATE COMPUTER) 
• 14’NON GLARE SCREEN 

• 028MM DOT PITCH • 1024 1 768 PIXELS 

• (NO SPEAKERS FITTED USE ONE 

OF OUR MINIAMP STEREO 
SYSTEMS OR TOUR HIP) 

< FLICKER FIXER COMPATIBLE 

MEG UPGRADE 
1 WITHOUT CLOCK C 2 fi OQ 

& BATTERV\ W 

• CLOCKS BATTERY 
• ON./OFF SWITCH 
• EASY TO FIT 
f ALL CHIPS SOCKETED 
• DQ€S NOT INVALIDATE 

TH-E A^OOWARRAMTv 

STARSCRIPT LASER 4 £1299 99 
4ppm Postscript Laser Printer. With 2mb 

ram. 300000 dpi. Epson a HP LaserJet 2 
Compatible 12 months on site warranty 

CITIZEN 120D+ £149,99 
Good budget 9 pin printer 

EXTERNAL 
3,5“ DISK 

DRIVE £54 * 
• S8QK FORMATTED 

I MEG UNFORMATTED 
• 5UMUNE CASE 

• ONCff SWITCH 
i LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

• through port for connection of 
ADDITIONS DRIVES 

• EXTREMELY QUIET OPERATION 
i VERY RELIABLE MECHANISM 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
OTEC AMIGA 3 y DRIVE [6499 
QTEC AMIGA 5L4-DRIVE E9999 
INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
(Chmon fypt only) [7999 
CUMANA CA i 3S* £6999 

IIW7W Cl OCX 

£ BATTER*' £3?^ £2999 
LOW COST A590 

DRIVE UPGRADES 
A590 HARD DRIVE 

Available *vtr> up to ?meg 
of ram imtaliecf £289 99 

WITH 1 MEG RAM £319 99 
WITH 2 MEG RAM £349 99 
The A5G0 o20 ^-egat^es J as- 
siorage * u*o to 2 megs a* ns 
a jtobooEmg - so you «on> tc yse me 
workbench disk aga*n Co*totele w*n Odwe' 
supply free 

ORDER HOTLINE 
0274 691115 

SEE OPPOSITE FOR HOW 10 ORDER 

Why not upgrade jour A&90 with J Urger taster 
AUTOBOOT^hG A SELFRARKING SCSI *iw 
Our <j.uk’ iwtacement i\yd w&f c# 
place Cf the ur*. and ye easy id torma! 
and parfitcn Wifh The Qnpntf A 690 snslakatior dew. 
imtf'ucTflns suopked 

49 MEG 28m$ £249 99 
60 MEG 28ms £299 99 
83 MEG 24ms £33999 
111 MEG 15ms £399 99 

Ada i 10 00 id no# ctB i you wen us Id noal 
and tornar a isr you Managing yqur hard 
dr** * easy DISK WASTER o*My F 34 99 
•her. purchased m, hard am* 

fur *rtern*trye larger r**ty built Am(g» 
MO hard SYFY* units H« Our OATAFLVf R 
range on pppovf* frifc 

Mu^N ^o t r \ * 
The Matrix is a source Of delta far me computer musician Musicians can access text, score, 
cotoured graphics, mufrcai oeriwriance and NEW INSTRUMENTS lor their SYNTH from thetr 
comoutef NEW Irom Hands On Mn sequences lor the Amiga ,p Mu$»gX and MFS formal 
BAD THRIUER RELAX NlOHTBlROS EVE OF THE WAR EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE WHATS 
LOVE GOTTA DO WTTH IT KNOCK ON WOOD Sequences cost £20 95 Tot ANY FOUR HITS 

Our catalogs are on disk along wrtfi software lor £2 00 

SEW Korj Mi PjiULDkk - 500* voices WITH software 
that lets you tramrmi & receive Al l. DATA from M1 to disk only £30. 

ALSO Kawmi Kl/r/m Data above for £30 AMIGA or ST, 
Amiga Matrix issue* 14 are available now, Issue I has Korg Ml SAMPLES 

in IFF format *8VST software. Issue 2 has 250* voices for Roland DS/10/20. 
Issue 3 has FBD1 Editor. Fnmi Issue 2 Music-X sequences and OktalvTer 

Songs are included. 
The Matrix. U available for the ST St AMIGA for £10 per issue. 

Or you may buy ANY FOUR ISSUES for £15. 
Prices include F&P UoRI.DU IDIL Please specify computer when orderinE. 

Musk Mitrix I-I Miln Street l-4**1 WrmvH SCOTLAND KYI 4RI 

VISA PHONE (24hrs) 0592 714887 ACCESS 

MAKE YOUR EARN! 
Yes making money with your Amiga becomes incidental when you know how, Your 
micro i$t if only you knew * a gokJ mine The size and make is irrelevant. Make the 
initial effort NOW by Starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS 
This may be n mosf tfnporTant move you will ever make* 

REMEMBER YouT never get nch by tagging someone else s “ditch" Anyone in the 
country, including YOU. ea~ become very nth m a relatively short penod of time just 
by do»ng a tew basic tfwgs* Ifs more rewarding than ptaymg games The benefits 
are many and vaned Fu or pan time For FREE details send S A E to 

MQiMM MMMMM 

31, PILTON PLACE (AF 23) 
KING ANO QUEEN STREET. 

WALWORTH. LONDON SE17 1DR 

AMIGA, ATARI & PC SOFTWARE 

The Tipster 
This HORSE RACING Aware »aa used to select the 100a NORTONS 

COIN outsider in Last year* GOLD CLIP Data for this program requires the 

RACING POST* An INTERNATIONAL version is available for AMIGA & 
ATARI computer* using %be DAILY MIRROR for data on UK races. 

The Punter 
Let your computer WIN THE POOLS for you with our latest software. We have 

used the same mm* that the TIPSTER proves can beat the odds to give you a 

better chance with on any pods coupon The AUSTRALIAN version is included 
on the disk w hidi al» contains the LATEST ENGLISH leagues. 

The Dog^ 
Using data from either the DAILY MIRROR or RACING POST, you can 

rate races over HURDLES and the FIAT Very easy to use, this program will 

rate 5 race* in under 1/2 an hour. 

League manager 
This NEW RELEASE from S1DMOUTH SOFTWARE enables you to look 

after up to 16 teams in up to 5 leagues in ANY sport including GOLF, 
FOOTBALL. DARTS* HOCKEY, POOL, and many many more. 

£34.95 
*** SATURDAY SERVICE *** 

[ PHONE 03955 77S84 any SATURDAY between 9 and 12 and ask for the 
LUCKY 15 Horses. If you win. send KPT of the winnings to SIDMOUTH. 

Sidmouth Software 0 , „ M # 
7 GD UNITS, Marsh Barton Send » W for a 
Trading Estate, Exeter, Devon DEMO DISK 

Telephone: 0S95 577884 
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COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 
ONLY £229.00 
i_i 

I-1 

| PHILIPS 8833 MK II j 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £229.00 
i_i 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am - 6pm 

Callers and Mail Order welcome 

| NAKSHA 
i UPGRADE MOUSE 

MAT PLUS 
HOLDER 

i ONLY £26.50 

n 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
j 

r-1 

! ALL-IN-ONE SOFTWARE | 
j Music, Paint + Word Processor 1 

3 Games + Tutorial Video 

ONLY £119.00 
i t 
i- i 

AMIGA PACKS 
■ SCREEN GEMS PACK, me. Shadow / Beast II, Back/Futuie II, Nlghtbreed, Days of Thunder, Dpajnt II.. ....... . ...„......£359 00 . 
[ STARTER PACK, inc. 5 Commercial games plus Joystick................£359 00 ' 

I CLASS OF THE 90'S FIRST STEPS, inc. Extra 512K. Pr* Write, Info File, Dpaint + Dprint II etc......,.........£515 00 I 
I CLASS OF THE 90S, inc, Extra 512K, Publishers Choice, MaxiFlan. BBC Emulator, Midi Int. etc.......£515.00 i 
I AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor, Music & Paint packages, 3 games + Tutorial Video.........£419.00 

AH Amiga ABOG's supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench, Basic + Tutorial 
I---------1 

AMIGA A5QO FUN PACK 
■ Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench. Tutorial. Joystick. Disk Bok. 
1 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint H, PLUS 14 GREAT GAMES Shadow of the Beast H, 
| Back to the Future II, Nightbreed. Days of Thunder Star Wars. Toobm. Barbarian II, 
i Licence to Kill ■ James Bond Game. Running Man ■ With Schwarzenegger, APB. Xybots. 
1 Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 

1 Meg version £429.00 
Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 

STILL ONLY £399.00 

r~ AMIGA A50Q MAX PACK 

Amiga A50G, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, 
Disk Box, 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint II, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star 
Wars, Toobin, Barbarian H, Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man - 

With Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin. Voyager 

ONLY £359.00 1 MEG VERSION £389.00 

“1 

J 

r SOFTWARE AND DISKS 
3D PROFESSIONAL.£209.00 PIXEL 3D. 
AMOS - EXTRAS DISK.£32.00 PRO VIDEO POST. 
BROADCAST TITLER. ... . £159.00 PRO-WRITE V3.1. 
CAN DO Authoring Software.£79.00 SCULPT ANIMATE 4D. 
DIGMEW GOLD V4 .. . .£95.00 TITLE PAGE..... 
LATTICE CV5.1 ..£149.00 PROFESSIONAL PAGE. 
PAGESETTER V2, DTP.£47.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D.. 
PAGESTREAM. New Version 2 1 .£139.00 X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg) 
PAGESTREAM FONTS.£22.00 X-CAD PROFESSIONAL 
CROSS-DOS, Multi-format file transfer..... 
PANASONIC 1410/4 VIDEO CAMERA. Ideal for DigiView. 
PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg).. 
IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software. 
DIGI-FAINT m. Full featured HAM package..... 
ALL IN ONE, Art package, Word Pro + Music package. 
TV SHOW, Video wipes, titling package......... 
PHOTON FAINT H, HAM Art + Animation..... 
SONY DD/DS Disks, Box ol ten inc. labels . 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package...... 
AMIGA VISION Authoring software...... 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL... 
DOS 2 DOS Multi-format file transfer...-.. . 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 Meg)....,..... 
X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg)....... 
X-COPY PROFESSIONAL inc. Hardware... 

.. £49.00 
,£159.00 
,,,£85.00 
£225.00 
.£109,00 
£14900 
.£109.00 
,.£69.00 

.£229 00 

...£23.00 

.£149.00 

...£69.00 

.£179.00 
...,49.00 

.£119.00 

...£55.00 
£25 00 

, ..£9.49 
...£62.00 
...£89.00 
..£79.00 
.£3300 
...£69.00 
.£3300 

.,.£34.00 

“1 

L J 

AMIGA Al$oo 
, The NEW A150Q inc. Stereo Monitor, Twin Drive, DpaintB, The Works , 

Plat.. +4 Games, ONLY £889.00 
A50Q Upgrade Available - please phone 

HARDWARE 
* COMMODORE A59D 20MB Hard Disk, Unpopulated.....£275 00 ! 
J COMMODORE A590 20mb Hard Disk ■ 2m RAM.......£339.00 1 
I COMMODORE 1084S Colour Stereo Monitor...£229,00 I 
| REND ALE 8802 Genlock, A500/B2000.....£185.00 1 
j SUPRA 2400 External Modem..............£119,00 i 
I SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler..£79.00 ! 
} KGS POWERBOARD, PC Emulation (A5O0) with AM DOS...    £220.00 1 
l AMIGA compatible external disk drive, switch plus thru port....£57.50 I 
I AT ONCE PC Emulation.............£175.00 I 
( GVP48 MEG SCSI Drive plus 8 Meg Ramboard for 1500/200.   £419.00 j 
■ GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint ..£195.00 J 
jjJAKSHA CLONE MOUSE .............£19.95j 

AMIGA A5QQ, Mouse, Modulator, Workbench, Basic.......£335,00 

PRINTERS - 
STAR LC’10 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead..........£159,00 1 

I STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead .....,£20900 1 
I STAR LC-24/200 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead. .£249.00 1 

STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead. £297 00 I 
1 CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead..,,,.......£279 00 ■ 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead..£309.00 I 
| CITIZEN 124D 24 Pin Mono inc. Lead.........£199 00 | 
, CITIZEN 120D Plus, 9 Pin Mono inc. Lead.....    ..£139.00 ! 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR...      £22500 * 
[-----.-I 

AMIGA MEMORY 
B2000 Miciobotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM ..£199.00 

[ Extra 2 Meg Ram fur above board......,£75.00 
! A500 BaseBoard, Populated to 4 Meg.....£249.00 
j^A500 TARGET 512K Ram, With Clock + Switch....£36.00 J 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 2400 MODEM 

Hayes Compat. Auto-dial/answer, V21, 22f 22bis £119.00 
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £159,00. New Supra 9600 Modem £399,00 Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 + V42 Bis £189,00 I 
L_--*-1 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Pricei ■object to cban|f without 

aoLifltiCidn 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17, 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGi 4AF 

Tel (04X3) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

VISA 



GETTING STARTED 

LESSON 18: GETTING 
MORE FONTS (PART 1) 

Commodore supply three extra fonts 
on the Extras disk. Unlike the slightly 
quirky fonts supplied as standard, 
these are higfKjuahty industry* 
standard type-faces from Adobe - the 
designers of Postscript. Times, for 
instance, was originally commit 
sioned by the Times newspaper, 
Courier on the other hand is a simple 
typewriterlike font that has some 
unique uses. 

If you have not delved into the 
Shell before then this is your chance. 
You're probably also wondering 
where the fonts are kept: well at 
Workbench level they never appear 
and that is precisely why this example 
is going to take you straight into the 
heart of AmigaDOS. 

One of the cleverest things about 
AmigaDOS is it is possible to tell it 
where to look for its fonts. Fonts, not 
surprisingly perhaps, usually live on 
the boot disk's fonts' directory, but 
they could be anywhere - even on a 
completely different disk. This is the 
whole key: since fonts are a little disk- 
hungry, you might well need a whole 
disk containing nothing but fonts! This 
stuff is a little advanced yet, but the 
principal can be illustrated by this 
simple example. 

1: Make a copy of your Extras 1.3 
disk - the one with AmigaBASfC on. 
(Reminder: you can do this by clicking 
once on its icon and selecting 
Duplicate from the disk menu.) 
2: Select the disk marked “Copy of 
Extras 1,3" and rename it MoreFonts. 
Letter case is not important, but it is 
vital you do not put a space between 
the words. (If the disk is not present 
on your Workbench, then pop it in to 
any drive,) 
3: Replace Workbench in any drive 
and open the Shell icon, 
4: The Shell window will appear with a 
'prompt' ready for you to enter com- 
mands, (If you have used an 8-bit 
machine such as the BBC or the C64 
you will already have used something 
similar.) The prompt will look some¬ 
thing like this: 

1 *SYS:> 

However, for the sake of clarity I’ll 
adopt a simple prompt: '!>' to show 
you where to type something. Do not 
type the prompt, just what comes 
after it. At the end of the line press 
return to send the command. 
5: Next we are going to write a sim¬ 
ple AmigaDOS program - a script. 
Enter the following: 

1»ED SYSiFontuFius 

after a short while a window will 
appear. This is ED - the AmigaDOS 
screen editor. FonfsPfus is the name 

Taking the 
First Steps 

In the sixth part of this series, MARK SMIDDY dissects 

some of the extra tools supplied with Workbench 1.3. 

This is Courier 

This is Helvetica 

and this is Times... 

accessible in that you have to run it 
from the Shell, but let's fry running it 
that way. If the MoreFonts (old Extras 
disk) is stilt in an external drive, 
remove it now. You should be back at 
the Shell prompt so type this: 

1>£XECLTE SYS:FontSFIUS 

A requester will appear asking you 
“Replace volume MoreFonts in any 
drrve" - don't! Just press cancel. You 
should now get an error message: 

of the script program you are creat¬ 
ing and SYS: before the name makes 
certain it goes in the main Workbench 
drawer - the root directory. If you 
have a word processor such as 
Pretext you can use that - see Word 
Processor Users' on Page 216, 
6: Now type the following - exactly 
as it appears: 

Htn nr* th* thr** 
vxtra, rather snazzy 

fonts that are tupplltd 

on th* Extras disk. 

ASSIGN FONTS: MbreFonta:Fonts 

Purists might argue letter case is not 
important - which is true - 
however, good use of both 
upper and lower case let¬ 
ters make the meaning of a 
program clearer. 
7: Press the key which is 
marked [ESC] - this is nor¬ 
mally referred to as 
‘Escape’ and is ED's main 
‘command’ key. When you 
do this an asterisk (*) will 
appear in the bottom left- 
hand of the window* 
8: Press the X key once. 
Notice how X appears next 
to the asterisk. Now press 
Return and the window will 
close, [ESC3-X or Escape-X 
is a way of teliing ED you 
have finished and want to save the file 
just created. If you make a mistake 
and get confused, just press [ESCHJ, 
then press Y to confirm you don't 
mind losing the changes (which are 
called edits'). Now just go back to 
step five and try again, 
9: Well done! You have just created 
your first AmigaDOS script program. 
As it stands, this script is not very 

* One of the cleverest 
things about AmigaDOS is 
it is possible to tell it where 
to look for its fonts. Fonts, 
not surprisingly perhaps, 
usually live on the boot 
disk's‘Fonts’directory, but 
they could be anywhere- 
even on o completely 
different disk.w 

ASSIGN failed retumcode 20 

If the requester does not appear, go 
back to five and check you have 
entered everything correctly. 
10: Repeat step nine, but this time 
replace the MoreFonts disk (in any 
drive) when the requester appears. 
After a Short time the requester will 
vanish and you will be returned to the 
Shell prompt. If the requester stays 
on screen select the cancel button, 
go back to step 5, and check you 
have entered everything correctly, 
11: Assuming everything has gone 
according to plan, you will now have 
access to the Adobe fonts on the old 
extras disk. You can check this by 
entering the following command, 
[Single drive users will have to swap 
disks here; another good reason to 
treat yourself to that extra drive,) 
Shell’s reply is shown in bold: 

1>DIR FONTSi FILES 

Courier.font 

Helvetica.. font 

Times * font 

12: Now we need a second program, 
to put everything back the way it was! 
The technique is exactly the same - 
the only things that change are the 
command and the script name. For 
the sake of example, HI call this 
script O/dfonts, therefore at the 
prompt enter: 

1>ED SYStOldFoncs 

Continued overleaf* 
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The program looks like the following 

ASSIGN FONTS: SYSiFont9 

Otherwise, the remainder of the 
instructions are more or less the 
same. This script will tell AmigaDQS 
to use the standard set of fonts (from 
the current boot disk). 

This is all fine and nice, but it 
does not really address the problem 
of making the extra fonts easily 
accessible from the Workbench. That 
is why this tutorial is split into several 
small sections: the next lesson will 
use the scripts you have just created 
to do just that! 

LESSON 19: MORE 
FONTS (PART TWO) - 
1CONX AND ICONED 

IconX (Icon execute) is a special pro¬ 
gram provided with Workbench 1.3 
which allows you to run AmigaDQS 
programs - more accurately called 
'scripts' - from the Workbench. 
Experts use scripts to provide all 
sorts of extra features and even 
enhance AmigaDOS. More on those 
heady subjects later in the series. 
This tutorial is intended to demon¬ 
strate how to use fconX to provide 
you with a neat way to get extra fonts 
at the doubleclick of an icon. 

If you have been following this 
lesson in sequence, you will have just 
created two small script files on your 
Workbench disk. To use these effec¬ 
tively from the Workbench without the 
hassle of dropping into a Shell, you 
must give them an Icon. 

Icons are created in two steps. 
First the icon is designed and saved 
to disk, next it is attached to the pro¬ 
gram which requires it. Two tools are 
responsible for the creation of icons: 
IconEd and IconMerge. To keep 
things simple(r) at this Stage, I'll only 
describe IconEd. The program lives in 
the tools drawer of your Extras disk - 
although you use the copy renamed 
MoreFontS earlier. 

1: Open the Preferences drawer on 
your Workbench disk. 
2: Drag the 'Printer' icon into the RAM 
disk. (The reason for this will become 
apparent soon,) 
3: Insert your Extras disk and open 
the Tools drawer. 
4: Double click the JconEd icon to 
start rt and press OK to get rid of the 
information requester. (See picture 
5: Wow select load data' from the 
Disk’ menu. 
6: Click m the box under ‘Enter Icon 
Name’ and press Left-Amiga and the 
X key. This defetes the entire line. 
Now enter: 

RAM:Printer 

(see picture) and click the load Icon 

Stop eight of ths 

creating icon lesson: 

you ere about to give 

the Icon which you 

have created a name. 

Step nine: to have a 

look at your newly* 

created icon simply 

move the window 

down until the RAM 

disk Icon is visible, 

and then double-click 

on It to open It, 

Image' gadget. This operation should 
load the image for Printer 
Preferences into the current frame. If 
the icon does not appear, go back to 
step one and try again, 
7: Now you can select 'Clear frame' 
from the 'Misc' menu and start draw¬ 
ing! iconEd is best learned by 
experience - most of the features are 
self-exp tan afory - apart from load and 
save data! 
8: When you are happy with the final 
result, select "Save data" from the 
“Disk" menu. Now give the icon the 
following name: 

RAX:FontsPlus 

Step four is to open 

tconEd, st which point 

you’ll »•* this screen. 

Step six Is to load the 

icon you want to 

changa by typing Its 

name: In this case, 

it’s RAMfPrlnter. 

(see picture) Now click on the 'Frame 
and save’ gadget. This is the best 
selection (unless you have defined a 
very large icon). To frame your 
image, dick at its top-left corner, 
move the mouse so a frame sur¬ 
rounds the complete image, then 
click the mouse again. 
9: Move the IconEd window out of the 
way so you can see the RAM Disk’s 
icon. Open the RAM disk and have a 
look at your icon - try clicking it to 
see if the effect is right. Keep experi¬ 
menting until you're happy - but 
remember you must close and re¬ 
open the RAM disk to see the new 
icon (see picture), 
10: To finish, click on fconEd's close 
box (don't forget to save the image 
first). Now copy your new Icon by 
dragging it from the RAM disk onto 
the Workbench disk, making sure to 
put it in the main Workbench window 
and not in another drawer. 
11: Open your Workbench disk and 
select the new icon. You may want to 
'Snapshot1 it into position first, so see 
Amiga format 21 for how to do this. 
12: With the icon selected, choose 
Info from the Workbench's Workbench 
menu. Now dick in the "Default tool* 
box - and replace: 

SYS:PreIs/Pre ferences 

with 
C: IcdtiX 

13: Similarly, delete the contents of 
the Tool Types box - these are not 
required for this demonstration. 

Continued on Page 2161 
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PAZAZ! 
THE ONE STOP AMIGA SHOP IN SCOTLAND 

Everything for your Amiga at real sexy prices! 

Midi/modems video scanners printers/monitors/ 

disk drives ram software books etc 

Amiga 
500, 1500/2000 &A3000 

at very competitive prices. 

We can supply the Amiga A590 Hard disk fittedL 
with up to 2Mb Ram for your A500 

or 
We can also supply and fit hard cards/disks to 

your Amiga 1500/2000/3000 

Ring us for the best prices on Ram boards and | 
chips for am Amiga configuration 

Have a look at the first Amiga CD Rom Drive - Newh 
imported from Xeiee in Kansas. Supplied with a CD 

containing over 500Mb of PD software. 

Send a disk - 50p or £ l for our latest PD list. 

Pazaz!, 14 Douglas Street, Dunfermline, 

Fife, SCOTLAND KY12 7EB 

TEL/FAX 0383 620102 

WE MUST BE MAD 
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising 

we can offer you high quality European manufactured 

disks at these extremely low prices 

II DSDD 
DISKS 31p INC VAT + 

LABELS 
250 + @29p each; 500 + @ 28p each; 1000 + @ 27p each 

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

SONY 3.5" 38p 3.5" DSHD.65p 

5.25" DSDD.19p 

5.25" DSHD.36p 

DSDD BULK 

100 Capacity Disc Box.3.75 50 Capacity Disk Box.3.25 

Mouse Pockets....1.50 Mouse Mat.1.75 

Printer Stand.3.75 Amiga Dust Cover.2.50 

Posso Box.15.00 Atari Dust Cover.2.50 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock.32.00 

Amiga/Atari External Drive..54.95 I THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS £A OR 
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES OTiW 
Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £7.50. Cheques/POs to 
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept ASH) 
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, 
Newcastle, Staffs STS 4EY. 

TELESALES HOTLINE 

0782 212970"^ 

/% 
EDUCATIONAL SECTION 

We Have Over 70 Top 
Class Educational 
Programs For The 
Amiga & Atari ST. 

All Ages Covered 
From 3 To Adult. 

Contact Us Now For 
Your Free Catalogue 

Designasarus - Fun With Dinosaurs! 
Print, Create, & Survive like the 
dinosaurs in their own ecosystem 
Highly recommended Ages 5+ £29.95 

The Talking Animator - Let r^e kids have 

some fun creating animations using this 

simple but highly stimu ating program 
Some features require 1AAS Age 6+ £3495 

EXCLUSIVE RANGE! 
ESP Software hos iust released its own 
rangeof high quality Educational titles 

More details with catalogue 

THE TALKING 

4 ■; 

PROFESSIONAL SECTION 

Advantage.,74.95 
Arena Accounts ^ 119.95 
B Graphics 95 95 
Gold Disk Office.129.95 
Maxipian Plus.. 39 95 
Microfiche Fiir 4 us i D9 35 
Securities Analyst 49 95 
Service Ind. Accs.^9,SS 
Superbase Prof 3 169 95 

Intro CAD 39 95 
Intro CAD Plus ’9 95 
Ultra Design.. -215 95 
X CAD Designer 2*..,77 00 
X CAD Prof 30- Ca 

tmaome... 
Modeler 3D 
Page^eaoer 30 
PM 30 ... 

3Cxi. 
$CUSJ?4D Jr 
Sqj&. A- 4D* 
Scum 3D Designs 

Voeoscape 3D' 
-■ista 

.179 95 
.59.95 
77 95 
64 95 
89 95 
93.95 

299 55 
23 95 
3495 

109 95 
49 95 

Synth ia I ..69.95 
UTILITIES 

Amiga Vision,.. 69.95 
Diskmaster. :i4 95 
Disk Mechanic . 
Row Window* V2.5 - r: 
XCOPY Professions 95 

i VIDEO 

3D Protesstona 245 95 
Animate 30 92 95 
Cando inovatoois 39 95 
Disney Anim Studw 
Elan Performer 2 
Fletcher Fonss 
Headlines II {fonts ' 

79 95: 
89 95 
15.00 
49 95 

Outline Fonts.. .89.95 
Pages t ream Fonts... 27 95 
Pagestream V2f.139.95 
Pro Draw V2.89.95 
Pro Page Templates....33.95 
Pr0 page Ultraforms .24.95 
Pro Page V2*_179,95 

Audiomaster III..69.95 
Bars & Pipes..174.95 
Copyist Professional .174.95 
K.C.S V3.139.95 
Future Sound..Call 

An Depanmen; 69.95 
Broadcast Titler V2.. 189.95 
Frame Grabber 256* 569.95 
Pro Fills...28,95 
Pro Video Fonts. 79.95U 
Pro Video Plus Post , 189.95 
TV Show Professional .54.95 
TV Text Professional ...89.95 
Title Page..,,.124 95 
Video Effects 30.114 95 
Video Titter 3D...74.95 
Viva* 179.95 

Pen Pal ...,79.00 
Pro Write V3.1 ..,.99.95 
Word Perfect 4 1.159.95 
Word Perfect Library ...84 95 

* 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 
BaseBoard 4.0 fits in the A501 slot. 
Increases A5QO memory to 4.5Mb in 
steps of 512K. NO SOLDERING. Full 1 
year Warranty. Clock Included. 

ICD2080 ADRAM BOARD for 1500 or 
2000 range. Add 2Mb to 8Mb. Prices 
from £229 to £499 

Incredible Prices 
Unpopulated.£89 95 
512K Populated £114 95 
IMd Populated.£139.95 
1.5Mb Populated.£159 95 
2Mb Populated.£i 79,95 
2.5Mb Populated.£199.95 
3Mb Populated.£219.95 
3.5Mb Populated.£234.95 
4Mb Populated.£249.95 

The above list of Professional Software is only a selection of the range 
available. Please phone for a full price list or individual quotes. 
All prices ore inclusive VAT & UK Post. E. & O.E. *=!Mb+ 

Educational & Serious Program Specialists 

^ (0702} 600557 . D , 
24 Hour service 32B Southchurch Road 

Access & Visa Accented Southend-on-Sea Access & Visa Accepted 
FAX (0702) 613747 Essex SSI 2ND. 
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14: Now doubleclick on your icon 

and a small /conX window will appear. 

After a short time, a requester will 

appear asking you to insert volume 

MoreFonts: (assuming of course, it's 

not already in one of the drives), 

15: If all has gone according to plan, 

drag your new Icon back to the RAM 

disk and start iconEd again, 

15: Now select ‘Load data' but this 

time use the name: RAM:FontsPlus 

17: Create a new icon (this time for 

OidFonts} and save it with that name. 

18: Follow steps 7-10 but save the 

icon with the name O/dFonfs. When 

you're happy, just drag the icon back 

to the Workbench disk. There is no 

need to go through the remainder of 

the steps (unless you want to check 

the Info box) because the Default tool 

is saved along with the icon data. 

19: When you reset the machine, and 

start using the fonts, you will have the 

normal set. To use the new fonts just 

open the FontsP/us icon - the pro¬ 

gram will prompt you for the correct 

disks. Many applications [Notepad 

etc) read the fonts when they first 

start, so you should open FonfsPfus 

first. To put everything back to nor¬ 

mal, just open OldFonts* 

LESSON 20: MORE 
FONTS (PART 3» 

IF YOU GET STUCK 
Readers experiencing problems with any pert of of this series 
should write to; 

Mark Smiddy 
C/0 Bruce Smith Books, PO Box 382 
St, Albans, Hertfordshire, AL2 3DZ. 

What does It cost? Nothing - except a stamped self* 
addressed envelope. Please keep your questions as brief as 
possible and don t forget to mention what your system con¬ 
sists of! Your feedback Is important because II will mould 
future Installments of the series. 

Unit Size Used Free Full Errs Status Nafite 

df 0 - S B OK 1560 200 89% 0 Read/Write Workbench 

Figure 1: Shell s response to Info 

The number you should be looking at 

1$ the the number of blocks free - 

you will need at least 198. This disk 

has 200 blocks available which is just 

enough. Fonts, like any files, take up 

room on the disk, Because the Adobe 

fonts have a more professional feel to 

them, you might want to remove 

some of the standard Amiga fonts 

that you don’t use and put these in 

instead! If you already have enough 

free space you can skip to seven. 

4: For example, assume you want to 

get rid of the Sapphire font you enter: 

The temporary method (covered 

above in the iconX tutorial) is fine, but 

the permanent solution is less hassle 

if you can make enough room on your 

Workbench disk. 

Before you start, take a look in 

the Utilities drawer on your 

Workbench disk and see if there is 

anything you don't use very often, 

CMD, ClockPtr and Clock are typical 

candidates for the Trashcan. 

1>DELETE FONTS:sapphire ail 

5: it is also possible (but more diffi¬ 

cult) to remove just certain sizes. 

Every font has two entries in the 

FONTS: directory. A 'dot-font* file 

(.font, eg Helvetica.font) and a font 

sub-directory which contains the 

actual definitions. You can see how 

this works by entering the following: 

1: Open the Shell prompt, 

2: Put your Workbench disk in dfO: 

3: At the prompt (1>) type the follow¬ 

ing (the Shell's response is shown in a 

ruled box, Figure 1, for clarity): 

1>INFQ df 0: 

NEXT MONTH: 

More about font a, 
Icon* and txtra tool*. 

I>DIK FONTS: ALL 

Courier (dir)' 

11 13 15 

13 24 

[etc] 

6: The larger numbers are the files 

belonging to the bigger type faces. 

The A-Z of Computer Terms 
Builds up In monthly parts to a complete glossary. Part Six: W. 

Warm boot: To rtitt tha 
machine using a Vulcan nerve 
death grip. This clear* all 

memory and r«i*t» tho 
machine book to Ha initial 
configuration. Soma soft war* 

- virus as for example - will 

survive this sort of boot. 

WIMP: Window*, loon*, Manus 

and Pointer*. Window*, Icon*, 
Mice and Pull-down menu*. 
There are several generic 

interpretations of thl* particu¬ 

lar acronym, of which the 

above seem to be the most 

popular. Used to describe a 
‘simple user interface' to DOS 
which was first envisaged by 

Rank Xerox. See also: DOS, 

QUt, Workbench 

Window: Part of the screen 

partitioned off from the rest 

where program* can display 

Information as text or graph¬ 

ics. The concept is similar to 

the screens found on older 

machines like the BBC Micro 

or the Spectrum. On the 

Amigo, though, every program 
thinks it has total control of 

the window - this is the 
essonce of a good WIMP envi¬ 

ronment. Windows are lust 
part of the display and are 

attached to a screen. See 

also: Screen 

WOM: Write Once Memory. 
This only applies to the Amiga 

AlOOd fa very early machine) 

and later development models 

- which are supplied with 
Kickstart on disk. When the 

machine is first switched on, 

Kickstart is loaded from disk 

into this 29SK area of RAM. 

Once loaded, the RAM 
behaves exactly like ROM - 

hence WOM. See Kickstart. 

Word or Snack: Two bytes or 

16 bits. A standard unit of 
measurement In larger com¬ 

puter systems like the Amiga. 

Workbench: The Amiga's 
WIMP ended DOS environment 

or GUI. This is the area where 

you will do most of your work 

until you feel more secure 

with the machine. See also: 

DOS, GUI, WIMP, Mouse. 

Large fonts take up more room on 

the disk, so you might want to delete 

some of the larger ones: For 

instance, if you wanted to remove the 

large Diamond font - diamond 20: 

1>DELET£ FONTS:diamond/20 

7: Adding the Adobe Fonts 

When you have cleared enough room 

on your Workbench disk, the following 

command will duplicate all the fonts 

provided on your Extras disk onto 

your Workbench. Note, this command 

line is quite complex so be sure to 

get all the spaces in the right places. 

The quotes around the source direc¬ 

tory (Extras 1.3:fonts) are required 

because the volume name 'Extras 

1.3' has a space in the middle. 

l»COPY ‘extras 1.3: fonts" to 

fonts: all 

Courier.font..copied 

Helvetic*.font,.copied 

Times.font..copied 

Courier (dir) (created] 

11.. copied 

13.. copied 

15.. copied 

[and so it goes on until you are finally 

returned to the CLI prompt] 

Now type: 

l>FIXFONTS 

1>ENDCLI 

You will now be returned to the 

Workbench and the new fonts will be 

ready for use. Purists will probably 

argue FIXFQNTS is not required 

unless you have changed contents of 

one of the fonts directories. However, 

it only takes a few seconds to run and 

makes sure any changes you may 

have made are taken into account. 

The ENOCH command just shuts 

down (closes) the Shell window. You 

can leave it open rf you want to exper¬ 

iment a bit more. 

Thus endeth the sixth lesson. 

WORD PROCESSOR 

USERS 

You can write a script1 or program, 
like our FontsPfus program, using 
any text editor or word processor 
you like. For release 1.3, the 
Amiga is supplied with no less 
than four editors - from a simple 
line editor (EDIT) to a simple word 
publisher {Notepad). It is possible 

to use many word processors 
Instead of the editors supplied 
with the system. There are more 
word processors and text editors 
than there Is room to mention, but 
the rule is they must be able to 
save plain ASCII. The software s 
manual will tell you this, but It in 
doubt contact your supplier. 
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Free 
label si 

Pitta & take* 1 for 1 disk 
it tunnies 

50 i|wta * .‘+0 cap bo*.Xi5 
\m duta * Mil cap box...C4<i 
150 dnta 4 m cap boi...-£53.50 
■m disk* + 2 X Ail bows _. JE70 
400 disks -4s Hfl boxes,..£117 
5oTi disks * % \ HU boxes .. JCI5*5 
A Na inf. VAT & pip | 

ru^.i 150 tap 
siackabk boai m3 imm 

in i 
rtf , VAT & f>ir 

■5 D&DD21p 

.5 DSltlMOp, 

2d Sony brandi-d 
+ box 1 ■ D5/DD 

^hitips cwma 
-MKIT Monilur 

- £214 . 

100 5 DMHJ + 
UmiInxk ■ 

►£28.50 inc. VAT & p& 

STAH Ll 2<h» 
Odour Prinkr 

ST A» U' 24 200 
Colour Printer 

Bulk buyer* 2 f« 1 (few 
fuinnlec 

50 33pS/DU~.421 

]>wi 3.5D&DU Xtfa.50 
I5»i 3.5 DS/DD .450 
300 35DS/DD. 

I L5DS/t>D 4124 
3.5DSDD £14 
Price inc. VAT A pip 

IrfM 0.155 wtf W.fW/or 3 4m M'rm, odd f*0fl 2 da* *70.00 or jf day ffrtim despatch) 
( ht if un Hitt hr htidfor ckmmcr 

AM 10 AS 
\miga 5WI 

v rttfti Germ 1 Mh 

Clauofihe 00 V. £531 

hifM Step* . 1521 

Liimana dm?. 1A* 

Meg tki clock £31 

Mcjo + clock 135.50 

ACC l SSORIES 
Mow* mat ..£2.75 

Zifnttfk 111 50 

JcifiehicT -CI3.5D 

LTwrUh 125* £8 
1000 L*eh ..£K 

Printer Lead .£8.50 

\4kUs-* nvuww? .£2K 

DuaI erwef .£5.50 

ATAR1S 
Dineovcry Pack,,...1^4*1 

For ncv. 520STE hundkv 
call for low price* 

E*! drive,,,...I.T2 
DuM cover ......-.£5 

I rmile cilp\ eminent/SchmA 
orders welcome 

Call or send cheques/Postal Orders to 
BCS LTD. 349 Dilchling Ruad, Brighton 

K.Sussev BN1 6JJ 

Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road, 

Slough, 

Berkshire, 

SL1 3UW 

Teh 0753 35557 

19 High Street 

Swindon, 

Wiltshire 

Tel: 0793 488448 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Mem Fri 
9.30 5.30 
Saturday 

9.30 4.30 
MAILORDER 
Consumables 

£1.50 
Hardware 

£3.00 
I Vi ccs 

excluding VAT 

AMIGA A500 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A5GQ Screen Gems + 
1 Meg Pack.  ,,...£309 
Amiga A5Q0 Screen Gems Pack + free 
disks + 10 extra games pack ..£345 
Amiga A50Q i Meg Class of 90 s £459 
Amiga A5QG 1 Meg Class 
of 90 s (First Steps) £459 
Amiga A1500 Computer £549 
Amiga A1500 1084$ monitor ..£759 
Amiga At500 * Philips CM8833 MKII ,£725 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Amiga A500. 512K, Flight of 

Fantasy Pack... £279.00 

While stocks Iasi 

Amiga A50G + TV Mod + Mouse + 
sysiem disk + manuals only £269 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
Aiari 520STFM discovery pack 
includes 4 dames.£240 
Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack includes 
basic STOS and 7 games + 
Joystick.£310 
Atari 1040 STE extra pack includes ST 
Words. ST Caic. ST Basic. ST Graphics. 
Hyper-Paint. STOS, 1st Basic, Print 
Game. £399 

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES 
1 Meg 3 5" internal £49 
1 Meg 3 5* external £60 
1 Meg 5.25" external .£90 

ACCESSORIES 
512K Ram + dock.£39 
Joystick..... .,.£10 
10 Blank disks in library bo*.£8 
Mouse Mat...,..£3 
Amiga'Atari Mouse..£29 

MONITORS 
Philips CM8833 MK II Colour 
Moniior + FREE Lead.£189 
Commodore 1Q84S.£199 
SM 124 (Atari).£99 

PRINTERS 
Star LC10 Mono    . . .£129 
Star LC20G Colour (9 pin) £ 1 BO 
Star LC24 200 (24 pm} . £210 
star LC24 200 Colour.£245 
Star LG24/10.£175 
Panasonic KXPI 1£4i + lead , .£239 
Panasonic KXP 1123.£180 
Panasonic KXP1624 £329 
Cfttfen 12QD+.  £120 
Citizen Swift 24 + Colour Upgrade £259 
Citizen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade £185 
Epson LX400 ..£126 
Epson LG400 (24 pm). ,£199 

LASER/INKJET 
PRINTERS 

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES 

0530 411485 
YOU NEED 51 2K NOW 

HOW MUCH WILL YOU NEED 
TOMORROW? 

THE NEW ASHCOM RAM EXPANSION IS EXPANDABLE TO 
1.8Mb 

GIVING YOU 2.3Mb OF SYSTEM RAM 

FEATURES: 
★ Real Time clock/calendar with 

high capacity Nicad battery backup 
★ Memory disable switch 
★ Low power consumption 
★ Buffered Data Bus (Essential for 

high capacity Ram boards) 
★ Plugs in as A501 NO SOLDERING!! 
★ 12 Months warranty 
★ Configures to 1Mb chip ram when 

FATTER AGNUS is enabled 

8372 A 
FATTER AGNUS 

£59.00 

1.3 KICKSTART 
ROM 

£28.00 

ONLY £59.95 for 512K version. 

Expander Board £15.95. 
Expanded to 1Mb £99.95 
Expanded to 1.5Mb £1 28.95 
Fully expanded to 1.8Mb only £154.95 

ASHCOM 512K RAM EXPANSION 
WITH REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR AND 

DISABLE SWITCH ONLY £39.50 
WITHOUT CLOCK £34.50 

Gives 1 Mb chip RAM with Fatter Agnus 

All prices include 
VAT and delivery 

Rams only 
£30 

per 512K 

^ BOOT SELECTOR WITH ANTI CLICK 
> ONLY £19.95 Z 

Selects DFO or DF1 as boot drive and eliminates m 

$ 
that annoying dick when drive is empty 

Easy to fit - just plugs in 

VJSA 

0530 411485 

READ THIS 

FREE REGISTRATION WITH THE 

ASHCOM USER CLUB 

Fill in the coupon below to register 

with the Ashcom User Club and 

receive exclusive information on new 

Ashcom products. With each free 

mailshot you will receive a massive 

10% discount voucher 

10% discount off any order received 

with registration No more endless 

sifting through adverts for a good 

deal. 

NAME.. 

ADDRESS .... 

.POST CODE. 

NO OBLIGATION TO ORDER 

WHEN REGISTERING. 

Only from ASHCOM, 10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire, LE6 5JU 

.Telephone: (0530) 411485 Fax: (0530) 414433 
MON - FRI 
9.30 - 5-30 
SAT 9.30 - 4,00 
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UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 
If you need cheapo "no name" disks & cut throat prices, please ignore this advert 

Tel: 0228 512131 (24 hour order line) • Personal Callers Welcome » Fax:514484 
Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB 

HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS 
Our Brand SONY 

50 DSDD.43peach,....49p 
100 DSDD..38peach.44p 
250 DSDD.35peach.41 p 
500 DSDD.34peach.38p 

Individually wrapped, 100% certified and 
guaranteed 3.5“ DSDD 135tpi disks with labels. 

y y y y ZZL 
/I 

z 
DISK BOXES 

Lockable high quality disk 
boxes at unbeatable prices: 
Qty: 1+ 3+ 6+ 

50 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99 
100 cap£6.99 £6.25 £5.99 

12 capacity library cases...Five for £5.75 

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES 
25 Disks with 50 cap box:...£17.95 
35 Disks with 100 cap box:.£21.95 
45 Disks with 100 cap box-...,£26.95 
55 Disks with 100 cap box:..£29.95 
80 Disks with 100 cap box:.£38.95 

160 Disks with 2x100 cap boxes:.£68.95 
240 Disks with 3x100 cap boxes:.£122.95 

All Universal brand disks exceed ANSI 
standards, contain free labels and are probably 
the best buy on the market! 

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks 
Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE 

y y y^ 
DUST COVERS 

Amiga and Atari Dust covers. 
High quality covers protect 
your Amiga or Atari keyboard 

1+ 3+ 6+ 
£3.50 £3.25 £299 

Z 

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL! 
V / / 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat:.£2.99 
Mouse House:.£1.99 
3.5" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 
5.25“ Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 

IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable:.£7.95 
Universal plastic printer stands.£6.95 
Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100.£0.95 

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON 

OTHER TYPES OF DISKS - 

OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY 

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND 

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

:z: z: 

Z Z 
MONITOR STAND 

The monitor stand enables 
you to swivel your monitor in 

nearly any direction. 
1 + £14.50 - unbeatable 
High quality 14” Universal 

monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16" 

OUR DISKS ARE PROBABLY THE 

BEST IN THE WORLD, 

MANUFACTURED BY SONY, 

MITSUBISHI ETC. DON'T USE ANY 

OTHER DISK. 

ZZL ZZL 
WHY BUY DISKS FROM US? 

1. All disks exceed ANSI standards. 
2. We supply shops, PD libraries and 

educational establishments on a 
regular basis. 

ALL PRICES AND 
VISA 

To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date 
To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices. 
Overnight courier (get your goods tomorrow!) £7.99. Min order value £ 10 on all orders. 



SPECIAL OFFER 

• Easy-access 

introductions will 
help you to get creative 

• Software and 

hardware guides 
show you what to buy 

• Interesting 

features can 
tell you more about 
your machine 

• Public Domain 

explained so you 
can get free software 

• Workbench 

'serious' advice 
solves your problems 

• Gamebusters 

games advice helps 
you lick the sticky bits 

PLUS 
two disks packed with 
incredibly useful soft¬ 
ware for only £4 more! 

Ail these topics covered - and wars- 

Accelerator Cards, Accounts, Agnus AMAS A 

Max, Amiga - launch of, nutory c* 
AmigaBASlC AMOS. Animation Assemo*^ Sac 

disks. Basic. BBC emulator. Beginners Ckecxr. 
Bootblocks. Bulletin Boards. C CW emulator 

CAD, Scanners. CDTV, Chips Irokie the Amq* 

CLfl commands. Clock, Commodores history 
Comrns, Copper UsU Daisywheel Pimteft 

Databasei, Dataftnk cables. Deluxe Pant. 

Desktop Publishing, Desktop Video, Directories. 
Disk copying. DiskDoctor, Digitisers, ttafc 
Dhvei, Display modes, Dot Matrix Printers, DTP. 

ECS chip upgrade. Fax machine emulator. 

Fatter Agnus, Fifes, Fonts. Forth. Fortran. 

Frame Grabbers. Gamebusters, Genlocks. 

Graphics, Graphics tablets, Guru Meditation. 
HAM, Hard Drum. Hardware. Hints and Tips. 
FF explained. Inkjet Printers, Interlace flicker 

Intunion. Joysticks. Keyboards, fcckstaft. Laser 

Printers. Lazarus explained. Logo, Macintosh 
emulator. Modelling in 30f Monitors. 

Multimedia, Music. Musk for Games, Musk X. 
NotePad. Null modem cables. Orvlme games 

Paint packages, Pascal, Paula. PC Bndgeboards 

PC emulators. Preferences, Printer Dnvers, 
Printer adwce. Programming Languages, 
Protecting data. Pretext. Public Domain. RAM 

disks. BAM expansions. Pay-tracing, Rude mev 

sages. Samplers. Scanners, Scoring. 
Screengrabbing. Self-booting disks, Setting the 

time when booting. Sequencers. Spectrum 

emulator, spreadsheets. Start-up Sequence. 
Superbase. Talking Anmgas. Teletext emulator 

Thermal Printers, Threedimensional art pack¬ 

ages. Trackballs. TV modulators. User groups. 

Video Digitisers. Video production. Video 

tailing. Viruses. Voicing. Word Processors, 
Workbench, Workbench Extras. Workbench 

Masterclass AND MUCH MOPS BESIDES: 

If you have 
an Amiga, 

You need this! 

Put together by Editor DAMIEN NOONAN and costing 

£9.95, this book is the ideal guide for the beginner as 

well as containing stacks of advice for the more advanced 

user. You cant go wrong! 

Order form 
I would fike to order __copy/copies Of GET THE 

MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA at the price of £9.95. 

(please add £1.45 per copy to cover p&p.) 

I would hke to order __copy/copies of GET THE 

MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA plus two disks at the 

price of £13 95 

(please add El .45 per copy to cover p&p.} 

If paying by cheque please send payment with this 

order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM book offer 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd, The Old Barn, 

Somerton, Somerset TAII 7BR 

No stamp required if posted in the UK 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

____Post Code_ 

Telephone______ 

I enclose a cheque/PO for £_ 

Please debit my AtcessA/isa card:(Cwf» as appropriate 

My card no is:___ 

Expiry date:___ 

Signature____ 



MHK PRODUCTIONS 
SAVE MONEY ORDER NOW 

A - 10 Tank Killer... ...26.99 Lemmings. .....19.99 
Colossus Chess 4. .19.99 Line of Fire. .18.99 
Eagles Riders. ...19.99 M 1 Tank Platoon. .......23.99 
Fco phantoms.. .... 19,99 Mig - 29.. .26.99 
Eliminator.. ..*.99 Nebulus 2.... .16,99 
Epic... .... 18.99 North and South. .16.90 
F - 16 Falam. . . .. ..,.23.99 Panel..... .17,99 
K - 19 Stealth. .23-9S Predator 2.. ...18.99 
K 29 Retalialor.. .19.99 Power monger.. .19.70 
Ferrari Formula l. ...10.99 Pro Tennis Tour .16.99 
Flight Command ...J399 Rick Dangerous 2 .16 99 
Flight Sim 2.. ....26.99 Robocop 2. .18.70 
Fruit Machine.. .6,99 Sherman M4..... .16.90 
Future Tank. ..4.99 Speedball 2... ....... 16.75 
Gladiators... .4.99 Strider 2... .16.90 
Golden Axe.. .18,90 Super Off Road... .IH.KS 
Gold Of The Aztecs. ..18.99 Team Suzuki.. .16.99 
Horror Zombies........ 18,99 Teenage Turtles. ..19.99 
Italia 1990. .I 99 Tennis Cup. .16.99 
Karate Kid 2...,.. .3.99 Total Recall. .19.99 
Kick Off 2. ...17.99 Tournament Golf. .16.99 
Kings Quest III pack.... .36.99 Turrican 2. .18.99 
L*st Ninja 2. .7.90 Tower of Babel. .17,99 

This is just a selection. Please ask for more details. 
P & P inc. UK on orders over £5,00. Europe add 

£2.00 per item. 

Please send Cheque/PG to: 

MHK PRODUCTIONS 
3 FURLONG ROAD, LONDON N7 8LA 

Tel: 071 - 607 0882 

Do Yourself A Favour 

loin the Matrix 
THf MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB 
NO RISKS 
No to risk buying 1‘tias and being disappointed Review From ihe Matrix library First (Atari ST, 
Amiga, &Srga S l&MPC 1/2" disks] systems) no obligalibri, no contracts. no agreements lo byy 

SAVE ECE'a 
Our "Special Purchase Sales" offer massive discounts or recommended prices - compares lo (be best 

£1000 FREE PRIZE DRAW 
June is the final month of our £ l Q00 ora* Final date For entry <s 3rd July Don't m*ss your chance of one 
cl this months major prizes February winner Scott Armour pi Ayresnir# chose a JVC portabSe CD Draw 
entry is complelety FREE to everyone replying to this advertisement 

to hnd out more about the fabulous prizes on offer this month now to mn them and the beoeftu? Matnx has to offer 

Telephone the Matrix 'PrizeNne O03S 403807* now 
I? pen & paper may be useful) 

or simply send tor Mami itwmbersrtfj ntformation enclosing LARGE S A E and stating your machine to 
Matrix Leisure Services, Dept AMFt>. Unit 10. Mill Studio Business Centre. Crane Mead 

Ware, Herts. SG12 9PY Tel 0920 444224. 
* Rrifeiino CAltm cost 34 p min, cheep. *5g mm other times (obtain permission of the phone owner). 

MATRIX ■ WORKING TOR MEMBERS 

If 
/ 
/ 

i 
i / 
/ 
/ 
/ 

I 

L / * / 
/ 
/ / ★ r 

' r r r z ~7~ 

Superb colour graphics dumps. 
• Select area you wish to print. 
• Select size you wish to print it. 

Vary density and passes. 
Colour catalogue function. Put picture 
disk in and Flexidump will print a miniature of 
each picture. 
Label printing facility. 
Sideways printing for A4 size or produce 
banners. 
Ideal for T-Shirt printing. Drives a wide range 
of Colour and Mono printers 9 and 24 pin. 
Including Star LC200, LC200 24, Citizen Swift, 
LC10, NEC, OKI 20 and many more. 
Only £39.95 inc VAT. 

How to order: Enclose eheques/PO made payable to: 

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa. 

I’lease add carriage at £1.38 
VISA 

CARE ELECTRONICS 
800 St Albans Road, Garston, Watford. Herts. WD2 6NL. 

Tel: 0923 672102 Fax: 0923 662304 

vruj HUGE RANGE OF COLOURED VFIIJ 
l1"n INK PRINTER RIBBONS 

RED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN 
PURPLE, YELLOW, ORANGE 

MAGENTA, SILVER, GOLD 
Prices from as low as £2.00 

phone our order line on 0923 672102 

T-SHIRT PRINTING RIBBONS 
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT 

4 Colour Star LC10 £12.22 
Star LC10 Black £5,60 

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin £29.61 
4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin £33.84 

Citizen 120D Black £7.05 
4 Colour Citizen Swift £29.61 

Epson FX80 Black £6.58. LX80£5.64, FX100 £12.22 

T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN 
RED, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW and BLACK 
AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS 

phone our order line on 0923 672102 

ATARI ROM CARTRIDGE 
TAKES TWO 27256 OR 27512 EPROMS £11.28 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE 5 
^ZZZZTZZZZZZZZ2TZZZZZA 

✓ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

/ 
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/ 
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Reach the lop LCL 
with. L_-> 

Self-Tuition Courses 
^CURRICULUM 

World leaders * Hons graduate teacher authors - At all major 
shows * £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3 

<T 

rradim; w riting course 

NATIONAL Cl’RRJCULLM (A.T. 1-5) 24 program courw teaching 
tape £24 adinj L Wril *■ 2 hooks 4i voice tape £24 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE L Complete course for ifn 
3-12 years with full screen 

U? 

I 
k 

* colou r graphics. 
NATIONAL CURRICULUM {Levels t-4) 24 programs - 2 books £24 

MICRO MATHS 
] 

Complete course taking begin 
E in 24 programs on 59 topics * 2 

course 
GCSt in 24 programs 
books £24 (Amiga ST PC 

mners to 
v topw 

PiAV CPC BBC 

L^n^tH^ENtiJ 

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE. with real speech & 
graphics adventure game, 24 programs + 2 books. £24 (Amiga. BBC! 

Complete course taking age ft years to GCSE, .Also for EFL. Now 
covers writing ipunctuation, spelling etc), reading and oral 24 
programs ana 2 books at £24 {Amiga. FCW. CPC, BBC. 

MEGA MATHS I A-level slep-bv-slep Course of 24 
programs. Full screen graphics for 
calculus. £24 {Amiga. CPC BBC) 

Send coupon and cheques'PO s or phone orders 
or requests for free colour poster1catalogue to: 

LCL {DEPT AMF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES. OXON RG9 IQB 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 
Same. 
Address. 

Title.. 
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*** NEW! • LIFE ORGANISER 
■ NEW! *** 

This package will really make a difference to the 
efficiency of your life. "Life organiser" is 
beautifully designed, easy to use and yet 
sophisticated, powerful and intelligent. This 
program is skilfully structured to take everything 
you wish to remember and present it in a useful 
and friendly way. Calendars (Any year/month 
from 1AD to 3000AD!), address book, 
label/address printer, diary, reminders, 
birthdays, anniversaries, bills, payments, record 
of spending, appointments, meetings, notes, 
memoirs, daily timetable, set up your own 
system etc. etc. Powerful search facilities will 
automatically hunt down the information you 
want. Cassette recorder type controls allow you 
to step through your information. Powerful MDE 
facility (Minimum Data Entry) allows you search, 
cross reference and copy information between 
entries. Entries only need to be entered once for 
regular events e g. weekly, monthly etc. Ideal for 
business or home use. Once you have used 
"Life organiser" you will be lost wiithout it! Every 
package comes with a tutorial booklet and 
example files. Quality software at £ 19.95 

THE NEW * "BEGINNER'S 
GUIDE TO AMIGADOS" 

This is a clear and well thought out guide to 
AmigaDOS It is a highly effective way to lake you 
from a beginner to an expert on AmigaDOS ft takes 
you by simple steps, with many examples through 
the powerful AmigaDOS commands. The emphas-s 
is on learning through experience and domg - not 
just reading like most other books In no time at all 
you will master a fast, powerful and custom sed 
operating sytem...you can easily include your own 
pictures, messages and programs. This very popular 
package has now been COMPLETELY updated to 
cover aJI AmigDOS versions. The package consists 
of a guidebook, a tutorial DISC/a crib card and 
many other exciting and interesting programs The 
guide includes an incredibly fast picture loader, a 
password system, a gallery of high quality pictures, 
a variety of boot up sequences, other high quality 
programs and much, much mere,..Guide book. Disc. 
Crsbcard etc. only i 13*95 

WIZARD'S 
GUIDE TO BASIC 

This guide is a quick, effective and 
enjoyable way to learn Basic. Your 
confidence and skills will rise rapidly. In no 
time at all you will be writing impressive 
programs. The guide has a sophisticated 
electronic book - You can get help in the 
form of text, moving demonstrations, 
graphics, sound or speech with just a touch 
of a button. The course starts at beginner 
level and carefully rises to expert level. You 
will learn to master graphics, colour, sound, 
movement, speech, windows, menus, 
dataprocessing etc. Hundreds of example 
programs and demos are included on the 
two discs. This is a value packed package 
which will leave you with a weatth of 
knowledge and expertise - £13.95 

MASTERPIECE 
The great paintings of the world are displayed on your Amiga using thousands of colours in pictures of 
outstanding quality. "THE BEST PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN ON THE AMIGA" reported a recent 
review. Two discs packed full of pictures and comprehensive notes take you on an enriching trip into 
the world of art. Outstanding value - E8*95 

J'Uy two or more of the above products and benefit from the following 
ittounts.,. 2 products ■ £2 discount, 3 products - £3 dlsiount, 

4 products - £4 discount, etc. 
Discounts ore given on Hie TOTAL value of the order, UK PftP FREE and by FIRST 
CLASS post. Overseas orders wetarcia - Europeans please odd 5Op Outside Europe 

please add £1 SO for airmail. All payments in pounds sterling please 

a,equ«/eo. «h> Wizard Software ^ urn 
70, Hadrian Drive, Redhills. beta Devon [14 1 St 

*** NEW DIMENSIONS *** 
Some Of the most impressive effects yet seen on an Amiga. You will find that graphics 
and pictures float before your eyes in front of your screen! The depth of the pictures 
extends up to ten feet into the screen! These fantastic effects have to be seen to be 
believed. Included on the disc are generous numbers of 3D pictures, 3D graphics, 3D 
games and a 3D art program. We even provide a tutorial to help you design your own 
3D effects on a paint package or write your own 3D programs. Included in this excellent 
package are two pairs of 3D specs.Normal price £13.95 This month only £ 11.95 



PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No* and expiry date to: 

Dept AF6, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ 
Please state make and mcsdel of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5*00. Less than £5*00 and Europe 

add £1*00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2*00 per item for Airmail, These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone 

orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pmi. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766 

1/2 Meg Upgrade . 29 99 
1 /2 meg Upgrade + Clack 32 99 
3D Construction Kit * ............26 99 
4D Boxing *.      16 99 
4D Driving ■.  ....16.99 
688 Attack Sub.16 99 
ADS.. .1699 
Airborne Ranger  9 99 
Ampi..   29.99 
Arachnaphobia *  ........16,99 
Aritanoia 2. ,.,..,5,99 
Armour Geddon V ....„16 99 
Assault on Alcatraz *. ,,.,16,99 
Atommo *...16.99 
Awesome.   24,99 
BAT...... ..19.99 
Bock to the Future 3 * . .16 99 
Badlands . ...13.99 
Bards Tale 2.7.99 
Bards Tale 3.16.99 
Batman Caped Crusader....5,99 
Battle Chess 2 *...19.99 
Bottle Cam mand.. ..16.99 
Beastbuiters *. ....16,99 
Betrayal...19 99 
Big Game Fishing *..16 99 
Silly the Kid .. 16,99 
Birds o# Prey ",.-.26 99 
Blue Max... ....19 99 
Bror ' .     .16.99 
Buck Rogers [1 Meg)...19.99 
Budokon ,     7.99 
Cadaver Data Disk ’ ..9 99 
California Games .   ...6,99 
CapNve...6 99 
Carthage. .16.99 
Carr i er Command...9 99 
Cavadar. .....16.99 
Centurion \..19.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (1 Meg].16.99 
Chose HG 2.  16.99 
Chuck Rock * ...16.99 
Chuck Yeager *...16,99 
CJ's Elephant Antics.........5.99 
Codename Iceman (I Meg) .26,99 
Colonels Bequest M Meg), .....26.99 
Commando War k..16.99 
Continental Circus...5.99 
Conquest Camelot 11 Meg) ,.,26,99 
Corporation .16.99 
Corporation Data Disk. 9 99 
Creatures*. 16,99 
Cricket Captain I 6 99 
Crime Wove’ 16,99 
Cruise For A Corpse " ..16.99 
Curse of Azure Bondi \ 1 Meg}.1 9.99 
Cybercon 3 ". 16 99 
Daley Thompson Challenge..5 99 
Das Soot.....19.99 
Defender of fh* Crown ..7.99 
Deluxe Paint 3 .  ,,.59.99 
Disney Animation ..  .,.,,.79.99 
Double Dragon... 5,99 
Dragon Strike *...19,99 
Dragons Breath .. .12,99 
Dragons Lair [1 Meg]..26,99 
Dragons lair 2 -Singes Castle.26.99 
Dragons Lair ♦ Time warp.26.99 
Dragons Wars...16,99 
Duck Tales .16.99 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg]. .16.99 
Duster* ..16 99 
Elf*......16 99 
Ep«c * .*.....19 99 
Escape from CoUitz..1 9 99 
E'Swat.......16.99 
Excolibur- .....16.99 
Eye of the Beholder 11 Meg | * .19.99 
MS Strike Eagle 2 * ..19 99 
F16 Combat Pilot.16 99 
F19 Stealth Fighter 19 99 
Fokon....... 1499 
Falcon Mission Disc \ .10,99 
Falcon Mission Disc 2......10 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.,.5 99 
Ferrari Formula 1. ...7.99 
Fireball *....16.99 
First Samuari * .16 99 
F lig ht of the ! ntruder * ...19,99 
Flood.  ,7.99 
Football Director 2_ ____13,99 
Football Man World Cup ... .9.99 
Ford 08 My*...16.99 
Forgotten Worlds   6 99 
Fun School 2 I68|.13 99 
Fun School 2 over 8].13 99 
fun School 2 {under 6}..1 3 99 

Fun School 3 (5-7). 16 99 
Fun School 3 lover 7]....16 99 
Fun School 3 (under 5).  1699 
Future Wars.  16.99 
Gauntlet 2 ...*«.»*»*,.6.99 
Gauntlet 3 * .   16,99 
Gozzo 2....16.99 
Gods......16.99 
Golden Axe. 16.99 
Gunboat ■ . , 16.99 
Gunship . 1 4.99 
Hard Drivin.9.99 
Hard Drivin 2...1 6.99 
Heroquest *  19.99 
Harpoon 11 Meg) .. 19 99 
Hitcnikers Guide,, ..7,99 
Hollywood Collection..19.99 
Horror Zombies *...16.99 
Hounds of Shadow ..7,99 
Hunter *.  16.99 
Hydra *.  16.99 
3<+ ..5.99 
Imperium ....16.99 
Indianapolis 500...16 99 
Interceptor...7.99 
It Com* From Desert (1 Meg] . ......... 1 4.99 
It Come From Desert Data ,9,99 
Jock Niektaui Extra Courses 9 99 
Jack Nicklous Golf. .15 99 
jack Nicfelous Unlimited Golf {1 Megj 19 99 
Judge Dredd 13 99 
Keel the Thief. ,...7.99 
KeeF the Thief Hint Book...99 
KickOff... ..7 99 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg] ... ..14.99 
Killing Claud..1 6.99 
Kings Quest...   22,99 
Kings Quest 2......£2.99 
Kings Quest 3... ..22 .99 

~    26.99 
19.99 
,.fl 99 

K.Q 2 - Giants of Europe * .7 99 
K.Q 2 - Return to Europe *...7.99 
K.Q 2 - Super League *. 9.99 

.ng "tactics * .5.99 
999 

.5.99 
16 99 

7 99 
16 99 
16 99 
26 99 

rungs ^uesr a ......... 
Kings Quest 4 J1 Meg] 
Knights of the Sky * .... 
K.O 2 ■ Final Whistle ... 

K.Q 2 - Winning tactics * 
KristaL. 
lost Ninja 2 ... . 
Lost Ninja 3 * 
Leather Goddess 
Legend * . 
Legend of Billy Boulder * 
Leisuresuit Lorry 3 (1 Meg} 
Leisuresuit lorry 2 26 99 
lemmings........ 16,99 
Line of Fire.16 99 
Lord of the Rings * .1 6 99 
Lost Patrol..1 6.99 
Luca shim Double Pack....19.99 
Ml Tank Platoon. . .19,99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll * ... 19,99 
Magnum 4. .19.99 
Masterblaster *.. .... 16.99 
Mega Traveller 1 *.19.99 
Mego-Lo-Mania *.16.99 
Mercs *.1 6,99 
Midnight Resistance. .16.99 
Midwinter ...19.99 
Midwinter 2 *. 19,99 
MiG 29 22.99 
Monty Python....13 .99 
Murder. .16 99 
NAM..19 99 
None.....16.99 
Navy Seals * . 16 99 
Nighlbreed ........... .16,99 
Nightbreed RPG 16 99 
Nightshift....... 16 99 
Ninja Remix.16.99 
Nitro....16.99 
Obitus.24.99 
Off Road Racer.16 99 
Operation Stealth ... .16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt..16.99 
Operation Wolf. .5.99 
Oriental Games...16,99 
Outrun...6.99 
Pang.,.....16.99 
PGA Tour Golf.16.99 
Platinum.....16.99 
Platoon. 5,99 
Pbyer Manager ..12.99 
PEoMng..........16.99 
Pool ot Radiance....,..19.99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg).26 99 
Populous,.....*........16 99 
Populous Promised Lands.,,.7,99 

Pawefdrame .... ....7 99 
Pa warmonger  ... 19 99 
Powermongar Data Disk 1 *.9.99 
Pawerpack....... 14 99 
Power Up * .... 19 99 
Predator 2 *.  16-99 
Prince of PersNa......... 19 99 
Projectyfe.  7.99 
Guottro Adventure..9 99 
Quattro Sports.9.99 
R-Type ..5.99 
Roilrood Tycoon * ..,..22,99 
Rainbow Islands.16.99 
Rom be 3..5.99 
Reach for the Skies *.16 99 
Rick Dangerous.7.99 
Rick Dangerous 2.16.99 
Rise of the Dragon *.26.99 
Rabocap 2.,. ,.16,99 
Robozone V..  16,99 
Rocket Ranger..  ,..7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.4.99 
Rocky Horror Show *. , 16 99 
Rogue Trooper.16-99 
Rotator *. .........16,99 
RVF Honda.9 99 
Search for the King *.16 99 
Secret of Monkey bland * ,19.99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe *.19 99 
Shadow Dancer .   16,99 
Shadow of Beast 2..,..,26.99 
Shadow Sorceror *...19 99 
Shadow Worriers...16.99 
Shuttle *.   19.99 
Silent Service.9,99 
Silkworm.—..  ,5,99 
Ski or Die ..........    16.99 
Skull and Gossbones *......16.99 
Sly Spy,....16.99 
Space Ace.... .26.99 
Speed boll.7.99 
Speedball 2.16.99 
Spiderman.1 6.99 
Steven Hendry    16.99 
Strotego *....16 99 
Stridor 2........16 99 
Stunt Cor Racer.. ..15,99 
Subbutao. .*.16,99 
Super Cars 2 * .   16,99 
Super Hong On ..5.99 
Super Monaco GP ....16 99 
Supremacy.*...19.99 
Switchblade.6.99 
Switchblade 2*.16.99 
SWFV .  1699 
Swords of Twilight.  ,,..7.99 
Swords of Twilight Hint Book..,...„5,99 
Team Suzuki........ ..16.99 
Teom Yankee,. ,,.,.19.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles.....  16.99 
Test Drive 2...16.99 
Test Drive 2 Californio Choi..9.99 
Test Drive 2 Muscle Cars...,....9.99 
Test Drive 2 Super Cora... .9.99 
Test Drive 3 * .16,99 
The Immortal (1 Meg).   16.99 
Their Finest Hour.    ....19.99 
Thundwhawk *.19.99 
Tip Off *.   14,99 
Toki *.  *.16.99 
Total Recall ...... 16.99 
Tournament Golf..1 6 99 
Toyota Celico  16 99 
Tracksuit Manager 2 * .,, ,..16 99 
Treasure Trap. 6.99 
Turbo Challenge...16.99 
Turbo Challenge 2 *... .1 6.99 
Turrican 2...,,,.16.99 
TV Sports Baseball *.  ,.19.99 
TV Sports Basketball. 14.99 
TV Sports Football.....12 99 
UMS 2 ..... .. 19 99 
Viz *.    16.99 
Walker *.16.99 
Warlords..1999 
Wheels of Fire.... .19 99 
Wings (1 Meg]. 19.99 
Wizball. .  5.99 
Wizkid *.      16.99 
Wblf Pack 11 Megj . ,19 99 
Wonderlobd V 19 99 
World Class Leaderboord 6 99 
Wrath of the Demon  19.99 
Xe no morph 2 *.  16 99 
Zany Goff..7 99 
Z-Ovf. 13.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

AMIGA A500 
SCREEN GEMS PACK 
Nightbreed, Days ot Thunder, 

Back to the Future 2, Deluxe 

Paint 2, Shadow of the Beast 2 

ONIY £369.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade - £29,99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + dock - £32.99 

TURRICAN 
NOW ONLY 

£7.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
ONLY 

£22.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125 +-£6.99 

Cheetah Mach 1 - £9.99 

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter - £ 10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 

20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99 

50x3.5" DSDD-£23.99 

100 x 3.5" DSDD- £44.99 

Branded - TDK 

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

TRIAD VOL 3 
Now Only 

£9.99 
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.Ve asked, as toe last question of 
toe questionnaire, Please use tors 
space to give any other com¬ 
ments on how Amiga Format can 
be improved'. We had literacy 
tocusands of responses to toe 
questionnaire, and your answers 
to this last question were interest' 
mg and very helpful. Here’s just a 
smalt selection of those wtacti 
most nearly represent the views of 
the majority and a few comments 
from toe Editor, Darmen.. . 

I would prefer the magazine to be 
issued twice a month, 

KW Holton, Dudley 

Which would mean I'd have to 
work 24 hours a day instead of 
12! Oht no toanifs! Stiff, / think toat 
was a compliment.., so thank you! 

Coverdisks could be a lot better; 
like CU Amiga’s Robocop 2 
playable demo. 

James Butler. Maidstone 

i 

And playable demos of the year's 
top re/eases like Lemmings fwhicti 
scooped all toe awards at April's 
European Computer Trade Show 
and has outsold anything on earth! 
and the Bitmaps' Gods aren't good 
enough for you. eh? Come on! 

Put all the ads in one place: num- 
ber all the pages: provide an 
ongoing, updated index: colour- 
code the top right-hand of each 
page according to feature. 

John Dutton. Tunbridge Welts 

! agree with several of these. I’m 
not convinced of the need for an 
index, and it wastes valuable 
pages of which we have too few 
to do everything we want anyway 
Mew, larger page numbers now 
help you navigate around the mag¬ 
azine and appear on some 
advertising pages, but we can't 
put them on every ad because the 
advertisers simply wouldn't agree 
to it. The problem with colour cod' 
mg is some of the pages are in 
black-and-white, but I’d very much 
tike to do it And / agree about 
keeping ads separate, but the 
advertisers prefer to have their 
ads next to articles of relevance, 
which does make sense for read¬ 
ers too. If you want to know about 
graphics programs, for instance, 
you should be able to took for the 
reviews and find toe ads for the 
best prices nearby. 

Your InstallPrmter program wasn’t 
\ as good as the original 

Commodore one: it didn't work! 
James Binning. East Sheen 

Errm true. And how embarrass- 

This month's Letters pages are devoted to your comments 

from the Questionnaire in Issue 1 9, the results of which 

appear on Page 229. Next month we ll be back to normal 

correspondence, so keep writing to Letters, Amiga 

Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

But for now, let's hear what you really think about the 

Amiga and about Amiga Format... 

mg! But we did give you an 
updated version which did, and we 
are not putting any more little pro- 
gramettes’ on the Coverdisk until 
they've been proven by several 
months testing. 

I would like to see an adventure 
column to help with problems by 
giving tips. 

Paul Davidson, Ballymena 

WeVe started the Gamebusters 
‘Helping Hand' column as a 
regular, to give help to people 
who are stuck on particular 
games. We expect it to get much 
bigger, and if there are any ques¬ 
tions we can’t answer, readers will 
be able to win a prize by sending 
in their solutions, get writing! 

Run a programming tutorial with 
information on programming spec, 
memory used etc, 

G Marshall, Bridgwater 

As you will see from the question¬ 
naire results on Page 219, this is 
one of the most-requested fea¬ 
tures. We are planning to do a 
very special programming tutorial 
in toe very near future, with advice 
from a fop team of programmers 
and tutorials on toe Coverdisk. 
More news soon! 

I cannot fault you at all. Everything 
I need you have got. Like good 
wine, you get better with age. 
Keep up the good work! 

Douglas Kennard, Aston 

Oh! Thank you very much . I justi 
don't know what to say! 

It would be very much appreciated 
if advertisers could be asked to 
code the games software, ie; A 
Adventure, ACD Arcade or 5H 
Shoot-em-up It is very difficult to 
know what is what. 

Anonymous 

Mot really something we can do 
for youi, but I hope advertisers 
who read this might pay some 
attention to your request. Of 
course, I would recommend that 
you read our reviews so you know 
what you're buying in the first 
place. For the lowdown on older 
games you could refer to back- 
issues of the magazine. 

Please get nd of the game 
demos, they are a waste of space 
and money. 

Mark Philpotts, Romford 

They’re there for a very good rea¬ 
son , though. If you look at the 
results of toe questionnaire, over 
90% of readers will buy games in 
the next year. Thafs over 90,000 
game-buyers. The demos give you 
the chance to find out how good a 
game is and make, as they say in 
toe trade, an ‘educated purchas¬ 
ing decision\ Plus they can be 
very enjoyable. like toe fun puzzle 
game Atomino on this issue. 

A btg feature on printers, with the 
lesser-known drivers on disk. 

Dl Sellwood, Lowton 

Good idea: hopefully very soon. 

Please find more room for educa¬ 
tional reviews and updates, Like 

many parents, it is this aspect of 
the Amiga I wish to develop. 

KW Alien, Codsall 

I hope you found toe educational 
roun&up in the last issue interest¬ 
ing and relevant. We plan to cover 
all the educational software 
released in regular features like 
that one, about once every three 
months. The quantity of educa¬ 
tional stuff being released does 
not really make more frequent 
attention to rt viable. 

More detailed descriptions of PD 
software, even rf this meant cover¬ 
ing less programs. 

John Smith, Huddersfield 

Since PD is extremely cheap, it 
seems to make sense for us to 
give you a brief description and 
then a recommendation, then you 
can buy it and try it for yourself to 
learn more. Remember we look 
through stacks of toe stuff every 
month and pick out only the best 
to put in PD Update. 

More PD (David Lang, Beer): 
More to do with PD - 250 pages 
minimum, please! (Martin Ripley, 
Spennymoor): and a whole stack 
of similar requests... 

It seems PD is very popular 
indeed, t think an alternative way 
of covering more PD outside the 
PD Update section itself could 
possibly be a good idea. 

More competitions, more news 
and more about computer games, 

Chris Halls, West Ewell 
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As you will see from the resoits, 
competitions are very popular: but 
they do take up a lot of space 
which I feel could in many ways be 
used better for the real business 
of the magazine. Still, you want 
them, so we'if do them, there 
could be a way of getting more of 
them into less space: p/us weVe 
got a big competition special 
issue planned for the near future! 

News is a bit tricky. Sure, 
we'd /ike to give you more of it; 
but what we really want to know is 
what sort of news you*d really like. 
More on any particular kinds of 
hardware, like printers? More on 
games? More on what's happen/ng 
in over in the US? I'd really like 
some comments on this, so 
address them to Letters. 

As for games, you'd have 
thought we did enough on those 
already! We already give you more 
games reviews than any other 
Amiga mag, so what more can we 
do?Suggestions, please... 

f 

Yes, it was rather amusing, wasn't 
it? Weil, hopefully a crack at the 
very silty Drive IFF and a total 
absorption in Balance of Power 
will entertain you this month; but if 
you want something a little more 
amusing, take a look at the big 
news about next month on Page 
13. We are bound to have more 
fun of the Sys kind on future disks, 
but remember that we prefer 
reader contributions to PD stuff: 
so if you're a reader who's written 
anything similar, send ft inf 

*/ 

\ We simply can’t afford to reprint 
earlier issues: it actually costs a 
smalt fortune. Should we do some 

kind of Amiga Format yearbook or 
annual, containing ail the best 
tots? As for in-depth intros: yes, 
definitely. The thing I want you to 
fell me is wtoch areas you most 
want to be introduced to. Letters, 
please, as ever 

How about DIY hardware projects? 
B Bat, Wolverhampton 

on the More complete games 
Coverdisk; I loved Sys/ 

Anne Summers, London I don't think we can really give 
Godzilla more coverage without a 
fair balance towards other larger 
ugly and outdated monsters - like 
the Atari ST, for instance. fOoh, 
did you hear that? Blatant editorial 
bias coming outt there!) 

A panel on budget games A free 
full game every few months! 

Anonymous 

The amount of good budget stuff 
on the Amiga is increasing hugely 
of late and prices are coming 
down as low as £3 for the first 
time, so yes, you can expect a lit¬ 
tle extra value in the form of 
budget coverage very soon. Free 
games? Well, we ve got a compete 
full-price game on the Coverdisk 
this month and more good news 
for you on Page 13, but we sus¬ 
pect this may be the last time 
you'll see complete full-price 16-bit 
games on magazines for a good 
while Grab if white ifs hotf 

It's a very nice idea: but a luxury 
we can't realty afford, I think, In 
much the same way that we try to 
achieve a balance between more 
experienced Amiga users and 
those new to it we try to address 
a wide audience. Amiga owners 
tend on average, to be older than 
the age group you mention, so 
that's more or less where we set¬ 
tle. Plus we try not to talk down to 
readers - on the contraryt we try 
to stretch our horizons and yours * 
- so we often aim a little higher. 
We'd like to think using the Amiga 
is quite a sophisticated operation 
and that we reflect that in our 
approach. Still, comment noted 

In-depth introductions to areas of 
computing, reprinting early issues, 

M Sanders, Enfield 

224 am, 

I quite agree. As mentioned, it 
depends on the quality of the pro¬ 
grams readers are writing, so 
please send them in. We are going 
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to take a careful look at the 
Coverdisk soon, which might well 
result in a kind of plan for what 
each disk will regularly contain. 
Again, more detailed opinions 
would be very much we/comed. 

not The Format magazine could 
be improved, 

Steven Walker, Little Eaton 

The only problem we’ve found with 
hardware projects is that the 
things it's fairly easy to do, such 
as sound samplers and boot 
switches, are now available at a 
good level of qualify and an 
extremely low price. this makes ft 
a little bit pointless, don't you 
agree? If anyone can come up with 
a cracking and really viable pro¬ 
ject we'd be interested, but I don't 
think the majority of Amiga owners 
nowadays are, like the computer 
owners of yesteryear, big home 
electronics fiends as well. 

More things about Godzilla. 
Chris Ball, Holbrook 

A reviews section aimed at the 
under 11s, both games and seri¬ 
ous software. 

Louise Saggers, Tonteg 

We like the rdea and may well be 
frying it soon. 

The Coverdisk could have more 
useful utilities that are usable from 
Workbench rather than aimed 
at programmers; eg workable 
graphics, music programs, spell¬ 
checkers etc. 

A I Sargent, St Albans 

You asked, we delivered. The 
questionnaire was in the issue fol¬ 
lowing our first experiment in a 
second Coverdisk, issue IS, the 
Christmas Special. Sadly we didn't 
ask whether you would tike to 
keep getting two disks and paying 
the extra £1, but if was probably 
the most frequently-expressed 
opinion of all in the comments 
attached to the questionnaire. 

Now, this raises two interest¬ 
ing problems. One: would you be 
happy to pay £3.95 every month 
for a magazine with two 
Coverdisks? Two; is the extra 
Coverdisk a valuable gam if it con¬ 
tains, say, a suite of utilities that 
have never been sold in the shops 
rather than a complete game 

which was priced at £24,99?! 
must admit we would rather give 
you an extra Coverdisk at no extra 
cost: but considering the extra £1 
is more or tess the price of a sin¬ 
gle blank disk, I reckon it’s not a 
bad deal to get the disk p/us the 
extra software. 

Opinions, please, as ever,,. 

I just slipped that one in to cheer 
myself up! A lot of you were very 
kind indeed about the magazine, 
for which we are immensely grate¬ 
ful, and we will continue to do our 
best for you, Still, back to the criti¬ 
cisms because they will help us to 
carry on getting it right,, 

I would like more info about 
release dates of games - and 
please put your disk labels on the 
right way up! 

D Kay, Parley 

Improve accuracy. 
J Taylor, Burntisland 

A few of you point out that we 
allow a few minor inaccuracies to 
creep in, and point out an example 
on the questionnaire page itself 
where we referred you to the 
wrong page to look up the covers 
of past issues. Mistakes like these 
are made for a number of rea¬ 
sons, but mainly it's down to time. 
We are committed to constantly 
improving the quality of production 
of the magazine: these little things 
irritate us as much as they do you, 
f'm sure you'll agree, such mis¬ 
takes are few and far between; 
and in general, we expect more of 
ourselves than any reader ever 
does There's many a daily news¬ 
paper that makes more 
fundamental errors than we do. 

Prizes for listings sent to you, 
John Rimmtr, Ormsktrk 

Generally, we are one of only a 
few magazines that attempt to 
review software just before the 
actual release date, rather than 
desperately trying to get reviews 
m ahead of our competitors and 
months ahead of when you will 
actually be able to buy them. 
Previews, on the other hand, is a 
place where you really need to 
know how long it will fake before 
you can expect to see a game. 
That's why we not only mention an 
expected arrival date (the ETAJ but 
have also introduced the new 
Previews Update to tell you how 
things are going and whether 
games have been delayed by 
any problems. 

As for the disk labels; the peo¬ 
ple who stick the labels on are the 
people who duplicate the disksf 
and they are under strict instruc¬ 
tions to stick the labels on The 
right way up'. Now, as far as we 
are concerned this means that 
when you hold the disk with the 
metal bit at the bottom, the label 
will read the right way up. Opinion 
seems to differ, but we think this 
r$ the right way. All Amiga Format 
Coverdisks will be this way up 
from now on. 

The second Coverdisk was a very 
good idea: please do it again, 

Yann Bouckaert, Belgium 

rA 

tt 
1 
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Review more serious software. 
Graeme Sadd, Ipswich 

Obviously there is one major limi¬ 
tation to how much we can review, 
and that's how much is released 
every month. We cover nearly alt, 
if not absolutely all, the serious 
software released every month — 
and we make sure to cover every 
important product, if you know dif¬ 
ferent then by all means write in 
and say You didn't cover such- 
and-such1 and we’ll see why not. 
but I reckon it's unlikely. 

Because the Screenplay sec¬ 
tion is a discrete entity in its own 
right, if can very often seem to 
occupy more than its fair share of 
the magazine. In actual fact the 
bulk of our main features tend to 
cover more serious topics, as well 
as there being serious reviews - 
as witness Issue 2T's paint pack- 

■irJM'Hm 



SONY DISCS 
10 3*" 0 uses £6.00 
25 31” D IISCS £15.00 
50 3i" 0 IISCS £22.50 

100 3i" D IISCS £40.00 
PRICES INCLUDE 

VAT AND POSTAGE 

_ pi_ 10 Chandler Court 
WV% n n Eaton, Norwich ' 
I f 1 Norfolk NR4 6EY r=H 

: 0603 503382 

Comp-U-Save 
P.O.Box 157 p f 

^ . A\&*- Hayes, Middlesex, - 
C»l UB3 4SR *>o" 

Cheques/postal orders to: PJ. Graham 

P.D. DIRECT FROM AMIEXPO 
AMIDOCK* 

4096' Newtek demo 
Amiga Spell v2.Q 
Analytical v23-lA 
Audio-video disks <14 
Blast - slideshow 
Venezuelan ad & music 
Digital samples (7 disks 
Dr Disk 
Amy vs Walker {FF4KH 
bons fonts 
Mac ■ pics on Amiga 
Mac - fonts [2 disks} 
Micro-Tav {Hebrew Texecf 
PagesPeam fonts 
Painter 3D demo 
Spacen ut Adventure 

Bible W/search 
Rockslide Adventure 
Nagel Art 

Collections 
Fred Fish 1 -460 
Ace 
AJJ.GXC. 
A.U.G.K.G. 
Amicus 
Amigan 
Amuse 
F.C.A.U.a 
C.U.S. graphic disks 
LLC-A. Amiga 

J 

r 
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ATTENTION ALL AMIGA OWNERS! 
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF? 

WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES ON AMIGA 
HARDWARE 

GVP A500 series II 52Mb £550 
kickstart 1.3 ROM £25 

Retrochip A2000 2Mb chip RAM £228 
US Robotics HSTv.42 14.4 £499 
_/ 

WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! 
OVER £1000 WORTH OF PRIZES!!! 

COMMODORE CDTV11 
0839 -121236 
basically an Amiga with a 
cd/rom. worth £600!!!! 

SOFTWARE SCOOP 
0839-121221 

megadrive, master, nes, lynx 
famicom etc. £200 to spend. 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
0839 - 121222 

the awesome 16 bit console 
and you can choose a game 

WHAT-U-WANT 
0839 -121223 

whatever your heart desires 
up to £150. Absolutely anything! you can choose a game_up to £150. Absolutely any 

The more entries you make, the better your chances 

71 PLUS PLUS PLUS PLUS PLUS PLUS 
0839 ■ 121224 could win you a SEGA GAMEGEAR 

All calls last approx . 4 mins. One prize per competition. 
Calls are charged at 33p per min. cheap rate and 44p per min. all other times. 

If you are under 18 please get permission to use the telephone. 

PLAY TO WIN, 159 STRATHMORE AVENUE, LUTON, LU1 3QR 
TEL: 0582 413943. 

WE BUY / SELL / EXCHANGE ALL USED HAND / SOFTWARE 

WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! 
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FIRSTCHOICE LEEDS (0532) 637988 

COMPUTERS 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR CITIZEN COMMODORE ACORN AND AMSTHAD 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION. 
DEPT AF, UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST, 

ARMLEY, LEEDS LS12 2AE 

ROCTEC 3.5" 
1 meg external drive, high 

quality, low noise mechanism 

£59.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
The superior Hi res mouse inc 

qualify mat and holder 

£19.99 
2 yr Guarantee 

| CUMANA CAX 354 3.5" 
1 meg drive ONLY 

£69.99 

AMIGA A500 PACK 
Inc. Workbench 1.3, Amiga Basic. 

Mous#, TV Modulator. Leads. Extras 
Disk, Manuals & Tutorial 

New Low Price £309.99 

SCREEN GEMS PACK 
A50C PACK AS STD PLUS 

Back To The Future II, Days of 
Thunder, Krughlbreed. Shadow Of 
The Beast II ?! and Deluxe Paint II 

£349.99 
NEW 1 MEG SCREEN 

GEMS PACK 
AS ABOVE but now with 

Commodore A5Q1 expansion 

only £379.99 

FIRST CHOICE 
PACK 

Everything you need in one 

superb value package. 

Fully mircroswitdied 

cruiser, joystick, 

10 Sony Disks, 

Mouse mat. fitted cover, 

plus three extra games 

Only £30.00 
with any Amiga Pack 

CLASS OF THE 90 S 
BUSINESS PACK 

NOW WITH 1 MEG OF RAM 
AS STANDAHD!! 

A5Q0 Pack plus Kirtfwords 2.0, 
Pagesetter. Artists Choice. Head 

Line Fonts Pack. Amiga Logo. 
Superbase Persona!. BBC Emulator, 

Deluxe Paint II. Max ip Ian Spread 
Sheet. Or Dr Ts Midi Recording 

Studio, Midi Interface. Mousemal. 
10 di sks and Diskette Storage Wallet. 

£539.99 
NEW IN STOCK "First Steps 

Pack" similar to Class of the 9Q's 
Pad? but aimed at a younger 

age group 

AMIGA 1500 
Now from only 

£579.99 
1500 +108450 Monitor 

Only £839.99 

1500+ 1084SD +Software 
Pack Including; 

Deluxe Pain! ill. platinum Works. &ams 
Chess, Their Finest Hour, Sim City + 
Terrain Editor, Populous + Promised 

Lands, Amiga T<js Book 

Only £929.99 

Quantum 52Mb Hard Drive 
Only £359.99 fitted 

8 meg Board Populated to 
~ ' £169.9“. 2 megs Only I 1.99 fitted 

1 STAR PRINTERS inc. free cable 

LC 10 Mono 9 Pin 144/36cps...... ....£159.00 

LC 200 Colour 9 Pin 225/45cps. --£214.99 

LC 24-200 Mono 24 Pin 222/67cps. ..£254-99 

LC 24-200 Colour 24 Pin 222/67. ....£304.99 

* REGISTERED STAR 

A CITIZEN DEALERS * 

EPSON EPL-7100 * A4 pagd laser printer. ' 
Multiple built in fonts * 5t£K memory ' expandable to 6mb * 
300"300 DPI graphics * 6 pages per minute ’ small footprint 

£899.99 
CANNON BJ 10e BUBBLE JETPRINTER 

“ Innovative portable bubble jet printing technology *‘ 
Smaller * Cheaper * QuieterT Quicker * 

£299.99 

1 CITIZEN PRINTERS inc. free cable 

120 D Mono 9 Pin l2Q/25cps ..£139.99 
124 D Mono 24 Pin 120/4Qcps ..£199.99 
Swift 9 Mono 9 Pin I92 40cp£.. . ..£184.99 
Swift 24 Mono 24 Pin 192 /64cps..... ..£279.99 
Swift 9 or 24 Colour Upgrade. .£34.99 

hLH FREE COLOUR KIT WITH 
ANY SWIFT PRINTER - 
2 VEAR GUARANTEE J m\ 

A590 20 MEG HARD DRIVE 
The Commodore A590 has a built In 

unpopulated Ram Board so you can easily 
upgrade your Amiga memory by up to 2 
megs without invalidating your warranty 

(autoboots from Kickstart i .3 only) 

£289.99 

AMIGA A590 POPULATED 
Complete with 2 meg of Ram 

£359.99 

CMOS 256K * 4 DRAMS 
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

3.5" QUALITY 
BULK DISKS 

FAST ACCESS DRAMS 
4+. .£5.29 ea Ideal for populating 
a+. .£4.89 ea your A59Q or extra 
16+. .,..,,,£4.69 ea ram board 

PERIPHERALS 
Midi Interface.......£22 99 
Minigen Genlock,.£99,00 
Rombo RGB Splitter.£67.99 
Rombo Vidi Amiga.£99.99 
Rombo Vidi Chrome..£18.99 
Amiga Control Station ,.,£43.99 

MODEMS 
Linnet.*. 
Linnet 1200..,.  ..£21999 
Linnet 2400.......£289,99 

SONY /MITSUBISHI 
100% error free, 135 TPI 

Lifetime Guarantee 
The same quality as the 

most expensive 
branded disks 

10. ... .£5.99 

25 .,...£12,99 

50 .£22.99 

■o: .£39.99 

:c: .£74.99 

.XI09 99 

400 .-..£135.99 
50 J .-,.-.,,-£159.99 

100C ...£309.99 

Disk Labels...500.£7.99 

Dsk Labels...1000.£1399 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

PLATINUM WORKS Integrated w/p. 

DBase. Spreadsheet Package 
now only...  £64.99 
'PENPAL W/P and much more £84,99 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO..£79,99 
XCAD DESIGNER (CAD).£92,99 
VISTA landscape generator.......£49.99 
PACESETTER VERSION 2 ..,...£49.99 
AMOS 12 GAMES CREATOR .£38,99 
Music X Version 1.1.  .£114.99 
Dighriew Gold Version 4 ..  £124.99 
Aegus Video Titleer....   £89.99 
Audiomaster 2 Sampling software ,£39.99 

SuperPlan Spreadsheet.£39,99 
Superbase Personal .£39.99 
SBA Cash Accounts s/w ..£89 90 

Scnbble w p platinum edition.£39 99 
Publishers Choice..£74,99 

NEW PRODUCTS 
[Golden Image 
1 Optical Mouse. £42-09 

1 Golden Image 
lHand Scanner 400DP1 £194-99 

Amiga Daatascan 
400 DPI.. .£169.99 

Rend ate Genlock plus 
video generic master 
tilling software.. £161 99 

Hitachi Video cameras 
now in stock 

1 

AT ONCE PC EMULATOR 
Turns your Amiga into an IBM AT 

compatible only £199.00 

MONITORS (INC LEADS] 

J COMMODORE 
1084 SD 

H Stereo Sound 
1 640 * 256 resolution 
H anti glare screen 
■ green screen ladlily 

£259.99 

NEW! PHILIPS 
CM8833 MK II 

Stereo Sound 
640 * 200 resolution 
green screen facility 

FREE 
1 yr on site warranty 

£244.99 

MAIL ORDER REMEMBER WE OFFER 
* FAST Mail order service 
1 FREE postage UK mainland 
1 FREE 2'3 day detrvery 

(next day delivery only £3) 
■ GOODS TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH 

* CALL INTO OUR SHOWROOM 
■ SPACIOUS FREE PARKING 

* FULL HEPAIR SERVICE - FREE ESTIMATES 

; ORDER BY TELEPHONE QUOTING YOUR 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER. IF PAYING 8Y 
CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO 

• FIRST CHOICE • 

TEL: 0532 637988 
FAX: 0532 637689 IT COSTS LESS AT FIRST CHOICEf "* 

RAM EXPANSION 
ASHC0M 1.8 MEG EXPANSION 
Take your Amiga A500 up to 2.3 

Megs total with this easy to fit 
board. Uses existing expansion 

slot. This board can be supplied 
partly or fully populated 

Unpopulated £34.99 
512K Populated £52.99 

1 Meg Populated £89,99 
1.5 Meg Populated £108.99 

Fully (1.0 Megs) £124,99 
* Additional "Gary-1 board supplied with 

1 Meg configurations or above * 

1 MEG UPGRADE 
Top quality memory expansions 
inc. Battery backed Real Time 
Clock and convenient on off 
switch 12 month guarantee 

£37.99 

1 ACCESSORIES 
Amiga Scart Leads. ...£9.99 
Mcdi cables 2M.. ...£3.99 
Midi cables 3M. ...£4.99 
Midi cables 5M. .,.£5.99 
Printer cables 1 5 metre. . . £5.99 
Primer cables 2.0 metre. . £8 99 
A50Q cover.. ...£4,99 
LC10 cover.. £4 99 
LC24 io cover.. ...£6 99 
LC200 covers..... .,£5.99 
LC24-200 covers . ..£5.99 
Swift 24/0 cover. .£6 99 
I2h monitor cover. ...£S 99 
14“ monitor cover. ...£6.99 
14" tilt and swivel 
monitor stand . .£13 99 
Universal printer stand ...£999 
Mouse mats 8MM 
high quality anti static ... ...£4 99 

■ 100 capacity lockable 3,5™ j 
■ disk box. .,£7.99 
■ 50 capacity as above. ...£5.99 
■ Ban* Boxes. ,.£11.99 
■ Posse Boxes.. £18 99 

1 LARGE RANGE OF PRINTER 
RIBBONS IN STOCK 

1 OPEN MON-SAT 

' SUNDAY OPENING 

1 THURSDAY NIGHT 

9.00AM-5.30PM 

11.00AM-4.00PM 

LATE TIL 8.00PM 



PICTUREWARE 
For The j q 

Commodore Amiga i O _HEREin 
ONLY A VAiLABLE /rwH/'_Unbel>evabte quality ^Ss ^ 

NIK WILLIAMS I * ** 
BROADCAST | 
COMPUTER 

PICTURE 
LIBRARY 

0792 470503 

CN.J.N. Williams IWI 

5 PICTURES 
PER DISK!! 

Incredi&le 1un!lpe#* 
Available in 

4096 Colour HAM 
& 

32 Colour IFF 

when'orS(?ermg I One disk £4.99 
FOR FULL DETAILS l Jwc^c*SKsE4.50«affi 
PLEASE SEND SAE luplofive disks E1P&P 
_i Six+ disks post free 

Give your Paint Package a treat1 A stunning photograph to work from!! Put 
life into your DTP/DTV wonder at the quality, let your imagnation run wild?!! 
See before you buy!!? , Catalogue disk Ho A is 90p & 50p P&P and 
forms pari of our 3 disk demo set which is £3 post paid. Please specify 
IFF or HAM demonstration disks. Single demo disks also 90p & 5Qp P&P. 

On Picture ware Catalogue Disk One Are;- 
People Disks 1 &2 We can accept African Animals Disks 1 
Children Disks 1 &2 Access Siiverback Gorilla Disks 1&2 
African Famine Disks i &2 views of Vietnam Disks 1&2 
The Nude Disks 1&2 mmmm w® African Pygmies Disks 1&2 
Edwaidran PhotosDsks1&2 cheques ’ Motorbikes Disks 1&2 
An in Photography Otsks 1&2 postai orders l%nQwOnLocaiGnDeksi&2 

ng I 
formats 
PFIE-FORMATTED FLOPPIES 
on this exceptional offer, rf you like the pictures use them, if not delete them 
(much quicker than a disk format), and use the disks as blank floppies!!! 
t~rycc f\CCCDff§ With every order of six Pictureware© disks 
Hitt Ur r erf!!! we are giving away FIVE FREE SPECIALLY 
-PRE-FORWATTED FLOPPIES!!!! (Worth 90p each!’) 
—{Offer closes end of June 1991) 

"YOUR GRAPHICS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME!!!" 
Orders by post to - Nik Williams Broadcast, Aspect House. 

21 Brynmtll Crescent, Brynmill, Swansea, SA2 OAL, 
Please allow 21- 28 days for delivery, phone for urgent orders 

24Hr Credit Card Phorte/FAX Hotline 0792 645946 
{When ordering by telephone please wait tor FAX tone to finish, 

at which poirn you'll be connected to our telephone system } 

Cheques 
Postal Orders 

Dunng Pictureware si- development we’ve created pictures in all sizes and 
WeVeprovHS ngthem for your fun and entertainment on SPECIALLY 

VTTED FLOPPIES. C9 for 10 disks, post free! No guarantees 

VOLTMACE 

Unit 9. Bondor Business Centre. London Road 
Baldock, Herts, SG7 6HP. Telephone (0462) 894410 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS 
NEW ZOOMER, DELTA BASE A, DELTA 3 A 

To run Flight Sim Jl. FI*# and MIG-29 FULCRUM and PD software AIR WARS. 
Coming soon more analogue software like FIS Strike Eagle U from MICROPROSE 
Several other major software companies are ready to include analogue joy tuck 
routines 
NEW jfOOMF.R YOKE (ANALOGUE! IT* 11" - sprung return to centre yoke 
joy slick with trimmer controls and a digital mode lor use in ordinary programs £59,95 
Delta 1A Joyslick lAnaJogucI .........j£I6.95 
Dchahase a Yoke Joystick i Analogue».......,,£54.95 
Delta 3S Switched Joystick (hind heJdi............£16.95 
Ami-Cat Moose Eliminator Joysticks-,,.........154.95 
F19 Sicalih Fighter ............124.95 
Mig 29 Fulcrum.... ....£27.95 
Flight Sim 11 (Sub Logic)........£29.95 
Scenery Disks (Western European, Hawaiian, Odewy rtc>  .£16.95 
External 3.5h Disk drive iThrough Port A Disable Switch) ,  .£59.95 
Guaranteed 3.5'* di'JU £4.90 Tor 5. E6.00 for 10 inc pip 
Primer Ribbon* rc inked f 1-50 each 

Delta 3A joysticks arc available through your local dealer or can he 
purchased direct from us. All prices arc fully inclusive. 

NEW LOW PRICES 
BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES 

Benchmark P brand 
ALL 3"2* DISKS COME WITH LABELS. ALL 5'V DISKS COME WITH LABELS WRITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES 

Disk Type Qty 25 50 100 200 500 1000 
3y2" DS/DD 1 Mb £ 17.00 29.00 41.00 75.00 163.00 309.00 
3V2" DS/HD 2Mb £ 33.60 61.00 67.00 132.00 320.00 630.00 ' 
51 V DS/DD 96/48 TPI £ 11.00 18.00 28.00 51.00 122.00 225.00 1 
5V4" DS/HD 1,6Mb £ 18.00 31.50 52.50 99.00 228.00 394,00 

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

ALL BENCHMARK 2^2" DS/DD DISKS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED 
BY THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER - SONY. 

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE 
S1^" 50 capacity..   £3.70 
S1^" 100 capacity....£4.70 
5^4" 100 capacity.£4.70 

S1^" 200 capacity (stackable).£13.50 
THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

M 
C 
S 

| ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT &P&P UK ORDERS ONLY | 

Cheques and ■■■■ fcgTTl 
Postal Orders to W\ T 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0S97 87 792 Fa* No: 0597 87 418 

Depl AF6, Glen Celyn House. Penyborrt. Llandrindod Wells. Powys. LDt 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES 
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age roundup, fast issue's pieces 
on samplers, video digitisers and 
scanners and this issue's out' 
standing rountkup of the best 30 
graphics software. 

We aimp at ai times* to main* 
tain a careful balance between the 
serious side of the Amiga and its 
lighter moments. This reflects not 
only the fact that most Amiga own¬ 
ers are incredibly versatile, but 
also that the machine itself is. the 
last thing we ever want anyone to 
do is settle down into a comply 
cent acceptance that their 
particular favourite is the only sen¬ 
sible use for an Amiga, or even 
snobbery about it. Amiga owners, 
in our experience, are a darn sight 
more broad-minded, intelligent and 
adventurous than that..* 

Interviews with programmers and 
software houses, 

Paul Wadi and, Dover 

Interviews came out lowest on the 
ratings of Things you would like to 
see in Amiga Format and I can see 
why, With the greatest of respect 
to the guys and gals concerned, 
interviews with these people are 
not generally of an awful lot of 
interest unless they're on a partic¬ 
ular subject You don't really want 
to know what a programmer's 
favourite TV program is or what 
colour underwear he wears, do 
you? Generally, they speak 
through the games they produce. 

On the other hand, the thing 
that you might want to get out of 
these people is the secrets of how 
they do what they do so well..* 
isn't that a song? That's why the 
Assembly Line, MicroProse and 
Incentive have been interviewed in 
this very issue. As for the futureI 
don't think you can expect to see 
regular programmer interviews, 
but you can expect to see us tap¬ 
ping programmers for information. 

Compos with shorter names* 
Ben Lamb, Lowestoft 

Yes, lean see why.** 

Percentages on a game's graph¬ 
ics, sound and playability. 
Addresses of clubs and small ads 
for things for sale, 

Andre Dour ado, London 

We deliberately simplified the 
games rating system a few 
months ago because we fe# it 
was more important to have a sin¬ 
gle, simple, precise and clear 
definition of how good the game is 
— the overall rating, now called 
the Verdict - and then to say 
more about the details in yer 
actual old-fashioned words. The 
reasons for this are twofold, 

Firstly, if you have a system 
that requires you to produce a 
certain number of specific, cate¬ 
gorical ratings it is often very 
difficult to assess a game that 
transcends those categories. For 
example a chess game might not 
make any use of sound but still be 
utterly absorbing: a puzzle game 
like Tetris needs no graphic 
whizziness, but it is still great It 
seems unfair to give these a low 
rating for something they had no 
need of in the first place. 

Secondly, we actually prefer 
to be able to describe things 
rather than rate them. We think 
that the little notes next to the 
Verdict give you a better idea of 
what a game is about and how 
good it is than any number of rat¬ 
ings would. And of course if a 
game's graphics and sound are 
particularly impressive, or particu¬ 
larly dufft then we'll say so. 

I have noticed steady improve¬ 
ment each issue. Keep up the 
good work! 

Brian Crawley, Retford 

I've printed this one not because 
it's a compliment - although that's 
very pleasant! - but because one 
of the tenets of the magazine is 
that we always try to improve. 

It could be geared a little more 
toward the beginner, 

Marie Nash, CuMompton 

We are not only planning to con¬ 
tinue the special senes for 
beginners, but also to restart if 
occasionally, so that we don't 
leave anyone behind, and to move 
it into different areas. You can 
expect a series on getting to grips 
with the Shell or Cil very soon 

Complete music on the Coverdisk, 
eg Brimbfe's Beat - excellent! 

Anonymous 

Await more news on this sooni* 

Double the space given to 
Workbench and Letters, 

AH Foster, Southampton 

Well, there's one heck of a lot of 
good reasons for that, not one of 
the least being that these appear 
to be the most popular parts of 
the magazine. We've just 
expanded the Workbench section 
by a regular page to allow us to 
introduce what weVe called the 
'Silly Questions' section, the idea 
of this being that people who are 
just starting out on the Amiga can 
ask the simplest of questions and 
others in the same situation can 
learn from the answers. 

The only problem with expand1 
ing these sections further is that 
we have to retain some kind of 
balance within the magazine and 
we have to allow ourselves the 
space to do things property, like 
this month's 3D graphics special. 
Perhaps greater quantities of 
these sections would mean lesser 
quality, which would be self-defeat¬ 
ing? I don't know, if we do expand 
them, you're bound to notice. 

Include a senes of AMOS articles* 
John Hughesman, London 

Quite possibly. 

What about having Joe public's 
opinion of games? 

GR Mansfield* Hull 

Yes* I've always liked the idea, but 
it can be tricky because of our 
deadlines. Til try to think of some¬ 
thing; possibly a Feedback section 
in Screenplay. And why not for 
serious software too? 

DOC files on the disk could have a 
print feature. 

Jeremy Mankin, Eaglesclrffe 

We're now using the more 
advanced text display program 
PPMore on every Coverdisk to dis¬ 
play text files (DOC files). The 
advantage of PPMore is that you 
can print the DOC files from the 
menu bar which is located at the 
bottom of the screen. 

Encourage graphics and music, 
Give help on viruses, 

Ben Ritchie, Blackheath 

I don't know exactly what you 
mean by 'encourage'. Do you 
mean give it more space? 
Graphics has had a big influence 
in Issues 21 and 23* but music, 
on the other hand, seems to be 
one of the least popular areas of 
the magazine in its current form* 

What you may mean is aefu- 
alfy encourage readers to make 
contributions of their own in these 
areas: which is an excellent idea, 
and one we are already working 
on. Issue 21's paint package spe¬ 
cial encouraged readers to send 
in their own artwork and we will be 
taking a look at these very soon. 
On the music side* we have rather 
ambitious plans to do something 
very similar. 

As for viruses* we recognise 
that many readers are still very 
disturbed by them and we will con¬ 
tinue to give help in this area. 
Expect more virus-busting advice 
and programs soon. 

On each software review, please 
state whether it can be put on 
hard disk and whether it will work 
with faster processors, 

Philip Andrews, Ipswich 

Do you mean on serious stuff, 
game reviews or both? The only 
trouble is that with many things we 
can't test all the aspects (we'd 
have to have all kinds of machine 
configurations set upL otherwise 
it's a good idea and one we're 
thinking about. 

Reviews of serious software are 
very shallow. 

Adrian Brain, Croydon 

The trouble is, as IVe said time 
and time again, that we do not 
have the space to cover every¬ 
thing m complete depth. A review 
of a DTP package, for example, 
might easily take up seven or 
eight pages if you said absolutely 
everything. What we try to do in a 
page or so is summarise, picking 
out the interesting features of a 
program and giving our opinion on 
how well it works. 

You could lower the price. 
Steven Smith, Watford 

And he's not the only one to sug¬ 
gest if; you cheeky lot? I'm afraid 
the price of Amiga Format has 
been f2.95 since it startde off 
and it's not about to change: but 
when you consider that's now two 
years at the same price* you're 
getting real value! 

ASTROLOGY 
TEACH YOURSELF with our STARTER PACK 

Comprises a simple program to calculate a horoscope, 
an introductory booklet & 2 self-teaching programs 

(how to interpret the horoscope). 
Only £12.50 - No previous knowledge required 

Payment by Access/Visa. Cheque, etc. 
Or send for free catalogue of our wide range of programs for 

PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS isae (33p - about 9"x 7"). 
Progression, transits, harmonics, midpoints, etc. 

Superb graphics, 5000 year ephemeris. etc (from £25). 
Also GRAPHOLOGY, NUMEROLOGY, etc 

ASTROCALC 
(Dept AF), 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead 

Herts, HP3 8ER, England, tel fax: 0442 251809 
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SECTIONHEAD 

There are 600,000 Amiga 
owners in the UK and 
more than one in six 

reads Amiga Format, The answers 
you gave to the questionnaire in 
Issue 19 reveal not only a lot 
about what you think of the maga¬ 
zine, but also a good deal about 
Amiga owners, what they do and 
what they like,. , 

A magazine for all ages 
The majority of Amiga Format 
readers fall into three age groups: 
35% are between 13 and 18t 21% 
are between 18 and 24 while 28% 
are aged between 25 and 40. 
There's still a Significant minority 

under 12 (5%) and aged 4i or 
over (11%) with just the odd 
reader over 60 (1%). 

$«x and money 
Predictably, 97% of you are male: 
where are all the women? As for 
who can afford to run an expert 
sive Amiga: we!l+ the majority 
(45%) seem to be at school or col¬ 
lege and slip into the under 
£3,000 category. 

The most significant group of 
wage earners are in the £10 
15,000 group (15%), with the 
runner-up being £15-20,000 (11%) 
and then an equal split amongst 
the £6-10,000 and over £20,000 
group [10% each). 

Which Amiga, 
which hobby? 

The vast majority of you, 93%, 
own Amiga 500s: which is not too 
surprising, really. What is surpris¬ 
ing is that there are still more 
AlOQOs out there (2%) than there 
are A1500s UK), 2000s account 
for a comfortable 3%. 

As for what you spend most 
of your time on: well, games has 
to be top, with 53% of you doing it 
lots. Stilt, it's interesting to see 
that only 36% never ever touch 
business software and only 14% 
never get involved in music or art. 
See those figures below right... 

Games mad? 
The most convincing answer of all 
was to the question 'Will you buy 
games in 1990?' to which 90% of 
you said 'yes*. I think that's a 
pretty convincing vindication of 
our belief that however serious 
you are about your Amiga, you 
care about its more frivolous and 
entertaining side too*,* 

Who owns whaf? 
Most widely-owned piece of hard¬ 
ware is the joystick [93%) followed 
by a memory expansion (68%), a 
printer (56%) and a second drive 
(53%). Only 41% have a monitor. 

As for buying plans, the most 
lusted-after adcFons follow a 

similar pattern. Printers come first 
(28%), followed by second disk 
drives (23%), extra memory 122%) 
and, very high on the wish-list, 
21% of you plan to buy a hard 
drive in the next year. 

Most common types of soft¬ 
ware are graphics, which 70% of 
you have, and word processors at 
62%, Music follows swiftly after 
at 38%, then databases (35%), 
programming (33%) and spread¬ 
sheets (27%). The range of stuff 
out there is reassuring! 

Big plans to buy for next year? 
Well, it may surprise you to know 
that top of the pops is DTP at 
16%, with WP, databases, music, 
sound sampling, programming 
and education ail not far behind. 

Which bits of the mag 
are the favourites? 

The section in which we asked you 
to decide which parts of the mag 
were the best and what you would 
like more or less of is shown in 
the tables, right. Clearly opinion is 
widely split between the games- 
players, who are more content 
currently, and the very vocal 
techie people who would like a bit 
more bias their way. As ever, we 
will try to maintain a balance. 

Confirmed addicts 
Each copy of Amiga Format is 
read by 2.35 people on average 
(exactly the average number of 
kids in a family, coincidental^) 
which means that, at the current 
circulation of lQ5,00Oodd, you 
are one of 245,000 Amiga Format 
readers. Wow! 

When we Started in August 
1989, less than 20.000 people 
read the magazine. 19% of our 
current readers have bought ail 
19 issues, which means all those 
original readers are still with us* 
Nice to have you on board, you 
loyal lot! 

Better still, when we asked 
how many issues we would buy 
next year, 91% of you said you 
would read all 12. Now thafs 
addiction! So why do you buy 
Amiga Format? Well, 20% said for 
the tips, 19% said it's for the 
reviews, 19% said for the 
Coverdisk, but a massrve 39% 
read the magazine simply 
because ft's a good read! How 
nice that is to know*.* 

And for the future... 
When we asked what kind of fea¬ 
tures you'd like to see in the 
magazine, they were ail popular 
except interviews (10%). Most 
popular first, the scores were: 
Programming 33%, serious soft¬ 
ware comparisons 33%, Games 
31%, hardware comparisons 30%, 
Introductions 30%, Tutorials 28%. 

Those 
Questionnaire 

Results 
in Full! 

The Top Ten most popular sections 
(ratings out of 10) 
1. Workbench 7.16 
2. Software reviews 7.08 
3. Letters 7.04 
4. News Pages 7.0! 
5. Hardware reviews 6.82 
6. Previews 6.75 
6. PD Update 6.75 
8, Graphics 6.66 
9. Screen Play 6.65 
10. Coverdisk 6.55 
Lowest: Music 5.35 

We want More' Top Ten 
1. Hardware reviews 59% 
2. Software reviews 52% 
2, Workbench 52% 
2. Coverdisk 52% 
5. Competitions 49% 
6. Gamebusters 45% 
7. PD Update 41% 
8. News 40% 
9. Previews 37% 
10.Graphics 35% 

We want Less' Top Seven 
1. Adverts 33% 
2. Music 27% 
3. Screen Play 21% 
4. Gamebusters 19% 
5. Beginners 16% 
6. Graphics 15% 
7. PD Update 14% 

How much do you use your 
Amiga for Games? 
Lots Quite a bit Not much Not at all 
53% 28% 17% 1% 

How much do you use your 
Amiga for art and music? 
Lots Quite a bit Not much Not at all 
22% 38% 25% 14% 

How much do you use your 
Amiga for business? 
Lots Quite a bit Not much Not at all 
12% 25% 26% 36% 
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Tel 0895 74449 

Yes! Rush me... name 
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Overseas 49.95 

SINGLE ISSUE OF JAM / 

UK 1.50 

Europe 2.25 
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POSTCODE 
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to: Just Arru^a Monthly (Af)t 75 Greatfields 
Dnve, Uxbridge* VBHSQN. 
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0898 313 578 
INFODIAL PO Bom 36 LSI 4TN Call ChJraes 34p Per mirCheaaRjt^5[^!uttieftimes| 

ANALOG 
ANALOGIC 

LOGIC 

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD 'Telephone 24 hrs 
152 Lalchmerc Rood. [7 days a week 
Kingslon-upon-Thames. <081-546 9575 
Surrey KT2 5TU JTelFa*: 081-541 4671 

SALES 

C64 Games System.,*„..„**»*,.„*.******..*»„ 
C 64 N ightmcves/M m dba nde r s Pack.... 
Amiga A BOO * Modulator + Mouse*.. 
Amiga A500 Screen Gems (1Mb memory) 
Amiga ASOC Class of the 908 pack. 

3?" Externa] Disk Drive 

512K Ram + Clock,.....****., 
That's A Mouse,*.**.. 

REPAIRS 

Amiga 50C 39,99 

* All prices exclude VAT and delivery. 
* Please call lore quote on other Commodore products as well as 
for best prices on sale/repair/upgrade of A tan' products, 

AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 
FV AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY! 
pi Amiga 1500: B2000 + 1084SD + Twin Floppies + The Works! Plat..*..*£938.00 UU 

DPaint 3/Bittk Chesi/Sim Cit>y?opuluiTheir Finest House M 
As above without monitor.*......,.,*.**,„**, £679,00 
WHY SOT ENHANCE YOUR A150C WITH ONE OK MORE OF THE FOLLOWING:- 
Supra 4ft/80Mb Autohoot Drive Card*********.*.*..*,,,,**,, .**.*„ „£319/399 

SUPRA DRIVES INCLUDE EXPRESS COPY BACKUP & CLIMATE SAV 
XT Bndfiehoard * 5 25“ Drive + MSDOS 4.01 ...-£199.00 
AT Br.dtfehoard + 5.25' Drive - MSDOS 4.01.....-£639.00 
Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop 2Mb---*™.**.*.**-------£179,00 
Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop WSMb....-£279/379/479 
Hi-Res Video Card .Flicker Fmn....-£219.00 

IA500 SCREES GEMS Pack INCLUDING 512K RAM CLOCK .-£379.001 
IA500 BMtPHfc__.....—...,.-...-019.001 
lCofraiwdort 64C SIGHT MOVES Pack.™,..,... .rtmm 

PR1MFSS Star 1X24-200...,.... £759.00 rlU'T 1 
Citizen 120D+ ,..^-£115.00 Star LC24-200 Colour.. .,£299,00 
Star LC-IO „ ... 
Star LC'200 Colour. 
Star LC24-10. 

.,..*£159.00 

..£209.00 

.-009.00 

Star XB24-10 24 pin 
INC COLOUR OPTION. 

Ok] mate 20 RibhoniHeads/Paper.., 
..£399.00 
.PHONE 

MONITORS 
1 Commodore 10845 Stereo.*.**.,*,*.**,**,*„*.*.*, 
| Philips 8833-II Stereo Colour..*.*.. 
I Interquad Hi-Res Mult* Scan 026mm Super VGA,, 

DISK DRIVES 
1AS90 AutaocmtSOMb____ 
1.42000 Internal 15:__„—_____ 
IA500 Replacement Internal 3.5'...****.*-*. 
1 Roclec Super Slim Ama£a Ext 3.5' Meta! Cased 

MISCELLANEOUS 
KCS PC H'-jt J : -t V • MSDOS 4.0] 

I A5Q0 RAM/Ctodt 512Kb with Dtsabk Sw__ 
RAM Chips- for A59&2Q9] per 512Kb... 

I ASOO Compatible Power Supply 

..*£259.oo| 
..-£249.001 

,.*029.001 

O- I 
.P & P £2,..—£69.951 
.£2.£69,951 
.p&p£2....*£59.951 

■P “ P 
....free p & p *.*.*09.001 
„_H ..J22.50| 

.£49.C 
Kickstart VU ROM for A500 2000..............£29.001 
1Mb Fdt ' T-V ..".£75.001 
CLA Chip 8520....... ..."  ....,£16,nol 

I Vidi-Amiga PAL Frame Crabber inc filters .........," .JU29.00I 
I RGB Composite Vide* ' r itter .-„.„*,„**.*,**„....,*.,£69,95l 

Surtfe Protector 4-Wat BI-jcr. 13A Plug.p & p £2.£16.95/12.951 
Ml! Pr;cs * V-T .s'* & i' t-uivtn^- wiiiVHjl notice EEOl 

8 Ruswarp Lane. WHITBY, N Yorks Y021 1 ND 
TEL/FAX 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm| 

A It All A II All A II A II A IIA II A II A II A M A 

FORMATTED BLANK PAP 
10 62 p J9p £1.00 
50 60p 38p £2.50 
100 36p £5*00 
1000 55p 33P £15*00 

PLEASE STATE AMIGA OR ST! 

Courtney Hou.se, 12 Dudley Street, 
Suite 1, Luton. Beds LU2 ONT 

100% 
ERROR 
FREE 

WITH 
LABELS 

Credit Card Orders: (9am - iopm 7 days; 

071 920 0304 
a Payable to: DataGEM Limited 

1 Paul Street 

LONDON EC 2A 4JJ 

Callers welcome (Mon-Fri 10-6) 

Quantity OS/DD Boxes 
10 £4.24 £0.94 
20 £7.75 
25 £9.95 
30 £11.25 
35 £12.95 
40 £14.25 £4.80 
45 £15.95 
50 E17.25 £5.80 
BO £27.60 £6.30 

100 £33.95 £6.75 
Full no quibble replacement guarantee 

Boxes are supplied with dividers and 2 keys. 

CUMANA CAX354 3V External Drive 

Data Lead, Enable Disable Switch 

One Year Warranty £59*95 
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K & M COMPUTERS 
THE BEST GAMES ★ ★ ★ THE BEST SERVICE 

AlOTank Killer.£6 90 

ADS.    ,,.16.90 

A.IF. II... ,16 90 

Backgammon..16.90 

Back to the Future 3.16.90 

Bards Tale 3.  16.90 

SAT...  19.90 

Battle Command.16.90 

Beast 2 & Teeshirt.26.90 

Betrayal..19.90 

Blue Max,....19,90 

Bomber Mission Disc.11.90 

Boxing Manager...16.90 

Breach 2.   .16:90 

Bridge Player 2150...19.90 

Buck Rogers........19.90 

Budokan....,,.,.,.16.. 90 

Carve Up..,...,,..16.90 

Chaos Strikes Back.16,90 

Chase HQ 2.  16.90 

Chess Champ. 2175.19.90 

Chess Master 2100 

(1 Meg)...19.90 

Chips Challenge.16.90 

Classic 4.  6.90 

Cohort...  19.90 

Conqueror...1690 

Das Boot..  19.90 

Days of Thunder.16.90 

Defender of the Crown. 8/90 

Deuteros.1690 

Dick Tracy.16.90 

Eco Phantoms. 16,90 

Elite...16.90 

Elvira.....19.90 

Emiyn Hughes Socc. .. .16.90 

F19 Stealth Fighter..19.90 

Fantasy Dizzy.....6.90 

Final Whistle (data)....11.90 

Fire and Forget II.16.90 

Fists of Fury (comp).,16 90 

Flood ....16,90 

Gazzas Soccer...16.90 

Ghengis Khan.29.90 

Golden Axe...16.90 

Hard Drivin' £.  16.90 

Harpoon (1 Meg)..19.90 

Hunt for Red October ,,.16.90 

immortal (Imeg) ,..16.90 

jack N cklaus Golf.16 90 

James Pond (1 Meg).16.90 

J, Nicklaus Course 4.9.90 

Jockey Wilson Darts.8.90 

Judge Dredd..13.90 

AMIGA SECOND 
DRIVE 

: • 

with 
The Beast 
RVF Honda 

Kick Off 
Battle Squadron 

0WLY 
£89,00 

Kick Off 2.13 90 

Kick Off 2(1 Meg). .16.90 

Killing Cloud.17.90 

Killing Game Show.,..17.90 

Lemmings......17,90 

Merchant Colony.....19.90 

MIG 29 Fulcrum..26.90 

Mighty Bombjatk.16.90 

MUDS..,.... .16,90 

Monkey Island....16.90 

Moonwalker,...7.90 

Nam..19.90 

Narc....    16.90 

New York Warriors..13.90 

Nightshirt,....16.90 

Ninja Turtles..  17.90 

Operation Wolf.....7.90 

Outrun.....7.90 

Panza Kick Box.16 90 

Pirates...16.90 

PGA Golf...16.90 

Ports Of Call.16.90 

Power monger.19,90 

Prince of Persia.16.90 

Pro Tennis Tour 2...16.90 

Rainbow Island...16.90 

Rick Dangerous II.,.16.90 

Robocop2...16.90 

Rocket Ranger..8.90 

Shadow Warriors.16.90 

Sly Spy.....16.90 

Speedbali..,.8.90 

Speedball 2.16.90 

Super Cars 2. .16 90 

Super Monaco GP ,..,.,.,.16,90 

Super Off Rd Racing.16.90 

Supremacy..,. . 19.90 

S.WJ.V....16.90 

Team Suzuki.16.90 

Their Finest Hour.19.90 

Thunderb lade.* „.,.7.90 

Total Recall.*****.16,90 

Tournament Golf.16.90 

Tower FRA. .....16.90 

Toyota Celica..---16.90 

Turbo Esprit.16.90 

Tumcan £..*...**« 16.90 

Tusker.**.*,*****.8.90 

Ultima5.......19.90 

Ultimate Golf.16.90 

U.M.S.2.....,,19 90 

Viz...13 90 

warhead.16.90 

Warlords.  16.90 

Wings (1 Meg)...............19,90 

Wings of Fury.16,90 

Wolf Pack (1 Meg)..19,90 

World Class Leaderboard .7.90 

Z-Qut...  .13.90 

COMING SOON 
The following games will be 

sent within 24 hours of 

release. 

Chuck Yeagers.16.90 

Wonderland,.,.19,90 

Creatures.16.90 

Wfath of the Demon.19.90 

Navy Seals,.16.90 

Alcatraz.,16.90 

Flight of the Intruder.19.90 
Armour Geddon.17.90 

Gods.............Phone 

Toki..    .16.90 
Spirit of Excal ibur..19.90 

Railroad Tycoon.19.90 

Brat...16.90 
Gem-X.16.90 

Switchblade 2.  .16.90 
ChucRock.16.90 

Predator 2 .16.90 

BUDGET ft SPECIAL OFFERS 

Archipelagos.4.99 

Backlash.4.99 

Deluxe Paint........5.95 

MAIL ORDER 
PRICES ONLY 
SHOP PRICES 

VARY 

3.5" DISCS 

WITH LABELS 

40p EACH 

MINIMUM ORDER 

20 DISKS 
. ■ .... 

_ 

HALF MEG. 

UPGRADES 
DOWN IN PRICE 

Without Clock,*39.95 

With Clock.49*95 

With D.Master-59*95 

C toe k; D,Maste r69,9 5 

With Kick Off 2 49.95 

Clock/K, Off 2-59*95 

PLEASE ADD 
El-00 P&P 

TO ALL ORDERS 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Protext V4.2.64.95 

Prodata.....57.95 

Publishers Choice..,..79.95 

Arras Midi Int A S/w.79.00 

Digicalc....26.95 

Cashbook Controller.35.99 

DevPac 2.......  4£.95 

X-Cad Designer.99 99 

Pagesetter 2...79.95 

KindwordsV2. 44.99 

Eye of HoruS.4 99 

Future Bike. 6.99 

Fnght Night..3 99 

Formula 1 Gr. Prix.4.99 

Goldrunner.3.99 

Gnmblood.4.99 

Joe Blade2.4.99 

Karting Grand Prix..4.99 

Pro Tennis...*.4.99 

Starray....  .4.99 

Time Bandit., 3 99 

Tr, Island Dizzy...4.99 

AMIGA A500 

INC. 10 BLANK 

DISKS 
. 

£329.00 

-—- 

AMIGA A500 

FITTED 1 MEG 

UPGRADE 

SCREEN GEMS 

£399*00 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125+..7 951 

Pro 5000.13.951 

Pro Star..16.951 

Turbo 3..,....9.99 

Navigator.13.95 

Cruiser..,, .9.501 

Cruiser Auto.....12.50 

Jetfighter. .14 95 

Cheetah Mach 1..10.50 

Data 1.7.95 

Mr Crystal.15.99 I 

Comp. Pro Extra.15.95 

Ergostik..  17.991 

Superboard.19.991 

Stingray...15,991 

ACCESSORIES 

Second Drive.69.001 

Naksha Mouse......29.951 

Power Supplies.47.951 

Mouse/J.Stick Split.7.99 

Mini Amp. & Speakers..,44.95 

Screen Filters..15.99 

Printer Lead.5.99 

Joystick Ext, Leads.5.99 

4 Player Adaptor...5 991 

Scant Lead..12.99 

Star LOO Printer.179.00 

Dust Cover ,, ,.4.99 

Disc Box (80-100).8.99 

Stax Disc Box (100).12.501 

3 S' Drive Cleaner.4.951 

Ribbon Re-ink...12.501 

Ribbons From...3.951 

Mouse House ..3 991 

Mouse Mats...4.991 

A590 Hard Drive.285 001 

Commodore 10845 

Stereo Monitor...£50.001 

Address Labels 1000...5.99 

T&T Monitor Stand.18 99 

Printer Stand..10.99 

Philips CM8833 Colour Stereo 

Monitor (Mark 2).255,00 

ALL ITEMS ARE 
SUBJECT TO 
AVAILABILITY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT K & M COMPUTERS (AF 9) 
PLEASE ADD £1*00 TO 140 SANDY LANE CENTRE 
YOUR TOTAL ORDER SKELMERSDALE 

FOR P&P LANCASHIRE WN8 8LH 

PHONE 0695 99046 

0695 50673 



THE END 

Random Sample 
A fruity melange of irrelevancies from the month in which AF23 was put together 

SO&JNDBYTES 

“We apnUt£im? for ihe delay; we weft waning fof n mechanical failure** 

British Kail courting disaster and making Ikimit n Uift- 12-04-91 

Reception. “I've got a Mr Antichrist on the phone../' 

Damien: "Errm ... crumby" l Mipposc I’d better sec what he wants, then. Hello, 

can I help you?" 

Cattrr “Hello, this is Andy Price here../* 

Phone calls from lIn Devil, 07-04*91 

"My mother always told me to have fingers in lots of pies, hi if one dried up I'd 

have plenty of others to fall bac k on." 

A famous female jaw singer gets slapstick nn Karim 4.02-04-9! 

Lemming Entries 

Who Said Thai? 1 
"When I hear the word culture. I reach for my gun“ was 

said by Nazi air commander Goering, just before he 

ordered the air raid an Bristol in which the Monmouth 

Street area of Both was destroyed This is where our 

offices now stand. Weird huh? 

The prize of a limited edition Af Tshirt goes to Ian 

Coin of Tilbury for this info; “Goering probably took it 

from the play Schlageter (1934) by Nazi writer Hans 

John*, in which a storm trooper says *Wenn ich Kultur 

hbre, entsichere Ich riflemen Browning/ Others knew 

this loo. like Michael Rose of Newbury wha provides 

she translation "When l hear the ward culture, I release 

the safely on my Browning (a type of revolverj" — but 

Ian wins for the following info 

"Did you know that Goering was probably the only 

man in history to hove a prosthetic umbilicus? The poison which he took to avoid being 

hanged was concealed beneath a false novel ” 

Who Said That? 3 
The outstanding winner of the Lemmings competition in 

Issue 19 is Howard McWilliam of Malmesbury, whose 

excell lent Rodent Ranger is shown here . 

Howard also sent a complete 

comic strip which we hope to print 

next issue , Runners-up, too numer¬ 

ous to list here, will hear by post. 

To win a special Amiga Format T-shirt, identify the quotation on the Contents pages and send 

an accurate, amusing or imaginative description of where it comes from to Who Said That? 3, 

Amiga Format at ouf Bath address before June 14 

Nike Air 180 trainer 
animation adverts, but 
not Nike Air trainers. 

ill ii^aw jaqiaSoi 'Xauouj 
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Question 
Lou Reed s ' Down 

ot the Afcode- 

from the album 

Mistrial menhons. the 

Ofcacle-game 

Def&na&r Anyone 

know of other 

gomes mmortoiised 

in song7 

#> uo 
Grachs 

Winning Shoppers 
Three winners of the Computer Shopper Show Treasure 

Trail who will get a free tr*p to the show to compete for 

the top prizes are: Judy Faulkner of Crowborough. N 

Berry of Frampton Gotterell and Michael Neale ot 

Wakefield, all of whom got the correct answer of Land s 

End, Winning runners-up prizes of free tickets to the 

show are Curtis Vernon of Whiistable, WJ Wheeler of 

Ringwood, Len Warner of Liftlehampton, MR Longman of 

Huddersfield. JA Moody of Spalding, Graeme Wilson of 

Whitley Bay, MJ McNeil of Rossshire (the only word in 

English with three s's) G Madellan of East Kilbride. 

Daniel Entwhistle of Wigan and Jamie May of Coulsdon 

HAPPY MONDAYS. 

* PILLS N' THRILLS AND 

BELLYACHES” 

PIXIES, 

“DOOLITTLE" 

SPOT THE SHOT 2 
Win a special limited edition Amiga Formal 
T-shirt by identifying the game lhal this is a 
small portion of and sending the answer on a 
postcard lo Spot the Shot 2', Amiga Format at 
our Balh address before June 14. 

This magawe comes from Future Publishing, a com¬ 
pany founded fust s« years ago, but which row sells 
more computer magazines than any other publisher 
m Britain We offer 

Better advice. Our tries are packed wrth tips, sug 
gestions and explanatory features, written by the 
best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a casHfon policy ol 
editorial tfidependeoce. aod our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations 

Clearer design. You need solid mformaton fast. So 
our designers highlight key elements by using 
charts, diagrams, summary bones, annotated pho¬ 
tographs, etc 

Greater relevance. At Futue, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
* Understand your readers needs 
* Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly or 
readers contributions, resulting m the liveliest letters 
pages and the best reader tips, Buying one of our 
magazines is like gwing a nationwide user group 

Better value for money. More pages, better quai 
tty: magazines you can tnisi 

Home of Britain's forest computer magazines, 
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with the build ot a rhinoceros and the breath of a dung beetle, Reids! It's TOUGHER - the criminals wield some heavy 
packs of vicious canine yappies, tfw psychotic down with an hardware but so do you! You can shoot but you must 
evil sense of humour • you i He, but not laumifagt men dodge their flak... heavy gunfire, trucks unloading 
there's the gas guzzling cadMac jock-a cool specimen, elbow their cargo onto your bonnet... It's the meanest 
hanging on the door rail, a serious looking piece m hfs hand pursuit game to flit the micro screen, 
and ready to mow you away as he rols down mam street The extra features wl leave you gasping for extended 
leaving you coughing lead. It's not al bad!... You've got a play weather changes, bodyguard souads, grenade 
chopper to back you up, a mean, shiny street machine, some lobbing hikers, gun-choppers... just play it!... we dare 
heavy metal hardware and some pretty neat moves. And what you to stop! 
about the king pm... did I say be was Mr. Mg? No, he's MR BIG! 

FOR THE BIST IN ! 

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR: SPECTRUM . AMSTRAD 
COMMODORE . AMIGA . ATARI ST 
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Hfity. THE EGO TRIP OF A LIFETIME 
cerience the horror as your dreams turn Into hideous 
ghtmara. Suddenly your every move Is monitored by would-be 
tsasta. You discover the surreal truth - 
H're not you - you're me. 
■ must travel to Mars to discover your true identity - your 
isshm Is now a journey of non stop action, strange mutants, 
ihiristlc vehicles and a starting array of weaponry al . 
iptured In superbly executed graphics and a game play that 
xnpflments the success ot the year's top movie. 

990 CAROLCO PICTURES INC. 
ROBOCOP TM & 1990 ORION PICTURES CORP ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

■ ^ 

► * 

1 

w 
ENFORCEMENT, THERE'S ALWAYS ROOM 

IMPROVEMENT. 
The future is a rough place Detroit is a 

bankrupt city...torn apart by the decadent 
forces of the Old Man and his corrupt 
corporation. If you want to die - then 
walk the streets, if you want to live - then 

pray for the return of Robocop! 
2 has justice in mind... a kind of justice 

only he can deliver! Take on Detroit's evil 
and his mega-corporation in some of 

the most action-packed scenes ever devised tor 
maximum entertainment value. Detroit Is falling 

- it's time to put it al back together! 
BACK... TO PROTECT THE INNOCENT 

DFTWARE ACTION 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LTD, 6 CENTRAL STREET, MANCHESTER, M2 5NS. 

TEL: 061 832 6633. FAX: 061 834 0650 



Digi-View 4.0 and Digi-Paint 3 Become One 
with the ultimate link between digitizer and paint program With 
Dicji-Viow 4.0 s Dp-Port feature they can txith share the same 
screen so that touching-up your digitized images is easier than evei 
Transfer 768x502, 4006 colour super bitmaps from Dipt-View 4.0 
to Digi-Paint 3 with a simple menu command, make changes 
such as combining images nr adding titles, and redisplay them as 
Dynamic HiRes or other resolution images. 

Only Digi-View Gold: 
* Digitizes in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x256 up to 

768x592 (lull HiRes overscan! 
* Includes powerful Digi-Raint I software for retouching digitized 

images or creating original artwork 
* Uses 2 to 4096 colours |including haltbrite) 
* Has exclude Dynamic modes for 4096 colours in HiRes 

* Digitizes in 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colours) for the highest quality 
images possible 

* Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 100,000 colours 
on screen simultaneously 

* Has a special line art mode for desktop publishing 
* Comes with an icon driven slideshow program lor presentations 

using both IFF and Dynamic images 
* Has complete software control of colour saturation, brightness, 

sharpness, hue. resolution, and palette 
* Digitizes in (nil overscan wilh no ImrdrjsJor use with video genlocks 
* Otters an unprecedented lifetime warranty 

It you want the best graphics possible for your Amiga, then get the host 
selling video digitizer of all time; Digi-View Gold/ 

flnltf PI AQ QC For a NeuuTek authorized dealer 
If Illy £ IHSJiSf tl near vot| contact HB Marketing. 

Inc VAT ltd. at 0753 686000 

Now includes 
Digi-Paint 1 =wT=k 

INCORPORATED 

sLinilarrl gt!mkar t h.iricit-r (nr uStJ will! lOOU Dynamic HtRns 
2 nuriiH Ol RAM Dkj< Vit?w Guki is ,i tr.tnhm. irk («l Nrwli^k. In* 

/MrUh ith the al1 new m3'~View 40 so,,_ 
ware you can do the one thing most 
people thought was impossible— 

- digitize and display all 4096 colours 
in high resolution! We rail tins revolutionary new 
graphics mode Dynamic HiRes. Amiga Format magazine 
calls it “breathtaking, easily the best images ever seen 
on an Amiga screen" But that's just the start ol what 
makes Digi-View 4.0 a breakthrough. Other new (natures 
include: Dynamic HAM Itrmge tree HAM|, Noise 
Reduction (lor the sharpest images ever), ARexx sup¬ 
port. super bitmap digitizing. 24 bit colour support 
and dozens of other new features making Digi-View Gold 
the hottest Amiga graphics product ever. 

Anri it's still |ii$t as easy to use. Simply focus your 
video camera on any object or picture, and in seconds 
Digi-View Gold turns it into Amiga graphics that 
glow with vibrant colour and stunning clarity. Whether 
you are creating graphics tor desktop publishing, 
presentations, video, or just tor fun, Digi-View Gold gives 
you dazzling images with amazing simplicity. 

These images were photographed direnllv from an Amiga 
1080 monitor and sht>w Iht? new 4Q9fi colour 

Dynamic HiRes mode available only 
with NewTek s D>gi View 4 0 

D I G I • V I E W GOLD 
4096 Colours in High Resolution...is just the beginning 


